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PREFACE

Here is my humble presentaiion of Shakespeare. At the
outset, a word or two are perhaps necessary to show how I took
upon myself this bold yenture,—bold, because of the numerous
books that are already in the market, and brought out by a long
array of editors, publishers and commentators of Shakespeare.
They are all good and useful in their way. But they do not come
up to my idea of usefulness, and hence the present attempt. Let
me hope that it will supply a long-felt want and may even serve
as a model, tho’ crude, for similar editions from abler hands.

About 40 years ago, I went to and stayed in England for over
three years in connection with my study for the Bar. It was then
my great good fortune to witness some—alas ! only some—of the

plays of Shakespeare beautifully staged and acted by well-known
actors. Sir Henry Irving, Miss Ellen Terry, and others The
impression, their performances left on me, was deep and enduring.

It made me pause in silent awe and wonder at the mighty
mind of Shakespeare and all that is imparted or conveyed
by his writings,—the instructive lessons and truths, the wit and
wisdom, the varied experiences and sensations of man in different

stages of his development, his instincts and emotions, in fact, the

whole philosophy of human life,—in language quite Shakespearean
in its range, volume, variety, force and flexibility. Naturally, I

was filled with the desire to read all his works through
;
and to

help me in the task, I wanted to have an edition of his works, with
expressive illustrations, copious annotations and direct criticism

of each play, showing its ethical spirit and significance. In my
longing, I looked far and wide for such a copy. It was, and still is,

my belief that an edition of this kind would enable one to enter

into Shakespeare’s mind and art and spirit, and to understand and
imbibe the wholesome lessons and truths expounded by him. Ever
since then, my search has been continuous and extensive, but alas 1

fruitless. For, I have not come across such an edition, analysing,

explaining, illustrating and illuminating his plays.

Do we not realize the meaning, force and beauty of his

plays all the more clearly, if we see them properly illustrated and
explained

;
and more so, if they are well-staged and acted ?

Nature appears in a new light when presented in a new aspect,

and so does Shakespeare. While we witness the acting, we feel

as though we actually experience the various moods and aspects of

life presented to us. Nay we ourselves feel the force, the intensity,

and at times the tyranny of the passions that animate the charac-

ters of the play. Nor is this ail. A sight or study of Shakespeare’s

pictures of diversified human life makes us so familiar with them
that they constantly and pertinaciously dwell in our imagination.

In fact, they become to us more palpable, real, breathing, living

figures than even those of actual life. The latter touch and influence



US while we are in contact with them
;

their sayings and doingb
dw^ell in our memory for a tune only; but Shakespeare's characters
have an ever-presentj ever-lasting life,—almost as eternal as

the human race.

But realising what little chance there is for Indians, at least

under the present circumstances, to see Sliakespcare’s plays well-
staged and acted, it occurred to me to provide them, as the next
best substitute, with suitable illustrations depicting each character,
scene and situation. This will at least be helpful to younger
minds and make for an easy and intelligent appreciation of the
art, manner and style, in which the great poet has exhibited the
play of almost all human passions, emotions and desires Advanced
students ot Shakespeare may perhaps require nothing more than
the bare, simple text. But, even to them, well-designed and well-

executed illustrations are bound to come in as an aid, however
slight, in the prosecution of their studies.'

I have seen and handled any number of books on \arious sub-
jects, grave and gay, tor young and old, for students and scholars,
copiously illustrated. Whether one turns to nursery books,
story books, books ot travel, commerce, history, science, religion,
or to books of common folklore, one finds them mostly well-illus-
trated Painting, drawing, etching, steel engraving, water colour,
photography and all the resources of the Pictorial Art have been
freely drawn upon. Even the common dailies, weeklies, monthlies,
and other periodicals have also latterly taken to pictorial illustra-
tion. They now vxe with one another in producing the best
pictures or representations, not only of men and their achievements,
but of animal and vegetable life, of Nature and her varied
phenomena. But when I turn to Shakespeare,—the greatest
poet and dramatist of the world who has treated of the elemental
passions of man,—the ever-living topics of human life,—and note
the paucity of pictorial illustrations in his works, as constrasted
with the plethora of pictures and illustrations, in common papers
anci books, mostly of the commonplace incidents, affairs and
activities of Life, it fills me with wonder at the extent of human
eccentricity or apathy in some respects.

Illustrations of Shakespeare’s Plays are no doubt to be seen,
here and there, in some editions. But they are too meagre, too
few, beside the mark, and too poor in quality and quantity. And
yet we are all conscious of the value of good pictures in illustrating

scenes and events. A good illustration, at a glance, is capable of

impressing the mind with a tolerably faithful picture of the whole
scene or situation represented. I have therefore tried to supply a
long-felt want by illustrating, fully and copiously, tho’ roughly by
line drawings only, every scene and incident of the tragedy.

sixty four full-page illustrations, given m Othello
Itlone.



Besides, a new plan is adopted and a new note of ethical value
and suggestion is struck m this book. Owing to the vast and
varied range, scope, energy, potency, and complexity of human
passions as delineated by Shakespeare, a heterogeneous mass of

critical literature has come into being, in reference to his works
in general and to his tragedies in particular. Much of Shakes-
peare’s mind and art will be missed, if the reader does not look
deeper into his Plays and note the sparkling gems of wisdom,

—

morals and lessons of abiding interest hidden underneath. To
this end, criticism is a valuable aid. Copious criticism is there-

fore given, or, as it has been here called, a critical and analytical

study of each Act, in addition to the criticism given in the General
Introduction. This critical and analytical study of each Act is

altogether a novel and, it is hoped, a useful feature of the present

work. I tiust that the arrangement of the text under appiropnate
descriptive headings, the explanatory notes on each page, and the

critical analysis after each Act, will be found more convenient
and helpful than the methods adopted in similar works by others.

In fact, tiie whole book may appear to be an innovation,

distinct from its biethern in the field,—a wholesome innovation
which, I hope, will commend itself to the readers generally.

The disanguishing features of this book are:—

(1) An oudinc of the story, Act by Act, is given at the commencement
ol each Act.

(2j Then comes the full page picture oi pictorial illustration of the
scene or incident depicted by Shakespeare.

(3) This picture has a descriptive title at the Lop and a thought-provo-
king, moral aphorism or motto at the bottom, showing the drift of

the picture. The leader is thus enabled, at a glance of the

pictuie, to know the whole situation and the meaning underlying

It By ineiely turning over the pictures and reading their

descriptive titles, one will gain a good idea ol the whole play,

and the story will be better impressed on the mind than the one
given in bare print.

(4) Opposite to the picture is arranged the text under appropriate

headings, with meanings of difficult words and phrases and short

critical notes, wherever needed, at the foot of the same page.

(5) Every Act is followed by a critical and analytical study of the

characters,—of the passions, emotions and feelings which animate

them and are in fact the main*springs of all their actions,— or

the incidents, scenes and situations in which they are placed,

and of the results or developments that ensue i n consequence,

(6) The significance of each Act, whets needed, is also treated of

separately.

(7) In the general Introduction is also given Bn Anthology of the

extracts from reputed representatives of the different epochs of

Shakespearean criticism.

(8) Quotations or Select passages from the play are also given

rat«ly in ons pl.a:6 at the end of the IntwdeetiWi



The study is thus rendered as thorough and exhaustive as

possible. Textual criticism, dealing with difl'erent readings and

emendations, is not included. It is, I consider, not altogether the

end of criticism though a branch of it, and not a necessary guide

to the understanding of the play by young minds.
^

I propose to bring out in a similar manner other tragedies

also,—King Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet, and Julius Ceaser. ‘ Othello,’;

now presented, is the first of the series. Others will follow in

due course. I have therefore thought fit to dwell at some length on

the function and pi ogress of Drama, and of Tragedy in particular,

under the ‘ General Inti eduction '. It is designed as a prelimi-

nary introduction applicable to the senes under projection. In

the General Inti oduction, I have also taken the opportunity to

give extiacts of appreciations of Shakespeare by some of the

great intellects,—poets, scholars, critics and exponents. Young

minds will find it a convenient and valuable aid in properly

understanding the Poet, to have the extracts marshalled in one

place, rather than to have to wade through and "get involved into

a vast mass of critical liieratuie.

I trust, better minds will hereafter take up the task and im-

prove upon my work and method and make the pictures or

pictorial illustrations more pleasing, apt, and artistic than I have

been able to do with the moicvutls (if niv disposcil. It is intended

primarily for the use and instruction of my countrymen,

juveniles and grown-up students, and ultimately for all lovers

of Shakespeare. In short, I consider this effort of mine^ as an

luirablc offering to my fellow citizens, and as signalising my
admiration of and homage to the world’s Great Teacher, in the

hope that his teachings would reach a large number of my
countrymen

Before concluding, I must express my indebtedness to the

scholars and critics who haim gone before me in the field and

whose valuable woiks 1 have profitably consulted
,

also to the

scholarly assistants whose services it has been my good fortune

to secure in helping me to bring this book out. In ihis connection,

I am glad to mention the name of Mr. S. Krishna Moorthy who
filled up in time the breach made by the temporary absence

of my collaborator and co-editor through his illness. I must also

express my appreciation of the late artist, Mr. Vyasa Ram, who
executed Uie line-drawings for me. I lament very much his recent

death at Bombay
;

for, he was a promising Artist whose career

has alas ! been untimely cut short.

Bangalore, 1

April 1928.

1

RAM GOPAL>
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTION [pt . i.] 1,

[Note : One critic exclaimed that a volume of jurisprudence could be
made out of Shakespeare’s works. Another was struck with the ‘ bead-roll

of gems’ and truths sparkling in them. A third one might lay emphasis on
his greatness in inventing giand and telling expressions, similies and other

figures of speech, etc. Some of these have been indicated here. I have also

culled from this play a few proverbs, epigrams, and aphorisms, which lie

thickly scattered m all his works. In addition, I have given ‘ Select

Passages ’ from Othello. They are equally valuable by virtue of their gran-

deur of diction, richness of thought, facility and flexibility of expression,

and the varied power, compass and range of human feelings, passions and

emotions they deal with, i have thought fat to collect and give them in

Special Introduction, as distinguished from the matters treated of in

General Introduction]

PART I.

Some Figures of Speech, Epithets, etc., called from ‘ Othello
’

Close as oak ; as prime as goats, as hot as monkeys, as salt as

wolves in pride ; fools as gross as ignorance made diunk ; leaden

thoughts; spite of hell, the fiend’s aich mock; hobby-horse;

well- painted passion; still as the grave; heavy hour; blacker

devil, false as water
;

rash as fire; (you) lie to the heart; as

Ignorant as dirt ; as liberal as the north (wind)
;

precious villain ;

more fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea ; a daily beauty in his life
;

one entire and perfect chrysolite ,
unused to the melting mood ; drop

tears as fast as the Arabian trees their medicinal gum
,

rha spirit-stirnng

drum ; the eai-piercing fife ; the plumed troop ; the diowsy syrups

of the world; past all surgeiy; potations pottle deep, egregiously

an ass ; most lame and impouent conclusion ; as luscious as locusts

;

as bitter as coloqumtida ; framed to make women false ; a divided

duty} the tyrant custom ; blazoning pens; faair-bieadth escapes;

and let the labouring bark climb hills of seas Olympus-high, and duck again

as low as Hell’s from Heaven ;
declined into the vale of years ;

' tis

destiny unshunnable, like death ,
her stolen hours of lust , answer

my waked wrath
;

dangerous cenceits are, in their nature, poisons, and

burn like the mines of sulphur ;
trifies light as air ; confaimations

strong, as proofs of holy writ
;

the ocular proof ; tyrannous hate ;

a green-eyed monster ,
he plucked up kisses by the roots as it they grew

upon my Ups ;
this dream may heip to thicken other proofs tnais do

demonstrate thinly ;
they are ail bub stomachs, and we all but food;

they eat us hungerly, and when they are full, tiiey belch us ; some un-

hatch’d practice hatn puddled his clear spirit; men are not gods
;

such

observancy as fits the bridal ;
credulous fools ;

I clothe me m a forced

content
;

a foregone conclusion ; tho' that her jesses were my dear

heart-strings, I’ld whistle her off, and let her down tfaa wind to prey at fortune;

a drop of patience ;
I had rather be a toad and live

; tfae plague of

great ones
;

prerogatived are they less than tfae base
;

it is my nature’s

plague to spy into abuses ;
nor build yourself a trouble out of my scat-

tering and unsure observance ,
a false, disloyal knave

; they’re tricks

of custom; thou mak’st fais ear a stranger to thy thoughts; to steal

away so guilty-like ;
I’ll pour this pestilence into his ear

,
I'll turn

her virtue into pitch, and out of her own goodness make the net that

shall enmesh them all ;
the devils .do suggest at first with heavenly

hows i we work by wit, and not by witcncraft, and wit depends

dilator/ time} faU’Q in tbe practice of a damned slave,
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PART !I.

Some Proverbs, Epigrams and Aphodsms, from ‘ Othello
’

But I Will v/ear my heart upon my sleeve for daws to peck at.

The wealthy, curled dailings of our nation.

The very head and front of my offending hath this extent, no
more.

Fruits that blossom first will first be ripe.

Pleasure and action make the hours seem short.

Dull not device by coldness and delay.

Take the safest occasion by the fiont.

lie errs in ignorance, not in cunning
Weigh thy words before thou givest them breath

Man should be what they seem
;

Or those that be not, would, they might seen none.

Poor and content is rich, and rich enough.

I saw Othello’s visage m his mind.

I am not merry, but i do beguile,

The thing I am, by seeming otherwise.

There is magic in the wah of it.

Alas, my advocation is nor now in tune

!

Bear your fortune like a man .

Keep time in all.

They laugh that win.
His woids and performances are no kin together.

To devise engines (of destruction! for one’s life.

Within reason and compass.

As you shall prove, so praise us.

G-uiltmess w’lll speak, though tongues were out of use.

Ah, balmy breath, that dost almost persuade

Justice to break her sword

!

So sweet was never so fatal

-

This sorrow’s heavenly, it strikes where it doth love.

Take heed of perjury, thou ait on thy death-bed,

Oassio, not killed? Then murder is out of tune,

And sweet revenge grows harsh.

An honest man he is, and hates the slime

That sticks on filthy deeds.

She’s like a liar, gone to burning hell

The sweetest innocent that over did lift up eye.

Are there no stones in heaven, but what serve for the thunder?

Why sliould honour out-live honesty ?

When I love thee not, chaos is come again.

Speak of me as I am ; nothing extenuate,

Nor set down aught in malice
;
then must you speak

Of one that loved, not wisely, but too well

;

That threw a pearl away, richer than all Jus tribe.

Fm nothing, if not critical.

Othello’s oaoupatioa’s goua I
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part III.

EPIGRAMMATIC SAYINGS.

(A Bead-roll of gems, trntliSs etc.)

Book-worm :

—

Unless (it bo) the bookish theoric,

Wherein the toged consuls can propose as masterly as he

;

Moi'o prattle without practice is all his soldiership.

Preferment;™

Preferment goes by letter and affection,

And not by old gradation.

Masters and Servants, ( fidelity impossible with all masters):

We cannot all be masters, nor all masters

Cannot be truly followed.

Advice (good) :

—

You are one of those that will not serve God, if the devil bid jou.

Punishment:

—

(a) My spirit and my place have in them power

To make this bitter to thee.

(b) Let loose on me the justice of the State

For thus deluding yon. tAor i

)

A punishment more in policy than in malice ; even so as one

would beat his offenceless dog to affright an imperious lion.-

(ACT II.)

Madness :

—

And now, in madness,
_

Being full of supper and distempering draughts,

Upon malicious bravery, dost thou come to start my quiet.

Conscience :— ^

(a) Do not believe that, from the sense of civility,

1 thus would play and trifle with your reverence.

(b) Yet do I hold it very stuff o’ the conscienoe.

To do no contrived murder

(c) My parts, my title, and my perfect soul

Shall manifest me rightly.

Hypocrisy :

—

Tho’ I do hate him, as I do hell pains,

•Yet, for necessity, of present life,

I must show out a flag andlsign of love.

Div inity of hell ! when devils will the blackest sins put on,

They do suggest at first with heavenly shows.
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Old Age, Respect to,

—

Yoq shall more command with years,

Than with yoitr weapons.

Discretion :

—

Let’s teach ourselves that honorable stop,

Not to outsport discietion* (act n.)

My Services :

—

My services., ....shall out-tongue his complaints.

Prejudice (of birth, race, or caste) :

—

For, if such actions may have passage free.

Bond- slaves and pagans shall our statesmen be.

imprudence :

—

Neglecting an attempt of ease and gain,

To wake and wage a danger profitless.

Grief

He bears the sentence well, that nothing bears

But the free comfort which from thence he bears.

But he bears both the sentence and the sorrow
That, to pay grief, must of poor patience borrow.

Grief (bootless) ;

—

The robb’d that smiles, steals something from the thief
;

He robs himself that spends a bootless grief.

Reconcilialiou :

—

Take up this mangled matter at the best.

Men do their broken weapons rather use

Than their bare hands.

Resignation :

—

When remedies are past, the griefs are ended.

By seeing the worst, which late on hopes depended.

Pining

To mourn a mischief that is past and gone.

Is the next way to draw new mischief on.

Patience ;

—

What cannot bo preserved when fortune takes,

Patience, her injury, a mockery makes.

How poor are they that have not patience !

What wound did ever heal but by degrees ? (AOi tt.)

Words, (have little consoling power) :
—

But words are words ; I never yet did hear

That the bruised heart was pierced through the ear.

Opinion (public) :
—

Yet, opinion, a sovereign mistress of effects, throws a morn siafat

voice on ^ou,
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Hallit —
The tycaafc custom hath made the flinty and steel couch o£ wac
My thrice-driven bed of down.

Jndgment (lies in the mind) '

—

I saw Othello’s visage in his mind.

Character (better than colour) •

—

If virtue no delighted beauty lack,

Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.

Time —
We must obey the time.

There are many events, m the womb of time, which will be delivered. •

Coqspiracy —
Hell and Night

Must bring this monstrous birth to the world's light.

Knavery —
Knavery’s plain face is never seen tjll used.

Lcve ;

—

ACT !!•

Base men, being in love, have then a nobility in their nature

than is native to them.

more

When I love thee not, chaos is come again. (act in.) •

I had rather be a toad,

And live upon the vapor of a dungeon,

Than keep a comer in the thing I love

For others’ uses. (aot in.)

Jealousy :

—

Yet that I put the Moor at least into a jealousy so strong

That Judgment cannot cure. (act li.)

Think’st thou, I’ld make a life of jealousy, (act hi.)

To follow still the changes of the moon
With fresh suspicions?

It comes over my memory
As doth the raven ovei the infected house

Boding to aU. (ACT IV.)

Oft ray jealousy shapes faults that are not.

0, beware, my lord, of jealousy !

It is the green-^yed monster which doth mock
The meat it feeds on. (ACT iii.)

But jealous souls will not be answer’d so,

They are not ever jealous for the cause,

But jealous, for they are jealous : ’tis a monster

Begot upon itself, born oo itself,
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Heaven keep fhat monster from Othello’s mind !

Trifles, light as air,

Are, to the Jealous, confirmations strong

As proofs of holy writ.

Dangerous conceits are, in their natures, poisons

Which,... with a little act upon the blood,

Burn like the mines of sulphur. (act hi)

Drkik:—

I could well wish Courtesy would invent some other custom of

entertainment,

0 thou invisible spirit of wine, if thou hast no name to be known
by, let us call thee devil

!

O God, that men should put an enemy in their mouths to steal

away their brains, that we should, with ]oy, pleasanco, revel and
applause, transform om selves into beasts!

Every inordinate cup is unblest, and the i ngredient is a devil.

PlaBnhig and Hoping:

—

If consequence do but approve my dream,

My boat sails freely, both with wind and stream.

Military Talents;

—

He is a soldier fit to stand by Cseser

And give direction.

Good Nature :

—

His good nature prizes the virtue that appears in Cassio, and looks
not on his evils.

Threat :

—

He that stiis next, to carve for bis own rage.

Holds his soul light
;
he dies upon his motion.

Self-Defence (a natural instinct) —
Unless self-charity be sometimes a vice,

And to defend ourselves be a sin,

When violence assails us.

Passion (rising) :—

-

My blood begins my safer guides to rule.

Human Weakness ;

—

But men are men ; the best sometimes forget.

Anger :

—

As men in rage strike those that wish them best.

It hath pleased the devil drunkenness to give place to the devil

wrath : one imperfectness shows me another.

Reputation ;

—

I have lost the immirtal part of myself, and what r-imains is

bestial. My reputation, lago, my reputation !
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Good name m maa and woman,
la the immediate jewel of theu' souls.

Who steals my purse, steals trash

But he that filches from me ray good name,
Bobs me of that which not enriches him
And makes me poor indeed. (ACT ill)

Generous Nature •

—

She is framed as fruitful as the free elements.

Lesson, ( from bitter experience) —
I shall I have so much experience for my pains

;
and so, with no

money at all, and a little more wit, return again to Yenioe.

Pleasure and Action .

—

Pleasure and action make the hours seem short.

Delay .

—

Dull not device by oeldooss and delay.

ACT Ill-

Importunity —
I’ll watch him tame and talk him out of patience.

His bed shall seem a school, hia board a shrift.

Ill at ease :

—

I am very ill at ease,

(And so) unfit for my owm purposes.

Insinuation —
By Heaven, he echoes me,
As if there were some monster in his thought

Too hideous to be shown.

Tricks of Custom .—
For, such things, in a false, disloyal knave, are tricks of custom.

Honest Men .

—

Men should be what they seem.

Or those that be not, would, they might seem none.

My thoughts are my own

Though I am bound to every act of duty,

I am not bound ro that all slaves are free toi

Foal Things

As where’s that palace wherointo foul things

Somotimea intrude not f

Theft ( of money)

Who steals my purse, steals trash |
‘ tis something, nothing

‘ Twas mine, ‘ tis his, and has been slave bo thousands.

Suspiciou (of a jealous husband);—

But, Oj what damned minutes tells he o'er

Who dotes, yet doubts; suspects, yet stron^y loves,
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Cootent —
Poor and content is rich, and rich enough ;

But riches, fineleas, is as poor as winter

To him that ever tears he shall be poor.

Decision .

—

To be once in doubt is once to be resolved.

I’ll see before I doubt , when I doubt, prove.

Virtue Adorned .

—

Where virtue is, these (singing, playing, dancing) arc more virtuous.

Her Falsehood ( incredible);

—

If she be false, O, then. Heaven mocks itself

!

I’ll not believe it.

Suspense .

—

Thou hast set me on the rack:

I swear ’tis better to be much abused
Than but to know’t a little.

LOSS, (not known, is no loss).

—

He that is robbed, not wanting what is stolen,

Let him not know’t, and he is not robbed at all.

Pathetic Despair .

—

0, now, for ever, farewell the tranquil mind ! farewell content 1......

Proof ;

—

So prove it, that the probation bears no hinge nor loop

To hang a doubt on.

Weak Minds:

—

There are a kind of men so loose of soul

That, in their sleep, will mutter their affairs.

Threat

Villain, be sme, thou piove my love a whore,....,.

If thou dost slander her and torture me,
Never pray more.

Revenue

O, that the slave had forty thousand lives

!

One IS too poor, too weak for my revenge.

I would have him nine years a-killing.

Had all his hairs been lives, ray great revenge
Had stomach for them all.

Arise, black vengeance, from thy hollow cell

!

Yield up, O love, thy crown and hearted throne
To tyrannous hate ! Swell bosomj with thy fraught,

por, ‘tis of aspicb’ tongues!
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Folly :

—

O wietched fool, that hvest to make thme honesty a vice

!

Wedlock (false) —
The hearts, of old, gave hands,

But our new heraldry is hands, not heaits.

Untimely Pleading .

—

Alas ! my advocation is not now in tune

!

Worry (official)

In such cases, men’s natuies wrangle with mfeiior things though

great ones are their object.

Sympatbetic Action;—

For, let our finger ache, and it induces

Our other healthful members even to that sense.

Human Weakness :

—

We must think, men are not Gods,

Nor of them look for such obsorvancy as fits the biidal.

Absent Honrs (with lovers) .

—

And lovers’ absent hours, O weary reckoning !

ACT iV.

A Wife’s Honor;

—

She 13 protectress of her hjonor too.

Gullibility;—

Thus credulous fools are caught!

And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,

All guiltless, meet reproach!

Success;

—

They laugh that win.

A wife’s accomplishments:

—

O, the world hath not a sweeter creature ! She might lie by an

emperor’s side and command him tasks I do but say what she is,

—so delicate with her needle . an admirable musician . O, she will

sing the savageness out of a bear : of so high and plenteous wit and

invention.

FifmnosS:—

Is this the nature whom passion could not shake ?

Whose solid virtue, the shot of accident nor dart of chance

Could neither graze nor pierce ?

Cursed Slanderers ;

—

O Heaven, that such companions thou'idst unfold,

And put in every honest hand a whip

To lash the rascals naked through the world

pven from the east to the west 1
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Constancy (of a chaste wife) —
Unkindness may do much, and his uukindiiess may defeat my life

But never taint my love.

Double Game —
Your words and performances are no kin together.

A Noble Prayer ;

—

Heaven me such uses send,

Not to pick bad from bad, but by bad mend.

ACT V.
Incongruity —

So sweet was never so fatal.

Heavenly Sorrow—
This sorrow is heavenly, it strikes where it doth love.

Unnatural Death —
That Death is unnatural that kills for loving

The Crisis .

—

This is the night that either makes me or foiedoes me quite.

It Faithful —
Naj , had she been true,

If Heaven would make me such another world
Of one entire and perfect chrysolite,

rid not have sold her for it.

Miscellaneous,

—

An honest man he is and hates the slime

That sticks on filthy deeds.

Villainy hath made mocks with love.

The sweetest innocent that ever did lift up eye.

No, 1 will speat as lib’ral as the north

Are there no stones in heaven but what serve for thunder ?

Who can control his fate ?

Here is my journey’s end, here is my butt

And very sea-mark of my utmost sail,

*••••«

I’d have thee live; foi, in my sense, His happiness to die.

(Call me) An honorable murderei, if you will,

For nought did I in hatej but all in honor,
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Contents for ‘ Select Passages in Part IV

A

1. Absence.

2. Accusation (answered).

3. Accusation and Remonsliance,

4. Admiration,

5. Adulterj’,

6. Alarm,

7. Anger,

8. Appearance (deceitful).

9. Aristocratic Father’s feelings.

B

10.

Boasting.

3

1.

Boon (or favour).

C

12. Causation.

13. Change.
14. Chastity and Honor.

15. Chiding.

16. Chuckling and Gloating (of Malice).

17. Comfort.

18. Confession (candid).

19. Confidence or Tnist.

20. Conscience
21. Contentment.
22. Corruption (social).

23. Courage.
D

24. Decision.

25 Despair and Encouragement.
26. Discretion

27. Dismissal and Caution.

25. Drink and Drunkards.

20. Duty.

E

30. Exploitation (of good men and fools).

F

31. Faithlessness (conjugal).

32. Farewell

33. Freedom.
34. Friendship.

H

35. Hatred and Spite.

36. Honesty and Love-
37. Husband and Wife.
38. Hypocrisy (its Pretences and Plans).

I

39. Indignation, Surprise and Denunciation.

40. Innocence and Simplicity.

41. Insinuations,
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42 .

43 .

44 .

45 .

46.

47 .

48 .

49.

50.

51 .

52.

53 .

54.

55 .

56 .

57.

58 .

59.

60 .

61 .

62 .

63

64 .

65 .

66

67 .

68 -

69 .

70.

71 .

72 .

73 .

74 .

75 .

76 .

77.

78 .

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

J

Jealousy,

Joy-

L

Lament and Protest, (full of tender emotion).

Loss (blissful ignorance of—)

Love.
Love-Token.

M
Marriage.

Merits and Qualifications.

Murder.
P

PsliGHc©* • •

Pleading (vehement, almost childishly pressing).

Praise (by a courtier)-

Premonition and Presentiment.

Probabilities,

Proof.

Prostitution.

Provocation.

Public opinion.
. . • nr

Pnm'climAnf (^rcnrdin^ to law, justice

R

Reconciliation, (the spirit of—).

Reputation and Repentance.

Reputation, or Good Name and Fame

Eeputation and Honor.

Revenge
S

SeK-conceit (immoderate)

,

Self-interest

Service and Ser\'ants.

Silence.

Soldier (a true )

Sorrows.

Storm (a sea-port scene)

Strategical tactics.

Suicide.
.

Suspense, (an undesirable state of mind).

T
Tears Ccrocodile)

.

Time, (as computed by a lover).

Villainy’s Dark Designs and Deeds,

Villain Vs. Fool. ... ,

.

Villain’s view of Philosophy (perverted to suit his own ends).

Vindication.

W
WicKedness, (describing women.)

Wrongs.
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PART IV.

SELECT PASSAGES (from ‘ OilieUo ’)

(With Headings in alphabetical order.)

1. ABSENCE.

Bia ; What ! keep a week away ? seven days and nights ’ Eight score

eight hours ? and lovers * absent hours, more tedious than the dial

eight score times ? 0 weary reckoning ! (Act in, sc 4.)

2. ACCUSATON (answered).

lago falsely implicates and accuses Bianca who comes there,

—

Bia : 0 my dear Cassio ! my sweet Cassio, Cassio, Cassio !

lago ; 0 notable strumpet ! (To Cas ) Cassio, may you suspect who
they should be that have thus mangled you ?

Gentlemen all, I do suspect this trash (Blanca)

To be a party in this injury.

Patience awhile, good Cassio. Come, come,

Lend me a light. Know we this face or no ?

Alas, my friend and my dear countryman
Eoderigo ? no •—yes, sure,—O Heaven !—Eoderigo.

(Seeing Gra.) Signior Gratiano ? I cry you gentle pardon
;

These bloody accidents must excuse my manners
That so neglected you. * • *

'll fetch th e general’s surgeon
He that lies slain here, Cassio was my dear friend

;

What malice was between jou ’

*

Cas : None in the world; nor do I know the man.

lago : Stay you, good gentlemen, (To Bia.) Look you pale, mistress ?

Do you perceive the gastness of her eye ?

Nay, if you stare, we shall bear more anon
Behold her well ; I pray you, look upon her

.

Do you see, gentlemen ? nay, guiltiness will speak,

Tho’ tongues were out of use.

This is the fruit of whoring. Prithee, Emilia,

Go, know of Cassio where he supp’d to-night.

(To Bia.) What, do you shake at that ?

Bia : He supp’d at my house ;
but I therefore shake not.

lago ; O, did he so ? I charge you, go with me.

Emil : Fie, fie upon thee, strumpet

!

Bia • I am no strumpet
;
but of life as honest

As you that thus abuse mo, '
( Aot V, Sq. I

)
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3. ACCUSATION and REMONSTRANCE.

Des : I hope, my noble lord esteems me honest.

0th ; 0, ay
; as summer flies are in the shambles,

That quicken even with blowing. 0 thou weed,

Who art so lovely fair and smell’ st so sweet

That the sense aches at thee, would, thou hadst ne’er been born 1

Des Alas, what ignorant sin have I committed ?

0th Was this fair paper, this most goodly book,

Made to write ' whore ’ upon What committed ^

Committed ^ 0 thou public commoner ^

I should make very forges of my cheeks,

That would to cinders burn up modest}

,

Did I but speak thy deeds. What committed !

Heaven stops the nose at it; and the moon winks;

The bawdy wind, that kisses all it meets,

Is hush'd within the hollow mine of eaith,

And will not hear it. What committed ^

Impudent strumpet ^

Des : No, as I am a Christian

:

If to preserve this vessel for my lord

From any other foul unlawful touch

Be not to be a strumpet, I am none. ( act iv, Sc. 2

)

4. ADMIRATION.

Othello, deluded into admiring lago’s character,

0th ‘ This honest creature doubtless

Sees and knows moie, much more, than he unfolds,
V. ^

This fellow’s of exceeding honesty,

And knows all qualities, with a learned spirit,

Of human dealings.
( act in, sc. 3

)

5 ADULTERY.

(a) Adultery in Venice,

—

In Venice, they do let Heaven see the pranks
They dare not show theii husbands

;
their best conscience

Ts not to leave’t undone, but keep’t unknown. (ACT iii, SC, 3)

(b) The character of an adulterous woman,

—

A housewife that, by selling her desires,

Buys herself bread and clothes
: ( ACT iv, SC. 1

)

(c) Adultery, impossibility of direct proof of,

—

But, how? how satisfied, my lord ?

.Would you, the supervisor, grossly gape on,
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Behold her topp’d*^ What then^ how then?

What shall I say? Where’s satisfaction'-^

It is imposible you should see this,

Were they as prime as goats, as hot as monkeys,
As salt as wolves in pride, and fools as gross

As ignoiance made drunk But yet, I sa}^

If imputation and stiong circumstances,

Which lead directly to the door of truth,

Will give you satisfaction, you may have’t
( ACT lu, sc. 3 )

(d) Impure, foul thoughts in pure minds,—

As where’s that palace wherein to foul

Sometimes intrude not'^ Who has a bieast

But some uncleanly appiehensions

Keep leets and law-da} s, and m session sit

With meditations lawful

6. AL4R4M

How to create alarm, and poison ones delight,—

(1) lago (To Rod.) Call up her father,

Rouse him make after him, poison his delight,

Proclaim him in the streets
;
incense her kinsmen

,

And, though he m a fertile climate dwell,

Plague him with flies though that his ]oy be joy,

Yet throw such changes of vexation on’t,

As it may lose some colour,

Rod : Here is her father’s house
;

I’ll call aloud.

lago ; Do, with like timorous accent and dire yell,

As when, by night and negligence, the Are

Is spied in populous cities.

Rod : What, ho, Brabantio! Signior Brabantio, ho !

lago : Awake! what, ho, Brabantio^ thieves! thieves! thieves!

Look to your house, your daughter and your bags!

Thieves! thieves! ( act l, Sc. 1

)

^ ^ ^

Ai'IsQ) awake the snorting citizens with the bell,

Or else the devil will make a grandsire of you;

Arise, Isay. (aoti, So. i)

(2) lago. ( Aside to Rod. ) Away, I sayj go out and cry a mutiny. lEvit RoiE
Nay, good lieutenant! Ood’s will, gentlemeni

Help, ho!—Lieutenant,—air,
—

'Nlontano,—sir;

—

Help, masters !—Here’s a goodly watch indeed! [4 hell rhigs^

Who’s that that rings the bell ?—Diablo, ho i

The town will rise : Grod’s will, lieutenant, hold ;

You will be shamed for ever.
( act 11, So. 3

)

things

so pure,

( ACl III, SC. 3 )
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7. ANGER.

(1) Oihello begins to get angry with the night-brawlers,

—

0th : Now, by Heaven,
My blood begins my safer guides to rule,

And passion, having my best judgment collied,

Assays to lead the way if I once stir.

Or do but lift this arm, the best of you
Shall sink in my rebuke. Give me to know
How this foul rout began, who set it on

;

And he that is approved m this offence,

Though he had twinn’d with me, both at a birth,

Shall lose me What ' in a town of war.

Yet wild, the people’s hearts brimful of fear,

To manage private and domestic quarrel.

In night, and on the court and guard of safety

!

*Tis monstious. lago, who began’t ^

2) Anger knows not friend from foe,

—

.• iago Men, in rage, strike those that u ish them best.

(3) Othello’s outburst of righteous anger against Iago,

—

0th : (Clutching Iago by the throat)

Villain, be sure thou prove my love a whore
,

Be sure of it; give me the ocular proof ;

Or, by the worth of mine eternal soul,

Thou hadst been better born a dog
Than answer my waked Wj.ath

!

Iago : Is’t come to this ?—

0th : Make me to see’t ; or, at the least, so prove it,

That the probation bears no hinge nor loop

To hang a doubt on; or, woe upon thy life

!

Iago: My noble lord,—*

0th ; If thou dost slander her and torture me,

Never pray more ;
abandon all remorse

;

On horror’s head horrors accumulate

;

Do deeds to make Heaven weep, all earth amazed
j

For, nothing canst thou to damnation add
Gieater than thati

(4) Iago, Oh Othello’s anger,—

Can he be ahgiy 1 have seen the cannon,

When it hath blown his ranks into the air,

xAnd, like the devil, from his very arm
Puff’d his own brother ; and can he be angry ?

Something of moment then . I will go meet him :

There’s matter in’t indeed if he be angry.

( ACT II, sc. 3)

( act ii, so. 3.

)

( ACT lit, so. 3

)

(ACT III, sc. 4)
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8 APPEARANCE (Deceitful).

Deceitful appearance, friendly outside, but false at heart.

(1) lago Others there are

Who, trimm’d in forms and visages of duty,
Keep yet then hearts attending on themselves,
And, throwing but shows of seivice on then lords,

Do well thrive by them
;
and when they have lined then coats,

Do themselves homage these fellows have some souU
And such a one do I profess myself.

( act i, sc 1

)

(2) lago ; Though I do hate him as I do hell pains,

Yet for necessity of present life,

I must show out a flag and sign of lo\e.

Which IS indeed but sign. (act i, sc. 1)

(3) 0th • (To Des.) 0 thou weed.

Who art so lovely fair, and smell’st so sweet,

That the sense aches at thee

Was this fair paper, this most goodly book,
Made to write ‘ whore ’ upon ’

( act iy, sc. 2

)

9 ARISTOCEATIC EATHER’S PEELINGS,

(1) Brabantio’s rebuff to the informer (Eoderigo),

—

Bra: I have charged thee not to haunt about my doors.

In honest plainness thou hast h^'d me say,

‘My daughter is not for thee’; and now, in madnes,
Being full of supper and distempering draughts,

Upon malicious bravery, dost thou come
To start my quiet.

» * «

But thou must needs be sure

My spirit and my placa have in them power
To make this bitter to thee.

( act 1, SC, 1

)

(2) Bis distraction on discovering his loss,

—

.JJta: It is too true an evil
;

gone she is
;

And what’s to come of my despised time

Is nought but bitterness. Now, Boderigo,

Where didst thou see her ? 0 unhappy girl

!

With the Moor, say'st thou ? Who would be a father '

How didst thou know 'twas she^ 0, she deceives me
Past thought ! What said she to you ? Gat more tapers.

Raise all my kindred. Are they married, think you?

Rod; Truly, I think they are.

Bra : 0 Heaven ! How got she out 0 treason of the blood !

Patbei’s, from hence trust not your daugbl-ers’ minds
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By what you see them act. Is there not charms
By which the property of youth and maidhood
May be abused ? Have you not read, Eoderigo,

Of some such thing ? ( act i, so l

)

(3) Abusive and insulting to Othello who is cool aud forbearing,

—

0th : Keep up your bright swords, for, the dew will rust them.

Good Signior, you shall more command wish years

Than with your weapons.

Bra; 0 thou foul thief, where hast thou stow’d my daughter ?

Damn’d as thou art, thou hast enchanted her ;

Bor, Fll refer me to all things of sense.

If she m chains of magic were not bound

:

Whether a maid so tender, fair and happy,

—

So opposite to marriage that she shunn’d
The wealthy cuiled darlings of our nation,

—

Would ever have, to incui a general mock.
Bun from her guardage to the sooty bosom
Of such a thing as thou, to fear, not to delight. ( AOi i, so. 2

)

(4) His supsrstitious beliefs about magic and drugs; his arrogant threat,

—

Bra; (To Self) Judge me the world, if ’ tia not gioss in sense

That thou hast practised on her with foul chaims
Abused her delicate youth with drugs or minerals

That weaken motion ; I’ll have’t disputed on

;

’ Tis probable, and palpable to thinking.

(To 0th.) I therefore apprehend and do attach thee

For an abuser of the world, a piactiser

Of Arts inhibited and out of warrant.
Lay hold upon him : if he do resist,

Subdue him at his peril. ( AOI l, SO. 2

)

(5) An Aristocrat’s idea of kinship of feeling among his class.

Bra ; Bring him away I

Mine’s not an idle cause : the Duke himself.

Or any of my brothers of the State,

Cannot but feel this wrong as ‘ twere their own

;

(6) ^cial pride and prejudice,

—

For, if such actions may have passage free.

Bond-slaves and pagans shall our statesmen be, ( AOl i, SO. 2. )

(7) Complaint to the Duke against Othello,

—

Bra : She is abused, stolen from me and corrupted

By spells aud medicines bought of mountebanks
;

For nature so preposterously to err,

—

Being not deficient, blind, or lame of sense,—-

Sans witchcraft could not be.

A maiden never bold ;

Of Spirit so still and quiet that her motion
^Blush’d at herself

; and she,—inspito of nature,
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Of years, of country, credit, everything,

—

To fall in love with what she fear’d to look on I

It is a Judgment maim’d and most imperfect,

That will confess peifection so could err

Against all rules of nature ; and must be driven

To find out practices of cunning Hell,

Why this should be.

I therefore vouch again,

That, with some mixtures powerful o’er the blood,

Or with some dram conjured to this effect.

He wrought upon her. ( act i, sc. 3

)

(8) His request to hear his daughter’s version,

—

Bra : I pray you, hear her speak :

If she confess that she was half the wooer,

Destruction on my head if my bad blame

Light on the man I Come hither, gentle mistress :

Do you perceive in all this noble company
Where most you owe obedience ? ( Act i, Sc. 3

)

(9) His feelings of dlsgnst and threat of tyrannical behaviour,

—

Bra ; Clod be with you I I have done.

Please it your grace, on to the State affairs :

I had rather to adopt a child than get it.

Come hither. Moor

:

I here do give thee that with all my heart,

Which, but thou hast already, with all my heart

I would keep from thee. For your sake, jewel,

I am glad at soul I have no other child
;

For, thy escape would teach me tyranny,

To hang clogs on them, I have done, my loid. {.4cT i, sc 3)

(10) His excited feelings, not easily calmed by sage advice,

—

Bra ; So, let the Turk, of Cyprus us beguile

;

Wd lose it not so long as wc can smile.

He bears the sentence well, that nothing hears

But the free comfort which from thence he hears

;

But he bears both the sentence and the soiiow

That, to pay grief, must of poor patience borrow.

These sentences, to sugar or to gall,

Being strong on both sides, are equivocal

But words are words
;

I never yet did hear

That the bruised heart was pierced through the ear.

I humbly beseech you, proceed to the affairs of State. (Act i, so, 3)

(11)

His parting kick at her daughter,—

Bra : Look to her, Moor, if thou hast eyes to see

;

She has deceived her father, and may thee. (act l, SC. 3)

10. BOASTING.

0th : ’Tis yet to know

—

Which, when I know that boasting ia an, honour,

I shall promulgate—I fetch my life and being
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Prom men of royal siege, and my demerits
May apeak unbonneted to as proud a fortune

As this that I have reach’d. ( act i, sc. 2 )

1 1 BOON (or favoHr),

On Othello consenting to let Casslo come at will,

—

Des ; Why, this is not a boon ;

’Tis as I should entreat you ‘ wear your gloves,

Or feed on nourishing dishes, or keep you warm’.
Or sue to you to do a peculiar profit

To your own person • nay, when I have a suit

Wherein I mean to touch your love indeed.

It shall be full of poise and difficult Weight,

And fearful to be granted.

Ofh : I will deny thee nothing.
( act hi, Sc 3. )

12. CAUSATION.

More charitable than truthful,

—

Des : Something sure of State,

—

Either from Venice some unhatch’d practice

Made demonstrable here in Cyprus to him,

—

Hath puddled his clear spirit ; and, in such oases,

Men's natures wrangle with inferior things,

Though great ones are their object. ‘Tis even so

:

Eoi, let our finger ache, and it indues
Our other healthful members even to that sense
Of pain : Nay, we must think ‘ men are not gods ’

;

Nor of them look for such observancy
As fits the biidal. Bashrew me much, Emilia,
I W'as, unhandsome w^arrior as I am,
Arraigning his unkindness with my soul

;

But now I find I had suborn'd the witness.

And he’s indicted falsely.

Emil: Pray Heaven, it be State-matters, as you think.
And no conception, nor jealous toy,

Concerning you. . ( act ill, Sc 4. )

13 CHANGE.

Surprise at the sudden change in Othello :

—

Lod • Is this the noble Moor whom our full Senate
Call all-in-all sufficient ? Is this the nature
Whom passion could not shake ? whose solid virtue
The shot of accident nor dart of chance
Could neither graze nor pierce ? ( act iy, sc 1 )

14. CHASTITY and HONOR.

(1) On Desdemona’s chastity,

—

0th ; If she be false, 0, then, Heaven mocks itself !

I’ll not believe’t,
( ACT III, go. 8 )
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(2) Honor o! a wHe,

—

She is protectress of her honor too ;

May she give that ? (
sc, 1

)

(3) Protestation of her honor by a wife,

—

Des ; If to preserve this vessel for my lord

From any other foul unlawful touch

Be not to be a strumpet, I am none. ( act iv, so. 2 )

(4) Emilia’s vindication of Desdemooa’s chastity,

—

I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest,

Lay down my soul at stake : if you think other,

Bemove your thought
;

it doth abuse your bosom.

If any wretch have put this in your bead,

Let Heaven requite it with the serpent’s curse !

For, if she be not honest, chaste and true.

There’s no man happy ;
the purest of their wives

Is foul as slander. ^ ^ ^

(5) Do women abnse their husbands by their unchastity ?

Des : O, these men, these men !

Dost thou in conscience think,—tell me, Emilia,

That there be women do abuse their husbands

In such gross kind ?

Emil : There be some such; no question.

Des : Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world ?

Emil ; Why, would not you ?

Des : No, by this Heavenly light 1

Emil : Nor I neither by this Heavenly light

;

I might do’t as well i’ the dark. ( ACT iv, sc. 3 )

(6) The world is ready to commit crimes for huge profit or gain,

—

Des ; Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world ?

Emil : The world’s a huge thing : it is a great puce

For a small vice.

Des : In troth, I think thou wouldst not.

Emil ; In troth, I think I should ;
and undo’t when I had done. Marry,

I would not do such a thing for a joint-ring, nor for measures of

lawn, nor for gowns, petticoats, nor caps, .nor any petty exhibition ;

but, for the whole world,—^why, who would not make her husband

a cuckold to make him a monarch ? I should venture purgatory for’t.

Des ; Beshrew me, if I would do such a wrong for the whole world.

Emil : Why, the wrong is but a wrong i’the world ; and having the

world for your labour, ’tis a wrong in your own world, and you

might quickly make it right. ( act iv, Sc. 3 )

15. CHIDING.

Mild chiding, needed for a sensitive son],—

Those that do teach young babes,

Do it with gentle means and easy tasks :

He might have chid me so ;
for, in good faith,

I am a child to chiding. ( ACT IV, iO, 2 )
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16 CHUCKLING & GLOATING (of Malioe.)

Malignityj with its heartless chackle over humao suffering,—

Work on, my medicine, work ^

Thus credulous fools are caught |

And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,

All guiltless, meet reproach, flago, crt OtheIVs swooning)
( ACT IV, sc. 1 )

17. COMFORT,

(1) Precious little comfort to one, eaten up with passion,

—

lago : How is it, General ? Have you not hurt your head ?

0th : Dost thou mock me ?

lago : I mock you ! No, by Heaven
Would, you would bear your fortune like a man

!

0th : A horned man's a monster and a beast,

lago : There's many a beast then m a populous city,

And many a civil monster.

0th : Did he confess it ?

lago : Good sir, be a man

;

Think every beaided fellow, that's but yoked,

May draw with you : there's millions now alive

That nightly he in those unproper beds

Which they dare swear peculiar
: your case is better. ( act iv, sc. 1 )

(2) If I love him not, comfort forswear me,

—

Des ; O good lago,

What shall I do to win my lord again

If e’er my will did trespass * gainst his love,

Either m discourse of thought or actual deed
;

Or that mine eyes, mine ears, or any sense,

Delighted them in any other form^

Or that I do not yet, and ever did,

And ever will,—tho' he do shake me off

To beggarly divorcement,—love him deaily,

Comfort forswear me
! ( 4ct iv, sc. 2

)

18. CONFESSION- (Candid),

(1) Confession of Othello,

—

(a) 0th : For, know, lago,

But that I love the gentle Desdemona,
I would not my unhoused free condition

Put into circumscription and confine

Por thp sea's worth.
{ act i, sc. 2 )

(b) 0th : That I have ta’en away this old man's daughter,
It is most true ; true, I have married her :

The very head and front of my offending

Hath this extent, no more.,..,.

c) 0th: And till she come, as truly as to Heaven
I do confess the vices of my bloodi

( ACT I, so. 3 )
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So, justly, to your grave ears, I’ll present

How I did thrive m this fair lady’s love

And she in mine

(2) Desdetnona’s Confession,

Des : That I did love the Moor to live with him,
My downright violence and storm of fortunes

May trumpet to the world: my heart’s subdued
Even to the vary quality of my lord •

I saw Othello’s visage m his mind,

And to his honours and his valiant parts

Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate.

(3) Roderigo’s Confession,

—

Rod What should I do ? I confess it is my shame 1

but it is not in my virtue to amend it.

(4) Othello, (on himself), in answer to Lodovico’s Question,

—

Lod • 0 thou Othello, that wert once so good,

Eall’n in the practice of a damned slave.

What shall be said to thee ?

0th ; Why, any thing

;

An honourable murderer, if you will

;

For, nought did I in hate, but all in honour.

19. CONFIDENCE or TRUST.

(I) Duke : Othello, leave some officer behind,

And he shall our commission bring to you,

0th : So please your G-race, my Ancient,

—

A man he rs of honesty aud trust

;

To his conveyance I assign my wife,

With what else needful your good Grace shall think

To be sent after me.

Honest lago, my Desdemona must 1 leave to thoe;

I prrthee, let thy wife attend on her

;

Add bring them after in the best advantage.

(2) 0th: I prithee, good lago,

Go to the bay, and disembark my coffers s

Bring thou the master to the citadel

;

He is a good one, and his worthiness

Does challenge much respect.

(3) lago : 'i'ou see this felloW (CaSsio) that is godo before

He is a soldier fit to stand by Cifisar

And give direction : and do but see his vice.

« « * * 4

1 fear, the trust Othello pubs him in.

On some odd time of his infirmity,

Will shake this island.

(act I, sc. 3)

( ACT I, sc. 3 )

I be so fond;

(act I, so. 3)

( ACT V, Sc. 2

)

(act I, so. 3)

( ACT II, sc. 1 )
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Mon ‘ Twere well, the General were put in mind of it.

Perhaps, he sees it not, or his good nature

Prizes the virtue that appears in Oassio,

And looks not on his evils ( act ii, So. 8

)

(4) 0th I know, lago,

Thy honesty and love doth mince this matter,

Making it light to Cassio. ( AoT ii, sc. 8 )

(5) 0th ; I greet thy love,

Not with vain thanks, bub with acceptance bounteous,

And will, upon the instant, put thee to it.

Now art thou my lieutenant.

lago- I am yonr own for eyer* ( ACT III Sc, 3

(6) 0th Ay, ‘ twas he that told me first;

An honest man ha is, and hates the slime

That sticks on filthy deeds.

Emi • My husband !

0th What needs this iteration, woman ?

I say, thy husband dost understand the word ?

My friend, thy husband, honest, honest lago.

Emi : 0 gull 1 0 dolt 1 As iguoraut as diit ! ( ACT V, so. 2 )

20. CONSCIENCE.

(1) Its silent whispers,—
lago

.

{Aside) This is the night

That either makes me or fordoes me quite. ( Act V, sc. 1 )

(2) its reflections on the cause or motive,—
Ofh : It is the cause, it is the cause, my soul ‘

Let me not name it to you, you chaste stars !

It is the oause. Yet, I’ll not shed her blood,

Nor scar that whiter skin of hers than snow
And smooth as monumental alabaster.

Yet, she must die ; else, she’ll betray more men. { ACT V, sc. 2 )

(3) On the two IlghtB,—

0th •• If I quench thee, thou flaming minister !

1 can again thy former light restore,

Should I repent me
; but once put out thy light,

Thou ounning’st pattern of excelling nature 1

1 know not where is that Promethean heat
That can thy light relume. When I have pluck’d the rose,

1 cannot give it vital growth again

;

It must needs wither . I’ll smell it on the tree. ( Act v, sc. 2 )

(4) Vaciitatiog, kissing and weeping,—

0th .• Ah, balmy breath ! that dost alniasi; pefsiiadd
Justice to brak her swored ! One more, one more t
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Be thus when thou art dead, and I will kill thee

And love thee after : Once more, and this the last :

So sweet was ne’er so fatal. I must weep,

But they are cruel tears : this sorrow’s heavenly
;

It strikes where it doth love. She wakes. ( Act v, Sc. 2

)

(5) Asking Desdemona to say her last prayers,

—

0th . Have you pray’d to-night, Desdemona ?

Des .• Ay, my lord.

0th : If you bethink yourself of any crime

Unreconciled as yet to Heaven and grace,

Solicit for it straight.

Des . Alas, my lord, what may you mean by that ?

0th ; Well, do it, and be brief : I will walk by •

I would not kill thy unprepared spirit

;

No ; Heaven forfend ! I would not kill thy soul......

Think on thy sins.

Des : They are loves I bear to you
0th : Ay, and for that thou diest. ( Act v, sc. 2 )

(6) Getting obdurate and heedless of remonstrances,

—

Des : That death’s unnatural that kills for loving

Alas, why gnaw you so your nether lip ?

Some bloody passion shakes your very frame ;

These are portents j but yet I hope, I hope,

They do not point on me.

0th ; Sweet soul, take heed,

Take heed of perjury ; thou art on thy death-bed.

Des : Ay, but not yet to die I never did

Offend you in my life
, never loved Cassio

But with such general warranty of Heaven
As I might love : I never gave him token.

0th ; By Heaven, I saw my handkerchief in ’s hand,

0 perjured woman 1 thou dost stone my heart,

And makest me call what I intend to do
A murder, which I thought a sacrifice

;

1 saw the handkerchief.

Des ; He found it then
;

I never gave it him ,• send for him hither
;

Let him confess a truth,
* * *

Alas, he is betray’d and I undone 1

0th .* Outj strumpet ' weep’st thou foe him to ihy lace ? iStifhs

( ACT Vj Sc. 2

(?) Reflectidns, aftef the murdef

—

Emil ; {Within) O, good nly lord, I would speak a word with you I

0th ; Vesf ’tis Emilia. By and by. She’s dead.

’Tis like she comes to speak of Cassio’s death.

Ihe noise was here, Hal no more moving ?
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Skill as the grave ? Shall she come in ? Were’t good ?

I think she stirs again. No What’s best to do
If she come in, she’ll sure speak to my wife .

My wife * my wife ! what wife ? I have no wife.

0, insuppoi table ’ O heavy hour!

Methinks it should be now a huge eclipse

Of sun and moon, and that the affrighted globe

Should yawn at alteration. ( Actr v, Sc. 2 )

21. CONTENTMENT.

lago ; Poor and content is rich, and rich enough

;

But riches, fineless, is as poor as winter

To him that ever fears he shall be poor
Good Heaven, the souls of all my tribe defend
From jealousy »

( aco: hi, sc. 3 )

22. CORRUPTION (social).

Society, its corruptions and false conventions,

—

(1) lago I know our country—di?position well

;

In Venice, they do let Heaven see the pranks
They dare not show their husbands;
Their best conscience is,—not to leave’t undone,
But keep’t unknown.

( act hi, Sc. 3 )

(2) 0th (If so) I am abused, and my relief

Must be to loathe her. O curse of marriage,
That we can call these delicate creatures ours,

And not their appetites! Would, I were satisfied. ( Act ill, sc. 3 )

(3) lago : What, to kiss in private ?

0th : An unauthorized kiss.

lago : Or, to be naked with her friend in bed
An hour or more,—not meaning any harm ?

0th ; Naked m bed, lago. and not mean harm !

It IS hypocrisy against the devil

:

They that mean virtuously and yet do so.

The devil their virtue tempts and they tempt Heaven. ( Act iv, Sc. 1 )

(4) l8|o : There’s many a beast* then, in a populous city,

And many a civil monster Good sir, be a man

;

Think every bearded fellow, that’s but;yoked,
May draw with you : there’s millions now alive
That nightly lie in those unproper beds
Which they dare swear peculiar : your case is bettef
O, ‘ tis the spite of hell, the fiend’s arch-mock,
To lip a wanton in a secure couch
And to suppose her chaste ! Noj let me know

;

And knowing what I am, I know what she shall be. ( Acte Iv, Sc. 1 )

23. COURAGE.

(ft) Ih desjefatioti,—

lago ; Base men, being in love, have then a nobility m theii* tlattireg*

more than is native to them.
( ii, sc, 1

)
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(b) In war ,

—

lago • Can he be angry ? I have seen the cannon,
When it hath blown his ranks into the air,

And, like the devil, from his very arm
Puff’d his own brother ; and can he be angry ?

Something of moment then . I will go meet him.
There’s matter in’t indeed, if he be angry. ( aci ill, sc. 4 )

24. DECISION, or DETERMINATION

Away with love or jealousy, when her guilt is proved,

—

0th .• Why, why is this ^

Think’st thou I’ld make a life of jealousy,

To follow still the changes of the moon
With fresh suspicions^ No

;
to be once in doubt

Is once to be resolved : exchange me for a goat,

When I shall turn the business of my soul

To such exsufflicate and blown surmises,

Matching thy inference No, lago ;

I’ll see before I doubt
;

when I doubt, prove ;

And on the proof, there is no moie but this.

Away at once wuth love or jealousy 1 ( Act III, Sc. 3 )

25. DESPAIR and ENCOURAGEMENT.

Roderigo is sick of life, but lago tries to brace him up ,

—

Rod ; I will incontinently drown myself.

lago '. If thou dost, I shall never love thee after.

Why, thou silly gentleman !

Rod It is silliness to live, when to live is torment : and then have we a

prescription to die, when Death is our physician.

lago ; O villanous ! I have looked upon the world for four times seven

3?ears; and since I could distinguish betwixt a benefit and an

injury, I never found man that knew how to love himself. Ere I

would say I would drown myself for the love of a guinea-hen, I

would change my humanity with a baboon.

Rod : What should I do ? I confess it is my shame to be so fond
; but it

is not in my virtue to mend it.

lago : Virtue I a fig !
* * * Come, be a man '• drown

thyself ! drown cats and blind puppies. 1 have professed me thy

friend, and I confess me knit to thy deserving with cables of

perdurable toughness I could never better stead thee than now.

Put money m thy purse ; follow thou the wars •• defeat thy

favour with an usurped beard
;

I say, put money in thy purse.
*

* * She must change for youth ; when she is sated with

his body, she w'ill find the error of her choice . she must
_

change,

she must : therefore, put money in thy purse. If thou wilt needl

damn thyself, do it a more delicate w'ay than drowning. Make an

the money thou canst. If sanctimony and a frail vow betwixt asl
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erring Barbarian and a super-subtle Venetian, be not too hard fot

my wits and all the tribe of hell, thou shalt enjoy her ; therefore,

make money. A pox of drowning thyself ! it is clean out of the

way : seek thou rather to be hanged in compassing thy joy than

to be drowned and go without her. (ACT I, Sc. 3)
26.

DISCRETION.

(It dictates caution and sets limits to feasting, etc.)

0th : Good Michael, look you to the guard to-night
;

Let’s teach ourselves that honourable stop.

Not to outspoit discietion.

Cas : lago hath direction what to do ;

But, notwithstanding, with my personal eye

Will I look to’t. ( ACT II, sc, 3 )

27,

DISMISSAL and CAUTION.

Othello, impressed by lago’s account, dismisses Cassio ,

—

0th , I know, lago, «

Thy honesty and love doth mince this matter.

Making it light to Cassio. Cassio, I love thee
;

But never more be officer of mine
I’ll make thee an example
lago, look with care about the town,
And silence those whom this vile brawl distracted. ( act ii, Sc. 3 )

28.

DRINK and DRUNKARDS.

(!) Inducements to drink,

—

lago : Come, Lieutenant, I have a stoup of wine ; and here, without,

are a brace of Cyprus gallants that would fain have a measure to

the health of black Othello.

Cas ; Not to-night, good lago ; I have very poor and unhappy brains

for drinking • I could well wish, Courtesy would invent some other

custom of entertainment,

lago : 0, they are our friends ; but one cup • I’ll drink for you.

Cas . I have drunk but one cup to-night, and , that was craftily

qualified too ;
and behold, what innovation it makes here

; I am
unfortunate in the infirmity, and dare not task my weakness with
any more,

lago ; What, man ! ’tis a night of ravels : the gallants desire it.

Cas ; Where are they ?

lago ; Here at the door ; I pray you, call them in.

Cas : I’ll do’t
;

but it dislikes me. (Goes out and returns)

{ ACT 11, SC. 3 )
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(2) A Drink Song,—

(1) And lei me the canakin elink, clink,

And let me the canakin clink :

A soldier’s a man ;

A life’s but a span ;

Why, then, let a soldier drink.

(2) King Stephen was.,....ry/<fe Page 110\of the Text)

( ACT II, so. 3)

(3) Probable effects of Drink (as contemplated hy

lago : If I can fasten but one cup upon him,

With that which he hath drunk to-night; already,

He*ll be as full of quarrel and offence

As my young mistress’ dog
Now, my sick fool Boderigo,

Whom love hath turned almost the wiong side out,

To Desdemona hath to-night caroused

Potations pottle-deep
;

and he’s to watch ;

Three lads of Cyprus,—noble swelling spirits,

That hold their honours in a wary disianoej—

The very elements of this warlike isle,

—

Have I to-night fluster’d with flowing cups,

And they watch too

Now,’ mongst this flock of drunkards.

Am I to put our Gassio in some action

That may offend the isle But here they come ;

If consequence do but approve my dream,

My boat sails freely, both with wmd and stream. ( Aoi* ti, sc. 3

)

(4) The drinkiog habits of some people,

—

lago ; I learned that song in England, where indeed they are most

potent in potting : your Bane, your Grerman, and your swagbellied

Hollander,—Drink, ho !
—'are nothing to your English.

Cas : Is your Englishman so expert in his drinking ^

lago •• Why, he drinks you with facility your Dana dead drunk ; he

sweats not, to overthrow your Almain ; ha gives your Hollander a

vomit ere the next pottle can be filled.

(5) A drunkard’s frothy talk and nnsteady behaviour,—

Cas: I hold him to be unworthy of his place that does those things. Well 5

God’s above all ; and there be souls must be saved, and there be

souls must not be saved,...*.For mine own part—no offence to the

general, nor any man of quality—I hope to be saved......Let’s have

no more of this ;
let’s (look) to our affairs, God forgive us our sins I

Gentlemen, let’s look to our business. Do not think, gentlemen, I

am drunk : this is my Ancient . this is my right hand, and this

IS my leftt I am not drunk now ; I can stand w^ell enough and

speak well enough. ( ^ )

(6) How Drink opens the door to complaints and accusations by others,—

Jago : He is a soldier fit to stand by Cieser
^

^ And give direction : and do but see his vice
j
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* Tis to his virtue a ]nst eqninoKi
The one as long as the other *

'tis pity of him.
I fear, the trust Othello puts him m,
On some odd time of his infirmity.

Will shake this island.

Mon ; But is h© often thus ? It were well

The general were put in mmd of it.

Perhaps ho sees it not, or his good nature

Prizes the virtue that appeals in Cassio

And looks not on his evils • is not this true?

And ’tis great pity that the noble Moor
Should hazard such a place as his own second

With one of an ingraft infirmity :

It were an honest action to say

So to the Moor
Jago Not I, for this fair island ;

I do love Cassio well, and would do much
To cure him of this evil. ( act ii, sc. 3 )

(7) A drunkard, ready to take offence and fight,—

(Cassto is seen driving 'in Roden go).

Cas ; ^Zounds f you rogue ’ you rascal !

Mon What's the matter, lieutenant ?

Cas ; A knave teach me my duty ! But I'll beat the knave into a wicker
bottle.

Rod ; Beat me !

Cas * Dost thou prate, rogue ? (StriMng Roderigo)

Mon • Nay, good lieutenant j I pray you, sir, hold your hand.

Cas *. Let me go, sir, or I'll knock you o*er the mazzard.

Mou : Come, come, \'OU'ie drunk

Cas • Drunk ! (Cassio and Montano fight.) ( act ii, sc. 3 )

(8) Ah honest man's abhorrence of Drink,

—

Cas: Drunk ^ and speak panot^ and squabble? swagger? swear?
and discourse fustian with one's own shadow ? 0 thou invisible

spiiit of wine, if Ihoii bast no name to be known by, let us cal] thee
dovil !

^ ^

I remember a mass of things, but nothing distinccly
;

a quarrel,
but nothing wherefore. 0 God, that men should put an enemy in
their mouths to steal away their brains ! that we should, with joy,
pleasance, revel and applause, transfoim oui selves into beasts L...,.

I wull ask him for my place again
;

he shall tell me I am a
drunkard I Had I as many mouths as Hjdra, such an answer would
stop them all To be now a sensible man, by and by a fool, and
presently a beast 1 0 strange ! Every inordinate cup is uublest,
and the ingredient is a devil. ( act ir, sc. 3 )

(9)

Recovery from the effects of Drink, followed by disillusionmettt,

—

lago ; Why, but you are now well enough: how came you thus recovered?

Cas “ B hath pleased the devil Druakeuness to give place to the devil
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Wrath one nnperfectness show s me another, to make me frankly
.despise myself

(10) A villain's vindication of Drink ,

—

lagc Come, come, good wine is a good familiar creature, if it bo well
used : exclaim no moxo against it, if Come, you
are too severe a moraler as the time, the place and the condition
of this countiy stands, I could heartily wish this had not
befallen j but since it is as it is, mend it for jour own good You,
or any man living, may bo drunk at some time, man. ( 'ci' n, sc. 3)

29. DUTY.

Desdemona, on her divided duty,

—

Des . My noble father, I do perceive here a divided duty
To you, I am bound for life and education

;

My life and education both do leain me
How to respect you

;
you aie the lord of duty

I am hitherto your daughter. But heie’s my husband,
And so much duty as my mother show’d
To you, preferring you before her father,

bo much I challenge that 1 may profess

Due to the Moor my lord.
( act I, sc 3 )

Othello, on his duty,—

0th : The tyiant custom, most giave Senators,
Hath made the flinty and steel couch of war
My thnce-driven bed of down ; I do agnizu
A natural and prompt alacritj-

I find in hardness; and do undertake
These present wars against the Ottomites.
Most humbly, therefore, bending to your State,

I crave fit disposition for ray wife.

Due reference of place and exhibition,

With such accommodation and besort

As levels with her bicedmg;
( act i, Sc. 3 )

30. EXPLOITATION.

(1) Of good but trustful men,—

(a) He holds me well ;

The better shall my purpose woik on him. ( act i, Sc. 3

)

(b) The Moor is of a fiee and open nature,

That thinks men honest that but seem to be so 5

And will as tenderly be led by the nose as asses aic. ( AcT i, sc. 3 )

(c) I shall make the Mooi thank me, lovo me, and reward me,
For making him egregioiisly an ass

And practising upon his peace and quiet

Even to madness.
( acT ll, sc. 1 )

(2) Of fools and simpletons,—

Thus do I ever make my fool mv purse ;

For, I piine own gain’d knowledge should profane,
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If I would time expend with such a snipe

But for my spoit and profit

Work on, my medicine, work ^

Thus credulous fools are caught ‘

And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,

All guiltless, meet reproach.

31. FAITHLESSNESS, (Conjugal)

If proved false, she shall be discarded and loathed,

—

0th : If I do piove her haggard,

Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings,

rid whistle her off and let her down the wind
To prey at fortune. Haply, for I am black

And have not those soft parts of conversation

That chamberers have ; or, for I am declined

Into the vale of 3/ears,—yet that's not much

—

She's gone; I am aba.^ed, and my relief

Must be to loathe her ( ACT ill, sc. 3

)

Gravity of the crime of nuptial treachery,

—

O thou public commonei ^

I should make very forges of my cheeks,

That would to cinders burn up modestyj

Did I but speak thy deeds—What committed I

Heaven stops the nose at it ; and the moon winks
;

The bawdy wind, that kisses all it meets,

Is bush’d within the hollow mine of earth,

And will not hear it. What Committed !

Impudent strumpet ! ( ACT, IV, Sc. 2 )

32. FAREWELL

Pathetic farewell of a mind torn by Jealousy,

—

O, now, for ever

Farewell the tranquil mind ! farewell content !

Farewell the plumed troop and the big wars
That make ambition virtue ! O, farewell,

Farewell the neighing steed and the shrill trump,

The spirit*stirring drum, the ear-piercing fifcj

The royal banner and all quality,

Pride^ pomp and circumstance of glorious war I

And, O you mortal engines, whose lude throats

The immortal Jove’s dread clamours counterfeit,

Farewell ! Othello’s occupation's gone 1 { acT 111, 0c. 3 )

33. freedom.

Not bound to uttef my thoughts,

—

0th • I puLhee, speak to me as to thy thinkings,

As thou dost ruminate, and give thy worst of thoughts
The w^orst of words.

lago : Good my lord, pm don me i

Though I am bound to every act of duty.

( ACT I SC. 3 )

( ACT IV, SC. 1 )
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I am not bound to that all slaves are fiee to.

Utter my thoughts "> Why, say, they are vile and false

( ACT III, 3c. 3 )

34.

FRIENDSHIP.

If I avow friendship, I shall do all for it ,

—

Des s (To Gaasio) If I do avow a friendship, ITI perform it

To the last article my lord shall never rest ;

I’ll watch him tame and talk him out of patience

;

His bed shall seem a school, his board a shrift

;

I’ll intermingle every thing he does

With Cassio's suit theiefore be merry, Cassio ;

Por, thy solicitor shall rather die

Than give thy cause away, ( act hi, sc. 3 )

My friendly pleading, out of tune and unsuccessful ,

—

Des Alas, thrice-gentle Gassio !

My advocation is not now in tune
;

My loid is not my loid, nor should I know him
Where he m favour as in humour alter’d.

So help me every spirit sanctified.

As I have spoken for you all my best

And stood within the blank of his displeasure

Por my free speech! You must awhile be patient. ( act III, Sc. 4 )

35.

HATRED and SPITE.

When hatred exists, mere suspicion wifi do for evidence of truth,

—

lago : I hate the Mooi ;

And it is thought abroad that ’ twixt my sheets

He has done my office I know not if’t be true

;

But I, for mere suspicion in that kind.

Will do as if for surety. ( act l, sc. 3 )

36.

HONESTY and LOVE, (a pretence),

A false p retence of it,

—

(1) lago . (To self) 0 wretched fool,

'That livest to make thine honesty a vice !

0 monstrous world 1 Take note, take note, 0 world,

To be direct and honest is not safe.

(To 0th.) I thank you for this profit, and from hence

I’ll love no friend, sith love breeds such offence.

0th : Nay, stay : thou shouldst be honest

lago • I should be wise
;

for honesty’s a fool
'

And loses that it works for. ( Act III, sc. 3 )

(2) 0th Give me a living reason she’s disloyal.

lago : I do not like the office •

But, sith I am enter’d in this cause so far

,

Prick’d to’t by foolish honesty and love,

J will go On (act m 80.3)
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(3) Mon And ’bis great pity that the noble Moor
Should hazard such a place as his own Second
With one of an ingraft infirmity

It were an honest action to say

So to the Moor.
la^o: Not I, for this fair island

I do lovo Cassio well, and would do much
To cure him of his evil ( act ii, sc. 3

)

37. HUSBAND and WIFE.

(a) A true wife’s feeiings, if kept in separalion from her husband ,

—

If I be lelt behind .

—

A moth of peace >—and he go to the w’ar,

The rites for which I love him are bereft me,

And I a heavy interim shall support

By his deal absence. (So,) let me go with him. (act i, sc. 3 )

(b) A loving husband’s joy on meeting his wife (after separation) ^

—

i. 0 my soul’s ]oy I If after every tempest,

Come such calms, may the winds blow
Till they have waken’d death * and let

The labouring bark climb hills cf seas

Olyinpus-high, and duck again as low
As Hell's from Heaven ! If it were now to die,

’Twere now to be most happy
;

for, I fear

My soul hath her content so absolute

That not another comfort like to this

Succeeds in unknown fate. ( act ii, sc i
)

ii. 0 my sweet, I prattle out of fashion,

And I dote in mine own comfoits. ( ACT ii, sc. 1

)

(c) Husband’s sense of duty to the State, as against conjngal love,-

And Heaven defend your good souls, that you think

I will your serious and great business scant,

J?or she is with me. No, when light-wing’d toys

Of feather’d Oupid seel with wanton dullness

My speculative and offic’d instruments,

That my disports corrupt and taint my business,

Let housewives make a skillet of my helm,

And all indign and base adversities

Make head against my estimation

!

(d) lago’s complaint against his wife

Sir, would she give you so much of her lips

As of her tongue she oft bestows on me,
You’ld have enough.

(e) Hnsband’s faults, if wives fall,

—

But, I do think, it is their husbands' faults

If wives do fall : say, that they slack their duties

And pour our treasures into foreign laps ;

Or else break out in peevish jealousies,

'fil cowing restraint upon us ; or say, they strike us,

( ACT I, sc. 3

)

( to Cassto ),

—

( ACT II, sc. 1

)
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Or scant our former having in despite ;

Why, we have galls, and though we have some grace,

Yet have we some revenge. ( act iv, so. 3)

(f) Wives have same feelings as Husbands,—

i. Let husbands know
Their wives have sense like them

;
they see and

And have their palates both for sweet and sour,

As husbands have. What is it that they do
When they change ns for others ^ Is it sport ?

I think it is* and doth affection bleed it'-^

I think it doth. Is't frailty that thus eirs?

It IS so too.

11 . And have not we affections,

Desires for sport, and frailty, as men have ^

Then, let them use us well : else let them know,
The ills we do, their ills instiuct us so. ( AC!r iv, so. 3.)

(g) Jealous Husbands,— [See under Jealous

(h) Satiated Husbands,

—

Emi :
^ Tismot a jcai or two shows us a man •

They are all but stomachs and we all but food

;

They*eat us hungerly, and when they are full

They belch us
( ^ct ill, sc. 4

)

(i) A cruel, but merciful Husband,

—

Not dead not yet quite dead ^

I that am cruel, am yet merciful

;

I would not have thee linger in thy pain

:

So, so, ( Smothering her still more),
( act V, Sc. 2 )

38. HYPOCRISY,—ITS PRETENCES & PLANS.

(1) A hypocrite’s dissimulation,

—

In following him, I follow but m\self

;

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty,

But seeming so, for my peculiar end.

For, when my outw^ard action doth demonstrate
The native act and figure of my heart

In compliment extern, ’tis not long after

But I will wear my heart upon my sleeve

For daws to peck at; I am not what I am, ( act l, Sc. 1 )

(2) lago’s pretence of love, in his service,

—

Though I do hate him as 1 do helLpams,
Yet, for necessity of present life,

I must show out a flag and sign of love,

Which IS indeed but sign.
( act I, Sc. 1 )

(3) A hypocrite’s reasons for his abrupt departure,

—

lago : {To Rod
) Faiowell; for, I must leave you ^

smell,

( ACT IV, SO. 3 )
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It seems not meet, nor wholesome to my place,

To be produced'—as, if I stay, I shall

—

Against the Moor* for. I do know, the State,

However this may gall him with some check,

Cannot with safety cast him
; for, he’s embark’d

With such loud reason to the Cyprus wars,

Which even now stand in act, that, for their souls,

Another of his fathom they have none
To lead their business. ( ACT I, SC. 1 )

(4) A Hypocrite’s pretence of being swayed by conscience and piety,—

lago : Though m the trade of war I have slain men,
Yet do I hold it very stuff o’ the conscience

To do no contrived murder * I lack iniquity

Sometimes to do me service : nine or ten times

I had thought to have yerk’d him here under the ribs.

0th ; ’Tis better as it is.

lago : Nay, but he prated

And spoke such scurvy and provoking terms

Against your Honor,
That, with the little godliness I have,

I did full hard forbear him. ( act I, sc, 2* )

(5) A hypocrite’s pretence of his solicitude for Othello,

—

lago : Be assured of this,

That the the magnifico is much beloved,

And hath in his effect a voice potential

As double as the duke’s : he will divorce you,

Or put upon you what restraint and grievance

The law, with all his might to enforce it on,

Will give him cable.
( ACT i, SC. 2)

(6) A Hypocrite’s reflections,

—

( a ) On his dealings with fools,

—

lago : Thus do I ever make my fool my purse

;

For, I mine own gain’d knowledge should profane,

If I would time expend with such a snipe

But for my sport and profit. (Act i, so. 3)

(b) On his dealings with credulous, confiding persons,

—

lago ; He holds me well

:

The better shall my purpose work on him.
* » * *

After some time, to abuse Othello’s ear

That ha (Oassio) is too familiar with his wife.

He hath a person and a smooth dispose

To be suspected
;
framed to make women false.

* * » *

The Moor is of a free and open nature,

That thinks men honest but seem to be so

;

And will as tenderly be led by the nose

As asses are. (act I, so. 3)
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39. INDIGNATION, SURPRISE AND DNUNCIATION.

(2) A General's righteous indignation and surprise,

—

0th ; Worthy Montano, you were wont be civil

The gravity and stillness of your youth
The world hath noted, and your name is groat

In mouths of wisest censure ; what’s the matter,

That you unlace your reputation thus,

And spend your rich opinion for the name
Of a night-brawler ? give me answer to it. (act ii, sc 3

)

(3) An honest woman’s righteous Indignation at ' Parity slandered

Emil ; Alas > lago, my loid hath so bewhored her,

Thrown such despite and heavy terms upon her,

As true hearts cannot bear

He call’d her whore : a beggar in his drink

Could not have laid such terms upon his cailet.

Hath she forsook so many noble matches,

Her father, and her country, and her friends,

To be call’d whore ? would it not make one weep ? ( act iv, SO. 2

)

Denunciation of Slanderers:

—

Emil I will be bang’d, if some eternal villain,

Some busy and insinuating rogue.

Some cogging, cozening slave, to get some office,

Have not devis’d this slander
;

I’ll be hanged else.

lago ; Pie, there is no such man : it is impossible.

Des : If any such there be, Heaven paidon him!

Emil ; A halter pardon him ! and Hell gnaw his bones

!

Why should he call her whore V ho keeps her company ?

What place ^ what time what foim ? what likelihood ?

The Moor’s abused by some most villanous k.jave.

Some base notorious knave, some scurvy fellow.

0 Heaven, that such companions thou ’ Idst unfold,

And put in every honest hand a whip

To lash the r iscals naked through the world

Even from the east to the w'est
! ( act iv, sc. 2

)

(4)

Disillusionment and Surprise,

—

Amil : My husband 1 [ to scry that she was false

!

]

0th ; Ay, ’twaa he that told me first ;

An honest man he is, and hates the slime

That sticks on filthy deads.

Amil My husband I

0th : What needs this iteration, woman ? I say, thy husband.

Amil : 0 mistress, villainy hath made mocks with love !

My husband ffay, that she was false ?
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Oth : He, w6man ;

T say thy husband : dost understand the word ?

My friend, thy husband, honest, honest lago. ( act v, sc. 2

)

(5) DeniiHcialion of the Culprits ,

—

Emil ; If he say so, may his pernicious soul

Eot half a grain a day ! he lies to the heart

;

She was too fond of her most filthy bargain.

Oth • Ha I (Roars and tries to go for her)

Emil : Do thy worst

.

This deed of thine is no more worthy Heaven
Than thou wast worthy her 0 gull ! 0 dolt'

As ignorant as dirt ! thou hast done a deed

—

T care not for thy sword ; I’ll make thee known
Though L lost twenty lives. Help ! help, ho ! help

!

The Moor hath kill’d my mistress ! Murder ! murder i

( ACT V, so. 2 )

(6) Dmunciation of the Lie, ( a damnedt odtous lie, a tvicked lie) :

—

Emil . 0, are you come, lago ? you have done well,

That men must lay their murders on your neck.

Gra : What is the matter ?

Emil : Disprove this villain, if thou be’st a man
,

He says thou told’st him that his wife was false ;

I know thou didst not, thou’rt not such a villain.

Speak, for my heart is full,

lago : I told him what I thought, and told no more
Than what he found himself was apt and true.

Emil . But did you ever tell him she was false ?

lago : I did.

Emil . You told a lie, an odious, damned lie •

Upon my soul, a he, a wicked lie !

She false with Oassio f Did you say with Cassio ?

lago . With Cassio, mistress. Go to, charm your tongue.

Emil . I will not charm my tongue
; I am bound to speak :

My mistress here lies murder’d in her bed,

—

AH : 0 heavens forfend 1

Emil; And your reports havs set the murder on.

Oth : Nay, stare notj masters : it is true, indeed. ( act vise. 2)

(7) Deonneiation of the Villainy,

—

Emil ; Villainy, villainy, villainy !

I think npon’t : I think : I smell’t . 0 villainy !

I thought so then : I'll kill myself for grief :

O villainy, villainy !

lago • What, are you mad ? I charge you, get you home,

Emil Good gentlemen, let me have leave to speak :

’ Tis proper I obey him, but not now.
Perohanca, Jago, I will ne’er go hoipe,
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0th : O ! O ! O ' r Falling on the bed. )

Emil : Nay, lay thee down and roai

;

For, thou hast kilFd the sweetest innocent
That e’er did lift up eye.

^ ^

0th . Tis pitiful; but }et, lago know^s

That she with Cassio hath the act of shame
A thousand times committed; Cassio confess’d it .

And she did gratify his amorous works
With that recognizance and pledge of love

Which I first gave her
; I saw it in his hand

It was a handkerchief, an antique token
My father gave my mother.

( act V, Sc 2 )

(8) Handkerchief, {The lie about it is now exposed and denounced)—
Emil . O thou dull Moor l that handkerchief thou speak’st of,

I found by fortune and did give my husband
;

For, often with a solemn earnestness,

More than indeed belong’d to such a trifle,

He begg’d of me to steal it.

lago : Villainous whore *

Emil She gave it Casbio No ; alas ! I found it,

And 1 did give’t my hubband.

lago * Filth, thou liesld

Emil : By Heaven, I do not, I do not, gentlemen,

0 murderous coxcomb ! what should such a fool

Do with so good a wife ?

0th : Are there no stones m Heaven
But what serve for the thunder Piecious villian !

( He nms at lago : lago, front behind, stabs Emilia, and sxtL )

( ACT V, SC. 2 )

40. INNOCENCE and SIMPLICITY.

Desdemoiia’s simple bat wrong causation of Othello’s misery and tears—

0th: ODesdetnona! Away! away! away! ( weeping)

Des : Alas the heavy day ! Why do you weep ?

Am 1 the motive of these tears, my lord ?

If haply you iny father do suspect

An instrument of this your calling back,

Lay not your blame on me : if you have lost him,

Why, 1 have lost him too.

0th; Had it pleased Heaven to try me with affliction

See Lament, p, 46 ( AOl’ iV, SC. ’2

)

41. INSINUATIONS.

(1) lago’s artful hisinuatious, on seeiug Cassto leave Oesdentona,—'

lago ; Ha ! I like not that.

Oth : Whak dost thou aay ?
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lago : Nothing, my lord : or if—I know not what,

0th : Was not that Cassio parted from my wife ?

lago : Cassio, my lord • No, snre, I cannot think it,

That he would steal away so guilty-like,

Seeing you coming.

0th : I do believe ’twas ho (act hi, so. 3

)

(2) Further Insinnations, exciting Othello’s Suspicion,—

lago . My noble lord,

—

0th • What dost thou say, lago ?

lago • Did Michael Cassio......... (Vtde pages 189, 191, 192, 193 of text)

(3) Foul insinuations, marked by professions of love and duty,

—

lago I am glad of it
;

for, now I shall have reason

To show the love and duty that I bear you
With franker spirit . therefore, as I am bound,
lleceive it from me. I speak not yet of proof.

Look to your wife ; observe her well with Cassio
;

Wear your eye thus, not jealous nor secure .

I would not have your free and noble nature
Out of self-bounty be abused ; look to’t

;

I know our country—disposition well ;

In Venice, they do let Heaven see the pranks
They dare not show their husbands ; their best conscience

Is not to leave’t undone, but keep’t unknown.

0th . Dost thou say so ?

lago She did deceive her father, marrying you ;

And when she seem’d to shake and fear your looks,

She loved them most.

0th : And so she did.

lago : Why, go to, then
;

She that, so young, could give out such a seeming,
To seel her father’s eyes up close as oak

—

He thought 'twas wichcraft,—but I am much to blame
j

I humbly do beseech you of your pardon
For too much loving you.

0th: 1 am bound to thea for ever, ( ac2; iiij so. 3 )

4) The eKect of sneh Insinnations,

—

lago 1 see this hath a little dash’d your spirits.

0th ; Not a jot, not a jot.

lago . In faith, I fear, it has.

I hope you will consider what is spoke
Gomes from my love j but I do see you're moved :

I am to pray yon not to strain my speech

To grosser isiaucs nor to larger reach

Thau to suspicion ,101’ m, eo. 3)
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42. JEALOUSY.

(i) Jealousy, a green-eyed Monster,

—

lago : 0, beware, my lord, of jealousy
;

It is the green-eyed monster, which doth mock
The meat it feeds on . that cuckold lives in bliss

Who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger ;

But, 0, what damned minutes tells he o’er

Who dotes, yet doubts, suspects, yet strongly loves !

* * Hr *

0th : Why, why is this I

Think’st thou Tid make a life of jealousy.

To follow still the changes of the moon
With fresh suspicions ? No ; to be once in doubt

Is once to be resolved : exchange me for a goat.

When I shall turn the business of my soul

To such exsufflicate and blown surmises.

Matching thy inference. ( act hi, SO 3 )

2) No canse for jealousy in her accomplishments,

—

0th : 'Tis not to make me jealous

To say my wife is fair, feeds well, loves company.
Is free of speech, sings, plays and dances well ;

Where virtue is, these are more virtuous ;

Nor from mine own weak merits will I draw
The smallest fear or doubt of her revolt

;

Eor she had eyes, and chose me. No, lago ;

I’ll see before I doubt
;
when I doubt, prove ;

And on the proof, there is no more but this,

Away at once with love or jealousy 1 ( ACT ill, SO. S )

(3) lago’s artful ways and suggestions to excite Othello’s jealousy,

—

(a) lago ; ( Going J My lord, I take my leave......

(Returning) My lord, I would_I might entreat your Honour
To scan this thing no further ; leave it to time :

Though it be fib that Cassio have his place,

Nor sure he fills it up with great ability,

Yet, if you please to hold him off awhile,

You shall by that perceive him and his means i

Note if your lady strain his entertainment

With any strong or vehement importunity
;

Much will be seen in that. In the meantime,
Let me be thought too busy in my fears—

As worthy cause I have to fear I am—
And hold her free, L do beseech your Honour,

0th : Near not my government,

lago : I once more take my leave. (Exit.)

( AOI UI, SC. 3 )
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4) Jealousy, once excited, is easily fed by trifles,—

lago : Trifles, light as an

,

Are to the jealous confirmations strong

As proofs of holy writ. ( act hi, sc 3

)

(5) Dangerons conceits are inflammable material,

—

(Jealousy is fed by suspicions which are like poisons).

lago : The Moor already changes with my poison :

Dangerous conceits are, m their natures, poisons:

Which at the first are scaice found to distaste,

But, with a little act upon the blood.

Burn like the mines of sulphur. I did say so :

Look, where he comes' ( act in, sc. S )

(6) The effect of jealousy in banishing sleep,

—

lago . (Chuckling) Not poppy, nor mandragora.
Nor all the drowsy syrups of the woild.

Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep

Which thou owedst yesterday. ( act hi. Sc. 3 )

(7) The pangs and tortures of jealousy,

—

0th • Ha ! ha ' false to me ?

lago Why, how now, general ' no more of that.

0th Avaunt ! be gone 1 thou hast set me on the rack ;

I swear ’tis better to be much abused
Than but to know’t a little.

lago • How now, my lord !

0th : What sense had I of her stol’n hours of lust ?

I saw’t not, thought it not, it harm’d not me .

I slept the nest night well, was free and merry
;

I found not Oasaio’s kisses on her lips
;

He that is robbed, not wanting what is stol’n,

Let him not know it, and he is not robbed at all.

lago : I am sorry to hear this.

0th : I had been happy, if the general camp.
Pioneers and all, had tasted her sweet body,

So I had nothing known. 0, now, for ever.

Farewell the tranquil mind ! farewell content 1..,,..^ Vide p. 32 )

( ACT HI, Sc. 3

)

(8.) Jealous Othello, on Desdeuioua's hand,—

0th ; Give me your hand ; this hand is moist, my lady.

Des: It yet has felt no age, nor known no sorrow.

0th ; This argues fruitfulness and liberal heart i

Hot, hot, and moist : this hand of yours requires

A sequester from liberty, fasting and prayer,

Much castigation, exercise devout

;

For, here’s a young and sweating devil here.

That commonly rebels, ’ Tis a good hand,

A frank one.
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Des : You may, indeed, say so

;

For ’twas that hand that gave away my heart.

0th * A liberal hand . the hearts of old gave hands

;

But our newheraldry is hands, not hearts.

Des ; I cannot speak of this. ( act m, sc. 4 )

(9.) Jealousy,—a monster begot of itself,

—

Des : Alas the day f I never gave him caused

Emil : But jealous souls will not be answer’d so 5

They are not ever jealous for the cause,

But jealous, for they aie jealous • ’ Tis a monster
Begot upon itself, born on itself.

Des . Heaven keep that monster from Othello’s mind ! ( act in, sc, 4 )

(10.) Jealousy (sexual),— {In i cmemhrance of a xvwng)

0th : (Reminded of the handkerchief)

O, it comes o’er my memory
As doth the ia\^en o’er the infected house,

Boding to all
.. k.

0th ; (Advancing) How shall I murder him, lago?

lago * Did you perceive how he laughed at his vice ^

0th . O ^ lago ^

lago And did you see the handkerchief^

0th Was that mine ?

lago ’ Yours, by this hand . and to see how he prices the foolish woman
y our wife i She gave it him, and he hath given it his whore.

{ ACT IV, Sc. 1)

(l I) others’ comment, when jealous Othello abuses and strikes Desdemona,

—

(1) Lod . My lord, this would not be believed in Venice,

Though I should swear I saw’t . 'tis very much i

Make her amends; she weeps.

Oth [To 0 devil, devil ?

If that the earth could teem with woman’s tears,

Each drop she falls ould prove a crocodile.

Out of my sight ! Proceed you m your tears.

Concerning this, sir,

—

0 well-painted passion !

—

I am commanded home. Get you away ;

I’ll send for you anon. Sir, I obey the mandate,

And will return to Venice. Hence, avaunt * (Exit Desdemona.)

( ACT lY, sc* 1

)

(2) Lod : Is this the noble Moor whom our full Senate

Call all-in-all sufficient ^ This the nature

Whom passion could not shake ? whose solid virtue

The shot of accident nor dart of chance

Could neither graze nor pierce ?

fago ; He is much changed.
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0th : Are his wits safe ? la ha not light of brain ?

la^o : He’s that he is : I may not breathe my censure

What he might be ; if what he might he is not,

I would to Heaven he were !

Lod ; What, strike his wife

!

lag® : Faith, that was not so well
;

yet would, I knew
That stroke would prove the worst !

Lod : Is it his use ?

Or did tlje letters work upon his blood,

And new create this fault ?

lago : Alas, Alas I

It is not honesty in me to speak
What I have seen and known. You shall observe him,

And his own couises will denote him, so

That I may save my speech : do but go after,

And mark how he continues.

Lod : I am sorry that I am deceived in him.

( ACT IV, sc, 1

)

(12) lealons Othello, questioning Emilia.

0th ; You have seen nothing, then ?

Emil : Nor ever heard, nor ever did suspect.

0th • Yes, you have seen Cassio and she together,

Emil : But then I saw no harm, and then I heard
Each syllable that breath made up between them.

0th ; What, did they never whisper ?

Emil ; Never my lord.

0th ; Nor send you out o’ the way 9

Emil ; Never.

0th : To fetch her fan, her gloves, her mask, nor nothing ?

Emil ; Never, my lord.

0th : That’s strange.

Emil I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest

{See under Vindication) ( AcT iv, Sc. 1 )

(13) A Jealous husband’s strange behaviour,—abusing, weeping, and lamenting,

—

0th : Pray, chuck, come hither.

Des ; What is your pleasure ?

0th : Let me see your eyes

Look in my face.

Des : What horrible fancy’s this ?

0th ; (To Emilia) Some of your function, mistress.
Leave procreants alone and shut the door ;

Cough, or cry hem, if any body come :

Your mystery, your mystery : nay, dispatch, {Exit Emilia)

Des ; Upon my knees, what does your speech imjport ?

I understand a fury in your words,
But not the words,
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W'-
, jiat art thou ?

'
rf'ife, my lord

;
your true and loyal 'wife.

^
'* ne, swear it, damn thyself

;

, .est, being like one of Heaven, the devils themselves

Should fear to seize thee : therefore, be double-damn’d
;

Swear thou art honest.

D«8 : Heaven doth truly know rt.

0th : Heaven truly knows that thou art false as hell.

Des : To whom, my lord ? with whom ? how am I false ?

0th- 0 Desdemona ' Away' away! (Weeps)

Des : Alas the heavy day ' Why do yon weep ?

Am I the motive of these tears,,..... (Vide 39) ( act iv, so 2

)

43. JOY (on meeting Desdemona)

0th ; 0 my fair warrior '

It gives me wonder great as my content

To see you here before me. 0 my soul’s joy !

If after every tempest ( Vide page 31

)

Des : The Heavens forbid

But that our loves and comforts should increase.

Even as our days do grow !

0th 5 Amen to that, sweet powers
! ^

I cannot speak enough of this content

;

It stops me here ; it is too much of ]oy i

And this, and this, the greatest discords be ( Kissing her )

That e’er our hearts shall make 1 (act ii, sc. 1

)

* * *

0 my sweet, I parttle out of fashion ;

And, I dote in mine own comforts. ( act it. Sc. I

44, LAMENT and PROTEST (full of tender emotion)

.

Othello’s pathetic wail & lament,

—

Had it pleas’d heaven
_

To try me with affliction ;
had they rain d

All kinds of sores and shames on my bare head
;

Steep’d me in poverty to the very lips

;

Given to captivity me and my utmost hopes ;

I should have found in some place of my soul

A drop of patience ; but, alas, to make me

A fixed figure for the time of scorn

To point his slow and moving finger at !

—

Yet, could I bear that too ;
well, very well

:

But there, where I have garner’d up my heart,

Where either I must live, or hear no life,

The fountain from the which my current runs,

Or else dries up,—to be discarded thence

!

Or keep it as a cistern for foul toads

To knot and gender in ! ( ACT IV, sc. 2 )
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Desdemona’s iaaocent, tOHchiog appeal, atid painful lament,-^.

Des : O good lago,

What shall I do to win my loid again ?

Good friend, go to him; for, by this light of Heaven,

I know not how I lost him. Here I kneel: ( Weeping
If e’er my will did trespass * gainst his love

Either m discourse of thought or actual deed

;

Oi that mine eyes, mine ears, or any sense,

Delighted them in any other form

;

Or that I do not yet, and ever did,

And ever will,—though he do shake me off

To beggaily divorcement,—love him dearly
,

Comfort forswear mo 1 Unkindness may do much ;

And his unkindness may defeat my life,

But never taint my love. I cannot say Svhore

It doth abhor me now I speak the word ;

To do the act that might the addition earn,

Not the w^orld*s mass of vanity could make me.

[ago : I pray you, be content ;
'tis but his humour :

The business of the State does him offence,

And he does chide with you. ^ ^ ^

Go in, and weep not} all things shall be well. ( aot Iv, Sc, 2 )

45. LOSS, blissful ignorance of—

Loss is no loss, if not known,

—

0th : What sense had I of her slol’n hours of lust ?

I saw’t not, thought it no1, it harm’d not me

:

I slept the next night well, was free and merry

;

I found not Cassio’s kisses on her lips i

He that is robb’d, not wanting what is stol’n,

Let him not know’t and he’s not robbed at all. ( act iit, Sc. 3 )

46. LOVE.

(1) Othello’s love,—the basis of his marriage with Desdemona,—

0th : For, know% lago,

But that I love the gentle Desdemona,
I would not my unhoused free condition

Put into circumscription and confine

For the sea’s worth. ( act Ij sc. 2 )

(2) Othello is questioned as to how he won Desdemona ’s love,

—

First Sen ; But, Othello, speak

:

Did you, by indirect and forced courses,

Subdue and poison this young maid’s affections ?

Or, came it by request, and such fair question
As soul to soul affordeth ?

0th : I do beseech you,

Send for the lady to the Sagittaiy,

And let her speak ‘of me before her father :
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If yfn^Ka me foul in her report,

iTh^tjfSthe off ce I do hold of you,

uway, but let your sentence

fe/ew fall^POU my life.

(3)' OMItoflsyconnt of iiis love-affair,

—

Most potent, grave, and reverend Signiors,

Desdetnona’s Love for Othello,

-

( ACT I, SC. 3 }

(Vide p. 23, text)

( ACT I, sc. 3 )

Des: That I did love the Moor to live with him,

My downright violence and storm of fortunes

May trumpet to the world ; my heart’s subdued

Even to the very quality of my lord ;

I saw Othello’s visage in his mind.

And to his honours and his valiant parts

Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate..., ( aot i, sc. 3 )

(5 ) lago’s view of Love,

—

Love is meie'ly a lust of the blood and a permission of the will.

It cannot be that Desdemona should long continue her

love to the Moor —[vide p. 3S, nine lines of the text, as far as—
‘she must have change, she must’) ( ACT i, sc. 3 )

47. LOVE-TOKEN,

(I.) Ever so dear and sacred to the beloved ,

—

Emil : I am glad I have found this napkin ;

This was her first remembrance from the Moor :

My wayward husband hath a hundred times

Woo’d me to steal it
; but she so loves the token,

—

For, he conjured her she should ever keep it,

—

That she reserves it evermore about her

To kiss and talk to. ( AOT hi, sc. 3 )

(2) Snatched, to be used for a wicked purpose,—

Emil : I’U the work ta’en out,

And give’t lago ; what he will do with it

Heaven knows, not I

}

I nothing but to please his fantasy

IngO ; A good wench ; give it me.

Emil : What will you do with’t, that you have been so earnest

To have me filch it ?

lago : {Snatching it) Whj, what’s that to you?

Emil : If'f for Some purpose of import,

Give't me again
:
poor lady, she'll run mad

When she shall lack it.

lago ; Be not acknown on’t ; 1 have use for it

Go, leave me. UcT HI, sc, 3)
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($.) Otbello ascribes snperstitions, magical properties to it,'-

0th ; That handkerchief

Did an Egyptian to my mother give ;

She was a charmer, and could almost read

The thoughts of people
; she told her, while she keptlt^.

* Twould make her amiable and subdue my father

Entirely to her love
; but if she lost it

Or made a gift of it, my father*s eye
Should hold her loathed and his spirit should hunt
After new fancies

; she, dying, gave it me,
And bid me, when my fate would have me wive,

To give it her. I did so ; and take heed on’t 3

Make it a darling like your precious eye 5

To lose’t or give't away were such perdition

As nothing else could match.

Des : Is’t possible ?

0th ;

^ Tis true there’s magic in the web of it

:

A sib\l, that had number’d in the world

The sun to course two hundred compasses,

In her prophetic fury sew’d the work j

The worms were hallow’d that did breed the silk,

And it was dyed in mummy which the skilful

Conserv'd of maidens’ hearts.

^ ^ ^ Theiefore, look to’t well. ( ACT ili, sc. 4

)

48 MARRIAGE.

(1) Love, the true basis of marriage,— [Vide p, 47, 1) ]

(2) Jealousy-ridden Husband’s view of Marriage,

—

0th • 0 curse of marriage,

That we can call these delicate creatures ours,

And not their appetites ! I had rather be a toad,

And live upon the vapour of a dungeon,

Than keep a corner in the thing I love

For others’ uses. Yet, ’ tis the plague of great ones
;

Prerogatived are they less than the base
;

’ Tis destiny uashunnable, like death.
( act itl, Sc. 3 )

(3) A villain’s view of iuter-racial marriages,—

0th .* I do not think but Desdemona's honest.

lago : Long live she so I and long live you to think so 1

0th t And yet, how nature erring from itself-^^

lago • Ay> there’s the point t as --to be bold with you—
Not to affect many proposed matches

Of her own clime, comple^iion and degree,

Whereto we see m all things Nature tenda*-^

Foh I one may smell in such a will most rank,

Foul disproportion, thoughts unnatural.

But pardon me i I do not m position
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Bistinctiy^fc of her ; tho’ I may fear,

Her will *0 her better judgment,

May fall you with her country forms,

And-VlAiy i.6pent. ( act iii, sc. 3 )

(4) Aa teijCiat's view inter-racial marriages,

—

I’or, if such acoions may have passage free,

Bond slaves and pagans shall our statesmen be. ( act i, sc. 2 )

49. MERITS and QUALIFICATIONS.

(1) Othello, on his services, royal birth, merits, &c ,

—

0th : My services which I have done the Signioiy,

Shall out-tongue his complaints. ’ Tis yet to know

—

Which, when I know that boasting is an honour,

I shall promulgate—I fetch my life and being

From men of royal siege, and my demerits

May speak unbonneted to as proud a fortune

As this that I have reach’d. ( act i, Sc. 2 j

(2) On his parts, title and ciear conscience,

—

lago • Ihose are the raised father and liis friends
,

You were best go in.

0th : Not I ; I must be found :

My parts, my title and my perfect soul.

Shall manifest me rightly,

(3) On his self-control,

—

Ofh : Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust

Good Signior, you shall more command with years

Thau with your weapons.

(4.) On soldierly qualifications and experiences,

—

Oth : Rude am I in my speech,

And little blest with the soft phrase of peace ;

For, since these arms of mine had seven yeais’ pith.

Till now some nine moons wasted, they have used

Their dearest action in the tented field

;

And little of this great world can I speak,

More than pertains to feats of broil and battle ;

And therefore little shall I grace my cause

In speaking for myself.. ( act 1, Sc. 3 )

50. MURDER.

( ACT I, SC. 2 )

them
;

( ACT I, Sc. 2 )

(a) Of Roderigo

;

Emil : Cassio, tny lord, hath killed a yoting Venetian, called Roderigo.

Oth : Rodeiigo killed 1 and Cassio killed ?

Emil : No, Cassio is not killed.

Oth: Not Cassio killed? Then, mntderis out of tune,

And sweet revenge grows harsh. ( ACT \ ,
sc. 2 j
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tb) Of Desdemona :

Des : 0, falsely, falsely murdered

!

Emil : Alas, 'what cry is that

Alas, alas, that was my lad}^ ’s voice.

Help 1 help, ho * help ^ 0 lady, speak again ^

Sweet Desdemona ' O sweet mistress, speak !

Des : A guiltless death I die.

Emil : O, who hath done this deed

Des: Nobody; I myself Farewell:

Commend me to my kind lord • O, farewell
!

{Dies.)

0th : Why, how should she be murder’d ?

Emil : Alas, who knows ?

0th : You heard her say herself, it was not I,

Emil : She said so (but) I must needs report the truth. ( Act v, sc. 2 )

51. PATIENCE.

(1) Desd«moaa’s advice to Cassio,

—

Des : You must awhile be patient *

What I can do, I will
;
and more I will

Than for myself I dare let that suffice you ( ACT ill, sc 2 )

(2) Othello, excited by jealousy, loses his patience,

—

0th ; Turn thy complexion there,

Patience, thou young and rose-lippM cherubm,

Ay, there, look grim as Hell ! ( ACT IV, Sc. 2)

52, PLEADING, (vehement, almost childishly pressing),

Desdemona’s eager but tactless pleading for Cassio,—

Des : How now, my lord !

I have been talking with a suitor here,

A man that languishes in your displeasure.

0th Who isT you mean ?

Des: Why, your lieutenant, Cassio. Good my lord,

If I have any grace or power to move you,

His present reconciliation take
;

For, if he be not one that truly loves you,

That errs in ignorance and not in cunning,

I have no judgment in an honest face

;

I prithee, call him back,

0th : Went he hence now ?

Des : Ay, sooth ; so humbled,

That he hath left part of his grief with nle,

To suffer with him. Good love, call him back.

0th: Not now, sweet Desdemona
; some other time.

Ocs ; But shallT be shortly ? To morrow night ; or Tuesday rhorn }

On Tuesday noon, or night
; on Wednesday morn ;
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the time ; but let it not

/Exceed f
faith, he's penitent.

/ Anix^ trespass, in our common reason,

—

Sa><i't^t, they say, the wars must make examples
Out of their best,—is not almost a fault

To incur a private check.

When shall he come ?

Tell me, Othello : I wonder in my soul,

What you would ask me, that I should deny.
Or stand so mammenng on. What ! Michael Cassio,

That came a-wooing with you, and so many a time
When I have spoke of you dispiaisingly,

Hath ta’en your part
;
to have so'much to do

To bring him m ! Trust me, I could do much.—

-

Om Prithee, no more : let him come when he will

;

I will deny thee nothing, ( act hi, sc.- 3 )

53. PRAISE (by a courtier).

A courtier’s sincere but rhapsodical praise of a fair maiden,

—

(a) A maid that paragons description and wild fame,

One that excels the quirks of blazoning pens.

And in the essential vesture of creation.

Does tire the ingener, ( ACT il. Sc. 1 )

(b) Tempests themselves, high seas and howling winds,

The gutter’d rocks and congregated sands,

—

Traitors, ensteeped to clog the guiltless keel

—

As having sense of beauty, do omit their mortal nature.

Letting go safely by the divine Desdeinona. ( act il, sc. 1

)

(c) 0, behold, the riches of the ship is come on shore !

Ye men of Cyprus, let her have your knees.

Hail to thee, lady ' and the grace of heaven,

Before, behind thee, and on every hand,

Enwheel thee round ! ( act li, Sc. 1 )

53. (a). PRAYERS, HOPES and GOOD WISHES.

(1) 0th ; This (the story of my life) to hear,

Would Desdemona seriously incline :

But still the house-affairs would draw her thence ;

Which even as she could with haste dispatch,

She’Id come again, and with a greedy ear

Devour up my discourse : which I observiug.

Took once a pliant hour, and found good means

To draw from her a prayer of earnest heart,

That I would all my pilgrimage dilate.

Whereof by parcels she had something heard,

But not intentively .• I did consent,

And often did beguile her of her tears

When I did speak of soma distressful stroke

That my youth suffer'd ( ACT I, sc. 3

)
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(2) Cas ; Thanks, yon, the valiant of this warlike

That so approve the Moor ^ 0, let the Heavens

Give him defence against the elements,

For I have lost him on a dangerous sea.

Mon : Is he well shipp’d ?

Cas Ills bark is stoutly timber’d and his pilot

Of very expert and approved allowance ;

Theiefore, my hopes, not surfeited to death,

Stand in bold cure, ( act il, sc, 1

)

(3) Cas : Great Jove, Othello guard,

And swell his sail with thine own powerful breath,

That he may bless this bay with his tall ship,

Make lover's quick pants in Desdamona’s arms;,

Give renew’d fire to our exfeincted spirits,

And bring all Cyprus comfort* ( ACT li> Sc* 1

)

(4) 0th : Have you pray’d to-nighs, Deademona ?

Des : Ay, my lord.

0th : If you bethink youraejf of any crime

Unreconciled as yet to Heaven and grace,

Solicit for it straight.

Des : Alas, my lord, what may you mean by that ?

0th • Well, do it, and be brief
;

I will walk by s

I would not kill thy unprepared spirit

;

No
;
Heaven forfend ! I would not kill thy soul.

Des • Talk yon of killing ?

0th ; Ay, I do

Des • Then Heaven have mercy on me ! ( AoT v, So. 2 )

54. PREMONITION or PRESENTIMENT.

(1) Nature’s premonition,

—

Nature would not invest herself m such shadowing passion

Without some instruction. ( AOI IV, 30. 1 )

(2) A strange presentiment of her death,

—

Des : He says he will return incontinent

:

He hath commanded me to go to bed.

And bade me to dismiss you.

Emil ; Dismiss me i

Des : It was his bidding ; therefore, good Emilia,

Give me my nightly wearing, and adieu;

We must not now displease him.

Emil ; I would, you had never seen him :

Des .* So would not I; my love doth so approve him
That even his stubbornness, his checks, his frowns,

—

Pnthee, unpin me,—have grace and favour in them.

Emil : I have laid those sheets you hade me on the bed.

Des : All’s one. Good faith, how foolish are our minds !

If I do die before thee, prithee, shroud me
In one of those same sheets.
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Emil : Come, come, you talk.

Dcs ; My mother had a maid call'd Barbara

:

She was in love ; and he she loved, proved mad
And did forsake her she had a song of ‘willow’ J

An old thing 'twas, but it express’d her fortune,

And she died singing it: that song to*night

Will not go from my mind, ( act iv, so. 3 )

55. PROBABILITIES.

(a) Do the probabilities really point to the use of drugs or charms ?

—

Bra : She is abused, stol’n fiom me and corrupted

By spells and medicines bought of mountebanks ;

For nature so preposterously to err,

Being not deficient, blind, or lame of sense,

Sans witchcraft could not (be).

And she,—inspite of nature,

Of years, of country, credit, everything

—

To fall m love with what she fear’d to look on !

It IS a judgment maim’d and most imperfect.

That will confess perfection so could err

Against all rules of nature ;
and must be diiven

To find out practices of cunning hell.

Why this should be.

I therefore vouch again

That with some mixtures powerful o’er the blood,

Or with some dram conjured to this effect.

He wrought upon her.

(b) Mere probabilities are no proof,

—

Duke ; To vouch this, is no proof,

Without more certain and more overt test

Than these thin habits and poor likelihoods

Of modern seeming do prefer against him,

56. PROOF.

(1) Proof, (ocular and conviacing),

—

0th : Villain, be sure, thou prove my love a whore ;

Be sure of it
;

give mo the ocular proof ;*» * *

' Make me to see’t ; or. at the least, so prove it

That the probation bear no hinge nor loop

To hang a doubt on ; or woe upon thy life ! ( act hi, sc. 3 )

(2) Proof,—satisfying proof, (demanded by vacillating Othello),—

0th : By the world,

I think my wife be honest, and think she is not

;

I think that thou art just, and think thou art not ;

I’ll have some proof. Her name, that was as fresh

As Plan’s visage, is now begriined and black

(act I, Sc. 3 )

( ACT I, sc. 3 )
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As mine own face. If there be cords, or Knives,

Poison, or fire, or Suffocating streams,

I’ll not endure it. Would, I were satisfied !

lago ; I see, sir, you are eaten up with passion :

I do repent me that I put it to you.

You would be satisfied ? (ACT m, sc. 3)

(3) Proof, but what is a satisfying proof ?

—

lago ; But how ? how satisfied, my lord ?

Would you, the supervisor, grossly gape on ?

Behold her topp’d ?

0th ; Death and damnation ! 0 !

lago; It were a tedious difficulty, I think.

To bring them to that prospect { damn themthen.
If ever mortal eyes do see them bolster

More than their own i What then ? how then ?

What shall I say ? Where’s satisfaction ?

It is impossible you should see this.

Were they as prime as goats, as hot as monkeys,
As salt as wolves in pride, and fools as gross

As ignorance made drunk. But yet, I say,

If imputation and strong circumstances.

Which lead directly to the door of ti uth,

Will give you satisfaction, you may have’t. ( act hi, sc. 3
^

(4) Proof, or circumstantial evidence, concocted by the villain,™

0th: G-ive me a living reason she’s disloyal.

lago • I do not like the office :

But, sith I am enter’d m this cause so far.

Prick’d to’t by foolish honesty and love,

I will go on. I lay with Cassio lately,

And being troubled with a raging tooth.
I could not sleep

Thei e are a kind of men so loose of soul,

That in their sleeps will mutter their affairs :

One of this kind is Cassio •

In sleep, I heard him say, ‘ Sweet Desdemona,
Let us be wary, let us hide our loves ’

:

And then, Sir, would he gripe and wring my hand,
Cry ‘ 0 sweet creature !

’ and then kiss me hard.
As if he pluck’d up kisses by the roots.

That grew upon my lips then, laid his leg
Over my tliigh, and sigh’d and kiss’d

; and then.
Cried ‘ Cursed fate that gave thee to the Moor !

’

0th ; 0 monstrous ! monstrous 1
( act hi, sc. 3 )

(5) Proof
;
though only a dream, it thickens other proofs,—

lago : Nay, this was but his dream.

0th ; But this denoted a foregone conclusion :

’Tis a shrewd doubt, though it be but a dream,

lago And this may help to thicken other proofs
That do demonstrate thinly.
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Oth : I’ll tear her all to pieces. ( aci hi, Sc. 3 )

(6) Proof, concocted from the handkerchief, now satisfies Othello.

—

lago : Nay, but be wise, yet we see nothing done
;

She may be honest yet. Tell me but this
;

Have you not sometimes seen a handkerchief

Spotted with strawberries in your wife’s hand “?

0th I gave her such a one
,

’twas my first gift,

lago I know not that ; but such a handkerchief

—

I am sure it was your wife’s—did I to-day

See Cassio wipe his beard with.

0th : If it be that,

—

lago ; If it be that, or any that was hers,

It speaks against her with the other proofs.

0th O, that the slave had forty thousand lives !

One IS too poor, too weak, for my revenge

Now do I see ' iis true. Look hare, lago

;

All my fond love thus do I blow to Heaven :

’ Tis gone ( act. lli, sc. 8 )

57. PROSTITUTION.

Prostitutes, their pitiable lives,

—

lago : (To self) Now will I question Oassio, of Hianca,

—

A housewife that by selling her desires

Buys herself bread and clothes it is a cioaturo

That dotes on (Jassio ; as ’ois the sbrumpot’s plague

To beguile many and be beguiled by one. (aox iv, sc, 1)

58. PROVOCATION.

1) lago : What an eye she has ! methinks, it sounds a parley to provocation*

Cas . An inviting eye, and yet, methinks, right modest,

lago : And when she speaks, is it not an alarum to love ?

Cas : She is indeed perfection.
( act ii, sc. 3 )

(2) lago , But men are men ;
the bast sometimes forget .

Though Cassio did soma httlo wrong to him,

As men in rage strike thoso that wish thorn bast,

Yet surely, Cassio, I believo, received

From him that fled, some strange indignity

Which patience could nob pass. ( aoo! ti, Sc. 3 )

(3) lago : (To Rod.) But, sir, be you ruled by me ; 1 have brought you
from Venice. Watch you to-night ; for tho command, I’ll lay't

upon you . Cassio knows you not : I’ll not bo far from you : do
you find soma occasion to anger Cassio, cither by speaking too loud

or tainbiug his discipline, or from what other course you please,

which the time shall more favourably minister.

Rod *. Well.

lago: Sir, he is rash and veiy sudden in choler, and haply may strike as

you : provoke him
,
that he may ;

for, even out of that will I oau*
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these of Cyprus to mutiny
;
whose qualification shall come into no

true taste again but by the displanting of Cassio. So shall you have
a shorter journey to your desires by the means I shall then have to

prefer them, and the impediment most profitably removed, without
the which there were no expectation of our prosperity.

Kod : I will do this, if I can bring it to any opportunity,

lago : I warrant thee,
( act n,sc. 1 )

(4) lago . He (Othello^ goes into Mauritania, and takes away with him the
fair Desdemona ; unless his abode be lingered hereby some accident;

wheiem none can be so determinate as the removing of Cassio.

Rod . How do you meaui removing of him ?

lago : Why, by making him uncapable of Othello's place, by knocking
out his brains.

Rod : And that you would have me to do ?

lago : Ay, if you dare do yourself a profit and a right. He sups to-night

with a harlotry, and thither will I go to him i he knows not yet of

his honourable fortune. If you will watch his going thence, which
I will fashion to fall out between twelve and one, }ou may take him
at your pleasure * I will be near to second your attempt, and he shall

fall between us. Come, stand not amazed at it, but go along with
me ; I will show you such a necessity in his death that }ou shall

think yourself bound to put it on him. It is now high supper time,

and the night grows to waste ; about it.

Rod ; I will hear further reason for this.

lago : And you shall be satisfied.

( ACT IV, sc. 2 )

59. PUBLIC OPINION.

The Duke, swayed by pablic opinion, appoints Otheiio,

—

Duke : And though we have there a substitute of most allowed sufficiency,

yet Opinion, a sovereign mistress of effects, throws a more safer voice

on you : you must therefore be content to slubber the gloss of your
new fortunes with this more stubborn and boisterous expedition.

(act I, sc. 3 )

60. PUNISHMEKT, (according to law, justice or honor)

(1) According to the * book of Law,’—

Duke : Whoe’er ho be that, in this foul proceeding,

Hath thus beguiled your daughter of herself

And you of her, the bloody book of law

You shall yourself read in the bitter letter

After your own sense, yea, though our proper son

Stood in your action. ( act i, 30. 3

)

(2) Punishment, only on conclusive proof, but not on mere assertions and poor

probabilities,—

Duke : To vouch this, is no proofj (Fide Probabilities)
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(3) Pnnisiinent ia policy,

—

(a) lago :
’ You are but now cast in his mood, a punishment more in policy

than in malice ; even so as one would beat hiS offenoeless dog to

affright an imperious lion. (a.ct 1:, so. 3

)

(b) Cas (To Des.) That policy may either last so long,

Or feed upon such nice and waterish diet,

Orjbreed itself so out of circumstance,

That, I being absent and my place supplied,

My general will forget my love and service. ( act hi, sc. 3 )

(c) Cas : (To Des.) I would not be delay’d.

If my offence be of such mortal kind.

That nor my service past, nor present sorrows.

Nor purposed merit in futurity,

Can ransom me into his love again,

Then to know so must be my benefit

;

Then shall I clothe me in a forced content

And shut myself up in some other course

To fortune’s alms. ( act hi, sc. 4

)

(4) Threat of punishment, to a deceitful, accusing villain,

—

0th : Villain, be sure, thou prove my love a whore
;

Be sure of it
;
give me the ocular proof ;

Or, by the worth of mine eternal soul.

Thou hadst been batter born a dog
Than answer my waked wrath !

^ 5?-

If thou dost slander her and torture me.

Never pray more ; abandon all remorse ;

On horror’s head horrors accumulate ;

Do deeds to make heaven weep, all earth amazed
;

For, nothing canst thou to damnation add

Greater than that. ( act hi, sc. 3 )

(5) Punishment of an unfaithful wife,

—

0th: Ay, let her rot, and perish, and be damned to-night

;

For she shall not live ; No, my heart is turned to stone.

( ACT IV, Sc. 1 )

0th: Yet, she must die, else she’ll betray more men.
* • *

(To Des.) If you bethink yourself of 'any crime.

Unreconciled as yet to Heaven and grace,

Solicit for it straight ... I will walk by

:

1 would not kill thy unprepared spirit

;

No ;
Heaven forfend 1 1 would not kill thy soul.

( ACT V. sc. 2 )

(6)

Pnnishment of the abhotred villain,

Lod:—For this slave,

If there be any cunning cruelty
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That can torment him much and hold him long,

It shall be his.

Lod : {To lago) 0 Spartan dog j

More fell than anguish, hungei, or the sea ^

Look on the tragic loading of this bed ,

This IS thy work : the object poisons sight ;

Let it be hid... (To Cas,) To you, lord governor,

Eemains the censure of this hellish villain,

The time, the place, the torture : 0, enfoice it !

( ACT V, Sc. 2 )

61. RECONCILIATION, (the spirit of) —
(1) The Dnke tries to reconcile Brabantio to the marriage,

—

Duke : I think this tale would win my daughter too.

Good Brabantio, take up this mangled matter at the best

:

Men do their broken weapons rather use

Than their bare hands......

Let me speak like yourself, and lay a sentence

Which, as a grise or step, may help these lovers

Into your favour. ( Act i, sc. 3 )

(2) Be resigned or reconciled to incurable griefs,

—

Duke : When remedies are past, the griefs are ended
By seeing the worst, which late on hopes depended.

To mourn a mischief that is past and gone
Is the next way to draw new mischief on.

What cannot be preserved when fortune takes,

Patience her injury a mockery makes.
The robb'd that smiles steals something from the thief

;

He robs himself that spends a bootless grief. ( ACT i, Sc. 3 )

(3) But Brabantio is obdurate aud replies,^

—

{These aie eqinvocal or contradictory maxims)

Bra * Sof let the Turk, of Cyprus us beguile
;

We lose It not so long as we can smile.

He bears the sentence well, that nothing bears

But the free comfort which from thence he hears

;

, But he bears both the sentence and the sorrow,

That, to pay grief, must of poor patience borrow.
These sentences, to sugar or to gall,

Being strong on both sides, are equivocal

:

But words are words >
I never yet did hear

That the bruised heart was pierced through the e^r* ( act I, Sc. 3 )

(4) Bittke says 'Good-night’ and commends Othello’s Chafactet,--^

Good night to every one,

(To Brab.) And, noble Signior, if virtue no delighted beauty lack,

Your somin-law is far more fair than black ( act i, sc* 3 )

(5) Deidemdna tries to reconcile Othello to Cassio,-^

Des ; Good my lord,

If 1 have any grace or jjovver to move yoU|
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His present reconciliation take

;

For, if he be not one that truly loves you,

That errs in ignorance and not in cunning,

I have no judgment m an honest face

:

I prithee, call him back. ( act in, Sc. 3 )

62. REMORSE, REPENTANCE, and Suicide

Otheilo’s agonised Remorse,

—

Oth : Now, how dost thou look now ? 0 ill-starr’d wench !

Pale as thy smock ! when we shall meet at compt.
This look of thine will hurl my soul from heaven
And fiends will snatch at it. Cold, cold, my girl !

Even like thy chastity.

0 cursed slave i Whip me, ye devils.

From the possession of this Heavenly sight

!

Blow me about in winds I roast me in sulphur !

Wash me in steep-down gulfs of liquid fire !

0 Desdemona ! Desdemona ! dead !

Oh I Oh ! Oh ! ( act v, sc. 2 )

Othello’s Last Words,

—

Oth ;—Soft you ; a word or two before you go.

1 have done the State some service, and they know’t.

No more of that, I pray you, in your letters.

When you shall these unlucky deeds relate.

Speak of me as I am • nothing extenuate.

Nor set down aught in malice • then must you speak
Of one that loved not wisely but "too well

;

Of one not easily jealous, but, being wrought.

Perplex'd in the extreme ; of one whose hand.

Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away
Eioher than all his tribe ; of one whose subdued eyes.

Albeit unused to the melting mood,
Drop tears as fast as the Arabian trees

Their medicinal gum. Set j’'on down this ;

And say besides, that in Aleppo once,

Where a malignant and a turban’d Turk
Beat a Venetian and traduced the State,

I took by the throat the circumcised dog

And smote him, thus. [Stabs himself.
1 kiss’d thee ere I kill’d thee • no way but this,

Killing myself, to die upon a kiss. [Falls on the bed, and dies.

( ACT V, sc. 2)

63. REPUTATION, or GOOD NAME and FAME.

Reputation, as viewed by a gentleman and a villain,

—

(a) Cas . Reputation, reputation, reputation ! O, I have lost my reputation I

I have lost the immortal part of myself, and what remains is

bestial. My reputation, lago, my reputation

!

(b) lago ; As I am an honest man, I thought you had received some bodily

wound
; there is more sense in that than in reputation. Reputation
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is an idle and most false imposition, oft got without merit and lost

without deserving
:
you have lost no reputation at all, unless you

repute yourself such a loser. ( ac^. II, Sc. 2
)

Good name or repatatlon,

—

lago ; Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,

Is the immediate jewel of their souls :

"Who steals my purse steals trash ; ’tis something, nothing ;

’Twas mine, ’tis his, and has been slave to thousands

;

But he that filches from me my good name
Bobs me of that which not enriches him
And makes me poor indeed. ( act hi, sc. 3

)

64. REPUTATION and HONOR. (A cynic on--)

lago' Her hononr isan essence that’s not seen ;

They have it very oft that have it not : ( act iv, se. 1

)

65. REVENGE.

(1) Revenge (planned through hatred and spite), —
lago ; The Moor, howbeit that I endure him not.

Is of a constant, loving, noble nature

;

And I dare think he’ll prove to Desdemona
Amost dear husband.

Now, I do love her too,

Not out of absolute lust, though peradventura

I stand accountant for as great a sin,

But partly led to diet my revenge,

Bor that I do suspect the lusty Moor
Hath leap’d into my seat ; the thought whereof

Doth, like a poisonous mineral, gnaw my inwards ;

And nothing can or shall content my soul

Till I am even’d with him, wife for wife

;

Or failing so, yet that I put the Moor
At least into a jealousy so strong

That judgment cannot cure.

Which thing to do,

If this poor trash of Venice, whom I trash

Bor his quick hunting, stand the putting on,

I’ll have our Michael Cassio on the hip,

Abuse him to the Moor in the rank garb

;

For I fear Cassio with my night-cap too

;

Make the Moor thank me, love me, and reward me,
Bor making him egregiously an ass,

And practising upon his peace and quiet

Even to madness.
( act ii, sc. 1

(2) Revenge,—-Bitter, Bloody, Wide and Grim

,

Oth : O, that the slave had forty thousand lives 1

One is too poor, too weak for my revenge.

Now do I see ’tis true. Look here, lago

;

All my fond love thus do I blow to Heaven :
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’Tis gone.

Arise, black vengeance, from thy hollow cell

!

Yield up, O love, thy crown and hearted throne

To tyrannous hate! Swell, bosom, with thy fraught,

For ‘ tis of aspics ’ tongues

!

lago : Yet be content.

0th : O, blood, blood, blood

!

la^o ; Patience, I say
;
your mind perhaps may change.

0th : Never, lago. Like to the Pontic sea,

Whose icy current and compulsive course

Ne’er feels retiring ebb, but keeps due on
To the Propontic and the Hellespont

;

Even so my bloody thoughts, with violent pace,

Shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb to humble love,

Till that a capable and wide revenge swallow them up

( ACT nr, sc. 3

)

(3) Revenge, sworn against Cassio and Desdemona,

—

0th Now, by yond marble heaven,

In the due reverence of a sacred vow {Kneels)

I here engage my words.

lagO ; (Also Kneeling, swears help.)

Witness, you ever-burning lights above,

You elements that clip us round about,

Witness that here lago doth give up
The execution of his wit, hands, heart,

To wrong'd Othello's service 1 Let him command,
And to obey shall be in me remorse,

What bloody business ever, (They rise)

0th ; I greet thy love,

Not with vain thanks, but with accept ance bounteous,

And will upon the instant put thee to ’t :

Within thee three days let me hear thee say
That Cassio’s not alive.

lago : My friend is dead
;

’tis done at your request

;

But let her live.

0th : Damn her, lewd minx ! 0, damn her !

Come, go with me apart ; I will withdraw,

To furnish me with some swift means of death

For the fair devil. Now art thou my lieutenant.

lago: I am your own for ever. (iact m,. sc. 3 )

(4) Revenge Is sweet,

—

I would have him nine years a-killing.

( ACT IV,"sc. 1

)

(5) Heart, barded with Revenge,

—

Jily heart is turned to stone ; I strike it, and it hurts my hand.

( AOT IV, sc. 1
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(6) Othello is filled with vengeance mixed with pity and admiration.

0th ; I would have him nine years a-killmg. A fine woman ' a fair

woman ! a sweet woman !

lago • Nay, you must forget that.

0th : Ay, let her rot, and pei ish, and be damned to night ; for she shall

not live • no my heart is turned to stone ; I strike it and it hurts

my hand. 0, the world hath not a sweeter creature ! she might lie

by an emperor’s side, and command him tasks,

lago : Nay, that’s not your way.

0th : Hang her ' I do but say what she is : so delicate with her needle:

an admirable musician 0, she will sing the savageness out of a

bear • of so high and plenteous wit and invention :

—

lago : She’s the worse for all this.

0th . A thousand thousand times . and then, of so gentle a condition!

But yet the pity of it, lago ' 0, lago the pity of it, lago

lago .• If you are so fond over her iniquity, give her patent to offend
;
for,

if it touch not you, it conres near nobody.

0th : I will chop her into messes • cuckold me !

( ACT IV, so. 1

)

66. SELF-CONCEIT (immoderate).

lago, on his own worth,

—

And, by the faith of man,
1 know my price, I am worth no worse a place .

But he, as loving his own pride and purposes.

Evades them, with a bombast circumstance

Horribly stuff’d with epithets of war
,

And, in oonclu ion, nonsuits my mediators. ( act i, sc 1

67. SELF-INTEREST.

Private or personal interest, over-riding public interest,

—

Duke : Welcome, gentle signior

;

We lacked your counsel and your help to-night.

Bra : So did I yours. Good y our grace, pardon me

:

Neither my place nor aught I heard of business

Hath raised me from my bod, nor doth the general care

Take hold on me ; for my particular grief

Is of so flood-gate and o’er-bearing nature
That it engluts and swallows other sorrows,

And it is still itself . ( act i, sc. 3 )

68 SERVICE and SERVANTS.

(1) Job or promotion goes by influence, not by merit or seniority,

lago : Why, there’s no remedy ; 'tis the curse of service,

Preferment goes by letter and affection,

And not by old gradation, where each second
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Stood hoir to the first. Now, air, be judge yourself

Whether I, m any just term, am affined

To love the Moor. ( act i, sc. 1 )

(2) Self-interest is the only motive of some servants,

lago : 0, air, content you

;

I follow him to serve my turn upon himj
We cannot all be masters, nor all masters
Cannot be truly follow’d, ( AC!r i, Sc, i )

(3) Honest Servants, Vs. Designing Hypocrites,

—

You shall mark
Many a duteous and knee-crooking knave
That doting on his own obsequious bondage
Wears out his time, much like his master’s ass,

Nor nought but provender, and when he’s old, cashier’d :

Whip me such honest knaves.

Others there are who, trimm’d in forms and visages of duty,

Keep yet their hearts attending on themselves,

And throwing but shows of service on their lords

Do well thrive by them, and when they have lined their coats

Do themselves homage these fellows have Some soul.

And such a one do I profess myself. ( act i, Sc 1 )

(4) Service, not for love or duty, bat from pure selfishness,

—

lago : In following him, I follow bub myself

;

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty.

But seeming so, for my peculiar end ( act i, Sc. 1

)

^5) A villain’s plansible plea of service,

—

lago : ’Zounds, sir, you are one of those that will not serve trod, if the

devil bid you. Because we come to do you service and you think

we are ruffians. ( act i, sc. 1 )

69 SILENCE

Silence unwise, when a wrong is done or designed,—

0th : Thou dost conspire against thy friend, lago,

If thou but think’st him wrong’d and makest his ear

A stranger to thy thoughts. ( ACT ni, Sc. 3 )

70. SOLDIER (a true—)

(1) Requesting tago to tell the truth as au honest soldier,

—

Mon i If partially affined or leagued in office,

Thou dost deliver more or less than truth,

Thou art no soldier.

tago ; Touch me not so near....,, ( act ii, sc. 3 )

(2) Othello, as a soldier,—

Mon • Pray Heavens he be (safe),

Nor I have served him, and the man commands
Like a full soldier. ( act II, sc. 1 )
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(3) Othello, on a soldier’s life;

—

0th ; The tyrant custom, most grave Senators,

Hath made the flinty and steel couch of war
My thrice-driven bed of down : I do agnize

k natural and prompt alacrity

I find in hardness ; ( act. l, sc. 3

(4) Cassio to Desdemona, on lago’s cynical temper,

—

He speaks home, madam : you may relish him more
in the soldier than in the scholar. ( act II, sc. 1

)

(5) Othello on a soldier’s life to Desdemona ,

—

Gome, Desdemona ; ’tis the soldier’s life

To have their balmy slumbers waked with strife. ( acI ll, Sc. 3)

71. SORROWS.

(1) Personal sorrows,—

My particular grief

Is of so flood-gate and o’er bearing nature

That it engluts and swallows other sorrows,

And it IS still itself. (ACT l. Sc. 3)

(2) Reconciliation to onr sorrows,

—

(a) Take up this mangled matter at the beat

Men do their broken weapons rather use

Than their bare hands. ( act I, So. 3

)

(b) When remedies are past the griefs are ended.. .(Vide Reconciliation.)

72. STORM, (a sea-port Scene)

Mon : What from the cape can you discern at sea ?

First Gent ; Nothing at all : it is a high-wrought flood }

I cannot, ’twixt the heaven and the main,
Descry a sail.

Mon t Methinks the wind hath spoke aloud at land j

A fuller blast ne’er shook our battlements

!

If it hath rulfian’d so upon the sea,

What ribs of oak, when mountains melt on them,
Can hold the mortise ? What shall we hear of this ?

SeC. 6e*t i A segregation of the Turkish fleet

:

jB’ot do but stand upon the foaming shore,

The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds J

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrotis mane,
Seems to cast water on the burning bear,

And quench the guards of the ever-flxed pole 1

1 never did like molestation View

On the enchafed flood,

Mob : If that the Trukish fleet

Be not enshelter’d and embay’d, they are drown’d |

It is impossible to bear it out. (aoT h, sc, 1)
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73. STRATEGICAL TACTICS.

A trick of war, seen tlirongb, (by making Rhodes, and not Cyprus, the ostensible

object of the attack).

First Sen •• This cannot be.

By no assay of reason •
'tis a pageant

To keep ns in false gaze. When wa consider

The importancy of Cyprus to the Turk,

And let ourselves again but understand

That as it more concerns the Turk than Ehodes,

We must not think the Turk is so unskilful

To leave that latest vrhich concerns him first,

Neglecting an attempt of ease and gain,

To wake and wage a danger profitless. ( ACT l. Sc. 3

)

74: SUICIDE.

(1) Of Othello, when disillusioned,

—

lago • I kiss’d thee ere I kill’d thee : no way but this,

(Falling upon Desdemoua J

Killing myself, to die upon a kiss. (DtesJ ( act v, sc 2 )

(2) As thought of by Roderigo,

—

Rod ; I will incontinently drown myself It is silliness to live when
to live is torment ; and then have we a presci iption to die when
death is our physician. ( act i, Sc. 3

)

75.

SUSPENSE, (an undesirable state of mind).

Cassio, on his ‘ former suit ’ and rack of suspense ,

—

Madam, my former suit .• I do beseech you
That by your virtuous means I may again

Exist, and be a member of his love

Whom I with all the office of my heart

Entirely honour . I would not be delay’d.. ..fVide Punishment)

( ACT III, sc. 4)

76.

TEARS (crocodile).

Othello, on Desdemona’s tears ,

—

Oh devil, devil !

jK that the earth could teem with woman* s tears,

Bach drop she falls Would prove a crocodile.

Out of my sight 1 ( AC2! iv, Sc, 1
^

77.

TIME, (as computed by a lover).

How a lover measures time, or feels the lapse of it,

—

Cas : How is it with you, my most fair Bianca ?

I’faith, sweet love, I was coming to your house.

Hiad : And 1 was going to your lodging, Oassio.

What, keep a week away ? seven days and nights ?

Ei^ht score eight hours ? and lovers’ absent hours^
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More tedious than the dial eight score tunes ?

0 weary reckoning !

Cas : Pardon me, Bianca

,

1 have this while with leaden thoughts been press'd
;

But I shall in a more continuate time

Strike off this score of absence. ( act hi, sc. 4 )

78. VILLAINY S DARK DESIGNS AND DEEDS.

(1)

Mere suspicions will do for certainties,

—

I know not if t be tine;

But I, for mere suspicion in that kind,

Will do as if for surety, ( AOX i, sc. 3

)

(2) With little Means^

—

With as little a web as this, will I ensnare as gieat a fly as Gassio.

( ACT II, sc. 1 )

(3) They will grow, like other events, in time,

—

Theie are many events in the womb of Time,
Which will be delivered. ( act i, Sc. 3 )

(4)

Villain’s secret planning,

—

(a)

'^(b)

(0)

Hell and Night

Must bring this monstrous birth to the world’s light, ( ACT i, Sc. 3 )

Knavery’s plain face is never seen till used. ( ACT il, sc. 1)

If consequence do but approve my dream,
My boat sails freely, both with wind and stream. ( act ii, Sc. 3 )

79. THE VILLAIN Vs. THE FOOL.

Rod ; I do follow here in the chase, not like a hound that hunts, but one

that fills up the cry. My money is almost spent
;
I have been to-

night exceedingly well-cudgelled
;
and I think the issue will be, I shall

have so much experience for my pains ;
and so, with no money at

all and a little more wit, return again to Venice. * • *

lago ; (To Eod )
How poor are they that have not patience 1

What wound did ever heal but by degrees ?

Thou know’st we work by wit and not by witchcraft.

And wit depends on dilatory time...,.., ( act ii, So. 3 )

80. PHILOSOPHY, (perverted by a Villaifl to suit hia own ends) of Virtue, Will-

power, Reason, Love, Sensuality, etc.

(Pull of truths, half-truths, no-truths, false lU}pes and fallacies.)

lago .• Virtue ! a fig > ’tis in ourselves that we are thus or thus. Our
bodies are gardens

j to the which oUr Wills arc gardeners ; so that if

we will plant nettles or sow lettuce, set hyssop and weed up thyme,
supply it with one gender of herbs or distract it with many, either to

have it sterile with idleness or manured with industry, why, the power
and corrigible authority of this lies in our wills.

If the balance of our lives had not one scale of reason to poise
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another of Sensuality, the blood and baseness of our natures would
conduct us to most preposterous conclusions : but we have reason to

cool our raging motions, our carnal stings, our unbitted lusts i

whereof I take this, that you call love, to be a sect or scion *
'' *" (vide page 38, 39, text) ( act i, so. 3 )

81. VINDICATION.

Vindication of Desdemona’s Honesty and Chastity,

—

(1) Emi- I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest,

Lay down my soul at stake : if you think other,

Bemove your thought;— it doth abuse your bosom,

If any wretch hath put this in your head,

Let heaven leqmte it with the serpent’s curse !

For, if she be not honest, chaste, and true,

There’s no man happy ; the purest of their w Ives

Is foul as slander. ( act iv. Sc. 2 )

(2) 0th : She’s like a liar gone to burning Hell

;

’ Twas I that kill’d her.

Emi 0, the more angel she, and you the blacker devil

!

0th : She turn’d to folly, and she was a whore.

Emi : Thou dost belie her, and thou art a devil.

0th ; She was false as water,

Em!; Thou art rash as fire, to say

That she was false j 0, she was Heavenly true !

0th : Cassio did top her
;
ask thy husband else.

0, I were damn’d beneath all depth in Hell,

But that I did proceed upon just grounds

To this extremity. Thy husband knew it all.

Emi : My husband !

0th : Thy husband.

Emi ; That she was false to wedlock ?

0th : Ay, with Cassio. Nay, had .she been true,

If Heaven would make me such another world

Of one entire and perfect chrysolite,

I’ld not have sold her for it.
* *

( act v, sc. 2

82. WICKEDNESS, DESCRIBING WOMEN.

(1) A wicked man’s condemnation of all women,

—

(i) You are pictures out of doors ;

Bells in your parlours, wild-cats in your kitchens,

Saints in your injuries, devils being offended.

Players in your housewifery, and housewives in your beds,

(ii) You rise to play, and go to bed to work, ( ACT n, sc. 1

}

(2) A wicked man’s description of a really Deserving Woman,

—

Des : But what praise couldst thou bestow on a doserving woman indoQd'
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one thafc in the authority of her merit did justly put on the vouch of
very malice itself ?

lago : She that was ever fair and never proud,

Had tongue at will and yet was never loud (,act ii, sc. 1 )

(3) Women, true and false—(a contrast)

—

Des ; Dost thou in conscience think,—tell me, Emilia,

—

That there be women do abuse their husbands
In such gross kind ?

Emil : There be some such, no question.

Des ; Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world ?

Emil : Why, would not yonj?

Des ; No, by this Heavenly light

!

Emil : Nor I neither, by this Heavenly light

;

I might do’t as well i’ the dark,

Des ; Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world ?

Emil : The world is a huge thing :
’ tis a great price

For a small vice. (ACT IV, Sc, 3 )

83. WRONGS.

(1) Bold and saucy wrongs,

—

Rod : But, I beseech you,

If ’t be your pleasure and most wise consent,

—

As partly I find it is,—that your fair daughter,

At this odd-even and dull watch o’ the night, - -

Transpoited with no worse nor better guard^

But with a knave of common hire, a gondolier,

To the gross clasps of a lascivious Moor,

—

If this be known to you, and your allowance,

We then have done you bold and saucy wrongs. ( AOi i, Sc. 1 )

(2) Wrong Rebuke,

—

Rod : But if you know not this, my manners tell me
We have your wrong rebuke. Do not believe

That, from the sense of all civility,

I thus would play and trifle with your reverence

;

Your daughter, if you have not given her leave,

I say again, hath made a gross revolt.

Tying her duty, beauty, wit and fortunes.

In an extravagant and wheeling stranger

Of here and every where. Straight satisfy yourself:

If she be in her chamber or your house,

Let loose on me the justice of the State

For thus deluding you. ( ACT I, Sc. 1

)



GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

PART I.

PRELIMINARY.

The Drama*, The Drama (meaning action)- is that form of

literature, in prose or poetry, which is intended for acting. It

exhibits a picture of humanity,—of human life, in all its varied

scenes, moods, aspects, and passions,—histoiical, comic and
tragic,—tending towards a certain result or conclusion. It is a

kind of story given by a writer, called a Dramatist, and told in

dialogue by a different actor or actors on the stage in a theatre.

We find dramatists, all over the world, dramatizing the various

emotions and passions of man,—in order to discipline them,—
such as Envy, Jealousy, Greed, Ambition, Lust, Cruelty, Vanity,

Power, Tyranny, Despotism, Pride, Prestige, etc.

The Evolution of Drama: The progress of drama has followed

more or less the same lines of evolution in all civilized countries,

—from a crude dialogue between two persons on an improvised
platform or stage with a simple plot, into an elaborate and finished

piece of literature,—a grand work of Art such as Shakespeare has
presented us. It is now a fertile and powerful source of entertain-

ment, inspiration, and instruction to mankind.

Drama, one of the fruits of the creative genius of man: It is ope of the

most valuable branches of Literature in which the creative faculty

of man moves, guides, instructs, refines and elevates man.
It is the sister of Poetry. From our growing, world-wide
and inter-national social conditions, and from our awakened
and intensified sympathies, there have arisen “ the multiplicity,

the audacity, the intense vitality and versatility of the creative

genius of modern ages. With Dante, it calls to judgment
Popes, Emperors, and States; with Rabelais, Cervantes, and
Swift, it paints in profound caricature human society as

known to its contemporaries
;
with Scott, it glorifies the Past at

the expense of the Present
;
with Byron and Shelley, it honours

the Future at the expense of the Past and Present alike, nay, it

actually idealises Revolt and Anarchy as higher manifestations of

human freedom. ’’ And we might say that, with Shakespeare, his

creative genius upholds and illustrates human solidarity all the

world over.

The Intellectual Fraternity of man ; The fact that a great writer,

pdet,' or dramatist ot one country is appreciated, loved and
honoured by another as though he belonged to itself, is eloquent

prpp.f of, the intellectual fraternity- of mankind. It is the same
common heart that beats, the same human blood which pulsates,

with love and sympathy, with hope and aspiration, with praise

and.admiration, of the good, beautiful and true, wherever found
through this vast frame of humanity. As the poet,

*J.
R, Lowell,

beautifully puts it,—*
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For, maukincl are one Ia‘s>pii-it, and a® inatincfe baaia along,

Bound ihe eaith's oleotric circle, the srvifL flash of right or wrong;

Whether conscious or unconscious, yet humanity’s vast frame,

Through its ooean-sunder’d fibres, feels the gush of joy or shame j

In the gain or Ipgs of one race, all the rest have ec|^ual claim,

PART n.

POSITION OF ART IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
)

Before dealing with Shakespeare and his art, let us look into

,

the condition and career of Art in England, prior to his day. ,It

is true that some of the countries of Europe had just emerged
from the Dark Ages

;
but still they did not, m fact, could not, so

easily shake ofif the cramping effects of prevailing Catholicism,

—

its inquisition, its intolerance, its tyranny and repression, its

blind beliefs, submissive habits, and narrow outlooks on
life. On its political side, the world was then dominated by
the Feudal system. This system was certainly an improvement
on the older one. It formed the connecting link between'
the earlier and half-primitive society with its patriarchal^

nomadic, personal rule, and the feudal tenure of land-holding
with its partial introduction of settled law and order, and of dwner*'
ship of land and property. The gradual disintegration and
downfall of the Roman Empire led to the creation of various
Feudal Kingdoms in Europe. And these preserved peace, order-

and discipline in their dominions in a rough and ready manner,.!

William, the Conqueror, established Feudalism in England by
parcelling out the land among such feudal .chiefs ctr lords, as

were partial or loyal to him. In such times, there was
practically no scope for the free development and practice. /,of-

Art; for, people were then wholly occupied with the more urgent
pursuitSj-T-feudal warfare, land cultivation, home-life and catholic

worship. Both Religion and Feudalism disciplined, cui’bed

and. tempered the wilder elements of man and tamed him into

partial docility. They created the acts and ceremonies of homage,
obedience and submission. There was thus engendered a general

slavish mentality which accepted or acquiesced in the dogmas, rules

and commands of the Church and State. Under feudal influence,

there also arose the extravagant ideal of Chivalry, with its especial

code of honor and exaggerated worship of Woman.

We shall follow the summary, given by Yernan LaaMagtOB, of the
revolution in Art and Drama, introduced by Shakespeare:

—

At the beginning of the T4th eentufy, sli qfatem (the prodoet
of Fendaligm and Catholicism) alMwedl signs gifiag way. Then
appeared the nisus of the modern mind,.—the daring effort of man.
to pierce through the antiquated Supernatural faith and to explore

, ,
the World of Man and Nature without . any eoutiol, - it was a
r»T»ltti»aary ai»YeineBt directed sowardi a tctal^ teorgaBia»U#B;>'
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Ikougii itiiended fco sap the foutidatioita o{ the yuUug powers of
(]5huroh and State in Public Ijifo, yet the old sj stem retamed its hold
ou the popular itnagmatioit and femiaiue moials The systematic
struggle evoked immense rebellious passion and patriotic aidoar
and no less profound meditations ind questionings. In less than a
century, we gee in Shakespeare the change in art as decisively mani-
f-st as, in Bacon and Descartes, thd new departure m philosophy

SiakespeafC was the shining chiel of a band of poets—poets of the
secular drama,—whose snlbjest was Man. Bis compositions stand out
in human history as the first poetic .work of the highest rank m
which human interest is obviously and avowedly paramount. They
do not pretend to be religious, and no religion claims or can claim
them but the Religion of Humanity, l^ven the very callmg which
this representative genius chose for his own—t/ie stage—xcns now
solemnly banned alike by Catholic order and by pious Puritanism.
It was patronised, however, by thq dictatorial soperoign and a few
nobles, and supported by the people on modern toruis,—namely,
that tho dramatist should provide them with ontertainmont—-such
entertainment was to be politically moffenaive (uiidor ponaltios),

and each spectator was to pay cash for his share of pleasure m the

‘ play.’

Thus was “ Art, made tongue-tied by Authority"—(Shake.spcaro’s

own words in Sonnot 66)—and forced to beg its bread of spiritual

inferiors. Such conditions tried Shakespeare (Sonnet III), but did not
dismay him. If he had to be silent upon some very great things,

on others he was free, and he might have his asides

Shakespeare strnck, with now might and grander moaning, the

comnioa chord of Human Fraternity. This fraternity was now in that
it was now delivered from Theology and thereby nobly enlarged. It

was to be as much ampler than Catholicism, limited by its absolute
creed, as Catholicism W'as ampler than antique Patriotism : and it

was to sound clearer and clearer through all tho Future of Man.
Shakespeare exhibited Human Solidarity (divorced from all religious

implications) in two-fold form,—(1) the temporary, negative or
levelling spirit, which is now so familiar to modern thought ; and
(2) the eternal, ever-growing spirit of organic fraternity

The feveliinl spirit Shakespeare oftoo expressed with extrema
poetic energy. And he associates it with bodily weakness, mental
disorder, and madness (Richard II., Hamlet, Lear) ; in Cymbeliae,
Act TV. scene 2, wo,have this characteristic passage!-—

Atviragus.—Are we not brothers ?

Imogen.—So man and man should be J

But clay and clay differs in diguli^j

Whose dust is both alike.

This levelling spirit, Shakespeare felt, had a work b! delatraotiott

to do : but no more terrible condemnation of revolutionary equality

was ever uttered than in the speech of the wiso Ulysses, “ Take but
decree away’’ mi Cfmida^ Act I. scene 3)
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Organic Fraternity, on the other hand, with its charm of benign
truth, strength and wisdom, la felt everywhere m Shakespeare

;
yet

it was necessarily impel feet He gives us the wit of peasants, but

not the dignity of their service or the depth of their affections

The old idea of Continuity was acknowledged only in the Family,

the State, and Christendom? it had yet lovingly to enfold the whole

human race, thus reconciling Order and Progress

Spontaneously, however, Shakespeare embraced all the past that

was really accessible to him Similarly, though Shakespeare could

not reach the conception of social and' moral science, he stretched

out eager hands towards it. No poet has shown such a love of

generalising social and moral truths. These commonly appear as

findings of mere experience—not of revelation. Humanity, in fact,

though imperfectly conceived, was the true object of Shakespeare’s

faith and love. The free temper of his work, and many particular

passages, leave little doubt that he largely shared in the tueological

scepticism then so common behind the stage. Assuredly neither

Catholic nor Puritan, he was perhaps not even at heart a Christian.

In this, as in other respects, he was a true modern; his creed was
undetermined. .....

PART III.

THE CONDITION OF DRAMX IN ENGLAND AT SHAKESPEARE’S BIRTH.

In England : The Drama was at first confined to the Courts and
Nobles’ households. It gradually began to break through its

confines and excite the love of the people at large. The companies
of Actors—stationary or strolling—were protected by the Noble’s
license, without which they were liable to be punished as vaga-

bonds. They carried this new form of entertsiinment within reach
of the public by acting in the courtyards of inns or elsewhere for

such remuneration as they could gain. The old Miracle plays and

Interludes which dealt with religious topics, themes and things,

were hitherto the principal medium for imparting instruction,

tinged with religious meanings, morals and implications. They
also provided popular entertainment. They now gave way to the new

form of Drama which was distinguished from the former not' only by
a mixture of tones and styles—high and low, grave and gay,

vulgar, witty and refined, prosaic and philosophical,—but also by a
wide range of subjects, and a vivid reproduction' of scenes and
characters of low life. It also mingled comedy and tragedy
irregularly, brought upon the stage men of all ranks and of all

times, and trusted to greater variety and movement than to the
beauty and aptness of language, or to the consistency or intricacy
of plot, Put this new form did hot at first meet with the approval
of the classical school which was then practically ruling the

academic world.
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6fe«k Drama Y; English Drama: Everywhere, Man had to pass
through -the earlier stages of- Fetishism, Polytheism, and Mono-
thifi5m,-and thence, to the Secular and the Scientific. The drama in

Enfgland was now outgrowing the theistic or theocratic stage- As
Goleridgej. comparing the stage of Greece with tliat of England, in

the days of'iElizabeth, remarks,

—

’’ The Greeks were polytheists, their religion was local ; almost the
only dliject of all their knowledge, art and taste, was their gods;
and, accordingly, their productions were, if the expression may be
alloweda-Statuesque, whilst those of the moderns (Elizabethans) are
picturesque. The Greeks learod a stiucture which, m its parts

, and a4'a whole, filled the mind with the calm and elevated impres-
sion of perfect beauty and symmetrical proportion. The moderns
(Elizabethans) also produced a whole, a more atriking whole ; but
-t was by blending various materials and fusing the parts together.
Tho Greek stage had its origin in the ceremonif's of a sacrifice... .

On the Greek Stage the chorus was always before the audience, the
curtain was never dropped, as we should say In the Greek drama
there was no formal division into scenes and acts Id consisted
m reality of 3 dramas, called together a triology, and performed
consecutively in the course of one day Divide Lear into 3 parts,

and each would be a play with the ancient Greeks.

Such were the form, composition and character of Greek
drama. Though the growing spirit of the new form of English
drama set at defiance the rules and limitations imposed by the
classic Drama,‘‘still, Tragedy in the sense in which Shakespeare
brought it out, had yet to come Between 1580 and 1690, there
arose in England a group of University men,

—

Marlowe, Greene, Peele

and others, who became prominent for their dramatic productions
of a new type. In their works, there was a spirit of daring and
of poetry which was absent in the previous ones. To these men
may be ascribed the origin of the English tragedy. In their

works, there was the singleness of the theme which helped to
elevate or distinguish the main figures and to intensify the
catastrophe in accordance with the character of the tragic emotion
dealt with.

In the Greek Tragedy, there was always an attempt to read, in the
present ruin of the principal character or characters, a punish-
ment for past crime, so that the whole plot looked like a picture
of the resistless laws of moral jtistiee. Speeches, a moralising chorus,
actions not performed but-reported in detail, a sense of divine
retribution for sin, —these were typical of a Greek tragedy.

The advanse made in English Tragedy : All these Greek devices were
now dropped. Action was not verbally reported as in the Greek
tragedy but was mdstly made to take place before the spectators.

A sense of greater dignity and awe was sought to be impressed.
A notion of loftiness in the theme, and a feeling of profound pity,

pathos and sadness marked the new tragedy. By witnessing the
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play of the ordinary, though elemental, human passions, in their

best as well as worst aspects, a keener and more permanent
interest was excited in the spectators by an appeal to their

sympathies, by a skilful subordination of many incidents to one
purpose, and by the subtle implication bf the absolute rightness in

the horrible catastrophe. Such was the advance inaugurated by
Marlowe and Kyd~~the immediate predecessors of Shakespeare in

England,—in the field of tragedy. As A Wynne remarks on the

growth of English drama,

—

A pitiy has now baooms interesting for its delineation of character,

not merely for its events or ‘ story. ’ One or two figures

monopolise the attention by their lofty passions, their sufferings

and thoir fata. We look on at a tremendous conflict waged
between Will and Circumstance, betwoati Kight and Wi;0ng, or we
watch the gradual decay of G-oodness by the action of a poisonous

thought mlroduced into the mind. The plot is inteusified. With
resistlo&s evolution, it bears the chief ciiaracters along to the fatal

hour of decibiou or accion, than drags them down the dfJsceiit, which
the w long choice or the unwise deed suddenly 'places at then feel.

Our sympathies aio di'awn out ; we take sides in 'the cause, and
demand that at least justice shall prevail at the end.- .-There is an
art in this evolution, a close interweaving of events, a chain of

cause and effect; a certain harmony and balance afe maintained, so

that our feelings are uoithar jerked to exti'emes her 'i .worn out by
strain.

Verse has taken a mighty bound from formalism to the free

intoxicating air of Poetry and Nature, Man and women no longer
exchange dull speeches, they converse with easy spontaneity, and
delight us by the beauty of their lauguage But this is not
enough. The supreme requirement is truth to human nature. It

13 not enough that the actors arrest our attention by their appear*
ance, their speeches and deeds. Freaks and lunatics might do that.

They must be human as we are, moved by impulses common, in

some degree, to us all. Generally speaking, abnormality is

weakness... It (the play) needs to be strongly built upon a foundation

of natural qualities to achieve success. It must offer inspiration
^

present aspects of beauty, hold up a mirror to ourselves. It should
be conceived as a noble instrument in the instruction and elevation

of the people.

PART IV.

A CHftONOLOQlCAL SURVEY OF SHAKESPEARE'S WORKS.

Such were the conditions of dramatic literature in England
when Shakespeare, ‘the Morning Star of the modern drama’, rose to

expound Life’s practical philosophy through his creations. He was born at

Stratford-on-Avon in April 1564. The later twenty years of his life,

between 1690 and 1610, formed his ‘creative’ period, the histories

and comedies coming out in the first decade, and the tragedies in

the second, with Othello dating about 1604,
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' It has been a common and convenient practi ce to divide
Shakespeare’s career of Dramatic Compositions into fonif differeot

ptrfeds, as—

1. The First Period about 1591—1594-

2 The Second Period .... „ 1595—1601

3. The Third Period .... „ 1601—1609

4. The Fomth Period .... „ 1609—1611,

The First Period ; (I59E—159^), This may be called as practically

the period of apprenticeship. This is also otherwise known as
the Rhyming period, because, during these years, Shakespeare
appears to us more as a poet than a dramatist, preferring Rhyme
to Blank Verse. The Poems, ‘ Venus and Adonis ’ and ‘ Lucrece ’

belong to this period. Thus, broadly, it may be said that Shakes-
peare’s art was in the making in these years. He began mostly
by adapting the plays of others, e.g ,

Titus Andronicus Gradually,
however, he diverted from Rhyme to Blank Verse. According to

Swinburne’s description of this transition,

—

His evil angel, rhyme, yielded, step by step and note by note, to the

the strong advance of that better genius (Blank Verse) which oam'e to

lead him into the loftier path of Marlowe.

The Plays,—Love’s Labours Lost, Romeo and Juliet, Richard III,

and Richard II, etc.,— are all productions of this period.

The Second Period (1595— 1601). This is the period of Mature
Art. His powers have matured and now take wider sweeps. He
seems to have observed and learnt that man is not the

embodiment of one single quality, humour, or passion. To this

period belong the greatest of his comedies and historical plays.

In short, this period indicates the perfection of romantic comedy
and bright history-drama. Henry IV, Henry V, Merchant of

Venice, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Midsummer Night’s
Dreara, etc ,

axe to be traced to this period.

The Third Peridd : (1601— 1609). This raajr be styled the period
of ‘ deeper passion ’ or ‘ the thinking period ’, or more precisely

still, * the period of tragedy ’. The dramatist is now more serious,

sedate and philosophical. He tacldes the perennial mysteries and
problems bf human life in all its aspects and moods. An intensity

and breadth of feeling are observable in the productions of these

years. There is not m them the tone of buoyancy of the previous

plays. Various passions at their highest tension are treated

about. The feeling of the romance of life is either practically

absent or shown as delusive. The whole world looks corrupt.

Good is shown as weak, and Evil as strong. Man and woman
appear to be faithless. The constellation of the famous four

tragedies,-—Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth and Lear,— and also Julius

CEBser, Measure for Measure,' Timon of Athens, and Antony and
Ckopatra, belong to this period.

'
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The Fourth Period : (1609—1611). This is the last and the
Romantic period, full of serenity. The oppressive atmo^sphere of

the previous plays IS absent. Peace and content seem to have
appeared after a long turmoil. There is no clash of will with
will. Personal ambition or revenge no longer dominates man and
his actions. There is contentment, and there is a well-earned

peace and order. Cymbeline, Winter’s Tale, and Tempests etc.,

belong to this period.

PART V.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SHAKESPEARE’S PL.4YS IN GENERAL.

In speaking about Shakespeare’s plays in general, Colcaridge

says,—

That law of nnity, which has its foundations, not in the factitious

necessity of custom, but in nature itself,—the unity of feeling (i.e. the

same feeling, acting in the same way, always producing the same result)

—is everywhere and at all times observed by Shakespeare in .his plays.

It seems to me that his plays are distinguished from those of all other

dramatic poets by the following characteristics

(1) Expectation (i.e. expected results) in preference to surprisp

(i.e. unexpected, unnatural results suddenly sprung on us).

(2) Signal adherence to the great law of nature, that all opposites

tend to attract and temper each other.

(3) Keeping at all times in the high road of (common, practical,

real) life. Shakespeare has no innocent adulteries, no interesting

incests, no virtuous vice; he never clothes impurity in the garb of

.virtue. If he occasionally disgusts a keen sense of delicacy, he never
injures the mind ; he neither excites, nor flatters passion, in order
to degrade the subject of it : he does not use the faulty thing for a
faulty purpose, nor carries on warfare against virtue, by causing
wickedness to appear as no wickedness, through the medium of a
morbid sympathy with the unfortunate, Vice never walks as in

twilight (or dark), nothing is purposely out of its place- He inverts

not the order of nature and propriety. He has no benevolent
butchers nor any sentimental rat-catchers......

(4) Lastly, in Shakespeare, the heterogeneous is united, as it is

in nature, Shakespeare followed the mam march of the human
affections. He entered into mo analysis .of the passions, or faiths .of

men; but assured himself that such and such passions and faithg-

were grounded in one common nature, and not in the mere accidents

of ignorance or disease. This is an important consideration, and
constitutes our Shakespeare, .the Morning Star, tbe Guide, and the

IJioneer of 'true philosophy. j'
' ' “

^
..Shakespeare and the law of unities : .In his compositions,.Shakespeare

disregarded, the rules of unities ‘ These were prescribed and
observed as one of the essentials of a drama by the-Greel^,.an3 -

other classic dramatists Far from- detracting from, the grea-tness
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of his plays, this violation has added much. Dr. Johnson speaks of

Shakespeare’s ‘violation of these laws, instituted and established

by the joint authority of poets and of critics,’ as follows,

—

Shakespeare’s histones, being neither tragediesnor comedies, are

not subject to any of these laws In his other works, he has well

enough preserved the unity of action Bat the unities of time

and place have given more trouble to the poet, than pleasure to the

auditor, The necessity of observing the unities of time and
place, arises from the supposed necessity of making the drama
credible. The critics hold that the mind revolts from evident

falsehood, and fiction loses its force when it departs ' from the

resemblance to reality. But it is time to tell the critics that the

representation is never mistalcen for reality

.

It will be asked, how
the drama moves, if it is nob credited. It is credited, whenever it

moves, as a just picture ot a real original, as representing to the

auditor what he would himself feel, if he were to do or suffer what
IS there feigned to be suffered or to be done. The reflection that

strikes the heart is, not that the evils before us are real evils, but

that they are evils to which we ourselves may be exposed. The
delight of tragedy proceeds from our consciousness of fiction : if

we thought murders and treasons real, they would please no more.

Imitations produce pam or pleasure, not because they are mistaken

for realities, but because they hr%ng realities to mind. ‘ A play read

affects the mind like a play acted.

It is therefore evident that the action is not supposed to be real.

And it follows that, between the acts, a longer or shorter, time may
be allowed to pass, and that no more account of space or duration

is to be taken by the auditor of a drama, than by the reader of a

narrative, before whom may pass, in an hour, the life of a hero, or

the revolutions of an empire.

Whether Shakespeare knew the unities (of time and place) and

rejected them by design, or deviated from them by happy ignorance,

it IS, I think, impossible to decide and useless to enquire. As
nothing is essential to the fable bub unity of action, and as the

unities of time and place arise ovidontly Uom false assumptions

and, by oircumsoribing the extent of the drama, lessen its variety,

I cannot regret this rejection. Such violations of rules (merely

positive) become the comprehensive genius of Shakespeare.

PART VI.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SHAKESPEAREAN TRAGEDY.

Tragedy, its theme' Tragedy is primarily the story of one .person

who may be called the hero. In love-tragedies, of course, both

the hero and the heroine occupy equally important positions. The
hero is always a person of high degree. The story in the main
deals with the hero’s life, with his emotions and desires, his

pricks and goads, his obstacles, troubles and difficulties, his worries

arid anxieties, which ultimately lead to his death,, Since the
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whole plan of the story is laid in troubles and sufferings, it essenti-

ally looks like a tale of woe and misery, and excites our pity which
is one of the tragic emotions. Especially is it so, when we contrast

the Hero’s or the Heroine’s previous happiness, prosperity and
glory with his or her present suffering, downfall and death.

Shakespearean Tragedy: Now, turning to the tragedies which
Shakespeare has left as a priceless legacy to posterity, it may be

said broadly that they are passion-plays in the main. They
constitute a series of studies with reference to the elements or

qualities which in their endeavour to attain perfect manhood, lead

to success or failure as they are well or ill adjusted to their

surroundings. They also point to the necessity of attaining

mastery over human passions. Tragedy means a sad and woeful
ending either t!hrough an unfortunate accident or incident, or

through the mfluence of one’s own nature,—one’s own passions,

feelings, emotions. In the words of Wynne,

—

II W0 consider such tragic careers as those of Hamlet, Hear
Macbeth and Othello, we recognise that each might have come to a

different conclusion, if it had not been for the blight of a father’s

death, or a single act of folly, of ambition, or of jealousy. These
men all excite our sympathy, especially Hamlet whose tragedy is

due, not at all to himsolt but to the overshadowing of another’s

crime. Macbeth and Othello are each introduced as men of noble

quaJitios, with one llaw which events m the course of the play aro

yet to reveal.

The Chief Elements of Shakespearean Tragedy : These are (1) the play
of human passions in their intensified and extravagant forms

;

(2 ) overwhelming catastrophe
;

clVarly-drawn characters that

appeal to our sympathy or hate
; (4) impressive scenes ;

and a

strong eventful plot.

Horror is an element in almost all powerful tragedies. It is

hardly to be separated from any unexpected or violent death. And
we call that death more monstrous or horrible when it is caused
or produced by excessively selfish, one-sided, extravagant and
vile motives or impulses. But the causes are always and essenti-

ally to be found deep down in the primary impulses of man, such
as Ambition, Rivalry, Self-interest, Jealousy, Fear, Despair and
Revenge or Retribution. These impulses are not originally vile.

Our moral code does not cry against them as such, but against
them when they are pushed beyond their proper limits

;
when

they become aggressive and trespass upon other people’s rights
j

when, after their normal or legitimate satisfaction, they become
blind, callous, cruel, excessively parasitical in their pursuits.
Then they become vices of the most mischievous and dangerous
kind, and are called Lust, Greed, Rapacity, Cruelty, Intolerance,
Malignity, Vindictiveness, Bloodthirstiness, etc. It is through
theisc vices, through these feverish passions of the principal
Qfiaracters, that the catastrophe results.
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The Canse of the Tragedy : The cause of suffering or of calamity is

to be found, not elsewhere, but in the victims themselves. It is,

more precisely, in the gradual development of certain traits of

character in the hero. These traits are played upon by the villain

of the piece, or by the powers of darkness, and work the hero’s ruin.

The centre of the tragedy may therefore be said to lie in this

susceptibility, in the hero’s character, to succumb to evil

intluence from outside. Though the hero is a man of rank
or greatness, yet he is not presented to us as anything
exceeding human, but only as any other man subject to most
of the faults and failings of common humanity. Only, the same
life as he leads with others, is made comparatively more strenuous
and busy, and m this way he is raised above the common level.

Different heroes are distinguished by different qualities,—for

instance, Hamlet strikes us with his genius for thinking and
philosophizing, while Othello and Coriolanus strike ns with
their mighty frame, dignity of bearing, valour, greatness and
command. Still, there are imperfections in the make-up of each.
As Prof. Bradley says,

—

In almost all (the heroes), we observe a marked one-sideduess,

a pre-disposition in some particular direction ; a total incapacity, in

certain circumstances, of resisting the force which draws in this

direction ; a fatal tendency to identify the whole being with one
interest, object, passion, or habit of mind.

This particular flaw, defect, or imperfection, is the fundamental
tragic trait in all Shakespeare’s tragedies. This trait, combined
with the native greatness of the hero, results in a violent commo-
tion, which affects not only himself but his whole surroundings.
The commotion excites our feelings, not only of sympathy and
pity for his errors, but of admiration for his greatness, of terror

and awe at the colossal rum and waste involved in the tragedy. It

renders the hero unable to meet certain special circumstances
which he is faced with, wdiile a lesser man might have easily got

over them. The hero’s greatness itself acts as a leaden weight
which prevents him from getting out of the tangle woven by
meanness or wickedness. He makes mistakes unwittingly, either

by omission or commission,—mistakes which, when joined with

other causes, bring utter ruin on him. His incapacity to see and
foresee, to realize the subtle danger when it begins to appear and
develop, is the fatal imperfection in the hero.

How are we moved by the Tragedy ? : The hero is often a great

man and so wins our sympathy even while he is committing
errors. Our sympathy or admiration for him does not abate

a whit’ but keeps on to the last. At the end of the tragedy,

we involuntarily exclaim with Prof. Bradely,

—

What a piece of work is man, so much more beautiful and so

much more terrible than we knew 1 But why should he he so, if

this beauty and greatness only tortures itself and throws itself

away?
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It indeed looks like a vacant and painful mystery that men
should be really so great and noble and yet fall in the - end. This
is the feeling which wells up in our hearts at the close of the

tragedy. Prof, Bradley calls this feeling as the ‘ Impression of

Waste’. It runs through the Tragedies as the Central feeling:

—

Everywhere, from the crushed rocks beneath our feet to the soul

of man, we see power, intelligence, life and gloi’y, which astound us

and seem to call for our w'orship ; and yet, everywhere, we see them
perishing, devouring one another, and destroying themselves, often

with dreadful pain, as though they came into being for no other

end. Tragedy is the typical form of this mystery.

But, on a deeper, scientific analysis of the subject, this

mystery can be explained by the law of equilibrium. If only a part is

good in the general mass of corruption and evil, then that part
will easily get destroyed or lose its goodness and become corrupt.
Innocence or Honesty, especially when it is coupled with wealth
or affluence, in the midst of Thugs and rogues and double-dealers,

individually or collectively, is a folly, a blunder, a crime, as it is

sure to spell disaster to its possessor and be exploited and
utilized by them for their own selfish purposes. The only remedy,
therefore, is to lift and raise the average of intelligence, honesty
and culture, all round. This, when widely and thoroughly done,
will go to co'nfirm or support the ‘ Moral Order ' theory of the

world.

PART VII.

THE MAIN OBJECT OR FUNCTION OF TRAGEDY.

Tragedy is a dramatic play which represents, in forcible style

and elevated language, some great character,-his desires, emotions,
feelings and thoughts,—and the pitfalls, obstacles, tangles, and
finally death, that he meets with in his efforts to satisfy them. Pain
and sorrow, horror and grief at the spectacle of suffering, pity and
sympathy for the Good, loathing and disgust for the Bad or Wicked,
approval or praise of what is Right, disapproval or condemnation
of what is Wrong,—these are some of the feelings excited on
reading a good tragedy, or on seeing it acted on the stage- The
tragic elements of the hero and heroine, whi,ch lead to their suffering,

agony and death, along with those of others, when calmly pontemp-
lated and studied in their course and results, have certainly a

purifying influence on our affections. They teach us wisdom,
patience, self-restraint, prudence and caution against hasty belief

and judgment
;
and, when belief and judgment are properly and

rationally formed, then, they teach us also the need for determined
and just action.

William Hazlitt has the following brilliant remarks on the utility

and function of Tragedy:

—
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^

It has been said that tragedy purifies the affections by terror and
pity. That is, it substitutes imaginary sympathy for mere
selfishness. It gives us a high and permanent interest, beyond
ourselves, in humanity as such. It raises the great, the remote, and
the possible, to an equality with the real, the little and the near.
It makes man a partaker with his kind. It subdues and softens
the stubbornness of his will . It teaches him that there are and
have been others like himself, by showing him as in a glass what
they have felt, thought and done. It opens the chambers of the
human heart. It leaves nothing indifferent to us that can affect
our common nature. It excites our sensibility by exhibiting the
passions, wound up to the utmost pitch by the power of imagination
or the temptation of circumstances, and corrects their fatal excesses
in ourselves by pointing to the greater extent of sufferings and
of crimes to^which they have led others. Tragedy creates a balance
of the affections. It makes us thoughtful spectators m the lists of
life. It is the refiner of the species j a discipline of humanity.

PART VIII.

NO SUPERNATURAL RULING POWER IN HIS TRAGEDIES.

Shakespeare’s tragedies do not disclose any supernatural
ruling power or moral force. When we see that men, so great
and distinguished, should meet with such tragic end, despite
their attainments, the question arises,—is there then any moral,
ruling power, beyond or above men, seen or unseen, that directs
the Hero to act so and fall so, or that rules the whole tragic
world as conceived by Shakespeare '' We find no evidence of any
such extra-mundane power. Shakespeare does not represent life

as in any way influenced by Fates or Furies, by Spirits, Ghosts,
or Gods. He has faithfully painted life as it is, and this

fidelity is one of the bulwarks on which his greatness stands.

The fact remains, however, that we experience certain sensations

or feelings on reading his tragedies. (1) One is, that his tragedy is

terrible in the kind of the sufferings it depicts
;

pitiable, in that

innocent and great persons are done to death
;
and inexplicable or

mysterious, in that even such innocence and greatness have such
an untimely end. (2) Another is, that, inspite of these

experiences, we do not feel altogether forlorn, fate-ridden, helpless

or desperate. From the first experience, it may be inferred that

the Power or Force which appears to direct men, is not exactly of

a moral kind. If it were, the tragedy will not appear so terrible or

so mysterious to us as it does
;
nor will the suffering excite pity

and appear inexplicable but as the definite demand of the moral

order, law, or justice. From the second experience, it follows

that such Power is not exactly a ruthless Fate, cruel or blind to

human happiness or goodness ;
and if it were, we certainly would

feci forlorn and helpless and impotent at the close of the tragedy.
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Fate or Fatalism : Let us now see what part, theh, Fate plays
in the tragedies and how far it can be called the ultimate’ power
that rules the tragic world of Shakespeare. The theory of Fate
or Fatalism was inherited, along with many other false theories,

Irom the past. It was born among the ancients who, for want of

a better explanation, accepted it as a truth in nature. They held
that acts and experiences and their consequences were all governed
or predetermined by an immovable Fate, irrespective of the good“
ness or badness of such acts and experiences

;
that the course of

things was prearranged and fixed over men’s heads. Modern
Rationalism, however, finds that Fatalism has generally been the

creed of helplessness, despair, cowardice, impotence, resignation,

or submission of the slaves to the hard and cruel conditions
imposed upon them by the tyrannical power of Man, by his beliefs,

customs and institutions. But this theory of Fate, though it still

retains its popular hold, in all orthodox religions, is now exploded
by Science. There is no place in the world of hard realities for

Fate or Chance or Accident, m the strict, scientific sense of the
term. Our belief in Chance or Fate, is simply an expression of

our ignorance of the true causation of things and events. Every-
thing,—every event, every relation, every state that exists,—exists

of necessity
;

it is produced by preceding conditions and relations

which have worked, although we, with our defective or limited

intelligence, may not be aware of their presence or of their work-
ing, owing to their great subtlety or complexity. But there is an
adequate cause for every effect,—no cause, no effect*

The lawDf Causatioa operates here as everywhere: It is true the tragic

world, portrayed by the dramatist, is a world of action; and action

is the translation of thought, feeling, or desire into reality. But
we often find the heroes of the tragedy gaining, not the very thing

they wanted, but its very opposite which they least expected.

Macbeth permanently banished domestic Sleep and civic Peace
from himself and his house, instead of enjoying the kingly

power and prosperity expected after his murder of Duncan.
Brutus never expected that he would work misery to his

country and to himself. I ago never thought that he too will

be caught in the web he had spun for others. “ Othello

agonises over an empty fiction and, meaning to execute solemn
justice, butchers innocence and strangles love. ” Such happenings
in the tragic world of Shakespeare would, on a hasty or

superficial view, appear to lend weight to the theory of

Fate, as embedded in the popular saying—“ Man proposes, but

God disposes.’ Again, the part played by what we, for want of a

better understanding, call chance or accident in the formation and
culmination of catastrophe in the tragedies, may seem to support

the theory of Fatalism. For instance, Desdemona’s losing the

handkerchief just at the critical juncture, and Edmund’s forgetting

to withdraw or remit in time the order of capital punishment on
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Cordelia as he wanted to do, seem to show that there is a Fate or
Power, alike unseen and undefined, directing the destinies of man.
But these incidents were due to human ignorance, inattention,

perplexity, or forgetfulness, each of which was a fault, a moral
flaw, an evil which led to certain other evils or results.

These instances notwithstanding, we do not find in Shakespeare
any trace of Fatalism in its primitive, crude and absolute form.

The actions and sufferings of the persons do not appear to us to

be arbitrarily fixed beforehand without regard to their feelings,

thoughts and volitions. The facts are not presented to us by
Shakespeare, as if an implacable Power had any special favour
for, or spite against, a particular person or persons, family, race
or nation. We are made to feel that, in the rum of nations, as of

individuals, there is the evidence of their own responsibility.

In individuals, the very character of the heroes or of other
persons contributes to their tragic end. But for Othello’s passion-

induced credulity and incapacity to go deeper than the surface

of men and things, he would not have met with the end he did.

Were it not for Hamlet’s too much thinking and criminal

slowness in action, his life's history would have been differently

told. Thus, circumstances and accidents apart, it is the rightness

or wrongness of human action—or rather, of its springs—that are

presented to us as the central fact in the ti agcdies and also as the

root cause of the catastrophe. Besides, it may he affirmed that

Shakesjicarc never considered Fate as the inevitable, ruthless,

blind and reasonless arbiter that Superstition would have us regard
it. The notion of Fate, at any rate in its extreme crudeness, is

bound up with superstition and is the offspring of sheer ignorance
and its consequent yearning or dotage after judicial astrology.

This dotage has been censured with scathing severity by Shakes-
peare through the lips of Edmund in King Lear.

It is not Fate but a Moral Necessity : So, the power that rules in the
tragic world of Shakespeare may at best be described as a ‘ moral
necessity ’ or a ' moral justice.’ This moral necessity in the
tragedies is shown as the relation or link between a man’s actions
and the consequences of those actions. A man acts, impelled by
his feelings, passions and desires, in a particular manner, and the
consequences follow naturally and precisely in the wake of that

act. We hold him responsible for these consequences, as they
flow from his own actions. The catastrophe is therefore chiefly

the logical outcome of man’s own feelings and sentiments and the

resulting actions. In this view, the catastrophe is in the nature
of an ‘ example of justice.' Justice demands that the person or
persons must reap the reward or suffer in a particular manner
for the actions done. But, in a Tragedy, the manifestation
and administration of that justice appear to be rather terrible.

It cannot be otherwise, because tragedy is in its essence a terrible

story. It is in consequence of this feeling of justice thatj
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in Spite of the terror, pity and other kindred feelings we
experience on reading the play, we acquiesce in the catastrophe.

For example, we do not altogether feel that Othello’s end is

unjustified. Our sense of justice is satisfied. But this justice

should not however be confounded with what is called ‘ Poetic

Justice,’ according to which,

—

Prosperity and adversity are distributed in proportion to the

merits (or demerits) of the agents. Such * poetic justice ’ is in

flagrant contradiction with the facts of life ; and is absent from
Shakespeare’s tragic picture of life.

A kind of Social Justice or Retribution : When we closely consider the
progress of action in the tragedies, we hold with Prof. Bradley that
Shakespeare drives home the truth,

—
‘ The doer must suffer.’

We also see that villainy never remains victorious or prosperous
to the last. Neither lago, nor Edmund, nor lachimo, fully reaps
and enjoys the fruits of the success each has planned with his
own evil genius. Though there is , amp^e- illustration of the
statement— ‘ The doer must suffer,’ yet we must admit that the
doer does not suffer only to the extent of his doing or deserts.
He suffers much more. For example, King Lear no doubt
deserved to suffer for his folly, imperiousness, selfishness, love of

flattery, and tyranny. But surely, he cannot be said to have
deserved all the suffering he actually underwent. To say that he
did, is to do violence to our healthy moral sense. Therefore, it

cannot be said that the consequences of action in the tragedies
are confined only to the extent warranted by that action. To
say so, is to escape the very essence of Tragedy. The ends of

Justice cannot be tied down to this or that limit. Thus,
in the tragedies, tho’ we are liable to feel that even ‘good* is

penalised,—as when we see men of practically good intentions,

as Hamlet, Brutus, and Othello, coming to a sorrowful
end,—yet we must remember that it is not ‘good’ alone that

exclusively produces the tragic woe and suffering. ‘ Good *

also no doubt does contribute to the tragedy. But it is not
the good ’ in its entirety, but the ‘ good ’ which is subtly
combined with its antithesis, ‘evil,’ in one and the same character.

For example, Othello was morally good enough but, thrown into

an evil environment, he was not intelligent enough, not clever

and cunning enough, to probe deeply into motives, to go deeply
into men and things. He was unduly confiding, too hasty and
decisive. Hamlet, too, can .give no excuse for his indecision,

slowness and continued thinking. Macbeth, for all his goodness
and services to the State at large, yielded to the whisperings of a

guilty ambition. So, ‘ good ’ is not the chief element at theback
of the tragedies, but ‘ evil ’ also. To quote Prof. Bradley’s brilliant

exposition,

—

The maia source, on the contcacy, i« in every case evil. Anfl,

what is more (though this seams to have baan little noticed), it is in

almost every case eyil in the fullest sense, not mere impeifectioa
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but plain moral evil. Thfe love of Romeo and Juliet conducts them
to death only because of the senseless hatred of their houses. G-uilty

ambition, seconded by diabolic malice, issuing m murder, opens the

action an Macbeth. lago is the mam source of tbe convulsion in

Othello ; G'oneiil, Regan and Edmund,—in King Lear. Even Whan
this plain moral evil is not the obviously prime source within

the play, it lie^ behind it ; the situation with which Hamlet has to

deal, has been formed by adultery and murder.

J'/
,

PART IX

I THE PROBLEM OF EVIL.

’'Vj!

What is Good or Evil ? W&may well affirm that ‘Good* is the
general happiness, or welfare, or what promotes a fuller and richer
life. The end of each individual,, group, nation, or combination,
being happiness, prosperity or welfare, any act that is well-adjusted

to this end is good. The good of each makes up the good of the

whole, or to put it the other way about, the good bf the whole
society can be advanced only by advancing the good of each
member composing that society. In this sense, all the moral (i. e.

healthy, life-promoting) qualities or virtues make for ‘ Good
whereas, their opposites i. e. life-destroying, parasitical, bad,

corrupt, harmful qualities make for Evil. As Prof. Bradley
has it,

—

Evil exhibits itself everywhere as something negative, barren,

weakening, destructive,—as a principle of death* It isolates,

disunites, and tends to-destroy not only its opposite, but itself. But
that .which keeps the evil man prosperous, makes him succeed, even

permits him to exist, is the Good in him

The Sources of Evil ; We have said before that even the very

character of persons contributes to the tragedy. To all intents

and purposes, the hero appears to be good and innocent. The
‘ evil ’ may appear to be not in him, but elsewhere,—around him,

in his environment. But, principally, it is in Mm,—
'The comparatively innocent hero still shows some marked impar*

‘ fection or defect—irresolution (as in Hamlet)
;
precipitance and

' pride (as in Lear)

;

credulousness and excessive simplicity (as in

Othello) ; excessive susceptibility to sexdal emotions (as m Antony),
' These defects or imperfections are certainly, in the wide sense of the

word, evtl

!

aud they contribute decisivbiy to thd cofafliot and

catastrophe. -

if

• Thus, the Evil, whether elsewhere or in the characters them*

selves, comes into conflict with the ‘ Mural Good ’ which
constitutes the ‘Moral Force’ or ‘Moral Necessity* m the

tragedies* If the powers of Good, pitted against Evil, are strong

and united. Evil will finally succumb before the dominating

fQrc0§ of that ‘ Moral Good’. But, in boing destroyed, it is also
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seen to. destroy the ‘good’ which is mixed with it, as the filth
and flowers, the beautiful and ugly, in a house on fire, are
consumed together in the general conflagration. Though the
evil man may appear to be prosperous for a time, it must be
understood that it is the ‘ good ’ in him that makes him prosperous.
The moment that that ‘ good ’ is mastered by the evil in him, he
falls from prosperity to ruin. Others, connected with him or around
him, also fall. We feel that what remains, after the whole tragic
struggle, is a world purged of all its impurities, with a fresh and
fertile soil for the good to grow and thrive. In this view, Tragedy
may be called an exhibition or an enactment of the reaction of
Evil, brought on by the ‘moral force’, with all its incidental horror,
pity and violent convulsion. The tragedy lies, not of course in the
‘ moral force ’ throwing out or purging the evil, but in the enormous
and painful waste involved in the laboured process of that throwal or pnrgation.

This view is well justified by Prof. Bradley,

—

The whole system or order, against which the individual part
shows itself powerless, seems to be animated by a passion for

perfection. We cannot otherwise explain its behaviour towards
‘ evil.' Yet it appears to engender (ooutain) this evil within itself

;

and, in its efforts to oveicome and expel it, it is agonised with
pain and driven to mutilate its own substance, and to lose not only
‘evil’ but priceless ‘good.’

This idea of ‘ Moral Force or Necessity ' as a ruling power in
Shakespearian tragedies is indeed markedly different from the idea
of a blank Fate, or of a divine Ruler. Sakespeare never attempted
to hold a brief for any God m His dealings with men, or to paint
the universe as exclusively a ‘ Divine Comedy ’ or ‘ a Divine
Tragedy.’ He was writing tragedy, and ‘tragedy would not be
tragedy, if it were not a painful mystery ’ to some extent.

PART X.

SHAKESPEARE’S PERSONAL VIEWS.

Had Shakespeare any views of his own, apart from those of
the characters depicted in his Histories, Comedies and Tragedies ?

If so, what were his convictions and opinions about human life,

purpose or destiny
;
about god, soul, and a future life

;
about social

environment and heredity
;
about natural distinctions, aptitudes

and tendencies,—physical, intellectual, emotional, moral, aestheti-

cal
;

about rich and poor
;

about monarchy, aristocracy,
mobocracy, and democracy

;
about legal and social reform

; about
human amelioration

;
about the various social problems that

continue to 'agitate the mind of man ? No doubt, we come across
different opinions, expressed by his many and varied characters.
There are passages, pointing to the influence of the stars; to another
life beyond our vision

;
to some divinity shaping our ends

;
to

incapacity to control his fate
;
or to Life as the fitful fevetj
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or as the stuff of a dream, or a tale told by an idiot,—signifying
nothing

;
etc, etc. These beliefs, as well as their opposites in

strange contrasts, can be met with in Shakespeare’s works. But
they are not his own opinions, but those of his characters,
in different psychological states, as when they become defeated,
disappointed, or perplexed

;
or placed in trying and tormenting

conditions and situations. As Ingersoll explains,

—

But we must not mistake what the characters say, for the
opinion of Shakespeare. (1) No one can believe that Shakespeare
regarded Life as “ a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
signifying nothing, ” That was the opinion of a murderer (Macbeth),
surrounded by avengers, and whose wife,—partner in his crimes,
and troubled with thick-coming fancies,—^had gone down to her death.

(2) Most actors and writers seem to suppose that the lines called
‘ The Seven Ages ’ contain Shakespeare’s view of human life.

Nothing could be further from the truth. The lines were uttered
by a cynic (Jaques, in “ As You Like it ”), in contempt and scorn
of the human race

,

It may be, that, in the greatest utterances of the greatest

characters, in the supreme moments, we have the real thoughts,
opinions and convictions of Shakespeare. But of all

writers, Shakespeare is the most impersonal. He speaks through
others and the others seem to speak for themselves. The didactic

is lost in the dramatic. He does not use the stage as a pulpit to
enforce some maxim. He is as reticent as Nature.

He idealizes the common and transfigures all he touches ; but ha
does not preach. He was interested in men and things as they
were. He did not seek to change them, but to portray. He was
Nature’s mirror,—and in that mirror Nature saw herself.

Shakespeare certainly had his own views and opinions about
everything in this world. It appears to me that his view of human
Iffe and its improvement was based on the two fundamental
principles of Heredity and Environment.f All his Histories,

. *By Enviromnent is meant the irresistible action, the perceptible

or imperceptible influence, of surroundings of an organism, or
the effect of action and reaction of such surroundings on the life and
function of a plant or of an animal. “ The plant or animal has

*

obviously a .strong upity of its own, but ev en that is in part due to

ancestral welding under the hammers of the environment.” In the

struggle for existence, between individuals and races, the influence

of the internal and external conditions is always manifest. But
the susceptibilities to, and degrees of, that influence are varied, Bor
example, the passive, young and simple forms of life are more
susceptible to external 'circumstances than- the active, complex and
full-grown ones. As to the degree, “ the dints of the environment
may be deep or superficial, very direct or very remote in their

results. A primary influence from without may have more than
one result within the organism,*, by starting correlated variations.

The influence may reinain without apparent result in the individual,

and yet the nemesis may be evident in the offspring.”
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Comedies and Tragedies go to illustrate this fact. Environment,
in his view, supports, confirms, modifies, and explains the factor

of Heredity.* A good environment, he repeatedly shows, is

brought about and furthered by good conditions, and will in time
produce or promote a good heredity. But what makes for good
conditions ? just laws and customs and institutions

;
beneficial

and healthy education of the emotions
;
good mental equipment

;

love of tiuth and science
;
freedom of thought, speech, and

action
;
rationality or sway of reason in every department of life

;

more light, more information and thought on ^ny subject.

We must go on introducing, at every stage of our progress, a

good environment by all the sane and scientific methods
;
and

only then will baseness, rascality, immorality, injustice in all its

varied forms, and unworthiness in all places, be kept down and
suppressed

;
and only then will the best, the noblest and the most

beautiful in life, will have a chance to thrive, and not fall an
easy victim to the fnfluences of the ugly, lowly and destructive

passions of our baser self. In such an environment, our baser

emotions will be purged of their impurities, and our higher and
nobler instincts, passions and feelings will have scope to seek
their legitimate satisfaction

;
and the whole strength of our being,

of our Will and Intellect, will be concentrated on the health,

happiness and prosperity of the whole of mankind instead of on
that of the narrow circle of individual self) caste, race or country.

The creation of such a wid^-spread, wholesome environment
is the prime need, the moral necessity, all over the world. And
until this is done, all our plans and policies, conceived and
pursued in selfish obstinacy, callousness, or hostility to others,

will continue to be opposed and thwarted. It is owing to the lack
of such general wholesome environment that we see the physical
and moral forces of one race or nation coming into constant
conflict or collision with those of other races and nations,-— the
demand for co-operation from one being often met by stubborn
or silent non-co-operation from others

Heredity we mean the principle of inheritance, or the biological

law, by which living beings tend to transmit or repeat their physical

and psychical qualities to their children or descendants. All progeny
or products, generated by sexual or non-sexual process of reproduc-
tion, owe their essential features to their parent or parents. This
law is summed up in the pioverb, ‘ Like begets like,’ or ‘ Like
tends to beget like.’ The same holds good of the physical, mental
and moral qualities, such as stature, form, health and strength ; of

cunning and sharpness; of goodness and beauty; or of fheiv

opposites.
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PART XI.

ANTHOLOGY OF SOME ADMIRABLE CRITICISMS AND APPRECIATIONS.

Some of the great intellects of the world,—poets, philo-

sophers, writers and scholars,— have studied Shakespeare and
become enraptured with his Art as displayed in his works. They
have expressed their feelings, in thoughts and words of beauty,

force, and truth. A few extracts from their beautiful and instruc-

tive exposition of Shakespeare’s excellences are here given, in the

hope that they will help the student and general reader in properly
appreciating the master-mind.

(1) Ben Jonson (1623) —
Soul of the Age

!

The applause ! delight ! the wonder of our stage !

JK- * *

Thou art a monument without a tomb,

And art alive still, while thy book doth live,

And we have wits to read and praise to give.

^ 0 ^

He was not of an age, but for all time !

In him, the Muses still were in their prime.

Nature herself was proud of his designs,

And joyed to wear the dressing of his lines.

0 0 0

For, a good poet’s made, as well as born,

And such weit fchou* Look, how the father’s face

Lives in his issue, even so the race

Of Shakespeare's mmd and manners brightly shines

In his well-turned and true-filed lines

;

In each of which, he seems to shake a lance,

As brandish'd at the eyes of Ignorance.

Sweet swan of Avon 1 What a sight it were

To see thee in our, waters yet appear,

*

Shine foith;thou star of Poets, and with rage

Or infinenoe, chide or cheei the drooping f.tage.

(2) John Milton (1630) —
What needs my Shakespeare, for his honour’d bones,

The labour of an age m piled stones ?

Or that his hallow’d reliques should be hid

Under a Star-pointing pyramid ’

Dear son of memory, great heir of fame,

What need’st thou such weak witness of thy name ?

Thou, in our wonder and astonishment,

Hast tnilt thyself a live-long monument ;

* * *

And so sepulober’d in such pomp dost lie,

That kings for such a Tomb would wish to die.
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(3) John Dryden (1668—70) :

—

To begin, then, with Shakespeare ; he was the man who, of all

modern and perhaps ancient poets, had the largest ansi most
comprehensive soul. All the images of Nature are still present to

him, and he drew them, not laboriously, but luckily; when he
describes anything, you more than see it, you feel it too.

, Those who accuse him to have wanted learning, give him the
greater commendation ; be was naturally learn’d ; he needed not the
spectacles of books to read Nature

; he looked inwards and found
her there. I cannot say he is everywhere alike ; were he so,

I should do him injury to compare him with the greatest of

mankind. For, he is the greatest, without a peer. .....He is many
times flat, insipid ; his Comic Wit degenerating into clenches, his

Seiiqus swelling into bombast. But he is always great, when some
great occasion is presented to him. No man can say he ever had
a fit subject for his Wit and did not then raise himself as high
above the rest of Poets He understood the nature of the Passions
thoroughly.

Sis Failings : Yet I cannot deny that he has his failings ; but

they are not so much in the passions themselves, as in his manner
of expression. He often obscures his meaning by his words, and
sometimes makes it unintelligible. I will not say of so great a

Poet, that he distinguish’d not the blown, puffy style from true subli-

mity. But I may venture to maintain that tAe /«ry of his Fancy
often transported him beyond the bounds of Judgment, either in

coining of new words and phiases, or racking words, which were in

use, into the violence of a Catachresis. ’Tia not that I would explode

the use of Metaphors from passions, for Longinus thinks ’em
necessary to raise the passion ; but to use ’em at every word, to say

nothing without a Metaphor, a Similie, an Image or description, is, I

doubt, to smell a little too strongly of the Buskin, I must be forced

to give an example of expressing passion figuratively ; vide, the

exclamation against Fortune, quoted in his Hamlet, but wriettn by

some other Poet.

Out, out, thou strumpet Portune ! All you Gods,

In general Synod, take away her power.

Break all the spokes and fallyes from her Wheel,
And bowl the round Nave down the hill of Heav’n
As low as to the Piends. * * *

What a pudder is here kept in raising the expression of trifling

thoughts! Would not a man have thought .that the Poet had been
bound Prentice to a Wheel-wright, for his first Rant? and had
follow’d a Bagman, for the coat and blanket, in the second passage

(here omitted)? Portune is painted on a wheel ; and therefore, the

wiiter in a rage, will have Poetical Justice done upon every member
of that Engine ; after this execution, he bowls the Nave downhill,

from Heaven, to the Piends : (an unreasonable, long mark a man
would think)

Wise men would be glad to find a little sense couch'd under all

those pompous words } for, Bombast is commonlythe delight of that

Audience which loves Poetry but understands it not: and as
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cpmiuonly has been the practice of those Writers who, not being
able to infuse a natural passion into the mind, have made it their
business to ply the ears and to stun their Judges by the Hoise.

But Shakespeare does not often thus; iov, the passions, in his Scene
between Brutus and Cassius, aie extremely natural ; the thoughts
are such as arise from the matter ; and the expression of ’em not
viciously figurative. I cannot leave this subject before I do justice

to that Divine Poet, by giving you one of his passionate descriptions;
‘ tis of Bichard II, when he laas depos'd and lad in triumph
through the Streets of London by Henry of Bollmgbroke. The
painting of it is so lively, and the words so moving, that I have
scarce read anything comparable to it, in any other language.
Suppose you have seen already the fortunate Usurper passing
through the crowd and follow’d by the shouts and acclamations of

the people
; and now behold King Eichard entering upon the Scene,

consider theioietchedness'ofliis condition and his cairiage in it, and
refrain from pity if you e^p.

As in a Theatre, the eyes pf men,
After a well-grac’d Actor leaves the Stage,

Are idly bent on him that enters next.

Thinking hia prattle to be tedious :

Even so, or with much more contempt, men’s eyes

Did scowl on Eichard ; no man cry'd, ‘God save him’:
No joyful tongue gave him his welcome home;
But dust was thrown upon his sacred head.

Which with such gentle sorrow he shook off.

His face so combated with tears and smiles

(The badges of his grief and patience)

That, had not God (for some strong purpose) steel’d

The hearts of men, they must perforce have melted,

And Barbarism itself have pity’d him.

* • *

Fletcher and Joason (contemporary Dramatists) were the limbs of

Shakespeare. * * *

As when a Tree’s out down, the'secret root

Lives under ground, and thence new branches shoot,

So, from old Shakespeare’s honour’d dust, this day,

Springs up and buds a new reviving Play.

Shakespeare, who (taught by none) did first impart

To Eletcher Wit, to labouring Johnson Art

;

He Monai ch-like gave those his subjects law,

And is that Nature which they paint and draw.

* *

But Shakespeare’s magick could not copy’d be ;

Within that Circle none durst walk but he, (1670)

(4) AJJiSCsfii tn ‘the Spectator' (1711—14) :

Among great Geniuses, those lew draw the admiration of all the

world upon them, and stand up as the Prodigies of Mdilklnd, whoj by
" the mere strength of natural Parts, and without any assis*

tanoe of Art or Learning, hate produced works that were the
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Delighfc of their own Times and the Wonder of Posterity'. There
appears something nobly wild and extravagant in these great natural

Geniuses, that is infinitely more beautiful than all the Turn and
Polishing of what the Prench call a Bel Esprit, by which they would
express a Genius refined by Conversation, Eeflection, and the Eead-
ing of the most polite Authois

It shew's a greatei Genius m Shakespear to have drav n his Calyban,

than his Hotspur or Julius Caesar ; The one was to be supplied

out of his own Imagination, whereas the other might have been
toimed upon Tradition, Histoiy and Obseivatiun

There is a kind of WrUimj, wheiein the Poet quite loses sight of

Nature, and entertains his reader's imagination with the .Characters

and actions of such persons as have, many of them, no existence,

but what he bestows on them. Such are Fairies, Witches, Magicians,
Demons, and departed Spirits. This Mr. Diyden calls the Paiiy
way ot writing which is, indeed, more difficult than any othei that

depends on the Poet's Fancy, because he has' no pattern to follow in

It, and must work altogether out of his own invention... .Among the

English, Shakespear has incomparably excelled all others. That
noble Extravagance of Fancy, which he had m so great perfection,

thoroughly qualified him to touch the weak, superstitious part of
his Reader's Imagination", and made him capable of succeeding,

where he had nothing to support him besides the strength of his

own Genius. There is something so wild and yet so solemn in the

speeches of his Ghosts, F airies. Witches and the like Imaginary
Persons, that we cannot forbear thinking them natural, tho’ we have
no Kule by which to judge of them, and must confess, if there are

such Beings in the World, it looks highly probable they should talk

and act as he has represented them

Our inimitable Shakespeare is a stumbling-block to the whole
Tribe of these rigid Gritics. Who would not rather read one of his

Plays, (where there is not a single rule of the stage observed) than
any production of a modern Critic, where there is not one of them
violated ? Shakespear was indeed born with all the Seeds of Poetry
and may be compared to the Stone in Pyrrhus’s Eing which, Pliny

tells us, had the Figure of Apollo and the Nine Muses in the Veins

of it, produced by the spontaneous Hand of Nature, without any
Help from Art

(5) Alexander Pops (1725):-—

Let me mention some of his principal and ehaiiattei'istic Excelletl-

cies, for which (notwithstanding his defects) he is justly and univer-

sally elevated above all other Dramatic Writers If ever any

Author deserved the name of an Original, it was Shakespear. Homer

himself drew not hia ait so immediately from the fountains oi

Nature j
it proceeded thro' Egyptian strainers and channels, and

came to him not without some tincture of the learning, or some
cast of the models, of those before him. The Poetry of Shakespear

ivas Inspiration indeed : he is not so much an Imitator, as an Instru-

ment, of Nature; and ’tis not so just to say that be speaks from

her, as that sho sjieaks thro’ him.
'
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His characters are so much Nature herself, that a soifc oi injurv

to call them by so distant a name as Copies ol hoi. Those of other

Poets have a constant resemblance which shews, that they receiv’d

them fiom one another, and were but miiltiplyers of the same
image : each picture, like a mock-rainbow, is but the reflexion of a

reflexion But every single chaiacter in Shakespear is as much an

Individual, as those in Life itself; it is as impossible to find any

two like .. ...To this life and variety of Chaiacter, we must add the

wonderful preseivation of it ; which is such throughout his plays that,

had all the Speeches been printed without the very names of the

Peisons, I believe one might have apply'd them with ceitamty to

every speaker.

The Power over our Passions was never possess’d in a more eminent

degiee, or display’d in so ditfeieni instanoc-H, all along, there

IS seen no Jahoia^ no pains to rai^e them, no preparation to guide

our guess to that effeot, oi he perceiv'd to lead toward it, But the

heart swells, and the teais hurst out,jusi at the pi oper places* We
are surpris’d the moment we weep ; and vet, upon reflection, find

the passion so just, that we shou’d be surpriz’d if w-^e had not wept,

and wept at that very moment Again, how astonishing is it, that

the passions, directly opposite to these, Laughter and Spleen are no

less at his command ; that he is not more a master of the Great than

of the RidicitJousm human natnie
; of our noblest tendernesses, than

of our vainest foibles ; of our strongest emotions, than of our idlest

sensations !

Nor does he only excel in the Passions: m the coolness of

Reflection and Reasoning he is full as adintrahle. His sentiments are

not only m general the most pertinent and jiidicmus upon every

subject, but, by a talent very peculiar, something between

Penetration and Pelicity, he hits upon that particular point on

which the bent of each argument turns, or the force of each motive

depends. This is perfectly amazing from a man of no education

or experience m tliose great and public scenes of life which are

usually the sulijeot of his ihoiighjS. Bo that he seems to have

known the world by Intuition, to have look’d thro’ human nature

at one glance and to become the only Author, that gives ground for a

very new opinion, that the Philosopher and even the Man of the

World may be born as W'ell the Poet.

(6) Joseph Warton, (1753)*—

As Shakespeare is Sometimes blameable for the conduct of his

fables, which have no unity ; and sometimes for his diction, which

lb obscure and turgid ; bo, his charncteristicexcellencies may possibly

be reduced to these fhiee general heads: his lively creative

imagination; his strokes of nature and passion
;

and his preserva-

tion of the consistency of his characters But. to portray characters

naturally, and to praservatbem uniformly, requires such an mtimafe

knowledge of the heart of man and is so rare a portion of felicity as

to have been enjoyed, perhaps, only by two winters, Homer and

Shakespeare.

Of all the plays of Shakespeare, the Tempest is iho most striking

'instance of his creative po%ver. Pie has there given the reins to his
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boundless imagination, and has carried the romantic, the wonder-

ful, and the wild, to the most pleasing extravagance The scene is a

desolate island, and the characters the most new and singular

that can well bo conceived ; a prince who practises magic ; an

attendant spirit, a monster, the son of a witch ; and a young lady

who had been brought to this solitude in her infancy, and had never

beheld a man except her father Calyhayi is the son of a witch

begotten by a demon . the soi cones of his mother were so terrible,

that her countrymen banished her into this deseit island as unfit

for human society : m conformity, therefore, to this diabolical

propagation, he is represented as a prodigy of cruelty
^
malice^ piide

Ignorance^ idleness^ gluttony, and lust* He is introduced with great

propriety, cursing Piospeio and Miranda whom he had endeavoured

to defile ; and his execrations are artfully contrived to have reference

to the occupations of his mother :

As wicked dew, as e’er my mother brush’d

Wifch raven's feather from unwholesome fen,

Drop on you both. ^

^ ^ ^ All the charms
Of Sycorax, toads, beetles, bats, light on you !

The gross ignorance of this monster is represented with delicate

judgment ; he knew not the names oi the sun and moon, which
he calls the bigger light and the less ; and he believes that Stephano
was the man m the moon, whom his mistress had often shown him :

and when Prospeio reminds him that he first taught him to pro-

nounce articulately, his answer is fall of malevolence and rage,

—

You taught me language
;
and my profit on't

Is, I know how to curse

Is this the proper est return for such a fiend to make for such a

favour ? The spirits, whom he supposes to be employed by Prospero
perpetually torment him, and the many forms and different methods
they take for this purpose, are described with the utmost liveliness

and force of fancy,—

*

Sometimes like apes, that moe and chatter at me,
And after bite me ; then like hedge-hogs, which
Lie tumbling in my bare*foot way, and mount
Their pricks at my foot-fall : sometimes am I

All wound with adders who, with cloven tongues,

Do hiss me into madness.

It is scarcely possible for any speech to be more expressive of the

manners and sentiments, than that in which our poet has painted
the brutal barbarity and unfeeling sauageness of this son of
Sycorax

i

by making him enumerate, with a kind of horrible delight,

the various ways in which it W’‘as possible for the drunken sailors

to surprise and kill his master i

--———There, thou may's! brain him,

Having first seiz'd his books J or with a log

Batter his skull | or paunch him with a stake {

Or cut his wezand with thy knife—

Ho adds, in allusion to his own abominable attempt, ‘^above all,

lie surQ to tho daughter
;
whoso boauty, bo tolls them,
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mcomparablo/’ The chaiiiis of Miianda could not be more exalted,

than by extorting this testimony fiom so insensible a monster

In this play, Shakespeare takes occasion obliquely to satirue the

preemlmg pass^07l for new and ivonderful sights, which has ren-

dered the English so iidiculoiis- Weie I m England now,*’ says

Tiinculo on first discoveimg Calyban, “and had but this hsh pain-

ted, not an hohday fool there but would give a piece of silver. When
they will not give a doit to relieve a lame beggar, they will lay out

ten to see a dead Indian*’’

(6)a Henry Home, (Lord Karnes),— a Scotch Judge: (1762)

Dramatic Representaiioii of Passion. This descriptive manner of

icpiosonting passion, is a very cold entertainment; our sympathy is

not raised by desciiption ; we must fiist be lulled into a dream of

reality, and everything must appear as passing in our sight

our late English tragedies, we sometimes find sentiments tolerably

well adapted to a plain passion : but we must not, in any of them,

expect a sentiment expressive of character; and, upon that very

account, our late performances of tho dramatic kind aie for the most

pait intolerably insipid*

[N B. Karnes proceeds to illustrate the difference 'sevhmenU
that appear the legitimate ofispring of passion ’ and ^ seiih"

menis that are descriptive only’.]

Shakespeare is superior to all other writers in delineating passion,

It 18 difficult to say in what part he most excels, whether in mould-

ing every passion to the peculiarity of character, or m discovering

^
the sentiments that proceed from various tones of passion, or in

expressing properly every different sentiment He disgusts not his

reader with general declamation and unmeaning words, too common
m other writers ; Jits sentiments are adjusted to the peculiar charac-

ter and ctreuinstances of the speaker; and the propriety is not

less perfect between his sentiments and his diction.

Critics ought to consider that it is easier to discover his

blemishes which lie generally at the surface, than his beauties, which

cannot be truly relished but by those who dive deep into human
nature. One thing must be evident to the meanest capacity, that

wherever passion is to be display’d Nature shows itself mighty in

him, and is conspicuous by the most delicate propriety of sentiment

and expression Shakespeare excels all the ancients and

moderns m Ms knowledge of human nature^ and in unfolding even

the most obscure and refined emotions. This is a rare faculty,

and of tho greatest importance in a dramatic author; and it is

that faculty which makes him surpass all other writers in the comic

as well as the tragic vein*

Shalcespeare's Style : Abstract or general terms have no good

effect in any composition for amusement ; because it is only

of particular objects that images can be formed* Shakespeare’s

style in that respect is excellent ; every article in his descriptions

is particularj as in nature It was one of Homer’s advantages,

that he wrote before general terms wore multiplied : the superior

genius of Shakespeare displays itself in^ avoiding them after they

were ruultipUodf
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C7) Lord Lyttleton : (1765):

—

No other author had ever so copious, so bold, so creative an

imagination, with so perfect a knowledge o£ the passions, the

Imiiiouis, and the sentiments of mankind. He painted all characters

from kings down to peasants, equal truth and equal foice.

If human nature were destioyed and no monuinent weie left of it

cxoepti Ins woiks, othex beings might know what man w^as from

those Wiitings.

Consider from how thick a darkness of barbarism the genius of

Shakespoaie bioke foitli ! What wore the EngUsh, and what

(let mG ask you) were the Ereiioh diainatic peifoimauces, m the

Mge w'hen he floiuishcd ^ The advances he made tow aids the

highest peifectiou both of Tragedj’' and Comedy aie amazing ^ In

the puncipal points, in the power of exciting terror and pity, oi laising

laughter in an audience none yet has eccelled and very few

have 6([ualled.

(8) Dr. H. Ulrici, on Shakespeare's Idea of Tragedy and Comedy; (1835-1840):

Shakespeai e’s general me%o of human hfe is m accordance with

his conception of the idea of tiagedy and comedy ;
the latter con-

fiims and explains the former, and vice versa* Foi, if divine

yusHce IS one mth moral necessity

i

and if it is conceived as the

guiding principle of history, then it follow^s that, not only the com-
mon, the low and the unworthy, but also that which is greatest,

noblest and most beautiful in human hfe, must fall a victim to

suffering, misery and death, as soon as it is at variance with the

moral necessity. This at once shows the tragic aspect of Shakes-
peaid’b VJ0W of life. With him the tragic element consists

lavaiiably m the suffering and final inin of wliat is great, noble,

and beautiful in man, as a consequence of his own weakness, one-

sidedness and want of chaiactei. The heroes of the tragedy fall,

either by seeking to obtain what is good and beautiful, only in Older

10 satisfy ihbh selfish pa^^^sions, .....oi by ono-sidedly placing their

whole strength of Will in some special possession, some special

light, and thereby neglecting everything else This neglect defies the

nunal necessity w’hich demands greater consideration for the whole
of humanity than for the individual man

In Comedy, capnee necessarily manifests itself in acts of silliness

and foii}\ xetahness and pei versifies of all hinds; because,

])faing antagonistic to reason and moral necessity, m its activity,

It assumes all the above foims As chance and caprice,

W'eakness and peiversity, error and folly, paralyse each other,

the result is that, affe} all, that uJiich is right and rational,

takes place and piovcs itself the truly permanent. The
mind appears m its distuibed scate, m its defection from itself;

but at the same time, m its consciousness of self, it tries, to return

to itself (to what is good and tine). ThiS is what comedy means.
This, m fact, is the comic viow of human hfe according to Shakes-
peare’s idea

; for, in him the ridiculous depends, so to speak,

upon the mmd being tickled ; it is invariably founded on a contradic-

tion, a contradiction to the immediate feeling and perception..,.. .It
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IS ridiculous to speak o£ a thing as actually ridiculous in itself.

The ridiculous is, in all cases, ridiculous only by the way m
which the object is perceived or conceived; there is absolutely
nothing that is generally ridiculous, no object which as such
IS purely ridiculous. But there certainly is a general comic
view of life Within which everything special seems ridiculous......

The comic in art at least, is nothing but such a view and form
of representing things

;
it does not only consist tn single

witticisms, jokes^ situations and characters, but in the contradiction
which runs through the whole representation, hiding itself in its

subject... ...The comic in art may therefore be termed the dialectics

of irony which do not look upon human life one-sidedly,

—

only m its contradictions and absurdities, only as controlled by
chance and caprice m all shapes, but which themselves try to correct

the one-sidedness of the conception, by allowing chance and caprice

to neutralise themselves and to be converted into their opposites.

These dialectics (or principles of reasoning) are also reflected in that
peculiar shape of jost and wit, which in Shakespeare prefers to

express itseli m the form of puns. Puns (intentionally and nn-
inieutionaliy) turn words into thoir opposites, sense into

nonsense, wit into absurdity, seriousness into jest, and conversely.

Puns are therefore the dialectics of irony in the form of a

linguistic expression.

This treatment and conception of the ^ comic ^ produces of itself

a thoiigliifiil joyousness which is spread over the whole represen-

tation. We find our own hfic^ all our human weahnesses and
perversities reflected in the world represented. But this cannot
occasion any pain

; for, we find that all the perplexities of the
heart and mind, all the accidents to which our life is exposed,
become neutralized and corrected. The ‘ comic ’ whispers to us the

consoling thought that what is good and right happens m our
world, not merely as a result of our own trouble and labour, but
even contrary to our will. In fact, the follies and perversities

which neutralise each other, bring m\iOyio'w the imperishable goodness
or nobility of human natuie concealed in them.....It is this that pro-

duces that genial exuberance of spirits, that Vive la bagatelle which,

in Shakespeare’s best comedies, is the soul of his representation.

But this joyousness is true joyousness, only because it at the
same time contains a deep earnestness. Por, the comic side of the

Shakespearian view of life is not confined to exhibiting mere human
caprice, any more than his tragic view is limited to setting forth

merely the moral necessity. In tragedy^ suffering and death follow
the violation of the moral law, not that man shall thereby be ruined
but that he may truly live ; in other words, that he may rise purified

out of the conflict into which he has fallen, out of the one-sidednesa

and delusion of passion, up to that which alone is true life, in

harmony with itself and, being thus in harmory wflh ethical neoassifcy,

obtains true freedom and contentment......This is the conciliatory,

comforting, elevating element which is clearly and distinctly

apparent in Shakespeare’s better tragedies; In the comic view of life

also^ it is not exclusively caprice and chance that rule
;

life is

Mso |overoed by mor§^l the gower Qi what i§ ];ight
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good. If) IS this moral power which, by its hidden counterplayj

bailies the pei verse losolves and actions of men, and turns them
mto Iheii opposites, ,r...In such cases, the comic is sometiines

toxed with a high earnestness which borders upon the tragic, for

instance, in ^ Much Ado About Nothmg ’ and m ‘ The Meichant
of Venice,’ etc,

Tlragedy and Comedy m Shakespeare, theiefore, are merely fu^o

diffcienr forms of Art v///z the same substance^ merely the two
sides of his poetical vie\v of human life. They can, accordingly,

pass over directly one into the other, and meet without constraint

m the same diama And yet Shakespeare has at times been re-

proached for not having hept fiagedy and tomedy suctly apart fiom
each other and, more especially, for having introduced scenes of low
comedy into his overpowering tragedies But it all depends

upon the manner m winch the comic is treated; it is not every

species of comedy that can be linked to tragedy. But there

IS a foim (and iu is pie-ommontly the form of the comic peculiar to

Shakebpoare) which low eals a d eiliKal eai nestness tinder the

disguise ofjest and is thereby raised above the comic. This form has
been called hunionr,

Hiunoiij, m the nariowor sense of the w^ord, rests upon a double
basis, upon an tdeahsm of the judgment^ or of that faculty of the

mind wdnch jiidgos all human affairs by the highest ideal. This
ideal IS used as a standaid for measuring and comparing; and accord-

ingly, it sees human affaiis only m their smallness, impropriety and
pervoisity. But humour also 'tests upon a realism of heart,

of a wavm heait full of feelings, to w^hich love and devotion are a
necessity. This realism encourages and values all human affairs,

chiefly those that are small, w'oak, and in want of help. Midway
between these sharp contrasts, sometimes inclining more towards the

one, sometimes more towards the other, Wit is acUng in concert

with a rich imagination, and playing fiom one to the other in such

a manner that both aro placed m the closest connection, penetrating

each other and passing over one into the other The Duke of

Kent and the fool m ‘King Lear;* the grave-diggers m ‘Hamlet;’
the porter in ‘ Macbeth;’ possess something of this humour which
does not disturb, but raises and increases the effect of the tragic

element. In my opinion, these scenes do not disturb the effect of

the tragic element. The oont-rast, exhibited by the Comic scenes

and incidents, in the p0opl0~(by the happy limitation of their

desires and thoughts; by their careless indifference concerning
everything that does not directly touch upon the wants of practical

life; by the fresh rough realism which characterises popular wit)—

^

as compared with the tragic heioess with their grand ideas and ideal

strivings, their mighty emotions and passions (the source of their

Borrows and sufferings),"rather enhances the effect of the Tragic

Element.,.,....,

(9) makes tllese SclenTfiC dbsefvatlons On tke tiatufo of

Shakespeare’s delineation of his dramatic Characters*—(1777)

BotLcs of all kinds, whether of motuls, plants or animals, are sup^

posed to possess certain first principles of ^being% and so hate aii
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existence independent of the accidents which form their magnitude
or giov/th. Those accidents aio supposed to bo dra\in in fiom the
suiioundmg elements, but not indjscriiiiinately. Each plants and
each animal, tmhibes those things only lohicli are pwper to its own
distinct nature, and which have besides such a secret relation to

each other as to be capable of forming a perfect union and coales-

cence. But so variously are the suiioundmg elements mingled and
disposed, that each particular body, even of those under the same
species, has yet some 'peculiarity' of its own.

Shakespeare appears to have considered the being and growth of

the human mind as analogous to ihis system. Tlieie aie certain quali-

ties and capacities, which he seems to have considered as First
Piinciples The chief of these aie ceiLain energies of courage and
activity, accoidmg to their degrees : these go together with different

degrees, and sorts of sensibilities, and a capacity varying likewise

in the degree of discernment and uiidligeace The rest of the

composition is diawn m from an atmosphere of snirounding things;

that IS, fiom the larioim 'influences of the cliffoient laws, religions,

and governments m the world; from those of thediffeient ranks
and inequalities in society

;
and from the different professions of

men; (from the various influences of differing climate, locality,

habitude, habit, temperament, association and training); each
encouraging or repressing passions of particular sorts, and indu^*

ctng different modes of thinking and habits of life. And he seems
to have known intuitively what those influences in particular were,

which this or that original constitution would most freely imbibe,

and which would most easily associate or coalesce with....,,HQ found
no difficulty in marking every individual, even among characters of

the same sort, with something peculiar and distinct, Asj for
example,—

Be thus when thou ait dead,

And I wull kill thee and love thee after.

This is a sentiment characteristic of, and fit only to be uttered by,

a Moor. Shakespeare has thus formed his characters with the most

perfect truth and coherence Nor was this enough. In addition,

he jpossessod a wonderful facility of compiossing his own spirit into

these images. Such an intuitive comprehension of things and

such a facility, must unite to produce a Shakespeare,.

Shakespeare differs essentially from all other writers. Him we
may profess rather to feel than to undei stand ; and it is safer to say,

on many occasions, that we are possessed by him, than that we possess

him And no wonder He scatters the seeds of things, the princi-

ples of character and action, with so cunning a hand, yet with so

careless an air ; and master of our feelings, he submits himself so

little to our judgment that everything seems superior. We are

rapt in ignorant admiration, and claim no kindred with bis abilities.

We see his Characters act from the mingled motives of passion, reason,

interest, habit, and complexion, in all their pioportions, when they are

supposed to know it not themselves ;
and wo are made to acknowledge

that their actions and sentiments are, from those motives, the
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necessary result He at onoe blends and distinguishes everything
; to

him, exerything is eomplieatedj everything is plain It is really

astonishing that a mere human being, a part of humanity only,

should so perfectly comprehend the '^’hole. A sceptre oi a straw are

in his hands of equal efficacy; he needs no selection, he converts

everything into excellence ; nothing is too groat, nothing is too

base. Action produces one mode of excellence and inaction another.

The Chronicle, the Novel, or the Ballad ; the king, or the beggar;

the hero, the madman, the sot, or the fool , it is all one, nothing

is worse, nothing is hotter .How the rooted prejudices of the child

spring up to confound the man 2 The Weird sisters rise, and order

is extinguished. The laws of nature give way and leave nothing in

our minds but wildness and honor. No pause is allowed us for

reflection : Hon id senfinieni^ furious gu%li and compunction^ air-^

draion dag^eis, minders, gho^tSy and enchantments, shake and
possess ns wholly In the meantime the process is completed
Macbeth changes under our eye, the milk of human kindness is converted

to gall; he has supped full of horrors^ and his May of life is fallen

into the sear, the yellow leaf

,

whilst we, the fools of ama2;ement, are

insensible to the shifting of place and the lapse of time, and till the

curtain drops, never once wako to the truth of things, or recognize
the law of existence.

(10) William Hazlitfc (1817-1820)

The striking peculiarity of Shakespearc^s mind was its generic

qitahty, its power of commumcahon with all other minds,—so

that it contained a universe of thought and feeling within itself,

and had no om peculiar bias or exclusive excellence more than

another. He was ]ust like any other man (individually), and
yet he W'as like all other men (collectively). He was the lea'^t

of an egotist that it was possible to be. He w'os nothing m himself,

but he was all that others were, or could become. He not

only had in himself the genius of every facultv and feeling, but he

could follov/ them by anticipation, intuitively into all their

conceivable ramifications, through every change of fortune, or

conflict of passion, or turn of thought He had a mind, reflecting

ages past and picsent, and all the people that ever lived, are there.

There was no respect of persons \vuth him His genius shone equally

on the evil and on the good, on the wise and the foolish, the monarch
and the beggar All corners of the earth, kings, queens, and

states, maids, matrons, nay, the secrets of the grave' are haidly

hid from his seaichmg glance. He was like the genius of humanity,

changing places xinih all of us at pleasure, and playmg with our

purposes as with his own. He turned the globe round for his

amusement, and surveyed the generations of men and the

individuals as they passed, %cith their dlffeieiif concerns, passions,

folhesf vices, viitues, actions, and motives,—as W’^ell those

that they know, as those which they did not know, or acknowledge to

themselves.

The dreams of childhood, the ravings of despair, were the toys of
his fancy. Airy beings waited at his call and came at his bidding...

He had only to think of any thing in order to become that thing,

with all the ciroumstanoes belonging to it. When he conceived of a
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character, whether real or imaginary, ho not only entered into all

thoughts and feelings but seemed, instantly and as if by touch-
ing a secret spimg, to be suriounded with all the same objects,
' subject to the same skyey influences,’ the same local, outward,
and unforeseen accidents as \\ould occur in reality. Thus the

chaiacter of Caliban not only stands before us with a language and
manners of its own, but the scenery and situation of the enchanted
island he inhabits, the tiaditions of the place, its strange noises, its

hidden recesses, ‘ his frequent haunts and ancient neighbourhood,’ are

given with a miraculous truth of nature, and with all the familiaiity

of an old recollection. The whole ^ coheres together ’ in lime, place,

and circumstance.

A word, an epithet, paints a whole scene, or throws us back whole

years in the history of the person represented For example when
Prospero describes himself as left alone in the boat with his daughter,

the epithet which he applies to her, ^ Me and thy crying self,’ flings

the imagination instantly back from the grown woman to the helpless

condition of infancy. It places the first and most trying scene of his

misfortunes before us, with all that he must have suffered in the

interval How well the silent anguish of Macduff is conveyed to the

reader, by the friendly expostulation of Malcolm,
—‘What, man, ne’er

pull your hat upon your blows
’

The passion, m the hands of Shakespeare, is of the same nature as

his delineation of character It is not some one habitual feeling or

sentiment preying upon itself, growing out of itself, and moulding

everything to itself, but it ts f^assion modified hy passion, hy all the

other feelings to which the individual is liable, and to which others

are liable with him
,
subject to all the fluctuations of caprice and

accident, calling into play all the resources of the understanding

and all the energies of the veiU

,

irritated by obstacles or yielding

to them; rising fiom small beginnings to its utmost height, now
diunk with hoiie, now slung to madness, now sunk in despair,

now blown to air with a breath, now laging like a torient. ^•The

passions arc in a state of projection Years are melted

dowm to moments, and every instant teems wuth fate. We know

the results, we see the process Thus, after lago has been

boasting to himself of the effect of his poisonous suggestions

on the mind of Othello, ‘ w^hich, w'lth a little act upon the blood, will

w'oik like mines of sulphui,’ he adds —
Look, wdieic he comes ^ Not poppv, nor mandragoia,

Noi all the drowsy syrups of the East,

Shall ever medicine thee to that sw ect sleep

Which thou ow^’dst yesterday

Othello enters at this.moment, like the crested seipent, crowmed

with his wTOngs and laging for revenge ! The w’hole depends upon

the turn of a thought A woid, a look, blow^s the spark of jealousy

into a flame
,
and the explosion is immediate and terrible as a

volcano.

The dialogues in Lear, in Macbeth, that between Brutus and Cassias,

and nearly all those in Shakespeare, where the interest is wrought up

to Its highest pitch, afford examples of this dramatic fluoUiation of
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passion. . In Shakespeare, the passion is like the sea, agitated this

way and that, and loud-lashed by furious storms; while in the still

pauses of the blast, \vc distinguish only the cries of despair, or the
silence of death ^ When Richard II calls for the looking-glass to

contemplate his faded majesty m it, and bursts into that affecting

exclamation,—^ Oh that I weie a mockery-king of snow, to melt away
before the sun of Bolmgbroke —we have here the utmost force of

human passion, combined w ith the ideas of regal splendour and
fallen pouei.

Shakespeare’s imagination is of the same plastic kind as his concep-

tion of character or passion. ‘ It glances from heaven to earth, from
eailh to hea\en ’ Its movement is rapid and devious It unites the

most opposite extremes
;
or, as Puck sa}s, m boasting of his own

feats, ‘puts a gridle round about the earth in forty minutes.’ . The
felicity of his thoughts and images is equal to their force The likeness

IS madcMUoio da/7hng b\ then no\clty. They startle and take the

Fanc) pnsonci in the same instant I will mention one oi two wFich
arc \Giy’’ striking, and not much knowm, out of Tioilus and Cressida.

Ulysses, urging Achilles to shew himself in the field, says---

No man is the lord of any thing,

Till he communicate his parts to others

:

Nor doth he of himself know them for aught

Till he behold them formed in the applause^

Where they’re extended, which like an arch leveiberates

The voice again
,
or, like a gate of steel

Fronting the sun, receives and renders back
Its figure and its heat.

Shal^espeare'slanguage and veisificalion are like the rest of him. He
has a magic power over words they come winged at his bidding and
seem to know their places They are struck out at a heat, on the

spur of the occasion, and have all the truth and vividness which
arise fiom an actual impression of the objects His epithets and
single phiases are like spaikles, thrown off from an imagination fired

by the w hirling lapidity of its own motion His language is hierogly-

phical It translates thoughts into visible images It abounds m
sudden tiausilions and elliptical expressions This is the source of

his mixed mctaphois, which are only abbreviated forms of speech . ..

In Shakespeai€, eny other woid but the true one, is sure to be
wiong. If anybody, for instance, could not recollect the w^ords of

the following desciiptiour”^

Light thickens,

And the ciow makes wmg to the rooky W'ood,

he w'ould be greatly at a loss to substitute others for them equally

expressive of the feeling. These remarks, how^ever, are strictly

applicable only to the impassioned parts of Shakespeare’s language,

which flotved from the warmth and originality of hts wiaginatiout
and were hrs own. The language used for prose conversation and
ordinary business is bometimes technical, and imolved m the
affectation of the time.
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The poet of nature is one who, from the elements of beauty, of

power, and of passion in his own bieast, sympathises with whatever
IS beautiful, and grand, and impassioned In naiurej m its simple

majesty, in its immediate appeal to the senses, to the thoughts and
heaits of all men so that, the poet of natuie, by the tiiUh, and
depth, and harmony of his mmd, may be said to hold communion with

the very soul of nature, to be identified with and to foieknow and to

record the feelings of all men at all times and places, as the\ are

liable to the same impressions, and to exert the same pow'^er ovci the

m nds of his readcis that natine He secs things in their eternal

beauty, for he sees them as thty am, ho feels them in their universal

interest, for he feels them as they aftect the brnt }3iincip]e3 of his and
oar common iiatuic Such was Homer, such was Shakespeare whose

works will last as long as nature ; because th ej are a copy of the

mdCvStructible forms and evcilasting impulses of nature, welling out

from the bosom as from a pcrLiniial ::.pnng, or stamped upon the

scn^scs by the hand of then maker Th^j pov^r of the imagination

in them, is the rcpicsentative power of aQ niture It has its centre

in the human soul and makes the cimiiit of the universe

(11) Francis Jeffrey :"“(1817)

There is, in Shakeipeaic, that eternal rectUTence to what is sWeet

or majestic in the simple aspects of natuie—that indestructible love

of flowers and odours, of dews and clear waters, of soft airs and sounds,

of bright skies, and w^oodland solitudes, and moonlight boweis. These
are the material elements of Poetry His flow^eis aie not tied up in

garlands, nor his fruits crushed into baskets—but spring living from
the sod, in all the dew and freshness ofy^outh, while the graceful

foliage 111 wdiich they lurk, and the ample blanches, the rough and
vigorous stem, and the wade-spreadmg roots on which they depend,

are present along wnth them, and share, ui their places, the equal care

of their Creator.

What other poet has put all the charm of a Moonlight landscape into

a single line and that by an image so tiue to nature, and so simple

as to seem obvious to the most common observation—

-

How sweet the Moonlight sleeps upon this bank I

Where shall wc find sw^eet sounds and odours so luxuriously blended

md illustrated, as in these few words of sweetness and melody, where

the author says of soft music—

O, it came o’er my ear like the sweet 'South

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour 1

We need not refer to many' passages in all other pldy’s--*as illiistra^a

ting this love of uattire and natural beauty of which we have been

speaking’—the pow er it had over the poet, and the power it imparted

to him. Who else w^ould have thought, on the very ilireshold of

treason and midnight murder, of bringing in so sweet and rural an

image as this, at the portal of that blood-^stained castle of Macbeth ?

This guest of summer,—
The templediaunting martlet,—does approve,

By his loved mansionry, that the heaven’s bred,ih

gmeUs woomgly here*
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Nor IS this brought in for the sake of elaboiate contrast between the

peacefnl innocence of the exterior, and the guilt and horrors t^t are to be

enacted within. There is no hint of any such suggestion—but it is set

down from the pure love of nature and reality—^because the kindled

mind of the poet brought the w hole scene before his eyes, and he
painted all that he saw in his vision The same taste predominates
m that emphatic exhortation to evil, wheie Lady Macbeth says,

Look like the innocent flower,

But be the serpent under it.

And yet all these are so far Lorn being unnatural, that they are

no sooner put where they arc, than we feel at once their beauty and
their effect We acknowledge our obligations to that exuberant genius

which alone could thus throw out graces and attractions where
there seemed to be neither room nor call for them In the same
spirit of prodigality, he puts this rapturous and passionate exalta-

tion of the beauty of Imogen, into the mouth of one who is not even
a lover,

—

It is hei breathing that

Perfumes the chamber thus ^ The flame o the taper

Bows towards hei\ and would under-pcep her lids

To see th* enclosed lights, now^ canopied
Under the windows, w^hite and axurc, laced

With blue of Hea\cn's own tinct

!

(12) Thomas De Quincey -^(1838;

O mighty Poet ^ Thy works arc not os those of other men, simply

and merely great works of art, but are also like the phenomena of

nature, like the sun and the sea, the stars and the flowers, like frost and
snow, ram and dew, hail-storm and thunder These are to be studied

with entire submission of our own faculties, and in the perfect faith

that in them there can be no too much or too little, nothing use-

less 01 inert ....
»

It may be affirmed of Shakspeare that he is among the modern

luxuries of life ; that life, in fact, is a new thing, and one more to be

coveted, since Shakspeare has extended the domains of human
consciousness, and pushed its dark frontiers into regions not so much
as dimly descried or even suspected before his time, far less illumi*

nated (as now they are) by beauty and tropical luxuriance of life.

For instance, the possible beauty of the female character had not been

seen, as in a dream, before Shakspeare called into perfect life the

radiant shapes of Desdemona, of Imogen, of Hermione, Perdita, of

Ophelia, Miranda, and many others The Una of Spenser, earlier by
ten or fifteen years than most of these, was an idealised portrait

of female innocence and virgin purity, but too shadowy and unreal for

a dramatic reality. Nor do we find it m the Grecian classics... ..The

Antigone and the Electra of the tragic poets are the two leading

female characteis that classical antiquity offers to our respect^ but

assuredly not to our impassioned love, as disciplined and exalted

in the school of Shakspeare. They challenge our admiration, severe

and even stern, as impersonations of filial duty^ cleaving to the

steps df a desolate and afflicted old man
; or of sisterly affection,

roamtaining the rights of a brother under circumstances of peril,
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of deseition and consequently of perfect self-i chance. Iphigenia,

again, is a fine statuesque model of heroic fortiitide, and of one

whose young heart, even in the very agonies of the cruel immolation,

refused to forget her own high descent These are fine marble groups,

but they are uot the warm breathing realities of Shakespeare
,

there is
•

‘ no speculation ’ in their cold marble eyes, the breath of life is not

in their nostrils ;
the fine pulses of womanly sensibilities aie not

throbbing in their bosoms. And, besides this immeasurable

difference between the cold moony reflexes of life as exhibited by

the power of Grecian art, and the true sunny life of Shakespeare, it

must be observed that the Antigones, and etc
,
of the antique world,

put forward but one single trait of character, like the aloe with its

single blossom this solitary feature is presented to us as an abstrac-

tion, and as an insulated quality; whereas Shahespeare all ts

presented tn the concrete embodied, and embedded as by the

force 01 a creative nature, in the complex system of a human life, a

life in w Inch all the elements move and play simultaneously, acting

and re-acting each upon the other, nay, even acting by each othei

and through each other. In Shakespeare’s chaiacters is felt for ever

a real organic hfe, where each is for the whole and in the whole, and

where the whole is for each and m each. They only are real

incarnations.

The Greek poets could not exhibit any approximations to female

character without vioiating the truth of Grecian life and shocking the

feelings of the audience. The drama, with the Greeks as with us,

though much less than wuth us, was a picture of human life; and

that which could not occur in life could not wisely be exhibited on

the stage Now, in ancient Greece, xvomen secluded from

the society of men Thus barred from aU open social intercourse,

women could not develop or express any character by word or

action Even to have a character, violated, to a Grecian mind, the

ideal portrait of feminine excellence. Hence the subordinate part

which women play upon the Greek stage in all but some half-dozen

cases Hence, also, followed the dearth of female characters in the

Grecian drama. If any appeared, it was only during some great

convulsion or tragical catastrophe. This, for a moment (like an

earthquake m a nunnery), would set at liberty even the timid,

fluttei’incr Grecian women, those doves of the dove-cot. and would

call some of them into action. But which ’ Precisely those of

energetic and masculine minds ;
the timid and feminine would but

shrink the more from public gaze and from tumult .....So that not

only were female characters few, but moveover, of these few, the

maionfy were but repetitions of masculine qualities in female

persons And hence it arose, that not woman as she_ differed from

man, but woman as she resembled man,—woman, in short, seen

under circumstances so dieadful as to abolish the effect of sexual

distinction,—such was the woman of the Greek tragedy.

Hence generally arose for Shakespeare the wider field and the more

astonishing by its peifect novelty, when he first introduced female

characters, that had the appropriate beauty of female ' nature ; woman

no longer grand, terrific, and repulsive, but woman ‘ after her kind,
•

the other hemisphere of the dramatic world ; woman running
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hrough the •vast gamut of womaaly loveliness
j woman as emanci

patecl, exalted, ennobled, under a new law of morality
; woman the

sister and co-equal of man, no longer his slave, his prisoner, and
sometimes his rebel The Roman Stage was put out, as by an
extinguisher, by the cruel amphitheatre, just as a candle is made paleand ridiculoiis by daylight. Those who were fresh from the realmur ers of the bloody amphitheatre regarded with contempt themimic murders of the stage. Stimulation too coarse and too
intense had it iusual effect in making the sensibilities callous...

Then, again, the purpose and the intention of the Grecian stage
was not primarily to develop human character whether, in men or
in women

; human fates were its object
;

great tragic situations
under the mighty control of a vast cloudy destiny, dimly descried
at intervals, and brooding over human life by mysterious agencies
an tor mysterious ends Man, no longer the representative

^
‘I*® passion-puppet of fate, could not with any

ettect display what we call a character, emanating originally from
the Will, expressing its determinations moving under the large
variety of human impulses. In Shakespeare, the will is the central
pivot of character and this was obliterated, thwarted, cancelled, by
ttte dark fatalism which brooded over the Grecian stage. That
explanation will sufficiently clear up the reason why marked or
complex variety of character was slighted by the great principles of

*

the Greek tragedy.

History, as the representative of actual life, of real man, gives us
^®Hneations of character in its chief agents, that is, in men

and therefore it is that Shakespeare, the absolute creator of female
cnaracter, was but the mightiest of all painters with regard to male
cttaracter In the great world, therefore, of woman, Shakespeare

fw
^ iMerpreter of the shifting phases and the lunar varieties of

a mighty changeable planet, that lovely satellite of man, Shakes-
peare stands not the first only, not the original only, but is vet the
sole authentic oracle of truth.

« 1 j i!

beauty of the female mind,—this is one great
old of his power. (2) The supernatural world, the world of

apparitions, that is another, l^or reasons which it would be easy to
give, reasons emanating from the gross mythology of the ancients,

Koman, could have conceived a ghost. That
shadowy conception, the protesting apparition, the awful projection of
we human conscience, belongs to Shakespeare’s mind. In summoning
ack to earth Old Hamlet’s Ghost, ‘the majesty of buried Denmark’,
ow like an awful necromancer does Shakespeare appear I All the

pomps and grandeurs which religion, which the grave, which the
popular superstition had gathered about the subject of apparitions,
are here converted to his purpose, and bend to one awful effect

Take, again, the ghost of Banquo. How shadowy, how unreal, yet
how real I He exists only for Macbeth ; the guests do not see him;
yet how solemn, how real, how heart-seaiching he is 1 In the
Tempest, again, we have Ariel in antithesis to Caliban. In the
Midsummer-Might’s Dream, Oberon, and Titania, and Puck, remind ns
©f the traditional fairies of the moon-lit forests. The witches is
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Macbeth enchanting and disenchanting us, are alike portentous.

Shakespeare employs them in high tragedy, and yet relying on his own
spreme power to disenchant as well as to enchant, to create and to

uncreate, he mixes these women and their dark machineries with

the power of armies, with the agencies of kings, and the fortunes

of martial kingdoms. Such was the sovereignty of this poet, so

mighty its compass !

A third fund of Shakespeare’s peculiar power lies in his teeming

fertility of fine thoughts and sentiments From his works alone might

be gathered a golden bead-roll of thoughts, the deepest, subtlest,

most pathetic, and yet most catholic and universally intelligible

;

the most characteristic, also, and appropriate to the particular

person, the situation, and the case ;
yet, at the same time, applicable

to the circumstances of every human being, under all the accidents

of life, and all vicissitudes of fortune,

Fourthly, we notice his mastery in the structure of his dialogue.

Now, in Sfaakspeare, who first set an example of that most
important innovation, in all his impassioned dialogues, each reply

or rejoinder seems the mere rebound of the previous speech. Every
form of natural interruption, breaking through the restraints of

ceremony under the impulses of tempestuous passion ; every form

of hasty interrogative, ardent reiteration when a question has been

evaded ; every form of scornful repetition of the hostile words ;

every impatient continuation of the hostile statement ; in. short,

all modes and formulae by which anger, hurry, fretfulness, scorn,

impatience, or excitement under any movement whatever, can

disturb or modify or dislocate the formal bookish style of commence-

ment,—these are as rife in Shakespeare's dialogue as in life itself;

and how much vivacity, how profound a versimilitude, they add to

the scenic effect as an imitation of human passion and real life, we
need not say. A volume might be written, illustrating the vast

varieties of Shakspaare'a art and power in this one field of

improvement.

(. 1 .5; Dr. Samuel Johnson. (1765) -

He had looked with great attention on the scenes of Nature.

But his chief skill was in human Actions, Passions, and Habits ; ha

was therefore delighted with such tales as afforded numerous inci-

dents, and exhibited many characters in many changes of situation.

These characters are so copiously diversified, and some of them so

justly pursued, that his works may be considered as a Map of Life, a

faithful miniature of human transactions, and he that has read

Shakespeare with Attention, will perhaps find little new in the

crowded world.

Among his other excellencies it ought to be remarked, because it

has hitherto been unnoticed, that his Heroes are Men ; that the

Love and Hatred, the Hopes and Fears of his Chief Personages are

such as are common to other human Beings; and that they are not

like those which later times have exhibited, peculiar to phantoms

that strut upon the stage. Shakespeare's excellence lies not in the

fiotiou of a tale but iu the repreaentafeioa of Life; and his reputation
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IS therefore safe till human nature shall be changed...,,.The poet

holds up to bis readers a faithful muror of manners and of life.

His characters are not modified by the customs ot particular places,

unpractised by the rest of the world
, by the peculiarities of studies

or professions, which can operate but upon small numbers, or by
the accidents of transient fashions or temporary opinions, they are

the genuine progeny of common humanity, such as the world will

always supply, and observation will always find His persons act

and speak by the influence of those general passions and principles

by which all minds are agitated^ and by which the whole system of

life IS continued in motion In the writings of other poens, a charac-

ter IS too often an individual, in those of Bhakespeare, it is commonly
a species.

It is from this wide extension of design that so much instruction is

derived It is this which fills the plays of Shakespeare with

practical axioms and domestic ivisdom. It w^as said of Euripides
that every verse was a precept

,
and it may be said of Shakespeare^

that from his works may be collected a system of civil and economic
prudence,,, ...

Other dramatists can only gain attention^ by hyperbolical or

aggravated characters^ by fabulous and unexampled excellence or

depravity, as the writers of barbarous romances inv goiatod the reader

by a giant and a dwaif : and he that should form his expectations

of human affaas fioui the play, or from the tale, would be equally

deceived, Shakcspcai c has no heroes, Ins scenes aie otcupicd only

by men .... This therefore is the praise of Shakespeare that his

drama is the minor of life
;
that he (the Eeader), who has mazed

his imagination in following the phantoms which other writers raise

up before him may here be cured of his delirious ecstasies by
reading human sentiments in human language For, Shakes-

peare always makes Nature predominate over Accident (of birth,

riches, country, etc.) And if he preserves the essential character, he

is not very careful of distinctions—super-induced and adventitious.

History leqmres Eomans or kings, but he thinks only on men.
He knew that Itome, like every other city, had men of all dispositions

and wanting a buffoon, he went into the senate-house for that which
the senate- house Vv^ould certainly have afforded him. He was
inclined to show au usurper and a murderer not only odious

but despicable ; be therefore added drunkenness to‘ his other

qualities, knowing that kings love wune like other men, and
that wme exerts its natural power upon kings. A true,poet over-

looks the casual distinction of country and condition as a painter,

satisfied with the figure, neglects the drapery,

Shakespeare has untied the powers of exciting laughter and
mvrow not only in one mind hut in one composition. Almost all

his plays are divided between serious and ladiorous oharaoteis, and
in the snccessifa evolutions of the design, sometimes produce
seriousness and sorrow, and sometimes levity and laughter, That

a practice contrai y io the rules of criticism will be readily

allowed
,
but Ihero is always an appeal open fcom criticism to

nature,
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The end of writing Is to instruct ; the end of poetry is to instruct by

pleasing The mingled drama conveys all the instruction of

tragedy or comedy, because it includes both in its alteiations of

exhibition, and approaches nearei than either to the appearance of

life Through all these denominations of the drama (History,

Comedy and Tiagedy), Shakespeare’s mode of composition is the

same,

—

inierclianp^c of seriousness and inerrtmeni by which the

mind is softened at one time and exhilarated at anothei . But
whatever be his purpose, whether to gladden or depress, or to conduct

the story, without vehemence of emotion, thiough tracts of easy

and familiar dialogue, he never fails to attain his purpose. As he

commands ns, we laugh, or mourn, or sit silent with quiet expecta-

tion, in tranquillity without indifference.*, .

The force of his comic scenes has suffered little or no diminution

from the changes made by a century and a half, m manners or in

words. As his pel sonages act upon principles arising from genuine

passion (which is) very httle modified hy parttciilar formSj their

pleasures and vexations are communicable to all times and to all

places- They are natural and therefore durable ; the adventitious

peculiarities of personal habits, are only superficial dyes, brighc and

pleasing for a little while, yet goon fading to a dim tmet, without

any remains of former lustre But the discriminations of true

passion (different passions) are the colours of nature* They pervade

the whole mass, and can only perish with the body that exhibits

them .....The accidental compositions of heterogeneous modes (the

chance-inmglmgs of different forms) are dissolved by the chance

which combined them , but the uniform simplicity of primitive

qualities neither admits increase, nor suffers decay. The sand

heaped by one flood is scattered by another, but the rock always

continues in its place. The stream of time, which is continually

washing the dissoluble fabrics of other poets, passes without injury

by the adamant of ShakesxDeare

It has been much disputed, whether Shakespeare owed his

excellence to his own native force, or whether he had the common
helps of scholastic education, the precepts of critical science, and

the examples of ancient authors .There is however proof enough

that he was a very diligent reader .But the greater part of

his excellence was the prodnet of his own genius. He found the

English stage in a state of the utmost rudeness,.*...Neither charac*

ter nor dialogue were yet understood. Shakespeare may be truly said

to have introduced them both amongst us, and in soma of his

happier scenes to have carried them both to the utmost height,

However favoured by nature, he could impart only what he had
learned ;

and as he must increase his ideas, like other mortals, by
gradual acquisition, he, like them, grew wiser as he grew older^

could display life better as he knew it more, and instruct with more

efficacy as he was himself more amply instructed.

Speculation (science) had not yet attempted to analyse the mind,
to trace the passions to their sources, to unfold the seminal principles

of VICO and virtue, or sound the depths of the heart for the motives
gf action. All those enq^uiries which, from the time that human
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aafeure became the fashionable study, have been made sometimes
with nice discernment, but often with idle subtlety, were yet

unattempted. The tales with •which the infancy of learning was
satisfied, exhibited only the superficial appearances of action, related

the events, but omitted the causes, and were formed for such as

delighted in wonders,—(giants, dragons, and enchantments),—rather

than m truth. Mankind was not then to be studied in the closet ; he
that would know the world, was under the necessity of gleaning his

own remarks, by mingling as he could in its business and amuse-
ments Shakespeare, whether life or nature be his subject, shows
plainly, that he has seen with his own eyes ; he gives the image

which he receives, not weakened or distorted by the intervention

of any other mind ; the ignorant feel his representations to be just,

and the learned see that they are complete.

(14) Thomas Carlyle. (1840)

Shakespeare's Vision, Insight, Portrait-painting • I think the

best judgment, not of this country only, but of Europe at large, is

slowly pointing to the conclusion, that Shakespeare is the chief of

all Poets hitherto
;
the greatest intellect who, in our recorded world,

has left record of himself in the way of Literature. On the whole,

I know not such a power of vision, such a faculty of thought, (if we
take all the characters of it) in any other man Or again, it is in

what I call Portrait-painting, delineating of men and things,

especially of men, that Shakespeare is great. All the greatness of

the man comes out decisively here The word that will describe

the thing, follows of itself from such clear intense sight of the

thing, the seeing eye, (the clear 'understanding of the thing).

Nature's truthful Mirror

:

And, is not Shakespeare’s morality,

his valour, his candour, tolerance, truthfulness ; his whole
victorious strength and greatness which can triumph over such
obstructions, visible there too ? Great as the world ! No twisted,

poor, convex-concave mirror, reflecting all objects with its own
convexities and concavities ; a perfectly level mirror It is truly

a lordly spectacle how this great soul takes in all kinds of men
and objects, a Falataff, and Othello, a Juliet, a Coriolanus ; sets

them all forth to us in their round completeness ; loving, just, the

eijual brother of all

His Intellect was a Gift of Nature

:

And the faculty which
enables him to discern the inner heart or harmony of things is not the

result of habits or accidents, but the gift of Nature herself It is

the Superiority of his Intellect (under which faculty I include all

others)* We talk of faculties, as if they were distinct things,

separable; as if a man had intellect, imagination, fancy etCij

(separately), as he has hands, feet and arms. That is a capital

error* Then again, we hear of a man’s ‘ intellectual nature* ’ and
of his ‘ moral nature,’ as if these again were divisible and existed

apart. Necessities of language do perhaps prescribe such forms
of utterance ; we must speak, I am aware, in that way if we are

to speak at all. But words ought not to harden into things for us.

It seems to me, our apprehension of this matter is, for most part,

Hadieally falsifled thereby. We ought to know wi^al, and to keep
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for ever in mind, that these divisions are at bottom bat names

;

that man’s spiritual (psychological) nature, the vital Force which
dwells in him, is essentially one and indivisible

; that what we call

imagination, tancy, understanding, and so forth, are but different

figures of the same Power of Insight, all indissolubly connected
with each other

Knowledge, based on Love

:

To know a thing, to acquire what
we call knowledge, a man must first love the thing, sympathise
with it

;
that is, be virtuously related to it. If he have not the

justice to put down his own selfishness at every turn, the courage
to stand by the dangerous truth at every turn, how shall he know ?

His virtues, all of them, will lie recorded in his knowledge. Nature
with her truth, remains to the bad, to the selfish and the

pusillanimous, forever a sealed book; what such can know of
Nature is mean, superficial, small ; for the uses of the day merely.

Fox-Morality in Men,—classes and races : But does not the
very Fox know something of Nature? Exactly so; it knows where
the geese lodge ! The human Beynard, very frequent everywhere in

the world, what more does he know but this and the like of this ?

Nay, if the Fox had not a certain vulpine morality, he could not
even know where the geese were, or get at the geese ! If he spent
his time in splenetic reflections on his own misery, his ill-usage by
Nature, by Fortune, by other Foxes, and soiforth ; and if he had
not courage, promptitude, practicality, and other suitable vulpine

gifts and graces, he would catch no geese. We may say of the Fox
too, that his morality and insight are of the same dimensions

;

different faces of the same internal unity of vulpine life I These
things are worth stating.

His Tears and Laughs ; Doubt it not, he had his own sorrows

;

those sonnets of his will even testify expressly in what deep waters

he had waded, and swum struggling for his life How could a
man delineate a Hamlet, a Coriolanus, a Macbeth, so many suffering

heroic hearts, if his own heroic heart had never suffered ?—^And now,
in contrast with all this, observe his mirthfulness, his genuine over-

flowing love of laughter ! You would say, in no point does he
exaggerate but only in laughter......And then, if not always the

finest, it is always a genial laughter. Not at mere weakness, at

misery or poverty ; never. No man who can laugh, what we call

laughter, will laugh at these things. It is some poor character only,

desiring to laugh, and have the credit of wit, that does so. Laughter
means sympathy.

Once a poor Peasant, now a real King. He cannot be exchanged

for the whole of our Indian Empire

:

Well ; this is our poor
Warwickshire Peasant who rose to be a Manager of a Playhouse

We did not account him a god, like Odin, while ha dwelt with us.....

But consider what this Shakespeare has now actually become among
us Consider now, if they asked us. Will you give up your Indian

Empire or your Shakespeare, you English 1 Eeally, it were a grave

question. Official persons would answer doubtless m official

language. But we, for our part too, should not we be forced to
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answer :—Indian Empires or no Indian Empire, we cannot do with-

out Shakespeare ! Indian Empire will go, at any rate, some day.

But this Shakespeare does not go, he lasts forever with ns ; we
cannot give up our Shakespeare !

Shakespeare should serve as a bindings umting force i England,
this Island of ours, before long, will hold but a small fraction of the

English. In A^merica, m New Holland, east and west to the very
Antipodes, there will be a Saxondon, (more appropriately, English-

Speaking Humandom) covering great spaces of the Globe. And
now, what is it that can keep all these together into virtually one
Nation (one Society), so that they do not fall out and fight, but live

at peaces in brothexlike intercourse,helping one another ^ This is

justly regarded as the greatest practical problem—the thing all

manner of sovereignties and governments are here to accomplish.

What IS it that will accomplish this ^ Acts of Parliament, adminis-

trative Prime-ministers, cannot. America is parted from us^ so far

as Parliament could part it But this King Shakespeare^ does

not he shine, in crowned sovereignty, over us all, as the noblest,

gentlest, yet strongest of rallymg-signs ?

(15) John Ruskin, (1843): On Shakespeare’s Grasp of Human Nature,

—

Shakespeare seems to have been sent essentially to take tmiversal

and equal grasp of human nature; and to have been removed,
therefore, from all influences which could in the least warp or bias

his thoughts. It w^as necessary that he should lean no way; that he

should contemplate^ xvith absolute equahty of judgment^ the hfe of
the court, cloister, and tavern, and be able to sympathize so com-
pletely with all creatures as to deprive himself, together \vith his

personal identity, even of his conscience, as he casts himself into

their hearts (a) He must be able to enter into the soul of FaU
staff or Shylock with no more sense of contempt or horror than

Falstaff or Shylock themselves feel for or in themselves, otherwise,

his own conscience and indignation would make him unjust to

them,— he would turn aside from somcbhing, miss some good, or

overlook some essential palliation, (b) He must be utterly wtth->

out anger, utterly unthout purpose; for, if a man has any serious

purpose in life, that which runs counter to it, or is foreign to it, it

will be looked at frowmngly or carelessly by him Not, for him,

the founding of institutions, the preaching of doctrines, or the rep-

ression of abuses. Neither he, nor the sun, did on any morning
that they rose together, receive charge from their Maker concermg
such things. They were both of them to shme on the evil and good

;

both to behold unoffondedly all that was upon the earth, to burn
unappalled upon the spears of kings, and undisdaining, upon the

reeds of the river......

(16) Goethe, the great German,—Poet, Dramatist, Statesman, Scientist—^says

of Shakespeare’s power of truthful Characterization (1774-75),

—

His characters are like watches with^ dial-plates of transparent

crystal; Jthey show you the hour like others, and the inward

mechanism also is all visible.
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(17) Victor Hugo, a Frencli savant, poet and novelist, has these terse and
brilliant observations on Shakespeare

; (1864):

The poet is necessarily at once poet, historian, and philosophgr.

Herodotus and Thales are included m Homer. Shakespeaie, likewise,

IS this triple man He is besides, a painter, a painter upon a colossal

scale The poet in reality does more than relate, he exhibits Poets
have in them a receiver and a reflector. Hence issue those grand
hmnnoiis spectres from their hram These phantoms have life To
have an existence as real as that of Achilles would be the ambition
of Alexander. Shakespeare has tragedy, comedy, fairy scenes, hymn,
farce, deep divine laughter, terror and horror,—m one word, the

drama He touches the two poles, belongs to Olympus and to

the itinerant show. No possibility escapes him When he shows
truths he shows it naked. His cruelty ts pathetic He shows you
a mother, Constance, the mother of Arthur

,
and when he has brought

you to such a point of tenderness that your heart is as her heait, he

kills the child No respite to anguish Shakespeare flows

towards the terrible. Shakespeare, iEschylus, Dante, are the great

streams of human emotion, pourings from the depth of their cavern,

the urn of tears The poet is only limited by his aim, he

considers nothing but the idea to be worked out He recognizes no

sovereignty, no necessity, save the idea

Shakespeare in philosophy, as in fancy, goes at times deeper than

Homer Beyond Priam there is Lear . to weep at Ingratitude is

worse than to weep at Death. Homer meets envy and creates

TherstteSi a deformed, scurrilous, Grecian Chief Shakespeare creates

Rtchaid III, Envy is exposed in its nakedness all the more strongly

for being clothed in purple. Envy on the throne,—what more
striking'^ Deformity in the person of the tyrant is not enough for

this philosopher. He must have it also in the shape of the valet,

and he creates Falstafl .... Why crown this monster, John^ Why
kill that child, Arthur Why have Joan of Arc burned '> Why Monk,

triumphant Why Louis XV, happy ^ Why Louis XVI, punished ?...

Comedy bursts forth in the ;\nidst of tears

;

the sob rises out of

laughter ; figures mingle and clash ; massive ferms, as of beasts,

pass clumsily specties, souls, dragon-flies of the shadow, flies of the

twilight, flutter among all those black reeds that we call passions and

events At one pole Lady Macbeth, at tjie other Titania : a colossal

thought, and an immense caprice... .e

Few poets surpass him m this psychical research. Many of the

strangest pecuhartUes of the himan mind are indicated by him,,, ..

To all this mental prodigality.—analysis, synthesis, creation in flesh

and bone, reverie, fancy, science, metaphysics,—add history. Here

the history of historians, there the history of the tale This

history contains specimens of ever}dhing,^—of the traitor, from

Macbeth, the assassin of his guest, up to Conolanus, the assassin of

his country ; of the despot, from the tyrant brain, C^ser, to the

tyrant belly, Henry VIII ; of the carnivore, from the lion down to

the usurer, Shylock, the well-bitten Jew. Again, on the desert heath,

there appear in the twilight, three black shapes promising crowns to

murderers Inordinate force, exquisite charrn, epic ferocity
;

pity,

creative faculty, gaiety (thaf lofty gaiety unintelligible to narrow
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understandings), sarcasm (the cutting lash for the wickedj, sidereal

giandeur, micioscopic tenuit}
,
a universe of poetry,—all are there

b\ turns

f

A Reply to some critics • ‘ Tot us in aniifhcsi \ says (critical) Jonathan

PoLbes Yes, Shakespeare is all in antithesis. Coitamly, he is

hkc creation. What is cioation ^ Good and evil, ]ov and sorrow,

man and woman, loai and souo, dove and vulture, bee and drone,

mountain and valle\, love and hate, the medal and its reverse,

beauty and ugliness, star and swine, high and low. Nature is the

eternal bifoim. The antithts%s of Shakespeare is the umveisal

antithesis, present alwaj s and everywhere ; it is the ubiquity

of opposites ;— life and death, cold and heat, ]ust and unjust, angel

and demon, heaven and earth, flower and weed, melody and noise,

spirit and flesh, self and nofc-self, objective and subjective, inatter

and foice ...Before removing this antithesis from Art, we should

begin ))y removing it from Nature.

'But he is not Model afCs Sober, and Discreef, say others. What is

this—a iGcomiTiendation for a domestic or a slave ? No It is an
eulogy upon a writer. A ceitam school called 'serious* seems
to think that the onlv question should be to preserve literature

from indigestioti. Poiiner 1}, the cry was 'fecundity and power*;
to-day it IS baileT“ginel * But you aie in resplendent gaiden of
the Muses, where those divine blos^^^orns of the mind (that the

Greeks call ‘tropes*) blow m not and luxuriance on every branch
;

everyw'here the ideal imago, eveijnvhere the thougbt-flowei

.

evei^whei o fruits, metaphors, golden apples> perfumes, colour, rays^

strophes, wonders,. The beautiful intoxicates^ the noble inebriates,

the ideal causes giddiness When you have walked among the

stars, 30U aie capable of refusing an ' under prefecture^; von are

no longer m your right mind .You wdl not even salute the
Loid IncitatuR, consul and hoi^e Therefoie, on to sobriety,.

decorum, respect for aarthorily, irreproachable toilet I No poetry
unless it is fashionably dressed. An uncombed savannah, a lion

which does not pare its naih, an unregulated torrent, .. Oh I

shocking. A Juvenal, spitting on the tyrant Pie ! ...Hencefoi th,

the rose-bush is to be required to count its roses ; the meadow^ to
be requested not to be so prodigal of daisies

;
the spring to bo

commanded to calm itself. The nests are rather too prolific

Attention, groves’ not so raany warblors, if you please The
Milky Wa} will have the goodness to number its stars; there arc

a good many ... Btop the nightingnles in your trees. These ugly
fowl do noLhing but bawl all night through .. If Polyhymnia goes
by with her hair floating a little, what a scandal !

Quick ^ they call

the heii-dresser— . Thence, we have a discipline in hteratiue and
art. Pall into line,—right dress I Society must be saved in literature

as well as polities Every one knows that poetry is a frivolous

insignificant thing, childishly occupied in seeking rhymes, barren,
vain; consequently, away wutb this folly I If behoves us to he up
the thinkers securelyK To the kennel with him ^ He is dangerous ^

What is a poet ? Por honourv nothing; for persecution, everything...

This race of writers requires repression. It is useful to have
recourse to the secular arm. The means vary* Prom time to
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time, a good banishment IS 62ipedient. The Iisf of exiled xi^riters

opens with ^schylus, Oind does not close with Voltaire. Bach
century has its link in the chain. But there must be at least a
pretext for exile, banishment, and proscription. Exile cannot
be applied in all cases It is rather unhappy It is important
to have a lighter weapon for everyday skirmishing A State cnticisin^
duly sworn and accredited, can render service To organize the
persecution of writers is not a bad thing. To entrap the pen by
the pen is ingenious. Why not have litemrv pohcemen
Therefore, to arras against this new {generation ^ To arms against
the modern spirit : And dou^n with Democracy^ the daughter of
Philosophy f

Sobiiety m poetry IS poverty ; simplicity is grandeur. To give
to each thing the quantity of space which fits it, netither more nor
less: this is simplicity. Simplicity is justice The whole law of
taste is m thai. Each thing put m its own place and spoken with
its own word .. ..The higher criticism alone, which takes its

starting point from enthusiasm, penefcrates and comprehends these

profound laws Opulence, profusion, dazzling radiancy, may be
simplicity. The sun is simple. Simplioicy being true, is artless.

Artlessness is the countenance of truth Shakespeare is simple in

the grand manner
;
he is infatuated with it ; but petty simplicity is

unknown to him. The simplicity which is impotence, the simplb
city which is short-mmded, is a case for pathology A hospital

ticket suits it better than a ride on the hippogriff I admit that
the hump of Thersites is simple ‘ but the pectoral muscles of

Hercules are simple also. I prefer this simplicity to the other • ...

But then th%s Shakespeare respects nothing he goes •straight on,

putting out of breath those who wish to follow him He strides over

proprieties
; he overthrows Aristotle

,
he spreads havoc among the

Jesuits, the Methodists, the Purists, and the Puritans; he puts

Loyola to disorderly rout and upsets Wesley
,

he is valiant, bold,

enterprising militant, diiect. His inkstand smokes like a crater. Pen
in hand, his brow blazing, he goes on, driven by the demon of genius.

The stallion is over-demonstrative ;
there are jack-mules passing by,

to whom this is displeasing To be prolific is to be aggiessive......It

infringes the rights of neuters. For nearly three centuries, Shake-

speare, the poet, all brimming with vuility, has been looked upon by
sober critics with discontented air ...Yet this docs not hinder

Shakespeare from thinking of you, spectator orreader^ fi om preaching

to you, from giving you advice, from being ^miir friend, like the

lust good-natured La Fontaine vou meet, and from lendenng you
small services.

Othello, Romeo, lago, Macbeth, Shylock, Richard, Juliet, Titania,

—

men, women, witches, fairies, souls,—Shakespeare is the grand disfii-

butor ; take, take, take, all of you ’ Do you want more*? Here are

Ariel, Parolles, Macduff, Prospeio, Viola, Miranda, Caliban More } et ?

Here are Jessica, Cordelia, Cressida, Portia, Brabantio, Polonius,

Horatio, Mercutio, Imogen, Pandaius of Troy, Bottom, Theseus Ecce

Deus\ He is never empty. In him is something of the

fathomless. He fills up again, and spends himself
;
then recommen-

ces. He is the spendthrift of gemus. He gives, scatters, squanders

himself......What is this vast intemperate song that he sings
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through the centuries,— \vai-song> drinking-song, love-ditty,—which
passes from King Lear to Queen Mab, and from Hamlet to Falstaff,

heart-rending at times as a sob, grand as the Illiad ^

From time to time, there comes to th%s globe one of these spirits

Their passage, as we have said, renews art, science, philosophy, or
society. They fill a century, then disappear. Then it is not one
century alone that their light illuminates, but humanity from the
beginning to the end of time The characterisUc of men of genitts

of the first order is to produce ^— each a peculiar model of man. They
all bestow on humanity its portrait,—some laughing, some weeping,
others pensive

; these last are the greatest. Plautus (Roman comedy
writerj laughs, and gives to man Amphitryon

;
Rabelais (French

humorist) laughs, and gives to man Gargantua
; Cervantes (Spanish

Witj laughs, and gives to man Don Quixote; Beaumarchais
(a French Comedian) laughs, and gives to men Figaro (a character

who outwits everyone by his dexterity, cunning and intrigue)

,

Moliere weeps, and gives to man Alceste^ (counterpart of Timon,
the misanthrope)

;
Shakespeare dreams, and gives to man Hamlet

,

iEschylus meditates, and gives to man Prometheus. The others

are great, but Asschylus and Shakespeare are vast» These
portraits of humanity (left to humanity as a last farewell by those

passing spirits, the poets) are rarely flattering, always exact, likenesses

of profound resemblance Vice, or folly, or virtue, is extracted fiom

the soul and stamped upon the visage The tear congealed, becomes
a pearl

;
the smile petrified, at last appears a menace; wrinkles are

the furrows of wisdom
, certain frowns ate tragic. This series of

models of man is a permanent lesson for the generations * each

century adds m some figures.

The man of ^Fschylus is Prometheus, and the man of Shakespeare

is Hamlet. They are two marvellous Adams Prometheus is action,

Hamlet is hesitation, doubt. In Prometheus the obstacle is exterioi

,

in Hamlet it is interior Behold the mysterious confrontment of

those two captives, Prometheus and Hamleb, Nothing can be more
fiercely wild than Prometheus stretched in the Caucasus, It is gigantic

tragedy The old punishment which our ancient laws of torture

called ‘ extension —this, Prometheus undergoes ; onU the rack is a

mountain. What is his crime He taught man the use of fire,—the

use of reason, knowledge, art and science He taught the Right.

To characterize Right as crime, and movement as rebellion, is the

immemorial custom and skill of tyrants. Prometheus has done on

Olympus what Eve did in Eden,—he has taken a little knowledge,

Jupiter, identical indeed with Jehovah, punishes this temerity of

having desired to live. Prometheus is the Right conquered. Jupiter

has, as is always the case, consummated the usurpation of power by
the punishment of Right Olympus claims the aid of Caucasus.

Prometheus is fastened there by the brazen collar There is the Titan,

fallen, prostrate, nailed down Mercui y, everybody's friend, comes to

give him counsel, the counsel of cowardice .....Mercury, the god Vice,

serves Jupiter, the god Crime. These flunkeys m evil are marked to

this day by the veneration of the Thief for the Assassin There is

something of that law in the arrival of the Diplomatist behind the

Conqueror. The masterworks are immense m this,—that they are

eternally present in the deeds of humanity Prometheus, on the
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Caucasus, IS Poland after 1772 ; France after 1815’ the Revolution
after Brumaire. Mercury speaks; Prometheus listens but little.

Offers of amnesty miscarry when it is the victim alone who should
have the right to grant pardon ...Meanwhile tears flow around him,
the earth despairs, the liberator is enchained

But where does the Right dwelP^ In the maiticulate murmur of

those wretched bieaths mingled together,—utteiing wonderful words,

Future, Humanity, Liberty, Equality, Progress And the poet listens,

and he hears He bends lower and lower, and he weeps And
with a loud voice he demands a reckoning And he says, Here is the

effect t And he says. Here is the Cause’ Light is the remedy,...,,

fire for the oppressors, dew for the oppressed, Ah
!
you deem that

an evil ^ Well, we, for our part, approve it, It seems to us right

that some one should speak when all are suffering. The ignorant

who enjoy, and the ignorant who suffer, have equal need of intruc-

tion. The law of fraternity is derived from the law of laboui. The
practice of hlUng one another has had tfs day ; the hour has come

for lovtng one another. It is by promulgating these tiuths that the

poet IS good For that, he must be of the people
, for that, he must

be of the populace He must live the life in common with those

exiles from joy who are called the poor—such is the first duty of

poets. It IS useful, it is necessary, that the breath of the people should

traverse these all-powerful souls. The people have something to say

to them. It IS good that there should be in Euripides a flavour of

the herb-dealers of Athens
;
and in Shakespeare, of the sailors of

London

Sacrifice to Hhe mob’, O poet* sacrifice to that unfortunate,

disinherited, vanquished, vagabond, shoeless, famished, repudiated,

despairing mob ;
sacrifice to it, if it must be and when it must be,

thy repose, thy fortune, thy joy, thy country, thy liberty, thy life.

The mob is the human race in misery The mob is the great victim

of darkness . . .Alas ’ it suffers so much, and it knows nothing

Correct it, warn it, instruct it, guide it, tram it. Put it to the school

of honesty Make it spell truth, show it the alphabet of leason,

teach it to read virtue, probity, genet osit\, mercy Hold thy book

wide open Be ever thete m the form of light It is beautiful that

Foice should have Right for a master, that Progress should have

Courage as a leader, that intelligence should have Charity as a

sovereign, that Conscience should have Duty as a despot, that Civili-

zation should have Liberty as a queen, and that the servant of

Ignorance should be the Light

Memorable things have been done during the last eight}- years.

The pavement is cluttered with the rubbish of a vast demol;tion.

What IS done is but little compared with what lemains to be done

To destroy is mere task-^ork

;

the work of the artist is to build

Progress demolishes with the left hand
;

it is with the light hand

that it builds .A great deal of useful destruction had, up to this

hour, been accomplished
;

all the old cumbersome civilization is,

thanks to our fathers, cleared away Now to bu;ld, to construct.

To construct the people To construct it according to the laws of

progress. To construct it by means of light. To work for the people,

—

this is the great and urgent need. And Shakespeare gives repeated

hmt^ of this building process......
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(18) Dr, G. G. GerviHUS,' (1850),“—Oi?e of the Pioneer German Critics, and
Intelligent Admirers of Shakespeare,—on the Passions, Art and Morality—

Diiman uature is not merely presented by Shakespeare (an m the an-

cient diama) in its typical characters, it is also portrayed (m his poetical

creations) in distinct individualised forms We look within upon the

inner life of the man in all its conditions
,
we gam a glimpse into the

dealings of all classes and ranks, into all kinds of family and private

life, into all phases of public history. We are introduced into the

life of the Roman Aristocracy, Republic, and Monarchy; into the mythic
heroic age of the first inhabitants of Gaul and Biitam

,
into the

adventuious world of the Bomantic period of Chivalry and the

Middle Ages, and upon the soil of English history both of mediaeval
and modem date Upon all these epochs, and upon all their mani-
fold circunijatances, the poet looks from a superior point of view, so

exalted above prejudice and party, above people and age, and wifeh

such a soundness and certainty of judgment in matters of art, custom,
politics, and religion, that he appears to heJoivg to a latfei and i iper

generation He displays, in all the general or special conditions of
the inner and outer Jife, a wisdom and a knowledge of human nature

which constitutes him a teacher of unquestionable authority He has
derived his views of morality so richly from his observation of the
outer woj.ld, and he has so refined them by a richer inner life, that he
deserves *mor6 than perhaps any other writer to be^trustfally chosen
as a guide in oiir passage through the world.

' N. B, Prof. Furnivall, m his Introduction (1874) to Gervinus Work,
“^Shakespeare Commentaries—says, “ It is a disgrace to England,
that even now, 258 years after Shakespeare's death, the study of him
has been so narrow, and the criticism, however good, so devoted to
the mere text and its illustration, and to studies of single plays, that
no book of au Englishman exists which deals in any worthy manner with
Shakespeare as a whole, which tracks the rise and growth ol his genius
from the boyish romanticism or the sharp youngmnnishness of his
early plays, to the magnificence, the splendour, the divine intuition,
which mark his ablest works The profound and generous Commentaries
of Gervinus, an honor to a German to have written, and a pleasure to
an Englishman to read—is still the only book known to me that comes
near the true treatment and the dignity of its subject, or that can be put
into the hands of the student who wants to know the mind of
Shakespeare. , . . ,

,

Tl^ truth of these woids has been confirmed by all the best judges
to whom 1 have spoken about Gervinus's Commentaries since. One
ot the ^lest of these is my friend, Profes'ior J. R. Seeley (author of
Ecce Homo and of the Expansion of England). He had been a
student or Sh^espeare from his youth. He said, on returning the
book to rne. The play of Cymbeline had always puzzled me ; and
now for the first time, Gervinus has explained it. I could not have
believed befoi^, that any man could have taught me* at my time of
hie so much about one of Shakespeare's plays. It is all clear now * In
Germany, Gervinus hook still holds its ground as the best aesthetic work
on our great poet, and is respected by all thoughtful men.
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To study earnestly and eagerly the works of such a man, rewards
every trouble and demands every effort There is an old and
excellent rule, that, for self-culture, a little of the good should be read,

but that little again and again. In no ease will the application of this

rule be so richly rewarded as m the study of Shakespeare, For he
is ever new, and he cannot satiate. Not only he may, but he must,
be often read> To diaw nearer to him, demands honest industry

earnest endeavour. Such is not only the experience of every single

man but of the whole world.,,,. And almost two centuries of this

period had passed away before the men appeared who first recognised

Shakespeare’s entire merit and capacity . Why did this poet so long

remain an enigma to the whole literary w^orld and historj^ ^ Why
Because he was an ^extraordinary man

,
the ordinary alone is com-

prehended quickly
, it is only the commonplace that is free from

misconception We only knew this wdien we translated him From
Wieland and Eschenburg to Schlegel and Voss, we had a number of

translations, ever newly issued and ever newdy read But w^e were
chiefly indebted to the translation of A W. Schlegel, which even
Englishmen read with admiration. The archaisms are here eiased,

the rough words of the period gently modified, yet the whole charac-

ter IS faithfully maintained The sensibility of the German nature,

the flexibility of our language, and the tas^e and mind of the trans-

lator, procure for this work equally great and lastijig honour More
than any other effort on behalf of the English poet, this translation

has made him our own

The great zeal for Shakespeare, manifested in German literatuie,

reacted (in the beginning of this centmw) upon England. When
Nathan Drake m 1817 published his ample work upon Shakespeare
and his times, the idolatry of the poet had passed already to his native
land An aesthetic study of the poet is little cared for by Drake
A totally different treatment of 'the poet had been attempted by
Coleridge even before Drake .. ..m 1811—12. But it is ohl} lately

that in England, a new period of Shakespeare criticism has begun in

which no longer cavilling fanlffinders, but enlightened admirers, have
purified and explained the works of the poet

But we ever return (when we seek a model explanation of Shake-
speare’s works) to Goethe and his interpretation of Hamlet Upon this

lemarkable play, the most glaringly opposed opinions have centred;
the Uirmng-point of the true appreciation of the poet was to tssne

from these conflicting views (1) Voltaire who had read this piece,

in order to criticise and make use of it, saw in it onh’ a heap of
disconnected and confused scenes His verdict deserves never to be for-

gotten, “-Hamlet is mad in the second act, and his mistress is so m
the third; the prince, feigning to kill a rat, kills the father of his

.mistress, and the heroine throws herself into the river. They bury
her on the stage, the grave-diggers utter quodlibets worthy of them,
holding skulls in their hands; Pimce Hamlet replies to their disgust-

tmg follies with coarseness not less disgusting. During this time, one
of the actors makes the conquest of Poland. Hamlet, his mother,
and his step-father, drink together on the stage

,
they sing at table,

they quarrel, they strike, and they kill.” (2) Now arose Goethe, and
this same alleged chaos suddenli' appeared as an haimonious world
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full of adm Liable older He pointed out one single bond which linked

togethei the appaiently disconnected scenes and chaiacters, one

single thoiightj to which eveiy action and every figure may betiaced*

Every inconsistency of chaiacter finds its explanation, every offending

passage its justification, every apparently incidental part or action its

necessity, evei\ hetciogeneous episode its connection with the whole.

It was to be expected that the example of Goethe's explanation

of Hamlet would not be lost What he did for the single piece, we
wished to see cained out for the whole. To make this attempt is my
present task. Now that the way has been once indicated, it will be

yet oflener done
;
the effort has been already made,

Shakespeare’s works should properly be explained only by representation

For that, and for that alone, were they written. The separation of

dramatic poetry from histrionic art through which both arts have

suffered, was unknown in Shakespeare’s time The main difficully to

the understanding of his plays lies thus alone in this, that we read

them, but do not see them, fot, full as they are of poetic

beauties, of psychological characteristics, of moral worldly wisdom,
of references and allusions to the circumstances and persons of the

time, they divert attention to the most different points and place a

difficulty in the way of the comprehension and enjoyment of the

whole. •But when they are performed by actors who are equal to the

poet, a division of laboui takes place, which, by the interposition of a

second art, assists us to the easier enjoj^ent of the first Actois

who understand their parts relieve us of the trouble, we have in

reading, of separating perhaps twenty different characters, and
understanding them and their mutual relations.. ....Every historical

w’-ork of Art reflects the mmd of the nanator no less than the subject

presented ; and this only acquires a living reality for the human mind,

when it has been received and newly fashioned by the cieative powder

of human genius (From “ Introduction ” by Gervinus )

The points of view, from which this many=sided poet, his gift, his

character and his art, may be studied aie countless ; endless is the

matenal out of which the threads of ‘^uch a universal examination

may be spun .And yet, concerning his opinion, in the coui'se of

three centuries, has so greatly changed, and even now is so divided

among the English themselves. (1) In Johnson’s time, the opinion

was held that Shakespeare often did not know his own intention , and
that he owed his gi eatest beauties to meie hi( kv hits. (2) In the

present day, Birch and Courtenay, undeteired bv the indication of deep
contrivance in his dramas, deny all fixed plan m ShakespeaieN
works. They have solemnly protested against the worship of his

genius, and thought it blasphemy in Coleridge to call him supei human
(a) Taste]essness, ox of the sense of beauty

,
(b) nre-

gttlarify, or w^ant of the spirit of anangement
, (c) the realistic

drawing from nature in his works, or the want of artistic ideality ,

these were formerly and are still the standing objections urged against

Shakespeare...,. We wall go over all these points (bnefl}).

First, as concerns the poet’s taste or sense of beauty, we wall not

deny that w^e ourselves have found marks of a perverted and unculti-
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vated taste in his indelicacies, in his laboured play upon woids, and
odd conceits, or in the cutting off of heads and putting out of ej es

on the stage, or in his strange anachronisms
;
also in the number and

style of metaphorical images which characterise Shakespeare’s

poetical conversations. One geneial remark in reference to these

must precede all other explanations. These censures universally refer

only to isolated scenes.... And though we have neither concealed

nor excused error of this kind, yet, looking upon them as exceptions

and trifles, we have upon principles not laid more stress upon them
than was due with reference to so great a whole. All beauty dependfs

upon symmetry and proportion An overgrowth, which sucks out the

strength of a flowering plant and destroys its shape, may be m the

oak the harmless sport of exuberance, and even an ornament to its

form
;
bushes w^hich would be a wilderness a garden, may enhance

the beauty of the grander scenes of nature.

Irregularity, when isolated and taken out of its place, will always

be ugly, while in its proper connection it may add to the charm of

variety. Those good men of Polonius’ School, who cannot see beyond

their beardsj who nevei get beyond such particular (^etaiIs as ^ that

is a foolish figure ;

’
‘ that’s an ill phiase, a vile phrase ‘ that

is good, this too long such as these, Hamlet sends ‘to the barber's

with their beards* and their arb-critioiams ; they are out of place

with such a poet as Shake^^peare . ...If, for next century, we would

only see Shakespeare acted, instead of reading him alone as we have

hitherto done, perhaps all that appeared to us unsuitable would

stand forth, if not as beauties of art, yet as truths of nature. For
most of the errors of taste, in Shakespeare, have turned out to be

striking touches of character ; the aesthetic deformities imputed to

Shakespeare's poetry proved the moral deformities of certain of his

characters; and what had been denounced as fault was found to be an

excellence.

Thus it is, almost everywhere, with those obscenities and naive

expressions, with that forced wit and those conceits, and that enigma-

tical depth of speech and expression. In single instances among
his early works, many disfigureraonts of this kind cannot perhaps

be justified But we must not suffer ourselves to be disgusted with

the poet on this account any more than with Homer for the naive

epithets at which the refined age smiles. To lay aside the exterior

garb of the time, in speech and manners, is beyond any man's power.

We know with v^hai coarseness, not long before Shakespeare, the

most learned priests entered into controversy, and the greatest man
of the age exchanged Writings with the English king I We know
that noble ladies of those times far exceeded in indecency of language

what the poet puts into the mouth of his boldest characters. We
know that burlesque wit was then common property and the general

taste of society in popular literature. We know that those conceits were

naturalised, in the highest court circle and among the learned......

It iff, therefore, no wonder that in Shakespeare, we can collecfc

a number of these strange conceits. It is rather a wonder that he

was the first to give a shock to this affectation of poetical diction by

the use of a healthy popular language . ...It was a wonder that Shake-
speare was so soon able so far to rise above the indecencies of his
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dramatic contemporaries and the bad taste of the Kjaliau court of
style

; that in his works the mean and absurd is never inserted for
its own sake; that, in his riper plays, the freedoms and follies of

language are confined to the tongues and circumstances to which
they are natural. It is only ascertain class of women in whom he
permits great freedom of speech, and Johnson never said anything more
untrne than that neither his gentlemen nor his ladies have much
delicacy, nor are sufficiently distinguishable from the clowns by any
appearance of refined manners It is only a certain class of men who
indnlge in witticisms and puns No indelicate expressions, no trifling

witticisms, can be pointed out in Antonio and Posthumus, Brutus
aud Cassius, Coriolanus and Othello, or any of his earnest
and active heroes. The witty among them condescend sometimes to
the wanton conversations of their more daring friends ; others are
so inaccessible to it that even a third person dare not attempt it

m their presence

The conceits, the obscurities, and extravagances of language are
always in characteristic places. Where confused thoughts oppose, cross
and preplex each other? tt is because the tlnnhng powers of the
speaker arc themselves lame or dull

;

where the meaning struggles
for expression, it is because the speaker hovers over the abyss of

mental excitement, in which the plummet of reason can find no
firm ground. But where the verse is heavy and the figuie grand,
the sense will be weighty. And rarely is it that, as in the descriptive

poems, great xvords are xmsted on small thoughts^ deep thought on
shallow subjects^ swelling figures on mean things, or that the har-
mony between matter and expression is injured The choice,

however, lies between taste and truth Those who from a childish

nicety would find fault with the truth of nature, the poet would have
set to rights, as Bacon did the fastidious persons who turned away from
what was naked and ugly in natural sciences, testifying that the sun of

Art shines on the cloaca as well as the palace without being soiled by
it

;
that what is worthy of existence may also be worthy of art ; and

that the stage is not an empty show-place for human pride, but a
market for the commerce of life as it is

Finally, many complaints have been made of Shakespeare's use of

metaphorical images, of their impiopnety, their confusion, of their

excessive accumulation .. ..But this is the characteristic of all poetr};

it is the only means Poetry possesses of transforming the thought,—the

instrument of the understanding, into an image, and of making it

the instrument of the imagination ...We ourselves have mentioned
some false metaphors m Shakespeare's works ...I^n Hamlet’s soliloqu}

,

in one sentence he speaks of a sea of troubles against which one takes

up arms ;
yet even by such disparate images, the'’ meaning is not

confused, but rather made clearer With more plausibility the

accumulation of the metaphors might be objected to. No rule is

more correct than the old one of Aristotle, that, in the use of meta-

phorical language, moderation is to he observed^ that there should not

be too many enigmas, and that the weight of the single images
should not oppress nor destroy the sense of the whole. But the

question is here whether we as critics have the greater taste, or

Shakespeare as a poet .....
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If, however, we would trul}^ make proof of the poet’s taste, we must
penetrate through all this exterior, which we may call the clothing or

body of Art, to its real soul . We still meet everywhere with a

degree of aesthetic and moral refinement to which, m the moie pol-

ished times after Shakespeare, but very few poets attained. (1)

Hear him, as a critic, pronounce those rules of art in Hamlet, and tell

ns who could have thought on the subject with more refinement *

(2) Try his knowledge of human nature in the progress he has

made in the estimate of women, and show us one to becompaied with

him in the delicate knowledge of the sex* (3) Ad\ance thence

to his delineation of the manly character, and count, among the most
delicately organised, even amongst women, those who could

find out the delicate line of distinction between false and tiue

heroism as in Coriolanus (4) Try the characters, the actions,

the sequences, the whole range of thought in his works, and in thisgiand

code of life, pictures, and wusdom, nothing is trivial, scarcely any-

thing is to be called antiquated m the lapse of these 300 years*

All the objections we have mentioned vanish however into insignifi-

cance when, for the *^akeof arriving at a right judgment of Shakes-

peare’s taste, we examine the whole structure and organisation of his

works of art

Expansion, Growth and Enrichment of the Human Mind:—Two thousand

years he betw^een Shakespeare and the flourishing period of the ancient

tragedy In this interval, Christianity [Time] laid open unknown
depths of mind

,
the Teutonic race, m their dispersion, filled the wide

spaces of the earth
,
the crusades opened the way to the East

,
later

voyages of discovery revealed the west and the whole form of the

globe
,
new spheres of knowledge presented themselves , whole nations

and periods of time arose and passed away; a thousand forms of

' public and private, of religious and political life had come and gone ;

the circle of views, ideas, experiences, and interests was immensely
enlarged

;
the mind thereby was made deeper and more expanded ; wants

increased
,
passions became multiplied and refined

;
the conflict of

human endeavours more numerous and intricate
,
the resources of the

mind immeasurable,

—

and all fins in a manner totally foreign to the

childish times of antiquity This abundance of external and internal

material streamed into the sphere of Art on all sides
;

poetry could not

lesist it without injury and even ruin... Each dramatist amplified

the drama in accoidance with his comprehensive matter into more
comprehensive forms. The things of the world had become compli-
cated and manifold

,
the variety of men,—their natures, their passions,

their situations, their mutually contending powders,—would not submit,

when dramatically represented, to be limited to a simple conclusion or

catastrophe; a wider circle or horizon must be drawn, the actions must
be represented throughout their course, and the motives of actions must
be more deeply searched for and represented Ait received the office

of confining the utmost fulness of matter within a corresponding
form No one has accomplished this task so well as Shakespeare

has done. Therein lies a great part of his aesthetic greatness. No
poet in the same space has represented so much with so little

;

none has so widely expanded this space within the given poeti'^'al

Jorm......
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Shakespeare conceives character to he the most hnportant part of the

^rama, and action to be only secondary. And hence it is that

Shakespeare’s characters have always been his greatest glory If on

other points there are discordant opinions, all agree to praise him on

this. His mastery of character and motives not only at all times

attracted the best actors, but soon also the dullest censors^ and

transformed pedants or scoffers into enthusiasts Pope called
^

it a

sort of injmy to designate Shakespeare’^s characters by so inapplicable

a name as copies of nature They are not gathered out of a casual

contact with a narrow circle of society, but sought for and obtained out

of the whole of humanity; they are not borrowed from other poetry^

they do not belong to the family of poetical but real beings, they are

not designs from pictures, not even designs from nature, but nature

itself

But although Shakespeare’s characters are true pictures of nature,

they are not nature only without the assistance of Art They are

neither mere abstractions and ideals, nor common chance peisoni-

fications, such as life brings indifferentl}^ before us. .....If Pope, for

example, said that Shakespeare^s characters were individuals like

those in real life, Johnson, on the contrar}^ remarked that the

characters of other poets are individuals, but that Shakespeare’s

commonly represent classes The paradox is true; when a character

with him IS most a portrait, then it is at the same time most the

representation of a whole class of men Nowhere are the peculiarities

so numerous as in Falstaff, Othello, and Hamlet, and yet these are

essentially typical characters, Hamlet has been called, with
at least partial truth, the type of men m general

This artistic blending of the general and the pai'ticular lies in this,

that Shakespeare has nowhere depicted men of exceptional natures

and properties belonging to any fixed time or place, his characters

are, above all, men, stirred by the emotions and passions common to

human nature in all ages Shakespeare’s representations of the passionate,

the prodigal, the hypocrite, are not portraits of this or that individual

but examples of these passions, elevated out of particular into generaT
truth. Of whom, in real hfe, ive may ftnd a thousand diinimshed
copies, but never the original m the exact proportions given by the
poet. What is Lear but a concrete pattern of intemperance and
Coriolanus, of haughtiness*^ So entirely is every part, every peculia-

rity, referred to the general idea of the character^ to a ruling motive.

They are full of life as in nature, and yet are mentally transparent.

They have been excellentl}' compared to clocks in glass cases, where
the mechanism, which sets them in motion, is visible.

What Js the moral spirit of Shakespeare’s works ^ If Shakespeare
seems to write with no moral aim, this very appearance is the triumph
of his art. For, Art is nojt intended to proclaim moral truth by direct

teaching, but by living, acting impulses, by illustration and example.

The touching of the heart is far more adapted than the cold language

to the head, to teach us to feel delight and disgust in nght and wrong,
and to develop in us that true self-love which staves to make the

good and the beautiful its own Morality was as much his object

aspo'^tiy He called evil a ‘deformity” and virtue ‘beauty”
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His poetic impulse, therefore, is inseparably interwoven with his

ethical feelings, because he took life as a whole, was himself a whole
man, in vhom the moral, aesthetic, and intellectual qualities weie
separated by no speculative analysis To knit poetry to life by this

moral cement, to sacrifice the outer beauty to the higher moialit}

when the mirror ^^as to be held up to life, to exhibit to the age in

this mirror no aesthetic flattering picture, but a moral pictuie of

unvarnished tiuth,—this is ihrouglioot the express aim of Shakespeare’s

poetry.

The relation of Shakespeare’s poetry to morality and to moral influence

upon men is most perfect In this respect, from Aristotle to Schiller,

nothing higher has been asked of poetry than that which Shakespeare

rendered If Bacon felt the lack of a science of human passions, he

might well have searched for this science before all m his neighboiii

Shakespeare
,

for, no other poetry has taught as his has done, by
reminders and warnings, th^it the faming of the passions is the aim of

human civilisation. Bvt the mere knoivledge of good and evil has
httle influence upon human passions. One noble Impulse does more

towards the ennobling of men than a hundred good piecepts, and
a bad passion is best subdued by the excitement of a better. If the

most desirable end in the moral perfection of men be, on the one hand^

—

(1) that impulse and passion within us should not be abandoned to

the blind constraint of nature, nor to the severe direction of impera-

tive law
, (2) that the sharp contrast, between an iron duty done

for duty’s sake and the sweet incentives of nature, should be softened ;

(3) that the oppression of the senses by excessive mental control,

and the loss of inward freedom by the blind dominion of inclination,

should be equally checked
; (4) that passion should be moderated

by reason
,
and, on the other hand, (5) that, that which is recog-

nised as reasonable should remain not unemployed but active, so

that the man should thus arrive at that completeness in which reason

and passion, sense and mind, should be united m the well-iegulated

inner precincts of the soul in one allied, never-conflicting activity

—

then xinJI poetry ever he the most effective gtnde to this end For,

^serious maxims’ frighten a man away from that which he endures in

sport; and therefore Schiller exhorted the poet thus to lay hold of

men’s minds . Shakespeare battled, on the one hand, like Goethe,

for nature, for the natural rights of the heart, against the pedantry of

propriety, against Puritanical austerity and mental error; he battled,

on the other hand, like Schillei, lor freedom of mind, for moderation

and discipiine, against the common enemy of man, the excess of the

passions No man has been so well acquainted with human pas-

sions as he . .. Successfullv to depict a strong passion demands
experience and knowdedge of the passion itself. But the problem is,

how to combine with this possession that high self-command and

inward balance which mainiains itself free from the real influence of

passion ,, Many modern poets are only the products of their own
passions. But when Shakespeare gives the rem to the wildest

passion, it is a grand and beautiful sight to see how he himself is

not carried away by it, and how, knowing its breed and lace, he

masters it to the yoke of his art, makes the unbridled still wilder

by call and whip, and at the same time understands how to tame

and guide it by a glance..... Possessing this property of perfect
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self-command, our poet never falls into the fault of even our great

modern poets, of investing passion or weakness with attractions

which might captivate us and lead us morally astray *

The aciion of the tragedy ought to be of such a nature that it should

excite fear and sympathy, and by this means, should purify these and
similar emotions of the mind This law, Shakespeare satisfied in a

manner utterly removed from all trivialities, m a manner never to be
suipassed The nobler fear which he aimed at, is awakened in the

spectator long before the issue We are intended as spectators to

learn from the drama to note more qtiicldy^ more sensitively, the

beginning of the false way so that %oe may walk more circumspectly m
our own drama of hfe\ the passion thus expending itself before us is

designed like an alarum at once to awaken watchfulness of our own souls

That this excitement of fear and sympathy would operate indeed

for the purifying of our passions is certainly indisputable, provided

we are at all susceptible of impressions of so noble a kind. If any
Shakespearian drama were tolerably well represented, then, upon
every sound mind, it will make this highest impression... . Looking
down from the watch-tower of his Art, life appears more easy and
capable of conquest, and if the great truth of his delineations shows
us the actual woild not m poetic sunshine, but overcast with mani-
fold clouds, the poet has also given us the means and the position by
which we may find new beauties and charms even in these stormy

elements of life .....

Incentives to healthy Action Shakespeare’s moral view starts from
the simple point that man is born with powers of activity which he is to

use, and with powers of self-determination and self-government

which are to guide aright this use of the powers of action. Whence
we are, and whither we go, these are the questions which the poet, as

well as the historian, yields to Philosophy or to Nature ..

must endure the%r going hence, even as their coming hither, ripe-

ness IS all ’ *Why am P’ make that demand to the Creator
,

‘ it

suffices me [to know] thou art’ Nature onL lends man his talents,

gives them not, only bestows them m order that he may use them and
render them back again In bis moral system, therefore, everything

hears upon the incentive to activity. Life appeared to him too

short to waste it in idle speculations and inaction. In Hamlet especi-

ally, this lesson is taught wuth severest emphasis The most \ersatile

endowments are, in this man, a useless, disordered mass because the

electric spark of energy is not struck into them
;
because, with careful

deliberation and overstrained sensibility, he has smothered the instinct

of active power, that first-born of human gifts; the speculative

inquirer, who makes the thought, and not the act, the measure of

things, becomes thus at variance with the guiding stars of nature,

with conscience, and reason itself.. .. It is onlybyfieshness of action

that he brings the sophist back to soundness of mmd. Just in the

same sense does the poet, in his comedies, also call us away from

ascetic mortifications, from vain studies, from ail the quietism of

contemplation, from the empty pastime of puns and wit; in Richard II,

fiom the propensity to idleness and play; in Timon, from idle luxury

and idle charity; from all this, he calls us back to action, since it becomes
the gods alone to be mere spectators in this life. Above all, he punishes
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in Antony the sinful waste of great and distinguished powers .. . (a)

Thns Heaven assists not the pious but indolent Richard H
,
ni of h%s

religions trust, but it helps the pious Helena who helps herss (b) In
the same spirit, the excess of love, with all its sweetness, is despised
when it draws the man away from his strength, because ‘he \^eats

his honor in a box unseen, that spends his manly mariovv’ m the
arms of love. And just so, because work is not a curse but a

blessing, the poet’s feeling goes against the lianquillity of idle,

indolent repose Therefore, he held nothing moie unmanly
than to despond in misfortune, and to leave the helm amid storm
and broken masts Therefore, in war lay the delights of his stiong

nature
;
genuine ambition is no sin m Henry V

,
proud war makes

‘ambition virtue’h He has scorned to bring sentimentahtv and sensibi-

lity into a system or into attractive repiesenlalion, to depict the isolated

life of mind and heart,—the images of feigned and artificial sentiments,

or the shrivelled forms of private and hot-house hie, unless it be as

caricatures which pass by the noblest aims of existence Throughout,
he points rather at the great stage of life and values action for mankind
m general . He had interest enough in the world not to grow weary in

its contemplation, power enough to raise himself above its evils, perception

enough to hear the harmony in its discords . The hermit, who separates

himself wholly fiom the things of the world, would have been called

happy by Shakespeare as little as by Aristotle and Bacon, nor,

according to the highest conception of man, would he even have been called

a man .... Foi, evil will be only then wholly overcome when it is

known and looked at in the face
,
and evil desires will be conquered

only when their syren song has been resisted For, he cannot be a

perfect man who has not been ‘ tried and tutor’d in the world.’

From these maxims upon the active and guiding powers within
us, the great truth develops itself that if activity and action alone can

give strength and fulness to life, moderation alone can add charm and

lasting fruit This doctrine thoroughly pervades the works of our

poet . He sees the good not tn the steep ascent, nor in the precipice,

hut in the ezen path through life; and this path he shows us with

that unhesitating assurance which gives confidence and courage to the

soul. He seeks the medium, not in suppressing the power which lies in

passion, but in restraining it by the yoke of work, not in the weakness

of passiveness, but in the sparing of the powers, the use of which is

indeed his first law What he means by indecision and a half-way

comse, Shakespeare has shown us in York , what he means by
moderation and a middle course, he has exhibited in Posthumus, who is

strong even to the heroic control of his passionate and excited nature;

and in Henry, m whom the middle couise is not mediocrity but

modesty m greatness . . This is the same man who, from this very

sense of moderation, so wisely took care not to deaden in himself

the feeling of cheerfulness; not to lefuse to action that ‘sweet recrea-

tion,’ the lack of which induces a sickly swarm of evils; to avoid

that universal (continuous) plodding, which

Prisons up
The nimble spirit in the arteries,

As motion and long-dunng action tires

The sinewy vigour of the traveller.
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In numbeiless passages in his works, therefoie, he calls us away from
e:^cess, because 'the sxveetest honey is loathsome m his own delicious-

ness\ because he saw surfeiting changed to fasting ; too great freedom,
to restraint

, wildness in joy or sorrow, destroyii^g itself
,

rash haste,

outrunning its aim; exaggerated grief, endangering life
;

and, exag-

gciated ]est, recoiling on the jester He showed, in Hamlet, how
hesitating deliberation and fleeting insensibility mislead in action

,

in Coriolanus, how" the highest endowments, by being oveistrained,

degenerate into contiai} ones, in Angelo, how^ suppression of the

senses a-senges itself
; in Antony, how' suppiession of the mind

produces the same result, in Romeo, how^ excess of love is blighted,

in Timoii, how excess of hatred becomes powerless;. How thoroughly
penetiated Shakespeare was with this principle of wise moderation,

will he clear to every intelligent reader

That it is possible to do too much in good things is an express doctrine

of Shakespeare’s.,... Thus excessive liberality ruins Timon, whilst

moderate libciality keeps Antonio in honour
,

the genuine ambition
which makes Henr\ V great, overthrows Perc}, m whom it rises too
high. Exaggerated virtue brings Angelo to ruin, while in those near
him, the excess of Punishment pioves harmful and cannot hinder sin

Mercy, the most God-like gift that man possesses, is also exhibited
in its excess as the producer of sin.

Relativity of all values: He makes us familiar with the Truth that,

in itself, nothing is altogether good or evil; that nothing upon earth is so

base that it has not its good quality, and nothing so good that it cannot
degenerate into abase Virtue misemployed, w'e have seen in Romeo,
becomes vice

,
and vice is at times ennobled by its mode of action

Thus, we have seen Jessica innocentlv violate child-like piet}, and
Desdemona truth

,
Isabel practises feigned sin and Lorenzo pious

deceptions wuthout scruple .....Thus, even Hamlet’s too great conscien-

tiousness IS not a crime but a fault, and some lack of it m
Faulconbndge is not a virtue but a praiseworthy qualit}

,
because, in

the great political world, another law prevails than in the domestic, and
because the circumstances throughout change the character of the actions

Not the What alone, but How also, determines the w’orth of

actions, the acting man depends, like the physician and the pilot, upon
circumstances, and not meielv upon himself and upon stated rules

Morality, like politics, is a matter so complicated with relations, conditions

of life, and motives, that it is impossible to bring it to final principles.

In the manifold collisions of duties, the balancing betw^een man and
man, between public and private duty, Ijetween case and case, is

difficult .... Thus, the poet teaches us. by actions instead of words,

by living examples instead of cold doefrmes, by the ej’e instead of

the ear Unrelentingly he exhibits consequences of actions concisely and
distinctly And thus he works on mind and soul with a power, and
sharpens reason and conscience in a manner, which far surpasses the

^
ability of the religious orator and the philosophical writer

Fatal as that doctrine, that in itself nothing is either good oi bad,
may be in the hands of the fanatic, w’ho knows not, and wishes not to
know^ the world, but strives to give form to his self-created phantoms,
with Shakespeare if is prefectly harmless, because he not only knoivs
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the world, but his healthful heait is unembitteicd by its evils, which
lie would like to abate or modify by means 9ther than those suggested

by priests or politicians In him, the imagination of the poet is ever

linked with the sober judgment of the man of the world In his

opinion, the practical wisdom of man would have no higher aim than

to carry into society the utmost possible Nature and Freedom
; so that, for

that veiy reason, he might maintain, sacredly and inviolably, the natural

laws of society
,
respect existing forms; yet, at the same time, penetrate

into their rational substance with sound criticism, not forgetting nature

in civilisation, nor civilisation in nature.

How impartially unbiassed, how free from every prejudice, does

Shakespeare therefore appear, in spite of his anti-conventional tendency,

in spite of hia noble freedom and independence, in all questions of

that political, social, and religious life which is most exposed to the

storm of revolutionary minds and morals 1 He was no fanatic and
no infidel. He delineated heathens, free-thinkers, rationaiisls, and

pietists—Brutus, Baulconbridge, Percy, and Katharine,—all with
equal delight, if only they were worthy characters if he allows

Biblical passages to be harmlessly per'verted in the lips of his clowns,
it was at any rato better than the gloomy use which the Puritans
made of them, a frightful picture of which he holds belore us m
Richard 111, who clothes his villainy with mangled passages from Scripture.

If he harshly treats the servants of religion who, with thair practices

and devices, make worldly things their gods, he has still placed others,

like Carlisle, m a groat and illustrious light. If ha condemns piety

which makes a man weak and dull for the world, he has, however,
exhibited m the moat brilliant colours that faith and confidence in

God which produces strong deeds in Siward, Posthums, and Henry
V. If he permits bad and good to die in peace, without remem-
brance of religion, yet the pious Katharine and the repentant Wolsey
die not without their consolations. ^ Rectdtnsss and ttpensss in sv&ry-

thing
’

With the noble Hamlet and Edgar

Just as, in Religion, he stood for the freedom of individual consoiaQoe,

so did he in Polities. He would not, that the freedom of man in tha
moral kingdom where he is his own ruler, should ha endangered by
the State But however high Shakespeare might have estimated the
right of freedom of the individual, he would never have fallen into the

vain cosmopolitism of the German poets of the former century, much less

into the Utopian ideas of the World Eepublic, which would seek to rise

above the conditions of space and time Coleridge has before
remarked that, whilst among Shakespeare’s contemporaries, Massin-
ger showed Bepublioan tendencies; and Beaumont and ITetoher
exaggerated the principle of Divine right

; Shakespeare has nowhere
testified his adherence to any fixed political party. Ha shews in
tha Homan plays that he esteems and appreciates all existing political

forms, but was not insensible to the deterioration of ail But to write
a piece so imbued with democratic principles as Julius Caesar

; to
place in the mouth of the tyrant Henry VIII. lessons against all

undue exercise of power ; to question in Kichard U. the right of
inviolability,—and this, indeed, at a time when James I. called kings
earthly gods,—was to speak of political freedom. When we read in

Kchai’d XI, with whaii caruestaess he ^asists ugen the saKSteduass of
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property, and in Troilus or in Othello with what rigour he maintains
the strict observance of family, we understand how infinite is the gap
which separates Shakespeare from the political free-thinkers of the

present day 1 In the most civilised lands, we are sometimes obliged to

defend, with all the weapons of reason and political pow'er, the rights of

family and property, which even savages protect in their communities.

Shakespeare has, indeed, sympathy with the lower classes who are poor

and destitute. .....But whither the equalisation and prosperity of

communism would lead, he has made most plain in Cade’s revolution

(Second part of Henry TI, Act IV, So. 7.) No man has fought more
strongly against rank and class prejudice than Shakespeare. But how
could his liberal principles have been satisfied with the doctrines of

those who would have done away with the prejudices of the rich,

only to replace them with the interests and prejudices of the

poor and uncultivated ? How would this man, who alludes so eloquent-

ly to the course of honour, have approved if, in annulling rank, degrees

of merit, and distinction, we extinguish every impulse to greatness, and
by the removal of all degrees, ‘ shake the ladder to all high designs ’?

If, indeed, no surreptitious honour and false power were longer to

oppress mankind, how would the poet have acknowTedged the most

fearlul force of all, the power of barbarity ? In consequence of these

modern doctrines of equality, he would have apprehended that every-

thing would resolve itselt into power,

—

Power into will, will into appetite:

And appetite, an universal wolf,

So doubly seconded with will and power,
Must make perforce an universal prey.
And, last, eat up himself. (Troilus and Cressida).

By far the purest and most beautiful of his wise sayings are grouped

into two concurring series :—(a) on the one side, they are directed

against all the varieties of conventional life, against all empty show
and hollow ostentation, against all the insipid and superficial use of

life ; (b) on the other, they urge after the essence of things, after

simple plainness, after truth and humility.

On the one side, his stinging wit is pointed against light-minded

youth, whose judgments are mere lathers of their garments, and
whose constancies expire before their fashions ; against the favourites

of the drossy age, the sweet gentleman of the court, who regard keep-

ing their word as mauvais toih and whose accomplishments he in

hand-kissing and ‘ picking one’s teeth against the coxcombs who
smell like an apothecary’s shop; against all the perversity which conceals

the truth of nature with false hair and rouge
;

against the rogues and

time-servers who ‘ turn then- halcyon-beaks with every gale against

the whole age, to whom ‘ a sentence is but a chevenl-glove ’; against

the self-conceited, whose voice sounds to themselves like supernatural

music
;
against the gibing spirit, whose influence is begot of that

loose grace which shaUovv laughing hearers give to fools ’; against the

diplomats, w'ho ‘ unloose the gordian knot of policy, familiar as

their garter ’, and against the politicians who could ‘ circumvent God.’

Brom the store of passages of this kind, the tone of which alternates

from the merriest humour to the bitterest sarcasm, this one point

the fullest impression upon us, that this was not a map w|a(j
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cared for the glitter and vn,iio|,y of the world la contiasti to

those court natiues, wuh whom “ good faith ” js a moobeiy,
how he stickles for neglected truth, how strikingly ha sees in truth the

only weapon with which to scorn the devil i..,
. How warmly he speaks

against ‘ the seemmg tinth wh'oh cunning times put on to entrap

th^e wisest ’
! Ho.v foicib.'y an! Ir quentlj he teaches not to measure

things by a glittering appearnce, but by their iaaer worth t To him
it IS,

—

The fool-multitude, that choose by show,
Not learning more than the fond eye doth teach :

Which pries not to the interior but. like the martlet,

Builds in the weather on the outward wall.

Even in the force and road of casualty,

(Merchant of Venice. Act 111 Sc. 1)

And he, therefore, is, in his sii,ht, not a man of judgment who sets
value upon the applause of the multitude. In his aversion to all show
and falsity, lies the foundation also of his zeal against all hollow
ostentation and self-elevation, against pride which is its own Irumpet,
against the vain who praise themselves otherwise than In the deed, and
thus ‘ devour tho deed m the praise ' Ho delighted m unost nta-
tious virtue and estremo humility joined to the most splendid endow-
ments ;

but the resignation which lenoimces a merited reward, and
the self-consciousness which needs not outward acknowledgment,

—

these seemed to him, amid all human virtues, to deserve the highest
praise, or more justly to create the highest self-contentment

;
this

doing and acting for the sake of itself, without regaid to reward and
commendation, was to him the gri.at contrast to the insipid conduct of

the world, which rests on vanity, show and foiJy^cf. Lord Krishna in

Bhagavad Cita

)

For those who, among ns, daily fall lameniabie victims to one-

sidedness, caprice, and narrow-niindvdness, Biiak.-'p.nie is a contiast of
the highest value ... So that tl'O most cimplete chaiaotorislic of iiho

poet and of his poetry, of ils manj'-sHlcdaess and its unity, lies

perhaps in the following veiso, which is written in his 105th
sonnet,

—

Fair, kind, and true, is all my argument.—
Fair kind and true, varying to other words ;

And in this change is my invention spent,
Three themes in one. which wondrous scope affords.
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19. R. G. Ingersoll (1891), the Great American,—Poet. Orator. Reformer—has
these characteristic remarks in his Lecture on Shakespeare :

—

The Theatre? once scorned, but now highly praised ; In Shakespeare’s

time, the actor was a vagabond; the dramatist, a disreputable

person—and yet the greatest dramas were then written. In spite

of law, in spite of social ostracism, Shakespeare reared the

many-colored dome that fills and gloiifies the intellectual heavens

And now, the whole civilized world believes m the theatre—asks for

some great dramatist—is hungry for a play worthy of the century,

—

is anxious to give gold and fame to any one who can worthily put

our age upon the stage.

Shakespeare was an Idealist: He did not—like most writers of

of our time—take refuge m the real, hiding a lack of genius behind

a pretended love of tiubh. All realities aie not poetic, dramatic, or

even worth knowing The real sustains the same relation ot the

ideal that a stcne does to a statue—or that paint does to a painting.

Realism degrades and impovorishes.

Artificial aids, scorned: (1) Shakespeare did not lelyon the

stage-caipenter, or the scenic painter. (2) He put his sceneiy

m his lines. There, you will find mountains and livers and seas,

valleys and cliffs, violets and clouds and over all, ‘ the fiimament
fiettcd with^gold and fire * (3) He caied little for plot, little for

sui prise. He did not lely on stage effects, or led fiie. The plays

grow before our eyes, and they come as the morning comes. Plot

surprises but once (4) There must be something in a play besides

surprise. Plot, in an author, is a kind of stiategy—that is to say,

a sort of cunning, and cunning does not belong to the highest

natures. There is in Shakespeare such a wealth of thought that

the plot becomes almost immaterial—and such is this wealth that

you can hardly know the play—there is too much. After you have
heard it again and again, it seems as pathless as an untrodden
forest.

His Universality : He belongs to all lands. (1) Timon of

Athens’’ is as Greek as any tragedy of Aeschylus. (2) ‘‘Julius

Caesar ” and Coriolanus ” are peifectly Roman
;
and as you read,

the mighty ruins rise and the Eternal City once again becomes the

mistress of the world. (3) No play is more Egyptian than
“ Antony and Cleopatra ”—the Nile runs through it, the shadows of

the pyramids fall upon it, and from its scenes the Sphinx gazes for

ever on the outstretched sands, (4) In * Lear ’ is the true pagan
spirit. ‘Romeo and Juliet * is Italian, everything is sudden, love

bursts into immediate flower, and in every scene is the climate of

the land of poetry and passion.

He dealt with Elemental Things, with Universa! Man :—The reason
of this IS that Shakespeare dealt with elemental things, with
universal man. He knew that locality colors without changing, and

^ that, in all surroundings, the human heart is substaatially the

same.

His Knowledge, so vast and deep : There was nothing within the

range of human thought, within the honz:>a of mtellactual effort,
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that he did noli touch. He know the biain and heart of man

—

the theories, customs, superstitions, hopes, fears, hatreds, vices and

virtues of the human laoo.

He knew the thrills and ecstasies of Love,
The savage joys of Hatred and Revenge ;

He heaid the hiss of Envy’s snakes ;

He watched the eagles ot Ambition soar ;

Teller was no Hope that did not put its star

Above hiS head, no Fear he had not felt,

No Joy that had not shed its sunshine on his face#

Play after play shows the inexhaustible Wealth of his Brain :—Read
one play, and )Oii are impressed with the idea that the wealth of

the brain of a god has been exhausted—that there are no more
mcopaiison^, no more passions to be expiessed, no more definitions,

no moie philosophy, beauty, or sublimity, to be put in words ;
and

yet, the next play opens as fiesh as the dewy gates of another day.

The onl<^lrc tched ^^logs of his imagination filled the sky. He was

the intellectual crown of the earth

Poetry and drama

:

—Poetiy has Thought and Feeling; Drama
adds Action to it. Shakespeaie was not only a poet but a dramatist,

and expiessed the ideal, the poetic, not only in words but in action.

Theie aro the wit, the humoui, the pathos, the tragedy of situation,

of lelation The diainabist speaks and acts thiough others,—his

peibonaiity is lost. The poet lives m the world of thought and

feeling, and to this the dramatist adds the world of action. He
creates characters that seem to act in accordance with their own
jnliius and independently of hum Ha compresses lives into hours

tells us the secrets of the heart, shows us the springs of action,— how
desire bribes the judgment and corrupts the will - how weak the Reason

is when passion pleads—and how grand it is to stand for right against the

world.

Examples of Dramatic Action :—It is not enough to say fine things,

gieat things, diamatic things must be dono. ....... Let me give

you an illnstiaiion of diamatic incident accompanying the highest

ft'vxiu of poitic expression: Macbeth, having returned from the

minder of Duncan, says to his wife :—

•

Methought* 1 heard a voice cry—Sleep no more-—
Macbeth does murder sleep,'^the innocent sleep,

^

^ )!t #

Still it cried,— Sleep no more,— to all the house :

Glamis hath murdered sleep, and therefore Cawdet
Shall sleep no more,—Macbeth shall sleep no more.

Upon this, Lady Macbeth exclaims,

—

Who was it that thus cued?
Why, orthy Thane, you do unbend your noble strength
To ihink so bramsickly of things ’ go, get some water,
And wush this filthy witness fiom your hand.
Why did you bring the daggers from the place ?

Macbeth was so overcome with horror at his own deed, that ha
nob only mistook his thoughts for the words of others, but was so
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carried away from and beyond himself that he brought with him the

daggers—the evidence of his gudt—the daggers that he should have

left with the dead. This is diamatic.

Shakespeare dealt ia contrasts, in lights and shadows : He was
intense. He put noons and midnights side by side, No other dra-

matist would have dreamed of adding to the pathos,—of increasing

our appreciation of Lear’s agony,—by supplementing the wail of the

mad king with the mocking laughter of a loving clown.

Characters and Types :—In his delineation of Characters, Shakes-

pears has no rivals. He creates no monsters His characters do not act

without reason, without motive. lago had his reasons. In Caliban,

nature was not destroyed, and Lady Macbeth certifies that the woman
still was m her heart, by saying,

—“Had he not resembled 'my father

as he slept, I had done it.” ...Shakespeare’s characters act from within.

They are centres of energy. They are not pushed by unseen hands,

or pulled by unseen strings. They have objects, drsires. They are

person^:,—real, living beings. Not so with common dramatists

In real people, good and evil mingle. Types are all one way, or all

the other—all good, or all bid, ail wise, or all foolish. (1) Pecksniff

was a perfect t}pe, a pcikct h}pocnte—and will remain a t}pe as

long as l?.^nguage lives (2) But Hamlet is an individual, a person,

an actual being—and for that reason there is a difference of opinion

as to his motives and as to his character* We differ about Hamlet
as we do about Caesar, or about Shakespeare himself. Hamlet saw
the ghost of his father and heard again his father's voice

;
and }et,

afterwards, he speaks of ** the undiscovered country from whose
bourne no traveller returns.” Is there no contradiction ? The reason

out-weighs the senses. If we should see a dead man rise from his

grave, we would not, the next day, believe that we did.

Shakespeare, an Innovator, an Iconoclast ;
—^He cared nothing of

the authority of men, or of schools* He violated the “unities,” and
cared nothing for the models of the ancient world. The Greeks
insisted that nothing should be in a play that did not tend to the
catastrophe. They did not believe in the episode—in the sudden
contrasts of light and shade— in mingling the comic and the tragic*

The sun-Ught never fell upon their tears, and darkness did not
overtake feheir laughter. The^. believed that nature sympathized or

was m harmony with the events of the play. When crime was about
to be committed—some horror to be perpetrated—the light grew
dim, the wind sighed, the trees shivered, and upon all was the

shadow of ihe coming event.

But Shakespeare knew that the Play had little to do with the

tides and currents of universal life—that Nature cares neither for
smiles nor tearSy neither for life nor death; and that the sim shines
as gladly on coffins as on cradles (1) One of the most notable
instances of the violation by Shakespeare of the classic modf-J, is

found ill the Oth scene of the 1st Act of Macbeth, When the King
and Banquo approach the castle, m which the King is to be murdered
that night, no shadow falls athwart the threshold* So beautiful is

the scene that the King says ; “This castle hath a pleasant seat;
the air nimbly and sweetly recommend^ itself unto our gentle senses,

Another notable instance is the porter scene immediately
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following the murder. (3) So, too, the dialogue with the clown,

who brings the asp to Cleopatra just before the suicide, illustrates

ray meaning.

His Men and Women,—What Wonderful Charecters I
:—What a

procession of men and women—statesmen and warriors—kings and
clowns—issued from Shakespeare's brain h.. ..What women! Just

glance at some. (1) Isabella—m whose spotless life, love and reason

blended into perfect truth ; (2) Juliet—within whose heart

passion and purity met, like white and red within the bosom of a

rose : (3) Cordelia—who chose to suffer loss, rather than show
her \sealth of love with those who lied m hope of gain :

(4) Desdemona—so innocent, so perfect, her love so pure, that she

was incapable of suspecting that another could suspect
;
and who,

with dying words, sought to hide her lovei's crime and, with her last

faint breath, uttered a loving lie that burst into a perfumed lily

between her pallid lips • (5) Helena—who said : “I know I love

in vain, strive against hope Ye*! m this captious and intenable

seive, I still pour m the waters of my love, and lack not to lose still :

Thus, lodian-bko, religious m mine error, I adore the sun that looks

upon his worshiper, but knows of him no moie”: (6) Miranda—who
told her love as gladly as a flower gives its bosom to the kisses of the

sun : (7) Imogen—who cried, ‘‘What is it to be false ?”

Shakespeare has done more for women then all the other dramatists of

the world.

His delineation of love and other passions—Shakespeare alone

has delineated Love in every possible phase—has ascended to the

very top, and actually reached heights that no other has imagined
I do not believe the human mind will ever produce, or be in a

position to appreciate, a greater love-play than “Borneo and Juliet.*’

It is a symphony in which all music seems to blend. The heart

bursts into blossom ; apid he who reads, feels the swooning intozi-

. cation of a divine perfume.

Shakespeare was the greatest of philosophers Ha knew the

conditions of success—of happiness—the relations that men sustain

to each other, and the duties of all (2) He knew the tides and
currents of the heart—the cliffs and caverns of the biam. (3) He
knew the weakness of the will, the sophistry of desire,—and that

“Pleasure and Bevenge have eais more deaf than adders to the voice

of any true decision (4) He knew that the soul lives in an
invisible world—that flesh is but a mask, and that “There is no art

to find the mind’s construction in the face/’ (5) He knew that
’ courage should be the servant ofjudgment^ and that “When valor

preys on reason, it eats the sword it fights with/* (6) He knew
that man is never master of the event

; that ha is, to some extent,

the sport or prey of the blind forces of the world
;
and that

—“In the

reproof of chance, lies the true proof of men/’ (7) Peeling that
the past is unchangeable, and that, that which must happen is as
much beyond contiol as though it had happened, he says:—“Let
determined things to destiny hold, nnbewailed, their sway/*

Shakespeare was great enough to know that every bn man being

prefers happiness to misery^ and that crimes are but mistakes^
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Looking in pity upon the human race, uponfchs pain and poverty,

the Climes and cruelties, the limping travellers on the thorny paths,

heiwas gieat and good enough to say,

—

There is no darkness but ignorance.

In all the philosophies there is no greater line. This great truth

fills the heart with pity

He knew that place and power do not give happiness—that the
Clowned are subject, as the lowest, to Fate and Chance ;

—

For, xvithin the hollow crown,

That rounds the mortal temples of a king,

Keeps Death his court { and there, the antick sits,

Scoffing his state, and grinning at his pomp.,,.,*

So tooj he knew that gold could not bring joy—that death and
misfortune come alike to rich and poor, because,

—

If thou art rich^ thou art poor ;

For, like an ass whose back with ingots bows,
Thou bearest thy heavy riches but a journey,

And Death unloads thee.

In some of his philosophy, there was a kind of scorn—a hidden
meaning that could not, in his day and time, have safely been
expressed. You will remember that Laeites was about to kill the

king, and this king was the murderer of his own brother, and sat

upon the throne by reason of his crime, and m the mouth of such a
king, Shakespeare puts these words,

—

There*s such divinity doth hedge a king.

HJs wide and vivid imagination ; his deep Insight;—He exceeded
all the sons of men m the splendor of his imagination. (1) To him
the whole world paid tubute, and nature poured her treasures at his

feet. In him, ail races lived again
;

and even those, to be, were
pictured In his brain (2) He was a man of imagination—that is

to say, of genius, and having seen a leaf, and a drop of water, ha
could construct the foiest, the riv is, and the seas—nd in his

presence all the cataiacts would fall and foam, the mists rise, the
clouds form and float (3) If Shakespeare knew one fact, he knew
its kindifd and its neighbours. Looking at a coat-of-mail, he
instantly imagined the society, the conditions that produced it, and
what it, in turn, produced. He saw the castle, the moat, the draw-
bridge, the lady in the tower, and the knightly lover spurring
across the plain. He saw the bold baron, the rude retainer, the

trampled serf, and all the glory and the grief of feudal life.

(1) He was a citizen of Athens in the days of Pirichs»
He listened to the eager eloquence of the great orators, and
sat upon the cliffs, and with the tragic poet heard ‘the multitudinous
laughcer of the sea.' He saw Sociates thrust the spear of

question through the shield and heart of falsehood. He-, was
present when the great man drank hemlock, and met the night
of death, tranquil, as a star meets morning. He listened to the

peripatetic philosophers, and was unpuzzled by the sophists. He
watched Phidiag as he chiseled shapeless stone to forms of lqv§
piUd awe,
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(2) He hvcd hy the mysfeHous Nile, amid the vast and

monstious. He knew the very thought that wrought the form and

features of the Sphinx Ho hoard gi eat Memmon’s moining song

when his mai Lie hps were smitten by the sun Ho laid himself

down with the embalmed and vraiting deed, and felt within their

dust the expectation of another hfe, mingled wnth cold and suffo-

cating doubts—the children bom of long delay.

(3) He walked the of mighty Rome, and saw great Caesar

wdth his legions in the field. He stood with vast and motley

throngs and v/atched the triumphs given to victoiious men, followed

by uncrowned kings, the captured hosts, and all the spoils of

ruthless war* He heard the shout that shook the Coliseum’s

roofless walls, when, from the reeling gladiator’s hand, the short

swoid fell, wlnle from his bosom gushed the stream of wasted life.

(4) He lived the life of savage men. Ho trod the forest’s silent

depths and, m the desperate game of life or death, he matched his

thought against the instinct of the beast

(a) He knew all crimes and all regrttSj all tirlues and fheir

rich rewards He was victim and victor, pursuer and puisued,

out-cast and king. He heard the applause and curses of the world,

and on his heart had fallen all the nights and noons of failure

and success.

(b) He knew the unspoken thoughts, the dumb desires, the wants and

ways of beasts He felt the crouching tiger's thrill, tho tenor of the

ambushed prey; and with the eagles he had shared the ecstasy of

flight and poise and swoop, and he had Iain with sluggish ser.jents

on tha barren rocks, uncoiling slowdy in the heat of noon.

(c) He sat beneath the Bo-tree’s contemplative shade, wrapped in

Buddha’s mighty thought, and dicaineJ all di earns that Light— the

alchemist,—has wrought from dust and dew, and sfcoied within tho
slumbrous poppy’s subtle blood.

(d) He knelt with awe and dread at every shrine,---he offered every
socrifico, and every prayer—felt the consolation and shuddering
fear—mocked and wmi shipped all the gods—enjoyed all heavens,
and felt the pangs of every hell. He b\ed all lives ; and through his

blood and brain there crept the shadow and the chill of every death;
and his soul, like Mazeppa, was lashed naked to tho wild horse of
every fear and love and hate. ^ ^

An intellectual ocean:—Shakespeare was an intellectual ocean,
whose waves touched all the shores of thought ; within which were
all the tides and waves of destiny and will ; over which swept all the
storms of fate, ambition, and revenge

; upon which fell the gloom
and darkness of despair and death, and all the sunlight of
content and love

;
and within which was the inverted sky life with

the eternal stars j—an intellectual ocean, towards which all rivers
ran,^ and from which now the isles and continents of thought
jeoeive theif dew and :^ain.
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LATER CRITICISM,

So far, I have given a few extracts from some of the early

Shakespearean critics in my Anthology which embraces a period

extending to the middle of the last century. In a sense, it may be
said that later criticism, during the last few decades, does not in

reality reveal anything new except it be a new presentation of the

old problems and points of view discussed by the earlier critics.

Nevertheless it must be confessed that modern criticism has
maintained the high aesthetic standards and traditions initiated by
Schlegel, Goethe, Ulrici, Gervinus, etc., in Germany, and by
Coleridge, Lamb, Hazlitt, and others in England. The recent
critics have certainly added to the literature of criticism with
their ampler exposition and a wider and apter interpretation of

some of the points or features of the great poet’s writings. The
labours of such outstanding scholars as Dowden, Brandes, Sidney Lee,

Bradley, and others have greatly facilitated and popularized the study
of Shakespeare’s works in all their varied interests, social, aes-

thetic, moral, scientific, philosophical, philological, critical, etc.

I have therefore ventured to devote a brief space to the review
of some of the poet’s excellencies on which these critics have laid

stress. But, for a thorough and more detailed study, I would
refer the reader to the books of these excellent critics.

PART I.

AS TO THE VILLAINY, WICKEDNESS, OR THE POWER OF EVIL, IN

HUMAN NATURE :

Analysis of lago’s Character; Prof. Brandes, a Danish critic, makes
a valuable contribution to the subject by his analysis of lago’s
character. He rightly condemns the view that has been held by
some critics, that Shakespeare, at a certain stage of his life, set
upon studying some of the dangerous passions

;
and that, as a

result of such study, and aided by his powerful and fertile imagi-
nation, he wrote out his Plays, converting those passions into the
main motives or compelling forces of action in his tragedies

;
and

that, by these means, he conveyed a lesson and a warning to all in
respect of their evil influence. It was thus, they think, that he
brought out a play on jealousy. As the critic says,

—

But that is not how things happen in the inner life of a creative
spint.^ A poet does not write exercises on a given subject. His ac-
tivity is not the result of determination or choice. A nerve in him
is touched, vibrates and reacts.

_He was deeply impressed with the power and significance of
evil, ‘Othello’ is much less a study of Jealousy than a new and
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more powerful study of Wickedness in its might. The umbilical

(navel) cord that connects the master with his work leads, not to

the character of Othello but to that of lago Believe me, Shakes-

peare met lago in his own life, saw portions and aspects of him on
every hand throughout his manhood, encountered him piecemeal, as

it were, on his daily path, till one fine day, when he thoroughly felt

and understood what malignant cleverness and baseness can effect,

he melted down all these fragments, and out of them cast this figure.

How was lago created by Shakespeare ?:—Prof. Brandes thinks that

Shakespeare must have come across ‘ lago ’ m real life, that is to

say, the several qualities which went to group themselves in

that powerful incarnation of Evil,—lago. But can this be said

of Macbeth, Edmund, lachimo, or any of the evil historical cha-

racters of Shakespeare ? A poet, dramatist, a story-teller, or

an artist may read history, fiction, biography or any other literary

work and come across, or see in real life, characters, scenes and
situations which in his view might serve as permanent object-

lessons for the warning, instruction or guidance of humanity.
With his wide, vivid and moral imagination, with his powers of

assimilation, discrimination and expression, he will certainly

transform the material into a new and original form, into a thing
of art, of beauty, of moral import for the benefit of his fellow-

beings. What is really needed is that the writer or artist must
have personally observed, experienced and felt the thrills and
throes,—the diverse experiences and sensations of all kinds,—
sweet and sad, grave and gay, comic and tragic ,—common to

mankind. Shakespeare may or may not have met an lago in his

own life, in entirety or piecemeal, but he certainly must have
experienced the stings or shafts of villainy aimed at him or his

dearest friends at some time during his life. Instances of human
malignity, cruelty, aggressive selfishness, robbery, murder, hypo-
crisy and deceit abound in every land and age. It was easy for a

great genius to weave these stray thieads into one texture and
produce ‘ lago.’

Shakespeare’s lago is the sum of all human malignity and
villainy, brought within a brief compass, collected and condensed
in one individual, supeibly ‘masked in his falsehood and hypoc-
risy,’—

And the mask he has chosen, is the most impenetrable one, that

of rough outspokenness, the straightforward, honest bluntness of the

soldier who does not care what others think or say of him. He
never flatters Othello, or Desdemona, or even Roderigo. He is the

free-spoken, honest friend.

Even the indirect hints of his motives, thoughts and plans,

would have remained hidden from our view, as Lamb says, but for

his monologues, his outward mask being so impenetrable. Lamb
further notices in lago a vivid consciousness of strength and
power. He pursues his victims with a supreme self-confidence.
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and what is more, he deals his malignant strokes, not directly

himself, but through others. He does not chuckle over petty
successes in his schemes on minor men, as some of the small,

inexperienced villians, ‘the green probationers in mischief,’ do.

lago’s ‘Motiveless Malignity’ explained;—Coleridge characterised lago's

villainy as ‘motiveless malignity.’ Brandes holds that, ‘precisely in

this lack of apparent motive, lie the profundity and greatness of

the thing.’ lago does not directly and fully reveal himself even
in his monologues. In his soliloquies, he only tries to find

reasons for his malignity. As Brandes puts it, ‘He is always
half-fooling himself by dwelling on half-motives in which he
partly believes, but disbelieves in the main These are half-

sincere attempts at self-understanding, at sophistical self-justifi-

cation.’ As regards the source of lago's villainy, the critic

says,
—“The serpent is poisonous by nature, it gives forth poison

as the silkworm does its thread and the violet its fragrance.”

This IS the whole explanation of the malignity of lago. The
inborn wickedness of some, and the ignorance, stupidity, callous

egotism or intense selfishness, and cupidity of others, are the main
factors in life’s tragedy, and account for a great deal of the world’s

misery.

Villainy would not thrive but for the opportanities open to it,—About the

opportunities lago had in working upon the simple-minded Othello,

Brandes remarks that the union between Othello and Desdemona
is one based upon the universal law of attraction of opposites,

—an attraction which has everything against it,—difference of

race and country; disparity in age
;
and the strange inflammable

nature of Othello himself
;
added to a sad lack of self-reliance

which such disparities excite in him. lago clutches hold of

these disparities and makes a double use of them, as formidable
arguments by which, on the one hand, he unsettles Othello’s

mind against Desdemona
;

and, on the other, he raises false

hopes in Eodengo and gulls him into financing him. These
disparities Othello also knew, but at the beginning he did not
trouble himself with any thought over them until the villain

presented them in a new, adverse and ugly aspect to him. Brandes
calls Othello’s soul 'an inartificial one.’ He lacked worldly
wisdom because the whole of his life, was spent in war, camps
and campaigns. Himself being good, he believed in others'

goodness also. He not only believed lago’s honesty but was
gulled by the latter’s seeming cleverness into accepting him for his

guide, as being much superior to himself in the knowledge of men
and things. Again, the critic draws attention to the fact that
noble natures generally do not think of their own worth. Vanity
is entirely absent in them. It is due to this inherent modesty in

him that Othello does not hesitate to feel later that he is disli,ked

scorned and beguiled by Desdemona,
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.

Remarking upon the whole of the tragedy, Brandes calls it,

‘not a representation of spontaneous jealousy but one of arti-

ficially induced jealousy,’ in other words, of ‘credulity, poisoned
by malignity.' Othello’s credulity and Desdemona's artless

simplicity have contributed to the success of lago’s villainy

and brought about the catastrophe. We are here reminded also

of Swinburne’s compliment to Othello as the ‘noblest of man’s
making.’ We see here “ a great man who is at the same time a

great child, a noble though impetuous nature, as unsuspicious as

It IS unworldly. We see a young woman, all gentleness land

nobility of heart
;
who lives only for him she has chosen

;
and

who dies with solicitude for her murderer on her lips. And we
see these two elect natures, ruined by the simplicity which makes
them an easy prey to wickedness

”

PART II.

PHILOLOGICAL SURVEY OF SHAKESPEARE’S WOEKS.

Sir Sidney Lee has given a brief philological survey of Shakes'
peare’s works. The critic calls Shakespeare an ‘ inventor of

language,’ by which, I believe, he means an inventor of phrases*
expressions, ideas, proverbs. The right word in the right place,

coupled with a happy expression, was the unique gift of Shakes-
peare. This explains why many of his phrases and words have
entered into our daily commerce of thought. In the words of the
critic,

—

A magical faculty of expression was habitual to him, whereby
word and thought fitted one another to perfection. The imagin-
ative splendour of his diction, and its stirring harmonies, are com-
monly as noticeable as the impressiveness of the ideas. And yet

often, we aie magnetized by the luminous simplicity of the phrase,

by the absence of ornament, by the presence of graphic directness

and force which draw from all readers or hearers an instinctive

recognition. They realize that the thought or feeling could be
rightly expressed m no other way, although they are conscious at the

game time that it is a way that is beyond their power to reach

unaided. It is because Shakespeare has said superlatively well

what so many of us think and feel, but cannot say with his apposite

vigor, that so many of his simpler phrases have become household
Wolds,—the idioms of our daily speech.

By way of illustration, we give a few of those cited by Henry
Bradley,

—

a tower of strength
;

coign of vantage S household words /

m my heart's core ; to out-herod Herod
j a palpable hit

;

made of sterner stuff
; the melting mood

; to the manner born.

Shakespeare has thus exercised an enormous, almost unparal-
leled, influence not only in developing the English language, but
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also in enriching the literature of the world. He is well known
for his power in extending the boundaries of human speech and
for his fertility in coining new words by means of prefixes and
suffixes and inventing compound words, idioms, phrases and
expressions. As Prof. H. Bradley says, “ In Shakespeare’s hands,

the language is strangely ductile ; he continually uses words in

novel, extended senses which, (when defined with the pedantic

rigour inevitable in a dictionary), seem strained or faulty, but which
one feels to need no justification when they are read in their

context.”

Sir Sidney Lee refers us to the wealth of (1) sentences of the

poet’s coining
; (2) brief phrases of two or three words

; (3)

common single words including epithets and compound words.
These words have gained so much currency with us that, strange

to say, many of us do not know their authorship. They have all

grown into universal proverbs, as, for instance,

—

More in sorrow than in anger.

A man more sinned against, than sinning.

The better part of valour is discretion.

Brevity is the soul of wit.

The course of true love never did run smooth.
Every Why hath a Wherefore.
Assume a virtue if you have it not.

Tho ’ this be madness, there is method in it

Thus, conscience makes cowards of us all.

Among the figures of speech, we have the following,

—

In my mind’s eye.

The primrose path of dalliance.

The milk of human kindness.

A divided duty.

A ministering angel

A towering passion.

Shakespeare was a verbal alchemist who had “the marvel-
lous power of turning physical conceptions to imaginative or
poetic account as—cold comfort, hollow friendship,” etc. Among
epithets, the following few may be noted,

—

Snow-white, milk'white, cold-blooded, crest-fallen,

low-spirited, heart-burning, hot-blooded, &c. &c.

Scholars, in every country, have been struck with Shakes-
peare's remarkable wealth of vocabulary. In this respect, the
poet seems to surpass all other writers. An Englishman, tolerably
well educated, has been supposed to use in his daily social and
intellectual intercourse between 3000 to 4000 words and seldom
more- Great thinkers, writers and orators of England have been
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known to use about 10,030 words. The old Testament itself has
been computed to contain about 6600 words, while our Shakespeare

has made use of more than 15,000 words in his writings. As Prof.

H. Bradley remarks, “ There appears to be no reason to doubt the

correctness of the common belief that the English poet, who
surpasses all others in the skilful use of words, also ranks first in

the number of the words that he has pressed into his service.
’*

PART III.

SHAKESPEARE’S HUMOUR AND LAUGHTER, MINGLED WITH

HIS SYMPATHY.

Professors Dowden and A. C. Bradley, both critics of great
ability and deep insight, recognise in Shakespeare a capacity for

kindly mirth or genial laughter. But for this capacity, Shakes-
peare could not have described human life in all its variety and
completeness In the words of Prof. Dowden ,

—

The character and spiritual history of a man who is

endowed with a capacity for humorous appreciation of the world,
must differ, throughout and in eyery particular, from that of the
man whose moral nature has never rippled over with genial

laughter A man whose visage ‘ holds one stern intent ’ from
day to day, will hardly succeed in presenting us with an adequate
image of life as it is on this earth of ours in its oceanic amplitude
and variety. A few men of genius there have been, who, with
vision penetrative as lightning, have gazed through life at some
eternal significances, of which life is the symbol. Intent upon its

sacred meaning, they have had no eye to note the forms of the

grotesque hieroglyph of human existence. Such men are not
framed for laughter. To this little group Shakespeare does not
belong.

He has therefore given us the characters of Falstaff, Bottom,
Touchstone, Feste, &c., in his comedies, and the Fool in ‘ Lear

’

in his tragedies. His is not a vulgar laughter prompted by a
trifling or a ludicrous occasion, as that excited by the paintings
and caricatures of Hogarth ,— an English artist and cartoonist.

Nor is it a one-sided laughter as that of Aristophanes, a comic poet
of Athens; Juvenal, a Roman satirist

;
Rabelais, a French

humorist
;
Cervantes, a Spanish satirist

;
and others

;
but a many-

sided one. As for the vulgar antics and jests, Shakespeare
evidently disapproved them. We see this in Hamlet who objects
to this sort of entertainment in clear and emphatic words. Most
dramatists, swayed by their ideas of so-called sobriety ( as noted
and criticised by Victor Hugo ), would exclude the Fool or Clown
from the drama. But Shakespeare used him largely, with happy
effect, in most of his comedies j

and except in Lear, very
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sparingly in his tragedies,—Hamlet, Cymbeline, &c. Prof. Bradley
calls the part the Fool plays in ' Lear,’ as one of Shakespeare’s

triumphs,

—

Imagine the tragedy without him, you would hardly know it.

To remove him would spoil its harmony, as the harmony of a pic-

ture would be spoiled if one of the colours were extracted. One
can almost imagine Shakespeare saying, Come, my friends, I will

show you, once for all, that ‘ the mischief is in you, and not m the

fool or the audience.’ I will have a fool in the most tragic of my
tragedies. He shall not play a little part. He shall keep from
first to last the company of a king. Instead of amusing the king’s

idle hours, he shall stand by him in the very tempest and whirlwind

of passion. Before I have done, you shall confess, between
laughter and tears, that he is of the very essence of life

;
that you

have known him all your days, though you never recognised him
till now

;
and that you would as soon go without Hamlet as miss

him.”

As for the Fools or Clowns in Shakespeare’s comedies, there
are several of them, and each one is distinguished from others.

But Prof Bradley singles out Feste in ‘ Twelfth Night ’ and
bestows his love and praise on him,

—

He is not, perhaps, more amusing than Touchstone (in ‘As You
Like It ’) to whom I bow profoundly m passing

;
but I love him

(Feste) more He possesses not only the ready wit required by his

profession, and an intellectual agility greater than it requires, but

also an insight into character and into practical situations, so swift and
sure that he seems to supply, in fuller measure than any of Shakes-

peare’s other Fools, the poet’s own comment on the story.

Olivia’s brother is dead, and she wears the deepest mourning
and has announced her intention of going veiled and weeping her

loss, every day for seven years But, m Feste’s view, her state of

mind would be rational, only if she believed her brother’s soul to be

in Hell; and he does not conceal his opinion He may speak to

Sebastian of ‘this great lubber, the world’; he may tell Viola how
‘ Foolery, sir, does walk about the orb like the sun ;

it shines

everywhere’; he may remark to the whole company how ‘the

whirligig of Time brings in his revenges’; but nobody heeds him.

But having thus a world of his own, and being lord of himself, he

cares little for Fortune The ‘sunshine of the breast’ is always

with him and spreads its radiance over the whole scene in which
he moves Almost all the music, and the praise of music, come
from Feste, or have to do with Feste. In this, he stands alone

among Shakespeare’s Fools. And when the Duke pays him for his

‘pains’ in singing, he answers, ‘ No pains, sir
; I take pleasure in

singing, sir.’ When he is left alone, he still sings, and his

soul is in the song,. ..a song at once cheerful and rueful, stoical and
humorous ;

and this suits his mood and he sings it,

—

A great while ago, the world begun,

With hey, ho, the wind ^nd th^ ram,
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But that’s all one, our play is done,

And we’ll strive to please you every day.

The same idea is repeated by Shakespeare in Lear’s Fool ,

—

He that has and a little tiny wit,

With hey, ho, the wind and the rain,

Must make content with his fortunes fit,

Though the ram it raineth every day.

Practically, it is Shakespeare that is speaking through the

mouth of an imaginary Fool. As the learned Professor puts it,

—

We owe these things, not to the players, but to that player in

Shakespeaie’s company who was also a poet, to Shakespeare himself,

—the same Shakespeare who perhaps had hummed the old song,

half-ruefully and half-cheerfully, to its accordant air, as he walked

home alone to his lodging from the theatre or even ffom some
noble’s mansion ;—the same Shakespeare who looked down from an
immeasurable height on the mind of the public and the noble,

who had yet to be their servant and jester, and to depend upon
their favour ; not wholly uncorrupted by his dependence, but yet

superior to it ;...until, at last, he could say the words, ‘Our revels

now are ended.’

Ingersoll, the great American who studied, loved and
admired Shakespeare with an intensity and profundity unique
among the critics, makes these witty and brilliant remarks on the

subject in his ‘Lecture on Shakespeare,’

—

For my part, I love the Clowns. I love Launce and his dog
Grabb (Two Gentlemen of Verona)

;
and Gobbo, whose conscience

threw its arms around the neck of his heart, (Merchant of Venice)

;

and Touchstone, with his lie seven times removed, (As You LiKe It);

and dear old Dogberry—a pretty piece of flesh, tedious as a king,

(Much Ado About Nothing) ; and Bottom, (Midsummer Night’s

Dream), the very paramour for a sweet voice, longing to take the part

to tear a oat in
;
and Autolycus, (Winter's Tale), the snapper-up of

unconsidered trifles, sleeping out the thought for the life to come
;

and the great Sir John Falstaff, (Merry Wives of Windsor), without

conscience, and for that reason unblamed and enjoyed, and who at

the end babbles of green fields, and is almost loved
;
and ancient

Pistol, the world his oyster ; and Bardolph, with the flea on his

blazing nose, putting beholders in mind of a damned soul in Hell

;

and the poor Fool, (in King Lear), who followed the mad king, and
went ‘ to bed at noon and the Clown (Antony and Cleopatra), who
carried the worm of Nilus, whose ‘ biting was immortal’; and
Corin, the shepherd,—who described the perfect man, (in As You
Like It), “ I am a true labourer ; I earn that I eat—get that I
wear—owe no man aught—envy no man’s happiness—glad of other

men’s good,—content."
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There is In Shakespeare the mingling of laughter and tears,

humor and pathos. Humour is the rose, wit the thorn. Wit is a

crystallization, humour an efflorescence. Wit comes from the brain,

humour from the heart. Wit is the lightning of the soul.

In Shakespeare's nature was the climate of humour He saw and

felt the sunny side even of the saddest things. You have seen

sunshine and ram at once. So Shakespeare’s tears fell oft upon his

smiles. In moments of peril—on the very darkness of death—there

comes a touch of humour that falls like a fleck of sunshine.

There is also an example of grim humour—an example without a

parallel in literature, so far as I know. Hamlet, having killed Polo-

nius, IS asked, :—

Where’s Polonius?

At supper.

At supper i where ?

Not where he eats, but where he is eaten.

But his langhter is always mingled with sympathy .- Shakespeare is

a myriad-minded philosopher who can enter into the different

moods of variegated humanity. He can realize, feel, and in

fact. live, the life of a lover, who is through and through swayed
and thrilled by his passion

;
a cynic, reviling the world like

Jaques ;
or a misanthrope like Timon; or a murderer like

Macbeth
;
or a villain like lago. And yet he has a tender corner

in his heart for a clown too. Thus ‘ with beauty, or with pathos,

or with thought, Shakespeare can mingle his mirth.’ This quality*

of genuine, intense sympathy, this capacity to enter into, realize

and be one with, the feelings, thoughts, expectations, sorrows and
burdens of his many characters in every mood and situation,

—

in hope or despair, in joy or grief, m victory or defeat, in success

or failure, in the consciousness of mistake and repentance over
it,—has been powerfully and vividly, expressed by another great

poet, Walt Whitman. We see how Whitman’s heart went out in

infinite tenderness to the hounded slave during the operation of

that most infamous, lawless law, called ‘The Fugitive Slave Law’ of
America,

—

,

I am the hounded slave.

I wince at the bite of the dogs.

Hell and Despair are upon me, crack, and again crack, the marks-
men.

I clutch the rails of the fence, my gore dribs, thinn’d with the ooze
of my skin.

I fall on the weeds and stones.

The riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close, taunt my dizzy
ears, and beat me violently over the head with whip-stocks.

« « *

I do not ask the wounded person bow be feels, I myself become the
wounded person.
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I see myself In prison, shaped like another man, and feel the dull

unintermitted pain.

For me, the keepers of oonviots shoulder their carbines and keep
watch.

It is I, let out in the morning and barred at night.

Not a mutineer walks handcuff’d to jail, but I am handcuff’d to him
and walk by his aide.

Judge not as the judge judges, but as the sun falling upon a helpless

thing.

Of the very worst, he had the feeling heart to say,
—‘Not until

the sun exclude you, will I exclude you.’ In this age of greed,

—

as Ingersoll says ,
—

“ when houses and lands and stocks and
bonds, outrank human life

;
when gold is of more value than

blood: these words should be read (and remembered) by all.’*

Shakespeare can laugh at human follies, faults and failings.

But such laughter is by no means heartless, cold, callous, or
cynical. In Bowden’s words,— “ It is like the play of summer
lightning, which hurts no living creature but surprises, illuminates
and charms.” His laughter, mirth or humour, is distinguished
froiii that of other writers who stress only the particular virtues

or vices of human nature,—

If we open a novel by Charles Dickens, we feel assured beforehand
that we are condemned to an exuberance of philanthropy

;
we know

how the writer wiD insist that we must all be good friends, all be
men and brothers intoxicated with the delight of one another’s

presence ; we expect him to hold out the right hand of fellowship to

man, woman, and child
;
we are prepared for the bacchannaha of

benevolence. The lesson we have to learn from this teacher is that,

with the exception of a few inevitable and incredible monsters of

cruelty, every man, naturally engendered of the offspring of Adam, is

of his own nature inclined to every amiable virtue.

One should rather hesitate to endorse Bowden’s view of

Bicken’s humour. It is undoubtedly free from that grimness
which has perhaps earned Thackeray the name of a Cynic. The
humour of Bickens is generally good-natured and buoyant, and
even when he tackles some of the human vices and weaknesses,

he is generous and keeps away from undue slur, vulgarity or

invective. This buoyancy cannot certainly be condemned as ‘ a

bacchannalia of benevolence.’ Possibly, Bowden means to

convey that Shakespeare is not open to the complaint of an ever

present buoyancy of good nature in man or his inclination * to

every amiable virtue.’ Shakespeare could be grave and gay by
turns, and when gay, he abounds in kindly mirth,

—

He receives an exquisite^pleasure from Ithe alert wit and bright

good sense of a Rosalind ; he can dandle a fool as tenderly as any
nurse, qualified to take a baby from the birth, can deal with^ he

charge. But Shakespeare is not pledged to deep-dyed, ultra-amiabi-
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lity......Nevertheless, he is disposed to let no side of a fact escape

him. If it have a trivial, ludicrous aspect, by all means let us have

that put upon record. The valet-de-chambre range of emotion is as

undeniable a piece of reality as is the heroic
;
and the world somehow

is wide enough for both valet and hero. It is desirable to ascertain

what lights the one may throw upon the other

This laughter at human absurdity is in a way essential to the

healthy growth of man. The grotesque element exists in every

one of us though in a dormant state, and we must be capable of

distinguishing it from the true and serious, with a view to our
self-improvement. Towards this end, it is good and necessary to

laugh at it. And thus we can say that ‘ our sense of humour is

a servant of our passion for perfection.’ Every great and
right-minded intellect with a passion for reform, cries aloud

against the follies and frivolities, the dark and devious ways of

selfishness and injustice, of despotic power and tyranny, the false

conventions and harmful usages of organised social groups or

communities. In Shakespeare, that cry developed in force as

he grew in age. We hear this cry in all his works,— in his

Histories, Comedies and Tragedies.

Shakespeare’s politics : Here too, the poet has equal sympathies for

the Commons, the common people or the Plebians, and for the
Aristocracy or Patrician class. He is not sparing in exposing the
vices of both, or in approving their virtues. As Dowden says,—
“ He recognises that the heart of the people is sound

;
their feel-

ings are generally right
;
but their view of facts is perverted by

interests, by passions, by stupidity (and ignorance). ” He would
not at the same time hesitate to condemn “ the intolerant

haughtiness and injustice of the Patricians as brutal and stupid.—
The weakness, the inconstancy and the incapacity of apprehending
facts, which are the vices of the people, reflect and repeat them-
selves in the great Patrician (Ooriolanus). The people did not
appear to Shakespeare as Thersites

;
at worst, they appeared as

Caliban (raw, uncouth and ignorant. )” But there is good nature
or joyous humour in his condemnation as well as in his praise.

Remarking on the pride of Ooriolanus, a typical Aristocrat,

Prof, Dowden has these commendable words,

—

His pride is not that which comes from self-surrender to and
union with some power, or person, or principle higher than oneself.

It is two-fold : a passionate self-esteem which is essentially
egoistic ; and secondly, a passionate prejudice of class. His nature
is the reverse of cold or selfish ; his sympathies are deep, warm and
generous ; but a line, hard and fast, has been drawn for him by the
Aristocratic Tradition, and it is only within that line that ho permits
his sympathies to play .Hence, for Cominius, Menenius, and
Virgilia, Valeria, and Volumnia, and his boy, he has sincere regard,
as they all belong to the privileged class ofiPatricians,..Beyond this

Patridan class, neither his sympathies nor his imagination find it
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possible to range. The Plebians are “ a common cry of curs ”

whose breath Coriolanus hates Brutus is warranted by the fact

when he says,

—

You speak oi the people as if you were a god,

—

Not a man of their infirmities.

PART IV.

THE PATHOS OF SHAKESPEARE.

As to the Pathos of Shakespeare, mingled with his humour
and wit, we cannot do better than give Ingersoll’s illustrations,

—

Above all others, Shakespeare appreciated the pathos of situation.

Nothing IS more pathetic than the last scene in “Lear.” No one
has ever bent above his dead, who did not feel the words uttered

by the mad king,—words born of a despair deeper than tears,

—

Oh, that a horse, a dog, a rat hath life

And thou no breath I

So lago, after he has been wounded, says ,

—

I bleed, sir ; but not killed.

And Othello answers from the 'wreck and shattered remnant of

his life ,

—

I would have thee live •-

For, in my sense, it is happiness to die.

When Troilus finds Cressida has been false, he cries ,

—

Let it not be believed for womanhood;
Think ; we had mothers.

Ophelia, in her madness, “ the sweet bells jangled out o’tune,”

says softly ,

—

1 would give you some violets ;

But they withered all when my father died.

When Macbeth has reaped the harvest, the seeds of which were

sown by his murderous hand, he exclaims,—and what could be

more pitiful,?

—

I’gin to be aweary of the sun.

Eichard, the Second, feels how small a thing it is to he, or to have

been, a king, or to receive honours befPre or after power is lost

;

and so, of those who stood uncovered before him, he asks this

piteous question ,

—

I live with bread, like you ; feel want,

Taste grief, need friends ; subjected thus,

How can you say to qi9 1 ajn a king ?
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Think of the salutation of Antony to the dead Offisar,

—

Pardon me, thou piece of bleeding earth.

When Pisanio informs Imogen that he had been ordered by
Posthumus to murder her, she bares her neck and cries ,

—

The lamb entreats the butcher

Where is thy knife ? Thou art too slow
To do thy master’s bidding when I desire it.

Antony, as the last drops are falling from his self-inflicted wound,
utters with his dying bieath to Cleopatra, this —

I here importune death awhile, until

Of many thousand kisses the poor last

I lay upon thy lips.

And Cleopatra’s comment on herself •

Rather on Nilus mud lay me stark naked,

And let the water-flies blow me into abhorring.

To me, the last words of Hamljt are full of pathos —
I die, Horatio.

The potent poison quite o’er-crows my spirit ...

The rest is silence.

PART V.

what do we get out of SHAKESPEARE ?

We have already commented upon the instruction, the
inspiration, and the guidance Shakespeare affords all of us. Dr,
Johnson ;

Victor Hugo
;
great critics like Ulrici, Gervinus, Hazlitt

and others, have enlarged on this aspect of Shakespeare’s genius.
Prof. Dowden, too, has a characteristic comment on this,

—

The prolonged study of any great interpreter of human life is a
disciphne. Our loyalty to Shakespeare must not lead us to assert

that the discipline of Shakespeare will be suitable to every nature.
He will deal rudely with heart, and will, and intellect, and lay hold
of them in unexpected ways, and fashion his disciple, it may be, in
a manner which at first is painful, and almost terrible. Thera are
parsons of various temperaments. To one who finds the highest
poetry in Shelley, Shahespeare will always remain a kind of prose.
Shakespeare is the poet of concrete things and real. True, but are
not these informed with passion and with thought ? A time not
seldom comes when a man, abandoning abstractions and metaphy-
sical entities, turns to the actual life of the world, and to the real
men and women who surround him for the sources of emotion, and
thought, and action,—and then he finds the strength and susten-

"With which Shakaspaare hats.enriched the world
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Ingersoll, the prose-poet of America, compares the Great
Dramatist to an intellectual ocean. “ whose waves touched all

the shores of Thought, an intellectual ocean towards which all

rivers ran, and from which now the isles and continents of

Thought receive their dew and ram. ” He also makes these wise
and truthful observations on the inspiring lessons, thoughts and
words of Shakespeare,

—

Everything in Nature tells a different story to all eyes that §efi

and to all ears that hear everything,—a flower, a painting, —
statue, a star, or a violet ; the more we know, the more we have

experienced, the more we have thought, the more we remember

—

the more the statue, the star, the painting, the violet, has to tell.

Nature says to me all that I am capable of understanding,—gives

all that I can receive.

As with star or flower or sea, so with a book. A man reads

Shakespeare. What does he get from him All that he has the

mind to understand. He gets his little cup-full. Let another read
him who knows nothing of the impersonations of passion, and
what does he get ? Almost nothing. Shakespeare has a different

story for each reader. He is a world in which each recognizes

his acquaintances—^he may know a few— or he may know all.

Leaving out for the moment the impression gained from
ancestors, the hereditary fears and drifts and trends,—the natural

food or thought must be the impression made upon the biam by
coming in contact, through the medium of the five senses, w ai

what we call the outward world. The brain is natural. Its fooa

is natural. The result—thought—^must be natural. The supernatu-

ral cau be constructed with no material except the natural. Of
the supernatural we can have no conception.

PART VI.

SHAkESPEARE, ON THE INTELLECTUAL FRATERNITY OF MAN.

Shakespeare, is an mspirer, a seer, a realiser ^of Intellectual

fraternity of mankind : In the early part of the introduction, we
have given a grand quotation from the poet J. R. Lowell, pointing
to the fact that one uniform human instinct and aspiration bears
along the whole of mankind. We saw Thomas Carlyle also

emphasising the same aspect of influence of Shakespeare, as

one of the powerful unifying forces throughout the whole of

Saxondom (English-speaking humandom.) In^view of Shakes-
peare’s catholicity of sentiments and sympathies, and his

recognition of human kinship, he belongs to the world. Dr. A.
Comarswamy, an Indian Art Critic, writing at the Tercentenary
day of Shakespeare's death, has almost the

,
same sentiments as

Carlyle and Lowell. He refers to the fallacy that was for some
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time prevalent, “the fallacy of ‘the fundamental divergence of

European and Asiatic character.’ He calls into question the

logic of the statement emphasising the divergence
;

nay, he
condemns it as an assumption, altogether illogical and fallacious,

implying as it does that the earth is not wide enough for Europe
and Asia to live side by side. He rightly calls the artificial

barriers as frail and the divergences of character, if at all, as

only superficial :

—

Civilization must henceforth be human rather than local o^'

national, or it cannot exist. In a world of rapid communications,
it must be founded in the common purposes, (aspirations) and
intuitions of humanity, since, in the absence of common motives,

there cannot be co-operation for agreed ends. In times past, it

has, indeed, been fashionable to insist upon a supposed fundamental
divergence of European and Asiatic character But the premises
were false : the diveigences of character are superficial. For, the

deeper we penetrate, the more we discover an identity in the inner life

of Europe and Asia. Can we, in fact, point to any elemental experience,

or to any ultimate goal of man, which is not equally European
and Asiatic ? Does one not see that these are the same for all,

in all ages and continents ^ But it is not only in Philosophy
and Eeligion—^Truth—and Love—but also in Art ( and science

)

that Europe and Asia are united and from this triple likeness

we may well infer that all men are alike m their divinity ( as they
also are in their devilry ) Let us only notice here the singular

agreement of Eastern and Western theories of Drama and Poetry
The work of Shakespeare is in close accordance with Indian canons
of Dramatic Art We read, for example, in the dramatic canon
of Dhanamjaya ,

—

“ There is no theme, whether delightful or disgusting, cruel or
gracious, high or low, obscure or plain, of fact or fancy, that may
not be successfully employed to communicate aesthetic emotion.*'

The sentiments expressed above, coincide with the criticism
We have offered upon a certain poet's sentiment that the East and
the West, being radically different, can never meet in fellowship
of heart and mind, art and science, in political and social ideas
and ideals,—(vide the part on Morals). As Robert Burns puts it ,

—

Then, let us pray that come it may,
As come it will, for all that j

That sense and worth, o'er all the earth,

May bear the gree and all that.

It’s coming yet, for all that,

That man to man. the world o’er,

Shall brothers be for all that.
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PART XI. (a)

A BRIEF SKETCH OP SHAKESPEARE’S LIFE AND WORK.

Scaaty Materials of His Life : Every one of the readers of Shakes-
peare will naturally be anxious to know who and what this great
master-mind was,'—the mind that created a Hamlet, or an Othello,
or a Lear, or a Cordelia, or any one of the numerous other won-
derful characters presented before us. Record of the life of every
great person and every great event in the world has been left to

us m the promiscuous mass of literature called History. But,
unhappily for us, the literature connected with the life of this
wonderful man is very meagre. It is a strange irony of fate that
full authenticated details should have been denied to us. What i.s

sadder still is, that this comparative want of details has led many
a speculative wiseacre and many a sensation-monger in the field

to launch forth his wild and unwarranted conjectures, with the
sole object of wresting from Shakespeare his rightful laurels and
ascribing his productions to another brain. But the vagueness
about his life has, to some extent, cleared up; so that we can
happily say that to-day we stand upon tolerably sure ground
as to his life and work. This is due to the labours of such
staunch explorers in the field as Sir Sidney Lee and others.

His Birth : The great dramatist was born on 23rd of April
1564 at Stratford-on-Avon, a small town of a few hundreds of
inhabitants, rich in green verdure, and lying upon the ancient
high-road from London to Ireland, The buildings in the place
were mostly wooden, prominent among them being the old church
and the Guildhall which accommodated a Grammar School. The
parish register of the place shows that Shakespeare was baptised
on the 26th April. The monumental inscription on his tomb
records that on the day of his death, 23rd April 1616, he was
63 years old.

His Ancestors and Parents : The poet-dramatist traced his lineageU

both from his father’s and mother’s side, to the yeoman ( farmer )

families of Warwickshire. His grand-father, one Richard Shakes-
peare, lived at Snitterfield, renting a small property there. Rich-

ard’s second son, John Shakespeare, shifted to Stratford about

1551 and opened tanning business in Henley Street and also dabb-
led in other trades. Five or six years later, he married one Mary
Arden, the youngest daughter of a Robert Arden, a well-to-do

farmer in the neighbourhood. The poet was the third child

of these parents, two sisters having died in their infancy. De
Quincey speaks of the title ‘mother of Shakespeare’ as— ‘ how

' august a title to the reverence of infinite generations and of cen-

turies beyond the vision of prophecy 1
’ The father was quite in

affluence at the time of Shakespeare's birth. This is clear from
the fact that he liberally gave help to the poor and needy and
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generously subscribed to the bereaved families during the plague

that broke out in Stratford in the July of 1564.

His Schooling • The poet’s parents had no set schooling or

college education. Neither of them seemed to have been able to

write his or her name. With the object of giving their son all

possible education, they sent the boy to the Free Grammar
School of Stratford. In that school, children,, from the age of

seven and upwards, used to be taught along with English, Latin

Grammar which enabled them to read Ovid, Virgil and Cicero.

Latin was then the vogue in most of the provincial schools. The
school-hours engaged the children practically the whole day both
in winter and summer with of course intervals for food and
recreation and holidays. The character of Sir Hugh Evans, the

Welsh School-Master in the ‘ Merry Wives of Windsor ’ is

obviously an echo of the reminiscences of Shakespeare's school
days. The father's fortune began to decline with debts and
difficulties, and the boy’s schooling had therefore to be cut short
in his 14th year only. It is perhaps fortunate that the academic
course of education did not extend furthei

;
as Ingersoll says,

—

“ How fortunate that Shakespeare was not educated at Oxford

—

that the winged God within him never knelt to the Professor.

How fortunate that this giant was not captured, tied and tethered
by the literary Lilliputians of his time.

”

Various Attractions, to Excite the Boy’s Interest : The surrounding dis-

trict was full of historic memories and monuments. There was,
for example, Warwick with its castle, rendered famous since the
wars of the Roses, lying in the immediate neighbourhood. The
district of Coventry also enjoyed a similar historic importance.
More than this, the district afforded other great attractions to the
boy Shakespeare. Religious dramas, first organised by the
Church and then managed by the Guilds, used to be frequently
staged there, and the boy must have seen some of them, with their

startling scenes of souls burning m Hell, of the ‘ massacre of the
innocents, ’ etc. Royal pomp, pageantry and splendour, too,

Shakespeare had occasion to witness. In his eighth year, Queen
Elizabeth paid a visit to Sir Thomas Lucy of Charlecote in the
immediate vicinity of Stratford. This the boy must have seen,

as also the festivities in the neighbouring castle of Kenilworth,
organised by Leicester, during Elizabeth’s visit in 1676. In
addition to these spectacles, Stratford, by itself, afforded opportu-
nities of witnessing secular theatricals also. Many of the
travelling companies of players frequented Stratford, and John
Shakespeare, being the High Bailiff, they, as custom demanded,
had first to pay their visit to him and wait upon him before staging
their performances. The future poet rajist have seen some ot

these players and got acquainted with the glofies of the theatri?.

^ certaiti WilliSj^ a contemporary of Shakespeare* ,has testified, to
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the fact that the young boy was present at one such representatioh

in the neighbouring town of Gloucester.

Shakespeare’s Marriage ; Not far from Stratford, there lived one
Richard Hathaway, a well-to-do yeoman. On his decease,

Shakespeare, just a boy of 18 years, married Anne Hathaway,
Richard’s daughter, who was in her mature age of 26. This
marriage of a boy who was hardly out of his teens, and who had
as yet no means of living, and whose family conditions were
straitened, looks rather Improvident and strange. Added to this

strangeness, we are told that the poet’s first child was born in

May 1683, only 6 months and 3 weeks after the wedding. Possi-

bly the marriage was only a confirmation of a formal betrothal

which had already taken place. Of his married life, we have little

record. At any rate, it does not seem to have been a happy one.

In 1686, twins were born, a girl Judith, and a boy Hamnet who
seems to have died in his eleventh year.

His Early life at Stratford: Having no opportunities to engage
himself in, Shakespeare seems to have got into bad company and
led himself into the ordinary, thoughtless but impetuous boyish
freaks, poaching on forbidden grounds and stealing fruit or game
from others’ park. One concrete incident is cited. He seems to

have committed a trespass on the park of Sir Thomas Lucy of

Charlecote. The punishment for the fault was, in those days, three
months’ imprisonment and a fine of three times the amount of da-
mage done. Having undergone punishment for this trivial offence,

Shakespeare seems to have resented it bitterly. He composed a
ballad on the subject and posted it on the gates of Charlecote Park.
This retaliation seems to have enraged Lucy into further prosecu-
tion of the boy which eventually led Shakespeare to quit his home
to find a more congenial occupation in London by about 1686.

He accordingly went to London, leaving his wife and children
behind. But he used to pay visits to his wife occasionally at the
beginning, and at longer intervals later on.

His Activities in London : Various reports are current of the manner
in which Shakespeare began his early life in London. One of
these is that he was employed to take charge of the horses of
persons that rode to the theatres to witness plays. He is rep-
resented to have grown into such a favorite as a horse-holder that

he had soon to engage other boys for his assistance to hold the
horses. These boys styled themselves as ‘ Shakespeare s boyS *.

Another tradition makes it out that he entered the theatre as a
‘ servitor ’ to the actors

;
while yet another says that- he began as a

‘ prompter’s attendant ’. Anyway, he seems to have shortly
become an actor, in which capacity .he made Phis earliest repu-
tation. He began his career as a writer by adapting and rewriting
the plays of others. Contemporary references show that in thi?
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direction he made a name at the age of 28 and became the object

of jealousy. In August 1692, Robert Greene, a dramatist, wrote

in a pamphlet a warning to his friends and fellow-dramatists

against the ingratitude of certain players,

—

Yes, trust them not ; for there is an upstart crow, beautified with

our feathers, that with his tiger’s heart wrapt m a player’s hide,

supposes he is as well to bombast out a blank verse as the best of

you : and being an absolute Johannes factotum, is in his own conceit

the only shake-scene in the country.

The allusion is beyond doubt to Shakespeare’s name. Shakes-

peare adapted Greene’s and Marlowe’s True Tragedies (Henry VI)

and brought out his revised play. This adaptation seems to have

been greeted with approval by the public. The success of the

new man who was just then beginning the author’s life has

evidently excited Greene’s jealousy and prompted the lines quoted.

Shakespeare, however, soon attached himself to some successful

players of his day, and was entrusted with the task of revising or

recasting the old plays. Possibly it was Leicester’s Company of

Players who engaged the services of Shakespeare to recast some
pieces. He did such works, but they became the exclusive

property of the company and were therefore not allowed to be
printed, lest the interests of the theatre or company should suffer

by the rival companies getting possession of them. The plays

consequently remained in manuscript and thus facilitated the

players doing as they pleased with the text.

Though Shakespeare naturally excited the envy of the elder

poets, yet his personal charms disarmed even his enemies. This
is clear from the fact that Ben Jonson, who at first made no secret

of his ill-will towards Shakespeare, afterwards wrote very well of

him in the eulogy prefixed to the Folio. We are also familiar

with his tribute in verse (printed in the Anthology).

Shakesiieare aS a Play-wright ; Now Shakespeare started as a
Writer by adapting and re-writing the plays of others. * Love’s
Labour Lost ’ is regarded as the first of such adaptations. It was
probably got Up about 1691, revised in 1697, and published in

1698, when the name of Shakespeare first appeared in print as its

author. He seems to have taken to rhyming at the beginning but
gradually diverted to blank verse, impressed with Marlowe’s
achievement in that direction. Thus, Shakespeare's first master
was Christopher Marlowe who was born about two months
earlier. His first tragedy Romeo and Juliet came out Somewhere
between 1691— 1693. The whole of his dramatic career seems tb
have been concentrated in the two decades between the 27lh and
47th years of his life, as shown in Part IV, page VII,, ante. This
gives us an average of two plays annually.
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Udder the Patrodage of the Nobility; In London, Shakespeare seems to

have earned the patronage of the Earl of Southampton. Many of

his sonnets are addressed to this nobleman. After James I,

ascended the throne of England, Shakespeare is said to have been
called upon to act before the king. His last play ‘ Tempest' was
performed in celebration of the marriage of princess Elizabeth
with the Elector Frederick in 1613.

His Attachment to Stratford • After a lapse of about 11 years, he
returned to Stratford. As already stated, while in London,
he used to visit his home at least once a year. By about 1587, he
purchased the largest house in Stratford for £60, equivalent to

^480 at the modern value. He then improved the house by
making several suitable repairs. This purchase raised ShakesT
peare in his fellow-townsmen’s estimate and brought him a

reputation for wealth. Fuither, he applied through his father, for
‘ a coat of arms ’ and secured it These incidents had already
earned Shakespeare a decent status in the social ranks of Strata

ford. In London he was getting good income both as actor and
play-wnght and became a paitner in the Globe Theatre, when it

was built in 1597. On the average, he is slated to have been
getting an annual income of about .£130 or ;£ 1C40 according to

present valuation. His income seems to have steadily increased
so much so that he became the owner of large landed property
in the town. As a landowner he had to face some lawsuits fpr

which he displayed much skill and aptitude. He is reported to

have been generally successful in them.

Last Years at Stratford • Some of his best plays, Much Ado About
Nothing, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Julius Cseser, Hamlet,
Othello, Macbeth, King Lear, Tempest are usually traced to this

period of prosperity. After 1611, we have it on Sir Sidney Lee’s
authority, he gave up his dramatic career and stayed for the most
part in stratford. About the beginning of 1616, his health seems
to have shown signs of failing and he died in April of that year.
He was buried in Stratford Church.

His Children : His two daughters Susannah and Judith survived
him for a pretty long time. ' Susannah married one John Hall, a
reputed Physician in 1607. She had only one child, a daughter,
Elizabeth, born in 1608. Thus the poet became a grandfather in

his 46th year. This Elizabeth married, in 1626, Mr Thomas
Nash, a country gentleman of good rank and wealth. Again in

1649, on Nash’s death, she married Sir John Barnard, Knight, of

Abington. She died in 1669, leaving no issue, while her* mother
Susannah had already died in 1649,

Judith, the younger daughter, married Mr. Thomas Quiney,
wine-dealer at Stratford, just before her father's death. Three
childerh were born to her but they died young. She herself

died in 1662. Thus with the death of Elizabeth or Lady *

Barnard, the lineal descendants of Shakespeare terminated,.
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The Baconian Theory- As regards the theory that has sprung up
in certain quarters, that Shakespeare with his sadly deficient

education could not have written the plays ascribed to him, and
that, probably, the true authorship belongs to Bacon, we do not

hesitate to characterise it as a mere canard. Before the middle
of the 19th century, nobody thought of breathing a word of doubt
about Shakespeare’s authorship. Till then, Shakespeare’s fame
as a great dramatist was secure' and unquestioned. Unhappily,
the last three or four decades of that century have assumed a

different turn. The hoax, played by the new theory, originated in

some American criticism and was pushed on by a fanatical

woman,—Miss Delia Bacon. On this subject, we need only quote
here Ingersoll, the great American, who has successfully smashed
this senseless, unfounded theory. We give his own brilliant

exposition, which is free from academic technique or dialectics,

and is conclusive as far as it goes,—

The plays of Shakespeare show so much knowledge, thought and
learnmg, that many people—those who imagine that universities

furnish capacit}^—contend that Bacon must have been the author.

We know Bacon. We know that he was a scheming politician,

a courtier, a time-server of chnrch and kings, and a corrupt judge.

We know that he never admitted the truth of the Copernican
system—that he was doubtful whether insliuments were of any
advantage in scientific investigation-—that he was ignorant of the

higher branches of mathematics, and that, as a matter of fact, he
added but little to the knowledge of the world. When he was
more than 60 years of age, he turned his attention to poetry

But if you will read these verses, you will say that the author of
‘ Lear ’ and ‘ Hamlet ^ did not write them.

Bacon dedicated his work on the ^Advancement of Learning.
Divine and Human ’ to James I ; and m his dedication he stated

« that there had not been, since the time of Christ, any king or

monarch so learned in all erudition, divine or human. He placed
James the First, before Marcus Auielius and all other kings and
and emperors since Christ, and concluded by saying that James the
First had the power and fortune of a king, the illumination of a
priest, the learning and universality of a philosopher.^^ This was
written of James the First, described by Macaulay as a stammering,
slobbering, trembling cowardj whose writings were deformed by
the grossest and vilest superstitions,-—witches being the special

objects of his fear, his hatred and his persecution,”

It seems to have been taken for granted that if Shakespeare was
not the author of the great dramas, Lord Bacon must have been.
It has been claimed that Bacon was the greatest philosopher of his

time. And yet in reading his works, we find that there was in his

mind a strange mingling of foolishness and philosophy. He takes
pains to tell us and to write it down for the benefit of posteritVi
eneh absurdities as,—
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(1) Thafc “ snow is colder than water, because it hath more
spirit in it, and that quicksilver is the coldest of all metals,

because it is the fullest of spirit.
”

(2) He stated that he hardly believed that you could contract

air by putting opium on top of the weather glass, and gave
the following reasons :

—“ I conceive that opium and the

like make spirits fly rather by malignity than by cold.
”

(3) This great philosopher gave the following recipe for

staunching blood,—" Thrust the part that bleedeth into the

body of a capon, new ripped and bleeding. This will

staunch the blood. The blood, as it seemeth, sucking and
drawing up by similitude of suljstance the blood it meeteth
with, and so itself going back.

”

(4) This philosopher also records this important fact,
—“Divers

witches among heathen and Christians have fed upon
man’s flesh to aid, as it seemeth, their imagination with
high and foul vapor. “ • « «

Lord Bacon was not only a philosopher, but he was a biologist, as

appears from the following,

—

“ As for living creatures, it is certain that their vital spirits are a

substance compounded of an airy and flamy matter ;
and

although air and flame being free, will not mingle, yet, bound in

by a body that hath some fixing, will (mingle).
’’

Now and then, the inventor of deduction reasons by analogy.

He says,—“ As snow and ice holpen, and their cold, activated by
nitre or salt, will turn water into ice, so it may be it will turn wood
or stiff clay into stone.

’’

Bacon seems to have been a believer is the transmutation of

metals, and solemnly gives a formula for changing silver or copper

into gold. He also believed m the transmutation of plants, and had
arrived at such a height in entomology that he informed the world
that ‘ insects have no blood. ’ It is claimed that he was a great

observer and as evidence of this he recorded the wonderful fact,

—

(1) that “ tobacco, cut and dried by the fire loses, weight
;

”

(2) that “ bears in the winter wax fat in sleep) though they eat

nothing 5

”

(3) that “ tortoises have no bones
;

’’

(4) that’* there is a kind of stone, if ground and put in water
where cattle drink, the cows will give more milk i

’*

(5) that “ it is hard to cure a hurt in a Frenchman’s head but
easy (to cure) in his leg ;
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(6) that “ it is hard to cure a hurt in an Englishman’s leg ; but

easy (to cure) in his head. ”

(7) that " wounds made with brass weapons are easier to cure

than those made with iron ;

’

(8) that “ lead will multiply and increase, as in statues buried

in the ground ;

"

(9) and that “ the rainbow, touching anything, causeth a sweet

smell.
”

Bacon seems also to have turned his attention to ornithology, and

says (1) that “ eggs laid in the full of the moon breed better birds; ”

(2) that '* you can make swallows white by putting ointment on the

eggs before they are hatched.
”

He also informs us (1) that “ witches cannot hurt kings as

easily as they can common people ;
” (2) that perfumes dry and

strengthen the brain ;
” (3) that “ any one in the moment of

triumph can be injured by another who casts an envious eye, and

the inj'ury is greatest when the envious glance comes from the

oblique eye.
"

Lord Bacon also turned his attention to medicine, and he states

(1) that “ bracelets made of snakes are good for curing cramps
;

’

(2) that “ the skin of a wolf might cure the colic because a wolf has

great digestion
; (3) that “ eating the roasted brains of hens and

hares strengthens the memory ;
” (4) that “ if a woman about to

become a mother, eats a good many quinces and considerable

coriander seed, the child will be ingenious ;
” and (5) that “ the moss

which grows on the skull of an unburied dead man is good for

staunching blood. ” (6) He also expresses doubt, however, “ as to

whether you can cure a wound by putting ointment on the weapon

that caused the wound instead of on the wound itself. ”

It is claimed by the advocates of the Baconian theory that their

hero stood at the top of science
; and yet “ it is absolutely certain

that he was ignorant of the law of the acceleration of falling bodies,

although the law had been made known and printed by Galileo

thirty years before Bacon wrote upon the subject. Neither did this

great man understand the principle of the lever. He was not

acquainted with the precession of the equinoxes, and as a matter of

fact was ill-read in those branches of learning in which, in his time,

the most rapid progress had been made. ’> * • »

We have the right to compare what Bacon wrote with what, it

is claimed, Shakespeare produced. I call attention to one thing,

—

to Bacon’s opinion of human iove. It is this,
—“ The Stage is

more beholden to love than the life of man. As to the Stage, love

is ever matter of comedies, and now and then of tragedies
;

but in

life it doth much mischief, sometimes like a siren, sometimes like a

fury. Amongst all the great and worthy parsons, there is not one

that hath been transported to the mad degree of love, which shows

that great spirits and great business do keep out this weak passion,*'

The author of “ Romeo and Juliet " never wrote that,
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Let ns see what sense of honor Bacon had. In writing commentaries
on certain passages of Scripture, Lord Bacon tells a courtier, who
has committed some offence, how to get back into the graces of his

prince or king. Among other things he tells him not to appear too

cheerful, but to assume a very grave and modest face; not to bring

the matter up himself; to be extremely industrious, so that the

prince will see that it is hard to get along without him; also to get

his friends to tell the prince or king how badly he, the courtier,

feels; and then he Says, all these failing, “ let him contrive to

transfer the fault to others.
”

It is true that we know but little of Shakespeare, and conse*

quently do not positively know that he did not have the ability to

write the plays
;
but we do know Bacon, and we know that he

could not have written these plays
;

consequently, they must have
been written by a comparatively unknown man. that is to say, by a

man who was known by no other writings. The fact that we do

not know Shakespeare, except through the Plays and Sonnets, make
it possible for us to believe that ha was the author.

Some people have imagined that the Plays are written by several,

bat tbis only increases the wonder, and adds a useless burden to

credulity. ,

Bacon published in his time all the writings that he claimed.

Naturally, he would have claimed his best. Is it possible that Bacon
left the wondrous children of his brain on the 'door-step of Shakes-

peare, and kept the deformed ones at home ? Is it possible that he
fathered the failures and deserted the perfect ? Of course, it is

wonderful that so little has been found touching Shakespeare ; but

is it not equally wonderful, if Bacon was the author, that not a line

has been found in all his papers, containing a suggestion, or a hint,

that he was the writer of these plays ? Is it not wonderful that no
fragment of any scene—no line—no word—has been found

Some have insisted that Bacon kept the authorship secret because

it was disgraceful to write Plays. This argument does not cover

the Sonnets,—and besides, one who had been stripped of the robes

of office for receiving bribes as a judge, conid have borne the

additional disgrace of having written Hamlet. ” The ' fact that

Bacon did not claim to be the author, demonstrates that he was
not. Shakespeare claimed to be the author, and no one in his

time or day denied the claim. This demonstrates that he was.

Bacon published his works, and said to the world,—“ This is what
I have done ’* Bacon’s best can be compared with Shakespeare’s

common, but Shakespeare’s best rises above Bacon’s best like a domed
temple above a beggar’s but
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PART XII.

The date and source of the play of ‘ Othello

Date of the Play : External Evidence: The earliest edition of

the play was a quarto published in 1622. This was apparently a
reprint from an old copy of the play. It omitted some lines, but
kept many oaths, adjurations and other expletives, which pointed
to the fact that the play dated from still earlier years. A second
quarto was published in 1640, with slight variations from the first.

Taking the Play as a whole, we find direct evidence of its date

comparatively wanting. An attempt has been made in some
quarters to read, in Othello’s words,— ‘ Our new heraldry is

hands, not hearts,’— a clue to fix its date at 1611, when the new
order of baronets, with its heraldry of hands, was introduced.

But the available internal evidence of metre, style and
conception, amply rebuts this supposition, and points to a date
somewhere between 1600 and 1605 There is much resemblance
in the language of Othello with the plastic speech of Hamlet in 1603,
But the latter contains several empyrean flights of intellect and
the rich embellishments of imagination which are absent in the
other Nonetheless, we find in Othello as much loftiness and
magnificence as are necessary and proportionate to the theme
treated of. For example, Othello’s touching ‘Farewell’, his
pathetic laments and self-reproaches, have all the superbness met
with m Hamlet. In Macbeth (1606) we are at times haunted by a
feeling that the words are strained to convey more meaning than
they could bear : but m Othello, it is not so

;
everything is clear,

direct and straight The probability therefore is that it was
written about 1604, and that it was staged and acted soon after,

in November 1604, before the Court at Whitehall. This fact is

attested by Malone.

Source of the Play; The outlines of the plot of Othello seem to
have been based upon an old story,—the 27th of the 100 novels in
Cinthio’s Hecatomithi. This work was originally published in
Sicily in 1665. It was frequently reprinted in Italy and rendered
into other European languages "In 1795, it was translated into
English by W, Parr. But Shakespeare must have had access to
it much earlier, either by hearing the story repeated by persons,
or by reading it in original, in which case he must have possessed
at leapt some smattering knowledge of Italian. The tale treats of a
Moorish Captain, wedding a high-born, virtuous and charming
damsel of Venice. This novel forms the back-ground of the
play and contains almost every incident dealt with in Othello. But
Shakespeare departs widely from the original story. The dramatic
treatment of tbe tragic theme and the delineation of Othello and
other characters are wonderful achievements of his adaptative,
creative, transforming genius, known in one word as ‘ characte-
rization

’
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PART XIIL

The Tragedy of Othello, as a Dramatic Piece.

‘ Oihello ’ stands in the first rank along with the other great

tragedies, —Lear, Hamlet, Macbeth and Cieser. In these, Shakespeare’s
dramatic art has reached its utmost prefection. As usual,

the critics are variously moved in their admiration for them.
Some regard Othello as the very best of Shakespeare’s tragedies

;

some give the palm to Lear
;
some to Hamlet, some to Macbeth.

Dowden gives the first place to ‘ Lear ’ and calls it Shakespeare’s
‘ greatest single achievement.’ Craig places Othello above Lear.

Goethe regards Hamlet as the ‘ finest manifestation of Shake-
speare’s genius’. Macaulay considers Othello as ‘perhaps, the greatest

work in the world.’ But whatever the final verdict may be, there

is no doubt that it is a most powerful tragedy,—a consummate
work of Art,—that has never been equalled or surpassed.

Who has ever approached Shakespeare in his command and
mastery of language

;
in his poetic diction

;
in the truthful

delineation of character
;
in the marvellous art with which he pre-

pares and contrives the web of various scenes and situations and
weaves them into the woof of his dramatic persons; in the selective

power and adaptive .skill by which he picks up a common story

and converts it into a most perfect tragedy in human language ?

He gives vis, often in the same play, a momentary glimpse of Heaven

under the magic sway of Love, as in the happy meeting of Oihello

and Desdemona after the stormy voyage
;
and then, transforming

that divine passion into its opposite (Hate) under the blighting

influence of Jealousy, excited by a malignant devil, he gradually

ushers us into an Inferno where we witness scenes of heart-rending

woe and weeping, scenes of acutest mental suffering, pitiful sorrow,

pathetic lament, poignant regrets and self-reproaches, remorseful

outbursts that touch us to tears,—tears of sympathy and sorrow.

Although we are moved to various moods and feelings in this

play, yet our interest has been engaged and sustained throughout,

until we come to the last Act, where we become dazed and horror-

struck by the catastrophic deaths of so many good and innocent

lives. As one editor, Mr. H C. Hart, remarks,

—

In whichever moods we arise from a study of Othello, we feel that

perfection has been attained. The beauty and skill are unequalled

;

the strain of interest has reached its utmost limit To my think-

ing, Othello is the most perfect play that Shakespeare wrote.

The central interests are more absorbing and continuously in

evidence than elsewhere. We are not asked to fritter away our

SOI rows on any minor griefs. Cassio’s leg is nothing, k tempest

hardly arouses our interest. Never for a fraction of a scene, do we
lose sight of the point at issue,—Will this thorough-paced villain succeed

in his outrageous plots ?

"We sorrow for Desdemona, and we suffer with Othello. We aro

horrified, while we marvel at lago’s malignant skill
;
and all the
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whila we feel that ene purpose runs through the pages and will

have ifca way, and that purpose is revenge,—lago’s baseless aad selL

satisfyiag vengeance. As ambition is the key-note of Macbeth,

ingratitnde of Lear, intellect strained to insanity of Hamlet, so the

guiding principle in Othello is revenge.

lago is indeed an embodied vengeance. All the players are his

pnppets. Other villains are suspected or watched. But lago has

the complete confidence of every one from start to finish He is

always “ honest lago ” to everybody. Eoderigo needs a touch of the

whip now and then, but that is a device to' show lago’s skill in doing

it. In other plays, the characters, as it were, unfold one another,

lago unfolds them all, including himself If he had not been

condescending enough to take us into his confidence (by his solilo-

quies), what should we know of him ? Nothing His purpose is

not loud but deep. It is no part of his “compliment extern,” And
his mocking nature is as proof against emotion as li ts against the

stings of conscience, or as Oassio's coat
.
was against Boderigo’s

sword. He joins his wits to this purpose The pievious scene

between Othello and the Senators, is Othello’s own proud and

unbiassed glory of the whole play. In the bed-chamber scene, it is

all lago’s handicraft......

Another illuminating critic and admirer, William HazUtt, has the

following apt and beautiful comment on this play,

—

Othello excites our sympathy to an extraordinary degree. The
moral it conveys has a closer application to the concerns of human
life than that of almost any other of Shakespeare’s plays. It comes

directly home to the bosoms and passions of men. The pathos in

Lear is indeed more dreadful and overpowering j but it is less natural,

and less of everyday’s occurrence. We have not the same degree of

sympathy with the passions described in Macbeth. The interest in

Hamlet is more remote and reflex. That of Othello is at once equally

profound and affecting,,...

.

Again, the movement of passion in Othello is exceedingly different

from that of Macbeth. In Macbeth, there is a violent struggle between

opposite feelings, between ambition and stings of conscience, almost

from first to last ; In Othello, the doubtful conflict between contrary

passions, though dreadful, continues only for a short time. The
chief interest here is excited by the alternate ascendency of

different passions,—by the entire and unforeseen change from the

fondest Love and the most unbounded Confidence to the tortures of

Jealousy and the madness of Hatred. The nature of the Moor is

noble, confiding, tender and generous; but his blood is of the most
inflammable kind. .....It is in working his noble nature up to this

extremity, through rapid but gradual transitions, that

Shakespeare has shown the mastery of his genius and of his power
over the human heart.

The third Act of Othello is bis finest display, not of knowledge or

passion separately, bub of the two combined, of the knowledge of

character with the expression of passiop, of consummate art in the

keeping up of appearances with tha profound workings of nature,
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of the convulsive movements of uncontrollable agony, and of the
power of inflicting torture and suffering it...... If anything could add
to the force of onr sympathy with Othello, or compassion for his fate,

it would be the frankness and generosity of his nature, which so
little deserve it (such a fate).

What a real world of strange characters and contrasts! Shakespeare’s
world is a wonderful compound of realities. We see BrabantiOj a
typical aristocrat, with his arrogant notions of class-superiority,
giving vent to his dislike and wrath,—unappeased and unappea-
sable—over the marriage of his daughter with a foreigner. Then,
there is the Duke or President of the Senate, who is alert and efficient,

and takes prompt and sufficient measures to avert the danger
of Turkish attack on Cyprus

;
who tries to hold the balance

even between the disputants and takes a calmer and more
sensible view of the love-affair

;
who tries to act as the

reconciler or peace-maker between the two contending parties.

There is yet another type of the official class, exemplified b y
LodoTico, who is entrusted with the important duties of a State
Messenger in times of war. He is not the usual kind of a
hide-bound offical who is content with nodding ‘ Ayes ’ and
‘ Nays ' to his superiors. In the discharge of his duties, he retains
his own independent judgment and boldly, though mildly, takes
Othello to task, when the latter publicly insults Desdemona by
striking her. He is as just in admiring where admiration is due,

as in condemning when condemnation is called for. There
is still another class typified in Montano. He is good enough
to be placed in charge of a governorship in times of peace.
But in times of war, when superior skill and strategy, care

and alacrity are required, he is wisely replaced by Othello.

Though, as Othello says, he has enjoyed a reputation for calmness
and prudence, yet he is like Cassio, unable to resist the temptation
of the social evil of ‘drink*, and turns out a ‘ night brawler ’.

There is Othello, a brave, hardened soldier, with a free, open,
trustful disposition, with a sensitive mind and conscience

;

but he lacks mental acuteness and equipoise and is therefore
‘ tenderly led by the nose as asses are ’ by the sharp but
scheming brain of a villain. Here is Cassio, a capable officer,

a highly finished courtier, with ‘ a smooth dispose ' and a

polished tongue, gay and light-hearted, but lacking moral
courage to resist the tyranny of silly social conventions that

go under the garb of ‘ sport ’ and ‘ entertainment ’. There is, again,
Roderigo, a ‘ wealthy, curled darling’ of the Venetian wealthy class,

highly sentimental and foolish, ready to waste his money after the

object of his desire, even after knowing that that object is

unattainable. Here stands Desdemona, fair, frank and simple, modest
and yet heroic at tiroes, constant in her love, ‘ the sweetest inno-

cent that ever lived —imt foolish, childishly persistent, incapable
of studyingthe importance of time, place and events, too charitable

and credulous, and freely trusting one and all. There is Emilia
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her maid, a woman of wordly experience and practical wisdom,
attached to her mistress and constant in her loyalty, bold and
vociferous in her denunciations, ‘ ready to commit small crimes,

but quickened and alarmed at atrocious villanies.’ We see also
Bianca, a poor, public courtezan, following her lover even to the

camp of war, shameless in her profession, loose-tongued, and yet

possessing the virtues of common humanity that claim our pity

and sympathy. Last, there is that demi-devil lago, whose malignity

has, like the plague, silently and seductively infected all who have
come into contact with him.

There is thus presented to our gaze an epitome ol the great world,

a world in miniature, having almost every type of humanity,

—

good and bad, common and uncommon, vulgar and refined,

arrogant and meek,—in fact from the highest to the lowest, with all

orders and grades thrown in-between. Truly, Shakespeare’s
variety and diversity of characterization is as wonderful as that

of Nature herself. As Ingersoll aptly remarks,—“ Read one play,

and you are impressed with the idea that the wealth of a god has
been exhausted , and yet, the next play opens as fresh as the

dewy gates of another day.” Hazlitt also says about this play,

—

The picturesque contrasts of character m this play are almost as

remarkable as the depth of the passion. The Moor Oth^o, the gentle

Desdemona, the villain lago, the good-natured Cassio, the fool

Roderigo, present a range and variety of character as striking and
palpable as that produced by the opposition of costume in a picture.

Their dtstinguishtng quaUties stand out to the mind’s eye, so that

even when we are not thinking of their actions or sentiments, the

idea of their persons is still as present to us as ever. These characters,

and the images they stamp upon the mind, are the farthest asunder

possible, the distance between them is immense. Yet the compass of

knowledge and invention, which the poet has shown in embodying
these extreme creations of his genius, is only greater than the truth

and felicity with which he has identified each character with itself,

or blended their different qualities together in the same story.

What a contrast the character of Othello forms to that of lago ! At

the same time, the force of conception with which these two figures

are opposed to each other is rendered still more intense by the comp-

lete consistency with which the traits of each character are brought

out in a state of the highest finishing. The making one black and
the other -white, the one unprincipled and the other unfortunate in

the extreme, would have answered the common purposes of effect,

and satisfied the ambition of an ordinary painter of character. But
Shakespeare has laboured the finer shades of differences in both, with

as much care and skill as if ho had to depend on the execution alone

for the success of his design. On the othei hand, Desdemona and

Emilia are not meant to be opposed with anything like strong contrast

to each other. Both are, to outward appearance, characters of

common life, not more distinguished than women usually are by
difference of rank and situation. Yet, there is the diversity of ihett^

thoughts and sentiments which are laid open to us. Their minds
are separated from each other by signs as plain, and as little W
be rnktaken^ as the complexion of their
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PART XIV.

Some Features of the Hero, Heroine, and the Viliain.

OTHELLO

We have dealt with the characterization of all the dramatic
persons, at some length, in the Critical and Analytical study,

appended to each Act of the Play. But there are some aspects of

the Hero, the Heroine, and the Villain of the tragedy which may
be further elucidated or stressed here.

Othello and Brntns are mostly alike: In some respects, Othello comes
nearer to Brutus than to any other tragic hero of Shakespeare.
Both of the mare magnanimous, honest, open, and brave. Both are
trustful, self-reliant and plain-sailing. Both take things at their

face-value
;
they do not go deeper than the surface of men and

things. Both are acknowledged to be ‘

noble’ by friend and foe
alike,—noble, in the sense that they are swayed by high principles
of Honor, Duty, Rectitude, Public good They are actuated by
the purest of motives and the best of intentions. But Othello is

invested with far more tragic issues. Unlike Brutus, he experien-
ces a horrible awakening from his illusions,—an awakening which
brings home to himself all his egregious, asinine blunders. As
for his love, in all its fullness, fervour, intensity and complexity,
it has all the power of a consuming tragic passion.

Othello’s nobility and moral worth: The whole play abounds in ample
testimony from all quarters, pointing to the nobility of the hero.
The Moor has attained to the high position and authority in the
Venetian State and Society, chiefly through his moral greatness,

—

the inestimable qualities of his head and heart,—the remarkable
strength of his mind and will

;
the high degree of his self-control

and forbearance; his pure and faultless character amidst a corrupt
and corrupting social and sexual environment

;
his high notions of

duty, discipline and honor
;

his inspiring confidence as a leader
and commander

;
his cool heroism in the face of danger and

death
;
his natural magnanimity of soul,—generous, trustful and

loving
;
openly admitting his errors and faults, and feeling deeply

sorry and penitent over them
;
disdaining injustice, meanness or

low cunning
;
ready to act and sacrifice himself for noble objects.

Not only the members of the Venetian Senate, not only Cassio,

Montano, and other Military compatriots, but even the people of

such extremely opposite types as lago, the villain of the deepest
dye, and as Desdemona, the model of maidenly sweetness and
softness, of saintly simplicity and innocence one and all recog-

nise and pay homage to his moral worth, to his greatness of soul,

to ‘ his free, open, constant, loving, and noble nature.’

Othello was by natare open and trustful,—uot snspieiousi-^Iago's dark

Ijints and assertions are not believed at first Othello demands
clear and convincing proofs. It is only when he thinks he has
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such proofs before him that he giveaway to jealousy and revenge-

What existed before only as a dormant germ now becomes a

consuming passion. With the glowing power of his imagination,

it soon spreads like wild fire.

The Question naturally arises,—How would most men, placed

in similar circumstances, have acted ? Even in the most civilized

countries, men of high intelligence, culture and caution, but

imbued, as they naturally are, with the elemental, ordinary human
passions, would, on such evidence, have formed the same judg-

ment as Othello did. Let us for a moment leave aside the domestic

sphere^ and look to the political and religious fields of man's activities.

We find men and women suspected, condemned and punished
cruelly on far more insufficient and unconvincing evidence than

that Othello went upon. History teems with examples,-^ in

all ages and climes,—of those persecuted and imprisoned
on no better ground than mere suspicion. This will be clear to

us, if we look at the number of political suspects,—those marked
or kept down, or those deported and imprisoned without trial on
no better grounds than suspicion or one-sided reports ol interested

officials in all despotic governments. Again, the same melancholy
situation confronts us, if we turn our glance to the large number
of Freethinkers or Heretics,—sacrificed in the supposed interests

of religion, when religion dominated society and usurped the

function of Government,—to the number of those persecuted and
condemned to imprisonment, torture, or death, for Heresy (diffe-

rences in religious beliefs, opinions and practices), on the most
slender material,—the flimsy and one-sided reports of spies and
official heresy-hunters who were paid and rawarded in proportion
to the number of persons they informed against. It is all a ques-

tion of socialpsychology or the herd mind, the power of suggestion,

the backward state of Society, the ignorance, the low level of

culture, the timid or ill-formed public opinion, the callous

self-interest or self-love of the rich, powerful, and well-organised

few, pitted against the many. In a nervous state of mind,
both individuals and societies are easily thrown off their balance.

They become easily perplexed, disturbed or wrought upon by
fears and suspicions, real or fancied, that the safety of their

interests, no matter however ill-gotten or indefensible they be, is

endangered or threatened.

Here, the dearest and most precious interest or object of
Othello’s life was his love for Desdemona. That love was ground-
ed on his belief in her beauty and charms, in her graces and
accomplishments and, most of all, in her womanly purity and
chastity,—‘ the immediate jewel of a woman’s soul.’ Such belief

or conviction is now destroyed by what looks like a formidable and
convincing evidence to Othello. This evidence is so dexterously
concocted, presented, and made to appear so satisfactory and
condjisive that, when he sees with his own eyes his love-token—
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the handkerchief—in the hands of Bianca who throws it back to

Cassio, it leaves, along with other circumstances artfully employ-
ed by lago, absolutely no room for doubt in Othello’s mind. His
self-control, for which he was noted in the most dangerous
situations, now gives way completely and he becomes an entirely

changed man.

Not by nature jealoBs;—It is true that this tragedy is a tragedy
of jealousy and revenge. But Othello was not by nature jealous.

On the contrary, he was open-hearted, trustful, chivalrous and
free,'—free from the petty faults of envy, jealousy, suspicion,

mean thoughts and practices. But once excited, made jealous

and wrought upon, he becomes extremely perplexed and furious.

Do we not, all of us, carry in our blood the germs of our savage
ancestry, of our primitive past conditions,—the germs of low and
callous selfishness, cruelty, anger, jealousy, envy, revenge or
vindictiveness ? In fact, “ there is no vice in this world to which
each one of us has not some natural pre-disposition. But, even
m this, the Moor Othello is completely like most of us, inasmuch
as his virtue cannot withstand formidable temptation. He loses

his self- control, when all the props of his existence (love, honor
and duty) have broken down ” True, Othello’s jealousy is at

last successfully roused by a clever rogue. But this passion was
not the fundamental part of his character. It lay dormant in

him as it does in all of us. There is ample proof of this fact in
the Play,—in lago’s praise of his free and open nature

;
in the

testimony supplied by others
;
and more particularly by himself

in the face of his impending end by suicide,*—

Speak of me as I am
; nothing extenuate,

Nor set down aught m malice , then, must you speak
Of one that loved not wisely but too well

;

Of one not easily jealous but, being wrought,
Perplex’d in the extreme.

We have also Dr. Ulrici’s wise comment,--

I should like to see the man,—in Italy, in the wealthiest commer
cial city of the world, and at a time of the corruption of female
beauty and morals, such as is described by lago (in the 3rd Scene of
Act I) to Roderigo, and again (in the 3rd Scene of Act III) to
Othello, and reflected in Emilia’s loose talk with her mistress, (Act IV.
Sc. 3)—I should like to see the man as cleverly and cunningly belied

by a friend and military comrade (believed to be thoroughly loyal,

loving and honest)—the man who sees the token of his love in the
hands of a young, handsome, amiable man, and whose doubts more-
over are strengthened by the warm interest of his wife m her
supposed lover,—I should like to see the man who would not under
such circumstances become suspicious and give ear to the whisperings
of the demon of jealousy. In fact, the^man who would not find this

to be an adequate proof of infidelity would have, in Arcadian simpli-

city, to consider women angels The passion of pain and anger
^bout actual infidehty is as justifiable as that excited by any other
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moral offence committed by the one we love It is Othello’s

misfortune to be inexpressibly belied and deceived. Hence, taken

objectively, he does certainly appear jealous; but in himself,

subjectively, he is not.

As to the feeling of revenge or vindictiveness ; A spirit of revenge is

generally excited in a man by some physical, mental, or moral
loss, injury, hurt or offence caused to him by another. Othello is

not at all vindictive or revengeful by nature. His worst foe, lago

certifies to his ‘ frank, loving and noble nature/ Of course, the

feeling of revenge, as of anger, hale, and the like, may lie in

our composition as a germ in a dormant state. We see the

utter absence of the spirit of retaliation or revenge in his

conduct towards Brabantio. The old Senator is most insulting

and abusive to Othello, and yet the latter is forbearing,

calm and respectful to him. It is only at a later stage when
he is completely wrought upon by lago, only after the props of

his life—love and honour—are taken away, that retribution or

the spirit of revenge springs up in his breast. He loved Desde-
niona with every fibre of his being. His love for her was his

life, the essential part of his existence. In believing her lost, he
loses himself. In believing her untrue, he becomes untrue to

his own ‘

loving and noble nature.’ As lamented by Desdemona
herself ,

—

kly Lord is not my Lord ; nor should I know him,

Were he in favour as in humour altered,

Othello, a changed man under the baneful influence of jealousy and revenge

Othello now becomes a thoroughly changed man. This complete
and sudden change in his nature becomes also the subject of

Lodovico’s astonishment and enquiry,—

Is this the noble Moor whom our full Senate

Call all-in-all sufficient ^ Is this the nature

Whom passion could not shake ? whose solid virtue

The shot of accident nor dart of chance
Could neither graze nor pierce ?

Even Othello is conscious of this change. When he says
(in the Second Scene of Act V) in answer to Lodovico’s
question,

—
‘ Where is this rash and most unfortunate man ?’

That’s he that was Othello : here I am,

He means to say that he is no longer the same Othello as we
all knew at one time, but quite a different man. And this

change is “ not (as Schlegel puts it in his antipathy) a relapse into
his own brutal nature, but the destruction of his truly noble
nature, the collapse of the glorious edifice into a desolate ruin, for
‘ foul toads to knot and gender in.’ Accordingly, the just pain and
pge which rouse his whole nature (his ardent feelings and excited
imagination,) into a violent state of passion, are certainly now
mixed with a feeling of revenge. But still his revenge has even
a nobler motive than mere delight in the sufferings and ruin of
its victim,”
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Bat Othello is throughout prompted by Honour, not by Revenge; His love
having gone, ' he clutches hold of the last possession he has
kept afloat, his sole remaining property,—Honour.’ This, at least,

he intends to save for himself. His honour, as he thinks, demands
the sacrifice of the lives of Desdemona and Cassio. The idea of
honour in those days, especially in Italy, inevitably required the

death of the faithless wife, as well as the death of the adulterer

Othello, therefore, regards it as his duty to comply with these

ideas. And, accordingly, it is no lie or extenuation when (in Act V,

Scene 2) he calls himself ‘an honourable murderer’, doing
‘ naught m hate, but all in honour,’

The Eaves-dropplug Scene; It is all very well for critics to spin

fine theories from the cool atmosphere of their study. They say
that Othello was guilty of meanness, when lago persuaded him to

play the eaves-dropper and overhear the conversation between
lago and Cassio, with reference to Bianca,—a reference which was
misconstrued by the excited Moor as applying to Desdemona But
they must remember that Othello was not a god, a demi-god, a
superman, but a human being, after all, with all the passions and
emotions, the frailties and failings common to ordinary humanity. It

is true he was a great man, possessing remarkable traits of charac-
ter, brave, open, honorable, generous, intelligent, magnanimous; a

good commander and organiser; a strict disciplinarian who always
did his duty and exacted its observance from others rigorously; a

man with a fine and just conscience. But he had,—as we all

generally have—an impulsive and inflammable nature which,
though he kept it w’ell under control usually, broke out at times
irresistibly under certain exceptional situations. When he was
touched in the tenderest part of his life,—his honor as a soldier,

or his love and constancy as a husband to Desdemona, or her
fidelity and chastity as a wife to him,—he became very sensitive

and capable of being easily inflamed. lago knew this and used this

knowledge to the fullest advantage for his own wicked purposes.

It was thus that lago wrought upon him and succeeded in per-

plexing him and in turning most of his virtues into their

opposites. From his ‘ free, open, noble, and loving nature,’ he
fell, and became dark, suspicious, gullible and petty,—for what ?

—for the purpose of ascertaining the truth of his wife’s infidelity.

Overpowered by jealousy, he now becomes a spy,—a wretched
creature.

For much less cause, for far less reasons. Governments, States-

men and Politicians have not scrupled to resort to spying, stealing, or

secretly breaking open the postal correspondence of their fellow-citizens under
suspicion, when dealing with what they consider to be the hostile

forces or purposes,—hostile to themselves or to their group, class

or caste. They have been willing to do the spying by themselves
when and where possible, or otherwise, by employing well-paid

agents and officials to do it for them. In fact, it has become an
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important, elaborate and well-organised 'system of espionage,

—

the dignified Criminal Intelligence Department—in every State or Govern-
ment of this world,—not only in times of stress, danger or
war, but even in peaceful civic life of everyday. This low, dark
and dirty work is done or is caused to be done for the sole pur-
pose of preserving their self-interest, their power, prestige and
profit, though it is often disguised and camafiouged with high-
sounding but misleading phrases. The only justification alleged
for it is ‘ Necessity’, or Self-preservation. If so, Othello too had
the same necessity for spying or eaves-dropping, as it touched
his very existence. His nature was such that he could not live
with his honor and love soiled He must be satisfied with nothing
but the truth. lago, he considers, is leading him on to know
the truth. In his perplexity and confusion, he sees no other way
to obtain it. Thus the passion of jealousy, once created and
fully excited, has clouded his wits and spirits, and now drives him
on to eaves-dropping. It is reprehensible but, as the world goes,
excusable under the circumstances. We have Othello’s pathetic and
agonised lament on the subject,

—

Had it pleased heaven
To try me with affliction ;

had they rain’d

All kinds of sores and shames on my bare head

;

Steep’d me in poverty to the very lips;

Given to captivity me and my utmost hopes

;

I should have found, in some place of my soul,

A drop of patience. * * *

But there, where I have garner’d up my heart,

Where either I must live or bear no life,'
—

The fountain from the which my current runs.

Or else dries up,—to be discarded thence !

—

Or keep it as a cistern for foul toads

To knot and gender in ! ......

It was impossible for Othello to live without the two props of
his life. Love and Honor. When both ‘ Love and Honor’ are presen-
ted as tainted, to a man who bases his very existence on them, how
could he have acted otherwise than as he has done? How would the
generality of men—barring rare exceptions—under similar circum-
stances and imbued with the same social ideas and ideals about
man's duties and obligations, have acted but as Othello has done?

His Ideas and Acts were the Product of his Environment : If culture had
sufificiently advanced, it would have modified and amended the
old barbarous ideas and beliefs about man’s notions of honor,
about his rights, duties and obligations towards woman. These
were, as they generally are taken and learnt from Society.
Primarily, they originated in man’s brute nature,—his brute force,
or superior physical strength. If humanitarian sentiments had
prevailed, if social and sexual morality had advanced far enough

^ teach better ideas of even-handed justice between the sexes,
Othello would not have taken the law in his hands and himself
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executed justice on the suspected, guilty party; he would not him-
self have become the prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner of

his wife. But those weie rough and rude times, The higher culture
is the child of later and more enlightened ages,—the child that is

still in its infancy and hopes tog row under better conditions of
general health and larger ethical social intercourse. Let us
therefore be more charitable to the Hero and jndge him by the mcra!

standards of his time and not by ours. Remember that Shakespeare
presents us a picture of Society as it was in the 16th century and
before, and not as it should be, or would be, in the 20th or 30th
century.

We have need to be occasionally reminded of the sway of
different ideas and notions of honor,—(such as, an affair of honor, i. e. a
duel

;
debt of honor; word of honor; maid of honor; &c.)—and the

insane practices which came into vogue in consequence. What
was the principle of knightly honor that was at one time so
popular, and the practice of dneiling that was based on it? The
whole thing was utterly insane, stupid and savage in its origin and
vogue. The insulted person was required or expected to meet
his insulter in open combat. As Schopenhauer says,

—

“ The Code of Honor implies that the highest court, to which a man
can appeal m any difference he may have with another on a point of

honour, is the court of physical force, that is, of brutality. Every
piece of revenge, rudeness or repression is, strictly speaking, an appeal

to brntality. For, it is a declaration that intellectual strength and
moral insight are incompetent to decide, and that the battle must be
fought out by physical force,—a struggle in which the weapons
are those of brute-force, and the decision is irrevocable. This is the

well-known principle of ‘ the right of might.’ This is called our
‘ civilization ’ O, if we could only get rid of this superstition about

honour,—the idea, that honor disappears when you are insulted and
can be restored by returning the insult' How often it happens

that the head which contains intelligence has to be pitted against

the noddle which is empty of everything but narrowness and

stupidity ' But from a moral point of view, the right of the stronger

is no more convincing than the right of the more skilful ;
and it is

skill which is employed if you murder a man treacherously. Might

and skill are in this case equally wrong. In a duel, for instance, both

the one and the other come into play
; for, a feint is only another

name for treachery. If I consider myself morally justified in taking

a man’s life, it is stupid of me to try first of all whether he can shoot

or fence better than I.”

The same is the case with the idiotic sentiment of National Honor.
“ As there is no court to appeal to, but the court of force ; and as

every nation must be prepared to defend its own interests, the honor

of a nation consists in establishing the opinion, not only that it may be

trusted (in its credit), but also that it is to be feared. An attack

upon its rights (however roguish, thievish, or morally indefensible)

must never be allowed to pass unheeded ! It is a combination of

civic and of knightly honour. The same idiotic thing again !,
”
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If we feel inclined to look at the question from a larger ethical

point of view, we might as well suppose a change of cases. Would not
men, especially of the Oriental World, be shocked in their sensi-

bilities, if they found the position of the parties reversed ? If

Desdemona, believing her husband faithless to her, had killed him
by poison or by knife, how should we have felt then ? What
would have been our sentiments of male decorum, dignity, or
justice, in that case ? But impartial Justice should ever hold the
scales even between the sexes, between the different groups and
races. It is all a question of higher level of culture, refinement,

civilization as we call it—of larger equity between the sexes, bet-

ween the classes and masses, and between the different peoples of

this earth. But the old barliarisms still survive amongst us in

varied forms,—it will do us no good to be blind to them or to

deny them,—in many of our false creeds and beliefs ; in our low
morals and ideals ; in some of our unjust laws, customs and
practices

;
in some of the pernicious conventions of society.

Judging Othello by the old ideals and standards, Coleridge has
these pertinent and wise observations,

—

Let me repeat that Othello does not kill Desdemona in Jealousy,

but in a conviction forced upon him by the almost superhuman art

of lago,—such a conviction as any man would and must have enter-

tained who had believed lago’s honesty as Othello did. We, the

audience, know that lago is a villain from the beginning ; but, in

considering the essence of the Shakespearean Othello, we must
perseveringly place ourselves tn his situation and under his circum-

stances Then we shall immediately feel the solemn agony of the

noble Moor. Othello had no life but in Desdemona The belief

that she, his angel, had fallen from the heaven of her native inno-

cence, brought a civil war in his heart. She is his counterpart

Jealousy does not strike me as the (main) point in his passion ; I

take it to be rather an agony that the creature whom he had believed

angelic, with whom he had garnered up bis heart, and whom he

could not help still loving, should be proved impure and worthless.

It was a struggle not to love her. It was a moral indignation and

regiet that virtue should so fall. As Othello himself says,
—

‘ But

yet the pity of it, lago !—0 lago ! the pity of it, lago !
’ In addition

to this, his honor was concerned. lago would not have succeeded

but by hinting that his honour
,

was compromised. There is no

ferocity in Othello) Jus mind is majestic and composed.

Onr Pity and Sympathy for Othello : Whatever be the other failings,

such as the want of discernment which made him go upon feeble

and flimsy grounds, the very fact that our heart dilates in full

sympathy and pity for Othello at the spectacle of his suffering is

proof positive of his many other good qualities. The nature of the

Moor is noble, frank, open, confiding, tender and generous. But

lago has transformed him by his poisonous injections. And we
now witness “ the doubtful and dreadful conflict between contrary

passions, the alternate ascendancy of different passions, the entirf
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and unforeseen change from the fondest love and most unbounded
confidence to the tortures of jealousy and madness of hatred.”
These excite our pity and sorrow alike. Hazlitt speaks of Othello’s
falling a victim to the passion of jealousy in these words,

—

It is in working his noble nature up to this extremity through
rapid but gradual transitions

;
in raising passion to its height from

the smallest beginnings and mspite ot all obstacles ; in painting the
expiring conflict between love and hatred, tenderness and resentment,
jealousy and remorse; in unfolding the strength and weakness of
our nature; in uniting sublimity of thought with the anguish
of the keenest woe ; in putting in motion the various impulses that
agitate this our mortal being, and, at last, in blending them in that
noble tide of deep and sustained passion,— impetuous and majestic,—that ‘ flows on to the Propontic, and knows no ebb’; that
Shakespeare has shown the mastery of his genius and of his power
over the human heart Not only is the tumult of passion in
Othello’s mind heaved up from the very bottom of the soul, but
even the slightest undulation of feeling is seen on the surface, as it

arises from the impulses of imagination, or from the different
probabilities maliciously suggested by lago.

Coleridge, struck with the horrible nature of the tragic fate
that befalls the Hero and Heroine in this Play, asks (in concluding
his criticism of Othello) this puzzling question,—Whom do we pity most,
Othello or Desdemona? On a superficial view, the answer will at once
come,—Desdemona, * the sweetest innocent that ever lived.’ But,
on a deeper analysis, our verdict should be in favour of Othello.
Swinburne, the great poet, and other thoughtful critics are of the
same opinion. Othello deserves our pity more than Desdemona,
in view of the hard and prolonged mental struggle,—the continued
suffering, agony and torture,—gone through by him both before
and after her death. Desdemona’s pain and suffering were more
objective, temporary, less keen, being palliated by her sweetness
and charity of temper. In Swinburne’s words,—“ Noble as are the
most blessed conditions of the gentle Desdemona, he (Othello) is

yet the nobler of the two
;
and has suffered more in one single

pang than she could suffer in life or in death.”

The tenderest pity and pathos, the deepest pain and horror,
the heart-rending lament and tears, excited by the tragic death
of innocent Desdemona are, to some extent, similar to those called
forth by the sad fate of Llewellyn’s noble and faithful hound,
Gelert, whom his loving master had killed under a mistaken belief
of Its guilt. The only difference in the two stories is that while
Llewellyn survives the tragic death of his hound and lives in
life-long anguish, repentance and tears, Othello, on discovering
his befoolment and blunder, stabs himself, dies kissing his beloved
pind cursing himself.
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DESDEMONA.

Her Beantlfal Womanly Character Of all the characteristics of

Desdemona, her ideal wifely love for her husband, her ivy-like

clinging round the sturdy and majestic Othello, her almost childish

innocence, and her generous and selfless instincts on behalf of

others, stand out m bold relief. Her pleadings for Cassio

are typical of her tender heart. Her reply to Othello that she

has not lost the handkerchief, though a falsehood, appears to be
prompted by her anxiety, not to save herself but to save her lord

the worry that the knowledge of its loss might produce in him.
This exceeding love for her Lord is amply borne out by her last

words before she expires,
—

‘ commend me to my Lord.’

Desdemona is almost sanctified tn our eyes by her absolute

purity, by her softness, sweetness and simplicity. Her love for

Othello was her life. It was deep, genuine, beautiful, to say the least

Shakespeare has ennobled and sanctified womankind, by showing and
stressing the magic power of her love and sympathy,—such love

and sympathy as woman alone is capable of displaying or bes-

towing. On this aspect of Shakespeare’s mind, presenting us a

truthful and yet beautiful portraiture of Female Character, we
have the following testimony of three of the great Shakespearean critics :

—

(!) De Quincey has these words,

—

The possible beauty of the female character had not been seen, as
in a dream, before Shakespeare called into perfect life the radtant
shapes of Desdemona, of Imogen, of ilermione, of Perdita, of Ophelia, of
Miranda and many others He introduced female characters, not as
mere varieties or echoes of masculine characters, (as in Greece and
Rome)—a Medea, or Clytemnestra, or a vindictive Hecuba but
female characters that had the appropriate beauty of female nature;
woman no longer grand, terrific and repulsive, but woman ‘ after her
kind,’—the other hemisphere of the dramatic world,—woman running
through the vast gamut of womanly loveliness,—woman as emanci-
pated, exalted, ennobled, woman the sister and co-equal of man,

—

no longer his slave, his prisoner, and sometimes his rebel. The
Roman stage, at least the tragic stage, as is well known, was put out,

as by an extinguisher, by the cruel amphi-theatre, just as a candle is

made pale and ridiculous by day-hght. Those who were fresh from
the real murders of the bloody amphi-theatre regarded with contempt
the mimic murders of the stage. Stimulation, too coarse and too
intense, had its usual effect tn making the sensibilities callous.,.

Therefore, in the great world of woman, Shakespeare stands, as the
interpreter of the shifting phases of that lunar planet,—that lovely
satellite of man,—not as the first only, not as the original, but as yet
the sole authentic oracle of truth

(2) Equally true are the terse words of Hazlitt,

—

It IS the peculiar excellence of Shakespeare's heroines, that they

ifeem to exist only in their attachment to others. They are pure
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abstractions of the affections. No one ever hit off the true perfection

of the female character, the sense of weakness leaning on the strength

of Its affections for support, so well as Shakespeare

(3) Coleridge also says,

—

In ShaJsespeare, all the elements of •womanhood are holy • -He

saw the blessed beauty of woman’s character. He knew that it

arose, not from any deficiency, but from the more exquisite harmony
of all the parts of the moral being, constituting one living total of

head and heart. He has drawn it (woman’s character), indeed, ^n

all its distinctive energies of faith, patience, constancy, fortitude ,-

—

shown in all of them, as following the heart, which gives its results

by a nice tact and happy intuition,—without the intervention of the

discursive faculty (of reason),—which sees all things in and by the

light of the affections, and errs, if it ever errs, in the exaggerations

of love alone. In all the Shakespearean women, there is essentially

the same foundation and principle
;
the distinct individuality and

variety arc merely the result of the modification of circumstances,

whether in Miranda the maiden, in Imogen the wife, or in Katherine

the queen.... c.

Narrow-visioned Critics and their Prejndices .—Certain schools of criti-

cism have attempted to read a kind of ‘ disproportion ' m Desde-

mona's love for Olhello, in respect of age, nationality, manners and
customs. They even go further and put it down as an outrageous
blunder and unnatural rashness on her part to marry a Moor

;

and they say that, for her blunder and rashness, she amply
deserved the tragic fate meted out to her. No interpretation

seems to be more ludicrous, far-fetched and unnatural, and farther

from the mind of the great poet. There is surely nothing strange

in a young girl listening with admiration to the heroic deeds of a

great man in battle-fields and war-campaigns. And when the

narrator is himself the author of those deeds, it is quite possible

for the young, virgin, romantic heart, to cross the sphere of

admiration and feel the voice of ‘love’ silently throbbing.

Besides, Othello is a stately figure, well-featured, though a dusky
Moor, of mature age,—not at all an old man—and quite capable of

exciting the feelings of love in the heart of any maiden romantic-

ally disposed to Hero-worship. And when once Love springs up,

it will not tarry to judge and discriminate between the difierent

exigencies and expediencies of the situation. If it does so, it is not
Love, worth the name, but a weak, wavering, petty, passion. At
the birth of true love, one’s whole system glows with new sensa-

tions, thrills and ecstasies. That divine passion will overleap all

artificial boundaries and ignore all the prosaic disabilities imposed
by one’s country, clime, complexion, social custom or convention.

Desdemona’s Grand and Glorious Achievement :—Desdemona is deserved-

ly and lavishly praised for her womanly qualities, as a typical

wife, as a paragon of womanly modesty, virtue and innocence.

But she deserves a much higher praise for boldly overleaping the senseless barriers

of national or racial prejudices and the patriarchal or parental
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tyranny in matters of marriage, built up by a custom—bound
Society. She trampled upon all these meaningless conventions and
prejudices, and married Othello, a Moor, as her heart, struck with
true love, prompted her to do. The end she finally met with,

through the wicked devices and doings of a Devil, has nothing to

do with her courageous determination in choosing and marrying
an alien in defiance of Society's rigid, irrational and oppressive

conventions. The cause of her untimely tragic death should disp-

assionately be sought for and found elsewhere. The devil would
have still had the same stimulus for his malice in being deprived

of the lieutenancy, and would have displayed his devilry against

Othello and Desdemona, even if her father had fully approved of

and consented to their marriage; nay even if there had been a

white Italian General in place of Othello. Brabantio’s approval

or disapproval of the affair would hardly have affected the course

of lago’s villainy.

But, for a young Venetian girl, to have made such a valuable

and priceless contribution to the larger human solidarity, by
merging all the petty considerations of caste, colour, creed, or

nationality, in the broader, more concrete and living conception

of that solidarity, is indeed a grand and glorious achievement. It is

high time that Society learnt a lesson from Desdemona and
sedulously fostered the freedom of larger social intercourse based

on kindred social virtues and true moral worth. Such a lesson, learnt and
assimilated by us, is calculated to build up the genuine federation

of the world (so earnestly wished for and expressed by the great

poets’) by breaking down the narrow and intolerant customs or
prejudices of race, country, creed, colour, caste, clan, or club.

Charles Lamb remarks about this achievement of Desdemona,

—

Nothing can be more soothing, more flattering to the nobler parts

of oar natnre, than to read of a young Venetian lady of highest

extraction, through the force of love, and from a sense of merit in

him whom she loved, laying aside every consideration of kindred,

country and colour, and wedding with a (dark-complexioned)

Moor,-^one who is represented much blacker owing to our prejudice

or imperfect state of knowledge respecting foreign countries in those

days compared with our own But the Moors are now well enough
known to be by many shades less unworthy of a white woman's
fancy. It ts the perfect trtumph of virtue over accidents, of the

imagination over the senses. She sees Othello’s {true) colour in

his mind.

Desdemona’s character and conduct may again be looked at from another angle

of vision.- If the critics try and suppress their racial pride and
prejudice and look at the question from the standpoint of larger

Justice, they will find more to admire, and less to blame, in Desde-
raona’s conduct. She had attained majority and, as an adult
member of society, had her own individual rights of self-determi-

nation. A tyrant or tyrannical society or institution would
certainly deny these rights. But we are not here appealing to
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tyrants but to just and reasonable men capable of taking an
unbiassed view of the case. Has not a young woman, attaining

majority, any rights of self-determination, as a young man is

generally allowed to have? If not, why not? Are all the
rights to be on the side of the men and of the parents, and not
on that of the adult girls? Is it not a relic of the old barbarism
which vests all power and despotism in the parents, as

in old China where parental tyranny was for a long time
supreme,— exercising the rights of life and death over
both male and female children ^ Love, genuine love, sprang up
in Desdemona’s breast for Othello and it was deeply and
genuinely reciprocated by Othello

;
both exchanged vows of

eternal love and friendship and fidelity which culminated in

their determination of marriage. Suppose that both informed
Brabantio and asked for his consent to and blessing on their

choice
;

that the father became too stubborn, unyielding and
deaf to all their entreaties for wedlock

;
and further that he

took cruel and oppressive measures to defeat their choice by
wrongfully confining his child and preventing Othello from
visiting the house,—what then ? Had the lovers no further

right or resource left to them? Were the parties then to be sacri-

ficed on the altar of parental tyranny and fury without demur or
complaint ? Those that are inclined to say ‘ yes go against all

Equity, Justice and Reason. Such an answer is certainly revolting
to our sense of fairness as it takes away the right of individual
judgment, the freedom of choice and action, the birth-right of

every adult in an enlightened and free society. The only remedy,
then, in such a case against the blind fury and obstinacy of a

parental tyrant is,—a stealthy elopement followed by secret mar-
riage, as was resorted to by the parties themselves. The Duke
and the Senate saw nothing wrong in such an elopement and
marriage. Why should the critics then be so partial to Brabantio
and unfair to the married couple ?

lAGO

As for the character of lago it is a subject for profound psychological

study. We cannot do better than give the terse and beautifully-

expressed summary of Hazlitt, which can hardly be improved
upon,

—

The character of lago is one of the supererogations (super-excellen-

ces) of Shakespeare’s genius. Some parsons, more nice than wise,

have thought this whole character unnatural, because his villainy is

without a sufficient motive. Shakespeare, who was as good a

philosopher as he was a poet, thought otherwise. He knew that the

lore of power, which is another name for the love of mischief, is natural

to man, Ha would know this as well as or better than if it had
been demonstrated to him by a logical diagram, merely from seeing

children paddle in the dirt or hill flies for sport. lago in fact belongs

to a class of character common to Shakespeare and at the

same time peculiar to him ; whose heads are as acute and active as
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their hearts are hard and callous, lago is, to be sure, an extreme
instanoe oi the kind ;

that is to say, of diseased intellectual activity

with the most perfect indifference to moral good or evil^ or rather

with a decided preference of the latter, because it falls more readily

m with his favourite propensity, gives greater 55est to his thoughts

and scope to bis actions.

He is quite or nearly as indifferent to his own fate as to that of

others
;
he runs all risks for a trifling and doubtful advantage

;
and

IS himself the dupe and victim of his ruling passion—an msatiablo

craving after action of the most diflicult and dangerous kind*

‘ Our ancient ’ is a philosopher, who fancies that a lie that kills,

has more point in it than an alliteration or an antithesis
;
who thinks

a fatal experiment on the peace of a family a better thing than
watching the palpitations in the heart of a flea in a microscope ;

who plots the ruin of his friends as an exercise for his ingenuity,

and stabs men m the dark to prevent ennui.

His gaiety, such as it is, arises from the success of his treachery

;

his ease, from the torture he has mflicced on others He is an
amateur of tragedy m real life ; and instead of employing his inven-

tion on imaginary characters, or long-forgotten incidents, he takes
the bolder and more desperate course of getstmg up his plot at home,
oasts the principal parts among his nearest friends and connections,

and rehearses it in down-right earnest, with steady nerves and
unabated resolution

The habitual licentiousness of lago’s conversation is not to be
traced to the pleasure ha takes in gross or lascivious images, but to

his desire of finding out the worst side of everything. He has none
of the milk of human kindness in his composition His imagi-

nation rejects everything that has not a strong infusion of the most
unpalatable ingredients ;

his moral constitution digests only poisons.

Virtue or goodness, or whatever has the least relish of salvation

in it,’* is, to his depraved appetite, sickly and insipid..,.,.

In the scenes where he tries to work Othello to his purpose, ha
is proportionably guarded^ insidiousy darh and deliberate. We
believe nothing ever came up to the profound dissimulation and
dexterous artifice of the well-known dialogue iu the third act, where
he first enters upon the execution of bis design,

lago : My noble lord,—
0th : What dost thou say, lago?

lago : Did Michael Gassio, when you woo’d my ladyo
Know of your love ?

\ 0th : He did, from first to last. Why dost thou ask?
lago : But for a satisfaction ol my thought *

No further harm.

0th : Why of thy thought* lago ?

lago ; I did not think he had been acquainted with her*
0th : O yes, and went between us very oft*

lago : Indeed I

0th : Indeed I ay, indeed :—Discerit'st th©U aught in |hat ?

Is he not honest ?

lago : Honest, my lord ?

0th ; Ay, hQn|4
|
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la^o ; My lord* for augKt I know*
0th : What dost thou think ?

lago : Think, my lord !

0th : (Aside) By heaven, he echoes me,
As if there were some monster in his thought
Too hideous to be shown,

—

The stops and hreafis, the deep internal workings of treachery under

the mask of love and honesty, the anxious watchfulness, the cool

earnestness, and, if we may so say, the passion of hypocrisy marked
in every line, receive their last finishing in that inconceivable burst of

pretended indignation at Othello’s doubts of his sincerity,

—

[To Self] O grace I O Heaven defend me I

Are you a man ? have you a soul, or sense ?

God be wi*yon : take mine office. O wretched fool.

That liv*st to make thine honesty a vice !

Oh monstrous world ! Take note, take note. O world,

To be direct and honest, is not safe.—

•

[To Oth.l I thank you for this profit ; and, from hence
I’ll love no friend, since love breeds such offence.

GUIZOT, a French Writer and Critic, has also these sagacious
remarks upon the character of lago^—

lago is not merely an irritated enemy, desirous of revenge, or an
ordinary rascal, anxious to destroy a happiness which he cannot
contemplate with satisfaction; but he is a cynical and reasoning
wretch^ who has made for himself a philosophy of egoism^ and a
science of crime. He looks upon men merely as instruments or obstacles

to his personal interests. He despises virtue as an absuid-ity, yet

hates it as an injury — At the very moment when his crimes are
about to cost him his life, he still enjoys with feiocioiis pride

the evil which ha had done, as if it were a proof of his superiority

Such is lago, the villian of the deepest dye,—the sum of all

human and inhuman villainies—the demi-devil, as Othello fitly

calls him—the subtlest intellect, employed in the gratification of

the basest impulses or emotions of a petty egoism,-^prostituted to

the service and satisfaction of ‘ miserable amis that end with self.’

In portraying him, Shakespeare has shown how Evil is intermin-

gled with Good in human society. As Dr Brandes remarks,

—

Shakespeare has nowhere else shown Evil and Good in such

immediate opposition,—bad and good human beings in such direct

conflict with each other; and nowhere else has he so deliberately

shunned the customary and conventional issue of the struggle,

—

the triumph of the good. ...•.He means to show pitilessly what life

is. see how this world goes^’' says Lear, I (or Othello) in

the play.
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PART XV.

MORALS
(TO BE DRAWN FROM ‘OTHELLO.’)

Critics have been variously moved and impressed by the
Tragedy of Othello. And, naturally, various morals have been drawn

from it. In those morals, most of the critics have but expressed or
reflected their ingrained, tho ’ honest, prejudices and prepossess-
ions, due to the subtle influences of their environment,— ancestry,
race, custom, class, country or creed.

According to one class of critics, the moral to be drawn
from this Play is,

—

(l) A warning to young maidens not to choose

and marry any one against the will of their parents; as if parent-sanc-
tioned marriages have always proved happy, peaceful or blessed in
every way. A second school of critics and moralists would draw
quite a different lesson,— (2) An Italian girl should not have married a

man of an alien race, creed, country or complexion, and this, in spite of the
fact that a common humanity, a world-wide education and civih-

zation have been bringing closer together all races and countries,

no matter how far apart and isolated they are or have been in
the past. A third school, again, would moralise and say, (3) Be-

ware of the superior canning of the white man against the black or hrown. And this

moral, they say, is well-illustrated by the white lago,—brilliant, re-

sourceful, intellectual, but utterly cold-hearted, selfish, self-loving,

morally devilish and depraved, pitted against the black Othello,

—

chivalrous, brave, open and magnanimous. This is an equally stu-

pid and shallow point of view to take, as cunning and villainy have
no particular colour or country. There is yet another school
which draws quite a different lesson, namely,—(4) The

colour-bar, like the culture-bar or the creed-bar, or country-
bar, stands as the natural barrier to the fusion of Europe and Asia. We
are all familiar with the narrow-minded sentiment embodied in

the couplet, which stands self-condemned,

—

The East is East and West is West,
And ne’er the twain shall meet.

But they have already met, in spite of their petty differences and
antagonisms, and become amicable and amiable in so many fields

and walks of life.

Surely, the master-mind of Shakespeare, this universal

brain, this cosmopolitan genius,—dealt with Humanity in general,

irrespective of the narrow, artificial, unstable and fleeting acci-

dents of a particular time, place, birth or situation. He dealt not with

Italy, or Venice ; not with Turkey or Moracco
;
not with the shifting,

geographical frontiers or ethnological walls and boundaries ol

a particular race or country
;
not with Christians or Non-chris-
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tians
;
not with brown, black, or white colour

;
but with elemental

human emotions and passions, longings and desires,

—

Love, Faith or Credulity,

Hatred, Pride of power or success, Revenge, Envy, Jealousy,

Malice, Ambition, Greed, etc., etc., with a view to their right

direction, discipline and education. Surely, these passions are

not Italian or Venetian, Roman or Greek, English or

French, European or Asiatic
;
but belong to the whole of huma-

nity in its various stages and phases of development. They
should be curbed, tempered, trained, and directed into right

channels. Shakespeare shows us the ever important need of

a well-trained intelligence,—of calm thought, deep insight, mature
judgment, rigorous, scientific scrutiny and sifting of evidence,

weighing of probabilities, taking of precautionary measures in

time
;

in short, prudence, forethought, discernment, vigilance

against the dark and devilish practices of a basely selfish world,
against the powers of Evil that are so subtly mixed with those of

Good in human society. Why did Othello fall ? Because he was
deficient in these virtues

;
because he was too open, trustful, and

credulous
;
because he that was ‘ once so good is now ‘ fallen

in the practices of a damned slave.’ Why did Desdemona fall ?

Because she was simple-minded, almost childish in her request
and pleading, wholly deficient in prudence and discernment

;

because she was trustful and generous to a fault, indiscreet and
tactless in her ways and dealings with a world full of warring
elements, of trouble and temptation, of art, trickery, and pretence.

How puerile, absurd and laughable are some of those schol'
arly critics who draw such stupid and shallow morals ? They are
like the little Lilliputians of each country who cannot get over
the bias of their land and blood. They reflect but the pride and
prejudice of their Society, their Class, Caste, Land or ‘ the mud-
patriotism of locality.’ They see and study Shakespeare, the colos-

sus of the world, and read their personal likes and dislikes into

his works. With their low social |ideas and ideals, with their

petty pride and prejudice, they draw but mean, narrow and invi-

dious lessons or morals to prevent human beings of kindred
nature, quality and worth, from coming closer together sexually

and socially, as they have done economically, commercially and
culturally.
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THE CHARACTERS,—REPRESENTED !N THIS DRAMA.

THE DUKE OF VENICE, President of the Republic.

BRABANTIO, a rich Senator, and father of Desderaona.

OTHER SENATORS,

GRATIANO, a noble Venetian and brother to Brabantio.

LODOVICO, a noble Venetian and kinsman to Brabantio.

OTHELLO, a noble Moor and brave Geneial in the service of the

Venetian State.

CASSIO, Othello’s Lieutenant.

I4G0, Othello’s Ancient. (Ensign or flag-bearer)

RODERIGO, a Venetian gentleman, and a suitor to Desdemona.

MONTANO, Ex-Governor of Cypius,—now succeeded by Othello.

CLOWN, a Servant to Othello.

DESDEMONA, Daughter of Brabantio, now Wife to Othello.

EMILIA, Wife^of lago, and maid to Desdemona,

BIaNCA, Mistress to Cassio.

SAILOR, MESSENGER, HERALD, OFFICERS, GENTLEMEN. - MUSICIANS, AND

ATTEND.4NTS.

Scenes ; for the First Act, in Venice.

Scenes
;
for other Acts, in Cyprus, a seaport town.
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(An outline of the story. Act by Act.)

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS IN

ACT I.

Roderigo, a suitor to Desdemona, learns on a particular night

how, just then, she has eloped with Othello and married him m
secret. So, he thinks that he has been fooled and cheated by lago

whom he had employed and paid liberally for helping him to wm
her. He meets lago and blames him for his knowledge of the secret

marriage. But lago succeeds m pacifying him. He explains himself

and tells him that he, too, hates Othello for having promoted Cassio

to the office of Lieutenancy rather than himself. Hence, both make

a common cause, go in the dead of night, awaken Brabantio and

inform him of his daughter’s elopement with the Moor. Sorry and

surprised, he searches for her, finds her missing, on which he goes

out and arrests Othello, accusing him of having used magic or

witchcraft in deluding his daughter. All of them then proceed to

the Senate House.

The Duke and the Senate were then in meeting concerning an

urgent and important State-matter, the attack of Cyprus by the Turks.

Brabantio makes his complaint there, and the Duke hears both

parties and finds out the truth from Othello who gives the whole

story in quite a natural manner. When Desdemona is sent for, she

too confirms Othello substantially. Finding that the marriage was

the result of natural and mutual love, the Duke dismisses the case,

and offers some conciliatory advice to the disappointed father.

He then appoints Othello straight-away as the General of the

Venetian fleet for the lelief of Cyprus, and commands him to proceed

at once to the island to defend it against the enemy. Desdemona

desires to accompany her husband, and the Duke sees no objection

to her doing so. Othello thereupon arranges with lago and Emilia

for escorting her safely to Cyprus, while he, followed by Cassio,

departs in advance,
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lago explains matters to Eoderigo, exculpating himself and reviving Rode-

rigo’s hopes to wm over Desdemona yet, tho’ married to Othello.

Credulous fools and simpletons are ever exploited by clever rogues witl

smooth phrases and artful vpays.

(Pic. 1.)
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Act I. Scene I, A street of Venice.

lAGO, THE VILLAIN, EXPLAINS HIMSELF AND PACIFIES RODERIGO.

ROD.—Tush !
^ Never tell me

,
I take it much unkindly

That thou, lago,—who hast had my purse

As if the strings were thine -shouldst know of this.'^,

lAGO — Sblood,^ but you will not hear me.

If ever 1 did dream of such a matter, abhor me,

ROD —Thou told’st me thou did’st hold him m thy hate.

lAGO—Despise me, if I do not. Three great ones of tlie city,

In personal suit to make me his lieutenant,

0£f-capp’d to liim and, by the faith ot man,
I know my price, 1 am worth no worse a place

,

But he, as loving his own pride and purposes.

Evades them, with a bombast circumsiancc^
Horribly stuff’d with epithets of war ;

And, in conclusion, non-suits my mediators.^’

For, “ Certes,”^ says he,
—“ I have already cliosc my officer.”

And what was he ? Forsooth, a great arithmetician,®

One Michael Cassio, a Florentine,

—

A fellow almost damn’d in a fair wife,^

—

That never set a squadroiff® in tlic field,

Nor the division of a battle^^ knows
More than a spinster unless the bookish thcoric,i®

Wherein the toged consuls’-*^ can pioposc
As masterly as he,

—

1 . Tush ! an interjection denoting anger. 2, This meaning the secret
marriage of Othello. In their pievious dealings, Rodeiigo (a suitor to Desde-
mona) employed lago to help him in his suit and paid him foi his services in
advance. Roderigo now thinks that he has been fo oled and cheated 3. ’Sblood
a briefer form of “God’s blood’’, a profane expression used in swearing, it has
now become quite obsolete or disused. 4. Off-capp’d to him saluted him (by
taking off their caps) and conveyed then request and lecommendation for me.
5. A bombast circumstance ,

etc,, a bombastic circumlocution, an evasive speech
full of big martial woids and high-sounding phrases. 6. Non-suits my mediators .

rejects the suit of my intercedeis, declines their request. 7. “Certes’’.^—certainly,
assuredly. 8. Arithmetician’ a cleik, good at figuies, sneenngly so called
and ridiculed for his promotion 9 A fair wife Bianca, a loose woman, to
whom he is not yet married, and hence ‘almost damned’ . 1 0. Squadron a body
of troops (about 200 men), formed m a Square : a division of a fleet or ships pf
war. 11. Division of a battle ’ arrangement of a battle, or battle-array. 12. Spin-
ster: an unmarried woman, one that spins, a mere girl. 13. Bookish theoric:
theory, as opposed to practice 5 theory derived only from books. 14- Toged
Consuls : Councillors or Civil Governors wearing togas or gowns as opposed to
active Military Commandos ; used contemptuously.
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Mere prattlei without practiccj

—

Is all his soldiership. But he, sir, had the election :

And I,— (of whom his eyes had seen the proof
At Rhodes, at Cyprus, and on other grounds
Christian and heathen),—must be be-lee’d and calm’d^
By debitor and creditor^: this counter-caster,

He, in good time, must his lieutenant be,

And I—God bless the mark — his Moorship’s ancient.4

ROD,—By Heaven, 1 rather would have been his hangman.

lAGO.—Why, there’s no remedy ’tis the curse of service.

Preferment^ goes by letter^ and affection,

And not by old gradation, § where each second
blood heir to the first. Now, sir, be judge yoursclt

Whether I, in any just tcrm,° am affined^°

To love the Moor.

ROD.—I would not follow him then.

Ia60.

—

O, sir, content you
,

1 follow him to seive my turn upon him :

We cannot all be masters, nor all masters
Cannot be truly follow’d. You shall mark
Many a duteous and knee-crooking knave.

That, doting on ^2 his own obsequious bondage,^^
Wears out his tirne.i'' much like his master’s ass,

For nought but provender and, when he’s old, cashier’dd®
Whip mei7 such honest knaves. Others there are

Who, trimm’d^® in forms and visages'’-^ of duty.

Keep yet their heaits attending on themselves.
And, throwing but shows of service on their lords,

Do well thrive by them and, when they have lined their coats,2°

Do themselves homage these fellows have some soul
;

22

1 . Be-lee’d and calm’d : nautical terms, meaning stopped, anchored for want
of lee 01 bieeze to fill the sails of a ship to force it onwards. 2. By debitor, etc:

by a mere accountant, a keeper of debit and credit, an arithmetician, a caster of

accounts ; meaning that Cassio has outsailed him in his military career. 3. God
bless the mark I

* a superstitious expression, used generally after praising a per^
son or thing, in fear that harm will befall that person or thing ; and so God is

invoked to avert or undo the harm of the evil eye. 4. Ancient i ensign or flag-

hearer. 5. There is no remedy: a common ejaculation, equal to another, ‘ there

it is r. 6. Preiermeiit promotion. 7. Letter: i.e., letter of recommendation.
8. Gradation: rule or order established by ancient practice. 9. In any just terra:

Justly, in any just respect. 10. Affined bound by any tie of affinity or

kinship. 1 1 . Knee-crookinil knave; knee-bendmg, bowing, cringing slave or

servant. 12. Doting on* excessively fond of, loving to excess. 13. Obsequious

bondage slavery or restraint in which one follows his master servilely, or is

pliant to excess. 14. Wears out hs time, wastes or passes his time.

15. Provender, fodder, dry food. 16. Cashier’d, dismissed from office; discarded*

17. Whip roe* show me (by a touch of the whip). 18, Trimmed: decked or dressed.

19. Visages, looks, faces. 20. Lined their coats * lined (filled) their pockets,

21. Homage ’ originally, a symbolical acknolwedgment made by a feudal tenant

his Iprd; reverence, respect; 22, SouL spirit, epurage, fjye#



OtlrlJilLLO jAct I
;

8c. 1.;

And such a one do I profess myself.

For, sir, it is as sure as you are Rodengo,
Were I the Moor, 1 would not be lago :i

In following him, I follow but myself ;

—

Heaven is my judge,—not 1 tor love and duty,

But seeming so, for my peculiar ^ end :

For, when my outward action doth demonstrate
The native act and figure of my heart

In compliment extern^ ’tis not long after

But I will wear my heart upon my sleeve"*^

For daws to peck at: ^ I am not what I am*5.

1. Were 1 the Moor, etc , : if 1 were in the Moor’s place, I should be quite
another man than I am. 2. Peculiar: particular.

'

3 . In compliment extar;^: m
external compliment, manners, show, or outward form. The sense of the whole
passage is,

“ when I become such a fool as to make my external behaviour
a true index of my inward thought and purpose, 1 shall soon proceed to the fur-

ther folly of putting my heart outside, for other fools to sport with.” 4. 1 will

wear my heart, &c ,: a metaphor taken from the custom of wearing ladies’ favours
on the sleeve, as a defiance to any impertinent person who might challenge or

question them. 5. For daws to peck at. for doves, gulls or fools to question or

criticize. 6. What I am: what 1 seem.



Beware of the advice of selfish persons, masquerading as true friends.

(I'ic, 2.)



9OTHELLo [Act I
;

Sc. 1 j

l«GO AND RODERIGO GO AT NIGHT AND AWAKE BRABANTIO.

ROD—What a full fortune^ does the thick lips owe,^
If he can cariy’t thus I

lAGO.—Cali up her father,

Eousc him make after him,-'^ poison his delight,

Proclaim him m the streets
;
incense her kinsmen

;

And, though he in a fertile climate dwell,

Plague liim with flies though that his joy be joy,

A'ct thiow such changes of vexation on’t

As it may lose some colourd

ROD.—Eleic IS her father’s house
,
Pll call aloud.

IaCO—

D

o, with like timorous-^ accent and dire yell

As when, by night and negligence, the fire

Is spied in populous cities^'.

ROD —What, ho> Brabantio f Bignior Brabantio, ho I

lAGO —.4w’ake ' what, ho' Brabantio' thieves' thieves ' thieves

!

Look to your house, your daughter and your bags ' thieves '

era —What IS the reason of this terrible summons
What IS the matter there f

ROD.—Signior, is all your family wuthin

lAGO —Are your doors lock’d ^

BRA.—Why, wherefore ask you this ?

lAGO.—’Zounds! Sir, you’re robb’d
;
for shame, put on your gown

;

Your heart is bursP, you have lost half your soul
,

Even now, very now, an old black ram ®

Is tupping ® your white ew’e. Arise, arise !

Awake the snorting citizens wuth the bell,

Or else the deviPo will make a grandsire of you.'i Arise, I say.

BRA.—What, have you lost your wuts ?

ROD.—tjdost reverend Signior, do you know my voice ?

BRA—Not I t \vhat arc you ?

ROD.

—

My p,ame is Rode,rigo.

BRA.—The w’orsef welcome .

I have charged thee not to haunt abouti^ my doors.

. 1. Full fortune over-flowing good fortune 2. Owe • own, possess ; the sense
of the whole passage is,

—
‘how fortunate will the thick-lipped Moor be, if he can

hold out against such practice !’ 3- Make after him; pursue, run after. 4. Plague him
... . colour :—tho’ he is living in a blessed condition of peace and joy, pester
him with, or make him a victim of, petty annoyances as may diminish his joy.

5. Timorous : teinfying, fearful. 6. The Prose ordei here is : ’As when the fire,

by (thro’) night and negligence, is spied (seen) etc. 7. Burst : broken. 8. Black
ram : meaning Othello. 9, Tupping ; covering. 10. The Devil ; ' always repre-
sented as black, (Othello’s colour.) Note here that all the filthy, vulgar and in-
decent expression-s come from the mouth of lago, not of Roderigo. 11. Grand-
sire : the meaning is that Brabantio will have grand children born to his
daughter through Othello, 12. Haunt about : frequent.



io [Act I; Sc.].] OTHELLO

In honest plainness thou hast heard me say
My daughter is not for thee

,
and now, in madnessj

Being lull of supper and distempering draughts^
Upon malicious bravery, dost thou come
To start my quiet But tliou must needs be sure
My Spirit and my Place have in them power
To make this bitter to tliee.

ROD.—Patience, good sir.

BRA.—What ' Tcll’st thou me of robbing ? This is Venice
;

My house is not a grange ^

ROD.—Most giave Barbantio,

In simple and pure soul I come to you.

lAGO.
—

’Zounds.^ Sir, you are one of those that will not serve God,
if the devil bid you Because we come to do you service and you
think we aie ruthans, you’ll have j'our daughter covered with
a Barbary horse you’ll have your nephews' neigh to you
you’ll liave coursers for cousins, and gennets for germans

bra.—What piofanc^ wretch art thou ?

lACO.—I am one, sir, that comes to tell you your daughter and the

Moor are now making the beast w’lth two backs.®

BRA.—Thou art a villain

lAGO.—You are — a senator ^

BRA.—This thou shalt answer
;

I know thee, Roderigo.

ROD.—Sir, I will answer any thing. But, I beseech you,—

-

If t be your pleasure and most wise consent,

As partly I hnd it is, that your fair daughter,
At this odd-eveif 0 and dulf^ watch o’ the night,

Transported wnth no worse nor better guard
But with a knave of common hire, a gondolierf^
To the gross clasps of a lascivious Moor

;

If this be known to you, and your allowance,

—

We then have done you bold and saucy wrongs
;

But, if you know not this, my manners tell me
We have your wrong rebuke

1, Distempering draughts : intoxicating drinks. 2. Grange t a lonely farm or

house where a robbery might easily be committed. 3. ’Zounds: a brief

form of ‘God’s wounds’; used as an oath. An exclamation denoting anger or
surprise. 4. Barbary horse . a black animal, meaning Othello. 5. Nephews

:

grandsons or any lineal descendents. 6 Noigh to you ; as colts do to their mothers,
the mares. 7. Profane, course, foubmouthed. 8. With two hacks; with two bodies
joinei 9. The dash after ‘you are’ is intended for the word ‘villain’ ; but lago
makes a pause and says ‘ Senator ’ instead, probably in a lower tone. 10. Odd*
even i it means the interval between twelve at night and one in the morning;
that is to say, it is a toss up, odd or even, whether it is night or morn. 11. Dull,

dead, lifeless. 12. Gondolier, boatman in charge of a boat plying for hire.The gon*
doliers generally conveyed persons from one 'place to another in Venice }

and so they were supposed to know all intrigues
;
and they made profits ODt

the seerets of society,
^
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BftA.— Strike on the tinder,^ ho !

Give me a taper call up all my people !

This accident is not unlike my dream .

Belief of it oppresses me already. Light, I say, liglil

!

lAGO:—Farewell
;

for, I must leave you .

It seems not meet, nor wholesome to my place,

To be produced,—as, if I stay, I shall,

—

Against the Moor ; for, 1 do know the State,

However this may gall him with some check,

^

Cannot with safety cast'* him
;
for he’s embarked

With such loud^ reason to the Cyprus wars,

—

Which even now stand in act,— that, for their souls.

Another of his fathom® they have none
To lead their business : in which regard,

Though I do hate him as I do hell-pams,^

Yet, for necessity of present life,

I must show out a flag^ and sign of love,

Which is indeed but sign. That you shall surely find him,
Lead to the Sagittary® the raised search

And there will 1 be with him So, farewell. [Exit lago.

Brabantio comes down with servants and torches.

BRA.—It is too true an evil
.
gone she is

;
and what’s to come of

my despised time is nought but bitterness. Now, Roderigo, where
didst thou see her? O, unhappy girl ! With the Moor, say’st

thou ? Who would be a father ? How didst thou know ’ twas she ?

O, she deceives me, past thought. What said she to you ? Get
more tapers! Raise all my kindred! Aie they married, think
you ?

ROD.—Truly, I think they are.

BRA.—O Heaven ! How got she out ? O treason of the blood 1

Fathers, from hence trust not your daughters’ minds by what
you see them act. Is there not charms by which the property
of youth and maidhood^^ may be abused ? Have you not read,

Roderigo, of some such thing ? Call up my brother- 0, would
you had had her Some one way, some another

1, Tinder: inflamable articles like matches. 2. Taper: candle-light.

3. Check . rebuke. 4. Cast : discard or do without. 5. Loud . eloquent, urgent.

6. Fathom : depth of intellect and power. 7. Hell-pains ' torments of hell.

8. Flag : banner or sign. 9. Sagiltary : a prominent official building attached to

an arsenal where officers of Othello’s rank had official apartments oi trans-

acted their business. 10. The raised search ’ the organized search-peurty.

11. Maidhood t maidenhood, virginity. 12, Would her; wish that you had
tnarjrjfd h?r,



h [Act I
;

Sc. 2.] OTHELLO

lago worms himsolf into the goodwill o£ :^OfchGllo by artful ways and pro-

fessions of friendship.
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lAGO, WORMING HIMSELF INTO OTHELLO’S GOOD-WILL.

Scene 2—Another street in Venice.

lAGO :—Though, in the trade of warh I have slam men,
Yet do I hold it very stuffs o’ the conscience

To do no contriv’d^ murder
,

I lack iniquity

Sometimes to do me service
;

nine or ten times

I had thought to have yerk’d hira'^ here under the ribs.

OTH ;
—

‘ Tis better as it is

lAGO:—Nay, but he prated,

And spoke such scurvy^ and provoking terras

Against your Honour, r

That, with the little godliness 1 have,

I did full hard forbear him.

But, 1 pi ay you, Sir,

Are you fast married ^ For, be assured of this,

That the magnilico*^ is much beloved,

And hath, in his effect,^ a voice potential®

As double as the Duke’s . he will divorce you,

Or put upon you what restraint and grievance^

The law (with all his might to enforce it onl

Will give him cable.

OTH:—Let him do his spite ;

My services, which 1 have done the Sigmory,^’-

Shall out-tongue his complaints. ^ Tis yet to know,

—

Which, when I know that boasting is an honour,

1 shall promulgate,— I fetch my life and being

From men of royal siege ,’2 and ray demerits'®

May speak, unbonneted to as pioud a fortune

As this that I have reach’d. For, know, lago,

But that®® 1 love the gentle Desdemona,
I would not my unhoused^'^ free condition

Put into circumscription and confine

For the sea’s worth.^^ But, look ! What lights come yond ?

lAGO :—Those aie the raised'® father, and his friends :

You were best go in

1. Trade of war • comse o{ war. 2 Stuff : substance, essence 3. Contriv’d,

plotted, pre-arranged premeditated. 4. Yerked him shuck oi kicked suddenly ;

or jeiked bim fi e. Rodeiigo) 5. Scurvy mean, low, vile, offensive '.

6. Magnifico the chief men of Venice weie called Magnificoes or grandees;

here meaning Biabantio. 7. Effect : influence. 8. Potsntial powerful.

9 Grievance grievous huiden 10. Cable rope, (i. e.) peimit him. 11. tiigniory.

the territory ovei which the Duke and his council hold jurisdiction. 12. Siege ,

seat, throne. 13 Demerits merits , the teim was used by Shakespeaie in both

senses, merits or good deeds or services, and also demeiits or misdeeds.

14. Unbonneted without the bonnet (i e.'J without the addition of patrician or

senatoiial digmty , the bonnet, or the peculiar head-covering, as well as the toga

being the symbols of such dignity. 15. But that were it not that, or it I did not.

16. Unhoused : not tied to a household or family. 17. The sea’s worth ; the

pearls and other riches of the sea, 18, Raised, awakened, 19. Yon,...,,in : it

were best ; it would be. best. . . .
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OTH —Noi X . I niust be found :

My parts, my title and my perfect^ soul,
Shall manifest me rightly. Is it they ^

lAGO.—By Janus!^ 1 think, no. [Enter Cassio, &c.

The servants of the Duke, and my lieutenant!
The goodness of the night upon you,^ friends !

What is the news !

CAS. The Duke does greet you, General,
And he requires your haste-post-haste^ appearance,
Even on the instant.

OTH.—What is the matter, think you ?

CAS. Something from Cyprus, as I may divine : it is a business of
some heat ^ the galleys have sent a dozen sequent® messen-
gers, this very night, .at one another’s heels

;
and many of the

Consuls raised’ and met, are at the Duke’s already
.
you have

been hotly call’d for
;
when, being not at your lodging to be found,

the Senate hath sent about three several quests® to search you out.

OTH.—’Tis well I am found by you. I will but spend a word here
in the house, and go with you. [Exit.

CAS. —Ancient, what makes9 he here ?

lAQO,—Faith, he to-night hath boarded a land carack
;

If it prove lawful prize, he’s madeii for ever.

CAS—I do not understand.

lAGO.—He’s married.

CAS.—To who ?i2
[Re-enter Othello.

lAGO.—Marry, to—Come, Captain, will you go ?

OTH.—Have with you.i^

CAS—Here comes another troop to seek for you.
lAGO.— It IS Brabantio : General, be advised
He comes to bad intent.i® [Enter Brabantio & others with torches.

OTH.— pToIla ! stand there 1

ROD.—Signior, it is the Moor.

1. Perfect- fully prepared for good or ill. for joy or grief; calm or well-balanced.
^

. Janus . a mythmogical god (among the Romans} who protected all
Janue or gates in Rome, represented as having a double head that looked both
ways. And how fit it IS to make the double-dealing lago swear by Janus who hastwo laces : lago does so, because he glories m his duplicity. 3, The goodness
1 1 good'-night. 4. Haste post-haste • these words were usually written on
dispatches sent express; urgent, peremptory. 5, Heat* of warm interest
urgency 6 Sequent • following one another. 7. Raised called out. awaked!
8. Quests : search-parties • 9. Makes • dots. 10. Boarded a land carack seized
a rich booty. Caracks were vessels sent to Brazil and the East Indies fer rich
merchandize. II. He s made made prosperous, successful. 12. Tovhi?-
to whom? Cassio’s ignorance here seems to be affected, to keep bis fr.'e.ids
secret till it became publicly known. 13. Have with you I agree with you
coine along. 14. Be advised, be cool and careful. 15. To bad intent: with
mahcloua purpose#
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Bra.—

D

own with him, thief
!

[They draw on both sides.

lAGO.—You, Rodengo ! come, sir, I am for you.

OTH.—Keep up your bright swords; for, the dew will rust them P
Good Signior, you shall more command^ with years

Than with your weapons.

BRA.

—

O, thou foul thief, where hast thou stowVP my daughter ?

Damn’d as thou art, thou hast enchanted her
,
for, I’ll refer me'*

to all things of sense’, if she in chains of magic were not bound,
whether a maid so tender, fair and happy, so opposite to marri-

age that she shunn’d the wealthy curled darlings'* of our nation,

would ever have, to incur a general mock,'’ lun from her guardage®

to the sooty® bosom of such a thing as thou,—to fear, not to de-

light.*® Judge me the world,**- if ’tis not gross in sense*^ that

thou hast practised*’ on her with foul charms, abused her delicate

youth with drugs or minerals that weaken motion u** I’ll have’t

disputed on ;*’ ’tis probable, and palpable to thinking I therefore

apprehend and do attach*® thee tor an abuser of the world, a

practiser of arts, inhibited**' and out of warrant.*^ Lay hold upon
him : if he do resist, subdue him at his peril.

OTH.— Hold your hands both you of my inclining and the rest;*®

w^ere itmy cue^® to fight. I should have known it without a prompt-
er. Where wilRi you that I go to answer this your charge®

1ST. OFF.—The Duke’s in council, and your noble self, I am sure,

is sent for.

BRA.—How ! The Duke in council in this time of the night ? Bring
him away . mine’s not an idle cause the Duke himself, or any
of my brothers of the State, cannot but feel this wrong as ’twere
their own

;
for, if such actions may have passage free, ^2 bond-

slaves and pagan s2’ shall our statesmen be.2‘*

1. The dew : because it was night. Othello means that iheir swords will get
spoiled more by exposuie to the dew than by use against him. 2 More
command, etc command respect from me more by your age than by your threats.

3. Stowed placed, hid or concealed. 4. Refer me refer myself , (i, ej appeal to,

consider or cast my eyes on. 5 Things of sense things easily perceiveable
by the senses. 6. Curled darlings fashionable or elegant favouiites or fops ; a
curl is a love-lock or curled hair,—the badge of a sudor. 7 A general

mock ; a public scorn or iidicule. 8. Guirdage
: guardianship. 9. Sooty

;

coal black : 10. To fear etc. to terrify, that is to say, more ternfying than de-
lighting ; refering to Othello. 11. Judge me the world let the woild judge me.
12, Gross in sense : easily discernable, palpable, 13 Practised plotted. 14, Weaken
motion : impair volition oi will power, or sense such as sight, etc., 15. Disputed on

‘

threshed out or argued in court. 16. Attach a legal term, for ‘arrest.’

17. Inhibited : forbidden, checked, restiained 18. Out of warrant unwarranted
or not sanctioned. 19. Both you, etc., both those that are favourably inclined (i. e.

friends) to me and those that are not. 20. Cue : motive, hint ; originally, a thea-
trical term meaning a tail-word, a catch-word. 2!. Will . wish or desire.

22, Passage free ; may be permitted to pass freely , unchecked. 23 Pagans used
contemptuously, applied to Non-Christians. 24. If such actions statesmen be . if

such mixed marriages between Christians and Non-Christ lans are permitted
without check, then the future rulers of the Venetian State will no longer
be noble*men of pure Chriscian descent, but Non-Christians and children of

slaves. The word ‘ Slaves ’ refers to Othello’s nrrration of his having been sold
to slavery once.



16 [Act. I
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Sc, 3] OTHELLO

Othello, at Brabantio’s house, used to recount his adventures which first

excited the admiration, Poud eventually the love, of Uosdomona,

* . .^.us»
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OTHELLO EXPLAINS THE ORIGIN OF HIS LOVE-AFFAIR WITH OESDEMONA

AT BRABANTIO’S HOUSE.

OTH.—Her father loved me, oft invited me, stilE questioned

me the story of my life from year to year,—the battles, sieges,

fortunes, that I have pass’d- I ran it through,^ even fiom
my boyish days to the very moment that he bade me tell it

;

wherein I spake of most disastrous chances of moving^ acci-

dents by flood and held
;

of lian -breadth*^ ‘ scapes i
’ the im-

minent^ deadly bieach
,
of being taken by the insolent® foe

and sold to slavery
;
of ray redemption thence and portance®

in my travels’ history, wherein, of antres-® vast and deserts

idle,”" rough quarries, rocks, and hills whose heads touch
heaven, it was m}’- hint^® to speak,— such was the process

,
and

of the Cannibals that each other eat, the Anthropophagi,^®
and men whose heads do grow beneath their shoulders.

This 10 hear, wmuld Desdemona seriously incline
,
but,

still, the house-affairs would diaw her thence
,
which ever as

she could with haste dispatch, she’ld come again, and with
a greedy ear-'^ devour up my discourse: which I observing took
once a pliant^® hour, and found good means to draw from her 'a

prayer of earnest heart, that I would all my pilgrimage^®

dilate,'" whereof by parcels'® she had something heard hut not
intentively.''’ I did consent

;
and often did beguile her of her

tears®" when I did speak of some distressful stroke that my
youth suffer’d. My story being done, she gave me for my
pains a world of sighs.®' She swore, m faith,

‘‘
’twas strange,

”

“
’twas passing strange “’twas pitiful;”

“
’ tw’as wondrous

pitiful ” She w'ish'd she had not heard it, yet she wish’d

that Heaven had made her®® such a man 2® She thank’d me;
and bade me, if I had a friend that loved her, I should but
teach him how to tell my story, and that would woo®'' her. Upon
this hint I spake she lo\'ed me for the dangers I had pass’d,

and I loved her that she did pity them

1. Still again and again. 2. Pass’d : passed dnough oi eA'peiienced.

3. Ran it through , lecounted lapidly. 4. Chances, events that were unex-
pected. 5 Moving touching oi teirible. 6. Hair-breadth

;
nairow oi by a hair’s

breadth. 7. Imminent; near, impending or thieatening to occui. 8. Insolent;

reckless or callous
,
pioud, haughty and msulling. 9. Portance

; conduct,

bearing oi behaviour (alter redemption from his slaveiy). 10. Antres caves.

11. idle useless, barren. 12. Hint; habit. 13. ilntliropophagi ; men-eateiSv

the term was first applied to the people of Scythia ; then, m metaphor, to

otheis. 14. With a greedy ear. eageily. 15. Pliant yielding; and hence,
suitable, convenient. 16. Pilgrimage, tiavcls. 17, Dilate; enlarge upon or

relate at large. 18. By parcels’ m bits oi by parts. 19. fntentively . attentively,

and theiefore fully. 20. Did begmle her of hot tear&, unconsciously caused or

induced her to shed tears 21. A world of s^ghs an immense quantity of sighs;

(i.e.) she sighed much out of pity. 22. Her
, for her. 23. Such a man ; such a map

(or her husband. 24. Woo

,

not only court, but wm.
2
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Sc. 3.] OTHELLO

A moot nj 111 ifcho Council Chambei : The Duke and ihe Seiiatoifc aie

debating about the Tnikish Fleet, etc.

Wucloiu " id Unity at t uics dawn in the face of a Couimon Danger

Die. 5:
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IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER ; THE DUKE AND .SENATORS ARE DEBATING ABOUT
THE TURKISH FLEET.

DUKE:—There is no composition^ in these news,

That gives them credit.^

1st SEN:—Indeed, they are disproportion'd

My letters say,—a hundred and seven galleys.

DUKE:—And mine, a bundled and forty.

2n(l SEN.—And mine, two hundred Yet do they all conliim

A Turkish Fleet, and bearing up to^ Cyprus

(Enter a Sailor.)

SAIL.—(Within) What, ho i what, ho ! what, ho '

OFF.— .A messenger from the galleys.

DUKE.— Now, what’s the business ?

SAIL.—The Till kish preparation makes for'^ Rhodes;
So was I bid report here to the State

By Signior Angelo-

DUKE.

—

How say you by^ this change ?

1st SEN.—This cannot be, by no assay of reason

'Tis a pageant^ to keep us in false gaze.’®

When we consider the importancy of Cypius to the Turk,

We must not think the Turk is so unskilful

To leave that latest, which concerns him first.

Neglecting an attempt of ease and gain,

To wake and wage^^ a danger profitless.

DUKE—Nay, in all confidence, he's not for Rhodes

(Enter a Messenger.)

MESS.*—The Ottomites, reveieud and gracious Signiors,

Steering with due course towards the isle of Rhodes,

Have there injointed them ^2 an after fleet.

1st SEN.—Ay, so I thought How many, as you guess ^

MESS.—Of thirty sail and now they do re-stem^^

Their backward course^'^ bearing, with trank appearance,

Their purposes towaid Cyprus. Signior Montano,

Your trusty and most valiant servitor,

With his free duty^^ recommends'® you thus.

And prays you to believe him.''’

» * * *•*

] ,
Composition agreement. 2

^

That gives them credit ‘ that makes

them credible or true • 3. Disproportion'd : different, discrepant. 4* Galleys

boats, navigated with sails and oars. 5 Bearing np to , leading or taking her

couise to. 6. Makes for sails or sets in the direction of 7 Sy of

8. By no assay of reason by no test or effort of reason. 9 Pageant : show,

delusion 10. Gaze expectation. 11. To wake and wage, to create and

wager, risk oi attempt 12 Injointed them , joined oi allied themselves 13 Re-

stem * redirect. 14. '1 heir backward course the ii couise backward 15. Bearing . .

Cyprus * indicating openly their intentions to proceed against Cyprus.

16. Servitor; servant 17 Free duty . duty rendered freely or ungrudgingly »

duty felt earnestly and sincerely, 18 Recommends : advises or informs 19 Tq

believe him ; not to doubt the truth of his intelligence or news
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Sc. 3.] OTHELLO

Bvfbbanfcio arrives at the (Jonncil Chambav to make a poT?,oiial complamt

nj^ainst Othello

How oft Persona] Tnierest swallowslnp Pnhlic Interesi *

(Pic. C.)
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BRABAI^TiO’S PERSONAL COMPLAINT AGAINST OTHELLO

DUKE Valiant Olhello, we must straight- employ you
Against file general enemy, Ottoman.
(To Brabaniio) i did not see you

,
welcome, gentle Signioi

,

We lack’d your counsel and youi help to-night.^

BR4:—So did 1 yours ^ Good your grace, paidon me
,

Neither my place, nor aught I heard of business,

Hath raised me from my bed
;
nor doth the general care

Take hold on"*- me for, my particular grief

Is of so flood-gate^ and o’erbeanng^ nature

That it engluts^ and swallows other sorrows,

And it is still itself.^

DUKE :—Why, what’s the matter ''

BRA:—My daughter ’ O, m}? daughter !

ALL Dead ^

BRA:—Ay, to me
,

She is abused, stol’n from me and coiiuptcd^^

By spells and medicines bought of mountebanks
For nature so preposterously^^ to err,—
Being not deficient, blind or lame of sense,—
Sans'-"’ witchcraft could noD^

DUKE.—Whoe’er he be that in tins foul proceeding

Hath thus beguiled your daughter of herself^^

And you of her, the bloody book of law"-^

You shall yourself read in the bittei letter^®

After your own sense, yea, though our piopei-*^ son
Stood in your action.-^

BRA:—Humbly, I thank your grace.

Here is the man, this Moor, whom now, it seems,

Your special mandate for the stale-affairs

Hath hither brought.

ALL ;—We are very sorry for it.

1. Straight : at once 2. We lack’d . ..tonight G e) in connecdon -with

the defence of Cyprus. 3' So .yours in connection with his daughter ’s elope-

ment. 4. On .of. 5. Nor me nor does the public interest concern me
much for the lime being 6 Floodgate, over-flooding oi flowing 7. _0’er-

bearing over-whelming or dominating 8 Engluts over-fills. 9. Still itself;

remains constant oi unchanged ,
rather unaffected m its nature by

other soriows. 10 Abused; wrongly used or treated. 11 Corrupted drawn,

changed 01 perverted. 12. Mountebanks, quacks 13 Preposterously funda-

mentally or thoroughly. 14. Sans without 15 For Nature... could not : the

meaning here is, ‘My daughter, not being deficient, blind or lame of (wanting

in) sense, could not have had her qature so thoroughly changed or pei verted

as to like a black Moor but for witchciaft’ 16 Beguiled .herself deprived

your daughter of her right senses. 17. The bloody book of law the book of law

that imposes capital punishments for seiious offences by hanging, be-heaJing,

etc ,
involving the shedding of blood- 18. Bitter letter to the very letter, p-v,

.

strictly. The prose order here is,
‘ You shall yourself read the bloody book ot

law in the bittei letter ’ 19, After sense . as you think fit; according to your

sense or rational faculty. 20. Proper: own or natural 21. Action a legal

term meaning accusation or suit; (meaning, though the subject of youi accu-

sation may be my own son.)



A plam navarnislied talc of Bincority, unlike ii, laboured and well varnished
report, will oft carry conviction.

(Pic. 7.)
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OTHELLO DELIVERS AN UNVARNISHED TALE OF HIS LOVE-AFFAIR

WITH DESDEMONA,

But Brabantio is not satisfied.

DUKE;— (To Othello) What, your own pait,^ can you say to this
''

BRA— Nothing, but this is so.^

OTH:—Most potent, grave, and reverend Signiors, my very noble and
approved‘s good masters, tJiat I have ta’en away this old man’s
daughter, it is most hue

,
true, I have married her the very head

and front^ of my offending hath this extent,^ no moie- Rude am
I m my speech, and little blest with the soft phrase of peace ^

For, since these arms of mine had seven years’ pith,® (till now
some nine moons wasted,^) they have used their dearest actiouio m
the tented field and little of this great world can I speak, moic
than pertains to feats of bioil and battle-i^ and therefore little

shall I grace^3 niy cause m speaking for myself. Yet, by your
gracious patience, I will a lound’-'^ unvaimsh’d’^ tale deliver of

my whole course of love
,
what drugs, what chaims, wliat conju-

ration and what mighty magic—tor such proceeding'^ i am
charged withab®— f won his daughter with.

BRA:—A maiden nevei bold of spiiit'^^ so slill and quiet that her

motion-^ blush’d-^ at herself
,
and she,—m spile of nature, of

years, of country, credit,-" everything—to fall m love with what
she fear’d to look on It-'^ is a judgment,-^ maim’d and most
imperfect,-® that will confess perfection®® so could err®® against

1 In on (both may be used) 2 Part behalf The phiase means, ‘for your-

self ’ or ‘on your own account’ 3 So as 1 have described in my complaint.

4 Approved accepted or regarded to be ‘good’, meaning highly-esteemed.

5 Head and front the sum and substance 6 Hath this extent goes only so far

7 Soft phrase of peace the polite and peaceful language of civilians as contrasted

with the lough and stern mode of speech by soldiers. 8. Seven years’ pith seven
years of muscular or bodily development

,
(i e J since I was seven years old.

9 Till ...wasted up to this time, excepting nine months of interval during

which period I was doing nothing m the shape of active military duties.

10 Dsaresl action deeds which they (aims) liked or loved most, therefore, deeds

that weie best done and consequently most effectual 1 1 Tanlcd field battle-

field pitched with tents , (i e ) military camps 12 And little . battle I have

little or no knowledge of the world abroad, excepting matters relating to fights

and battles 1 3 Grace suppoitby graceful or suitable language l4 Round,

plain, blunt or straight-forward 15 Unvarnish'd uncoloured ; p e ) without the

additional polish of language 16 Conjuration a calling or summoning of the

spirits by mysLeiious woids or magical foimulas f ^ Proceeding conduct oi

practice. 18 Withal meaning only ‘ with ’ l9 Bold forward 20 Of spirit 'by

disposition oi inclination 21 Motion movement or simple conduct 22. Blush (! .

caused her to blush or to feel abashed, or ashamed. 23 Nature natural disposi-

tion 24. Credit reputation or public regard 25 To fall . look ou . to

love a fearful or terrible person 26 'If lefers to the clause ‘To fail . .

look on.’ 27 Judgment opinion or conclusion. 23. Miitn’d and inpe,'feet

defective and faulty. 29. Confess admit. 30. Perfection.^ a person of excel-

lence—excellent conduct. (Before the woid ‘perfection/ ‘ that ’ is omitted

31 . So could err . blunder in such a manner.



34 [Act I
;

Sc. S.] OTHELLO

all rules oi nature and roust be driven^ to find out practices

of cunning hell/ this should be. 1 therefore vouch‘d again,

that w ith some mixtures powerful o’er the blood, or with some
dram coniured^ to this effect,'’ he wrought upon her.

DUKE. —To vouch this, IS no proof,

Without more certain and more overt test^

Than these thin habits*’ and poor likelihoods^

Of modern seeming^o do perfcr^^ against him*^^.

FIRST SEN. -But Othello, speak:
Did you, by indirect and forced courses,
Subdue and poison this young maid's affections?
Or, came it^^ by request, and such fair question
As soul to soul allordeth^''’'

OTH — I do beseech you,
Send for the lady to the Sagittary,

And let her speak of me before her father

It you do find me fouL- m her report,"’

The tiList, the oflice 1 do hold of you.
Not only take away, but let your sentence
Even"" fall upon my life.

DUKE.—Fetch Desdemona hither

OTH.

—

Ancient, conduct them, you best know the place; [Eidt lago.

[To the Duke] And, till she come, as truly as to Heaven
I do confess the vices ot my blood,
So justly"'^ to your grave ears-° I’ll present
How I did thrive in this tair lady’s love
And she m mine

1 The prose older of these lines is to confess that perfection could so err
against all rules of natuie, (the natural process or com se of life) is a judgment
that is maimed and most impelled 2. And must be driven after ‘ and,’
the subject ‘ one ’ or ‘ we ’

is understood. 3 Practices of cunning hell evil ways
or works ot cunning lescals 4 Vouch : assert or affirm 5. Dram conjured • a small
quantity of medicine mumbled with chaims 6 To this effect to pioduce this
result 7. Overt test external or independent evidence. 8 Thin habits slender
assumptions. 9 Poor likelihoods weak probabilities. 10 Of modern seeming:
ol common appearance and not of real truth 11. Prefer produce. 12. The
prose order of the whole passage is, "To vouch this, without more certain and
more overt test than (the test which) these thin habits and poor likelihoods of

_
.. hmi, IS no proof’ ]3 Came it did the affection come? 14. Or came

it .affordeth ? or, did you win hei love by request or pleading, and such fair
conversation as takes place between two sincere persons that are naturally inclin-
ed to love each other. 15. Foul: lying 16 If report, if you discover me
fiom her account to be a liar. 17 Even; evenly or impartially, without the
consideration of the trust or office I hold of you ; or, it may go with ‘ Life,’ when
the meaning will be, let your sentence be even Capital Punishment, 18 As

m c
' “ sincerely as I would admit my faults or sins before God.

ly So justly ; so exactly, or in the same conect mannear. 20 Grave ears ;

serious attention or consideration.
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DUKE:—Say it, Othello,

OTH;—Her father loved me, oft invited me.
Still questioned me the story of ray life

From year to year, the battles, seiges, fortunes.

That I have passed
* ^ [For the rest, refer to pa^e 17.

She loved me for the dangers I had pass’d,^

And I loved her that she did pity them.^
This only^ is the witchcraft I have used.

Here comes the lady; let her witness it.'* [Enter Des. lago, etc.

DUKE :—I think this tale would win my daughter too.

Good Brabantio, take up^ this mangled matter® at the best.^

Men do their broken weapons lather use
Than their bare hands.®

BRA:—I pray you, hear her speak .

If she confess that she was half the wooer.
Destruction® on my head, if my bad^° blame
LighF’’ on the raan’-^ i Come hither, gentle mistress .

Do you perceive in all this noble company
Where most you owe obedience ?

I. Pass’d passed through or experienced. 2 Did pity them sympathized
with me for them. 3. Only this word must go before ‘witchcraft.’ 4 Let

. .. .it • let her give her own evidence. 5. Tae up • make up, settle or re-

concile yourself to. 6. Mangled matter : mutilated or spoiled affair, (in

reference to his daughter). 7. At the best ; for what it is worth ; as best as
you can. The sense of the line,

—
‘Take up best’—is, ‘reconcile yourself

to this situation in the best manner you can.’ It is the same as saying, ‘ make
the best of a bad bargain.’ 8. Men hands : people (if wise and patient)

would prefer to use their weapons even if broken, and not throw them away,
rather than use their bare hands. 9. Destruction after this word, ‘ may fall

’

is understood. 10. Bad: vicious. 11, Light alight or fall. 12. Destruction

man • let me be ruined if I wrongly hold him responsible or blame-worthy.





OTHELLO LAct I
;

Sc. 3.] 27

DESDEMONA CONFIRMS OTHELLO’S STORY; BRABANTIO IS DISGUSTED WITH

HER; THE DUKE TRIES TO COMFORT HIM BUT IN VAIN.

DES :—My noble father, I do perceive here a divided’- duty :

To you, I am bound for life and education
;

My life and education both do learn^ me
How to respect you

;
you are the lord of duty,

I am hitherto your daughter But here 's my husband
;

And, so much duty as my mother show’d
To you, preferiing you before her father,

So much I challenge'’ that I may profess^

Due® to the Moor, my lord.

BRA;

—

God be with you I I have done.''

Please it your Grace, on to® the State-affairs :

I had rather to® adopt a child than get’° it.

Come hither. Moor
I here do give thee that, with all my heart.

Which, (but thou hast already), with all my heart,

I would keep from thee- For your sake, jewel,’’

I am glad at soul I have no other child

;

For, thy escape’^ would teach me tyranny,

To hang clogs’® on them. I have done, my lord.

DUKE:—Let me speak like yourself,’*’ and lay a sentence’®

Which, as a grize or step, may help these lovers

Into your favour.

When remedies are past, the griefs are ended
By seeing the worst, ivhich late’® on hopes depended.”'
To mourn a mischief that is past and gone
Is the next way to draw new mischief on.

1, Divided here it means, split into two, or double 2- Learn teach

3, You are . .daughter : till now, you have been my only master, and I, as
your daughter, have been entirely bound to you alone in duty. 4. Challenge

.

claim or boldly assert. 5. Profess • observe or practise ; also claim. 6. Due •

as due. 7. I have done I have finished, or I now drop the matter. 8. On to •

go on with, or take up. 9. Had rather to would rather. 10, Get beget or

give birth to. 11. Jewel referring to Desdemona sneeringly. 12. Escape,
escapade or elopement. 13. To hang clogs by hanging clogs or weights ; by
imposing severe restraint on their movements. 14. Like yourself as feelingly as
you do, or sympathizing with you. 15. Lay n sentence pronounce a moral.

16 Late- of late or lately. 17. The prose order of the two lines is, ‘When
remedies, which late depended on hopes are past, the griefs are ended by seeing

the worst meaning, ‘when our sorrows are past remedies or cures (which at one
time we hoped would prove effective), then the only way to end them is to

reconcile ourselves to the worst that ensues : that is to say, ‘ Patience is the
best remedy.* The same idea is contained m the proverb, ‘ What cannot be
cured must be endured.’



OTHELLO28 [Act I; Sc. 3.]

What cannot be preserv’d when Fortune takes,

Patience her injury ^ a mockery makes.-
The robb’d that smiles steals something from the thiet

,

He robs himself that spends^ a bootless'' grief.^

BRA.—So, let the Turk of Cyprus us beguile
We lose it not, so long as we can smile.

He bears the sentence'^ well, that nothing bears
But the free comfort*' which from thence he hears
But he bears both the sentence and the sorrow,
That, to payi^ grief, must of poor patience^- borrow
These sentences, io sugar or to gall,i-^

Being strong on both sides, aic equivocal ,^3

But words are words
,

I never yet did hear
That the bruis’d""’ heart was pierced'''' through the eai d*"

I humbly beseech you, proceed to the attairs of State.

1. Her injury the loss inflicted by Fortune oi Fate. 2 The pi ose Older of
the two lines is, ‘When Fortune takes what cannot be pseserved, rhen Pcitience
makes a mockery of her inju>y, fi e., makes light of or fun of hei mjiuyJ. 3 Spends
wastes his time by brooding over. 4. Bootless useless 5. The thief

that steals another’s goods is afraid of detection and is also not satisfied

,

whereas the person robbed, if reconciled to his loss, is fiee from these feelings,
and IS thus superior to the thief in this way, he may be said to rob the thiei ot
contentment and peace. 6 Beguile deceive or deprive us by some aitihcs.
The prose order is So, iel the Turk beguile us of Cyprus * 7 Sentence
punishment 8 Comfort relief 9 Tbs meaning of the two lines is,

' That
person is able to bear his punishment well fwithout complaintj who takes it,

not as a punishment but as a voluntary penance, or not as a restraint but as a
relief. 10. Bears...... soirow actually suffers from both the punishment and the
sorrow, (as contrasted with the cheerful acceptance of the punishment, mentioned
in the previous lines.) 11. Pay pay back or letahate. 12 Poor patience helpless
passivity, or inactivity through mobility. The meaning of the two lines is ‘ The
person who, on the other hand, tries to lessen his grief by doing nothing th»‘ough
helpl^sness, will experience the punishment as a sorrowful or miserable affair,

V
sweet or bitter. 14. Being .. ..sides . intensive either way.

15. Equivocal: equal both ways 16. Bruised: wounded. 17 Pierced reached.
18, I never did...... the ear. 1 have not yet heard that an afflicted mmd can be
soothed by listening to mere words or talks.





30 [Act I
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Sc. 3.] OTHELLO

The Duke mstiuocs Ofchello to proceed to Cyprus at once ; also grants

Othello’s icquest to let Desdemona join him there.

How readily Eights and Bequests are granted ni times of Danger

!

(Pic. 9.)
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OTHELLO, ORDERED TO GO TO CYPRUS; ANDDESDEMONA DECIDES TO FOLLOW HIM.

DUKE —The Turk with a most mighty preparation makes for Cyprus-
Othello, the fortitude’ of the place is best known to you

;

and though we have there a substitute of most allowed sutfi-

ciencyr yet opinion,—a sovereign mistress of effects, ^ —throws a
more safer voice on you

,
and you must therefore be content to

slubber'’ the gloss of your new fortunes^ with this more stubborn
and boisterous expedition.

OTH—The tyrant custom,” most grave senators,

Hath made the flinty and steel couch of war^
My thrice-dnven® bed of down ^ I do agnize’”

A natural and prompt alacrity”-

I find in hardness, ’2 and do undertake
These present wars against the Ottomites.
Most humbly therefore bending to youi state,

I cr.ive’^ fit disposition’’’ for my wife,

—

Due reference of place and exhibition,’”

With such accommodation and besort”^

As levels with her breeding.’®

DUKE —If you please, be’t at her fathei’s.

BRA.— I’ll not have it so.

OTH— Nor I.

DES —Nor I
;

I would not there reside,

To put my fatiicr in impatient thoughts

Ly being in Ins eye Most gracious Duke,
To inv unfolding’” lend your prosperous ear,”

And let me find a cliarter” in }Our voice

To assist my simpleness

DUKE —What would you, Desdenmna ^

i Foriilade sUongtli 2 Allowed safficieacy allowed or approved to be
sullicicnt 3 A ssvareisin .effects the ruling factor or the important
agency lhat leads to Oi pioduces striking (social) changes or results 4. Slubber

spoil oi sully 5 i h
'
gl'bS of your new fortuiiPS the glitter of your newly

a quued fortune, (i e ) the happiness of your recent mariiage 6 1 yrant custom

h^ie IS means. igoious mihuny lules’ 7 Flinty... war, the idea is that, as
A sold.-*, he had s i-s co sleep wiih his steel aimour on. 8 Thrice-driven

welbprepv.ed or coin*ojtable 9 Diwo solt fuatheis 10 Agnize: own or
acknowkdgc 11 Al.ci'ty aleitness, readiness, willingness 12. Hardness: hard-
ship 13 Crave' Peg foi, or lequest. 14. Fit disposition, pioper arrangement.
15. Due rctereiice oi. with propei reference to 16, Place and exhibition; lodging
and piovision for her boarding 17. Besort rank or -quality. 18 As levels...

...breeding, as is equator suitable to hei up-biinging or mode of life (as a Sena-
tor’s daughter). 19 To put eye to make my father impatient or irritated,

by being piesenl before him always. 20 Unfolding; narration or what I am
about to say. 21. Prosperous ear propitious or kind attention. 22. Charter,

full suppoit. 23. Simpleness, singleness or helpless state



32 [Act I
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DBS;—That I did love the Moor to live with him,

My downright violence^ and storm of fortunes^

May trumpet^ to the world : my heart’s subdued
Even to the very quality of my lord ^
I saw Othello’s visage^ in his mind,^

And to his honours^ and his valiant parts'^

Did I my soul and forluncs consecrate.^

So that, dear lords, li I be left behind,

—

A moth of peace, —and he go to the war,

The ntes^^ for which 1 love liim aie bereft^^ me,

And L a heavy interim^-^, shall support^'^

By his dear absence^'’ Let me go With him.

OTfi—Let her have your voices.

Vouch \uth me, Heaven I therefoie beg it, not

To please the palate of my appetited

'

Noi to comply with heat,^~^—the young affects

In me deliincL'^^. -- and proper satisfaction,

But to be free and bounteous to her mind/^
And Heaven defend your good souls, that— you think

[ will your serious and great business scanB^

For"' she is Wiili me No, when light-wing’d toys-^

Ot fcatlier’d Cupid-*’ seaF'^ with wanton dulness-^

My speculative and oihe’d instiuments,-’'

1 Downright violence ihe ihoiough, complete oi absolute force, 2. Storm

of foi tunes stoimy fortune, or furious caiecr. 3. Trumpet: loudly proclaim, the

prose Oidei of the lines, ‘Thut I , , world’ is *My down-right to the world
that I with him * The meaning is, the force and violence of my affections

which have led to sudden changes m my foituns will widely proclaim to the

w’crid, etc —4 My heart ..of my lord the whole tenour of my mind has now
completely adjusted oi leconcihd itself to the quality or the natural chaiactei

of my husband. 5 Visage . face or appearance 6. In his mind through his

cdiaracter. The meaning is, *I chnse Othello more for his character than for

his appearance’. 7 Honours : distinciions. 8. Valiant parts ’ heroic character

9 Consecrate devote or dedicate as if to a holy object. 10. A moth of

peace* to be an idle creature 11. The rites* the duties of married

life 12. Bereft me. I am deprived of. 13 Heavy interim tedious interval.

14. Shall support, shall have to pass through 15. Dear grievous or

sorrowful. The prose order is, *And I shall support a heavy interim by
his dear absence ’ 16. Voices votes or decisions. 17 Vouch
’Heaven! let God be my witness. 18, Not to please appetite* not to make it

agreeable to my personal likes or inclinations. 19. Nor ... .heat; not to satisfy

my passion. 20. The young...defunct; the hot and undisciplined e^'^otions or
affections having abated or subsided in me ; i^i. e. I am no longer a hot-headed
youth, . 21. But to be free mind, but to let me be liberal and generous to

concede or comply with her mental desires \as opposed to my carnal
appetites). 22. That : if 23. Scant : neglect. 24. For because. What Othello
means is that he will not neglect his duties, because of his wife living with
him, 25. Light-wing’d toys : arrows or missiles that are airy, not heavy.
26. Feather’d Cupid: The God of Love having wings. 27. Seal; blind or close.

28. Wanton dulness . mischievous dimness or bluntness 29. My specula-

tive ....instruments; my senses or faculties, welFofficed or well-used for
speculative or reasoning purposes.
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That^ my disports^ corrupt and taint my business,

^

Let housewives'* make a skillet^ of my helm,'*

And all indign^ and base adversities®

Make head against'* ray estiraationd°

DUKE.—Be it as you shall privately determine,

Either for her stay or going The affair cries haste,

And speed must answer it.

1st SEN.—You must away to-night.

OTH.—With all my heart.

DUKE.—At nine i’ the morning, here we’ll meet again.
Othello, leave some officer behind,

And he shall our commission bring to you,
With such things else of quality** and respect*^

As doth import*® you

OTH.—So please your Giace, my Ancient,

A man he is of honesty and trust;

To his conveyance I assign my wife.

With what else needful your good Grace shall think
To be sent after me.

DUKE.—Let it be so. Good night to every one.

(To Brabantio.) And, noble Signior,

If Virtue no delighted^ beauty lack,

Your son-m-law is fai more fair than black.*®

1st SEN.—Adieu, biave Moor! use Desdemona well.

BRA.—Look to her. Moor, if thou hast eyes to see.*'*

She has deceiv’d her father, and may thee.*^

OTH.—My hfe upon her Jaith'*® [Exit Duke, Sen. etc

1. That so that. 2. Disports sporhugs. 3. When li?ht-wing'd . business:
when I allow my love*af{airs to ovei -power my reasoning faculties to such an
extent as to cause my Sportings with Desdemona to interfere With or spoil my
business* then, etc,, 4 Housewives . married women given to house“hold
duties. 5. Skillet a frying pan 6. Helm helmet or hat* 7. Indiga : full
of indignity, or shameful 8* Base adversities low or petty troubles or
annoyances 9* Make head against* go against or destroy. 10. Esti-
mation; reputation or fame The meaning of the three lines is : ‘Let women
mock me, and ^let me lose my fame by being exposed to all sorts of troubles,
big and small. 11. Quality, importance. 12. Respect deserving attention.
13. Import ; concern 14 Delighted - delighting. 15. If Virtue...black: The meaning
of the two lines is,

^

If virtue by itself is considered a merit involving grace
and beauty, your son-in-law has that virtue;‘‘ (i e )he should not be judged by
his colour but by his character, 16. If thou . . see ; if you have watchful eyes,
if you have the ability to observe her carefully, 17. These two lines are
ominous and tr^ic in their import as they later on furnish lago with a handle
to strengthen Othello s suspicion against Desdemona, already excited by other
circumstances. 18. My., .faith: (she is very faithful to me, and) I can even
stake my life upon her fidelity*

3



UTHEL-IjU34 [Act I
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bo. 3.]

Ofehello instructs lago, the professed friend, to bring Desdemona over to

C3^rus.



35OTHELLO [Acb 1 ;
Sc. 3.]

OTHELLO’S INSTRUCTIONS TO lAGO.

OTH;—Honest lago, my Desdemona must I leave to thee:
I prithee, 1 let thy wife attend on her

;

And bring them after^ in the best advantaged
Come, Desdemona ; I have but an hour
Of love, of worldly matters and direction,

To spend with thee we must obey the time.^

[Exit Othello and Desdemona.

I. Prithee: equal to, Pray thee, meaning ‘I pray to you or requst you’.
2, After; afterwards. 3. In the best advantage; in the best manner possible.
4. 1 have but......with thee: I have only a short time at my disposal for arranging
the domestic and other matters in your happy company. 5. Obey the time suit
ourselves to the time at our disposal.



OTHELLO36 [Act I
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Sc. 3,]

Tago preaches his philosophy Lo liodeiigo, dispraising Love and Virtue,

but praising tlio potency oL ‘Money,

RicIkv, uu!u‘ lianl -.'iiWi, persons, become a dangerous

mstrmmni unschioi *(nJ f^|po--^>on.

(Pus n.)
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lAGO PREACHES HIS PHILOSOPHY TO RODERiGO.

ROD lago '

lAGO:—What sayst thou, noble heart

ROD ;—What will I do, thinkest thou ?

lAGO :—Why, go to bed and sleep

ROD:— I will incontinently^ drown myself.

lAGO:—Well, if thou dost, I shall never love thee after.

Why, thou silly gentleman !

ROD:—It IS silliness to live when to live is tonneni and then have

we a prescription to die when death is ou: physician.^

lAGO'—O, villanous t I have looked upon the world for four times

seven years
;
and, since I could distinguish betwixt a benefit

and an injury

1

never found man that knew how to love

himself.^ Ere I would say f would diowu myself for the love

of a guinea-hen, I would change my humanity with a baboon.^

ROD :—What should I do ? I confess it is my shame to be so fond

but, it is not in my virtue® to amend it.

lAGO:

—

Virtue > a fig ’ tis in ourselves that v-e aic thus or tluis.'o

Our bodies are gardens, to the winch our \Vills are gardeners

so that, if we will plant nctfles or sow iellucc, sd hyssc-j) and weed
up thyme, supply it with one gemicr’- of lierbs or (.listiacfi-’ it

with many, either to have it sterile rith idlencas oi manured
with industry why, the power and rorrigible authority’-^ of this

lies in our Wills- If the balance^'”’ of our hres had not one scale of

Reason to poise^’' another of Sensuality,’® the blood and baseness

of our natures’^ would conduct us to most pieposterous conclu-

sions .2° but, we have Reason to cool our raging motions,

1. Noble heart said sneeringly, tliough appaiemly intended to coax.

2. Incontinently- -without hesitation, or immediately 3 it is .. .physician it

is foolish to continue to live when life becomes miseiable, and, m that case,

death is the only cure,(as it frees us hom sorrows and pains, in the same man-
ner in which a doctor prescribes a cure to hee us hom our diseases ) 4. Since I-.,

injury from the time in which I could understand what was piofitable and what
was not, (i.e.) since I attained the age of descretion. 5. I never . himself: I

have never come across a man who knew how to seive his pwn inteiests best.

6. Ere baboon I will rather become an animal and change my human nature
than think of drowning mysell foi tho love ol a guine i-hen fi e ) a last woman or

a mere girl. 7. Fond much infatuated in love 8. Vu'i-ie. charactei or ability.

9. Fig. non-sense or trash. 10, It is in . ,lhus we con omselves make us
what we want to be. this agiees with the piovcrb bhat ‘Man is the architect of

his own fortune.’ 11. Our bodies
. gardeners as the gaidenei changes or

brings up the garden as he wishes, so our Will-powei can direct our bodies (i. e.)

ourselves. 12. Gender: class or type. 13. liistract confuse (by too many
varieties.) 14. To have ..industry to allow the gaiden to dry up by our

negligence, or to make it fruitful with our laboi . 15. Corngibis authority,

authority that has the capacity to correct. What lago means in the whole
passage is, ‘It lies with us to m^ke the best or the worst of the world around us’.

16. Balance: pair of scales. 17. Poise countei -balance or weigh down.
18. Another of Sensuality another scale of carnal passions. 19. The blood

natures: the violence of the low or depraved passions of our (animal) nature.

20. Preposterous conclusions extra-ordinary or dangerous results. 21. Cool:

eubeide or lessen. 22* Raging motions’ burning passions.
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our carnal stings,^ our unbitted^ lusts
;
whereof,^ I take this^

(that^ you call love), to be a sect or scion.®

ROD :—It cannot be.^

UGO:—It® is merely a lust of the bloo# and a permission of the

WilL^o Come, be a man drown thyself,—drown cats and blind

puppies ! I have professed me thy friend, and I confess me knit

to thy deserving^2 with cables of perdurable^^ toughness : I could

never better stead^"*^ thee than now. Put money in thy purse
;

follow thou the wars^®, defeat^® thy favour^^ with an usurped^®

beard
;

I say, put money m tliy purse.

It cannot be that Desderaona should long continue her love to the

Moor—put money in thy purse—nor he, his to her ; it was a

violenP^^ commencement, and thou shalt see an answerable^®

sequestration put but money in thy purse. These Moors are

changeable in their wills . fill thy purse with money. The food
that to him now is as luscious^^ as locusts,^3 shall be to him
shortly as bitter as coloquIntlda.2‘^ She must change for youth.^s

When she is sated^® with his body, she will find the error of

her choice she must have change, she must : therefore put
money in thy purse. If thou wilt needs damn^? thyself, do it a
more delicate-® way than drowning. Make all the money thou
canst.

If sanctimony29 and a fraiP® vow^^ be-twixt an erring®^ barbarian
and a supersubtle^®

1 . Carnal slings' impulses that sting and goad us on to satisfy our bodily
passions. 2. Unbilled unbridled or uncontrollable. 3. Whereof; of which,
(referring to lusts). 4. I take this: I take it, or I hold it to be. 5. That; what.
6. Sect or scion' section or cutting. What lago means is, ‘But for our Rea*
son which controls our Passions, we shall be landed in disasters. It is our
Reason that checks our Passions including even what you call Love.*
7. It cannot be' I do not believe what you say about Love. 8. It' referring

to ‘ Love 9. Lust of the blood ; a burning desire (or animal passion) that
is instinctive or natural. 1 0. Permission of the Will ; permitted or passively
borne by the Will without check. 11. Be a man: be courageous. 12. Knit to

thy deserving . bound to you to serve your desires. 13. Perdurable : very
durable or strong. 14. Stead, serve or help. 15. Follow thou the wars : volun«
teer yourself as a soldier. 16. Defeat: change or disguise. 17. Favour: face or
countenance. 18. Usurped: assumed or false. 19. Violent: passionate and
stormy, rather than reasonable or calm. 20. Answerable ; consequential, or
following as a result. 21 . Sequestration separation. 22. Luseious : delicious
or tasteful. 23. Locusts ; referring to the sweet and juicy beans of a tree
called ‘ Locust ’, found in America 24. Coloquintida : a bitter and poisonous
fruit of a wild creeper, growing in Western Asia. The meaning of the sentence
is, ‘Desdemona who is so sweet and welcome to Othello now will shortly be-
come bitter and loathsome.’ 25. Caanga for youth • change her liking or desire
for a your^er man. 26. Sated : satisfied. 27. Damn : destroy. 28. Delicate :

appropriate or suitable. 29. Sanctimony ; assumed sanctity or pretended
sacredness (with regard to marriage.) 30. Frail ; Weak or not lasting.
31. Vow. marriage vow, or pronaise made during marriage. 32. Erring:
blundering or erratic. 33. Supersubtie : extremely fine and delicate (in feeling
and dispogition.)
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Venetian be not too hard for my wits and all the tribe of hell,i

thou shalt enjoy her
;

therefore) make money. A pox of drown-
ing thyself •P‘ it IS clean^ out of the way : seek thou rather to

be hanged in compassing'* thy joy than to be drowned and go
without her.^

ROD;

—

Wilt thou be fast ^ to my hopes, if I depend on^ the issue?

IA60 Thou art sure of me : go, make money ; I have told thee

often, and re-tell thee again and again, I hate the Moor : my
cause® is hearted thine hath no less reason.^® Let us be con-

junctive^*- in our revenge against him. If thou canst cuckold*^
him, tho» dost thyself a pleasure, me a sport*^®. There are many
events in the womb of Time,*"* which will be delivered.

Traverse,^® go
;
provide thy money. We will have more of

this^® to-morrow. Adieu.

ROD;

—

Where shall we meet i’ the morning ?

lAGO

;

—At my lodging.

ROD ;—I’ll be with thee betimes.^^

lAGO :

—

Go to
;
farewell. (Rod. is going) Do you hear, Rodongo ?

ROD :—What say you ?

lAGO :

—

No more of drowning, do you hear ?

ROD—I am changed : I'll go sell all my land. [Exit Rod.

1. Here, a verb, ‘to undo', must be supplied after, ‘hell.’ Tribe of hell-

devils (here, referring to devilish or wicked plans.) 2. A pox of drowning thyself,

equal to ‘ Thy drowning be hanged. 3. Clean : completely. 4. Compassing

:

securing or obtaining. 5. The meaning of the line is ‘rather perish
in securing thy object, than die ignobly out of helplessness’. 6. Fast

:

firm and faithful. 7. Depend on • look to and work for; i.e. keep constantly
pendii^ before my mind. 8. Cause - referring to lago's hatred. 9. Hearted

:

deeply rooted in the heart. 10. Thine .reason: fchy cause (to hate him)
is equally reasonable and strong, lb Conjunctive: joined together (i. e.)

working together. 12. Cuckold, a man whose wife is raise to him; here it

means, ‘Render Othello suspicious of her chastity or fidelity to him ’ 13. Thwi
dost. .....sport it is a gain to you and a play to me. 14. Womb of

future. (Time is compared to a pregnant woman; and events or incidei. “

cluldren delivered in proper season.) 1 5. Traverse march or go. 16. More of

this: more talk about this. 17. Bstimes" in proper time, or punctually.
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lago’s artful and villameus character, revealed by hia Soliloquy.

How oft tho tonguo i^pontaneouslj rovcalh oiie’h. Mind and Character

(Pio. 12)
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lAGO’S SOLILOQUY.

lAGO—Thus do I ever make my fool my purse

For, I mine own gam’d knowledge should profane, 2

If I would time expend with such a snipe^

But for my sport and profit. 1 hate the Moor
,

And it IS thought abroad that ’ twixt my sheets

He has done my office I know not if’t be true .

But I, for mere suspicion m that kind,

Will do as if for surety^. He holds me well,

The better shall my purpose work on him.

Cassio’s a proper man let me see now.
To get his place, and plume up my will®

In double knavery—How, how ?—let’s see .

After some time, to abuse Othello’s ear'^

That he is too familiar with his wife.

He hath a person and a smooth dispose’^

To be suspected
,
framed*^ to make women falsed-

The Moor is of a fiee and open nature
That thinks men honest that but seem to be so

,

.\nd will as tenderly^® be led by the nose^'^ as assc:-, arc.

I have’t. It IS engender’d. Hell and Night
Must bring this monstrous birth to the world’s liglit [Exit.

NOTE —This soliloquy gives us a further revelation of lago’s villainy and how he

proudly boasts of it andjglones in it

1. My purse my money-bag or purse from -wbich I can draw money at will.

2. Profane ; belittle, spoil. 3. Snipe’ a small and silly biid (easily caught), a fool
or a worthless fellow. The prose order of the lines is,

—
“ Foi, I should profane

mine own gain’d knowledge, if I would expend time with.... 4 ’Twixt my sheets

he has done my office he has been familial with my wife. 5. But 1. . ..surety :

but I will treat this surmise or suspicion as if it were a certainty or an ‘absolute
truth 6. He holds me well he has a good opinion of me, holds me in good esteem,
thinks well of me. 7. Proper handsome. 8. To plume up my will, (a plume is

a feather worn as a sign of victory, ornament or distinction) • to adjust
the plume of, to boast of, to glory m ; lago means here that he will put an addi-
tional feather to his WiH'POWer in knavery, that he will show how brilliant and
victorious is bis Will in doubling his knavery, first, by bringing about Cassio’s
dismissal and securing his place ; and second, by poisoning Othello’s mind
against him by alleging his undue familiarity with Desdemona 9. To abuse Othello’s
ear . to deceive, to corrupt, to poison Othello’s mind thro’ his ear. 10. Smooth
dispose : seductive or pleasant disposition. 1 1 • Framed is framed, constituted
or made. 12. To make women false to tempt women to prove false to their
husbands, (by his seductive ways.) 13. Tenderly ; softly, easily, or without any pro-
test. 14 . Led by the nose ; led or directed, as animals are by a ring or rope through
their nostrils. 15. Engender’d : conceived, as in embryo. 16. Hsll and Night:
devil and darkness', i. e. wicked plans secretly hatched. 17. Monstrous birth:
horrible or wicked product. What lago means is, that his wicked plans hitherto
existing only xn his mind, will now be put into action and revealed to the
World.
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The First Act gives the preliminary events of the Play as
they take place in Venice.

PART I.

Othello, the Moor, a Oeneral in the service ot the Vene-
tian State, IS often invited by Brabantio—a rich Senator,—to his
house. There, on request, he recounts the experiences of his life
before him and his daughter, Desdemona. These excite the
romantic imagination and the love of the latter for the Hero. She
finally leaves her house on a particular night, joins him and
secretly marries him.

Roderigo, (a wealthy Venetian youth, and a former suitor
who has been rejected by Desdemona), and lago, (Othello’s
Ensign, Ancient or Flag-bearer, whose claims for Lieutenancy
have, as he thinks, been over-looked by that General in preferance
to Cassio), both feel piqued and disappointed.

(A) Roderigo, the simpleton, is now in fact suffering from a
peculiar feeling of annoyance or anger against the whole world*
(^) against Othello, because he has successfully competed with

won Desdeniona’s hand; (b) against Desdemona, because
she has time and again rejected his several overtures for marriage,
and has now made ‘a gross revolt,’ by choosing ‘the gross clasps
of a lascivious Moor’,

Tying her duty, beauty, wit and fortunes
In an extravagant and wheeling stranger
Of here and every-where;

(c) against her father, because he has told him not to visit
or hang about his house,—

I have charged thee not to haunt about my doors.
In honest plainness thou hast heard me say
My daughter is not for thee

}

and, most of all, (d) against lago, because he suspects that lago
to whom he has given large sums of money to help • him in his
suit, was in the know about this secret marriage and did not
inform him previously about it.

.
IS much disappointed and cha-

r
^ with anger against

Othello for the reason that, though,
^

Three great ones of the city,

lu personal suit to make me his liautananli,
Off-o»ppod to bim, « ,
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Yet,
He, as loving his own pride and pniposes,

Evades them, with a bombast circumstance

Horribly stuff’d with epithets of war;

And, in conclusion, non-suits my mediators;

For, “Certes,” says he, “I have alieady chose my officer.”

lago IS conscious of his worth and ability, and, as he says, ‘I know
my price, I am worth no worse a place while Cassio who ‘ had
the election’ was, according to him, but ‘a great arithmetician,’

a ‘debitor and creditor,’ a ‘counter-caster,’ a characterless

‘fellow, almost damn’d in a fair wife’; one

That never sot a squadron m the field,

Nor the division of a battle knows
More than a/spinster ; unless the bookish theoric,

Wherein the toge’d consuls can propose

As masterlyias he ; mere prattle without practice

Is all his soldiership

He IS therefore natuially upset and inwardly rankles with indig-

nation at, what he considers, the partiality of the Moor for Cassio,

and, being a man oi great intellect, cunning and lesoiirce, he is

thinking of the ways and means to satisfy his feelings either by
personal gain, or, failing which, by the rum of the more success-

ful persons.

PART 11.

The play opens with Roderigo’s taking lago to task for

not informing him beforehand about the secret marriage of Desde-
mona with Othello, of which, he thinks, lago was in the full

know. lago denies knowledge of the affair, and says,

If ever I did dream of such a matter,

Abhor me.

Moreover, in reply to Roderigo’s further question, lago
avows his hatred against Othello for choosing Cassio to Lieuten-

ancy instead of himself,—‘Despise me, if I do not’ (hate

him). After stating his reasons for hating the Moor, he asks

Roderigo to think and judge for himself.

Now, Sir, be judge yourself

Whether I, in any just term, am affined

To love the Moor?
‘ Why, then, should you follow the Moor?’, naturally

interrogates Roderigo. The reply, smacking of worldly wisdom,
quickly follows from lago,

0, Sir, content you;

I follow him to serve my turn upon him :

We cannot all be masters, nor all masters

Cannot be truly follow’d.
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Therefore, says lago that he is not like

Many a duteous and knee-crooking knave,

That, doting on his own obsequious bondage,

Wears out his time, much like his master’s ass,

For nought but provender, and when he's old, cashier’d.

But, he IS one of those

Who, trimm’d in forms and visages of duty,

Keep yet their hearts attending on themselves,

And, throwing but shows of service on their lords,

Do well thrive by them; and when they have lined their coats

Do themselves homage. These fellows have some soul,

And such a one do I piofess myself.

Therefore, he concludes,

In following him, I follow but myself;

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty,

But seeming so, for my peculiar end.

This assertion of hatred by lago against Othello satisfies

Roderigo, and pacifies him in his anger against him (lago) for his
suppposed knowledge of Desdemona’s secret marriage.

PART III.

Roderigo now changes the topic of his conversation and
sneeringly refers to Othello’s good fortune in having won Desde-
mona’s heart and hand.

—

What a full fortune does the thick-lips owe,
If he can carry’t thus

!

This remark IS made partly m wonder and partly in jealousy.
And, so, lago finds no difficulty in setting up Roderigo to spoil
Othello’s happiness and says,

—

Make after him, poison his delight.

Proclaim him m the streets ;

And, though hem a fertile climate dwell,

Plague him with flies ; though that his joy be joy.

Yet throw such changes of vexation on’t

As it may lose some colour.

For this purpose, lago induces his pulpil to ‘call up her father,’

‘to rouse him’ and ‘to incense lier kinsmen.’ Roderigo readily falls

in with his proposal; and, so, reaching Brabantio’s house, he says,
‘I’ll call aloud.’ But mere ‘ calling aloud ’ would not satisfy lago.
With his ingrained capacity to convert and exaggerate
small, unnoticed and unnoticeable things into big and ominous
events, or, as he himself later on puts it (Act III.

;
Sc. 3.) to

change ‘Trifles light as air ’ into ‘ confirmations strong as
proofs of Holy Writ,’ he advises Roderigo to put as much life and
vigour in his shouting as though it were a terrible affair; and so
he says.
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‘Do* (your shouting)

With like timorous accent and dire yell

As when, by night and negligence, the fire

Is spied in populous cities.

Roderigo, therefore, cries out loudly and boisterously,

—

What, ho, Brabantio ! Signior Brabantio, ho !

And lago himself joins in the game, with the tumultuous cry,—

Thieves ! thieves 1 thieves 1

Look to your house, your daughter and your bags

!

Thieves I thieves!

PART IV.

Brabantio wakes up and, appearing at the window, asks,

What is the reason of this terrible summons?
V^at is the matter there?

‘Is all your family within?’ asks Roderigo; ‘Are your
doors lock’d?' questions lago. ‘Why, wherefore ask you this?’

demands Brabantio. lago, in his desire to exaggerate the event

and to excite the aged man, bursts out into a reply full of vulgar,

foul and indecent expressions,—

‘Zounds, Sir, you’re robbed; for shame, put on your gown,
Your heart is burst, you have lost half your soul;

Even now, now, very now, an old black ram
Is tupping your white ewe. Arise, arise;

Awake the snorting citizens with the bell,

Or else the devil will make a grandsire of you.

And again, later on, to the still doubting but now angry Brabantio,
he speaks in the same vulgar strain,

—

‘Zounds, Sir, you’re one of those that will not serve God,
if the Devil bid you. Because we come to do you service and
you think we are rufiians, you’ll have your daughter covered
with a Barbary horse; you’ll have your nephews neigh to you;
you’ll have coursers for cousins, and gennets for germans.

Brabantio is unable to make anything out of this vile
but confused jargon. But he discerns Roderigo in the company by
the mention of his name; and, so, he takes it that he has come
there with other ruffians to annoy him for his having refused him
the hand of his daughter. He therefore says,

—

I have charged thee not to haunt about my doors;
In honest plainness thou hast heard me say
My daughter is not for thee; and now, in madness,
Being full of supper and distempering draughts,
Upon malicious knavery, dost thou coma
To start my quiet,
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Turning to his companion (lago), he is rather incensed at

his loud and vulgar tongue; and so he asks him if he has lost his

wits; and, hearing his bad language, remarks ‘What profane

wretch art thou?’

To this lago replies,
—

‘I am one, Sir, that comes to tell

you, your daughter and the Moor are now making the beast with

two backs.* At this foul expression Brabantio is shocked, and

calls him ‘ Thou art a villain.* Fully conscious of his power and

strength as a Senator, he further questions lago.

What, tell’st thou me of robbing? this ia Veniee;

My house is not a grange.

And as for Roderigo, whom he takes to be the leader of the

gang, 'he threatens him,

But thou must needs be sure (that)

My spirit and my place have in them power
To make this bitter to thee.

Roderigo, however, protests against this ‘ wrong rebuke’
of Brabantio, and boldly but assuringly declares.

Do not believe

That, from the sense of all civility,

I thus would play and trifle with your reverence.

He then informs him how his

Fair daughter.

At this odd-even and dull watch o'the night,

Transported with no worse nor better guard

But with a knave of common hire, a gondolier,

To the gross clasps of a lascivious Moor.

He asks him to look for her in his house and straight satisfy him-
self as to the truth of his declaration, and to punish him if it

prove false,

—

If she be in her chamber or your house,

Let loose on mo the justice of the State

For thus deluding you.

At this information, Brabantio recovers from the con-
fusion set up by the noise, and takes it as but a strange confir-

mation of his recent dream,

—

This accident is not unlike my dream":

Belief of it oppresses"me already.

Therefore, he goes into his house, calls for a light and asks to

call up all his people.

At this juncture, lago, a finished double-dealer that he is,

bids farewell to Roderigo and leaves liiipj saying.

—
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It seems not meet, nor -wholesome to my place,

To be produced,—as, if I stay, I shall,

—

Against the Moor.

In reality, full of hatred and spite against the Moor, but

outwardly smooth, friendly and respectful, he now masterfully

puts on extra deceitful appeai'ances of love and loyalty for his

superior; for, he knows that he (Othello) is still in the good graces

of the State and very influential.

The State * * '

Cannot with safety cast him; for, he’s embark’d

With such loud leason to the Cyprus wars,

Which even now stand m act, that, for their souls,

Anothsi of his fathom they have none
To lead their business.

So, with consummate diplomacy and show of wisdom and pro-

priety, he justifies his leave-taking of Koderigo, assuring him that

Though I do hate him as I do hell pains,

Yet, for necessity of present life,

I must show out a flag and sign of love

Which IS indeed but sign.

Hence, he does not like to be seen there and ‘produced against tlie

Moor.’ Therefore, directing Roderigo to ‘lead to the Sagittary

the raised search,’ he leaves him to join Othello.

PART V.

Meanwhile, Brabantio comes down w-ith servants and
torches, after completing the search for his missing daughter. He
IS in a confounded state of mind, and bilks and acts rather inco-
herently. Now lie speaks to Roderigo about his daughter; then,
he, curses his fate and her; and next, calls up his people and cries
for more light. He asks Roderigo, rather distracted, a string of
questions, intermingled with some ejaculations,

—

Now, Boderigo,

Where didst thou see her? 0 unhappy girl

'

With the Moor, say’st thou? Who would be a fathei?
How didst thou kno-w ’twas she? 0, she deceives me
Past thought ! What said she to you? G-et more tapers !

Are they married, think you ?

Addressing himself, he rather pityingly says,

—

And what’s to come of my despised time
Is nought but bitterness I

And, in his anger, he curses the fate of all fathers and warns-
them,—

Fathers, from heixie, trust not your daughtora’ minds
By what you see them act.
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He now befriends Rodengo and vrishes, ‘O, would you
have had her.’ He even promises to reward or compensate him
for his efforts, saying ‘ On, good Roderigo

;
I’ll deserve your

pains.’ And so, kd by him, with weapons, lights and ‘special

officers of night,’ he goes out to arrest the Moor.

PART VI.

At the Sagittary, lago meets Othello, before whom he behaves
very politely and sanctimoniously. He who, only a little while ago,

spoke like a ruffian to Brabantio against Othello, now addresses
him as ‘Sir’ and ‘Your Honour.’ Though, only recently, he ex-

pressed before Roderigo his deep and bitter hatred against

Othello, he now turns round and speaks ill of Roderigo before
the Moor. He is a cunning and consummate diplomat, putting on
different masks, with different reasons for wearing each; and now
about Roderigo, he says that

He prated

And spoke such scurvy and provoking terms
Against Your Honour,

that, out of his affection for his lord,

Nine or ten times,

I had thought to have yerk’d him here imdei the ribs.

Yet, because ‘I lack iniquity sometimes to do me service ,’ be-
cause ‘ I hold it very stuff o’the conscience to do no contrived
murder;’ and because also of ‘ the little godliness I have;’ ‘ I

did full hard forbear him.’ With such seemingly commendable
and sincere moral scruples and reasons, lago worms himself into
the good graces of his master, and causes him to form a high
opinion of himself (lago).

This practised double-dealer, this two-headed Janus, this
wearer of different masks for different occasions, this ‘ profane
wretch,’ now behaves as one of ‘ godliness,' as one led
or deterred by ‘ conscience ’, as one that lacks ‘ iniquity.’
Having on the one hand abused Othello before Brabantio, as
‘ an old black ram ’ and ‘ a Barbary horse,* and vulgarly des-
cribed his marriage with Desdemona as ‘ making the beast with
two backs,’ he now, on the other hand, takes a right turn-about
in the presence of his master, professes a deep concern for the
validity of his marriage- ‘I pray you. Sir, are you fast married?’
he rather eagerly enquires- for, though only a hllle while ago ho
himself set up Brabantio against him, he now informs the Moor,
with an apparent friendly interest, that

He (Brabautio) will divorce you
Or put upon you what reafcraint and grievance
The law, with all his might to entocco it on.

Will give him cable.
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This IS not impossible ior Brabantio to do, because

The magmfico is much beloved,

And hath m his effect a voice potential

As double as the Duke’s.

Othello, who, however, lakes him to be really sincere, is

not easily perturbed. He is conscious (a) of his strength through

having rendered great services to the htale, (b) of his worthiness

or fitness for Desdemona’s hand because of his loyal blood, and,

(c) lastly, of the plain and honest love by whith he won her and
not through any crooked, mean or forcible method. So, he in-

forms his friend,

—

(a) Let him do his spite,

My services, which I have done the Sigiiiory,
‘ Shall out-tongue his complaints

(b) I I'etch my Ufa and being

ffrom men ol royal siogo, and mj domoLits

May speak unbonnolcd to as proud a fortuno

As this that I have reach’d.

(c) But that I love the gcntlo Desdomona,
I would not my unhoused boo oondiiiion

Put into circiimsci iption and confine

b'ov the aoa’s worth.

PART VII.

In the meantime, a party of men with lights are seen
approaching the place where they are. And, to Othello who
questions as to ‘what lights come yond?’, lago, the ever-deeply-
concerned friend, eagerly and quickly replies,

—
‘These are the

raised father and Ins friends;’ and, as if anxious for his master’s
security, he advises him ‘You were best go in.’ But Othello is fear-

less, his conduct being hunoralilc and above board. To him, any
shabby or secret action is loathsome; and so, he declai'es, ‘Not I, I

must be found.’ Apart from tin.-, he is conscious of no guilt or
cunning practice on Ids pari; hence, he confidently says that ‘my
parts’ (referring to his sci vices to the State); ‘my title’ (as belonging
to a royal family); and ‘my perfect soul’ (owing to the honorable
means by which he has obtained Desdemoua’s hand and heart),

‘shall manifest me rightly.’

This party soon reaches Othello; but, it is one from the
Duke and ‘the Consuls, raised and met, at the Duke’s already.’
It IS led by Cassio and has come to search for and summon
Othello. ‘You have been hotly c.ill’d for,’ informs C-assio,

—

Tho Duke does gi’ctit yon, Gem lal,

And ho requires yoiu hiisji(!-p,ist'h:Lsto appearance,
Even on the iiistam.
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It is m connection with ‘something from Cyprus/ which is ‘a

business of some heat.’ Othello gets ready to go with them to

the Senate house, after spending ‘a word here in the house.’

Another party, also with torches and weapons, soon

comes up to that place. Cassio takes it to be from the Duke, but

lago, who has known the events well previously, rather hastily

informs him that it is Brabantio’s party Once more, as if in sin-

cere anxiety for his master’s welfare, he warns Othello,
‘ General,

be advised; he comes to bad intent.’

Othello challenges them,
—

‘Holla ' stand there ’’ Rodcrigo,

hearing his voice and seeing Othello in the opposite party, informs
Brabantio,—‘Signior, it is the Moor.’ Theieupon, the Sigiiior, in

his anger, addresses him as a 'thief’, and directs his men to take

hold of him and punish him. ‘Down with him, thief'’ he cries

out, and this is a sign for the men on both sides to attack one
another. In the general contusion that follows, lago, who has
now been befriending Othello and to whom he desires to show his

friendly feeling, forthwith attempts to figlit Roderigo,

—

You, Roderigo ! come, Sii, I am foi you,

Such IS the attitude of this sneaking, traitorous scoundrel

Othello, however, is not tor lighting; and, so, he at once
tells them,

Hold your hands,

Both you of my inclining and the rest

:

Were it my cue to fight, I should fhave known it

Without a prompter.

He even treats their anger lightly, and jocularly remarks,

‘Keep up your bright swords; for, the dew will rust them.’ He
addresses Brabantio too, and firmly but respectfully asks him to

be calm,

—

Good Signior, you shall more command with years

Than with your weapons.

But Brabantio cannot restrain himself and so lets him-
self go with angry abuse, reproach and denunciation against

Othello,

—

0 thou foul thief I where hast thou stow’d my daughter?

Damn’d as thou art, thou hast enchanted her * .s *

PART VIII.

'

Brabantio is a born aristocrat, bred up in all the im-

perialistic notions and fashions of class-superiority in Repablican
Venice. He is an important Senator and very wealthy to boot.

He is very popular among the breathren of his rank and veny
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influential with the Duke. In virtue of his position and age, he
IS looked up to with great revcrance and awe by the general

public. He wields much power and, m the words of lago

—

The magnihco la much beloved.

And hath m his effect a voice potential

As double as the Duke’s;

or, as he (Brabantio) himself makes Roderigo understand, when
he came, as he thought, to disturb him along with other ruffians

,

My spirit and my place have m them power
To make this bitter to thee.

His ideas of the political and social privileges of his class are,

however, narrow and peculiar They are based upon racial

superiority. According to him, authority should be owned and
exercised only by the noblemen of Venice. All others are horrible

aliens unfit to rule, and ht only to be kept down or shunned. As
he himself later -on expresses

—

It -jiieh aotious iua\ have passage free,

Botid-davcs aud pagan's shall oiu statesmen be.

By '.uch -icntiraents, he shows his in-bred hatred against
certain classes of men and his peculiar views of social privilege

and individual liberty. Some, in his opinion, must ever be slaves
and kept in thraldom, while non-Christians are unfit as a class to

be the rulers of States. He is rash, haughty and domineering,
mtiated with faDe pride and prejudiced notions of self-importance.

To him, rank is everything, and ‘Man’ by himself, by his
merit alone, is nothing. He is alien to the democratic thought or
sentiment—a later growth—so finely expressed by the poet
Burns,

—

The rank is but the guinea qtamp ;

The man’s the gold for all that.

(.Tive fooh their silkd, and knaves their wme,
h man'h a man for all that

;

Tholi tinsel show , and all that

;

The honest man, the’ o’er so pooi,

is King of men for all that.

Ye sec you hrikie, call’d a lord,

W'ho struts, and '-tares, and all that

;

Tho’ hundreds woiship at his wm-d,
Ha s but a coof for all that

;

Hh riband, star, and all that

;

The pith of sense, aud pride of worth,
Are higher ranks than all that.
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But Brabantio is born and brought up m an older school,—
the school which groups men into higher and lower grades, not
thro’ virtue or merit, but thro’ the mere accident of birth or the
principle of inheritance, thro’ belonging to a particular caste,

creed or country.

Even marriages among the aristocrats should, he thinks,

be strictly confined to the narrow corporation of the Venetian
nobles. Girls of that class cannot and must not marry without
the consent of their fathers, and even the choice of Iheir partners

in life must be left only to the determination of their parents.

Brabantio gives vent to this feeling later-on before the Duke, when
Desdemona delates that she married the Moor because she loved
him. He is glad that he has no other child, for, with the

experience gained from this child, he would be hard upon them;
as he says

—

I am glad at soul I have no other child;

For, thy escape would teach me tyranny,

To hang clogs on them.

True Love, he thinks, cannot have free passage and, if it

travels beyond the borders of the Patrician circle, it is a serious
corruption, almost a sacreligion. In the view of Brabantio, Love
must not transcend the restrictions of Race and Color which,
according to him, are barriers set up by Nature herself. In the
case of his own daughter, he thinks it impossible for true Love to

spring up between persons of two different colours or climes, and,
sOj he arrogantly asks Othello,

Whether a maid so tender, fair and happy,

So opposite to maiT.age shit she shonn’d

The wealthy carled darling'? of oar nation,

Would ever have ,

Itun from her gnaidage to the sooty lioaom

Of such a thing as thon

:

And he puts forth the same idea before the Duke m council,
when he says that it is evtremly doubtful whether a girl, ‘ being
not deficient, blind, or lame of sense,’ would fall in love with a
black man like the Moor,—

A maiden never hold

;

Of spirit so still and quiet that her motion

Blush'd at herself; and she,—m spite of natare,

Of years, of country, credit, every thing,

—

To fall in love with what she fear’d to look on !

Such a love, according to him, i.s unnatural, unreasonable and
most improbable, and as he says,

—

It is a judgment maitu’dfand most nnperfi.icf',

That will confess perfection so con Id eir

Against all rules of nature.
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He therefore readily concludes, as he puts it to the Duke, that
one

Must bo driven

To find out practices of cunning Hell
Why this should be.

Hence, in his view, as he says to the Duke,
She is abused, stol’n from me and corrupted

By spells and medicin'Cs bought of mountebanks.

He tdls Othello as much, when he meets him in the Sagittary,

That thou hast piactisod on her ryith foul charms,
Abused her delicate youth with drugs or minerals
That weaken motion.

He theiefoi'e apprehends and attaches Othello

Hot an abnsoi, of the world, a practiser

Of ari 3 inbibiied and o»5t of warrant.

And he ordci’i. has men accordingly to

Lay hold upon him; if he do resist.

Subdue him at his peril.

Othello hut readily consents to follow him and asks him.
Whore uill you that I go
To answci th:s your charge?

And Brabantio answers, saying, go
To prisan, till fit time

01 lav and eort^e of dir?ct session

Chi! tL' i(< aU'Wer.

I’.uh Lea. ^1"., e. the Duke was just then in council, ‘in this
time of th. night. ’ ne d’r.cts his followers to ‘ bring him away ’

to that pla^f at cice. T’ll have ’t disputed on,’ he says
;
for, he

is confiJent that his hs net an idle cause’; and
The I>ukc‘ himscji

Or •mj of my broihers of the State,

Caanoi hm. i •. ! this wrong as ’uvere thoir own.

An \ su, ail pri'Ccs...! lo the benate house.

PART IX.

AT THE SENATE HOUSE.
(A) The Duke aud the Senators are discussing about the Turkish Fleet, etc.

There, the Duke and the Counsellors are discussing ‘a business
of some heat,’

—
‘something from Cyprus.’ ‘A dozen sequent

messengers luive .irnvetl this very mght at one another’s heels,’
from the galleys dispalebed in snecession by Signior Angelo of
Rbi'des and Signior ^lotUano 'd' Lyprus. They report about the
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strength of the Turkish Armada or the invading fleet of ships, and
about the direction and destination ot its movement. As the

Duke puts it,

There ts no composition m these news
That gives them ciedit;

for, according to the lettei s severally received by the Duke and
the different Senators, the number of the galleys or ships varies. It

IS, according to different reports, one hundred and seven, one
hundred and forty; or two hundred Again, a messenger comes
in and reports that the hostile fleef proceeds against Rhodes,
while another brings the news that

The Ottomites , * *

Stsermg with dne course toward the isle of Rhodes
Have there injointed them with an after fleet,

* -i
-

Of thirty sail; and now they do rc-stem

Their backward course bearing with frank appearance

Their purposes toward Cyprus,

So, they all conclude that, m spite of the varying reports,

Do they all confirm

A Turkish fleet, and bearing up to Cyprus.

(B) Brabantio's Charges against Othello.

It IS at this juncture that Brabantio and Othello arrive at the
Senate House, and the Duke, seeing the latter m the company, at

once eagerly exclaims,

V.’hant Othello, we must straight employ you
Against die genet al cnemv, Ottoman

Then, seemg Diabantio also, he apologises to him tor not noticing

him carliei. aid informs him that

Wj lack'd your counsel and your help to-night.

In reply, Brabantio states,

So did I yours; » * ,.

Neil her my place nor aught I heard of business

Hath raihcd me from my bed, nor doth the general care

Take hold on mo;

for,*—as he oxpiains the icason for his coming there,

—

My pailicular gHof

I.S ol bO flood-gate and o’er-boaring nature

That ii onglntb and swalkiws other sorrows,

And it '.I-' '-till itself.

And, to lilt Duke who enquires the cause of it, he explains how
his daughter has been ‘abused, stolen and corrupted by spells and
medicines.’ The Duke, not knowing the culprit, and in his high
regard for Brabantio lafeis him to
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The bloody book of law (which)
You shall yourself road in the bitter letter,
After your own sense, (against the culprit),
Yea, tho our proper son stood in your action.

Brabantio thanks the Duke humbly for it, and points out

—

Here is the man, this Mooi ; whom now, it seems,
Your special mandate for the State affairs
Hath hither brought.

Every one is surprised that Othello should have been thesubject of such a charge, and so they all exclain^ ‘We are sorry

u
DukC; not being fully convinced, asks Othello

ranfcsSnftY*''*’ b«S'ns by

That I have ta’en away this old man’s daughter
It is most true ; true, I have married her.
The voi y head and front of my offending
Hath this extent, no more.

He then apologises for his defects as an eloquent or
speaker and pleads,

Bude am I jn my speech,
And little blest with the soft phrase of peace

;

And therefoi e little shall I gi’ace my cause
In speaking fox myself.

graceful

And he proceeds to give the follow
deficiency m his knowledge of the
speech,

—

ing reasons for his supposed
great world and in ihe art of

For, c,)-|CG those anus of mine had seven years’ pith —
ill! now some nine moons wasted,—they have used
Iheir dearest action m the tented field;
Bo, little of this gieat v.oild can I speak.
More than poi tains to feats of broil and battle.

As to the accusation with which he is chai<^ed tu.. c

m-L'n i
anrlmighly mag,; to pr'L.lover Desdemona’s affections and win her love on r

prevail

unpractised speaker that he is, he says?
’ “d

Yet, by your gracious patience,
I will a lound unvarnished tala deliver
Of my whole course of love

;

And explain how I won his daughter.

B«t the disappointed Brabantio. whose mind is so preiudicedas to be incapable of hinking that Othello, a colored S^nercould have won his fair-complexioned daughter, and Sat to?mere Love, interposes at this stage and reiterates hi su^rstitiousbelief and conviction against him,— ripcrstitious
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I therefore vouch again,

That With some mixtures powerful o’er the blood,

Or with some dram conjured to this effect,

He wrought upon her.

The Duke, however, is more sensible and reasonable, and
does not easily believe in the accusation of Brabantio. In his

view, beliefs in drugs, charms, witchcraft and the like, and the

arguments based thereon, are but slender assumptions—‘thin habits

and poor likelihoods of modern seeming.’ He therefore desires to

have more cogent evidence,
—‘more certain and more overt test,’

in order to prove him guilty.

Likewise, the first Senator asks Othello,

Did you by indirect and forced courses

Subdue and poison this young maid’s affections?

Or, came it by request, and such fair question

As soul to soul affordeth?

(C) Othello’s Refatation of the Charge.

Othello, wlio IS conscious of his innocence and fair dealings,

and who would like to have his version confirmed, beseeches
th.em to

Send for the lady to the Sagittary.

And let her speak of me befoie her father.

He then gives them the further assurance of truth by freely and
fearlessly courting the penalty of untruth or lying,

—

If you do find me foul in her report,

The tiust, the office, I do hold of you.

Not only take away, but let your sentence

Even fall upon my life.

The Duke agrees to this reasonable request of Othello and
asks him to ‘ fetch Desdernona hither.’ Othello directs lago, his
Ancient, to conduct her hither. He then proceeds to tell the story
of his love-affairs as honestly and truthfully as if he were making
a confession before his God; or, to use his own words,

—

As truly as to Heaven
I do confess the vices of my blood,

So justly to your grave ears I’ll present

How I did thrive in this fair lady’s love,

And she in mine.

‘ Say it, Othello,’ permits the Duke, and he commences the
narration of his tale.

Othello informs the Council as to how he, as a General and
friend, was liked and loved by Brabantio, who often invited him
to his house and frequently questioned him to narrate the story of
his life from year to year, even from his boyish days to the very
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moment of then meeting. There he used to recount the checkei-ed
incidents and experiences of his life,—the several ‘battles, sieges
and fortunes,’ that heipassed through. He would speak of

Most disastrons chances,

Of moving accidents by flood and field,

Of hail breadth ‘scapes, o’ the imminent deadly breach
Of being taken bydhe insolent foe.

And sold to slaTery, of my redemption thence

He also used to describe the incidents of ‘portance’ in his travel’s

history, and would leiei co ‘ anti es vast and deseits idle, rough
ciuariics, rocks, and hills whose heads toucii heaven.’ He would
also speak

Of the Cannibals thni. each othe: eat.

The Anthropophagi, and men whosp heads

Do glow beneath their shoulders.

He then proceeds to describe h< w Dcvsdcmona would teel

seriously inclined to heai hl^ stoiy,

—

But still the honse-affaus vould tlraw bo, thence;

Which over as she coakl with haste dispatch,

Sho’id comt- agnm. and with a gieody ra’

Devour up ray dr-ernrse.

Noticing this indiiuttion on her part, he nauatcs how he

Took once a pliant hou^. and found good moans
To draw fiom her a prarer of earnest boait

That 1 would all im pilgrimage dilate,

Whc'bOi In parcels si c bad someth ng hcaiv

Li o not, .ntemivbl',

.

Otho'io icadily consenltd^lo con:i'i\ n..u u .s tcqc.s .

And often did beguile hci of lur Icais

When I did speak of some distiesstul stioki

That my youth suffer’d.

The story being ended, she sympathised with him by sighing

much and :,weanng that it was strange and pitiiul, .surpassingly

strange vUkI wondiously pititul. Hci romantw imagination and
love of heroism were excited, and she experienced an attachment
to him and began to love him. In indirect ways, consistent with

feminine modesty, she expressed this lo bun, oi. as he puts it

befoie the Duke.

—

8he wish’d she had not heaid it, ,ui she wish'd

That Heaven had made her such a man: she (hank'd me,
And bade me, if 1 had a friend thai, lovi d her,

I should but teach him how to tell my story,

And that would woo her.

Thus did she indicate tliat she loved him, .uul. as he says, ‘upon
this hint I spake’ (of my love to her). This was the whole course
of his love-affair,—*
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She loved me for the dangers I had pass’d,

And I loved her that she did pity them.

This is the origin and growth of their mutual liking, love and
admiration

;
as Othello concludes by saying,

This only is the witchcraft I have used.

The Duke is satisfied that Othello’s version of his love-affair

with Desdemona is plain, natural and true. He is convinced that
the romantic and stirring nature of his experience would touch
the heart of any maiden who had the capacity to appreciate and
admire the manly qualities of Candour, Courage, Endurance and
Heroism In fact, as he expresses it, ‘this tale would win my
daugher too.’

Seeing that Othello is not guilty of any of the charges that
Brabantio has rashly and angrily made against him, the Duke
turns to him iBrabantio') and, by way of pacifying him, advises
him to take up things as they are and get reconciled to

ihem ‘Take up this mangled matter at the best,’ he suggests,
and, in support of his suggestion, quotes a familiar illustration.

Rather than use their bale hands, men use their weapons, even
if broken.

(D) Desdemona arrives and explains.

Brabantio, however, is still not convinced of Othello’s inno-
cence

;
nor l.mi he so easily leconcile himselt to the situation, as

advised by th.e Duke He is still certain that Othello did practise
some cunning art against his daughter and that, in the narration
ot his love store, lit has aimply heel Hence, he is sure that, if

she he allowed to speak, the truth will be out, and, as Desdemona
has already arrived, he pi ays to the Duke to let her speak, and
ends by saying that.

If she eraifess that she was half the wooei
Destrncl on on ra> head, if inc bad blarao

Light on the man.

And himself turning to her, he asks hei,

—

Come hithei, gentle mistress,

Do you perceice in all thi- noble company
Where most you ovre obedumes?

Knowing the impoitaiite of the occasion and the necessity
for the enquiry, the young maiden, naturally modest, now
summons up her courage and rises to the height of her feminine
dignity and self-defence She knows that any false veision on her
part of her love-afrair with Othello would, not only jeopardise his
position, but even lead her to life-long misery. She has delibe-
rately chosen this man for her partner in life, and it is now her
duty to save him from the critical and risky situation in which her
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father has placed him. At the same time, she is not unmindful of

the benefits she has hitherto received from her father. He is the

author of her being, and to him she owes all the education, training

and the care of her life from her infancy. So, she must not be un-
grateful to him; and hence, when questioned by him, she feels

herself placed in a delicate and dubious position. Therefore, with
grateful reverence to her father, and in all affectionate love to

her husband, she declares to her enquiring parent, ‘ I do perceive

here a divided duty,’—duty to you as my father, and duty to him
(Othello) as my husband. Turning to her father, she says in a

conciliating and respectful tone,

—

My noble father,

To you, I am bound for life and education.

My life and education both do learn me
How to respect you; you are the loid of duty,

I am hitherto your daughten

Then, pointing to her h«sband,—‘But here’s my husband,* and,
while I respect you, to him also from now I am bound. While, as

your daughter, I freely acknowledge my duties and obligations to

you
;

as a loving wife, I must now own and act up to my duties
to my husband, having cast in my lot to live with him as a partner
of his life. After all, I am acting towards him as my mother
acted towards you,

And so much duty as my mother show'd
To you, preferring you before her father,

So much I challenge that I may profess

Due to the Moor my lord.

(E) Brabantio’s Charge is proved false; but he is still sore

and angry.

Such a declaration by Desdemona settles the whole matter.
She has herself deliberately and knowingly chosen Othello for her
husband. She has not been forced, duped or beguiled by any drug
or charm. Othello is now freed from the accusations levelled
against him by Brabantio; and the latter has nothing more to com-
plain of, or none else to proceed with. Hence, addressing the
Duke, he says

I have done.

Please it your Grace, on to the State-affairs.

Turning to the Moor, he says,
I here do give thee that with all my heart,

’Which with all my heart
I would keep from thee.

Looking to Desdemona, and reflecting on her choice of a
dark foreigner for her husband (with whom she ran away to marry
him in secret), he says that he is glad that he has no other child, for
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lie would subject them to har&her treatment He iTOuld prove a

more tyrannical tather to tiiem. To use his very words,

—

Por your sake, jewel,

I am glad at soul I have no other child;

For, thy escape would teach me tyranny,

To hang clogs on them.

But, happily, he is now saved from that cruel need.

(F) The Duke tries to reconcile Brabantio.

The Duke notices that Brabantio is much disappointed and
dejected- He therefore tries to pacify him by certain well-known
homely truths or maxims of common-sense, prudence and wisdom.
He says,— 1. When the remedies whereby we hope to repair our
grievances are found to be helpless, then the only way to end our
miseries is to reconcile ourselves to the worst. 2, There is no
use pining over our past troubles

;
for, it only multiplies our sor-

rows. 3, Patience is the only cure for our mental dejection, when
through misfortune we lose our all. And, in support of these moral
truths, he quotes a familiar illustration,

—

The robb’d that smiles steals something from the thief;

He robs himself that spends a bootless grief.

Brabantio immediately retorts that, if by cheerful acceptance
of our loss we do not feel it, then let the Turk take away Cyprus,
and we shall smile and feel no loss; or, as he bluntly and beautifully
puts it,

So, let the Turk of Cyprus us beguile;

We lose it not so long as wa can smile.

Then, he tests the truth of the wise words of the Duke, and
says that he feels no pain who takes it calmly; but no amount of

helpless quietness is of use to him who will not actively forbear his
sufferings. To such a one, miseries are keener felt, since sorrows are
taken as punishments imposed. Much depends upon the attitude

of Mind, and these words are words only. They are applicable
either way, and may or may not cure the sorrows of people. By
themselves they are useless; and as he puts it,

—

But words are words; I never yet did hear

That the bruised heart was pierced through the ear

.

(G.) The Duke’s Orders tu Othellu te proceed at buce.

The enquiry into the matter of Othello’s marriage having
ended, the Duke now resumes the consideration of the State-matters
which have so hastily brought him and his counsellors "to that
place, at that part of the night. Addressing Othello, he says that
*the Turk makes for Cyprus with a most mighty preparation.* No
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doubt in Cyprus, there is Montano, the Governor—'a substitute of

most allowed sufficiency,’ who can be relied on for the defence of

the place- But Othello, apart from his knowledge of ‘the forti-

tude of the place,’ is one on whom public ‘opinion—a sovereign

mistress of effects— throws a more safer voice-’ Hence, the Duke
appoints him to the command straight-away, since, as he makes
him understand later, ‘the affair cries haste, and speed must
answer it;’ while the first Senator intimates to him, ‘You must
away to-night.’ The Duke also asks Othello to hasten up,

—

‘You must therefore be content to slubber the gloss of your new
fortunes,’ {meaning the happiness of his newly-wedded life) ‘with

this more stubborn and boisterous expedition’ that very night, to

Cyprus against the Turks. And Othello, like a true soldier, is not
daunted by the hardness of the task or the suddenness of the call.

He is not softened in his heart or checked in his duty by his

ardent love for Desderaona. He is quite used to the hardships of

rigorous and exacting military life, or the ‘tyrant custom’ as

he calls it; and so he says,

I do agnize

A natural and prompt alacrity

I find in hardness.

Therefore, he readily and willingly obeys the Ducal command,
and is prepared immediately to undertake these ‘present wars
against the Ottomites.’

(H) Desdemona’s Request (to go to Cyprus) is backed up Othello and granted

by the Duke.

Othello is not, however, unmindful of his wife too. He desires

her to be well-provided and cared-for during his absence He is

particular about her habitation and comfort, as will suit her birth

and breeding. He therefore addresses the Duke on this affair,

—

Most humbly, therefore, bending to your State,

I crave fit disposition for my wife,

Hue reference of place and exhibition,

With such accommodation and besort

As levels with her breeding.

The Duke suggests that she might stay with her father. But
Brabantio says that he will not have it so; nor will Othello; nor
Desdemona, who gives her reason for her refusal, saying,

—

* * • I would not there reside,

To put my father in impatient thoughts
By being in his eye.

Next, Desdemona begs of the Duke to grant her permission to
make a request; and, when he consents, she proceeds to express
her desire, by saying,

—
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1 did lovo the Moor to hve with him;
* * * My heart’s subdued

Even to the very quality of my lord.

And, to his honours and his valiant parts,

Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate.

Having thus become entirely subdued, she desires her love to

be constant, close and life-long
;
and she knows that it can be so

only if she lives with him. It was owing to the depth and inten-

sity of her love for this grand character, this Hero, that she

has discarded her country and custom, wealth and rank, Venetian

birth and breeding. It is true that her wedded Hero is a foreigner,

of different colour and of different clime; and that he may
possibly have slightly different manners, habits and customs. But
these are distinctions on surface, as the human heart is substan-

tially the same m all countries and climes. Her marriage with him
has effected an absolute change or revolution m her life; surely, it

was not to satisfy a passing whim, or any sentiment of a short

duration. It was but to love him for ever and to live with him for

ever. Nay, the very course of life she has thus chalked out for

herself may indicate her desire and determination to others. As
she puts it,

—

I did love the Moor to live with him.

My downright violence and storm of fortunes

May trumpet (this) to the world.

Hence, Tf I be left behind,’ and ‘he go to the wari’ she says that

she will, not only have to be ‘a moth of peace,’ supporting ‘a heavy
interim by his dear absence,’ but also, which is the more important,

‘the rites for which I love him are bereft me.’ Therefore, she
begs, ‘let me go with him.’

Othello also joins his voice to hers in prayer, and requests the

Duke and the Senators to ‘let her have your voices’ or votes. But,

at the same time, he discerns a possible objection on their part.

They might suspect him to neglect his legitimate duties, if his wife

were to be with him—particularly as he is but newly married.
Hence, to clear away any fears on that score, and without waiting
to be questioned, he immediately follows with this assurance that,

if he also joined his request with hers,

’Twas not to please the palate of my appetite,

Nor to comply with heat, * * *

But to be free and bounteous to her mind.

As for himself, he says,

And Heaven defend your good souls, that you think

I will your serious and great business scant,

Eor she is with me.

And his reasons for this assurance are that he is well-advanced
in years,—‘the young effects in me defunct;' that, being a well-tried
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soldier, he knows his duties well; that he is sufficiently sobered

and experienced, and will not allow his hassions ever to over-ride

his Reason, or mar his name and fame which he has so well and
zealously earned; and that if, at any time, he be found remiss in

his duties, let him be mocked and ridiculed and let his good name
suffer;

—

Let housewives make a skillet of my helm,

And all indign and base adversities

Make head against my estimation.

Hearing these assurances and reasons, the Duke says, ‘Be it

as you shall privately determine.’ He is more anxious about
the defence of Cyprus and the immediate departure of Othello to

that place. ‘The affair cries haste and speed must answer it,’ says
he to the latter; and the first Senator also gives the same impera-
tive direction

—‘You must away to-night.’ ‘With all my heart,’

replies Othello. The Duke asks him to

Leave some of&cer behind,

And he shall oui commission bring to you

;

With such things else of quality and respect

As doth import \ou.

And Othello in reply states,

So please yom G-raoe, my Ancient ;

A man he is of honesty and trust

:

Tohia conveyance I assign my wife,

With what else needful your good Q-race shall think
To he sent after me.

(1) The Close of the Senate Meeting.

The meeting of the Council closes, and the Duke bids ‘good
night’ to every one. As he depots, he once more offers words of
advice to Brabantio. According to him, Character is more impor-
tant than Color, and Othello is a man of high Character. His
words are suggestive and mean that Brabantio should get himself
reconciled to his son-in-law, and look, not to his colour, but to his
virtues. To put the same in the pithy manner of the Duke,

If Virtue no delighted beauty lack,

Your son-in-law is far more fair than black.

Every one leaves the Council chamber
; and, as each one

parts company, he speaks to Othello, wishing him well and
advising him to treat his wife ever kindly- ‘ Adieu, brave Moor

;

use Desdemona well, * says the first Senator. But Brabantio, not
yet pacified, passes this parting, ill-humored and suggestive
remark to him about his wife,

—

Look to her Moor, if thou hast eyes to seo

;

She hM deceivod her father, and may thee.
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The father is old, angry and disappointed
;
and nothing better

can be expected from him than these words of resentment and spite,

—words which, in their concluding part, are wholly false,—words
which are capable of being used and are, in fact, effectively so used
afterwards by a malignant devil to damn his daughter’s character

and life.

Othello, the loving husband, the high-minded and generous

soul, however, replies m quite a different strain- No, he says, I

am ready to stake my very life upon her fidelity,

—

My life upon hei faith '

(J) Othello asks lago and his wife to escort Desdemona.

Othello then entrusts the safe conduct of Desdemona to Cyprus
to the care of his Ancient, ‘honest’ lago, whom he also asks to allow

his wife, Emilia, to attend on her. Then he retires with his wjfe

to spend ‘but an hour of love, of wordly matters and direction’

with her, before his departure to the scene of \var.

PART X.

Roderigo and lago.

Things are moving fast and events follow one another in quick

succession. Desdemona elopes with Othello and marries him in

secret. Brabantio’s charge of witchcraft against him falls to the

ground, and the marriage is declared in the open Council to be

the result of mutual and natural Love. It receives even the Ducal
confirmation, and instructions are given for her departure and
safe voyage to Cyprus. All these occur in one single night.

As for Roderigo, who has been expecting and contriving to

win Desdemona for days and days past, he now feels

balked. All his expectations have hitherto been in vain
;
and his

money, frequently given to lago to help him in his suit, has been a

mere waste. He has now the mortification of seeing, not only

Desdemona being married to another, but even her settled departure

from Venice altogether. He has been, and is still, so infatuated in

his love for her that he seems to have no other goal in life except

to marry her. Now that there is no more chance of winning her,

he seems to have lost all purpose and pleasure in life. So, he

thinks that to live any further is only to face disappointment and
misery. In his own words,

—

I confess it is my shame to be so fond ; but it is not in my virtue to

amend it.

And hence, ‘it is silliness to live when to live is torment;’ therefore,

he thinks of putting an end to his life by drowning
;

or, as he puts

it,
—

‘ then have we a prescription to die when death is our physi-

cian.’
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Before, however, actually committing suicide, Roderigo in-

tends to inform his resolve to lago,—his friend, philosopher and
guide. So, he seeks him out after the Ducal meeting closes, and
finds him alone.

‘ lago !’ he calls out sadly. lago easily guesses the trend and
movement of his mind. He knows that he has come there on some
desperate purpose, and he even quickly discerns that he is not
unlikely to find fault with him (lago) for not helping him as he
has so often promised So, lago must now wean him from
the idea or belief that he has betrayed him. He must, in

addition, divert his mind from any desperate resolve that he might
have made. And, above all, now that lago is to leave for Cyp-
rus, he must, for his own selfish ends, so arrange as not to lose

touch and company xvith him
,

for, as he puts it later-on in his

soliloquy,
—‘Thus do I ever make my fool my purse.’

Hence, when Roderigo addresses him and calls him by his

name, he adopts a pleasing, affable and patronising attitude. In
terms of flattery, in a tone of coaxing, and as if out of parental

kindness, he speaks and deals with him- He knows that the man
he deals with, though now annoyed and even desperate, is after all

a simple fool, a gull, who can be easily dissuaded, instigated,

or won over. So, when Roderigo calls him ‘lago!', he flat-

teringly replies, ‘What say’st thou, noble heart?’ ‘What will

I do, thinkest thou?’ asks the disappointed fool, in a tone of

annoyance, lo make his friend know that he has made a desperate
resolvp. And lago, sneenngly, but in seeming earnestness, and
as a parent, who would treat and advice his worried or fretful

child, tells him, ‘Why, go to bed and sleep.’ Not relishing the
advice of his friend, he at once comes out and in a voice qui-
vering with mortification, reveals his determination,

—

I will incontinently drown myself.

Taking it jocularly, and in the same apparently friendly
or parental attitude, lago admonishes him by saying,

—

If thoa dost, I shall never love thee after.

And, as if he were anxious to know the cause of Roderigo’s
worried frame of mind, he further questions him, ‘Why, thou
silly gentleman?’ Then Roderigo tells him that he has no more
interest in life; and, under such circumstances, ‘to live’ will only
be to court and suffer perpetual misery,

—

It is silliness to live, when to live is torment; and then have we a
prescription to die, when death is our physician.

It is now apparent to lago that Roderigo is very earnest
about carrying out his determination. He must therefore
no' longer content himself with merely speaking to him in
Iqnes of raillery or a^fectien. He mqst show him some
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convincing reasons that the desperate course, Roderigo proposes
to follow, IS not fraught with profit to himself, but that, if he
lives, he has still everything to gain. All is not lost yet; and, so long
as life lasts, there is hope of success to the very end. So, he begins
with certain palpable and clear truths which are of common know-
ledge, next, he passes on to stoical philosophy which treats Life’s

goods and its passions as but mere trifles, not worth trying for and
owning; then, he dwells on the superiority of Man in virtue of the

controlling capacity of his Reason over Passion; finally, he shows
him the impossibility of continued happiness for the newly-mar-
ricd couple, in view of the disparity between them m age, race, color
and custom, and also in view of the weakness of flesh under which
Youth (referring to Desdemona) labours and consequently
demands a change for satisfaction. He therefore concludes that,

in sucli a case, Roderigo can still win Desdemona over.

fago’s advice is sound and is based upon convincing argu-
ments; but it IS after all intended, not so much tor the selfless

love for Roderigo’s life and prosperity, as for the final satisfaction

of Ins own selfish greed for money; and foi this object, he desires
to make the fool his perennial purse to draw from.

When Roderigo tells him that he is resolved to commit suicide

by drowning, since his life has become a torment, lago
cries out, ‘O, villainous He thereby means that it is a horrible

course of action to think of, and more horrible still to execute. He
then turns to his own personal experience and says that, in all the

twenty eight years of life which he has passed through, he has never
found man that knew how to love himself. He means that men
are generally weak-minded, incapable of facing the stern realities

and the ruggedness of life. They are stupid and frivolous, and are

very easily tnghtened by the rough course, the toil and turmoil, the

work and worry, which life involves. Such people easily lose

faith m themselves; and, not being self-reliant or resourceful, they

think of ending their incidental worry or misery, real or imagi-

nary, by ending their very lives. Referring to himself, he says

that he would never commit such an act. If he did, he would be
behaving not in a manly manner deserving of a rational being Nay,
he would rather prefer to be an animal, a baboon, than to be such
a craven, cowardly man. Referring to Roderigo, who now thinks

of killing himself for no worthier object than a mere girl, he thus
expresses his own attitude in figurative language,

—

Bro I would say I would drov/u myself for the lovo of a gumoa-
hen, I would change my humanity with a baboon .

Roderigo, however, is not capable of attaining such a superior

mentality. He belongs to the ordinary run of mankind, and is hence
incapable of self-reliance and self-determination, and lacks intelli-

gence and other qualities to shape the events of the world to suit his

purposes. He would rather allow himself to drift down the
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current of low and common human passions and desires than
struggle against it. He is weak, and he readily confesses his
weakness to his strong-minded friend.

What should I do? I confess it is my shame to be so fond; but it is

not in toy virtue to amend it.

lago catches the word ‘ Virtue’ and dwells upon it at length.
According to him, there is no ‘ Virtue ’ as distinct and separate
from ‘Vice’. Things are at once virtuous or vicious, according
to the meaning given to them by different men under different

circumstances. There is no established ‘ Virtue ’ as against
settled ‘ Vice.’ Moral Truths are not established facts, perma-
nently settled and fixed for man’s guidance. Commandments
and doctrines, rules and regulations, that attempt to make and
keep men moral (as against immoral conduct), are not unalterable.
They owe their origin to no superior Authority, incapable of being
reached by man

;
and, therefore, they are not beyond human

capacity to amend or end, as needed by altered and altering
circumstances and times. Therefore, to think of ‘Virtue* as a
fixed entity, and to rely on it as a fixed guide for all time is mere
nonsense. Hence, says lago, ‘Virtue, a fig! ’. According to him,
‘Man IS the maker of his Destiny and the architect of his Fortune
or as he would put it,

‘

’tis in ourselves that we are thus or thus.’
He continues the same theme further and exemplifies his state-

ment by a common but sensible metaphor,

—

Our bodies are gardens; to the which our Wills are gardeners; so

that if we will plant nettles or sow lettuce, set hyssop and weed up
thyme, supply it with one gender of herbs or distract it with many,
either to have it sterile with idleness or manured with industry,—^why,

the power and corrigible authority of this lies m our Wills.

Man is compounded of Reason and Passion. The former
asserts itself as Will-Power, and checks him from falling a victim
to ‘ raging motions,

’
‘ carnal stings ’ and ‘ unbitted lusts’, induced

by Passion or ‘ Sensuality ’ that is embedded in the very ‘ blood
and baseness of our natures Or, as lago would put it, human
life IS like unto a balance, of which one scale is made of Reason
and the other of Passion. Each one tries to dominate or prepond-
erate over the other, and,

If the balance of our lives had nob one scale of Reason to poise
anocher of Sensuality, the blood and baseness of our natures would
conduct us bo most preposterous conclusions.

It lies with Man to use his Reason as against his Passion, rather
than depend on and look to some supposed pre-destined Course or
Fate. As lago says, emphasizing the importance of Reason,*

—

But we have Reason to cool our raging motions, our carnal stings,

our unbiited lusts.

In this sense, according to lago’s forced and confused philosophy,
even Love is no sentiment, separate from, and extraneous to,
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Man. It is a part of our ‘lust’ or ‘sensuality,’ and not induced and
set up by Cupid, the god of Love, or the winged child of Heaven.

Hence, there is no reason why men should come within its grip and,

like Roderigo, acknowledge their weakness before it. It comes
from nowhere but from within. It is a part and parcel of our

very nature,

It (Love) is merely a lust of the blood and a permission of the Will.

It therefore lies m us to love or to be loved, or not at all
;

and,

addressing Roderigo, he dilates that to commit suicide for the sake

of love is unmanly. He asks him to give up that idea, and rather

than drown himself, he had better drown useless, pestering little

animals that tease men. He says,

Come, be a man; drown thyself ! drown cats and blind puppies !

Having thus moralized, for the benefit of his pupil, on the

capacity of Man and his power to make or mar himself, lago next

proposes a certain plan to Roderigo whereby he can yet gam his

end,
—

‘ defeat thy favour with an usurped beard and ‘follow thou

the wars
!’

He asks him to adopt this course, so that he may be where
Desdemona will be

;
and where, when an opportunity occurs, he

may secure his object. That such an opportunity will occur is

certain ;
and, in support of his conviction, lago states, in refer-

ence to Desdemona's marriage with Othello, that she has gone
against all moderating and restricting influences, and consequently

will soon have to suffer a reaction in her choice and retrace her

steps. According to him,

It was a violent commencement in hei, and thou shalt see an
answerable sequestration.

And hence, he says,

—

It cannot be that Desdemona should long continue her love to the

Moor;

And the reason for this is two-fold:—(1) one is that, owing to the

disparity of age between her and her husband.

When she is sated with his body, she will find the error of her choice

;

Therefore, ‘ she must have change,’ and ‘ she must change for

youth.’ (2) The other reason is, ‘ These Moors are changeable in

their wills;’ and hence,

The food that to him now is as luscious as locusts, shall bo to him
shortly as bitter as ooloquintida.

Even if, owing to these causes, the expected breach does not

occur, then comes out lago with dark hints and partial revelations

of his evil plans. He makes him understand that, by the use of his

own Intellect, he will create such a situation; and then, Roderigo,
being a youth for whom she will come to crave, can have her for

himself. lago is capable of producing such a breach between the
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married couple. Firstly, he is a man of ‘wits’ or intellectual

sharpness that can conceive of and execute any plan, however
wicked, cruel and dangerous in its nature or consequences. Second-
ly, the married pair have, m his view, nothing common or binding
between them to keep them constantly together. While one is an
‘ erring Barbarian,’ the other is a ‘ super-subtle Venetian.’ Thirdly,
according to him, the sacredness of Kehgion, in whose name and
under whose sanction their marriage was consecrated, is no more
than mere ‘ sanctimony ’

;
and the ‘ vow ’ of constancy and fidel-

ity to each other which they made on the occasion of their

wedding is but ‘frail.’ Therefore, says lago,

If aauciiimony and a frail vow betwixt an erring Barbarian and a

super-subtle Venetian be not too hard for my wits and all the tube
of Hell (to undo), thou shalt en]oy her.

But, on the other hand, as lago observes,

—

If thou wilt needs damn thyself, do it a more delicate way than

drowning;

finally, he gives his advice mixed with this admonition,

—

Beek thou rather to be hanged m compassing thy joy than to be

drowned and go without her.

Therefore, in his inimitable, vulgar but expressive phraseology,
in order to dissuade Rodengo from his stupid thought of suicide,

he sneenngly remarks,

—

A pox of drowning thyself I, it is clean out of the way.

Rodengo IS now convinced that he loo, as lago has told him, can
make or mar his fortunes, if only he lives and tries. He has come to

know that all that lago has told him about the break between
Desdemona and OLhello is not impossible. Therefore, he
thinks ot going to Cyprus so that he may be near enough to

Desdemona. Still, he is doubttul of his own ability. He there-
fore needs some one to aid him. That one can be no other than
lago

;
but, he thinks, he is unreliable Hence, to assure himself

of lago’s help for the future, and of the constancy and sincerity
of it, he asks him, half in doubt and half in hope,

—

Wik tihou be fasi to my hep iS, if I depiai oa the issue?

‘ Ceriamly,’ says lago, ‘ thou art sure of me ’
;
and to con -

vmce him that he would seek and work only for Roderigo’s
gain in wmnmg Desdemona over for him, he repeats his own hatred
of the Moor, and his desire for vengeance against him,

—

I have told bbso ofoea, aai I re-tell thia agaiu and again, I hate

tha Moor.

And, to induce him further to depend on him (lago) entirely, he
proceeds,

—

My oaiso is luaciad; thma hath no leas reason. Lot us be con-

iaiadva lO. o ir revenge against him. .
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And the way to wreak their vengeance on Othello is for Rodengo
‘to cuckold him ’ i.e., to make Othello believe that his wife is

carrying on with others. By doing so, says lago,

—

Thou dost thyself a pleasure, mo a sport

.

For bringing about this desired end, lago is already maturing

plans which are, however, still m his mind, and which he will

put into practice only in course of time. To quote his words,

—

There are many events in the womb of 'Time, which will be

delivered.

With this, Rodengo is fully satisfied
;
and, for the time, they

part company. But, as he goes a few steps off, lago once again

calls him and warns him,

—

No more of drowning, do you hear?

And Roderigo now assures him, ‘I am changed.’

lago, however, has not been altogether selfless in all his pro-

mises and plans of help to Rodengo. His one reason for inducing
him to go to Cyprus is to keep him by his side, so that he
(lago) may get money from him whenever needed, lago is avaric-

ious and Rodengo is wealthy
;
one is keen-witted and the other

is dull-headed. lago notes this contrast and thinks of enriching

himself at Roderigo’s cost. Throughout his prolonged conversa-

tion, there is no para, no passage which does not end with ‘ money,’
and no part where he does not harp upon it. He intermingles

every topic with ‘money,’ and implies it m every argument,

—

Put money in thy purse; or, put but money in thy purse;

Fill thy purse with money; or, therefore, put money in thy purse;

Q-o, make money; or, Go, provide thy money

Such are the phrases with which he fills his talk with Roderigo.

He constantly and cleverly dins into his ears the necessity for

providing himself with money much more than any other thing.

Even when Roderigo bids farewell and departs, lago, after giving

him his last bit of advice, once more repeats,

—

Go
;

provide*thy money. Adieu !

Roderigo easily falls into lago’s trap
;
and, as he parts com-

pany with the latter, informs him of his resolution to make money,
and the way by which he will make it. ‘I’ll go sell all my land,’

he says, not knowing that the proceeds thereof will find their way
into lago’s pocket.

PART X.

lago’s Soliloquy.

Roderigo departs. And lago, left alone, takes stock of the situ-

ation afresh. He is the master schemer, the supreme plotter and the

prime mover of the events and incidents of the Drama. He makes
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every small incident turn to his advantage and to the attainment
of his goal. He finds a use for everything and a purpose for every
person. He concocts and settles, in the secret chambers of his
inventive brain, a particular end that would serve his selfish needs
and satisfy his personal desires. And he makes every material
object and every human being contribute to the fulfilment of that

end or purpose.

' This purpose, he keeps all to himself. He allows no one to

know his secrets
;
and, while he presses every one into his service,

he permits none to become aware of them. The settlement of

the final goal, the formulation of the plans and policies by which
that goal is to be reached, the weighing and assaying of persons
and events, and the fixing of localities and duties for each and
all,^—these he does all alone, with no other associate or accomplice
than his individual self. As frequently as he is left alone, he
indulges in his habit of self-communion,—reviewing the situation

as it then is, and the progress so far made. Now that he is alone
after Roderigo’s departure, he has got the opportunity for intro-

spection,—of talking to himself, and revolving in his mind what he
thinks of doing and how he intends doing it.

The main purpose, as he conceives it, of his life and action
now, is to satisfy his vengeance against Othello. It was he who
offered the post of Lieutenancy to Cassio in preference to himself,

though he (lago), as he thinks, was fit for it m every way. Othello,
therefore, in his scheme of things, is the main culprit. T hale the

Moor,’ speaks lago to himself m the fulness of his wicked and
vindictive heart. As for Cassio, Othello’s favounte, he thinks of

hill' in another strain. lago will use him as a tool for the purpose
of wreaking his vengeance against the Moor And, though thus

but a secondary person, he loo must not be let alone, it

IS he who has taken lago’s legitimate place, (viz. the Lieutenancy).
Therefore, he (lago) must get that place. And to do this, he
must get Cassio removed from his office, and then use him
against the Moor. If he can do these two things,—first, to hit

Cassio; and then, through him, to hit Othello,—he will, as he
boastfully puts it, be pluming up his will in ‘double knavery.’

But a scruple flashes across his mind. The world about him
may not accept his complaint of favouritism against Othello as a

sufficient cause to justify his ‘hitting’ of the Moor. After all, the

General is the proper person to find and fix up suitable candidates

for particular places; and the world will go only by his decision.

So, he must think of and bring in a more justifiable
,
at any rate, a

more plausible, reason. And what can serve the purpose better

than the rumour, though unsupported, that Othello misbehaved
with his wife, Emilia ? It may not after all be true; but lago

will take it as true, for ‘ surety ’ as he says, and use it as a

cause for hi« revenge against Othello. As lago puts it
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in his soliloquy,

—

It !s thought abroad that ’ twixt my sheets

He has done my office ; I know not if ’t be true ;

But I for mere suspicion in that kind

Will do as if for surety.

How IS he to put this supposed and self-justifying reason

into bperation If Othello is believed to have spoiled

Emilia’s chastity, lago will make Othello believe that his

wife (.Desdemona) is unchaste to him. But how unchaste and
with whom This too lago must now settle. No better person
can he think of than Cassio to serve this purpose. Against him,
too, he has his feelings of envy and hatred for filling the office of

Lieutenancy. Besides, he has already thought of using him as a

tool to hit Othello with Yes, that is a good plan
,
and, as lago

puts it,

—

Cassio’s a proper man, # *
Ho hath a person and a smooth dispose

To bo suspected ; framed to make women fahe.

Therefore, lago will set to woik, and—
After sometime, to abuse Othello’s ear

That he (Cassio) is too familiar with his wife.

Can fago bend the Moor, who is a hard soldier
,

to believe

his story ? Can he succeed in poisoning his ears with the tale

of his wife’s infidelity with Cassio But lago tecls his way and
finds the door open, because

The Moor is of a free and open natiuo,

That thinks men honest that but seem to li i so

Othello IS of a trustful and generous nature, unfit to

distinguish between reality and pretence, and therefore takes

appearances, atlectations and professions tor truths or sincerities.

Before him, every one is plain and honest who but affects to

be so Hence, to take advantage of his trustful disposition

and to delude him into wicked paths and crooked ends
is not difficult. lago has already found this out and has conse-

quently wormed himself into his confidence and good-will. Othello

has therefore already entrusted him with the important function

of conveying State-matters from the Duke to him in Cyprus. Nay,
his confidence in him is so great that he has even asked him to

accompany and escort his wife, Desdemona, to that island. He
has implicit trust in lago and has formed a high opinion of his

loyal and reliable character. Even to the Duke and before the

open Council, he has deary expressed himself to this effect,'

—

So please Your Grace, my Ancient

;

A man he is of honesty and trust

;

To his conveyance I assign my wife,

With what else needful Your Good Grace shall think

To be sent after me.
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Thus, m Othello’s view, lago is firmly established as honest,

honorable and trustworthy. It is not impossible, therefore, for

lago to turn his master to any advantage that will suit his wicked

ends. Says lago,

—

He holds me well

;

The better shall my puipose work on him ;

And, further, to use his characteristic expression,

—

Will as tenderly be led by the nose

As asses are.

Yes, lago’s plans arc now formed, and his end fixed. T have’t.

It IS engender’d.’ he says. They are wicked plans, but as yet they

exist only m his own mind,—m the realm of his imagination. They
have yet to be produced and translated into action. When
brought forth, they are certain to end in terrific and calamitous
conclusions. To show that he is fully conscious of the wickedness
of his schemes, to point out the secrecy in which they are just

now shrouded, and to denote the appalling end to which they will

lead, lago, boasting of his knavery, soliloquises thus,

—

Hell and Nighfe

Must bring this monstrous birth to the world’s light.

But what about Roderigo ? Has he no place in the general
scheme of lago’s ordering ? Is this wealthy simpleton not to

serve any purpose in the achievement of lago’s goal? True, lago has
asked him to proceed to Cyprus. True, there he has promised to

procure for him, early and easily, Desdemona who would soon, as
lago has made him understand, get disgusted with Othello and look
for a youth,—for more agreeable companionship and satisfaction

of her tastes and desires. But is lago earnest about it ? Has
he not, in his soliloquy, thought of conjoining Cassio rather
than Roderigo with Desdemona ? In that light, all the
promises he has made to Roderigo are but plausible make-believes,
invented quickly and expres.sed cleverly. Roderigo is not to have a
place in the fore-front, but only behind the scenes, of his operations.
He IS to serve more as his frequent, though at times unwilling
pay-master, for the mere satisfaction of being fed with alluring pro-
mises and hopes. In detailing his plans and holding out the prizes
to Roderigo for certain lines of action suggested, he has brought in
the aid of his philosophy and reason. And, in doing so, he has in-

directly but stronglyconveyed to his friend’s mind the potency of,

and the necessity for, Money. In fact, by his sophistry and power
of speech and persuasion, he has made him realize that, without
money, Roderigo’s cherished end could not be obtained. He
has so much convinced him of the urgent need and importance of
money that, as Roderigo parts from lago, he openly tells him that

he has changed his min^

—

1 am chaagad ; I'll go soil all my laud.
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Thus, to feed lago’s unfathomable greed or to satisfy his ever-itch-

ing palm, is the only use and purpose that Roderigo fulfills in this

drama. As lago gloatingly remarks immediately after Roderigo’s

departure, on his power to exploit such fools,

—

Thus do I ever 'make my fooPmy purse.

Poor Roderigo has very little of wit or wisdom, tho’ with some

beauty of person. He is a well-meaning, moneyed simpleton of

the average type, but in the grip of a sickly, uncontrollable

emotion. And lago, the shark, is trying to use him for his own
food,— to induce him to pay heavily and frequently towards his

own selfish schemes. And thus, with lago, the sport of beguiling

Roderigo of his money, by all the arts of coaxing, flattering,

holding out false baits, and threatening, has become quite a

pleasure; and to get that money, as often as needed and as much
as required, is a profit. So says lago,

—

Por, I mine own gain’d knowledge should profane,

If I would time expend with such a snipe

But for my sport and profit.

Thus, by his thoughts, words and deeds is lago’s psycho-

logy unfolded to our view- By this soliloquy, he makes clear his

intention to use Roderigo throughout as a tool for his pleasure

and profit,—supplying him with money, doing his bidding and
carrying out his plans. As for the other persons,—Othello and
Cassio,—they are marked and selected to satisfy his vindictive

and envious emotions,—the one as the end, and the other as the

means.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

ACT I.

The First Act is the Introductory Act which prepares and
presents the general outline of the Drama, (a) It shows the Main
Incidents which lead to, or are utilised for, the great Tragic End
that ensues in the Fifth Act. (b) It brings on the scene the Im-

portant Persons—the Hero, the Heroine, and a few others—from
whose actions or words that Tragic End is to spring. In dealing

with these, it incidentally throws out hints and general indications

of the main Motive Power which is to direct and converge such
deeds or utterences towards the great catastrophe.

(A) The Main Incidents.

Othello appoints Cassio to Lieutenancy instead of lago. Othello

elopes with Desdemona and marries her in secret, to the mortifi-

cation of Rodengo whose offers for her hand were often rejected.

Brabantio charges Othello before the Duke with having deluded
his daughter with magic and other unlawful means. Othello is

acquitted on the ground of natural and reciprocal love between
him and the young lady. He is even honored by the offer of a

special and dignified office in the State,—the defence of Cyprus.
The Duke suggests Desdemona’s stay with her father during her
husband’s absence, but the suggestion is dropped, as her request
to follow her lord to that distant island is granted. Roderigo
is despondent and thinks of suicide, but is diverted by lago
from his intention and is induced to follow Desdemona,
providing himself with ample means.

The appointment, by a chief, of a particular person to a vacant
subordinate post in the army; the secret love and marriage of an
invited guest with the daughter of his host; the natural resent-
ment of the father against his guest’s misconduct; and his diffi-

culty to reconcile himself with his son-in-law because he is of an
alien race, even after the proof of the latter’s honesty; the extreme
despondency of a rejected suitor who is resolved on committing
suicide, but is pacified and filled with hopes of future success by
a friend of his;—such are the incidents presented in this opening
Act. These have nothing extraordinary, dubious or ominous
about them; for, they are like most other similar events that are
of almost daily occurrence in this world. Many a place is being
filled up, on preference or favouritism, with particular persons; and
many a marriage in secret does take place, based on mutual love
secretly cherished. Many a parent is disappointed by the way-
ward careers of his children; and many a love-stricken fop thinks
of ending his life, but is encouraged’ and pulled up by his friends.
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Though thus not uncommon, yet the events presented m this
Act, like similar events in the broad world, contain prolific causes
for ill-feeling of various kinds and degrees. They lead to Spite
and Hate, Envy and Jealousy, Tyranny and Trouble, Anger and
Revenge, Lust and Avarice. But they do not generally lead to so
calamitous and appalling an end as mthis Drama. Hate, Envy, and
the like, are common-enough facts in this work-a-day life; yet,

they pass off either quietly and unnoticed, appearing and melting
away like a passing cloud in the mental sky, or, if they do
stay and make mischief, the results are not of such a
tremendous and terrible nature as those presented here.
The reason for this difference is to be found in the absence or
presence of a stupendous brain-power at the back of such balked
feelings. lago happens to have that power, aided by consummate
cunning, to manipulate and magnify such ordinary events to such
an extent as to cause them to lead to appalling and terrible results.

Moles, in the hands of an inventive genius, become mountains,
and grains of sand turn into bits of gold So are the incidents
of this opening Act in the hands of the great lago,—their master-
shaper or string-puller.

The incidents and events of this Act, therefore, contain
materials enough for a great Tragedy. Othello’s appointment
of Cassio to Lieutenancy, and his marriage with Desdemona are
two such basic events. The one excites the hate and envy of

lago,—hate against Othello and envy against Cassio. The other,

according to the-then prevailing notions of social morality, is

obviously of a startling nature, though not unnatural or extra-

ordinary
;
yet it is made cause enough to disturb the social calm.

The first incident serves as one of the causes, though not as the
only cause, for lago’s resolve to ruin Othello and others. That it

was of no insignificant import, at all events with lago, he makes
palpably clear to Roderigo when he says, ‘ Despise me, if I

do not’ (hate Othello). And he repeats the same sentiment later-

on, when Roderigo speaks of his determination to drown him-
self,

—

I have told thee often, and I re-tall thee again and again, I hate

the Moor; my cause is hearted; Let us be conjunctive m
our revenge against him (Othello).

Thus, out of an innocent appointment to a particular post by
an innocent General of a person who is also innocent, lago is

building up a terrific hate for ‘ revenge.’ But what course that

revenge will take, and when, and how far it will go, and how many
it will involve,—all these yet remain in hiding. ‘ There are many
events in the womb of Time, which will be delivered,* says lago

;

but the material is supplied in this Act, and it awaits manipula-
tion by the master-hand.
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The second event also,—Desdemona’s marriage— is a thing of

no great significance from the view-point of the world at large. But
it is unduly magnified by the malignity of a villain on one side, and
by an aged, impetuous and emotional father on the other.

It is construed to be an ill-suited and unsuitable union of opposing
contrasts. She is a ‘ super-subtle Venetian and he is an ‘erring

Barbarian.’ She is ‘fair’, and he is of a ‘sooty bosom.’ She is

young, and he is of an advanced age, with the young affects in

him defunct. She is ‘tender,’ and he is used to ‘ hardness ’ with
‘ a natural and prompt alacrity’ for it. She is a Venetian noble-

woman of high birth and bred to all the comforts of a settled and
peaceful aristocratic home, and he is a Moor, ‘ an extravagant

and wheeling stranger of here and everywhere-’ Such a matrimony
is, according to an old and excited father (Brabantio), ‘in spite

of nature, of years, of country, credit, everything ,’ or, m the view
of Roderigo, the infatuated fool, it is ‘a gross revolt’, iago speaks
of it as ‘a violent commencement in her’ or, as ‘ an error of her
choice.’

But, after all, it was a love-affair between the parties them-
selves. They did deeply and genuinely love each other and would
have lived peacefully and happily but for the meddlesome and
mischievous interference of the outside world. Othello would
have proved a good and loving husband, and Desdemona, a loyal,

loving and devoted wife. Both have on several occasions sin-

cerely declared their deep and genuine love for each other.

Othello makes Iago understand at the Sagittary, ‘I did love the
gentle Desdemona.’ De-sdemona speaks of it before the Council,

I did lovo the Mooc to live with him; my heart’s subdued
Even to the very quality of my lord

:

I saw Othello’s visage in his mind,
And, to his honours and his valiant parts,

Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate.

The love between them is thus not of a superficial nature. It

is deep-seated, constant and ardent. That this is so, both of them
indicate by their own words. Othello says to Iago,

But that I love the gentle Desdemona,
I would not my unhoused free condition

Put into circumscription and confine

For the sea’s worth.

Desdemona too, before the DukeinCouncil, gives vent to the same
feeling of ardent love and to what extent she has gon« in it, when
she says,

That I did love the Moor
My downright violence and storm of fortunes

May trumpet to the world.

Society, however, is full of false values, false standards, and
false conventions by which if judges things and appearances, and
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not by true reasons or principles. There are persons in this world
to whom Love, Truth, Justice, Pity, and the like, are but silly,

superficial, and therefore, dispensible sentiments What counts
with them is, on the one hand, their tradition or prejudice of race,

of country, of religion; their social, orthodox customs and conven-
tions in which they have been born, brought up and trained; or, on
the other, their self-interest before which all other people, or all

other virtues and values, must give way.

Partly belonging to the first of this category, but wholly com-
ing under the second, lago forms a class of his own. To a man
of his intellect,—modified and moderated by no warm
sentiment, and therefore cold and self-centred,—Love is but 'a lust

of the blood’, an ingrained, animal, carnal desire that gains mastery
by The permission of the Will ’ He therefore denies the existence
of any noble sentiment between Desderaona and Othello. He
attributes her connection with him to the carnal craving of her
body, and therefore he readily jumps to the conclusion that,

—

It cannot be that Desdamona should long continue hor love to the

Moor, (because he is far oldei than she) She must change for

youth : when she is sated with his body, sho will find the error of

her choice.

As for Othello, he says,

—

These Moors are changeable in their wills : . . .The food that

to him now is as luscious as locusts, shall be to him shortly as

bitter as coloqnintida.

Thus, the innocent marriage between the two sincere lovers is

considered by lago to be a fact of doubtful validity and of suspi-

cious character and constancy, and, out of this supposed flaw or
weakness, he attempts to rum the relation and the happiness of

Othello and Desdemona.

(B) The Important Persons.

Practically, every person, who is to play a part in the Tragedy,
is brought out in this Introductory Act. Whether directly or
otherwise, whether intentionally acting towards the end, or
unknowingly acted on and guided towards it, all play their parts,

—each, to all outward appearance, individually and independently,
but all, unknowingly together and inter-dependently. None is a
superfluous figure in the Drama; for, none is brought on the
scene who does not contribute to the intended goal. Othello and
Desdemona are the Hero and the Heroine of the play, out of

whose conjugal relation and mutual affection, a fiend finds enough
material for a tragic end. Unknowingly, they become victims to

the machinations of a wicked plotter, and finally fall a prey to

his premeditated, malignant vengeance. They are the chief

figures round whom every body else turns and acts, and
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towards whose catastrophic fall each contributes- Out of these

two prominent characters, the Hero is set up against the Heroine
and made to kill her and also kill himself Cassio, Roderigo and
Emilia are suboidinate characters; and they are theie to add to

the volume and the vehemence of the situation, thereby increasing
the appalling nature of the horrible result. They too are but
unwilling tools and, when the purposes for which they are sever-

ally intended are over, they are also ended,— all except the first.

Thus, every one acts and contributes to bring about the tragic

close . But none does it wnth knowledge, except lago, the prime-
mover. He stands at the back of all,—thinking, planning and
guiding every one by his leading strings into particular modes of

behaviour,—for the sole purpose of satisfying his unhealthy,
diseased and depraved, because untrained, emotions of Envy,
Hate and Revenge.

In this Introductory Act, all these persons are presented
with descriptive touches of their characters and actions.

First and foremost stands OTHELLO, the Hero. He is a Moor
by birth and breedidg, partly influenced through heredity by the
beliefs, customs and manners of his race, and partly also by
those ot the Venetian State and Society in which he has moved.
He has already given up his religion and has embraced Christian-
ity which was the religion of the State. He is thus a happy blend
of two Civilizations. He is, however, of a darker complexion in

comparison with that of the Venetians, and is therefore contempt-
uously referred to by the disappointed father of Desdemoria as
‘sooty'. Almost from his boyhood, ‘since these arms of mine
had seven years’ pith’, he has been a soldier, ever spending his
time ‘m the tented field.’ He has travelled much ‘from year to
year,’ in^the course of which he has passed through ‘most disastrous
chances’, in flood and field, in deadly breaches and in the hands
of enemies. He has become so used to hardness and dangers,
that his habit has acquired the strength of second nature in him;
and, as he puts it,

I do agnize
A natural and prompt alacrity

I find in hardness.

In consequence of his continuous military career, he says,
though more in modesty than in strict truth, that he knows little

of the world, not much of the elegance and etiquette of its social
intercourse. As he describes himself,

And little of this great world can I speak,
More than pertains to feats of broil and battle;

And, therefore,

Rude am I in my speech,

And little blest with the soft phrase of peace.
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This IS only a modest estimate of himself
;
but, m reality, we

have evidence of a finished, clever and experienced soldier; a
good and effective conversationalist, as he is sWn to be, m Braban-
tio’s house, a cogent and convincing speaker, as before the Senate
he is found to be, in self-vinchcation; and a fairly good judge of
men, events and things. But for these qualities, he" would not be
the General that he is.

He fetches his life and being fiom men of royal siege.

He has rendered great services to the State of Venice in the
past, and is conscious that they not only ‘shall out-tongue’
Brabantio’s false ‘complaints’ against him, but shall place
him m the high estimation of the Duke and the Senators. His
reputation is so great that, as the Duke expres.ses it,

—

Opinion, a sovereign mistress of effects, thiows a more safer

voice on you, . .(and, tlieieforc,) we must straight employ you
against the general enemy, Ottoman.

In character, as even lago puts it in his soliloquy, ‘the

Moor is of a free and open nature.” He is incapable of cunning,
much less of villainy, towards anybody. He is plain and honest,
and considers others, too, as such. He knows no double-dealing
in thought or deed; and, whether refeinng to himself or to others,
he is blunt and straight to the point He is ardent m love, modest
in self-praise, truthful in speech and confession, and courting or
inflicting extreme penalties for self-ciror. Before the Duke in
Council, he speaks as tiuly and solemnly as tho’ he were making a
confession of his sms before God, or to use his Own words, ‘as

to Heaven I do confess the vices of my blood’. Again, if, after
Desdemona’s nanafion of then Love-affaii, he is found to be
false in his aLCOunt, heahksthe Duke not only to take away his
office, but to ‘let your sentence even i.'ill upon my life.’

Being, howevei, of an honest, open and trustful nature, he is

easily misled and WTought upon, living in a foul or uncongenial,
social atmosphcie. In a dishonest and wicked world, an honest and
straight-forwaid person is a misfit Here Othello, the good soul,

is chosen by lago, the devil, tor his viciim, to be saciiticed on
the altar of his inborn hatred and raalipnily. Both lago the
knave, and Roderigo, the fool under the knave’s instigation,

join and conspire together to,

—

Make aCder him, poison his delight.

Proclaim him in tho streets ; incense her kinsmen,
ind, though ho in a fertile climato dwell,

Plagne him with hies
; though that his joy bo joy,

Yet throw such changes of vexation on’t

As it may lose some colour.

The Hero has many good qualities
;
but those very qua-

lities are, alas, in an unsuitable environment, played upon in
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secret for his ‘undoing.’ His ‘free and open nature’ is marked to be
taken advantage of

;
and, since he takes ‘men honest that but

seem to be so,’ lago worms himself into his good opinion and
secretly plans to ‘abuse his ear’ by the tale of his wife’s un-
chastity with Cassio. In this Act, this wicked plan is still only in

the mind of lago and nobody as yet knows anything of it.

DESDEMONA:—She is the Heroine of the play and is brought
on ihe scene even from the very commencement of the First Act.
She IS the daughter of Brabantio, a very influential and wealthy
Senator of Venice. She has been brought up in all the rigorous
formalities, refined manners and restrictive etiquette of an aristo-
cratic home. She is believed to be endowed with all the accom-
plishments of body and mind. All the world speaks well of her,
except the villain lago. (at Rodengo, when informing
Brabantio of her elopement with Othello, refers to her ‘beauty’
and ‘ wit’, and speaks of her as ‘ your fair daughter.’ (b) Braban-
tio utters words to the same effect when, at the Sagittary, he
charges Othello with having deluded his daughter with magic and
drugs. He speaks of her ‘delicate youth,' and describes her as
‘ a maid so tender, fair and happy.’ Before the Duke in Council,
he further elaborates hei qualities as ‘being not deficient, blind,
or lame of sense’

;
and as

A maidon uever bold

;

Of spirit so still and quiet that her motion
Blush’d at heiself

;

as a wornan ‘ of years,’ having inherited the manners ‘ of (her)
country ’ and Ihe ‘ credit ’ of her lamily. (c) Othello, too, at the
Sagittal y, befoie the arrival of the Duke’s messengers and Bra-
bantio’s paity, speaks oi her to lago as ‘ the gentle Desdemona,’
3md befoie the Duke refers to her as ‘ the lady ’ more than once.
When ordered to proceed to Cyprus that very night, he expresses
his anxiety with regard to his wife’s place and manner of stay,
refening in particular to ‘her breeding’ and therefore craving
a fit disposition ’ for her with ‘ due reference of place and
exhibition’ and ‘ accommodation and besort’.

These qualities ot hers—her wealth, wit and beauty—appear to
have attracted the attention of many ‘wealthy curled darlings’ of
her nation

,
but, being ‘opposite to marriage,’ she ‘shunn’d’ their

otters. This, her father ascribes to her timidity and bashfulness.
Juut It was ically because she discovered that such young Vene-
tians as ofifcied themselves were unworthy of her love. She had
a touch ot heroism in her make-up and could appreciate heroismm othcis. She could love and would bestow her love only where
If was worth and would be sincerely reciprocated. She saw suchworth m Othello

;
and, though he was a Moor, a foreigner, she
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readily and spontaneously admired and loved him- In explanation
of her love for Othello, she speaks thus

—

I saw Othello’s visage m his mind,

And, to hi a honours and his valiant parts,

Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate. ,

Her own heroism, and the admiration of 'it in others, eminently

fitted her for adventure, from the dangers and fears of which she

would not lag or shrink. Having once loved Othello and resolv-

ed to marry him, she abruptly and fearlessly leaves her parental

home, and at the ‘odd-even and dull watch of the night’, goes to

the Sagittary to precipitate her pre-arranged marriage, escorted

by ‘no worse nor better guard, but with a knave of common hire,

a gondolier.’ It is the same spirit of daring adventure that

induces her once again to face the dangers of a sea-voyage
and follow her husband to the distant Cyprus, though it

was a seat of war, rather than lead an idle and passive life at

home. She will be ‘a moth of peace’ supporting ‘a heavy in-

terim,’ if left behind.

She has clear notions of her duty, and clearly discerns where
and in what manner she is to discharge it. When in the Council

chamber, in the presence of the Duke and the Senators, her father

questions her,

—

Do you perceive in all this noble company
Where most you owe obedience ?

then, fully discerning her duty as a daughter and as a wife, she,

boldy and in a clear tone, answers him,

I do perceive here a divided duty.

To her father, she says,

—

To you, I am bound foi life and education;

My life and education both d© leain me
How to lespect you; you are the lord of duty,

I am hitherto your daughter:

As for Othello, though a Moor whom she has newly wedded, she
declares,

....... .But, here’s my husband,

And so much duty as my mother show ’d

To you, prefeiimg you before her father,

So much I challenge that I ma^^ profess

Due to tho Moor my lord.

Thus is Desdemona portrayed in this' Act—a maid, tender of

body, but keen in her emotions, endowed with wit and beauty,
bestowing her love where she thinks love is due, and possessing
and exhibiting a heroic spirit when and where it was demanded.
Otherwise, she is usually modest, gentle and innocent, thoroughly
docile and yielding, before the object of her love. ,
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Dark plans and schemes, however, are being engendered
by wicked persons behind her back, even from the commence-
ment of her married life, to make her the victim of baseless
suspicion and jealousy. Jago, for his own nefarious ends, desires

to make her appear unchaste to her husband, by connecting her
with Cassio in guilty intercourse. No worse crime can bethought
of against this perfectly pure soul. Much capital is made of her
marriage with the Moor by lago, the mischief-maker. He gives
out to Roderigo that, for a certainty, ‘she must change for youth.’
Whether he really believed it or whether it was only a fiction or
plea manufactured for deluding Roderigo with, is not quite clear.

CASSIO:—Not much IS known of this character in this Act, and
only on one occasion is he made to appear on the scene. He
leads the Ducal party in search of Othello and, discovering him
at the Sagittary, informs him of the Duke’s urgent summons to

him to appear before the Senate, and explains the cause of it.

Beyond this, he plays no part here But mention is made of him
when he forms the subject of conversation between lago and
Roderigo, and again in lago’s soliloquy, when he thinks of using
him as a tool to spoil Othello’s happiness with. He is

spoken of by lago as merely ‘ a great arithmetician,’ a
‘debitor and creditor,’ a ‘ counter-caster.’ In the opinion of
lago, he has no soldiership, except the theoretical knowledge of
it. But, as Cassio was prefen ed and elected instead of himself to
the post of the Lieutenant to Othello, lago has become his enemy
whose opinion must be biased and should be largely
discounted. Later-on, he describes him m his soliloquy, as
one who

Hath a person and a smooth disjxise

To he suspected ; framed to make women false.

This external bodily grace of Cassio, and his rather free,
though innocent, conduct with women, are used as plausible reasons
by lago for connecting him rvith the supposed guilt of Desdemona
and for inflaming Othello against her and him. Both Desdemona
and Cassio aic, iiowevcr, totally unaware of the foul schemes
hatched heliincl tlieir backs.

RODERIGO:—He is one of ‘the wealthy cui led darlings’ of
Venice who has attempted to win Desdemona but failed. Like
the rest, he, too. is shunned

,
and, as Brabantio puts it,

—

I have charged thee not to haunt al'.out my doors;
In honest plainness thou hn.st heaid me say
My daughter is not for thee.

Roderigo, however, i.s so much infatuated in his love for her
that he cannot control himself. He confesses his weakness on
this score to lago when he says,

—
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I confess it is my shame to be so fond ; but it is not in my virtue

to amend it.

He is therefore much perturbed and disappointed when he

learns of Desdemona’s flight from her house and her marriage

with Othello. He grows despondent when, later, he probably

comes to know that her marriage has received the Ducal approval

and confirmation, and that she is going out to Cyprus to live with

her husband there. This news affects him so much that he

feels that life has become a burden to him. Hence he resolves

to end his life by drowning; as he expresses himself to lago

on meeting him,

—

I will incontinently drown myself.

• •*# «*•

It IS silliness to live when to live is torment ; and then have we a

preaciiption to die when death is onr physician.

Roderigo is envious of Othello for having succeeded m win-

ning Desdemona’s heart, and therefore jealously remarks to lago

about his marriage in these sneering terms,

—

What a full fortune does the thick lips owe
If he can carry't thus ?

On another occasion, too, he speaks slightingly of Othello be-

fore Brabantio, and describes him as ‘ a lascivious Moor’,

—

An extravagant and wheeling stranger

Of here and everywhere.

In spite of his wealth, beauty of person, and noble birth,

Roderigo is a brainless fop. He therefore finds himself unable

to press his suit with effect to Desdemona before her marriage, or

to act independently after her wedding. He needs and seeks for

the help of lago whom, however, he has to pay heavily for his

services. He is so dull of brain, and so much buried in love, that he

is incapable of seeing the cunning and wicked nature of his friend

whom he takes to be really honorable, honest and serviceable. He
is easily deluded into parting with his money very often and very

heavily to lago; as he himself puts it,

—

Thou, lago, who hast had my purso

As if the strings were thine.

Sometimes, however, he too realises ihat the expenditure of his

money by lago has been a waste, and therefore takes him to task

on that score. In the opening Scene of the Drama, he attacks

him for what he thinks to be his (lago's)failure to inform him
before-hand of Desclemona’s marriage, reminding him of the

money spent by him. But, being a great gull, he is again and again

easily deluded into the belief of his friend’s trustworthiness and

honesty. He therefore repeatedly relies on him and paiys
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hitn more than ever- Thus when, out of extreme disappointment,

he thinks of drowning himself and expresses his mind to lago,

he IS soon brought round by lago’s apparently cogent arguments
so completely that he once again asks him,

Wilt thou be fast to my hopes, if I depend on the issue ?

and, for this end, he does not hesitate even ‘to go sell all his land.’

Only on two occasions does Eodengo appear in this Act,

—

once at its commencement and again at its end. On the first

occasion, he appears as a disappointed and therefore worried
lover

;
and, on the second, as a deeply love-stricken fellow, ex-

tremely dejected and thinking of ending his life. On both
occasions, he is easily satisfied and even encouiaged by the clever

lago to go on in his search after, what the latter definitely knows
to be, only a maie’s nest.

The only part that he plays in this Act is that of lago’s

money-box or, as lago puts it, ‘Thus do I ever make my
fool my purse.’ He is to be the unwilling yet frequent pay-master
to lago.

BRABANTIO:—(See pp. 51—54, for his character-sketch and the
part he plays in^ the First Act.) His importance from the
standpoint of the Drama as a whole is directly nothing. Indi-
rectly, however, he serves by contrast to enhance the circum-
stances that culminate in the Tragedy. He is a nobleman with
peculiar notions of State service and of social conduct. In spite of

this, his own daughter marries a stranger,—an event which is

looked upon with horror by him. His belief is partly shared by
others. But the words and views, he then expresses in anger, are
later-on used by an enemy to damage his daughter's character
with Othello.

EMILIA:—In this Act, she is just mentioned as merely the wife
of lago, ‘ I prithee, let thy wife attend on her,’ says Othello.
She is to attend on Desdemona on her voyage to Cyprus, after
Othello’s departure.

lAGO:—He is a young man ‘ four times seven years’ of age.
Within this short period, he says, ‘I have looked upon the world’
a great deal. He has been a soldier, and has given ‘the proof’ of
his , valour,—as he speaks of himself before Roderigo—‘at,

Rhodes, at Cyprus, and on other grounds, Christian and heathen.’
But he comes before us as an Ancient to the General, Othello.
He IS fully aware of his capacity for any post or work and, conse-
quently, expects adequate recognition. ‘I know my price’, says he
tp Roderigo and, aspiring for the vacant Lieutenancy, asserts,-'-

,

‘I ,^im worth no worse a place.’
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The part that he plays m this Act (and in the entire Drama) is

very various and important. But for him, men and events would
have gone on,—each, insignificant and isolated, to his natuial end,
entailing no cost or waste. It is he that gives each person or in-

cident a spin, a stir, a motion, and brings the embedded, evil human
passions into play. By carefully nourishing them and watch-
fully guiding their erratic coinse, he gives them strength, adds
to their volume, and finally leads them to end m a terrific explosion.

The key to understand this masterful personality is supplied
by his own statement, made to the despondent Kodcrigo bent on
suicide,

—

’Tis m ourselves that we are thus or ihus.

Here, he emphasizes the necessity for and the supicmacy of

the human Will,—the capacity for Volition or the determinative
faculty in Man, as distinguished from the capacuy for Feeling
and the power of Intellect by which we pereeive, undeisLand,
judge and reason. He has a clear peiception of the value ot Intel-

lect which enables man to reflect and distinguish between what
IS good and what is bad for himself Volition is a part oi tlie Mind
and IS a most valuable asset to man. As he puts it, but for that

‘power and corrigible authority’ (which lies in oui Will), ‘tlie

blood and baseness of our natures would conduct us to most pre-

posterous conclusions.’ These, according to him, are ‘our raging

motions,’ ‘our carnal stings,’ ‘our unbitted lusts’ which together

form, in his language, the ‘Sensuality.’ And this comes to men from
nowhere without but, to repeat his words, lies in and springs from
the very ‘blood and baseness of our natures.’ And, while a well-

reasoned or well-disciplined Will forms 'the corrigible authority’

or ‘the power’ in men. Sensuality constitutes men’s ‘baseness.’ The
one elevates, and the other lowers, men The contrast is thus clear

between the human and the animal natures —the one, wmi'king by
his Reason, becomes a better man; and another, following his Sen-

suality, becomes a mere animal. lago, in whom Reason or

Intellect reigns supreme, would never become animahc; and this

fortitude or strength of his mind, he jocularly but cleverly

hits off, by saying

—

Ere I would say I would drown myself for the love of a guinea-

hen, I will change my humanity with a baboon.

Since Reason elevates Man from the Animal state, the greater

the Reason, the greater is the distinction and the distance between

him and the other. Hence, the greatest Reasoning Capacity makes
the greatest man. To the extent to which that Reasoning Capacity

is out-weighed or modified by Sensuality, to that extent the Reason-

ing Power is lowered, and the man falls to the animal level.

If Sensuality deters man from becoming a higher, greater

or better being, anything, (lago now descends to sophistry),
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that checks, modeiates, modifies or alters that Will is Sensuality.

Chanty and Duty, Pity and Sorrow, Love and Virtue have no place
in his Philosophy, because these exercise a restraining influence

on Piiie Will, and prevent its operations from following their

natural course. Hence, these, accoiding to lago, come
under the category of Sensuality which marks the animal in

man. In his logic, Sentiment is but a variation of Sensuality,
and Emotions are only exaggerations of ‘our raging motions.’

To him ‘Virtue’ is a ‘fig’, and ‘Love’—merely ‘a lust of the blood.’

Since he would not permit Pity, and the like, towards othersj
in the domain of Pure Reason, man, accoiding to the conclusions
of his logic, IS and must be higlily self-centred, absolutely
individualistic, and theiefore supremely selfish and self-loving.

One who is not so, is a weak man, helpless and incapable of

success in life One must know, fit st and foicmost, how to love
oneseli, purely, solely, and \\ itliout any thought of another’s weal
or woe. Such persons aiL- the rare pioducts of this world, so
says lago to Roderigo,—

bnieo I cuul.l chstiuguish bjlwixt a bfinoliu and an nijiiiy, I nevei
found man that knei\ liuw to love luaiseU.

Since, in the armoury of Ins pure Reason, there ought
to be no room for Sentiment, man must be, not only selfish, but
even merciless. Mercy is a weak or womanly virtue which should
not be sanctioned or encouraged. It detracts from the strength
of one’s Will. According to him, one’s Intellect must be keen,
cold, cutting, and swayed by no weaker emotions of any kind.

Such, in a nutshell, is lago himself—a young man, supremely
intellectual and strong-willed He is almost Napoleonic in these
two trails of his character Holding such views of Life, he
is wdiolly and solely selfish, sclf-loving, living and labouring only
for himself, wdthout a touch of Pity or Sorrow, Duty or Charity to
others And, since he desires to live all for himself, he natur-
ally suspects others to interfere with his individual well-being, and,
therefore, he begins to hate them. Tims, selfishness, with him,
becomes suspicion of others, while his Duty to himself easily
translates itself into callousness or even cruelty to the rest

He is wicked by nature and is, hence, ever doubting, suspect-
ing, and conspiring against others—all for the sole purpose of
satisfying his malignant self.

His keen Intellect enables him, not only to know his object
definitely, not only to devise and execute his plans successfully,
but also to know and judge each man and each event at his or its

right value He is a keen observer of men and matters, one who
has ‘looked upon the world,’ a great deal, one who can easily discern
the merits as well as the defects of each, and the purpose to which
he or it can be utilised to his own best advant3ge.(l) To him^ Roderigo
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IS ‘my fool’ and, therefore, unfit for anything except the only
pui'pose of supplying him with money, of becoming his ‘purse,’

since he is rich. (2) Cassio, for him, is ‘the proper man;’
and, because he is endowed with ‘a smooth dispose to be
suspected,’ he can concoct the story ‘that he is too

familiar with his (Othello’s) wife,’ and thus use him as a tool

for ruining Othello and Desdemona (3) Othello, m his

view, ‘is of a free and open nature, that thinks men honest

that but seem to be so,’ and therefore ‘will as tenderly be

led by the nose as asses arc’, and, thus, his ear can be easily

abused with the tale of his wife’s unchastity.

Since he can appreciate and measure each man and each
situation correctly and properly, he knows howto behave suitably

unto each, (a) Before Rodengo, he says, ‘I hate the Moor;’ but
bcfoie Othello, he speaks against the gull and informs him that

He prated

And spoke such scurvy and provoking terms
Against your Honour
That, with the little godliness I have,

I did full hard forbear him.

(b) To Roderigo, he says, ‘Let us be conjunctive in our
revenge against him’ (Othello); while before Othello, he speaks,

‘nine or ten times I had thought to have yerk’d him (Rodengo)
here under the ribs.* (c) To Roderigo, he makes a profession ©f

bis friendship, —
I have piofessed me thy friend, and 1 confess me knit to thy

deserving with cables of perdurable toughness.

To Othello, he seems a loyal servant and well-wisher, and advises

him in all earnestness that, since Brabantio is powerful enough
to do him harm, he should be sure of his marriage

;
and, when

the different parties arrive, searching for Othello, he suggests that

he ‘were best go in.’ (d) Again, he sets up Roderigo to lead

Brabantio to the Sagittary against Othello, while he himself joins

the latter early enough to inform him of the hostile party coming
against him,—‘these arc the raised father and his friends’;

and that ‘he (Brabantio) comes to bad intent.’ (e) Before

Brabantio, he speaks of Othello in the most disrespectful and

vulgar terms, as ‘a black ram’ and ‘a barbary horse;’ while, in

the presence of the latter, he addresses him most respectfully, as

‘Your Honour,’ and ‘Sir.’

lago thus practises double knavery, plays the part of a double-

headed Janus,—now turning a sweet and smiling face to each

party but, behind his back, becoming his bitterest foe. His artful

behaviour differs according to different persons and occasions. He
is a past-roaster in the art of hypocrisy, pretence and artifice,

appearing to be true to every one, but m reality true to none.

This is what he means when he says to Roderigo, H am not
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what I am’, that is, what I seem; meaning thereby that his

inner nature is quite different from the seeming garb or attitude

put on by him for each time and occasion. And, if ever he were

to let others know what he actually is, as against what he appears

to be, he says he will be acting foolishly; to use his figurative

language,

—

For, when my outward action doth demonstrate

The native act and figure of my heart

In compliment extern, ’tis not long after

But I will wear my heart upon my sleeve

For daws to peck at

;

lago’s seeming friendship to each individual is for no one’s

good except for that of himself. He makes Roderigo understand
that, in spite of his hatred of Othello, if still he serves him,

he does so for his own selfish purpose; says he,

—

In following him, I follow but luyself ;

Heaven is my judge, not I for love and duty

But seeming so, for my peculiar end.

And about Roderigo, similarly, in his soliloquy, he gives expres-

sion to the same selfish sentiment;

Thus do 1 make my fool my purse

;

For, I mine own gained knowledge should profane,

If I would time expend with a such a snipe

But for my sport and profit.

lago is so utterly vile, wicked and depraved that he has no
prickings of Conscience, (a) He induces Roderigo to cuckold
Othello and asks him to join him m ruining that person, (b) He
also thinks of abusing Othello's ear with the story of

Cassio’s misconduct with Desdemona. (c) He plans to pull down
Cassio from his place, (d) He takes the mere rumour of Othello’s
misconduct with Emilia for a certainty and, on that score,
seeks for revenge against him, wife for wife. He thus resolves
on harming several persons in various ways. He even gloats over
his capacity for mischief, and says,

—

I hav’t. It is engender’d . Hell and Night
Must bring this monstrous birth to the world’s light.

And yet, this very villain speaks to Othello on a prior occasion
as one having ‘Godliness,’ possessing ‘stuff of Conscience,’ and
lacking ‘iniquity’ to do ‘contrived murder,’ thus assuming the
garb of piety and saintliness.

Such is lago, the devil incarnate in human shape, saturated
with utter selfishness, a thoroughly malignant nature, but
possessing a keen and cunning Intellect which enables him to
achieve his ends at the cost of others. The Tragedy that ensues
hereafter is chiefly his work.
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(Outline of the story, Act by Act.)

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF

ACT II.

A severe storm breaks out and destroys the enemy fleeit.

Othello and Cassio (his Lieutenant) set out, at the same time, in
dift’erent ships for Cyprus But, owing to the stormy weather

,

they get separated and reach the destination one after another.
Desdemona who subsequently leaves Venice in company with
lago and his wife Emilia^ arrives at the place before Othello,
and IS naturally very anxious about his safety. To beguile
the tedium of waiting, she engages herself in some light talk with
her attendants, Emilia, Cassio, and lago who has his fling at
women in general. The conversation is cut short by the blowing of
the trumpet, announcing the arrival of the Moor. And when he
comes ashore, the meeting between him and Desdemona is most
happy.

A public holiday is declared under the orders of Othello, to
enable the people to observe a festival and show their joy at the
destruction of the enemy’s fleet, and also at the nuptials of the
General. In the festive meeting of friends in the Fort, lago, for
his own wicked purposes, causes Cassio to get drunk, so that he
may be easily involved in a drunken brawl with Roderigo whom
he has already instigated to that effect. So, when drunken
Cassio leaves his carousing friends, he is soon engaged ih a
quarrel with Roderigo Montano interposes but is hurt in

the affray by Cassio. lago causes the alarm bell to be rung and
the whole town to fall into a fright, and thus, by his clever
manouvering, exaggerates a drunken brawl into a serious mutiny.

Hearing the alarm bell, Othello at once arrives on the scene
to quell the disturbance and to inquire into the cause of it. As
the Governor of the island in a state of war, he is naturally very
angry. He learns the cause of the affray from lago who appears
to make it light for Cassio, but in reality makes it very serious

for him. Othello dismisses Cassio at once from his post qf

Lieutenancy.

’'.'^Cassio then recovers from the effects of drink which he
calls the ‘devil’, and feels thoroughly dejected and ^shamed of

himself. But lago palliates his folly and suggests a ;Way. to get

'back to Othello’s favour by beseeching his wife to inkeroede- ' for

him, Cassio takes his friend’s suggestion as very' ' wise and
acceptable.

Roderigo now turns up and complains to lago that he has
squandered so much money but without any success so far. lago
asks him t© be msre patient and gives him good and satisfying

reasons for it.



bonsatiuns draw more crowds than sober Appoals.

(ibc. iS)
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SCENE I.—A SEA PORT TOWN IN CYPRES. AN OPEN PLACE NEAR THE QUAY.

Montano and Gentlemen talk about the Tempest and the Fate of the

Turkish Fleet.

MON:—What, from the cape, can you discern at sea?

1st GENT:—Nothing at all; it is a high-wrought flood, ^ I cannot,
Hwixt the heaven and the main ,

2

descry a sail.^

MON:—Methinks, the wind hath spoke aloud at land,'^ a fuller blast
ne’er shook our battlements;^ if it hath ruffian’d® so upon the
sea, what ribs of oak,^ when mountains melt on them,® can hold
the mortise?® What shall we hear of this?

2nd GENT:—A segregation^*® of the Turkish fleet; for, do but stand
upon the foaming shore,®® the chidden billow®^ seems to pelt
the clouds;®® the wind-shak’d surge, with high and monstrous
mane,®"® seems to cast water on the burning Bear'®, and quench®®
the guards of the ever-fixed pole;®®' I never did like molestation®®
view on the enchafed flood ®®’

MON:—If that the Turkish fleet be not enshelter’d and embay’d,®®
they are drown’d, it is impossible they bear it out.®®

[Enter a 3rd Gent.
News of the wreck of the Turkish Fleet and of Cassio’s arrival.

3rd GENT:—News, lads! our wars are done. The desperate tempest
hath so bang’d®® the Turks that their designment halts;®® a noble
ship of Venice hath seen a grievous wreck and suffrance®'® on
most part of their fleet The ship is here put in,®® a
Veronesa;®® Michael Cassio, Lieutenant to the warlike Moor
Othello, is come on shore- the Moor himself’s at sea, and
is in full commission®® here for Cyprus.

MON:—I am glad 'tis a worthy Governor*

1 * High-wrought flood* highly wrought or agitated sea. 2. Twixt the heaven
and the main . between the sky and the sea, that is, where they appear to mecjt,
on the horizon Descry a sail * see a sailing ship. 4. At land : on land,
5 A fuller. . . battlements : a worse storm has never blown against our fortress

;

meaning that it was the heaviest ever experienced. 6 Ruffian'd played the
ruffian : (i.e.) if the wind has blown with such terrific violence. 7. Ribs of oak *

ship made of the planks of oak-timber. 8. When. . them: when mountain-
high waves burst and fall on them (pouring a large quantity of water}. 9^ Mortise:

joints where one set of planks fit into another. 10. Segregation * separation or
dispersal. 11. Do but ... .shore . If you only stand on the shore where the
waves break themselves into foam. 12. The chidden billow : the angry or power-
ful wave, the ‘high-wrought wave.' 13. Seems . clouds : seems to rise so
high as to strike the clouds 14. High and monstrous mane . thickly-grown and
ternbledooking hair of the animal, such as the lion's, whenin anger. 15. Burning
Bear shining stars of the constellation called ‘The Bear'. 16- Quench, cover or
hide. 17, The guards... ,.poie * the two shining stars (out of the seven) revol-
ving round and pointing to the North Pole Star which seems to be fixei
18. tike molestation similar trouble, 19. Enchafed flood ‘ angry sea. 20. Embay'd,
resting in a harbour. 21. Bear it out . stand it. 22. Bang'd: struck. 23. Design-
ment halts : plans have failed. 24. Stiffranee : suffering. 25. Put in : come in.

26.^Veronesa - helongir^ to Verona, a town of 27* Cemmiasioii;

Wthpiity or charge. 2?* On’t: Of it,
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3rd 6ENT;~-But this same Cassio, though he speak of comfort
touching the Turkish loss, yet he looks sadly^ and prays the

Moor be safe
;
for, they were parted with^ fouP and violent

tempest.

MON:—Pray Heaven he be (safe)- for, I have serv’d him, and the
man commands like a fulP soldier. Let’s to the sea-side, ho!; as

well to see the vessel that’s come m as to throw out our eyes for

brave Othello, even till we make the mam and the aerial blue
an indistinct regard.^

3rdl GENT;—Come, let’s do so
;

for, every minute is expectancy^ of

more arrivance.^ [Enter Cassio.

CAS:—Thanks, (to) you,—the valiant of this warlike isle, that so

approve® the Moor. O! let the heavens give him defence against

the elements;® for, I have lost him on a dangerous sea.

MON:—Is he well shipp’d^^®

CAS:—His bark is stoutly timber’dd^ and his pilot of very expert
and approv’d allowance, 12 therefore, my hopes, not surfeited to

death,*® stand in bold cure.*'* (Within, a cry of ‘A sail’ —a sail!—

a

sail r and guns are heard.)

2nd GENT:—They do discharge their shot of courtesy;*® our friends
at least [Exit.

MON:

—

But good Lieutenant, is your General wiv’d?’®

CAS:—Most foitunately he hath achiev’d’*' a maid that paragons*®
description and wild fame;*® one that excels the quirks^® of

blazoning^* pens, 22 and in th’ essential® vesture of creation^-*

does tire the ingener-^® [Re-enter 2ttd Gentleman.

1. Sadly- seriously. 2. With by. 3. Foul treacherous, unreliable.

4 Full; perfect, accomplished. 5. Indistinct regard a hazy aspect, of the same
hazy appearance. 6 Expectancy • expectation, hope 7. Arrivance : arrival.

8. Approve^ jiraise, hold in high regard 9. Elements wind and -water.

10. Well shipp’d ; sailing in a good, trustworthy ship 1 1 . Stoutly timber’d : made
of strong timber. 12. Pilot of. .. .allowance : allowed or acknowledged to be a great
expert and much tried or experienced. 13 Not surfeited to death not being
excessive or abundant : (surfeited, eaten or gorged greedily

,
to death immo-

derately or excessively so as to bring about death, as when we say ‘frozen to
death’ or ‘broiled or sweated to death.’) 1 4. Stand in hold cure stand every
chance of being fulfilled. The meaning is, my hopes, though very meagre, are
yet healthy ; tho’ not too sanguine, they have every chance of realization.

15. Shot of courtesy; shot fired by way of welcome or friendship. 16. Wiv’d,
married. 17 Achiev’d: secured or gained. 18 Paragons; equals or matches

;

will bear any amount of. 19. Description and -wild fame • glowing account and
extravagant praise. 20 Quirks; thoughts, conceits or ideas, dashed off in
haste. 21. Blazoning: displaying in a glaring, ostentatious manner; or
proclaiming loudly. 22 'One pens one that baffles any amount of

glowing description in -writing. 23. Essential inherent, belonging to the
essence. 24. Vesture of creation* garb or dress, given her by Nature. 25. Ingener:
engineer, one who designs or describes, (i e.) an artist. And in the ingener-

^ her nati^I make-up or character, i.e—in the qualities which Nature has given
h«f, she will tire out even an artist to praise or describe her,
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Arrival of the Boat with Desdemona, lago, Emilia, Etc.

CAS:—How now ! who has put m ?i

2nd GENT:—’Tis one lago, Ancient to the General.

CAS He has had most favourable and happy speed ; tempests
themselves, high seas, and howling2 winds, the gutter’d^ rocks
and congregated'* sands,—traitors, ensteep’d^ to clog^ the guilt-

less keel,7 —as8 having sense of beauty, do omit^ their mortal
natures,io letting go safely by the divine^i Desdemona.

MON ;—What is she ?

CAS:—-She that I spake of, our great captain’s captain,i2
left in the conduct^^ of the bold lago, whose footing here
anticipates our thoughts a se’nnight’s speed.!** Great Jove,!^
Othello guard, and swell his sail with thine own powerful
breath,!^ that he may bless’7 this bay with his tall^s ship, make
love’s quick pants m Desdemona’s arms,!^ give' renew’d fire to
our extincted spirits, and bring all Cyprus comfort !

Desdemona lands ashore and Cassio Welcomes her.

CAS:—O! behold, the riches of the ship is come on shore.! Ye
men of Cyprus, let her have your knees Hail to thee, lady !

and the grace of Heaven, before, behind thee, and on every
hand, enwheepi thee round

!

DBS:—I thank you, valiant Cassio. What tidings can you tell me
of my lord ?

CAS :—He is not yet arriv’d • nor know I aught but that he’

s

well,
and will be shortly here.

DES :—O ! but 1 fear,—How lost you company ^

CAS:—The great contention^a of the sea and skies parted our
fellowship.23—But, hark ! a sail, [A cry— A Sail, A Sail.

1. Put in come in, or put into harbour. 2. Howling, blowing with
high speed and making a noise. 3. Gutter'd : channelled. 4. Congregated: heaped
up or deposited. 5. Traitors, ensteep'd treacherous things (rocks and sand>banks
referred to in the foregoing line) which are submerged or hid under water.
6. Clog • catch, hold fast or hinder 7. The guiltless keel : the innocent, unsus-
pecting ship • (keel,—the principal long timber at the bottom of a ship). 8. As : as
if. 9. Omit; forego. 10. Mortal natures . deadly or hilling qualities. II: Divine:
heavenly, superhuman, admirable. 12. Captain’s captain ruler of the Captain,
(referring to the great control that she exercises over Othello.) 13. Conduct:
escort or conveyance. 14. Whose footing speed whose arrival here has taken
place by a week in advance of, or earlier than, the time expected or fixed. (It

was feared that owing to the storm, they would be delayed on the way.
This was what Cassio meant when a little while ago he said to Montano,
‘tempests themselves .- ..do omit their mortal natures ...divine Desdemona).
15. Jove the mythological God of the ancient Romans. 16. Othello., breath

:

save Othello by giving his ship your favourable wind, 17. Bless • grace. 18. Tall

:

fine, gallant. 19. Love’s quick pants arms: loving embraces, with quick, short
and excited pantings or breaths. 20. Give. .... .spirits : revive our drooping spirits
or dejected hopes. 21. Enwheel; surround, encompass. 22. Contention - commotion.
23. Fellowship; company.
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logo slsndojs won.cn in general, snd Desdeniona robiikos bim.

]'.acb sex, class, or party takes only a half view of any public matter.

(Pic. 14.)
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Cassio’s Conrtesy to Women Excites lago’s Slander; Desdeniona Rebukes lago for

Slandering Woman-kind.

CAS:—(To lago ) Good Ancient, you are welcome 1 (To Emilia).

Welcome, mistress. Let it not gall your patience,^ good lago,

that I extend my manners;^ ’tis my breeding that gives this

bold show of courtesy .3 (Kissing her).

lAGO:—Sir, would she give you so much of her lips as of her tongue
she oft bestows on me, you’d have enough.'*'

DBS—Alasl she has no speech- [Seeing Emilia silent.

lAGO;— In faith, too much; I find it still when I have list^ to sleep'

Marry before your ladyship, I grant, she puts her tongue a

little in her heart and chides with thinking.'^'

EMI:—You have little cause to say so.

lAGO:—Come on,^ come on, you are pictures out of doors,® bells in

your parlours,^® wild-cats^*- m your kitchens, saints in your

injuries, devils beingi^ offended, players in your housewifery, ‘“i

and housewives*^ in your beds.

DBS—O! fie*® upon thee; slanderer. !

lAGO:—Nay, it is true, or else I am a Turk *~ you rise to play, and

go to bed to work.

EMI:—You shall not write my praise.

lAGO;—No, let me not.

DBS:—What wouidst thou write of me, if thou shouldst praise me?

I4G0;—O gentle lady, do not put me to ’t;*® for, I am nothing if not

v.ritical.‘®

DES:—Come on, assay. —There’s one^** gone to the harbour?

1. Gall your patience make you som -tempered, oi irulated, ^2 I extend

ray mzimem 1 not ri’ly saLue but go so lac as to lass. 3. Tis my .

cotirtw; t 's my par'iceiai or up-bnac,inj; il at induces me to show

my iespect in ih.‘. bold mannci 4 bit
^

tnovgh ' sir, if she would

be as excessively lovi’’!.: '^o j.'ou as she is frec]uenliy talkative to me, then she

would be as I loublesome to'you as to me 5 List a desire or inclination.

6. Marry fonginally, V'irgin Mary), an interjection meaning, ‘indeed’,

‘forsooth’ 7 Chides with thinking* chides, scolds or giumbles only in thought,

not aloud. 8. Corns on. come* used as an interjection, implying rebuke or

exhortation 9 Pictures out of doors You look hke pictures (with your painted

or powdered races; when you go out. 10 Bells m your parlours very talk-

ative at home, with lour shrill voices sounding like bells. 11 Wild-cats quar-

relsome (orthievishi hke untamed cats. 12. Saint? in your injuries sancti-

monious or making a show of sanctity or excuse when you commit injuries.

13. Being; when 14 Players -- .housewifery veiy playful or negligent

in your household affairs 15. liou‘'ewives. here used in the wrong sense of

‘lustful’. 16 Fie* an exclamation denoting contempt or disgust. 17. 1 am a

Turk: I may be called a Turk; a term of repioach, meaning, a lying barbarian,

(possibly insinuating Desdemona’s marriaige with Othello, the Moor) The word

'Tmk' also means ‘an infidel’ 18. Put me to it: challenge or force me to do so

19. Critical: censorious; the meaning of the line is, I cannot do without

criticising: that is my habit’. 20. There’s one; i.e., Is thereon? or has anyone....
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iA60:~Ay, madam.
DES:~I am not merry; but I do beguile the thing I am^ by seem-

ing otherwise. Come, how wouldst thou praise me^

lAGOt— I am about it; but^ indeed, rny invention^ comes from my
pate^ as birdlime does from frize;^ it plucks out^ brains and

all; but my Muse labours, ^ and thus she is deliver’d.^ 'Tf she

be fair and wise, fairness and wit, the one’s for use,^ the other

useth^^ it.”

DES:—Well prais’d^ How, if she be black and witty^

IA60,— If she be black, and thereto have a wit,

She’ll find a white that shall her blackness fit.

DES:—Worse and worse.

EMI:—How, if fair and foolish ^

IA60:— She never yet was foolish that was fair
;

For, even her folly help’d to an heir.^i

DESc—These are old foiub- paradoxes^^ to make fools laugh i the

alehoused^ What iniseiable piaise hast thou for her thaFs fouP^

and foolish ?

lAGO:— There's none so foul and foolish theieunto,

But does^^’ foul pranks^^ which fair and wise ones dod^"^

DES:—O hcavy^^ ignorance! thou praises! the worst best. But,

what praise couldsi thou bestow on a deserving woman
indeed —one that, in the authonty-^'^ of her meut, did justly put

on the vouch^^ veiy malice-^ itself?

1. Beguile the thing I am. beguile myself oi my moody nature, i. e, while

away my time, relieve the tedium or weariness of my lime. 2 But and.

3. Invention fancy, thought, idea. 4 Pate, head 5 Birdlime irm lime or

adhesive juice (used in ensnaring small birds) that comes lushmgly or fast from
a certain plant or tree called Trjze*. lago means heie that his thoughts come
quickly or suddenly from his mind. 6 Plucks on I: eenously distmbs. 7 My
M[%se labours my capacity for poetic composition struggles. Muse was considered

the Goddess of Poetry What lago means here is that, though he v/as quick m
forming ideas, yet he lacked the ebdity to express them in pioper poetic form.

8 Thus she IS delivered m the following manner she (Muse) expresses herself;

(i.e.) thus run my poetic thoughts. 9* For use. for being used. 10. Usetb;

uses or guides. The meaning of the two lines is, If a 'woman is both beautiful

and wise, she must make use of her beauly by marrying, but she must be wise
enough to choose a proper husband!’ 'Another indirect hint to Desdemona about
her supposed wrong choice of her husband). 1 1. bhs never . heir: A fair woman
is not generally considered foolish, even if she be so, still she would be attractive

and sought after for her fair face: that is, her folly or carnal desire will

help her to beget a child (which means that she will not be lacking in the

means or the men to satisfy her passions.) 12. Fond foolish 13. Paradoxes: sayings

or sentiments which appear contradictory, abi-urd, opposed to common sense, but

are yet true, clever, double-edged sayings. 14. To make. ale-house: to

excite the laughter of fools in a tavern or drinking saloon What Desdemona
means is that such witty remarks are fit only for fools and drunkards.
15. Foul* filthy, profane, obscene. 16. But does' who does not do. 17. Pranks:

mischievous sport. 18. There do: obscenity and folly (or carnal passions) are

not the qualities of only a few women but, of all, including the fair and the wise
also* 19. Heavy: dense, gross, 20, Authority* conviction, consciousness. 21. Put on
the vouch: challenge the proof or attestation* 22 Of. from. 23. Malice, malicious
|>aople The whole sentence meam, ‘her virtues are such that she will

oouamand respect even from her opponents maliciously inclined/
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lAGO:—She that was ever fair and nevei |iroiicl, had tongue at will and
yet was never loud; never lack’d gold and yet went never gay;
fled from her wish and yet said ‘Now f may’; she that, being
anger’d, her revenge being nigh, bade her wrong stay and her
displeasure^ tiy; she that, in wisdom, never was so fiail to

change the cod’s head foi the salmon’s tail ,

2

she that could
think and ne’er disclose her mind, see suitors following and
not look behind; she was a wight,^ if ever such wight tvere,

—

DES :—To do what?

I4G0 :—^Tq suckle fools and chronicle small beer.'’-

DES —O most lame and impotent conclusion'^ Do not learn of

him, Emilia, though he be thy husband. How say you, Cassio?
Is he not a most prolane and liberal counselloi P'5

C4S :—lie speak.s home,^ madam • you may relish him raoie in the
soldier than in the scliolai f’ (Kissing his own fingers

)

lAGO:—(Aside.) He takes her by the palm . ay, we)! said,® whisper :

with as little a web^-'^ as this will I ensnare ah great a iiy as
Cassio. Ay, smile upon her, do; I will gyve^i thee m thine own
courtship. 52 You say true, Tis so, indeed. If such tricks as
these strip you out ot your lieutenantry,^^ it had been better
you had not kissed your three fingers^'' so oft, which now again
you are most apt to play the ‘sir’ in.^^ Very good , well kissed !

an excellent courtesy! ‘iis so, indeed Yet, again, your fiingers

to your lips? Would they were blisters lor your sake!'®
(A trumpet heard) The Moor! I know his trumpet.

CAS:
—

‘Tis ti'uly so.

DES :—Let’s meet him and receive Iiim
CAS:—Lo' where^'’ he cornc''’

1. Displeasure- anger. 2. Irai! .Sahnois’ tail so vank-minded as to
psefer a fool food’s head) or a a einptj’-headed coin tier to a ms n of tiue worth
(implied by the phrase ‘Salmon s tail’ which is suoposed to be the best part of

the best of iishes). Hjie, iago, in describing a deserving woman, refers to
Desdemona herself and congiatulites hei on choosing a better man (Othello)
than an empty-headed fop (Roderigo,'. 3. Widit' peison (male or female).
4. To suckle beer to bleed and suckle childien and indulge in gossip
over a glass of beei,—(fiom the practice of irriteis visiting an ale-house
and there heaiing and regislering or chronicling every small and big
event) 5. Lame and impotent couclissioa defective and weak inference.

6 Profane .counsellor, coaise fm spsech) and exliavagant in advice.
7. Speaks home talks freely, unreseivedly. 8 You maj the scholar

you may like him better as a soldier (or a rough fello-'.v) than as a scholar (or a
cultured and lefined person.) He is moie rough than refined 9. Well said : well
done. 10. As little a weh a small net fslendei material, simple or innocent
affair). 11. Gyve fetter 12. CourtsHp . courtesy, courteous behaviour (chaiac-
teristic of a courtier). 13. Lieutenautry . Office of a Lieutenant. 14 Kissed your
three fingers ; To kiss was the mode of saluting a lady 15- To play the ‘sir’ in:

to play the fine gentleman in. 16. Would they., .your sake : I wish that in, your
own interest, they were blisters or painful sores, (so that you would not have
kissed them and thereby given me a handle oi cause to concoct iny stoi-j' of your
illicit love to your ruing 17- Where . there.
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Othello, on lanchug, is oveijoyed at mooting Dssdemona.
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OTHELLO—OVERJOYED ON MEETING DESDEMONA.

0TB.'

—

O my fair warrior I’- It gives me wonder^ great as my con-

tent^ to see you here before me. O ray soul’s ]oy ’ if after

every tempest, come such calms, may the winds blow till they

have waken’d death, and let the labouring bark^ climb hills of

seas^ 01ympus-high,7 and duck^ again as low as Hell’s from
Heaven i If it were now to die, ‘twere now to be most happy,®

for, I fear^o my soul hath her content so absolute^* that not

another comforT^ to this succeeds in unknown fate.^^

DES:—The Heavens forbid but that^'^ our loves and comforts

should increase, even as our days do grow
OTH.—Amen to that, sweet powers'^^ 1 cannot speak enough of

this content; it stops me here it is too much of joy. and this,

the greatest discords be [Kissesjthat e’er our hearts shall make'^°
lAGO —(Aside) O ! you are well tun’d^® noiv, but I’ll set down the

pegs that make this music,2i as honest as I

OTH:—Come, let us to the castle. News, fi lends; our wars arc

done, the Turks are drown’d, how dots my old acquaintance of

this isle ? (To Des) Honey, you shall be ivell dcsii’d^^ in Cyprus,

I have found great love amongst them O my sweet, 1 prattle

out of fashion,^^ and I dote in mine own conilorts^s I prithee,

good lago, go to the bay, and disembark my coffers.-*' Bring
thou the master^^ to the citadel he is a good one, and his

worthiness does challenge much respect. Come, Desdemona,
once more, well met at Cyprus’ (Exit all, except lago and Roderigo:)

1 Fair wamor- woman of heroic character ; one who loves heroic deeds.

2. Wonder : happy surprise. 3. Content contentment or satisfaction, the prose

order is, ‘It gives me as great a wonder as my content;’ it means ‘1 am as much
happily surprised as I am fully satisfied'. 4 May ....death let tempests be so

violent as to cause death and destruction, if after every.. 5. Labouring bark .

ship struggling against wind and water 6 Hills of seas ; high waves 7 . Olympas-

higL as high as the Olympus. (Olympus- a mountain in • Greece, considered

sacred, and hence very popular among the ancient Greeks). 8. Duck' go

down. 9. If it happy. If 1 were to die now, I would die happily, (the reason

being indicated in the following lines). 10 i fear . I am afraid, or 1 am doubt-

ful (whether ) 11 Absolute- full or complete 12. Comfort, happiness.

T3. Fate future The general meaning of the three lines is, ‘I am afraid, or I

doubt, if I shall have such complete happiness hereafter ’ 14. The heavens

forbid but that Let God forbid for prevent) the happening of anythig except that

15. As our days do grow as we grow older 16. Anas a to that: ‘Amen is a word

used by Christians as an expression of assent geneially after p'ayers, meaning.

‘let it be so’. 17- Sweetpawers kind deities or gads. 18. It here, the excess

of my joy stops me here: or, prevents me from speaking any further. 19. And

this make: if there are to be any frictions or misunderstandings between us in

future, they must be treated (lightly,) as sweetly as these kisses. 20. Well-

tuned: well-set for music, (i.e.) weli or harmoniously agreed. 21. I’ll set ....music;

1 will add (my own) handles to this music (i. e devise means to spoil this

harmony)- 22. As honest as I am as honest as I seem or am taken to be by others

.

23. Desir'd: loved or liked. 24- I. .-..fasiion: I talk at random, (i. e.) without

method or order. 25- I dote comforts: I am excessively fond of or pleased

with my present happiness. 26. Coffsri: v.t!uab!e goods. 27, Master: Captain

of the ship. 28< Citadel . Fort.
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lAGO COMMANDINGLY SILENCES THE DOUBTS AND FEARS OF RODERIGO,
lAGO:

—

Do thou meet me presently at the harbour. Come hither.
If thou be’st valiant, ^—as, they say, base men being in love
have then a nobjlity in their natures more than is native to

them,-'—list me.3 The lieutenant to-night ivatches on the court of

guard.'^ First, I must tell thee this, Desdemona is directly in love >

with him.
ROD:—With him’ why, ’tis not possible
lAGO:—Lay thy finger thus, and let thy soul be instructed.^ Mark

me, with what violence she first loved the Moor but for® brag-
ging and telling her fantastical lies

;
and will she love him still

for prating V Let not thy discreet heart think it.® Her eye
must be fed and what delight shall she have to look on the

devil When the blood is made dull with the act of sport,^’-

there should be, again to infiamei^ ^nd to give satiety a fresh

appetite,^® loveliness in favour,^'’' sympathy m years, manners,
and beauties all which the Moor is defective in. Now, for

want of these required convenience^,^'’ her delicate tenderness
will find itself abused’’, begin toiicave the gorge,’® disrelish and
abhor the Moor

,
vciy Nauiie will instruct her in it, and com-

pel her to some second chu.ee.

Now, sir, this granted,’'-’ as it is a most piegnant and unforced
position,-® who stands so eminenlly”’ in the degree of this

fortune-- as Gassio docs a knave very voluble no turther

conscionable than in putting on the mere form of civil and
humane seeming,-*’ ior the better compassing of his salt and
most hidden-loose affection why, none, why, none* a slip-

per and subtle knave,-® a finder-out of occasions,
1. Valiaiit bold. 2 As . . them as love-sick persons, under the im-

pulse of their lo-ve, are believed to display courage which they do not generally

possess. 3. List me listen to me 4 < On .gaarrl on the court-yard

where sentries are mustered. 5. La/., instructed lay your fingers thus (i.e.

on thy mouth) and be quiet ; and listen and learn from me 6 But for only

for or, only because of. 7. Prating after this word, ‘ fantastical lies ’ are

understood. 8 Discreet heart think it . knowing or discerning rnmd think so.

9 Fed' feasted or satisfied (with pleasanter objects) 10. Oevil

generally painted black; it refers here to Othello’s dark color 11. When
. . ..sport • when the emotion, being satisfied with sport or exercise, cools

down. 12. Inflame rouse 13. To give - appitit'i . to give the cooled-down
or satisfied emotion a new zest or relish, I'l.e ) to rouse the craving again.

14. Loveliness in favour attiacLiveness in lace. 15 Sympathy ... .beauties:

agreement in age, in manners and in graces or excellences of the body and mind.
16. Required conveniences : requisites or necessary things 17. Her ....abused'

her fine nature will feel itself wrongly treated 18 Begin .. , gorge' com-
mence to turn or upset her stomach as if to vomit , (i.e.) she will feel sick and
tired of him. 19 This granted : this being admitted. 20. Pregnant.. . ...position :

(pregnant ; full of reason; unforced position • simple or natural ground), a plain

and natural thing. 21. Lminently: prominently. 22. In fortune: in the

highest step of this good luck. 23. Voluhte : talkative and fickle. 24. No .....

seeming: (who has) no greater or truer conscience than to appear to be polite

and sympathetic. 25. For the......affection ; for the easier attainment of bis

secretly-iicentious carnal passions. 26. A slipper. ........knave ; a shaky or

unreliable and cunnii^ rascal.
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that has an eye can stamps and counterfeit^ advantages,^ though

true advantage never present itself Besides, the knave is hand-

some, young, and hath all these requisites in him that folly

and green minds look after a pestilent complete knave
,
and

the woman hath found him already.

ROD:—I can’t believe that in her, she’s full of most blessed condition.^

lAGO:—Blessed figs’s end the wine she Jnnks is made of grapes ^
if she had been blessed, she would never have loved the Moor ;

blessed pudding Didst thou not see tier paddle® with the palm
of his hand ? Didst not mark that ?

ROD.— Yes, that I did
;
but that was but courtesy.

lAGO.—Lechery, by this hand ' an index and obscure prologue

to the history of lust and tout thoughts They met so near with
their lips, that their bieaihs embraced togethei. Villanous

thoughts, Eodengo ! when these mutuahties s.. marshal the

the way, hard at hand comes the mastei and main exercise,

the incorjioratc conclusion I’lsh'S' But, -.u', be you ruled by
me J have brought 3'ou from Venice Watch yuu to-night ,

for the command, I’ll lay ’t upon you. Cassiu knows you not- I'll

not be far from you do you find suine occasion to anger Cassio,

either by speaking too loud, or tainting his discipline or fiom
what other course you please, which the time shall more favoura-
bly minister Sir, he is rash and very sudden in choler, 20 and
haply may strike at you provoke him, that he may

;
for, even

out of that, will I cause these of Cyprus to mutiny, whose qualifi-

cation shall come into no true taste again but by the displanting
of Cassio.2^ So shall you have a shorter journey^s to your
desires by the means I shall then have to prefer^^ them

;
and the

impediments-^ most profitably removed, without the which
there were no expectation of our prosperity.

ROD:—I Will do thiSj if I can bring it to any opportunity.
lAGO :—I warrant thee. Meet me by and by at the citadel * I

must fetch his necessaries ashore. Farewell. [Exit.

1. Stamp mint or forge or make. 2. Counterfoil fabricate a thing m
imitation of a true one. 3. That has itself that has a mmd which can
create incidents, which look like, but are not, real opportunities ; (i e.) if he
cannot meet a real advantage, he can cieate one '^to suit his purpose).
4. Folly after foolish and raw or inexperienced persons look to oi seek after.

5} Blessed condition a happy and free disposition. 6 Fi^*s end : rubbish,
or a worthless thing. 7 The wins grapes she uses the same kind of wine as
others do, (i. e,) she is no better off m her hhes and dishkes than others

,

(therefore, she is not of most blessed condition) 8. Pudding nonsense (origi-

nally, soft food intended for sick persons). 9. Paddle : play 10. By this

hand : a mode of swearing, 11. Index* the contents of a book, indicating
what follows; an indirect reference* 12* Obscure prologue . a dim or indirect
preface. 13. History course of. 14. Mutualities; mutual relations or dea-
lings between the two. 15. Marshal the way lead or point to the way.
16. Hard., .Exercise * near by comes the chief or the only inference. 17. In-

corporate . inevitable. 18. Pish an expression of contempt. 19. Tainting his
discipline t disobeying his ouleis 20. Choler; anger. 21. Wlnse Cassio* the sub-
siding of wkeh '5,e. the mutiny,^ will not be possible unless Cassio is removed.
22, Shorter journey : shortev-cui. 23. Prefer them ; ‘them’ here is superilous*
24* The impediment : the verb ‘wiU then be' is
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lAGO’S SOLILOQUY.

I4fi0:—That cassio loves her, I do v/ell believe it, that she loves him,
‘tis apt,^ and of great credit ~ the Moor,—howbeit that I endure
him not,3—IS of a constant, loving, noble nature, and I dare
think he’ll prove to Desdemona a most dear husband. Now, I

do love her too, not out of absolute lust,—though peradventure
I stand accountant for as great a sin,'^—but partly led to diet

ray revenge, 5 for that,® I do suspect the lusty Moor hath leap’d
into my seat;^ the thought whereof® doth, like a poisonous
mineral,'^ gnaw my inwards,^® and nothing can or shall content
my soul^^ till I am even’d with him, wife for wife;’-^ or, failing

so, yet that I put the Moor at least into a jealousy so strong tha't

judgment cannot cure.^® Which thing to do, if this poor trash
of Venice, whom I trash for his quick hunting, stand the putting-
on, I’ll have our Michael Cassio on the hip;^'' abuse himi® to the
Moor in the rank garb,^®— and I fear Cassio with my night-cap
too,*^—make the Moor thank me, love me, and reward me for

making him egregiously^® an ass and practising upon his peace
and quiet even to madness.

‘Tis here,20 but yet confus’d ,
21 knavery’s plain face is never seen

till used .22 [Exit.

1. Apt: proper. 2. Great credit* greatly credible or believable. 3 How-
beit .not ; however much I dislike him. 4. Thongb sm though perhaps
I too am to be accounted or regarded as gieat a sinner as others. 5. Led .

revenge . induced to feed or satisfy my revenge or revengeful spirit. (He means
that he loves Desdemona mainly to make her a means whereby he could satisfy

his ver^eful spirit, by accusing her of misconduct and thereby inflaming
Othello against her.) 6 For that for that purpose

;
(i e.) the pur-

pose of satisfying his revenge. 7. Hath seat ; has used my bed (i e ) my
wife. (Refer to his speech m Act I ; Sc 3.—‘And it is

’ thought abroad that

‘twixt my sheets he has done my office*.) 8. Wherof , of which* 9.. Mineral *

substance. 10. Gnaw my inwards: eat into my vitals; (i.e.) burn my heart.

11. Content my soul, satisfy me. 12* Till.. ....wife : till I have evene<l(or made
matters even or equal) with him, by using his wife as he has used mine. 13 Or

.cure or, even if I fail to do so, (i.e., to use his wife), still I shall at least

excite his jealousy (against her) so strongly that it cannot be cured (abated) even
by calm reflection or thought. 14. Which thing on the hip : the Prose order
is. ‘ To do which thing, i‘ll......lnp, if (only) this.... putting on-* The meaning
is, ‘ To achieve that object, I must have Cassio in my grip (power), provided
this worthless Venetian (Rodengo) whom I restrain (hold in) from his

thoughtless rush (against Desdemona) stands (or is able to act up to or follow)
my instigation. 15. Abuse him. condemn him (Cassio), 16. In the rank garb .

in the coarsest dress or style. \ 7* And 1 .too : for, 1 suspect that Cassio too
has misconducted himself with my wife. (He refers to Cassio having kissed
Emilia out of courtesy, soon after her landing in Cyprus) Night-cap, means,
night-dress in which a husband sleeps with his wife. 18. Egregiously

:

thoroughly. 19 Practicing madness: working upon his peaceful mind (so as
to confound it) and making him mad. 20. *Tis here: the plans are here (i.e.

head). 21. Confused, not clear. 22. Knavery 's......used : the plans of a
Villain are not seen (known to others) till they ara actually put into action.



(Pic. 17.)
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Scene II, A .Street.

A HERALD, DELIVERING OTHELLO’S PROCLAMATION OF HOLIDAY, ETC,

HER:—It IS Othello’s pleasuie, our noble and valiant General,

that,—upon certain tidings now arrived, importing^ the mere .

perdition^ of the Turkish fleet,—every man put himself into

triumph some to dance, some to make bonfires, each man
to what sport and revels his addiction leads him for, besides

these beneficial news, it is the celebration of his nuptial. So

much was his pleasure should be proclaimed.® All offices^ are

open, and there is full liberty of feasting from this present hour

of five till the bell have told® eleven. Heaven bless the isle of

Cyprus and our noble General, Othello !

1. Importing touching or concerning. 2. The mere perdition, the utter

destruction. 3 Put ... triumph • celebrate the victory, by having a holiday.

4. Bonfires illumination. 5- Each him let each man take to such sports

and enjoyments as his inclination guides him. 6. So ..proclaimed . Prose order

and meaning, (It) was his pleasure (that) so much should be proclaimed

(announced oi made known). 7. Offices : public buildings, or the rooms in

the castle where refreshments are served, 8. Told • struck.
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lago, for his own nefarious ends, seduces Cassio to drinJr.

(1) 1’ ools succumb to the evil suagestions
aaa_oonvevii their merry-making into misery-making !

(2) 0, what unseen dangers lurk in intoxicating drugs

oi thoir companions

(Pie 18.)
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Sc. III. A Hall in the Castle.

OTH Good Michael, look you to the guard to-night: let’s teach

ourselves that honourable stop* not to outspoit discretion.^

CAS:—lago hath direction what to do. but, notwithstanding, with
my personal eye will I look to’t.

OTH:—lago is most honest. Michael, good night, to-morrow, with
your earliest,^ let me have speech with you. (To Des) Come,
my dear love, the purchase made, the fruits are to ensue, that

profit’s yet to-come ’twixt me and you. [Exit 0th. Des. &c.

[iago DOW enters and tempts Cassio with two baits, Woman and Wine.] * ~

CAS Welcome, lago, we must to the watch.

IAGO;—Not this hour. Lieutenant; ‘tis not yet ten o’ the clock.

Our general cast us^ thus early for the love of his Desdemona,
who® let us not therefore blame

;
he hath not yet made wanton

the nighH with her; and she is sport for Jove-

CAS—She’s a most exquisite® lady.

IAGO:—And, I’ll warrant her, full of game.
CAS—Indeed, she is a most fresh and delicate creature.

IAGO.—What an eye she has! Methinks, it sounds a parley to

provocation.
CAS:—An inviting eye; and yet, methinks, right modest.
IAGO:—And when she speaks, is it not an alarum to love?

CAS:—She is indeed perfection.

IAGO:—Well, happiness to their sheetsi®' Come, Lieutenant, I have
a stoup^® of wine, and here, without, are a brace*^ of Cyprus
gallants^2 that would fain^® have a measure to the health of black
Othello.

CAS.—Not to-night, good Iago I have very poor and unhappy
brains for drinking: I could well wish that courtesyii would
invent some other custom of entertainment.

IAGO.—O' they are our friends; but one cup I’ll drink for you.
CAS —I have drunk but one cup to-night, and that was craftily

qualified^® too, and behold, what innovation^® it makes here: I

am unfortunate in the infirmity, and dare not task*^ my weak-
ness with any more.

IAGO:— What, man! ’tis a night of revels; the gallants desire it.

CAS:—Where are they? I’ll do ’t; but it dislikes me. [Exit.

] Let’s. . . stop let us know how far we can wisely go. 2. Not .. .

discretion not to exceed the proper limit shown by Reason 3. With your

earliest: at your eailiest convenience 4. The., ensue when once a bargain

has been made and the thing obtained, one must look to its best use. e j ‘We
are already mairied, and we shall now spend sometime in enjoyment.’ 5. Cast

us: sent us away. 6 Who- whom, •'’referring lo Othello.'* 7 Made wanton the

night: made the night wanton or playful m lustful sport. 8. Exquisite:

fine, refined or excellent. 9. Sheets, bed 10 Stoup- aflask of wine. 11. Brace:

couple. 12. Gallants: brave men. 13. Fain* willingly. 14. Courtesy: rules

of hospitality. 15. Craftily qualified: secretly diluted with water, &c. 16. Innovation

change (giddiness). 1 7. Task: tax or burden,
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lAGO’S SOLILOQUY.

lAGO:— (1) If I can fasten^ but one cup upon him, with that which
he hath drunk to-night already, he’ll be as full of quarrel and
offence as my young mistress’ dog^ (2) Now, my sick^ fool

Rodengo, whom Love has turn'd almost the wrong side out,"^ to

Desdemona hath to-night carous’d^ potations® pottle-deep, and,

he's to ivatch. (3) Three lads of Cyprus, noble® swelling

spirits,® that hold their honours in a waiy distance,^®—the very
elements^^ of this warlike isle,—have I to-night fluster’d with
flowing cups ,

^2 and fJiQy i^atch too. (4) Now, ’mongst this

flock of drunkards, am I to put our Cassio m some action that

may oft'end the isle. But, here they come! If consequence do
but approve my dream, my boat sails freely, both with wind
and stream. [Cas. Mon. &c., enter and drink.

CAS:—'Fore God, they have given me a rouse already.

MON;—Good faith, a little one; not past a pint, a« I am a soldier.

lAGO:

—

Some wine, ho!

(Sings.) And let me the canakin* clink, clink; a can or mug.
And let me the canakin clink:

A Eoldiev’e a man;
A life’s but a span;

Why, then, let a soldier drink.

CAS;—’Fore God, an excellent song!

lAGO;—I learned it in England, where indeed they are most potent,

in potting,I® your Dane, your German, and your swag-bellied^^

Hollander— drink, ho!—are nothing to your English
O sweet England! (Sings)

(1) King Stephen was a worthy peer,* *Noble-man
His breeches cost him but a crown, * *5 Shillings

He held* them sixpence all too dear, *Regarded
With that, he call’d the tailor lown.* *Fool

(2) He was a wight* of high renown, *Person

And thou art but of low degree.

'Tis pride that pulls the country down,is

Then, take thme auld cloak about thee.- 1

9

1 . Fasten: force. 2. Dog an animal that is easily excited and barks at strangers,

3. Sick; love-sicki 4. Turn’d out; cbanged his wits in a wrong direction.

5. Carous’d: freely drunk, 6. Potations drafts. 7. Pottle deep, a pottle is

a pot containing four pints, (‘pottle-deep' is ‘the whole of the pot.’ 8 Notle’

belonging to nobility, 9. dwelling spirits high and excitable tempers 10. That...

...distance, that prudently regard their personal honor or respect far above
the Common people. II. The very elements; the very excitable spirits, (like

(ire and water when blown upon by wind;. 12. Fusler’d .....cups, intoxicated
with many cups. 13. If. ... dream: if the result is as I plan 14 My boat. .. .

stream 1 get on with lavourable circumstances 15. A life ...drink one’s life

being short, one must enjoy onese ;) whenever one can, more so, a soldier
whose life IS exposed to dangers) 16 Patent in potUng powerful (or profuse) in

drinking. 17. bwag-bellied. big-belhed. 18. ’Tis ..down it is the pride of
birth which creates caste and class distinctions, making people exclusive, and
which finally ruins a country. 19 Then, thee- therefore, (give up your assumed
dignity) and wear the old simple dress (and be homely).
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CASSIO IS NOW DRUNK AND GOES OUT,

CAS Why, this is a more exquisite i song than the other.

IA60 :—Will you hear’t again ?

CAS No
;
for, I hold him to be unworthy of his place that does

those things.2 Well, God’s above all
;
and there be souls must be

saved, and there be souls must not be saved.

IA60 :“It’s true, good Lieutenant.

CAS For mine own part—no offence to the general, nor any man
of quality,—I hope to be saved.

lAGO And so do I too. Lieutenant.

CAS Ay ;
but, by your leave, not before me

;
the Lieutenant is to

be saved before the Ancient. Let’s have no more of this; let’s

to our affairs. God forgive us our sms ! Gentlemen, let’s look
to our business. Do not think, genlemen, f am drunk

;
this is

my Ancient
;
this is my right hand, and this is my left hand. I

am not drunk now
,

I can stand well enough, and speak well
enough ^

ALL :—Excellent well.

CAS:—Why, very well, then: you must not think, then, that I am
drunk- (Exit. Roderigo appears, but is sent after Cas.)

MON To the platform, masters
;
come, let’s set the watch.'*'

IAG0:-You see this fellow that is gone before; he is a soldier fit

to stand by Caesar and give direction
;
and do but see his vice;^

’tis to his virtue a just equinox,** the one as long as thefother
;

’tis pity of him. I fear the trust Othello puts him in, on .some
odd time of his infirmity, will shake this island.^

MON But, IS he often thus ?

lAGO ’Tis ever more the prologue to his sleep He’ll watch the
horologe'^ a double set,’° if drink rock not his cradle.i^

MON ;—It were well the General were put in mind of if. *-2 Per-
haps he sees it not

;
or, his good nature prizes the virtue that

appears in Cassio, and looks not on his evils. Is not this true ?

1. Exquisite exceedingly fine. 2. Those things, such as drinking, feasting

etc,, 3. These are the half-senseless and unconnected utterances of a man
under the influence of liquor. 4. Set the watch- post the sentries. 5. He...vice.

he is a gi eat soldier, yet he is given to this vice. 6 Equinox Equinox is the
time when the Sun is so placed in the heavens that the day and night

are of equal length here it means, ‘counter-part, or equal.' 7. I Island. I

am afraid that the confidence that Othello has in him (in respect of important
duties) will at any moment of his (Cassio’s) weakness, create trouble in this

island, 8. Tis ....sleep- it is all the more an index or indication of his negli-

gence through sleep; that is, whenever he drinks, he loses his senses and
becomes unconscious. (What lago means is that if Cassio goes on like this,

he will naturally neglect his duties.) 9. Horologue: a time-piece or hour-glass.

to. Double-set: doubly or twice as much, 11. He'll cradle, if, by drinking

he does not sleep, he .will keepi awake and.watch dowble time (i.e.) day and
night. 12, Put in mind of it: informed of it.
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Dir.nkcn Caasio is soon jnvolved In a fighi with Eoderigo and otheig.

lago asks Eoderigo to go out and cry a mutiny*

"When^ Drink in, Wits are out*

(Pic* 19.)
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Drunken Cassio is soon involved in a fight with Roderlgo and others;

lago goes out and Cries a Mutiny.

IA60'

—

(Aside to him ) How now, Rodengo! I pray you, after the
Lieutenant; go. [Exit Roderigo

MON:—And, ‘tis great pity that the noble Moor should hazard^
such a place as his own second with one of an ingraft^ infirmity.

It were an honest action to say so to the Moor,

lAGO;—Not I, for this fair island ^ I do love Cassio well, and would
do much to cure him of this evil But harki what noise^
(Cry within,) ‘Help’ Help!’ [Re-Enter Cassio, driving in Roderigo.

CAS:—You rogue! you rascal!

M0N:~What’s the matter. Lieutenant?

CAS;—A knave teach me my duty!'^ I’ll beat the knave into a twiggen
bottle 3

ROD:—Beat me'

CAS—Dost thou prate, rogue? [Striking Roderigo.

MON.—(Staying him.) Nay, good Lieutenant; I pray you, sir, hold
your hand.

CAS.—Let me go, sir, or I’ll knock you o’er the mazzard.^

MON;—Come, come, you’re drunk.

CAS.—Drunk! [They fight.

lAOO.— (Aside to Roderigo.) Away, I say; go out, and cry a mutiny.
Nay, good Lieutenant! Alas, gentlemen! [Exit Roderigo.

Help, ho' Lieutenant! sir', Montano' sir'.

Help, masters! Here’s a goodly watch indeed!^ (Bell rings.)

Who’s that that lings the bell?,—Diablo,® ho!,

—

The town will rise; God’s wdll! Lieutenant! hold.
You will be sham’d for ever ® [Enter Othello and Attendants.

OTH.—What iS the matter here?

MON:—Zounds' I bleed still; I am hurt to the death.

OTH;—Hold, for your lives!^°

lAGO:—Hold, ho, Lieutenant! Sir! Montano! gentlemen! have you
forgot all sense of place and duty? Hold! the General speaks
to you; hold, for shame !’'

1 . Hazard risk or entrust. 2. Ingraft : ingrafted ; rooted or inborn.
3. Not island . I shall not do so, even if I got this beautiful island for my
reward A knave.. -..duty ; here is a knave who has the impertinence to teach
me my duty. 5. Twiggen- made of twigs, covered with wicker-grass. The
meaning of the line is : i will beat him so severely as to make him appear like
a twiggen-bottle, (i.e.) with marks all over. 6. Mazzard : head- 7. Here's
indeea : Is this the kind of watch or guard they are keeping? 8. Diablo . devil,
confusion (death and darkness). 9. Hold... ...ever : stop, or, you will be
disgraced for ever. 10. Hold lives : stop, on pain of de?:th. 11. Forsbaini’,
jf you Lave shame; it is shameful.

8
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The To%vn Is alaimcd aL the mutiny
;
the tumult biings to the scene

Othello who is angry and bent on quelling the disoider.

raii.c> ‘I'o ''Psy to cruuo hut hard to quell.

rPio, 20.)
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The Town is Alarmed: OtheOo is angry and demands exflauation.

OTH-—Why, how now, ho> from whence anseth tbis'^ Are we
turn’d Turks, and to ourselves do that which Heaven hath forbid
the Ottomites?! For Christian shame, ^ put by^ this barbarous
brawl; he that stirs next, to carve for'* his own rage, holds his
soul light, ^ he dies upon his motion. Silence that dreadful bell:

It frights the isle from her propriety ^ What is the matter,
masters? Honest lago, that look’st dead with grieving,^ speak,
who began this? On thy love, I charge thee.

lACO —I do not know; friends all but now', even now', in quarter^
and in terms^ like bride and groom devesting them for bed;!*^

and then, but nowq— as if some planet had unwitted —
swords out, ^3 and tilting-3 one at other’s bieast, in opposition
bloody I cannot speak any beginning to tins peevish odds,^"
and would, in action gloiious I had lost those legs that brought
me to a part of it!^^

OTH:—How' comes it, Michael, you are thus forgot?^'"'

CAS-—I pray you, pardon me; I cannot speak
OTH-—Worthy Montano, you were wont be cuil,^^ the gravity and

stillness of your youth the world hath noted, and your name is

great in mouths ot wusest censure.^3 What’s the mat'tei, that you
unlacc^o your reputation thus, and spend your lich opinion for

the name of a night-brawler?3i Give me answer to it.

MON.—Worthy Othello, I am hurt to danger; your officer, lago,

can inform you, (w’hile I spare speech which something now'
offends me)32 of all that I do know, nor know I aught by me
that’s said or done amiss this night, unless self-chanty be some-
times a vice,’’3 and to defend ourselves it^^ be a sm w'hen violence
assails us

I. Are we • Otlomites Have we become Turks (barbaiians; and taken
to quarrelling among ouiselves wbicb even tbey, for fear of God, do not do'’

2. For Christian sfeame it is a disgiace foi a Clinstian 3 Put by stop. 4. Jo

carve for to indulge in. 5 He that light be that moves nest to join the
quarrel to satisfy his personal feelings of angei or spite, will do so at

- the risk of his life. 6. Propriety . proper or peaceful condition. 7. Dead with

grieving overcome -with sorrow. 8. Quarter concord or harmony. 9. Terms,
expression'-. 10 Friends. . ..bed • they were friends till now, as peaceful and
amiable as a newly married couple. 11. As if men. as if the influence
of some evil star had umvilted men (i e.) deprived them of their senses, or made
them mad. 12. Swords out: They are •'vith their) swords out. 13. 'filting:

striking. 14. Peevish odds foolish quarrel 1 5. And would . it and I wish I

had rather lost my legs in some heroic fight, than have used them to come here
to this scene of quarrel. 16 You •• forgot you have forgotten yourself .’ (i.e)

you have lost your self-control. 1 7. Wont be civil used or accustomed to bs
calm. (‘Civil’ as opposed to ‘martial disposition’ I 18. The gravity noted; you
are known abroad as a grave and quiet young man 19. Your censure :

you are spoken w'cli of even by wise judges or critics. (Censure: opinion or
judgment) 20- Unlace, undo, lose or destroy. 21 Spend... .opinion- Waste or

lose that good opinion. 22. While I , ...me ; as 1 do not wish to speak owing to

certain scruples or delicate feelings which forbid me from pleading my own
cause- 23, Unless vice - unless it be a wicked thing to entertain charity, love
or kindness to one’s self. 24. H

:
put in for the sake of metre, otherwise

unnecessary.
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Othello comes on the scene, enquires, and on lago’s report, dismisses

Cassio.

Even Great Minds get panic-stricken inTimes of tumnlt and danger.

23 .)
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Seeing Othello angry, lago explains and incriminates Cassio, who is dismissed.

OTH.—Now, by Heaven, my blood begins my safer guides to

rule;i and passion, having my best judgment collied,^ assays to

lead the way. If I once stir, or do but lift this arm, the best of

you shall sink in my rebuke.^ Give me to know how this foul

rout'^ began, who set it on, and he that is approv’d^ in this

offence, though he had twinn’d*' with me—both at a birth—shall

lose me. What ! in a town of war,^ yet wild,^ the people’s hearts

brimful of fear, to manage® private and domestic quarrel, in

night, and on the court and guard of safety’^® ‘Tis monstrous!

lago, who began ’t?

MON:—If partially afiin’d, or leagu’d in office, thou dost deliver

more or less than truth, thou art no soldier.

lAGO:—Touch me not so near: I had rather have this tongue cut

from my mouth than it should do offence to Michael Cassio;

yet, I persuade myself, to speak the truth shall nothingi^ wrong
him. Thus it is. General! Montano and myself being in

speech, there comes a fellow crying out for help, and Cassio

following with determin’d sword to execute upon him.'^ Sir,

this gentleman steps in to Cassio and entreats his paiise;^'*^

myself the crying fellow did pursue, lest by his clamour,—as it so

fell out,—the town might fall m fright; he, swift of foot, outran

my purpose, and I return’d the rather for that'® I heard the

clink and tall of swords, and Cassio high in oath which, till

to-night, I ne’er might say before.J^ When I came back,—for

this was brief,— I found them close together, at blow and thrust,

even as again they were when you yourself did part them. More
of this matter can I not report: but men are men; the best some-

times forget: though Cassio did some little wrong to him,^® as

men in rage strike those that wish them best, yet surely, Cassio,

I believe, receiv d from him that fled, some strange indignity’^®

which patience could not pass.

OTH:—I know, lago, thy honesty and love doth mince^o this matter,

making it light to Cassio. Cassio, I love thee; but never more

be officer of mine. (Enter Des.-) Look, if my gentle love be not

rais’d up! (To Cas.) I’ll make thee an example. [Exit with Des.

1. My blood to rule . my anger begins to overcome or prevail over my
safer guides, such as patience and calmness of judgment. 2. Collied, blackened

as coal, darkened or obscured. 3. Rebuke • punishment. 4. Foul rout ; wicked

riot or quarrel- 5. Approved : proved to be guilty. 6. Twinned ; lived as a twin

brother. 7. Town of war • garrisoned town, ready for defence against an attack.

8. Yet wild : still excited. 9. To manage: to bring about. 10, On the court......

safety: "on the very spot and guarding place of safely." 11. Partially affin'd:

partly related. Leagu’d; connected 12. Notning. not. 13. With determined

sword to execute upon him . with sword determined to execute or carry out his

revenge upon him 14 Entreats his pause . requests him to stop. 15. Outran my

E

urpose, i.e., the purpose of catching him. i6, For that because. 17. Which

efore : which I could not say of him before 18, To him : meaning Montano,

19. Indignity : disgrace, insult. 20. Mince this matter ; make little or light of

this i^fur.
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cassio and iago.—on reputation, drink, remedy.
lAGO —What' are you hurt. Lieutenant?
CAS :—Ay, past ali surgery.^

IA60:—Marry, Heaven forbid'

CAS:— Reputation, reputation, reputation! O! I have lost my
reputation. I have lost the immortal part of myself,2 and v;hat

remains is bestial.^ My reputation, Iago, my reputation!

IAGO.—As I am an honest man, I thought you had received some
bodily wound, there is more sense'^ in that than in reputation.

Reputation is an idle and most false imposition,^ oft got without
merit, and lost without deserving. You have lost no reputation

at all, unless you repute*^ yourself such a loser What, man !

there are ways to recover^ the General again, you are but now
cast in his mood,^ a punishment more in policy than in malice,^

even so as one would beat his offenceless dog to affright an

imperious lion Sue to him again, and he is yours-
CAS:—I wull rather sue to be despised than to deccive'-i so good a

commander with so slight, so druahen and so indiscieet an
officer. Diunk ! and speak parrot'^-' and squabble, swagger,

swear, and discourse fustian with one's own sliadcw O thou
invisible spirit of wine! if thou hast no name to be known by
let us call thee devil

!

IAGO.—What was he that you followed with your sword? What
had he done to you?

CAS.—I know not. I remember a mass of things, but nothing

distinctly; a quarrel, but nothing wherefore.^'^ O God! that men
should put an enemy in their mouths to steal away their

brains;^^ that we should with joy, plcasance,"*' revel and
applause, transform ourselves into beasts '

IAGO:—Why, but you are now well enough; how came you thus

recovered?
CAS:—It hath pleased the devil drunkenness lO give place to the

devil wrath; one unperfectness shows me another, to make me
frankly despise myself,

I. Surgery medical aid. 2, The ...myself my moral character whicli will

last longer than my body. 3. Bestial animalic. (Referring to the body without

the higher human virtuesX 4. Sense, meaning (some editors use ‘offence'

instead of this word;. 5 I^le imposition a useless and wrong creation of

society, (imposition that which has been imposed or fastened upon). 6- Repute:

think or fancy. (Iago is playing upon the different meanings of the word ‘Repute.’)

7. Recover: get back (the favour of) 8. Cast in his mood dismissed by him in

a fit of anger. 9. A punishment malice a punishment which is more for

discipline than out of any real ill-will- 10. Elen so .....hon just as one would
beat an innocent dog in order to frighten an angiy lion. (Cassio’s punishment is

compared to the beating of a dog; and the public to the lion). II. Rather......

deceive: rather continue to be hated than to cause further disappointment

to, etc., 12. Speak parrot- speak idly (referring to the nonsensical words of a

drunken man.) 13. Discourse shadow: talk fustian or nonsense with oneself.

14. Wherefore: of the cause. 15. That men .. ..hrains; that people should put in

their mouths liquor which proves an enemy to them and deprives them of their

senses. 16. Pleasance: merry-making. 17. One myself; one weakness of mine
leads me on to another, only to cause me to hate my self.
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Uao SUGGESTS A WAY TO CASSIO TO REGAIN THE FAVOR OF OTHELLO.

lAGO;—Come, you are too severe a moraler.^ as the time, the

place, and the condition of this country stands, I could heartily

wish this had not befallen, but, since it is as it is, mend it for

your own good.

CAS:—If I ask him for my place again, he shall tell me I am a
drunkard! Had I as many mouths as Hydra,^ such an answer
would stop them all. To be now a sensible man, by and by a
fool, and presently a beast! O strange ! Every inordinate cup^
is unblessed'^ and the ingredient^ is a devil.

lAGO.—Come, come, good wine is a good familiar oreature, it it be
well used; exclaim no more against it. And, good Lieutenant, I

think you think I love you.

CAS:—I have well approved® it, sir. I, drunk !

1AG0-—You or any man living may be drunk at some time, man.
I’ll tell you what you shall do. Our General’s wife is now the
general: 1 may say so in this respect, for that he hath devoted
and given up himself to the contemplation, mark and denote-
ment^ of her parts and graces- confess yourself freely to her,
importune® her; she’ll help to put you in your place again. She
is of so free, so kind, so apt, so blessed a disposition, that she
holds it a vice® m her goodness not to do more than she is

requested. This broken jointio between you and her husband,
entreat her to splinter;^^ and, my fortunes against any lay worth
naming,^2 crack of^® your love shall grow stronger than it

was before.

CAS:—You advise me well.

lAGO:— I protest,!^ in the sincerity of love and honest kindness.
CAS;-~I think it freely;’® and betimes’® m the morning I will
beseech the virtuous Desdemona to undertake’^ for me. 1 am
desperate of my fortunes, if they check me here.’®

lAGO:—You are in the right. Good night. Lieutenant; I must to
the watch.

eSA:—Good night, honest lago! [Exit Cassio.

1« Moraler: a moralist or morahser; one who preaches philosophy. 2. Hydra,
amonstCT fin Greek mythology) with many heads, (what Cassio means is,
Lven ifl had several tongues to plead my came with’). 3. Inordinate cap: a
glass of liquor taken in excess. 4. Unblessed- cursed 5. Ingredient content
(of the cup). 6. App proved, (I it: I have it already well proved).
/. JiBnotement* noUng. 8. Imporlune: implore or beg, 9. Vice defect. 10. Broken
joint, breach in friendship, II* bplinteri to put a broken bone in splinter or
pieces of wood so as to set and heal the bone; here it means, mend. 12, My

^ J^eadily stake my fortunes by any wager or bet tliTt is worthy*JX Ims crack..**..love: rhis love, now cracked, but when mended, shall grow...*
14. Protest’ declare or affirm so. 15. 1 think it trealy. I accept your advice fully.
15 Betimes: early. 17* Uirderlake: to do (this task." 18. I if in
Whs I do not succeed, I vM become desperate^
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If:!So*s SoliloqHy,

IA60.—And wIidtT licA then, tliat says I play the villain?

When this aJvcc is irce i "ive and honest,-

ProbaP to ihinhing, and indeed the course
To win tlie Mi or a.x^ain? For, ’iis most easy

The inchnmg Desdemona to subdue'^

In any honest suit, ohe’s fram’d as fruitful

As the free elements ^ And then, foi her

To win the Moor, were’t renounce his baptism,^

All seals and symbols o{ ledeemed sin,^

His soul IS so enlctterTF to her love,

That she may make, uiiraake, do what she list,

Even as her appelhc" shall play the ^od
With’^’ his weak function How am 1 then a villain

To counsel Cassio to tins paiailch- course,

Directly to his imoJ'" DiVinily ol hell

When devils will tiic blaciiesL sms pal on
They do sugf^jcst at hi ,L willi hcavci ly shows,’-*

As 1 do no o’, for uhne this Jioucsf fool

Plies’’’ Desdemoua to lOpau lui ioi tunes.

And she for him pleads strorgly to the Moor,
I’ll poui this pet.tilcnce''^ into his car

That she repeals’’' hnniorlKi body’s lust;

And, by how much she strives to do him good.

She shall undo her eiediL with the Moor.’’’

So will I turn her virtue into pitch,-’’

And out of her own goodness-*- make the net

That shall enmesh them all.

1. WhatsKa who IS lie- 2. When honest the prose order is, when
this advice I gi/e 13 hee and honest 3. Probal to thinking probable to thiiAing

i. e. sensible oi ad.i'issible tbojght. 4 To subdue to subdue the inclining

Desdemona- (i.e } t-> induce oi to enlisi. the support of the already favourably

disposed Desdeiioni. 5. Shj s . ..eleiaoutu' by her nature she is as bounteous

or geneious as tiio .dr. lain, ligiiL ere. 6. Were't . .baptism, even if he were

to give up his C'-'iisUan lei'.gion. (Bapas'n a ceremony when water is applied

to confiim one’s leiigion 1. 7. All seals .. sins all the marks of Christianity.

(Redeemed si.i sin ol Irimanity ledeeined or taken away by Chiist by his

death, fi e j Ciuisaan Salvation;. 8 *.nfeu2r’d bound. 9. Appetite passion.

10. Shall . Viith shall contro. or doininaie, 11. Weak function weak faculties.

12. Parallel: a cuu.oC launi-ig paiallel to his own good, not circuitous but

plain; not opposed, liTal or favouiable. 13. Oivinity of hell- god of hell or

Satan 14. Whin on: when the devils (wicked persons) will put sins

(i.e ) will plan to comnu the wo st cn nes 15 They do shows: to begin

with, they suggest oi show their plans to be heavenly—conducive to good, or

excellent 16. Plies continuously implores. 17. Pestilence’ poison (of

jealousy). 18 Repaai. lecalls. 19. And by Moor: and the more she tries

to do good to iiim (C issioj, the more will she lose her own credit with the Moor.
20. Pitch: blacii suto.uuce like melted tai lago here means, ‘I will change her

virtue or chastity into the blackest vice of unchastity.’ 21. Goodness: free and,

open nature.
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(To RodO Hqw now, Roderigo !

ROD;— I do follow here in the chase, not like a hound that hunts,
but one that fills up the cry.^ My money is almost spent: I have
been to-night exceedingly well cudgelled, ^ and I think the issue

will be,— 1 shall have so much experience for my pains, ^ and
so, with no money at all and a little more wit, return again to

Venice.

lAGO:—How poor are they that have not patience ' What wound
did ever heal but by degrees^ Thou know’st we work by wit"

and not by witchcraft,-^ and wit depends -m dilatory time
Does’t not go well? Cassio hath beaten tliee, and thou, by that
small hurt, hast cashiered Cassio. Though other things grow
fair against the sun, yet fruits that blossom first will fiist he
ripe. 7 Content thyself awhile.—By the mass,-"^ 'tis morning;
pleasure and action make the hours seem short. Retire thee;
go where thou ait billeted away, 1 say, thou shalt kimw more
hereafter, nay, get thee g'>ne. [Eut Roderigo.

IA60:—(To self! Two things are to be done, (a) my wife inuw move
Cassio tC' Iier m.siress, Til set her on (b; rnyself tiie while

to draw the Moor apart, and bring liim jump^^ when he may
Cassio find soliciting his wife ay, that’s the way; dull not device
by coldness and delay .^2

1. One .....cry a hound that only barks' whar Roderigo means is that he has
not gained anything substantial for himself, but is only a looker-on of the show
(i.e.) serving no useful purpose in the game. 2. Cudgelled; beaten with a cudgel
or stick. 3. I shall pains- I shall learn better wisdom for all my troubles.
4. Wit- intelligence 5. Witcli-craft. ma^c. 6. Wit time* intelligence takes
time to produce results, (dilatory delaying or prolonging), 7. Though., .rips

though our plans progress favourably, yet those that mature early will produce
results early. 8. Mass; morning prayers, a form of swearing. 9 Bill ate 1. posted
10. Move for plead on behalf of. 11. Jump just in time; exactly. 12, Dull.....
delay. Let me not mar my plan by indifference and delay.
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A CRITICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF
ACT II.

PART I.

They Talk about the Storm and the Likely Fate of the Tnrkish Fleet.

The scene opens in a sea-port town in Cyprus. A severe
storm has recently raged and has but lust now abated. Montano,
the Governor of the island, and a few others meet in an open
place near the quay. Naturally, their conversation turns upon
the recent storm, its seventy and the havoc it has wrought. Eveiy
one is in suspense, fear and anxiety, expecting every moment the

arrival of the Turkish Fleet and its attack on the town.

Montano opens the talk and asks his friends whether they can
see any object on the sea. The first gentleman replies that he can
see ‘nothing at all,’ and remarks that the sea is still boisterous.

‘It is a high-wrought flood,’ he says, and therefore,

—

1 cannot, ’twixt the heaven and iho mam.
Descry a sail (of the Turkish fleet).

Montano then gives out that, within his knowledge, this was the

worst storm he has ever experienced, ‘A fuller blast ne’er shook
our battlements,’ he says and, even on land ‘the wind hath spoke
aloud.’ He then surmises that, if only the wind

hath ruffian’d so upon the sea,

What ribs of oak (ships)

Can hold the mortise?,

particularly when the waves rise mountain-high and dash them-
selves on the ships with force and pour down their waters.
Therefore, he naturally questions, ‘What shall we hear of this?,’

referring to the hostile fleet.

Immediately comes up the second gentleman who gives his
opinion that they will hear nothing but an utter wreck of the
invading fleet, or ‘a segregation of the Turkish Fleet,’ as he puts
it. And, in support of his conclusion, he draws their attention to

the still extremely agitated condition of the angry sea. Such a
state he has till then never seen; or, as he expresses in his own
words,—

The chidden billow seems to pelt the clouds

;

The wind-shaked surge, with high and monstrous mane,
Seems to cast water on the burning bear,

And quench the guards of the ever-fixed pole.

That the Turkish fleet must have been dispersed, shattered or
even drowned, is not impossible according to Montano, —

If that the Turkish fl.eot

Be not ottsheltor’d and embay’d,, they ara drown'd

j

It is imiKiasiblo they bear it out;
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PA.RT II.

Arrival of Cassio's Boat, and the News of the Destrnction of the Enemy*s Fleet.

Just as they arc discussing tlie possible fate of the enemy,
there comes a thud gentleman with a piece of glad news; —

New^>, larR ' our wars are done.

For, as he gives out,

—

The desyer.do tempest hath so, bang’d the Turks,

That thrar designuicnt halts ;

and, as tor the source of his information, he says that

.... a nol>l<' .diip of VftuioQ

Hath soon ti. grievous wreck and stifferanco

On most part of the iioot.

Montano is agreeably surprised and so he asks his informant
if it IS really true The thud gentleman, in support of Ins state-

ment, gives out the further news that

The ship IS hero ]iut in,

A Voronesn ;

and the person wlio gave him the inlormation is no less than
‘Michael Cassio, Lieutenant to tlie warlike Moor, Othello.’ It is

he that “is come on shoie ’ He then proceeds to tell them what
he has himscli leaint from Cassio,-

—

.. ihe Moor himsclf’s at sea.

And IK in full commission here for Cyprus.

‘I am gla I on’t,’ says Montano, ‘for, ’tis a worthy governor.’ The
third gentleman further continues that

though ho (Cassio) speak of comfort
Touching the Turkish fleet, yet he looks sadly;

for, according to Cassio, ‘they (Cassio and Othello) were parted
by foul and violent tempest,’ and that Cassio ‘prays the Moor be
safe

’

Montano expresses his Jiigh regard for the Moor and his

opinion of the woith and capacity of the man;

—

Pray Heaven he be ;

For, I have served him, and the man commands
Like a full soldier.

Then, on the suggestion of Montano, they all proceed to the
‘seaside’ and look out towards the iiorizon, expecting to see a
friendly sail m the distance,

—

As well to see the vessel thab't, come in

As to throw out our eyes for brave Othello.

PART III.

Arrival of Desdemona with lago, Emilia, Etc
,

in a Boat:

The Sea-Beach is Crowded with People.

They reach the sea-side; and Montano, as the Governor of the
place, greets Cassio who has recently arrived and enquires after
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Othello of whom he speaks m high terms. For this, Cassio
expresses his thanks in reply to Montano —

Thanks, (to) you—the -valiant of this warlike isle,

That so approve the Moor.

He also shows his deep concern for the safety of his lord, as
when he prays,

—

0, let the Heavens
Give him defence against the elements.

For, I have lost him on a dangerous sea.

But ‘ Is he well shipp'd ?’ questions Montano, to which
Cassio answers that

His bark is stoutly timbei’d, and his pilot,

O'f very expert and approved allo-wance.

Therefore, he concludes that he is still very hopeful about the
safety of Othello His hopes, as he says, are ‘not surfeited to

death,’ but ‘stand in bold cure.’ At this stage hurriedly comes up
a fourth gentleman with the news that

The town is empty ; on the brow o’ the sea

Stand ranks of people, and they ciy, ‘A sail "

Guns are being fired, and Cassio expt esses his hopes to the
effect,

—‘My hopes do shape him for the governor ’ Tiic second
gentleman, however, who is not so sure that it is the Moor’s ship
that has come, merely remarks that, since the shots that are dis-

charged are shots ‘ of courtesy,' all that they can expect is ‘ our
friends at least,’ and not the enemy. Cassio requests him to ‘go

forth and give us truth who 'tisthat is arrived.’

He departs. And Montano imd Cassio continue their

conversation. Naturally, all their talk is about Othello whose
late doings and expected ai rival are uppeimosl m their minds for

the time being. Montano asks Cassio, with rcti.! ence to Othello,

‘Is your General wived-’ ‘Most fortunately,’ replies Cassio, ‘ he
hath achieved a maid’ whom, in his higli u gaul lor the fair-sex,

he describes in his usual high-pitched style 's one,

—

That paragons description and vild faiu>':

One that excels the quirks nf bbwonuig puu'i.

And in the essential vesture of ci'eatuu'

Does tire the ingener.

At this point, the second gentleman arrives and, in answer to

Cassio ’s query as to ‘who has put in?,‘ ml onus that ‘Tis one
lago, Ancient to the General i’ Cassio, who knows that lago was
the person deputed to escort Desdemona to Cypius, straightaw’ay

waxes eloquent in praise of her beauty and her ‘divine’ quality,

that even the elements nf N.ature, ‘having sense of beauty,’

respect her and consequently do no harm to her. In spite of the

severe storm and the boisterous sea. ‘He (lago with Desdemona)
lias had most favourable and happy speed.’ As Cassio later-ou

puts it, ‘lago’s footing here anticipates our thoughts a sen-nighfs
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voyage.’ He also ascribes the safety of his travel, from Venice to

Cyprus, to Desdemona’s presence, in his company. For her

sake, or in her presence, according to his high-flown figurative

language,

Tempests themselves, high seas, and howling winds,

The gutter’d rocks, and congregated sands,

—

Traitors ensteep’d to clog the guiltless keel,

—

As having sense of beauty, do omit.

Their mortal natures, letting go safely by the divine Desdemona.

Montano’s curiosity is excited. He wonders who this lady

can be and hence questions Cassio, ‘What is she?’ To this, the

latter, again in his figurative way, answers that the lady is

—

She that I spake of, our great captain’s captain

Left in the conduct of the bold lago.

Now that Desdemona has arrived, Cassio’s thoughts naturally

turn to Othello, her husband He is on the tip-toe of expectation,

eagerly awaiting the arrival of his ship. In his usual florid

style, so characteristic of a Courtier or a Lady’s man, he has
shown his pleasure at Desdemona’ s safe arrival ; and he now
proceeds to express his wishes and prayers about Othello’s safety

on the sea,—

Great Jove, Othello guard,

And swell his sail with thine own powerful breath,

That he may bless this bay with his tall ship

Make love’s quick pants in Desdemona’ s arms,
Give renew’d fire to our exfcincted spirits.

And bring all Cyprus comfort.

PART IV.

(a) Desdemona Lands Ashore and is welcomed by Cassio and the people.

At this juncture, Desdemona disembarks from the ship and
comes up to the place where Cassio, Montano and others are
assembled. She is followed by her maid, Emilia, lago, Roderigo,
and other attendants.

Cassio, who has alieady extolled her charms and virtues,now
invites the attention of Montano and others to her, m the same
laudatory strain.

0, behold.

The riches of the ship is come on shore

;

and turning to the huge crowd that has gathered there, he asks
them to show her due respect by letting ' her have your knees.’
Approaching the lady herself, he expresses the warmth of his
welcome and greets her thus,—

Hail to thee, lady ! and the grace of Heaven,
Before, behind thee, and on every hand,
Enwheel thee lound

;
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Desdemona thanks the ‘valiant’ Cassio for the hearty welcome

and good wishes, and, naturally enough, questions him for tidings
about her lord. Cassio answers her ‘ that he (her husband) has
not yet arrived, but that so far as he knows ‘that he’s well and
will be shortly here.’ Desdemona is rather alarmed at this news
and, in a voice trembling with anxiety and fear, hurriedly asks
as to ‘ how lost you company ?’ To which, Cassio replies,

—

Tha great contention of the sea and skies

Paited onr fellowship.

In the meantime, the crowd cries ‘A sail, a sail !’, and guns are
heard, being fired as a friendly signal. The second gentleman adds
that these indicate ‘ their greeting to the citadel’ ‘ and that ‘this

likewise is a friend’ that has arrived. Cassio requests him to go
and find out the news, and so the gentleman departs.

(b) Cassio’s Manner of Welcoming the Ladies is Resented by lago.

Cassio then turns to lago, the ‘ good Ancient,’ and welcomes
him. To Emilia, he similarly says, ‘ welcome, mistress,’ and
by way of further courtesy, even kisses her. Lest this should
wound the feelings of lago, he frankly speaks of his manner of

doing courtesy, explaining himself thus,

—

Let it not gall your patience, good lago,

That I extend my manners; ’tis my breeding

That gives me this bold show of courtesy,

lago, however, inwardly dislikes this bold manner of Cassio’s

courtesy
;
and, both by way of indirectly admonishing him, and

directly censuring the lather voluble tongue of his wife, he causti-

cally lemark^, -

Sir, w.iuld ^he g.re '^ou so much of hei’ hps

As of her iionguo she oft bestows on
You’id have enough.

To the surprise of all, Emilia keeps silent at this saucy
remark of her husband, Desdemona, who is much attached to her

maid, pleads for her and says ‘ Alas !,’ she is too modest,

—

and ‘has no speech.’ To this, combes the prompt rejoinder from
lagn, and he says that she has too much of it. He complains that,

even when he goes to bed and is inclined to sleep, she keeps on
jabbering and would not let him alone. Here, however, he admits
that

Before j our ladyship, I grant

She puts her 'tongue a little in her heart.

And chides (me) with thinking.

These words of her husband uttered rather sneeringly, if not
maliciously, in the presence of others, touch Emilia to the quick

;

and, to defend herself and keep up her respect, she replies in a
modest yet dignified manner, refuting his complaint,—

You have little causa to say so.
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(c) lago, after scoliling his wife, idimciics iuio a tlrccle. slwucrlng

the whole woraan-luniij

lago, however, is irritated by her coiuradiction which he
thinks rather impertinent on her pait and so, by way of checking
her, he says rather hnrnedly and an^cr.Iy, ' Come on, come on’

Born and brought up in a peculiar viev' of d'le Philosophy of Life

by which, not only natinal human nass-ons and desires, bid even
good and noble sentiments are. by a process of fallacious reason-
ing, derided, condemned and icjede:', .ago u ir.eap.iblc of appre-
ciating moial, ae.sthctic or physiccl bi.pu:y in any lorm, shape or
degree. Not endowed by Nature wi'h .'.a aesthetic tcmpeiament,
he cannot discover and rightly asic.^s propoition, harmony or
beauty of good conduct when he sees it. Bui, as it to

make up for this deficiency, Nab’ re has given him an extra
keen, brilliant and comma^bnig inlcllci 1. Possessing this, and
backed up by a supreme sclf-s. oiifd. nee m 'us Will-power and
resources, he has bcconi': u .rrov and seb-c jna-cd m Ins out-look
on Iite. With a cod maiig.'.ly s’Ijnt in hic rei-cr.iment, subtle in
his designs, and stiidinus c'" bu’ i-.t...!, ,L:, !.e pursues his vengeance
like a sleutli-hound after hi-: gine. 'ii hi-: un.icundc I desire to
have ail fur liimself, he iics Ijci-'juic rat.'ci si.spKioub of other’s
motives and raovemenis. ae ! In-s in coit-'c

-

i,,e,:ce Sicgun to envy and
hate them. To t’’C c':te”t l . irlueh ho t: .00, rghers prosperous or
blessed, be it in the bceuiy ni (iieir pc'S^ni, uf the goodness of
their behavioiu

,
or the tiappinc-.s ol tiuu ihe,— in that extent,

he thinks, he is deprive ! oi tho’-e ouabtics and the goods of the
world that make people 1, ’ppy- ide u r, is at ouce filled with
envy and hate aga.nst Ilicm \Nie'nc\^' re nn els them What
wondei

, then, Ihiit .be ihmks ba^ily n., lh‘ is* spc.dis slaiivlcrously
about them, and acts malicici.sly r. d I a’ci uL-- tomaid.. them.

Thus, 111 scoldiiyg or aLhooius’amg i'o-s u ..o. he digiesses into
sweeping generalizations, and LuuuNies nd-) a .gey o'i abuse and
slander against the wiiolc oi woman kin 1- .'vc.'U't’ing to him, women
are painted pidures of vanity when llicy go out; when at home in
their parlours, they are garrulous, talking m tones loud and shrill
like bells; in their kitchens, Uiey arc quarreb.ome like wild-cats; in
their dealings with otliers, when id us cd nr lepi ived for their
wrongs or short-comings, they sai ctur-or- u .Iv put on the airs of
injured innocence

;
ti:ey rise up Lkc vKcn they really feel

olfended : and while, during tise ilay. as vi\es, they play and
neglect their legitimate household diilils. a; night they behave like
careful wives grumbling ni tfie defem-. a, • on is-, ons of the day
and blaming husbands in their IcrL-. To use his own slanderous
language,—

you ai'o on', of ilocrs,

Bells in your pnrloms, wsld-cnis in youi kih Insis,

Haints in your injuries, devils being offenued,

l^layera in your housewifery, and housewh<s m your bods.
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These offensive remaiks natiually provoke Desdemona into
an angry retort and rebuke, 'O, fie upon thee, slanderer.’ But
Tago has plenty of brass and would not be easily put down or
silenced. He even proceeds to lay a particular stress on his

statement by asserting

—

Nay, ill IS 1.rno, or olso I am a Turk;

Not content with this asseition, he furthci proceeds to repeat
and emphasize his shameless thoughts,— '

.
,

You rise to play, and go to bod to woik.

meaning thereby that, ‘when you fwo'men) gel up in the m'ormng,
you but play and trifle with your true work,’ but dhat, ‘when y'ou

go to bed, your work is to think of how best to satisfy yohr carnal

desires.’

This time, Emilia, who thinks that these remarks are aimed
against her particularly, openly protests against them by saying-

—

Yon shall not write my praise.

And lago readily replies, ‘No, let me not,’ meaning fherebj
that it he did, it would be all against her; for, in his opinion,’ she
is full of wickedness.

.
So, the best thing for her is to keep- quiet

and' give him no cause for his stinging remarks., Naturally a

warped creature, he has little appreciation for the qualities,, of the
fairsex and little affection even for his wife.

'

^
(d) To Beguile the Tedium of Waiting, Desdemona hears lago’s Criticism ofc the

Different kinds of Women.

lago has an evil tongue, or rather an evil heart which reveals

itself in the tongue. His tongue when it starts wagging is not

swayed or curbed by any feeling of decency or of common courtesy

even in the presence of ladies. This is made still more apparent
when Desdemona, being somewhat depressed and gloomy because
of the .absence of tidings concerning her husband, tries to be
cheerful, as when she says,

—

I am not merry; but I do beguile

The thmg ] am by seeming othorw iso.

Rather idly and with no serious purpose, but to while away
her time till the return of the second gentleman who was sent out

to ascertain the cause of the firing of shots, she indifferently asks
lago as to

What wonldst thou write of mo, if thou shonldst praise me?

lago in reply makes out that he is an honest ciitic, and, if he were
to correctly express what he considers to be proper, it might
wound her feelings. Therefore, he say.s,—

0, gentle lady, do not put me to’t

;

For, I am nothing if not critical.

Desdemona is not so easily satisfied with this answer; and so,

with a childish persistenoy, which though itmocent^ yet wasr^t

9
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times irritating, she asks lago to come out with his description of

herself. ‘Come on, assay,’ she says and once more asks him to

‘Come, how wouldst thou praise me?’ lago, however pretends to

be halting in his power of expression, though his brain is quick

enough to formulate ideas,

—

T am about it; but indeed my invention

Comes from my pate as birdling does from frine;

It plucks out brains and all; but my Musa labours

And thus she is delivered.

Then, he proceeds to give his reply to Desdemona’s questions, and
says,—

If she be fair and wise, fairness and wit,

The one’s for use, the other useth it.

This is intended to be a description of Desdemona’s qualities;

but, in reality, it is a general remark indirectly applicable to all

women who, like her, are fair and wise. Apparently innocent in

its meaning, it carries with it an indirect, slanderous innuendo.
He means that fairness or beauty of person is intended to be used
for the satisfaction of one’s carnal lust

;
and, if such a fair woman

is endowed with wisdom, wit, or cunning in addition, she will find

ways and means to satisfy her lust or desires cleverly, without
the knowledge of her husband. He means that all fair-com-
plexioned and beautiful women are unchaste m their desires and
conduct, and that only wise and fair women carry on their nefarious
tiaffic very subtly and secretly, or without exciting the slightest
suspicion of their husbands.

Conceited, proud and puffed up with the masculine strength .

of the male sex, lago cannot he expected to conceive, cherish and
give a better and nobler picture of the fair sex. And Desdemona,
in her innocence of the world's secret ways and dark and ciookecl
practices, is unable to see the slang hidden in his words. She
takes him to mean plainly and, when he says that ‘ the one’s for
use, the other useth it’, she thinks him to signify that a wise and
beautiful woman will conserve her beauty for the greater love ot

her husband. She is therefore well-pleased with him and hence
exclaims,— ‘ Well praised !

’ After this, both she and Emilia one
after another, question him about other types of women, (a) black
and witty

;
(b) fair and foolish

;
(c) foul and foolish: and lastly,

(d) areally deserving woman.
Regarding ‘the black and wise’, lago says,

If she be black, and thereto have a wit.

She’ll find a white that shall her blackness fit.

He means by this that if a woman is of a dark color and, if she
possess intelligence enough, she will choose a man of fair-com-
plexion for the satisfaction of her desires, rather than be content
with a dark-coloured man for her husband. This remark is not
relished by Desdemona who cries him down,—‘Worse and worse.**
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Emilia next suggests the othei alternative type of women who
are ‘ fair and foolish.’ I ago is ready with his cynical attack even

on this type
;

and, according to him, a fair woman ivas never

foolish. In his opinion, every fair woman is cunning enough to

know how’^ to satisfy her carnal passions. She will secretly carry

on with others and bring forth illegitimate children. In his own
language,

—

She never yet was foolish that was fair;

For, even her folly help’d her to an heir.

Such constant harping on the possibility of unchastity, with

regard to every type ot woman hitherto suggested, does not evi-

dently commend itself to the simple, chaste and high-minded

Desdemona. She therefore readily retorts that these remarks will

suit and satisfy none but fools in their drunken moods.

Those are old fond paradoxes to make fools laugh in the alehouse

Yet, in her desire to while away her time, and to keep herself

engaged, she further questions him as to his views on wmmen who
are ugly and foolish. lago replies that

—

There’s none so foul, and foolish thereunto,

But does foul pranks which fair and wise ones do.

In the view of lago, Ugliness is only a variation of Beauty, a

certain degree or state of it. Similarly, Foolishness is a type of

Wisdom
;
there is only a difference of degree in these qualities.

Therefore, in the fallacious or distorted logic of lago, Ugliness is

Beauty, while Foolishness is Wisdom. Hence, ugly and foolish

women are*the same as the fair and wise ones. He has already

said, all fair women arc at heart adulterous and if such fair women
are also wise or cunning, they will carry on their adulterous

practices, cleverly and undetected He therefore quickly con-

cludes that ugly and foolish women, who are equal to the fair and

wise, are equally adulterous and equally cunning in their ways-

What an ignorant man lago is,—bleak, dry, cold and

callous,—absolutely devoid of the faculty of admiration ! He
conjoins the worst women with the best, and considers them as

equals. Desdemona, therefore exclaims,

—

0 heavy iguoraaco ! thou praisost the worst best.

Finally, she asks him as to what he has got to say concerning

really deserving women, who are contented in their minds, chaste

in conduct, and truly pure of heart. Such an admirable type of

woman is surely above reproach, one whom even the wmrst

slanderers are compelled to praise
;

But, whot praise couldst thou bestow on a deserving woman
indeed, one that, in the authority of her merit, did justly put on the

vouch of very malice itself?

In answer to this question, lago first proceeds to give a fuller

description of the qualities that such a woman should, but does

not as a rule, possess,—
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She that was ever fair aud never proud,

Had tongue at will and yet was never loud,

Never lack’d gold and yet novei went gay,

Tied from her wish and yet said ‘Now I may;’

She that, being angered, her revenge being nigh.

Bade her -wrong stay and her displeasure fly;

She that in wisdom never was so frail

To change the cod’s head for the salmon’s tail;

She that could think and ne’er disclose her mind,

See suitors following and hot look behind.

According to him, such a woman is endowed with beauty,

but will not parade it. She has liberty of speech, but is reserved
and careful in herwoids. She is wealthy, but will not care for

trinkets. She can do things as she likes, but will pause and reflect

before she acts. Though she has cause to be offended, she will

not express her anger against wrong-doeis, whom she will consider
as victims who deserve to be pitied. She has superior wisdom,
and can take things at their true value. She thinks deeply but
does not blabber out her thoughts. Her hand is sought for by
flattering suitors, but she will turn a deaf ear to their praises. A
combination of beauty and innocence, liberty and moderation of

speech, wealth and superior tastes, freedom and restraint in action,

patience and absence of feelings of revenge, wisdom and sound
judgment, deep thinking and weighing of words, admired Of .the

gay but not admiring them in turn,—such is the ‘deserving woman’
of Desdemona. But, in the opinion of lago, who is capable
of seeing only wickedness in the world in all places and forms, in

all degrees and gradations, such a woman is only an ideal, and
therefore imaginary picture, not to be found in reality. Therefore,
in concluding his picture, he says, ‘ she w'as a wight Cwoman)’
but adds doubtingly, ‘ If ever such a wight were,’— implying, that
such a woman does not exist at all.

Desdemona cannot understand the significance of lago’s
conditional or doubting clause. She is rather attracted by the

descriptive touches of a noble-minded woman. Hence, she is

anxious to know the conclusion,— the utility of such a woman to,

the world. Therefore, she hastily questions him, ‘ To do what ?.

lago, however, in his one-sided wisdom, knows fully well that

such a woman does not exist
;
and, if she does,—an utter impro-

bability—she is of no use to others. She is a waster of time and
doer of nothing

;
or, as he puts it

—

To suckle fools and chronicle small beer.

He means thereby that she is to feed and foster fools, and
notice and note things of no import. He contemptuously shakes
off the question by saying that such a woman exists only in the
imagination of fools who have no serious affairs to attend to.

Desdemona is naturally disappointed w’ith this conclusion of

the matter. In her eagerness to know the manner of behavic^wr
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of a really noble woman, from the glorious description given, she

expected a grand conclusion. lago’s words, however, have belied

her expectation and hence hei bitter disappointment. She gives

vent to this feeling when she openly says, ‘ O most lame and
impotent conclusion Turning to her maid, she advises her,

‘Do not learn of him, Emilia, though he be thy husband.’

(e) Cassio’s comment on lago’s critical remarks on women.

Turning to Cassio, Desdemona asks him

—

How say you Oassio? Is he not a most profane and liberal

counsellor?

Cassio, who notices the displeasure of the lady, attempts to

pacify her by informing that lago, being a soldier and hence not
much cultured, can but speak coarsely. Further, he is rather free

just now and speaks out unreservedly.

He speaks home, madam, smu may relish him more m the soldior

than m the scholar.

(f) Cassio’s courtesy to Desdemona excites the malice of lago.

Cassio is highly cultured—refined m his manners, brave,
benevolent, honest and chivalrous. When he talks to Desdemona,
he shows every form of outward courtesy. He gently touches her
palm and speaks m a low, soft and pleasing tone and voice. He
puts on a smiling face and takes his fingers to his lips in cour-
tesy and approbation of the lady’s speech. lago, who has already
resolved within himself (Act I. Sc. 3) to concoct and publish the
story that Cassio is ‘ too familiar with Othello’s wife,’ now tries

to develop it into a certainty. He imports an evil meaning into

the innocent, courteous movements of Oassio. While the latter is

talking to Desdemona, he thinks of the wicked use he can make
of the common gestures and expressions incidental to such talk.'

As CasSio gently touches the palm of Desdemona, lago implies
that ‘ he takes her by the palm ’; when he speaks in a low voice,

he takes it for ‘ whisper ’
,
when he smiles, he construes it as

‘courtship’; and when he takes his fingers to his lips, he means
that he kisses them. Tluis does this great spider weave a tangled
web round his victims,—artfully arranging, assorting and adjust-

ing these trifles light as air, and making them look like formida-
ble proofs of guilt. Taking advantage of these trifles, he now sets'

to work. Chuckling to himself, he wishes that Cassiu’s fingers

‘were blisters (according to some, the proper word is Clyster-

pipes) for your sake.’ He says of his resolve that

—

With as little a web as this, will I ensnare as groat a fly as
' '

Oassio.

And, seeing him smile at her, he mutters to himself

—

Ay, smile upon her, do;

I wiU gyve thee in thine own oourtship.
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And thus he determines that, out of Cassio kissing his own fingers,

he will bring about his downfall in office, rank and character ; as
he says to^;himself

—

If such tricks as these strip you out of your Lieutenancy, it had
been better you had not kissed your three fingers so oft, (by way of

courtesy).

In the meantime, trumpets are heard, and lago loudly says
that it is

‘

the Moor ! I know his trumpet.’ Cassio too confirms
it, and Desdemona suggests, ‘Let’s meet him and receive him.’

But. before they could proceed, Othello himself is seen approach-
ing them

;
and Cassio, in excessive joy, cries out, ‘Lo, where he

comes I

’

PART V.

Othello’s supreme bliss on meeting Desdemona,

Othello has successfully faced the cruel storm. He has safely

1‘eached the island of Cyprus and, disembarking from his ship,
goes straight to the place where the people are assembled.
Desdemona and Cassio, followed by others, go out to receive
him and meet him halt way. Seeing Desdemona in the Company,
he IS overjoyed at meeting her and so joyfully exclaims,—‘0,
my fair warrior !

’ Desdemona responds as fondly and fervently,

by calling out.
—

‘ My dear Othello !
’ He embraces her with all

the eagerness and affection his nature is capable of, and she
returns his greeting and reciprocates his loving sentiments vrith

equal warmth and tenderness. Othello then gives expression to

his supreme joy in seeing her safely arrived before him,

—

It gives me wonder great as my oonten t

To see you here before me.

He is now in that blessed mood when he feels perfectly happy
and satisfied in every fibre of his being, when all his feelings,

longings and desires are those ol supreme content and felicity.

The storm has raged furiously but Desdemona has arrived safely.

He got separated from Cassio but has at last landed securely.

Desdemona has been saved for him, and he, for her. What else is

needed now to give him blissful calm and content excepting his

dear wife who, he feared, was probably lost in that terrible storm?
His meeting with Desdemona in Cyprus, in the face of the danger-
ous sea and the destructive storm was, according to his fears, a
great improbability,—against all hopes and expectations- Now
that he has met her, unharmed and safe, he is filled with deepest
joy and contentment of his life. It is now immaterial to him how
severely the storm has raged, or how dangerously the sea has been
ruffled. The one precious object of his life and love has been
secured and restored to him and he therefore now feels infinitely

happy, satisfied and contented. And he thus gives expression to his

feelings,—
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0 my souls’ ]Oj '

If, after eveiy tempest, come such calms,

May the winds blow till they have waken’d death !

And let the labouimg bark climb hills of seas

Oly mpus-higli, and duck again as low'

As Hell’s from Heaven !

He IS therefore just now m the happiest irame of mind. He
has no cares or anxieties to worry him. If death were to come
now, he will die happily. He is afraid whether any other moment
of supreme bliss, like this, will ever come to him again in his life.

He knows that Life is a current full of dangerous eddies and
whirl-pools. There may be troubles and turmoils which may mar
his happiness in future, and death may not then be so peaceful and
free from fears, anxieties and unfulfilled hopes. But, now, no

such thing appears to mar or disturb his joy in life, and if he were
now to die, he will die most happily- To use his own words,

—

Tf it weio now to die,

’Twere now to be most happy;

and the reason he adduces fur this is,-—

lor, I fear,

My soul hath her coutuut so absolutt.

That not another comfort like to this

Succeeds in unknown fate.

‘ The Heavens forbid,’ (i.e. the happening of Death referred to

by Othello,) is the eager prayer of Desdemona who, on the
Contrary, hopes to enjoy a long, loving, prosperous conjugal life—

But that our loves and comforts should increase,

Even as our days do grow'

!

‘Amen to that, sweet powers ! ’—joyfully chimes m Othello to

bless and confirm the fond hopes of his beloved partner. To him,
however, any possible trouble in future is of no moment now. He
is happy at present,—absolutely happy. So, he returns to that
topic once again and reiterates his feelings—

1 cannot speak enough of this content.

He means that he cannot give adequate expression to his supreme
bliss. His heart is so fml of joy that it chokes his further utter*

ance, as it were,

—

It stops me here; (ho points to his heart); it is too much of joy.

He heartily wishes that no disagreement or discord should
ever arise between them

;
and that, if it ever did arise, it should

end in speedy forgiveness and reconciliation, as now shown and
symbolized by the sweet and loving kisses showered by him,

—

And this, and this, tho gr6ate.gt di-scords bo

That e’er our hearts shall make.

The happy lovers are closely locked id each other’s arms.
For the time being, their bliss is so complete that they seem to be
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unmindful of other concenis. But the Fates or Furies are laugh-
ing behind their backs. They are secretly conspiring to break
their union and rum tlieir happiness. The words ]ust expressed
by Othello, thougli uttered in all innocence and as a matter of

couise, seem to be fraught with a dark and ominous import, viz,

—

For, I foai,

That not anothoi comfoit like to this

Suecocfls m unknown Fate.

lago IS the embodiment in human form of those unknown and
unseen fates who are planning mischief for the happy couple. He
witnesses the exchange of mutual love and greetings between
them, and is at once filled with jealousy, spite and hatred against

them. Within himself, he mutters and settles to mar their happi-
ness. He will rum their harmony, which he calls their music by
unsuitable pegs or keys which he will presently be setting. So,

whisperingly and aside, unheard and unnoticed by others, he says
to himself,

—

0, 3011 aro well tuned now'
But, i’ll sot down tho pegs that luako this music,

As honest as 1 am.

Alter a lew inuuients, Oihello hees himself from the conjugal
embrace and addresses the people that are assembled there and,
to their great relief and joy, informs them as a certainty

—

News, liiouds, our wars are done, the Tuiks arc drowned.

Next, he enquires after his old acquaintance, Montano, former
governor of that island. Turning to JJesdemona, he assures her
that, Iho’ a stranger to that place, she will have a cordial welcome
irom all,—

,
• Honey, you shall be well desired in Cyprus;

I have found great love amongst them.

And, by way of apology for the exuberance of his love, so freely

displayed, he says

—

0 my sweet

'

I prattle out of fashion, and I dote

In mine own comforts.

Next, addressing lago, whom he calls ‘ good lago’, he directs

*him' to ‘ Go to the bay, and disembark my coffers.’ Referring to

the Captain who has so skilfully and safely piloted the ship thro’

amasty storm, he speaks to lago,

—

Bring thou the hlasLer to tho citadel;

. Hd is a good one, and his worthiness

Does challenge much respect.

Once more, turning to his wife, he expresses Ills joy,—

Come, Desdeinona,

Once more, well mot at Cyprus.

With lliis, the crowd disperses
;
and all, except lago and

Roderigd, move to their respective places.
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Rodorigo is treated to lago's lop-sided philosophy and is instigated

to embroil or assault Cassio.

Rodeiigo and lago are now alone. The former anxiously

looks to the lattei for help to wm over Desdemona yet. In fact, he
was definitely made to understand this much while still in Venice,

and it was ostensibly for this purpose that he was induced to pro-

ceed to Cyprus. But lago’s mam object is, not so much to help his

companion in achieving his end, as to make him his tool whereby
he may wreak his own vengeance on Othello, and satisfy his greed

for money. With his superior Intellect, he easily manages to

bring Rodcngo round. Though the latter now and then begins to

suspect the dishonesty of his friend and protests to that effect,

yet he is soon conciliated and satisfied-

Now that these two are alone together, lago takes advantage
of the occasion to explain his future plans of action to Roderigo,
apparently for the latter’s benefit, but in reality for his own end.

So he tells the gull, ‘ Do thou meet me presently at the harbour’,
w'here he himself was proceeding to ‘fetch his (Othello’s) neces-

saries ashore.’ At the same time, not to keep Roderigo in

suspense, he calls him closer to reveal his dark purpose,

—

‘Oume hither ; list me.’ And to produce a little moral exalta-

tion in his victim, he has this tit-bit of ethical philosophy for

him,

—

If thou b®’st valiant—as, thoy'say, base men, being in love, have
then a nobility in their natures more than is native to them,—list

(to) me.

These words have their desiied effect, and while Roderigo is

all attention, lago proceeds to tell him,

The Lieutenant to-night watches on the court of guard.
1

' But this IS a piece of information which Roderigo neither desires

to know nor cares for, as it is in no way profitable to him. But
lago soon shows him how important and significant that informa-
tion is even for Roderigo;

Eirst, I must tell thoe this ; Losdomona is directly in love with

him (Oassio).

This piece of news is a deliberate lie, —but concocted and put

forth as a fact, with the ostensible object of turning it to Rode-
rigo’s advantage. But the latter is not inclined or persuaded ,to

believe this news, as desired and expected by lago. 'Hence, comes
his exclamation,— ‘With him! why, ’tis not possible.’

But lago is not so easily non-plused by this rebuff. -He now
adopts the role ol a preceptor and preacher, and imposes his

superior Will and Personality on his weak-minded friend by
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indirect coercion and direct biow-beating ‘ Lay thy finger thus,’

he says rather in a commanding and solemn tone, and ‘ let thy soul

be instructed.’ Then, without giving Rodengo any further opportu-

nity to speak, he proceeds straightaway to convince him of the

truth of what he has said by means of apparently palpable and
reasonable facts and proofs. ‘ Mark me,’ he continues,

—

with what violence she first loved the Moor, but lor brag-

ging and telling her fantastical lies.

Then he puts forth the question, ‘ And will she love him still for

prating i”, and answers it himself with this assurance, ‘ Let not

thy discreet heart think it.’ For, he now argues with some show
of Reason and Probability,

—

Her eye must be fed (with fair and pleasant objects); and what

delight shall she have to look on the devil (Othello)?

As for her cainal appetite, when once it is satisfied with the

Moor, she must look for fresh and more attractive persons to

stimulate or excite it. To use lago’s own words,

—

When the blood is made dull with the act of sport, there should

be, again to inflame it and to give satiety a fresh appetite, loveliness

in favour (face), sympathy m vears, manners and beauties.

And he foicibly eraphasues these points
;
and, with a show of tiuth

and naturalness, he shows that the Moor is quite deficient in these

respects and that therefore the result will be,—

i

Now, ior want of these required conveniences (in Othello), her

delicate tenderness will find itself abuBed, begin to heave the gorge,

disrelish and abhor the Moor

:

This is not impossible, for,

Very uaiure will instruct her in it,

And (therefore) compel her to some second choice.

This conclusion is so obvious, so seemingly cogent and
reasonable that lago takes it for a certainty and as a matter
of course. If the premises are admitted, the conclusion, flowing
from them, must be admitted too,—Tt is a most pregnant and
unforced position.’ And, taking it for ‘granted,’ he hastens to

draw this final inference,

—

Who stands so eminently m the degree of this fortune as Cassio

does?

For, he is ‘a knave very voluble’; he can put on
The mere form of civil and humane seeming for the better com*

passing of his salt and most hidden-loose affection.

Without being any ‘further conscionable’ in his deeds, he is

—

a slipper and subtle knave ; a finder out of occasions; that has an
eye can stamp and counterfeit advantages, though true advantage
never present itself.

He is ‘a devilish knave’ cunning enough to worm himself into the
good graces and love of women, who also like him because—
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the knave is handsome, young, and hath all those requisites in him
that folly and green minds look affcor.

He is ‘a pestilent complete knave;’ and therefore, no wonder,

the woman (Desdemona) hath found him already.

But, m spite of all these pompous and seemingly powerful argu-

ments, be it said to the credit of Roderigo that he will not believe

the conclusion drawn by lago. He will not believe that Desdemona
is of a loose character; and, according to him,

I cannot believe that in her ; she’s full of most blessed condition.

Desdemona is a lady of supreme Virtue, and to say anything else

of her is to speak the untruth. But lago, to whom noble senti-

ments are but fictions to fool the gulls with, cynically denounces
the possibility or the existence of Virtue anywhere; and naturally,

he denies it in Desdemona. ‘Blessed fig’s-end!’ is his contemptuous
retort to Rodengo’s praise of her (as being full of most blessed
condition). For, applying his philosophy to Desdemona, he says,

the wme she drmks is made of giapes,

meaning thereby that she is in no way different from othei
mortals, that she is subject to the same cravings for the things of

the world and the same modes of satisfying them. She is therefore

subject, like all others, to the same weaknesses, follies, frivolities

and foul deeds. If she had really been of a superior character,

intelligence and discernment, she would not then have committed
the folly of marrying the Moor,—a foreigner, dark-complexioned
and well-advanced m years—much against ‘nature, country, credit,

everything.’ As lago says,

—

If she had been blessed, she would never hafe loved the Moor.

He is filled with contempt at the use of the word ‘blessed’ and
so remarks,

—
‘blessed pudding!’. And, if she has loved him, it was

for the satisfaction of her lust. Now, however, since the Moor
will have exhausted his already limited capacity of satisfying her
cravings, she will discover the ‘error of her choice.’ Naturally,
she will turn her attention to younger men. As Cassio, who is

‘framed to make women false’, has already gained her favour, she
is deeply m love with him and has commenced her amorous play
even in public. For, questions lago,--

Didst thou not sse her paddle with the palm of his hand? didst

not mark that?

lago here refers to the courteous reception which Cassio accorded
to Desdemona on the sea-shore just as she landed. Roderigo also

was present then in the company; but, though he too noticed the
incident referred to by lago, he did not see anything wrong, or
out of the way, in it. So, when lago asks if he has not marked
that, Roderigo calmly replies,

—

Yos, that I did; but that was but courtesy.
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lago, howevei'j is rather irritated at this objection of Roderigo.

So, when Roderigo says that it was but ‘Courtesy,’ lago retorts

in anger that it is nothing but

Lecheiy, by this hand I,—an indos and obsciiro prologue to the

history o£ lust and foul thoughts.

Otherwise, they would not have done what they did. ‘They met

so near with their lips that their breaths embraced together.’ These

are the signs and marks, continues lago, not of ‘Courtesy,’ but of

‘Villainous thoughts.’ And so, he informs his friend that these

are

—

Villainous thoughts, Roderigo ' When these inutualilies so marshal

the way, hard at hand comes the master and main exercise, the

incorporate conclusion, pish

!

But, Roderigo is evidently not convinced yet, and so once more
tries to raise an objection and question the validity of lago’s argu-

ments. lago, however, will not allow him to speak. He puts

him down by a menacing attitude,

—

Sii, be you ruled by me; I have brought you from Venice.

Now, by way of digression, and also to divert Roderigo’s mind
from his obstinate mood and also to drag him into a particular

course of action necessary tor Ins (lago’s) own ends, lago gives

this order to Roderigo,

—

Watch you to-night.

As for the authority of the order, says lago,'
—

‘for the command.
I’ll lay’! upon you.’ And to encourage him to act up to his sugges-

tion, he tells him,

—

I’ll not be far from you

;

Now, while he is on the watch, lago instructs him as follows,

—

Do you find some occasion to anger Cassio (-who) knows you not,

either by speaking too loud, or tainting his discipline, or from what
other course you please, which the time shall more favourably
minister.

And then, he says,

,

Sir, he is rash and very suddon in choler, and haply may strike at

yon

:

And if he does, so much the better; but if he docs not, then, some-
how ‘provoke him, that he may.’ You must succeed iii doing this

much, and I will do the rest,

—

Even out of that will I oauseThese of Cyprus to mutiny ; whose
' qualification shall coma into no true taste^again but by the displaut-

ing of Cassio.

And when once Cassio is thus displanted, then lago assures hiS
friend,

—
‘so shall you have a shorter journey to your desires’;

namely, the winning and enjoying of Desderaona, ‘by the means I

shall then have to prefer them.’ And this will lead not
only to Roderigo’s profit, but to lago’s also. Here, however,
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lago has become a little careless, lets fall his mask and is caught

napping, as it were, when he unconsciously blurts out his real

intention,

—

And the impediment most profitably removed, without the which

there were no expectations of our prosperity.

No, after all, what he aims at is his own end, and not Roderigo’s.

He is more particular about it than anything else. That idea being

uppermost in his mind, it naturally obtiudes itself without his

being aware of it- Even persons of lago’s mighty intellect and
supreme cunning and caution are subject at times to shp-shods

and over-sights. Luckily, however, Rodengo does not notice it.

He is more engrossed in his own thoughts and in the working out

of the plan suggested by his friend. He is doubtful whether it

will lead to any good at all, yet, he has not the com age to go
against lago’s advice Hence, he says,

—

I will do this, if I can bung it to any opportunity.

But, lago assures him that he can bung about the desired oppor-
tunity, and so, he says, ‘I warrant thee.’

With this, their meeting comes to a close; and, while lago
proceeds to fetch Othello’s necessaries ashore, Rodengo bids him
‘Adieu’ and departs

PART VII

lago’s Soliloquy, revealing his Vicious and Depraved Mentality.

Tago is now all for himself, and, as he is going to the

harbour, he levolves within his mind wbat he has so far achieved
and what he has yet to acliieve. Prompted by his evil wishes, he
resorts to a false and forced process of ieasonir)g,in order to believe

that Cassio loves Desdemona and that it is quite creditable that

she too returns his love. As lago says to himself,

—

That Cassio loves her, I do W’ell believe it;

That she loves him, ’tis apt and of great credit.

According to lago, Cassio is of a loose conduct, or, as lago
has already described him— ‘a fellow almost damn’d in a fair

wife,’ meaning his mistress, Bianca. Now that he ha,s

come across Desdemona; ‘

divine ’ and of angelic beauty, it is no
wonder that he should cast his eyes on her. There is nothing
improbable about it; and therefore lago says, ‘i do well believe it.’

Cassio, however has in leality no such impure or lewd thought
about Desdemona. On the other hand, he has feelings of high
regard and deep reverence for her. And though at times he is rather

free in his manners, he is always courteous and respectful in his

donduct towards her. He is open and absolutely innocent ip his
dealings with her.
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But lago, who is, m liis evil nature, given to attach sinister

motives even to the purest of things, sees something vile and
vicious in Cassio’s dealings with Desdemona. Because he has

been keeping Bianca, so argues lago, he is a slave to carnal

cravings
;
because he ‘hath a person and a smooth dispose’,

therefore, in the logic of lago, he is ‘framed to make women
false’

;
and, lastly, because he behaves rather freely towards

Desdemona, it cannot be anything else than that he ‘loves’ her.

Therefore, ‘1 do well believe it’, says lago to himself.

Turning his thoughts to Desdemona, lago concludes

That dhe loves him, ’tis apt and of great credit.

Her love to Cassio, ‘is apt’ says lago, nay, not only apt but quite

credible,
—

‘of great credit.’ If the people will credit this assump-
tion as probable and reasonable, then the wicked plans of lago

will be rendered easier to execute. The very naturalness and
credibility of the thing will be of great advantage to him.

lago puts an evil construction on Desdemona’s marriage with
the Mooi. He takes an uncharitable view of this alliance by
making it appear that Desdemona chose the Moor only to satisfy

her carnal appetite brushing aside all other considerations. In this

way he calumniates her character. While in reality she loved
the Moor for his heroic and other good qualities, and married him
to live with him and love him for ever; lago, in his vicious
nature, makes it out to Roderigo m a different light alto-

gether. According to him, Love is only a scion of lust,—

a

mere Sensuality w’hich forms the very blood of human nature.
Therefore, if Desdemona has married the Moor for the sake of

Love, it means, in the language of lago, that she has done so for

the satisfaction of her lust. If she had chosen him for that pur-
pose in preference to others, it w'as because she felt herself attract-

ed towards him by his ‘ bragging and telling her fantastical lies’.

Even while they were in Venice, lago suspected,—and even in-

formed Roderigo to that effect,—that she had made a wrong choice.
She would soon discover ‘the error of her choice’, and would, in

consequence soon change for ‘ youth’. Now, when in Cyprus,
seeing Cassio rather free with her, lago takes advantage of this

fact and thinks of concocting a vile story of illicit love out of it.

It will serve lago as a handle by which he will successfully abuse
Othello’s ear and poison his mind lago ’s one object throughout
has been to wreak his vengeance on the Moor by spoiling his domes-
tic peace and happiness. No other circumstance would serve the
purpose so well as the tale of his wife’s infidelity towards him. If

only this tale is w'orked up, gradually, subtly and cleverly, so as to

give it an appearance of truth, then, the passion of Jealousy, once
awakened, will do its intended havoc. He knows the force and
fury of this Passion which, when fully excited, will be satisfied
with nothing short of the death of the person suspected-
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Whether, however, he can succeed in his plan with such a
story, whether he can successfully seduce Othello’s ear and
poison his mind against his wife, lago entertains some doubt and
fear. And the reason for his anxiety is thus explained,

—

The Moor,—howbeit that I endure him not,

—

Is of a constant, loving, noble nature

;

And I dare think he’ll prove to Desdemona
A most dear husband.

It IS this constancy of Othello’s love for his wife and the
depth and intensity of that love that fill lago with misgivings.
Added to these obstacles, the Moor is of a noble nature, given to

construing men and measures liberally and large-heartedly. Can
such a man ever be made to think evil of his wife i* It looks a
most formidable obstacle to lago.

His base and perverse emotions are stirred up and kindled
but before they are allowed to blaze up and consume him and
others, lago is looking for some show of reason, some extenuation.
So, he concocts a preliminary tale of evil and injury to himself
and the Moor. Already, while still in Venice, he first trotted out the
rumour that Othello has spoiled the morality of his wife, Emilia.
It was only a rumour but, by believing it to be true, he confirms
the rumour and makes it look a fact. And now, taking this as a basis,
he works himself into a mood of Jealousy, Anger and Hate against
the Moor This Hate, so originated, is easily fed and,, fanned by
another unfortunate instinct,—the instinct of dislike for a stranger,
for one of a different race, religion or country. It has ever been
the habit of Jago, first to lay hold of some excuse floating about
in the region of uncertainties, trifles, airy nothings

;
then to work

upon and to magnify its importance, till it is crystallized into
a formidable reason or motive for his malignity to issue in action.
Accordingly, we see him taking up the rumour of Othello’s mis-
conduct with Emilia

;
and convincing himself that it is true, he

makes it a motive for his action. As he himself puts it in his first

soliloquy.

—

.1 hate the Moor;
And it is thought abroad that ’twixt my sheets

He has done my office : I know not if’t be true ;

But I for mere suspicion in that kind
Will do as if for surety.

When lago wishes to gain his evil ends, he will make any
excuse or pretext serve as a reason to justify himself. What
was only a mere rumour or suspicion about Emilia and the ‘lusty’

, Moor, has now grown into a galling certainty, or as he says in his
second soliloquy,

—

For, that I do suspect the lusty Moor
Hath leap'd into my seat: the thought whereof
Poth like a poisonous mineral gnaw my inwards.
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Or, m other words, he makes that supposed event a cause to rouse

his Jealousy with and to work that passion up to a high pitch. And,

earned away by it, he now settles within himself as to what fit

methods he should employ to seek his revenge. To use lago’s

own words,

—

And nothing can oi shall content my soul

Till I am even’d with him, wife for wife.

But how is he to be even’d with Othello in this respect ?

How should he spoil or taint the purity of Desdemona ? By lov-

ing her or by using artificei* But the first feeling must be

reciprocated by her. Even illicit love must exist on both sides.

As for himself, he says

—

I do love her too (Desdemona,)

But for a person of lago’s philosophy, Love is but a lust of the

human blood,— a sensuality, which if permitted freely, will lead

one to ‘preposterous conclusions ’ Therefore, a man not only of

pure Intellect or Reason, but also sovereign Will-power, must
either kill it

;
or, if compelled to cherish it, use it, not for its own

sake but as a means only to gam some other end. And so, when
he says that he loves Desdemona, he immediately follows it up
by explaining,

—

' Not out of absolute lust ;

But partly led to diet my revenge.

There is, however, the probability that fago may not succeed
in his plan. Either he may not get access to Desdemona, or she
may prove too strong-willed and too pure-minded for all his

attempt or artifice to taint her conduct with lago is not unmind-
ful of these probabilities

,
therefore, aided by his quick intellect,

he IS ready with another alternative. As he says to himself,

—

Or, failing so, yet that I put the IMoor

At least into a jealousy so strong

That judgment cannot cure.

If lago cannot violate her chastity, he will at least destroy
her happiness by filling her husband with a deep Jealousy and
a deep hatred against her. Nothing will serve this end better
than the story of her supposed love for and her secret misconduct
with Cassio. Therefore thinks lago,

—

I’ll have our Michael Cassio on the hip,

Abuse him to the Moor in the rank garb.

But why should he pitch upon Cassio m particular, while there
are others available for the purpose ? There is a double reason
for his decision. It is not only be,;ause Cassio has got the post of
Lieutenancy to which lago was entitled, but also because Cassio is

supposed to have misbehaved with his wife, EAiilia;

Eor^ I fear Casaio with my night-eap too,
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So argues lago within himself, concocting or believing another
false and wicked story this time against Cassio, to justify himself

in his object of ruining both Cassio and Othello, and thereby to

satisfy his craving for vengeance against both.

Before, however, he can take ‘ Cassio on the hip ’ and ‘abuse

him to the Moor,' lago must utilize or create some incident by
which Cassio must incur the anger and displeasure of Othello.

Cassio must be involved m some serious misbehaviour by
which, he will not only lose the good opinion and the great confi-

dence of the General, but most probably fall a victim to his wrath
and be punished. It is only in such an atmosphere
of strained relations between the two that lago hopes to

succeed in poisoning Othello’s mind with the story of Cassio’s

misconduct with Desdemona.

How IS lago to bring about such a situation with regard to

Cassio ? By using Roderigo as his tool. He has already told the
latter to go to the watch that night, and somehow provoke Cassio’s

temper so that he might beat him. lago will be near enough, and
exaggerate that small incident and the little confusion caused by
it into a frenzied mutiny of the soldiers or of the people of Cyprus.
This will attract the notice of Othello who, on finding the cause
of it and the main culprit in it, will deal harshly with Cassio and
form a bad opinion of him.

But, will Roderigo act up to lago’s direction When a little

while ago he told him so, he (Roderigo) appeared as if he was not
convinced of the utility of the proposed step and even departed
in a doubtful mind, by saying—

I will do this, if I can bring it to any oppoi tunity.

This makes lago doubtful whether Roderigo can at all be
relied on. So, he says, rather in a doubtful manner,

—

Which thing (I am) to do.

If this poor trash of Venico (Roderigo) whom I trash
For his quick hunting, stand the putting on.

What he means by this is— ‘In the furtherance of my plan, if only
this simple fool of Venice whom I am inducing to act, apparently
for his own gam, can act up to my suggestion’, then,—

I’il have our Michael Oassio on the hip,

Abuse him to the Moor m the rank garb.

And when so abused, the Moor will be put in a mood of jealousy,
bewildered and perplexed, in which state, I, professing myself hts
friend and guide, will

Make the Moor thank me, love me and reward me
For making him egregiously an ass.

And practising upon, his peace and quiet

Even to madness,

10
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lago has now weiglicd all his points, pro6 and cons, consi-

dered all his methods, and has come to a decision that he would
either pel sonally spoil Desdemona’s chastity, nr rouse Othelhj’s

jealousy and hate against her and ruin their happiness But
although the decision is formed, the details of his plan are yet

hazy and piobleraatic He must give them time to take tangible

shape, to materialize and mature. At present, they are in a

confused state. Hence, he ends his soliloquy with these words,

—

‘Tis here (pointing to his head), hut yei confused ,

Knavery's plain face is nover seen till used.

PART VII.

The Herald goes about,— Proclaiming a Holiday.

The day, busy with the fresh arrivals and their welcomes in

Cyprus, IS now drawing to a close. It is nearly 5 P. M., when a

Herald is sent out to proclaim, on the authority and consent of

Othello, the ‘ noble and valiant General’, a holiday ‘ fiom this

present hour of five till the bell have told eleven’, as it is in-

tended to have a public rejoicing over

certain tidings now arrived, importing the meie perdition of the

Turkish fleet,

and also because,

besides theso beneficial news, it is the celebration of his (Othello’s)

nuptials.

The Herald, proclaiming the news in the streets, informs the
people that

every man (is desired to) put hunsilf into trniiuph
;
some to dance,,

some to rn'iko hoafiros, each man to nhat spoit and revels his

addiction leads him;

and adds that

all offices (pnl)lic huiidings) are open and there is full liberty of

feasting . ...till eleven o’clock of the night So 'uuch was his

(Olihcllo'b) plcasnio should be pioclaimed

And the Herald ends with the prayer,

—

Heaven bless the isle of Cyprus and our noble General Othello.

PART VIII.

Othello asks Cassio to guard the Place well that Night and retires.

It is the niglit of Othello’s arrival in Cyprus. Othello is in
a hall of the Castle, and Desdemona and Cassio are with him,
attended by servants.

Othello calls his friend and subordinate, Cassio, by his pet
surname Michael, and asks him to arrange for the proper guarding
of the place that night. To use his own w'ords,

—

Good Michael, look you to tho guard to-night.
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Othello gives this particular instiuction because he thinks
that the islanders have not yet fully recovered from the fear of

an expected attack of the enemy, and from the damaging and
depressing effects of a violent storm. They are still in low spirits;

and he is afraid that some, out of despondency or desperation, may
over-do their share m the feasting and get drunk. In their

insobriety, they may provoke quarrels which might, in a panic-

stricken state of the people, lead to more serious riots or affrays.

Therefore, as a matter of special precaution, Othello appoints his

own Lieutenant for the watch and, by way of advice and warning,
tells him,

—

Let’s teach ourselves that honourable stop,

Not to out-spoit disci etion.

Cassio in reply states that he has already settled things with
lago for the proper guarding of the place, and that he has given
him suitable instructions about it. Yet, he too will see to the
arrangements personally and satisfy himself that his orders arc
carried out. He says,

—

lago hath direction v?hat to do ;

But, notwithstanding, with my personal eye
Will I look to’t.

'' lago is most honest,’ says Othello and approves of Cassio's
arrangements Then, he bids 'good night’ to Cassio and asks
him to meet him early ne.xt morning, as he desires to speak to him
concerning some important affair. Turning now to Desdemona,
he lovingly tells her,

Come, my dear love,

The purchase made, the fiuits are to ensue '

That profit’s yet to come ‘twixt mo and you ;

meaning thereby that, having mutually loved each other and
married, they shall henceforth enjoy the blissful course and
comfort of a wedded life.

PART IX.

lago Indirectly holds out the Allnring Bail of Woman to Cassio, but in Vain.

Soon after, Cassio meets lago and, after the usual greeting,
tells him that both of them should proceed and look to the nroner

;
watch ’ of the night.

^

lago, however, has already settled within himself that he
should bring about the fall of Cassio that night. So, in a friendly
tone and manner, he now tells him that it is not yet the hour for
watch. ^The public feastings and rejoicings are to continue till
eleven o’clock when, he says, they can attend to their duty. In
Tago’s own words .

—
Not this hour. Lieutenant ;

’ tis not yet ten o’ the clock.
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If so enrly (as 10 P. M.) they were sent away by Othello, it

was not so much for their attending to the watch as it was for

himself, to snatch an early hour and begin his amorous
play with his wife. It was the night of his nuptials, and naturally

enough, he was anxious to have a quiet and happy time with her.

To use the rather blunt and inelegant words of lago,

—

Our general cast na thus oaily for the love of his Desdemona J who
let ns not therefore hlanio ; he hath not yet made wanton the night

with hoi.

Then, to divert Cassio’s mind from the idea of proceeding to

the watch, and to lure or entice him into the temptations of enjoy-

ing wine and woman, he now changes the topic of conversation

and dwells upon the accomplishments of Desdemona. And so,

in his light-hearted and vulgar language, he remarks

—

She is sport for Jove.

But Cassio, who is absolutely unaware of the evil intentions

of his friend, takes him to be sincere, though plain and blunt, and
on his part adds his own appreciation and praise of that lady’s

good qualities by saying,

—

She’s a most exquisite lady.

He means by this that she is in every way an accomplished
lady,—as admirable in the qualities of her head and heart as in

the beauty of her person. But lago, who by nature has an evil

mind and a nose for stench only, gives a vulgar turn to Oassio’s
chaste and pure notions of the lady, by describing her as

cunning enough to make amorous advances to others. When,
therefore, Cassio says that she is a most exquisite lady, lago
quickly follows with the coarse remark,

—

I'll warrant her full of game.

Cassio, on the other hand, to whom the gross and vulgar
import of lago’s words does not appeal, or who in his purity of

heart is unable to see the venom underlying Ins words, simply
says,—

Indeed, she’s a most fresh and delicate creature.

But lago becomes still more blunt and enters upon a detailed
description of the lady in a language suggestive of nothing but
lewd and voluptuous thoughts—

What an eye she has ! mo-thmks it sounds a parley to provocation.

His meaning is, that her eyes are so alluring in their sensuality
that they will attract any heart to her loving and lustful bosom.
But Cassio retorts by the observation,

—
‘ true, she has an invit-

ting eye,* meaning thereby, ‘brilliant and charming eyes’ which
are

—

Yet, methinjis, right modest.

lago, however, would not stop, and this time puts a direct question
to Cassio and asks him,

—

And when she speaks, is it not an alarum to love?
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By this, he implies that her voice is so musical, her speech so
attractive as to cause every one that listens to her, to love her
(carnally) at once. But Cassio merely states,

—

She IS indeed perfcotiou !

That is, she is perfect m her graces and attainments,— richly
endowed by Nature m the former, and well accomplished by Art
and Education in the latter.

lago, in the course of this conversation, shows what
a coarse-minded, foul-mouthed, lecherous beast, or a cunning
Satan he is. With a wicked intention, but hiding it

cleverly so as to make it look like an innocent joke between
friends, he is really trying to place a temptation in Cassio’s path.
Beginning with what looks like a friendly justification of Othello
for sending them away so early, he gradually digresses into a
description of Desdemona’s alluring beauty of person and her
charming ways which, he says, are fit even for the gods to desire.
He gives so glorious a picture of her and dwells so seductively
upon the beauty of her eye and voice as to excite the carnal feel-
ings and desires of Cassio towards her. His main object is to
draw Cassio on to commit himself by word or gesture to indicate
his passion for Desdemona. Any such expression of opinion by
him, however slight or indirect, lago would gladly welcome and
use against him and the lady to their ruination.

It must, however, be said to the credit of Cassio that he is

too pure-minded to fall into the snare set up by his friend for his
downfall. In fact, he is not aware that his friend has been all

along designing against him and therefore, when that friend has
been dilating upon the beauty of the Lady rather vulgarly, he has
merely taken him for a rugged but plain-spoken person. Conse-
quently, he does not resent or protest against his friend’s words.
He takes him to be rugged and honest and, so, contents himself by
adding his own laudatory and respectful remarks about the lady
in answer to his friend’s indecent implications. According to
Cassio, the lady is ‘most exquisite ‘most fresh and delicate’;
has ‘an inviting eye’ that is yet ‘right modest and, on the whole,
‘is indeed perfection’. Being quite pure-minded and sincere in his
admiration for her, he neither feels nor takes the lure or bait held
out to him by his friend.

lago, the tempter, knowing this, now turns to another channel
of allurement and at last succeeds in gradually drawing Cassio
into his net. But before he changes this subject for another, he
now adopts quite a different tone in order to allay any suspicion
he may have excited in Cassio against the purity of the lady’s
character Therefore, he now ends the topic with the skill of
a finished hypocrite with good wishes for the married couple,
in his inimitable blunt language—

Well, happinssa to their sheets {
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PART X

If oue Bait is refused, another is offered and taken: Cassio at first Resists,

but at last Succumbs to the offer of Wine.

Having failed to tempt Cassio by the alluring bail of Woman,
lago now tries him by another, namely. Wine, saying,

—

Come, Lieutenant, I have a stoup of Wme;

so that, ‘we may drink to each other’s health and to the health

and happiness of the married couple ’ And to make the offer all

the more acceptable and agreeable, he adds,

—

And hero, without, aio a biace of Cyprus gallants that would fain

have a measuro to the. health ot black Othello.

Here, close by, he points to a couple of persons who are, as

he calls them, ‘gallants’,—men of noble bath and breeding,—men
not given to mean practices or vulgar excesses and, theieforc,

men whose friendship is worth cultivating. To refuse their offer

or to reject their company at sinJi a time, would be to violate good
manners or the established usage of social entertainment. After

all, they aie not drunkaids by habit
,
and, if they have consented

to take wine now, it is a small quantity or ‘ a measure’ only.

Besides, they will drink, not to satisfy their craving, but to the

health of Othello, their general .This is a recognized form of

expressing one’s love and loyalty and, on this occasion, it is a

duty also, ‘as Othello is not only our General, but also our Gov-
ernor, in supreme command over all in Cyprus.’ Under the
circumstances, Cassio should not refuse the offer nowmrdeto
him.

Thus, in the name of Friendship, m the name of social Mora-
lity or Etiquette, and for the sake of Love, Loyalty and Duty, does
the Devil lago tempt the unsuspecting Cassio to one cup of wme,
to one only,— one cup that is to be the cup of bitterness, of sorrow
and shame, of failure and downfall, to him that drinks Such a cup
is full of all the hellish ingredients of Jealousy, Hate, Anger and
Revenge to some, and of Pam, Anxiety and Worry to others. In
short, it is a cup of deadly poison that will eventually lead to or
culminate in the most pathetic, undeserving, and appalling death
of several innocent lives.

Cassio, however, at firs! icsisls the temptation, and refuses

the offer m these words

—

Not to-night, good lago,

and for this reason,

—

I have very poor and unhappy brains for drinking.

He knows that he is unable to bear the effects of wme, and
that, like him, there must be many others who are constitutionally
Unfit to stand it* TJ'herefore, in his hate or dislike of this well-and-
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widely-established social habit of ‘ drinking ’ as a mode of cour-

tesy or hospitality or as a ‘custom of entertainment,’ he sighs and

wishes

—

I could well wish Courtesy would invent some other custom of

entertainment.

I ago brings his friendly pressure to bear on Cassio with such
warmth, earnestness and show of reason that his victim at last

yields to his persuasion and falls into his net. His seducer has
these coaxing words—

0, they aia our fiiends , but one cup ; I’ll dunk for you.

Among the reasons urged, we note the following —the persons
that have come are friends, ‘ gallants, ’ noblemen of high birth

and breeding
,

the quantity of wine to be taken is only one cup
;

and if Cassio still objects to take ‘but one cup,’ fago, his friend
will drink it for him, on his behalf

,
it is only at a jovial meeting

of friends and not at a drinking saloon or tavern
,
and the friends

are all select, of a sober class, not diunkards
,
and, above all, he

(lago) would be thcie, and will not allow any excess to mar the
otherwise innocent, simple, festive joy of the hour. But Cassio
feels that this proposed, restricted, single cup will be too much for

him, since he has already taken one cup elsewhere which, he
says, was rather strong, or only slightly diluted,

—

I have diimk but one cup' to-night,

And that was ciaftily qualified too.

And, behold, what innovation it makes here, (pointing to his head).

He means that even that one cup is having its evil intoxicating
effect on him, and that he is naturally too weak to stand much
wine

;
to use his apologetic language,

—

I am unfortunate m the infirmity, and dare not task my weakness
with any more.

The tempter, however, will not leave him alone. In a most
friendly manner, almost in a tone ol supplication, and with all his
powers of persuasion and cajolery, he once more appeals to him
in the name of the jolly, festive nature of the occasion and asks
him to please his friends by taking only a little measure,

—

What, man ! ’tis a night of revels : the gallants desire it.

He again reminds Cassio that it is a night of feasting and jollity;

that every one, having been given full liberty, is indulging in
some form of pleasure or merry-making; that therefore Cassio will
not be committing any breach of duty, by taking but one cup
With his friends

;
and that, after all, it is only a simple innocent

pleasure that is desired by the ‘gallants’ or men of high standing.
Is he going to refuse them that small enjoyment, particularly
when they themselves have come seeking for his company ? Will
he, who has been well-known for his refined manners, obliging
disposition, agreeable ways of pleasing and entertaining fricndsj
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this occasion become so rude, disagreeable and disobliging to

them ? Will he not thereby be spoiling his fair name for a

gentleman of agreeable and obliging disposition ^ Therefore, says

iago, as if very keen about preserving the good name of his

friend.

—

What, man! the gallants desire it.

This IS too much even for an abstaining saint Cassio’s

personal vanity has been tickled, his sense of good
manners touchecl, and his polite, hospitable and obliging dispo-

sition praised; how can he refuse the tempting offer of the

proverbial spider to ‘walk into my parlour The victim who has
already twice refused it, now, on the third occasion, yields to it.

Whatever else may be his plea lor refusing the drink, he does not

desire to be known oi regaided as disagreeable and rude to his

new friends. His good name is at stake. Therefore, to the secret

]oy of the tempter, but as a prelude to his own downfall, he takes

the first step on the road to his luin wdien he enquires

—

Where are they ^

His enquiry refers to those gallants or noblemen who have come
seeking his company. To this question of Cassio, Iago joyfully
and readily replies,

—

Hero, at the door ; I pi ay j'ou, call them m.

Cassio need not take the trouble of going a long way to look for

them. They have themselves come and are waiting at his door
;

he is only to call them m; and they will be pleased. So,
Cassio now consents,'

—

‘I’ll do it, (i. e. call them in)

And yet he makes a last, mild protest which, however, he cannot
enforce.

But it dislikes mo.

In uttering this mild protest after giving his consent, we can
well imagine a certain amount of pathos in his voice, a feeling of

helplessness. He knows by bitter experience in the past that he
should not drink; and yet he is made to feel that he should accept,
and not lefuse the offer of a little drink on this occasion. His
experience reminds him of his position as an honored and refined

member of society. The latter needs a greater consideration than
the former, in as much as the demands of society are of greater
importance than the personal tastes of an individual. Personal
desires and tastes, personal likes and dislikes, should give way
before the requirements of society. Such is the accepted view of
the work-a-day life incur society in all its departments,—political,
military, religious, educational, caste, or social. Cassio is an
honorable member of such a society,—how can he shut the door
against its fashions, conventions, or demands ?
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PART XL

!ago‘s Soliloquy on the situation.

Just as Cassio has left the room to call in his friends or gallants,

lago begins his soliloquy, giving utterance to the thoughts and
plans suiging m his brain. He is a very skilful designer. At
every stage, he carefull^i^ weighs and scrutinises his modus
operandi, even as a thief or burglar does when he, in a dark night,

breaks into a house to commit burglary. We can well imagine
how the burglar looks around, proceeds silently, slowly and cau-

tiously, full of forethought and precautions. lago rvorks with
similar caution, cunning and forethought. He is conscious that

he has succeeded so far in inducing Cassio to consent to entertain

the gallants whom he has gone out to summon. And now he
thinks that if he can further succeed in tempting him to drink
but one cup more than the one he has already taken, he is sure,

in view of Cassio’s ‘infirmity,’ that it will make him quite

‘drunk’, upset his brain and nerves, and render him very
talkative, quarrelsome and offensive. He is somewhat doubtful
if Cassio will take another cup. The question is still proble-

matic and hence the conditional clause with which his

soliloquy begins. Once this condition is fulfilled, the foreseen
result must follow. To use lago’s expressive phraseology,

—

If I can fasten but one cup upon him.

With that which ho hath drunk to-night already,

He’ll be as full of quarrel and offence

As my young mistress’ dog.

And when he is in that drunken state, he will behave like a
young puppy that is easily teased into barking and biting

;
that is

to say, he will be readily provoked to quarrel with and assault any
one who angers him or comes in his way. There is his fool

Rodengo who can be employed for this purpose. There are two
causes which have operated to unsettle Roderigo’s poor brains

;

one is, his love or infatuation for Desdemona, which has made
him quite silly and blind; or, as lago puts it, he is one—

>

Whom Love has turned almost the wrong side out.

This fool has been deluded into the belief that once Cassio is

removed from his post, he will have easier access to Desdemona,
and so he is willing to act in any manner that will lead to Cassio’s

fall. Another reason that has made this fool more silly is his pre-

sent insobriety, caused by his repeated and copious draughts of

wine, drunk to the health of his lady-love Desdemona. In this

excited or unsettled state, the gull can be easily induced to follow

any path, however idiotic or dangerous, provided it is made to

appear profitable to him. lago knows that this drunken fool is

set to ‘watch to-night,’ and what can be easier than to set him on
to anger and quarrel with Cassio ? lago knows him and his
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weaknesses thoroughly. He calls him,
‘

niy sick fool, Rodengo,
who—

To IJesdemoua hath to-mght caroused

Potations pottle-deop ; and he’s to watch :

But lago must have, in his forethought, others also to fall back

upon. As the proverb goes, ‘ he must have double strings to his

bow’. If ‘ ray sick fool ’ proves timid and fails, he has other

drunkards who can be used foi the success of his scheme^

—

Thiee lads of (lyprns, —noble swelling spirits,

That hold their honours in a wary distance,

The veiy elouienta o£ this warlike isle,

—

Have Itc-night flustci’d with flowing cups ,

And they watch too.

What a clever and consummate devil * Note his superb
cunning and diplomacy with which he has collected a number of

raw, hot-headed, excitable youths,
—

‘swelling spirits, the very
elements of this warlike isle,’— at his place and, on the pretext of

celebrating the lestive occasion, has made them drunkor ‘flusteied

with tlowing cups ’ They are youths of noble biifh and high
spirits, and are rather touchy about their personal honor and
family dignity and, as such, they will not tamely put up with any-
thing said or done against them. He knows full well that they
will piesently be set to watch, to keep guard, that night in that

war-like Island; and that, therefore, they should not be under the
influence of hqnor or any intoxicating drug. And yet, he has
‘flustered them all with flowing cups’ in furtherance of his dark
and diabolical scheme. For, only when that scheme has been
successfully achieved, will his malignant nature,—his evil emotions
or agitations of his mind,—be quieted and satisfied. And, hence,
he triumphantly anticipates the downfall of Cassio by embroil-
ing him with Rodengo or with the other gallant lads of Cyprus,
all more or less drunk,

—

Now, ‘mongsi. this flock of drunkards,
Am I to put our Cassio in some action

That may offend the isle.

Here, at this juncture, fago, seeing Cassio return with Montano
and the ‘gallants’, brings his soliloquy to a close by remarking that
if his efiorts and plans will lead to the result now thought of by
him, he would be highly satisfied. If only this preliminary plan
of his, in first intoxicating and then embroiling Cassio, were to
succeed, then the success of his bigger scheme of wreaking
vengeance on Othello will be simplified and ensured. And, medi-
tating thus, he brings his soliloquy to a close—

If consequence do but approve my dream,
My boat sails freely, both with wind and stream.
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Effects of Drink on Cassio,

In the company of the ‘ gallants, ’ elated by the lively talk of

his companions, and specially pressed and persuaded by Montano
(the Ex-Governor of the Island', Cassio is now inclined to drink.
At first, he hesitates and gives out this excuse, —

•

‘Pore G-od, they have given me a louso already.

But Montano intet poses, saying,

—

Good faith, a little one i not past a pint,

Wheieupon lago, the temptei, from behind, watching his oppor-
tunity, shouts out to the boys

—

Bomo wme, ho >

and starts singing
,
loudly and m a hilarious manner, the song

ending with the moral,--

And let me the canakin clink, clink ;

And let me the canakin clink ,

A soldier’s a man ;

A life’s but a span ;

Why, then, let a soldiei drink.

And when the song is finished, Cassio already elated, now bursts

out with the praise

—

‘Fore God, an excellent song !

lago inlorms the company that he learned that song m
England where, indeed, they are so manly as to drink a lot and
yet remain steady, without appearing to be ' drunk,’ He
compares them with the other peoples of Europe and gives English-

men the palm for drinking. He is trying to tickle Gassio’s

vanity, by reminding him of the manly aptitude of other peoples

for drink and suggesting that the Italians or Venetians should not

fare worse in comparison. How often is one’s vanity touched
by friends or companions who boast of their abilities to do certain

feats and who thereby shame or encourage the more timid of the

company into doing the same. Cassio is likewise ensnared and
tickled, and so he asks his tempter—

Is your Englishman so expert in his drinking ’

and straightaway starts drinking himself, as if not to be out-done
by others. Shakespeare here means to cast a veiled slur on the

national vice of drink so rampant among the Europeans, parti-

cularly the English, so far back as the 16th and ]7th centuries.

This pernicious vice is still so prevalent that America has made
penal laws and organized a campaign to combat it. Cassio now
drinks and calls out,

—

(Here’s) to the health of the general

!
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lago then treats the lolly company to another song, the first part

of which IS quite siily and stale, both in spirit and subs-

tance But, it IS sung well by lago among ‘a flock of drunkards’

and is praised by Cassio and others as ‘a more exquisite song than
the other.’ The second part of the song, however, contains a

moral at its close, which seems to have been lost upon the

drunkards viz —
’Tis pride that pulls the country down ;

Thon take thme auld cloak about theo

Cassio IS now completely ‘gone’ in drink, and begins to talk

stupidly, incoherently and effusively about eveiything he
thinks of. He is quite intoxicated, but, staggering as a drunkard,
protests that he is not drunk and comes out with this meaning-
less drivel,

—

Do not think, gentlemen, I am drunk ; this is my Ancient

;

this is my right hand, and this is my left I am not drunk now ;

t can stand well enough, and speak well enough.

Overpowered by drink,— intoxicated, reeling and rambling,—he
now goes out of the room. Turning now to Rodengo who ]ust

appears on the scene, he sets him on to go after Cassio

—

I pray yoa, aftoi the Lieutenant; go.

As soon as they are gone, lago condemns Cassio’s drunken-
ness to Montano and others, and makes this sardonic comment

—

You see this fellon' that is gone before ?

He is a soldier fit to stand by Caesar
And give direction , and do but see his vice.

Their he dilates on Cassio’s vice or vicious habit of drinking
and remarks that this vice overshadows all his other virtues or
good qualifications as a soldier,

—

. . ,.Aud do but see his vice;

'Tis to his virtue a just equinox,
The one as long as the other.

This IS followed by his hypocritical expressions of pity and fear,

—

pity for Cassio that he is given to ‘ drink,’ and fear that Othello’s
trust in drunken Cassio might endanger the safety of the island.
Montano, on hearing all this, naturally enquires if he is often thus,
and suggests to lago that the good and unsuspecting General
should be informed of Cassio’s weakness,—

It were well

The general were put in mind of it.

Perhaps he sees it not, or his good nature
Prizes the virtue that appears in Cassio
And looks not on his evils :

After thus coraniontmg on the good nature of Othello,
Montano asks his friend lago,— ‘ Is not this true ? ’ Then he gives
expression to his feelings of pity, fear and anxiety thus —
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And ’Lis grofit pity tlifit the nolde Moor
Should hazard such a place as his own second

With one of an ingiaft infirmity :

Montano, in all sincerity, throws out the suggestion that ‘it were
an honest action to say so to the Moor.’ But lago, artfully keep-

ing up the pretence of friendship and love for Cassio before

Montano, looks almost indignant and horrified, and says

—

Not I, for tins fair island;

I do love Cassio well, and would do nmcli

To cure him of this evil

:

While lago is thus engaged m conversation with Montano ^nd
the ‘gallants,’ they suddenly hear the noise of brawling outside and
a cry of

—
‘help ! help!’ This is followed by the appearance of Cassio.

He is angry and turbulent, and is driving Rodengo before him,
calling him names,—‘You rogue’ you rascal’ a knave (to)

teach me ray duty’’ and beating him Seeing this, Montano inter-

poses and stops Cassio by holding him, but the latter is unmanage-
able and fights the interposer with his sword. While this tumult is

going on, lago instructs Rodengo to go out and cry —a ‘mutiny,’

and ring the alarum bell. At the same time, he pretends anxiety to

quell the disturbance, by shouting to each of the combatants
;
by

loudly questioning ‘ who’s that that rings the bell ? '

;
and by

expressing his fears that ‘ the town will rise.’

PART XIV.

OTHELLO APPEARS ON THE SCENE OF AFFRAY AND DISMISSES CASSIO.

(a) lago’s feigned activity in restoring peace and order’

ruffled by himself.

Hearing the tumult and the alarum-bell ringing, Othello
immediately ai rives on the scene and asks the people to stop
fighting. lago also shows to be very busy before the general,

pretending to help in restoring peace and older. Here, again, we
see proofs of his consummate cunning and hypocrisy. It is he who
has carefully planned all this mischief It is he who has asked
Rodengo to raise a hue and cry, to go and shout— ‘a mutiny’, and
to ring the alai'um bell; and yet he, now professing himself a
friend of peace, in all innocence, exclaims,

—

Who's that that rings the bell ? Diablo, ho I

The town will rise Q-od’s will. Lieutenant, hold

!

Yon will be shamed for ever.

Othello, seeing Montano and Cassio at arms, commands on
pain of death

—

Hold, for your lives

!

And lago, the dissembler, now looks all sense of duty and
diligence in the presence of the general and shouts out,—-
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Hold, ho ! Lieutenant,—sir,—Montano,—gentlemen,

—

Have you forgot all sense of place and duty ?

Hold ! the General speaks to yon ; hold, hold, for shame!

This is an ingenious manoeuvre on the part of lago, by which
he appears quite honest and innocent before Othello m order to

fui ther strengthen the already implicit confidence of the General

in him. Othello condemns the conduct of Montano and Cassio

as woise than that of the Turks and, in anger, scolds and threatens

thus

—

For Christian shame, put by this baibaroiis brawl

;

He that stiys next to carve for his own rage

Holds his soul light ; he dies upon his motion.

He means by this that ‘he, who continues or prolongs the affray to

satisfy his personal spite, shall court his own death, i.e.,—shall be
killed at once by me ’.This threat has its desired effect in stopping

the fight forthwith. The General then gives directions to ‘silence

that dreadful bell, (as) it frights the isle from her propriety.’

Turning to lago who looks so very sad and dejected, he asks him
the cause of this broil,

—

Honest lago, that look’st dead with grieving,

Speak, who began this ? On thy love, I charge theo.

Being a pretender and master-actor, lago deceives all-

Before Othello, lago puts on the appearance of innocence and
honesty, not only by his artful words and expressions, but also by
his looks, acts and gestures. His genius for hypocrisy
helps him to adjust his physiognomy so skilfully that

he appears greatly grieved and perturbed at the incident. In fact,
‘ Grief ’ is written, as it were, on his face Neither Othello, nor
Cassio, nor Montano, can read lago’s devillish heart, so cleverly
hid by his made-up exterior. The real lago, the deadly viper, lies

serenely screened from the view of all. Othello is therefore com-
pletely deceived when he relies upon lago and questions him
about the matter, calling him ‘ honest lago’ and charging him
on his love to disclose the name of the offender who began this
brawl.

Here, note the fidelity of Shakespeare’s plot to the stern
realities and happenings of daily life. It illustrates how
in this world persons unwittingly bring about their own ruin,
either by their inability or by their indifference, to correctly judge
the character and intentions of their neighbours, friends or asso-
ciates. Shakespeare always holds the mirror up to Nature.
Every one acts according to one’s inborn nature. The Moor is

open, generous and trustful qs before. lago is ever the same
hypocrite, double-dealer and dissembler. Our sympathy goes
out in full measure to Othello, the unsuspecting Moor, who faijs
to see through lago’s heart.
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(b) lago’s pretended ignorance of the cause of the brawl.

la go with consummate hypocnsy says, m reply to Othello’s

question about tlie cause of the ‘ brawl,’ that he does not know
anything about its origin

,
that he was hiraselt taken by surprise

,

that Cassio and Montano were like friends but till then
;
and that

they began fighting all of a sudden. As expressed by him,

—

I do not know . fiiends all but now, even now,
In quarter, and m teims like bride and gioom
Divesting them for bed

;
and then, hot now,

As if soma planet had unwitled men,
Swoids out, and tilting one at other’s breast.

In opposition bloody. I can not speak

Any beginning to this peevish odds

.

He then artfully regrets his presence at the scene of the

brawl, by saying,

—

(I) would, in action glonous I had lost

Those legs that hiought mo to a part of it.

By this, he means that he wished he had rather gone to a

regular battle and lost his legs in some ‘ glorious action ’ than to

have come there and witnessed that base and contemptible ‘brawl.’

(c) Othello questions Cassio and Montano but in vain.

Othello, then turning to Cassio, asks

—

How comes it, Michapl, you are thus forgot ?

Note the endearing way in which die Moor addresses

Cassio, indicating his sincere Invc and regard toi his Lieutenant.

The General wonders how Cassio could have so forgotten

himself as to take pait in this brawl Cassio pleads inability to

speak Poor man, he is dazed out of his wits on account of the

demoralizing effects of wine. He is taken aback and is unable to

reply,—

I pray you, pardon me, I cannot speak.

Othello then turns to Montano, expressing his wonder that

the Governor of Cyprus, greatly noted for his steadiness ancl

wisdom, should have stooped so low as to become a night

brawler’ and thus su’llied his hitherto splendid reputation. He

therefore asks him to explain the cause of the brawl,—

Worthy Montano, you were wont bo civil

;

The gravity and stillness of your youth

The w'orld'hath noted, and your name is great

In mouths of wisest censure ;
wjiat’s the matter.

That you unlace your reputation thus,

And spend your rich opinion for the name

Of a night-brawler ? give me answer to it,
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When Othello thus asks Montano about the cause of the

quarrel, the latter is so seriously ‘ hurt to clanger ’ and possibly

feels so faint and exhausted from the loss of blood from
his wound, and also depressed by the insult and injustice done
to him, that he finds it hard to reply and refers him to lago,

saying—

Your 0 Ulcer, lago, can inform you-

—

While I spare speech, which something now offends me

—

Of all that I do know

:

Though he is unable to give a full description of the incident,

yet he cannot rest content without briefly, but tenderly

touching upon his part in the quarrel by way of self-vindi-

cation. He IS deeply and bitterly conscious of the wrong and
injury done to him He thinks it inadvisable on grounds of

delicacy to plead his own cause, and implores lago, almost
cites him as his own witness to tell the general all that he
(Montano) knows. He puts in a word to say that he is cons-

cious of having done nothing amiss except to act m self-defence

when assaulted by others- His action in self-defence cannot be
considered a sin or a crime- For, Nature has planted that instinct

not only in man but in all life,—to save oneself against foreign

aggression or assault- As Montano says,

—

Nor know I aught

By me that’s said or done amiss this night ;

Unless self-charity be sometimes a vice,

And to defend ourselves (it) be a sin

When violence assails us.

(d) Othello gets angry when the explanation asked for, is withheld.

Othello, in his strong sense of discipline and duty, is anxious
to get at the root of the brawl and t^s duly punish the delinquent-
But, finding that the two Principal combatants or culprits refuse
to explain the origin of it and disclo.se the chief offender who
began it. he naturally gets very angry and annoyed- So he comes
out with this threat,

—

.Now, by heaven.

My blood begins my safer guides to rule,

And passion, having my best judgment collied,

Assays to lead the w ay : If I once stir,

Or do but lift this arm, the best of \ on
Shall sink m my rebuke.

Therefore, he wants to know how the fight began and who
began it,

—

Give me to know
How this foul rout began,' who sat it on?

In his strict and high sense of Right, Duty and Propriety,

Othello is qnable to conceive how such a wicked quarrel could
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have occurred in a town of war which is yet unsettled, and that

too

—

On the Court and guard of safety.

The very idea of such a happening is galling and horrible to

him, and he is naturally impatient to learn ‘how this rout

began.’ The more he thinks about it, and the longer the explana-

tion demanded is postponed or withheld, the greater swells his

fury. The tension of his emotions and the stern voice of duty in

him, therefore, prompt him to exclaim—
And he that is approved in this offence,

Though he had twinn’d with me, both at a birth,

Shall lose me.

He IS a man with whom Duty is Religion and Religion is Duty,
and every other feeling or consideration is subordinate to it. Quite
naturally, therefore, he says that the man who is proved to be
responsible for this brawl, though he be his own brother, nay, his

twin brother, will be disowned and discarded by him before the

‘altar of Duty’, In such an agitated mood, Othello finds himself

at a loss for words to stigmatize the conduct of the brawlers.

F'ully disgusted, he turns to lago with this comment and
question,

—

’Tis —monstrous. lago, who began’l?

(e) lago is asked to explain, but he feigns reluctance.

Before he could begin his reply to the General, Montano charges
lago, m the name of his profession as a soldier, to tell the tiuth and
-give an impartial account of the incident. He asks him to set

aside the consideration that both of them (lago and Cassio) are

friends and comrades in profession or service. Montano fears

that lago ,m his friendship for Cassio may not speak the whole
truth and so he warns him

—

If partially affined, or leagued in office.

Thou dost deliver more oi less than truth.

Thou art no soldier.

lago has appeared most reluctant, and has purposely waited
till forced, as it were, to disclose the truth, so damaging to Cassio,

tho’ at heart he is most eager and willing to give it out. He now
adopts another artful move before beginning his reply to the
Moor, namely an ingenious preface to his explanation to make it

appear to the General that there is nothing but the best of good
feeling and love between lago and Cassio. And now that he is

called upon to disclose the truth, he says in reply to the exhorta-
tion of Montano,

—

Touch me not so near.

By this, he means to say,
—

‘ Do not corner me thus, by strik.*

ing'me m my weak point, i.e.--my honor as a true soldier, and my
U
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love and friendship towards Cassio.’ With this expression of

feigned resentment at Montano’s advice or warningi lago comes
out craftily with this foreword that he would rather lose his

tongue than use it against Cassio.—

I had lathoi have this tongue cat from my mouth
Than it should do ofiouce to Michael Cassio.

By this well-timed and masterly preface, lago, the pretender,

makes out that he feels sorry to say or do anything that will go

against Cassio, And, yet, he adds

—

Yot, I persuade myself, to speak the truth

Shall noLhiug wrong him.

Note the artful import of lago's self-persuasion that the truth,

he is now forced to disclose, will not be damaging to Cassio.

With an expression of a pious belief in Cassio’s innocence,

lago brings out his friend’s complicity in the crime with far

greater emphasis than if given out in plain and direct words
without the qualifying

‘

Buts’ and ‘Yets.’ There is the hand of the

consummate hypocrite again !

(f) lago’s explanation, so innocent-looking and yet so incriminating

With these prefatory remarks, lago trims to Othello and
explains the cause of the quarrel —When himself and Montano
were talking with each other, a fellow came out, crying for help,

pursued by Cassio with “determined sword to execute upon
liim ’’, that is to say, with a firm determination to strike or cut

him with the sword. Here, observe the forcible significance of

the word “ determined.” It gives the idea that Cassio would not
be curbed and was firmly bent upon striking. By such delibe-

rately chosen words, the cunning devil seeks to establish Cassio’s
crime beyond all doubt. “He strikes without making it known that

he strikes.” Then, he proceeds, he went out after the ‘ fellow
crying out for help ’ to stop him, lest he should go and raise an
alarm m the town which was already full of the fears of war.
Montano, having met the enraged Cassio (striking the other fellow),

requested him to stop. We see how the dissembling wretch shapes
his explanation and presents it in such a plausible fashion that

nobody will, ior a moment, doubt his statement. At every stage of

his explanation he ingeniously impresses his friends, not only with
his own innocence in the affray, but with his anxiety and strenuous
efforts to avert it Failing to overcome the other fellow who was
too quick ior him, he returned to the place where he had left

Montano and Cassio, as he heard—
.... tho olmk and fall of swords
And Uassio high in oath; which, till tu-nighfc,

i no’or might say boforo.

In addition to lago’s previous damaging remark, that
Qassio pursued with a ‘determined sword,’ he now comes out with
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another,— equally, if not moie incriminating,—that he found the

Lieutenant swearing aloud with anger and plying his sword in a

fashion which he has never before seen him do. The explana-

tion of the hypocrite seriously implies that Cassio is the culpiut,

tho’ it does not say so directly in so many words. The eager

and artless Othello is naturally earned away by lago’s seemingly
honest statement of facts and is filled with wrath against

Cassio, the wiong-doer. lago has practically said all that is

required to establish the guilt of Cassio in Othello’s mind. He
then goes on to describe the further stages of the quarrel. On his

return from the vain pursuit of the fellow who had cried out for

help, he found both Montano and Cassio engaged in a personal
grapple, dealing blows and, in fact, m the same position as Othello
himself found them. He winds up with

—

More of this matter caaiuot I lepoi t '.

as if anything more is still left to be reported Not content with
thus incriminating Cassio, the sly devil now makes a pretence of

pleading for the Lieutenant’s cause but, in leality, he is further
driving home the conviction of Cassio’s guilt lago now purposely
adopts a palliative, almost a philosophising, tone, and says that

though Cassio might have done some wrong to Montano, yet, after

all, to err is human
;

ev'en the best of men at times act hastily and
improperly under the influence of anger and strike even their
nearest and dearest well-wishers. In his own words, so artful

and yet so full of wisdom and truth,

—

But men are men; the best sometimes forget

As men m rage strike those that wish them best.

Then he throws out a feeble surmise that, probably, Cassio
had suffered at the hands of the ‘fellow who cried out for help,’

an insult or indignity which he could not stand in spite of all his
patience; and that this, perhaps, accounts for and partly justifies

his loss of temper which caused the quarrel that night,

—

Yet surely Cassio, I believe, received

Prom him that fled, some strange indignity,

Which patience could not pass.

Look at the dexterous use of Reasoning, fallacious though, and
at the power of Indirect Suggestion, by which he has fixed the
crime firmly on Cassio’s head. He says that people will, under the
baleful influence of anger, strike even their dearest well-wishers,
and that Cassio, overpowered by such passion that night, has done
the same. How clearly he makes it naturally follow that Cassio is

the angry striker, and the man struck, Montano, the well-wisher.
We note the syllogism, in which he gives out the valid
premises and leaves the inevitable conclusion to follow by itself.

In this way, the hypocrite works on the unsuspecting mind of
Othello and convinces him of lago’s own innocence and of
Cassio’s complicity in the night-brawl
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(g) Othello believes lago and dismisses Cassio.

Boundless in his confidence in those he loves, and aitless by

nature, the Moor takes lago’s pretended solicitude tor Cassio to be

genuine; and so he fails to detect the imposture and deceit

underlying ttie words of the double-dealer. We see this deception

reaching its crowning point when Othello expresses his settled

opinion

—

I know, lago,

Thy honesty and love cloth lumce this matter

Making it light to Cassio

With these woids, Othello —the strict disciplinaiian and the

votary of the Goddess of Duty—as ardent in his afiection as he is

inflexible in his resolution,—gives out his sharp decision,

—

Cassio, t love theo
;

But nevei. more bo oihoer of mine.

By which lie means to say, ‘as a private Incnd I love you)

but 1 sevet all my oilicial connection with you ’ Burning with

rage, he even goes lurther and says, ‘ I’ll make thee an example.’

PART XV.
Desdemana also comes up and joins Othello.

Inlhe meantime, Desdemona, also roused from her sleep,

comes and asks Othello what is amiss. He, in his exceeding love

tor his wife, does not wish to woriy her with the news of the

trouble, and so he tells her there is nothing serious or unusual
about it, and that, m the life of a soldier, it is but a common thing
to be disturbed m his sleep,

—

Come, Desdemona; ‘ tis the soldiois’ life

To have their balmy slumbers waked with stiifo.

But before he letires, he attends to Montano and addresses
him a few encouraging words,

—

Sir, for yotii hurts, myself will be your surgeon

:

Turning to his attendants, he tells them to ‘lead him off.’

Next, looking at lago, he instructs him to pacify the town, distract-

ed by this brawl,

—

lago, look with caro about the town,

And Silence those whom this vile brawl distracted

After giving these instructions and seeing Montano led off,

Othello departs from the scene with Desdemona.

PART XVI.

Cassio, reflecting on Drink and Reputation, bscomas reinorgeful and dejected • Idgo’s

artful palliation and offer of advice which appears good but is really wicked.

lago and Cassio arc now left alone The foimer, as if know-
ing nothing of Cassio’s stale of mind, now wonderingly enquires of

bun if he is hurt,’ with all the pretended tenderness of a well-
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wisher. Cassio answers, he is hurt ‘ past all surgeiy’, meaning
figuratively that he is hurt, or ininrcd in his moral character

beyond all redemption, lago, feigning ignorance of Cassio’s

meaning, takes his answer liteially and exclaims ‘ Heaven foibicl
’

that he should be so much hurt (physically).

Cassio, unable to control himself, now bursts out in self-

reproach, m an agony of despair lamenting the loss of liis repu-
tation to lago thus,

—

0, I have lost my leputation ;

I have lost the immoital pait of myself,

And what remains is bestial.

Cassio means to say that he has suffered the pangs of a moral
death

,
for, he knows that character is the most valuable part of a

man and one that distinguishes him from the beast
,
and that, there-

fore when hib good name or character is lost, the best part of him
IS lost

;
that is to say, wuth loss of character, a man ceases to be a,

man and descends to the level of a beast. With such reflec-

tions, poor Cassio is repenting over his misconduct, brought on by
wine, and grieving at the loss of Othello’s good opinion of him.

lago, in his usual dissembling and cynical manner, replies

that ‘ as an honest man * he had taken Cassio’s words literally,

and thought that he was loounded, and that his bodily wound was
really a matter for some concern and careful attention. In his

opinion, a ‘ bodily wound ’ wall be, and should be, more keenly felt

than the loss of so-called leputation, which is only an undefined
abstract thing, a ‘ most false imposition ’, not existing in the
practical world. lago is, by nature, devoid of finer feelings,

incapable of appreciating anything good. He always views
things through a crooked angle of vision or pei verted mentality
He, therefore, despises Cassio’s lament and lemorse, and says that

reputation is only a ‘ false imposition’— put on by men, just as they
put on appearances, and that it is often easily got by one without any
real merit, and IS as easily lost without deseiving With this, he
indulges in a joke and pun—“ you have lost no reputation at all,

unless you repute yourself such a loser.”

Then, seemingly to cheer up and solace his friend, lago shows
him a way to retrieve his loss and legain Othello’s favour. He
braces up Cassio by saying that he need not despair of resto-

ration, that the punishment given him is prompted more by policy
i.e —in the interests of discipline,—than by any real displeasure
against him, and that Cassio should only appeal to the General to

be restored to his place. Furthermore, lago brings in the aid of

metaphor to impress upon his friend the soundness of his

advice,

—

Whafc, man ! there are ways to recover the G-enoral again • you
aie but now cast in his mood, a punishment more m policy than in

malice; oven so, as one would beat his offonceless dog to atfnght an
imperious lion. Suo to him again, and he-’s yours.
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But Cassio, feeling the pricks of his tender conscience and

possessing a high sense of justice, replies by saying

—

I will rather sue to ho despised than to deceive so good a com-

mander with so slight, so drunken, and so indiscreet an ol&cor.

Would not the General throw into his face such retorts and
questions ?

—

Drunk ’ and speak paiiot ^ and squabblo ? swagger ? suoar ?

Conscious of his own guilt, and deeply and sincerely penitent

over it, he severely condemns the evil oidimk, and exclaims

against it in all bitterness,

—

Thou invisible spirit of wine' if thou hast no name to be known
by, let us call thee devil.

We see, here, Cassio full of genuine repentance for his moral
lapse and full of hatred for wine, under the effects of which one
‘ discourses fustian with one’s own shadow.’ If only he had held

out a little more firmly against lago and withstood the temptation

to drink as he attempted to do at the beginning, he would have
avoided all this trouble to himself and possibly also the tragic

consequences to others. But, alas !
people are generally thought-

less, weak-minded, easily led or misled. They,—not all, but some
of them,—get wise ‘a day after the fair’, become sadder and wiser

only after the event Nevertheless, the sincere repentance of Cassio
and his bitter lament excite our sympathy for him, and the artful,

wicked plans of lago, our deepest hatred for the wretch.

At this self-reproach of Cassio, lago, m all feigned ignorance

of the affair and, as if anxious to learn in detail what had happened,
and out of pity for his friend, tenderly asks him—

'

What was he that you followed with your sword ?

What had he done to jou ?

Cassio honestly and truly replies that he does not know, as he
was under the influence of wine. lago would not leave him there,

but, adding fuel to fire, questions
—

‘Is’t possible’ (that you do not
know)? Cassio answers that he remembers ‘ a mass of things, but
nothing distinctly.’ He remembers a quarrel, but why, and how it

came about, he does not know. lago’s questions, so artfully puL
serve only to revive and increase Cassio’s painful feelings of

repentance and anger, and so he exclaims in .pity and wonder,

—

0 God, that men should put an enemy in their mouths to steal

aw.ay their brains ! that we should, with joy, ploasance, revel and
applause, tramsform ourselves into beasts

!

Herc^ again, Shakespeare intends a hit on the demoralising
practice of ‘drink,’ rampant in those days, (as it deprived people of
their Reason or rational thought, and degraded them to the level of

unthinking beasts-) By this sacrifice of Reason,—the greatest
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heritage of human beings— at the altar ot Wine, a man truly

transforms himself into an irrational creature. We see this prac-

tice still flourishing in civilized countries. It is observed and
carried on in the name of a false etiquette or mode of social

entertainment. But attempts are now being made in some places

to arrest the process of demoralization caused by this evil.

While Cassio is denouncing this vice, lago interrupts him by
asking this question,

—
‘ If it is so bad, how did you manage to

recover yourself from it so soon ^ ’ To use his own words,

—

Why, bat you aio now well enough ’. How canio you thus

recovered ?

To which, the simple and straightforward Cassio leplies that

the ‘ devil of wrath ’ has driven out ‘ the devil of drunkenness ’.

By this, he means to say that when he was made angry, the effects

of anger counteracted or overcame the effects of wine. This is

in keeping with the popular belief (the truth of which is borne
out by Science also) that one pam or shock drives out another.
We have seen and heard of cases where a person suffeiing from
any extreme physical pain or mental anguish (due to some sudden
grief, hurt or functional disorder), either gets cured of his pam
or anguish, or forgets it completely for the time, when his mind is

diverted by some sudden news of excessive joy or grief or is

treated to some sudden change of counter-thought. We see this

fact mostly well illustrated by children. The result is due to the
counter-action of forces. The shock or pam, due to its effects on
the brain or nerves, is generally nullified by another of an oppo-
sing kind and of equal intensity. In the same manner, here we
see me eflects of a sudden and intense provocation, given by
Rodengo, dispelling the effects of wine in Cassio. This is

what Cassio implies when he says m his blunt but expressive way
that

—

IL hath pleased the devd ‘drunkenness’ to give place to the devil

Svrath’; one unperfectness shows me another, to make me frankly

despise myself.

Knowing his own shortcomings, he says that he has been
led from one weakness to another, from Drink to Anger; from
Anger to Brawl with all its disgraceful results. The knowledge
of it makes him ashamed of himself, or as he says, it is enough

—

To make me frankly despise myself.

Look at the severe contrast between the honest, frank
and self-reviling Cassio, and the dishonest, dissembling and
self-glorifying lago. Seeing Cassio’s extreme mortification,
lago wishes to divert him from the moping tendency (and
to arrest the process of further introspection,! so that he
might egg him on or use him as a tool to fulfil his own
dark designs. He breathes courage into him, because he has still

to make use of him, as hitherto, only a part of lus diabolipal plan
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has succeeded, viz., Cassio has been embroiled and ‘put in some
action that has offended the isle-’ But the crowning part of his.

scheme is yet to be achieved, namely, ‘ to abuse him to the Moor,
in the rank grab’, and to ‘ put the Moor at least into a jealousy so

strong that judgment cannot cuie.’ In other words, lago has yet

to entangle Cassio and implicate him m a charge of illicit

connection with Desdemona and thereby to excite the Moor’s
incurable Jealousy

With this end in view, and ever alert and mindful of his whole
scheme, lago pooh-poohs Oassio’s self-reproach and denunciation

of ‘drink’ as the originator of the brawl and the serious conse-

quences that have flowed from it. He remonstrates with Cassio,

almost upbraids him in these words,

—

Come, you are loo severe a moraler.-

By which, lago means that Cassio is not justified in taking
so serious a view of the incident. At the same time, he does not
wish to appear unsympathetic to his friend or to excite any suspi-

cion of his own indifference, and so he cleverly expresses his

sorrow and sympathy thus— . .

As the time, the place, and the condition of this country stands,

I could heartily wish this had not befallen ; but since it is as it is,

mend it for your own good.

He means to say that, having regard to the ‘ time'’ which
was about midnight

;
the ‘ place,’ i.e., the Court or Guard of

safety; ‘the condition of this country,’ namely, Cyprus which
was in a war-like state and full of fear of an attack by the Turks,
the affray should not have happened. But since it has happen-
ed, it cannot be undone

,
it is no use crying over spilt milk

It behoves a wise man, therefore, to make the best of a bad
situation, to try to mend his loss as best as he can, and not to pine
or fret over the past

;
or as lago pithily puts it

—

But since it is as it is,

Mend it for your own good.

But Cassio feels too ashamed and down-hearted to believe in

lago’s suggestion of mending his ‘crack’d love’ by appealing to the
Moor. He thinks that such an appeal will be positively useless, as

Othello will naturally turn round and call him ‘ a drunkard ’ Such
an answer will silence him, even if he had as many tongues or
mouths to speak with, as Hydra or the many-headed serpent,
of Greek mythology. For, the answer would contain nothing but
the bitter, painful truth. He is thoroughly conscious of his own
mistake, and knows full well that such an appeal will do no good
to him. As Cassio says

—

I will ask him Cor my place again;

He shall tell me,—I am a drunkard.

Had I as many mouths as Hydra,

Such m answer would stop them all.
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Then he mutters to himself in self-reproach ;

—

To be now a sensible man—(being free fiom drink)

;

By and by a fool—(being tempted to drink)

,

And presently a beast '— (being dead dinnk).

Thus, remorsefully thinking and complaining, Cassio treats lightly

lago’s suggestion of mending the loss. Poor man, the more he

thinks about his miserable predicament, the greater 'gro-ws his

hatred of drink, the cause of his downfall. Bitterly reminded
of its woeful effects, he again condemns it thus,

—

0 strange I Every inoidmate cup is imblest, and the ingiedienb is

a devil.

(Here, observe Shakespeare’s constant hammering at this dire

social evil of drink and it behoves all, interested in the uplift of

humanity, to take note of this healthy warning and benefit by it)

But lago,—the impersonation of Evil— m his usual nonchalant
manner treats with contempt Cassio’s condemnation of Drink,

and in palliation urges

—

Come, come, good wme is a good familiar creature, if it be well

used ; exclaim no more against it

This is how Satan defends every vice and white-washes every
crime when committed by himself or by his agents.

< With this philosophic extenuation of ‘good wine, ’ lago slowly
and cautiously begins to enmesh poor Cassio in his vile net.

He starts abruptly with his profession of love for Cassio and asks
111 a moving and modest fashion if he does not think lago loves
him.

And good Lioutcnanb,

1 think you think I lore jou,

Meaning, ‘I venture to think you are satisfied that I love you.’
Heie, let us note tlie abiiipt digiession that lago now thinks fit

to adopt. When they are yet talking about Drink and its effects,

he Suddenly drops the topic and goes straight to his feelings of

love and thereby disarms poor Cassio The latter therefore
replies that he is well-assured that lago loves him. But, still

smarting under the dire consequences of ‘ drink ’, he reverts to it

again and again, exclaiming
—

‘ I drunk !’ To this remorseful
exclamation of Cassio, lago replies that there is nothing extraordi-
nary or strange about Cassio’s fault and, for that matter, about that
of any man who ‘ may be drunk at some time.’

After thus attenuating Cassio’s guilt, lago straightaway goes
to the point at issue and tells him what he should do under the
circumstances. He informs him that practically the ‘ General’s
wife i-s now the general,’ as the latter loves her so much that he
will do anything at her command or wish. Every one is struck
by the way m which Othello shows his love and devotion for his
wife, how-hc has enshrined her in his heart, how he-is-happily and
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constantly contemplating the beauty of her form and the grace of

her movements. This being so, Cassio should approach her, make
a clean confession of his fault, and beg of her to help him to legain

his position. To make clear to Cassio the prospect of success by
the course suggested, the master-schemer lago dilates upon the

good qualities of Desdemona. She is easily accessible, he says,

so very kind, so full of sympathy, that she will not only do as

much as requested but also moic. Such is her generous nature

that she regards it a rare privilege to render help and be of ser-

vice to others,

—

She IS of so froo, so kind, so apt, so blessed a disposition, she

holds it a vice m her goodness not to do more than she is requested,

lago expresses his certain conviction that Desdemona will

easily patch up the difference between Cassio and Othello by
pacifying the latter’s anger. Holding out this prospect of success

in all its allurement, the devil further impresses Cassio with the

belief that, by adopting this course, he would grow still dearer to

Othello than before, and that he would wager anything belong-

ing to him for the success of his advice. In his trenchant
style,—

And, my fortunes against any lay worth naming, this crack of

your love shall grow stronger than it was before.

After listening to this tempting advice and the reasons accom-
panying it, Cassio IS persuaded of its soundness. He yields to the

bait and expresses his satisfaction that lago advises him well
Chuckling at his success and to further strengthen his hold over
Ca&sio, lago declares, with all the semblance of an honest man,
that he has given the advice out of ins sinceie love and kindness
for his friend Tlius won over and satisfied by the fiend, Cassio
accepts the advice, undertakes to wait on Desdemona the next
morning, and declares that he will grow desperate if he should fail

in his efforts. lago approves of Cassio’s proposed course of action
and dismisses him, saying—

Good night, Lieutenant,

I must to the watch.

Cassio also returns the salutation and, struck with the good-
ness of the man, calls him

—

Honest lago, good night.

PART XVII.

lAGO’S SOLILOQUY.

After Oassio's departure, lago, to vindicate and please himself,
now enters upon a course of specious reasoning with himself. He
first begins to carefully weigh the steps by which he should proceed
to achieve his detestable, devilish plans. Subjecting himself to a
process of self-examination or rather self-justification, he asks
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himself how he could he called a villain, when he has given a

gratuitous piece of good advice to Cassio. It is the right one under
the conditions, and is calculated to benefit him by enabling him to

regain the favour of Othello. In his self-complacent style,

—

And what’s ho then that says I play tho villain ?

When this advice is fieo I give and honest.

Piobal to thinking and indeed the couiso

To win the Mooi again ?

He then proceeds to give the reasons tor this advice. First,

Desdeniona is as generous in her chaiacter and gifts as the free

elements of Nature themselves* Second, Othello is a peifect slave

to her and will do anything for her for the mere asking, even if it

were ‘ to renounce his baptism,’ or his religion. (Baptism is a very
sacred Christian rite, by which holy water is applied to a person
to show his incorporation into the Church of Christ ) Othello
will consider no sacrifice too great to be made at the altar of

Desdemona’s love. He is a perfect slave to her love. She can do
anything with him. In lago’s words,—

His soul IS so enfetter’d to hei love,

That she may make, unmake’ do what she list,

Even as her appetite shall play the god

With his weak function.

Under these circumstances ,
‘ it is most easy to subdue the

inclining Desdemona m any honest suit’ Therefore, lago asks
himself. ‘ the advice that I am now giving to Cassio being directly

to his good,— how am I then a villain ? Thus docs the Devil
question and answer himself. He considers his answers so logical,

sound and admirable that he is quite satisfied with this process
of sclf-vindication in the eyes of others.

All this sliow of reason and argument is, however, for

the outside world,—the gullible public, so that the latter

might not suspect him and know the underlying motive of his

actions His dissimulation is so perfect that everybody who
knows him calls him ‘honest lago.’ Alter gloating over his power
to deceive even the cleverest of people, he reveals a bit of his true

self by exclaiming to himself,--

Divinity of hell

!

When devils wiil the blackest sins put on,

They do suggest at tii'st with heavenly shows,

As I do now I

Heie, Tago shows his real mind. Just as the devil, m tempting
others to commit the most heinous crimes, will employ a great show
of reason, selflessness, trusteeship, charity and justice, to blind his
victims, so too, lago says, he has done now. While ‘this honest
fool,’ (Cassio is so-called because he foolishly believes in the ‘bona-
fides ’ or honesty of lago’s advice), appeals to Desdemona, and
while she, m her sympathy, pleads and expostulates with Othello
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on behalf of Cassio, lago proposes to make the Moor believe that
Desdemona is pleading for Cassio only out of her illicit love for

him,— to satisfy ‘her body’s lust’,

—

For, whilst this honest fool

Plies Desdemona to repau his fortunes,

And she for him pleads strongly to the Moor,
I’ll pour this pestilence into his ear,

That she lepeals him for her body’s lust.

lago is sure that Desdemona will spare no eKoits with the
Moor to make him relent in favour of Cassio. Here lago sees
his opportunity He must so misconstrue her efforts as to make the
Moor doubt her purity in proportion to the extent and intensity
of her pleadings on behall of Cassio. In other words, the stronger
are the pleadings of Desdemona for Cassio, the greater will be the
doubt thrown on her fidelity in the mind of Othello,

—

And by how much she sfciives to do him good,

She shall undo hei ci edit with the Moor.

In this way, lago schemes to turn Desdemona’s generous
virtue to her own ruin and to weave the snare ‘ out of her own
goodness ’ to entangle all. As lago puts it—

So W'lll I turn her virtue into pitch;

And out of her own goodness make the net
That shall enmesh them all.

What impressions will this soliloquy produce on a liealthy
mind ? Here, we witness the spectacle of a mighty intellect

employed in the service of the Devil,—to promote base, selfish
and infernal schemes under cover of friendship, honesty and love-
how scientifically it chalks out its plans and lays down the details
betoiehand

;
how accurate are its predictions

,
and how smoothly

and inevitably the expected results follow without exciting any
suspicion of the evil motues and emotions of that intellect.
Our blood boils at the unspeakable hypocrisy and the heartless
villainies planned by this most wretched specimen of perverted,
callous and ciuel humanity. On account of this one scheming
scoundrel, some very good souls,—such as Cassio the blunt and
honest soldier; Othello, the magnanimous and artless general; and
last but not least, Desdemona, the pink of purity, innocence and

,
goodness; are all to be involved and ultimately ruined. This is

how, in the world at large, hypocrisy goes undetected, landing
hundreds of good men and women in danger and trouble,

PART XVIII.
How lago Silences the Grievances and Grumblings of Roderigo.

While lago is thus maturing his fiendish plans to rum others,
turning over his thoughts, arguing and discussing with himself,
Roderigo, ‘the poor trash of Venice’ comes up to him, dis-
appointed and grumbling. Altho’ the fool has so far yielded to

the sophistical arguments of the designing scoundrel, lago, yet, at

times, he suspects deception .and flares up in indignation and gives
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a bit of his muid to his deceiver. He now complains to him that

he has followed him (lago) all the way to Cyprus with a lot of

money as advised, with the object of winning Desdemona
;

that,

so far, no tangible benefit has accrued to him
;

that, in following

lago, he feels like a useless member of the Hunt or Chase, ‘not

like a hound that hunts, but like one that fills up the cry only

that his money is almost spent
;
that he has been well cudgelled or

beaten that night by Cassio, and that, as yet, he is not an inch neaier

his goal of winning Desdemona. And he further adds, in fear, dis-

gust and resignation, that, for all his trouble, bodily and mental,

and for all the money he has wasted, his only gam or profit will be
a lesson, learnt from bitter experience,—not to be so easily misled

and fooled again by harkening to the advice of professing

friends
,

a-nd that he must return to Venice almost a pauper, but a

sadder and wiser man. To quote his own words,—

And I think the issue will he, I shall have so'much esporionce

foi my pains ; and so, with no money at all and a iiltle more wit,

letuin again to Venice.

Though Rodengo, in this forlorn condition, appears to enlist

our sympathies, yet we cannot wholly excuse him for having made
himself an accomplice with lago m the heinous plot woven by
that evil genius. Anyway, our pity does go out to him, especially

when we remember that Nature has given him poor brains ; that
he, in his love-sick condition, has grown more gullible and credu-
lous

,
and that he is pitted against the powerful and subtle

machinations of a master mmd. Shakespeare, in presenting this

character to our view, seems to convey a wholesome moral for

our guidance. He points to the inevitable fate of people who
allow themselves to be swayed by illicit carnal emotions

;
who

sacrifice their reason
;
and who, for their selfish ends, are ready

to trust evil minds and engage themselves m unholy acts and
alliances.

But lago, with his master mmd, is capable of bending anybody
to his will. He has therefore little difficulty in turning Roderigo's
moping and despairing thoughts by preaching his philosophy of
patience and fortitude. With masterly argument, lago exclaims,

—

‘ how poor are they that have not patience,’ and plies his poor
fool with a senes of apparently unquestionable truths, saws and
aphorisms. Here are a few of his excellent, flawless moral-
maxims :

—

How poor are they that have not patience

!

What wound did ever heal but by degrees ?

Thou know’st we work by wit and not by witchcralL,

And wit depends on dilatory tune

The truth of these maxims will be self-evident ^even to the
meanest intelligence,— (i) After sowing the seeds, we must wait patiently
for the harvest (2) No wound can heal up suddenly but/ only gradually.
(3) Magic or witchcraft aro fictions of Raney which can produce phantom-
results at pleasure. (4) But Wisdom and Pi'udcnco are more solid viitues
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which require time to ripen, and they show ns the ways and means of gaining

our ends and'achicving success m duo course of timo only.

He further exhorts Roclengo to ask himself,— ‘Dosb’fc not go welP’

In asking hmiself this question, Roderigo must ponder well whether

their progress thus far does not augur well for their lutimate suc-

cess Though Roderigo might be slightly hurt, lago continues, by
that trifling hurt or pain, he has brought about the dismissal of

Oassio,— a solid achievement to be pioud of, and prophetic of

the final success of their plan. Whatever may be the other

circumstances, he proceeds, the bud has blossomed and it will

soon ripen into fruit, i e.— their scheme has started well, by leading

to Cassio’s dismissal and it will soon be crowned with complete

success. His assurance is in keeping with the proverb
—

‘well begun
is halt done.’ Therctorc, the best thing to do now is to be con-

tent with what has been accomplished and wad patiently for

more. lago asks his grumbling friend to busy himself m some
pleasant action which will lighten the tedium of waiting.

Emphasizing this truth, he now hurriedly tells him

—

Betire theo
;
go where thou aifc billeted (posted) ;

Away, I say
,
thou shalt knowmoie horeaiter

Nay, get thee gone.

lago speaks the concluding words of his advice and request

in such a prompt, authoritative and imperative tone that they

almost amount to a command to be obeyed at once. And, without
giving any further time to the weak-minded fool to think, ques-

tion or demur, lago almost turns his back on him. What wonder,
then, that the poor Roderigo at once goes away dumbfounded,

PART XIX.
lago thinks over his 'Modus Opemndi.

As soon as Roderigo goes away, lago promptly thinks about
the best methods of executing his plan He says to himself,

—

Two things are to be done: (1) My wife must move for

Oassio to her mistress; I’ll set her on; (r!) Myself the while to draw
the Moor apart, and bring him ]uinp when he may Oassio find soli-

citing his wife ;

By this, he means that he will bring Othello to the place
precisely at the time when Cassio is seen imploring or ‘ soliciting

his wife,’ so that his suspicions may thereby be excited. Having
settled his modus operandi, lago straightaway goes to his busi-

ness lest his ingenious device should be spoiled by indifference

and delay, saying

—

ay, that’s the way ;

Dull not device by coldness and delay*

Having laid his wicked scheme with masterly precision atld

skill, lago now goes to work, weaving his net, even as the spider
does, to drag lus victims,—the poor, credulous fools,—into it.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

ACT II.

The Scene now changes from Venice to Cyprus The atmosphere here

is entirely different from that of Venice,— the head— quarters

of the General and tJie home of Desdemona and other

important characters of the Play. Torn off from their native

land and environment, they encounter a terrible storm both on

sea and land. Passing thro’ a rough and high-wrought sea, they

reach the Island which is threatened with an attack by the

Turkish Armada and is hence in a state of panic.

But the teriible tempest is soon followed by some very

favourable incidents. 1. To begin with, the new arrivals and
the islanders are thankful to the storm, since it has wrecked
the invading Turkish fleet. They therefore feel greatly relie-

ved and happy. 2. Again, Desdemona who left Venice somewhat
later than Othello, safely reaches Cyprus befoie him in spite

of her stormy voyage. She is naturally filled with fear and anxiety
about his safety. Othello on his part, while weathering the storm,
is anxious about the safety of his wife. And when he lands ashore
and finds Desdemona already arrived, safe and sound, his heart
overflows with gratitude and joy He therefore bursts out in such
rapturous expressions,

—

It gives me wonder great as my content
To see you here before me. 0 my soul’s joy

!

If after every tempest come such calms,
May the winds blow till they have waken’d death I

And let the labouring bark climb hills of seas

Olympus high, and duck again as low
As hell’s from heaven I

3. Then again, a general holiday is proclaimed throughout
the Island so that the people may indulge in feasting and merry-
making. The public are therefore joyfully commemorating the
two happy events,—the destruction of the hostile Turkish fleet,

and the nuptials of their General.

But, in the midst of all this rejoicing, Satan, or the power
of Evil, is secretly planning and doing its hellish work. lago, the devil
incarnate, makes Cassio drunk and easily gets him involved
in a drunken brawl m which Montano, trying to stop Cassio,
is seriously wounded. Through lago’s clever management,
the alarm-bell of the town is set going

;
his tool, Roderigo goes

out crying, Mutiny I
;
and the people again become panic-stricken.

Othello soon appears on the scene, and on lago’s artful version of
the affair, dismisses Cassio forthwith and retires for the night.

Cassio, now recovering from the effects of drink, feels
sobered, sad and ashamed of himself. But lago braces him up
and, feigning love and friendship for him, offers him advice to
regain the favour of the General. This advice appears very sane
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and sound, but is given with a most wicked purpose of his own.

When Cassio accepts Ins advice and departs, Jago indulges m a

Satanic chuckle at the success of his plan—
Divinity of hell ^

When devils will the blackest sms put'on,

They do suggest at fust with heavenly shows,

As T do now • foi whiles this honest fool

Plies Desdemona to repair his fortunes,

And she for him pleads strongly to the Moor,

I’ll pour this pestilence into his ear.

That she repeals him for her body’s lust

;

The motive-power,—furnished by the evil emotions of Envy,

Jealousy, Hate and Malice, Greed and Selfishness,—was seen in its

hidden and embryonic form in the First Act. It has become
visible in its operations in this Act (1) Jago has succeeded in

bringing Eoderigo to Cyprus with the ostensible object of helping

him to win over Desdemona, but with the real object of using

him as a tool in the execution of his wicked schemes (2) Another

object of his was to bring about the downfall of Cassio, the object

of his envy. lago has succeeded here also, as Cassio is hit hard,

dismissed, practically ruined.

lago’s third plan is, to accuse Cassio to Othello of misconduct
with Desdemona. For this purpose, he has got to make a fur-

ther diabolical use of Cassio in ruining Othello and Desdemona,
by ‘abusing Othello’s ear that he (Cassio) is too familiar with
his wife,’; by ‘practicing upon his peace and quiet even to

madness’ ;
by ‘turning Desdemona’s virtue into pitch,’ and ‘ out, of

her own goodness making the net that shall enmesh them all
’

To succeed in this plan, lago persuades the unwilling Cassio

to appeal to Desdemona for restoration to his place. The
devil, the instrument of the catastrophe (lago), argues with himself

and decides to turn the pleading of Desdemona on behalf of Cassio
to her own ruin. The greater her pleadings, the stronger will be
the doubts of Othello about his wife’s fidelity. To gam this end,

—

the third step of the scheme,—lago has succeeded in bringing
round Cassio to appeal to Desdemona.

Just now, Rodengo, in disgust at the indefinite putting off of

his aim (of winning over Desdemona), threatens to secede. But
the master-minded lago turns his resolve and brings him round.

lago now addresses himselt to the task before him,— 1. To
set Emilia, his wife, to speak to her mistress Desdemona on behalf
of Cassio ; 2. To bring Othello to the place to witness Cassio
just in the act of pleading to Desdemona.

To sum up:—We find the following factors contributing to the

final catastrophe in this act,

—

1. Roderigo has been brought to Cyprus to be used
as a tool in the execution of the impending catastrophe.
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2. lago^s fore'jast, that Cassio will be the proper man
to be used in poisoning Othello’s mind against Desdemona,
proves accurate. He has noticed Cassio’s free and pleasant

way of speaking to Emiha and to Desdemona, kissing

the former’s hand, and courteously welcoming them in

Cyprus. He is now going to make a wicked use of it.

3. Rodcrigo is made to keep watch along with Cassio
that night, so that he might pick a quarrel wiih the latter

and create a hubbub.

4. Cassio IS tempted to drink and gets diunk.

5. Cassio is provoked and gets into a bioil with
Montano.

6. The alarm bell is sounded and Othello appears
on the scene.

7. Cassio is dismissed.

Thus far, the two mam preliminiry factors of lago’s plan
are accomplished, ~1. bringing Rode igo to Cyprus, and 2. the
dismissal of Cassio. The third, viz to tk^cusc Cassio of misconduct
with Desdemona, is foreshadowed. This and the other items of
lago’s programme await fulhlraenti in the succeeding Acts.
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(AN OUTLINE OF THE STORY, ACT BY ACT)

A brief acconnt of the events of

ACT III.

(First three Scenes.)

As advised by lago, Cassio, thro’ the aid of Emilia, obtains

an interview with Desdeinona. He now eagerly appeals to her

to intercede on his behalf with her husband and to recommend
his restoration. She, of course, promises to help him and to do

her best for him. In the meantime, lago manages to bring

Othello on the Scene. And, while they are still at a distance, they

see Cassio going away from the Castle. Upon this, lago makes a

dark and dubious comment,— ‘ Ha ! I like not that ’. By this, he

implies that he considers the meeting between Desdeinona and
Cassio to be of a suspicious nature. Thus, he sows the first seeds

of doubt in Othello

Both arrive at the castle and Desdeinona, seeing Othello, at

once starts pleading for Cassio. With a child-likc persistency,

she recommends to her husband Cassio’s immediate recall and
reconciliation. Othello promises to restore him soon,—not theiij

but sometime later.

lago takes advantage of Desdemona’s pleading for Cassio

When alone with his master, professing himself to be an honest

and open friend, he succeeds in creating and deepening the doubt
about her chastity. This he does so reluctantly, cautiously,

and skilfully, that Othello is led to believe that lago has some
monster in his thought too hideous to be shown. -So, he asks

him, ' if thou dost love me, show me thy thought.’ And when
Othello demands proofs, lago cleveily concocts certain incidents

or materials and adduces them as cii cumstantial evidence.

With these, Othello’s mind is poisoned and distuibcd.

A little later, Desdeinona comes to call him and reraindhim
of the ‘ dinner and the generous islanders by you invited’ wating
for him. He replies faintly and says that he has a headache. His
wife takes out her napkin and binds his head with it. But he puts

it off, saying it is too small
;
and she drops it in a hurry and

forgets all about it.

Emilia picks it up and gives it to her husband who
has so often asked for it. Later on, lago caiefully places it in

Cassio’s room and tells Othello that he saw it with Cassio, -who
received it as a loving gift from Desdeinona. Along with other

concocted proofs, such as Cassio’s guilty confession and mutterings
of his love and kisses for Desdemona in his dreams, the story

of this handkerchief,—Othello’s first precious love-token to his

wife,—now convinces him of her guilt. Thus convinced and
inflamed, Othello is burning with thoughts of vengeance against

both Cassio and his wife. But he has not yet seen with his own
eyes that handkerchief in Cassio’s possession.
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ACT III.

SCENE I.—CYPRUS: BEFORE THE CASTLE.

Enter Cassio, Clown and some Musicians

CAS;

—

Masters, play here,—I will content^ your pains—something
that’s brief

,
and bid ‘Good morrow. General’.- [Music.

Enter Clown.

CLO—Why, masters, have your instruments been in Naple that

they speak i’ the nose thus^ ?

First MUS:—How, sir, how?

CLO;—Are these, I pray you, wind-instruments?

First MUS.—Ay, marry, are they, sir.

CLO:—O ! thereby hangs a taiE .

First MUS.—Whereby hangs a tale^
,

sir?

CLO —Marry, sir, by many a wmd-mstrument that I know '' But,

masters, here’s money for you
;
and the General so likes your

music, that he desires you, for love’s sake,? to make no more
noise with it.

First MUS:—Well, sir, we will not.

CLO '—If you have any music that may not be heaid, to ’t again
;

but, as they say, to hear music the General does not gi eatly care.

First MUS:—We have none such, sir

CLO:—Then put up your pipes in you bag, for I’ll away. Go
;

vanish into air; away > [Exit Musicians.

CAS:—Dost thou hear, mine honest friend?

CLO:—No, I hear not your honest friend
;

I hear you.

CAS:—-Prithee, keep up thy quillets^ There’s a poor^ piece of gold
for thee, if the gentlewoman that attends the General’s wife be
stirring, 10 tell her there’s one Cassio entreats her’i a little favour
of speech, wilt thou do this?

CLO:—She IS stirring, sir. if she will stir hither, I shall seem to

notify unto her.^^

CAS —Do, good my friend. [Exit Clown,

1 Content : reward. 2. Sometbinil General sing a short welcome song
to greet the General in the morning. This refers to the custom of greeting a
newly married pair with a morning song, on the morning following the night of
their marriage. 3 Have.. .thusV why do your instruments produce a nasal
sound, like the voice of one whose nose has been affected by syphilis ? This
has reference to the origin of this disease in Naples. 4. Tail the ribbons tied
to the end of the instruments. 5. Tale stoiy or secret. Note the play upon
the two words of different meanings, but, pronounced alike. 6. By know
there are stories or secrets connected with many musical instruments I know
(such as love-affairs) 7. For love’s sake : if you have any love or respect (for

him). 8. Quillets puns or tricks of speech. 9. Poor . small 10 Stirring

awake and moving about, 1 1. One .. her : one Cassio (whoj entreats (of) her’,

(i.e.) who desues an interview with her. 12. £(join......her : appeal or arrange
to inform her.
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Casslo’s meeUng mth Desdemoua, arranged through Emilia.
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CASSIO’S MEETING WITH DESDEMONA ARRANGED THROUGH EMILIA.

CAS;—I have made bold, lago^ to send in to your wife
;
my suit to

her is, that she will, to virtuous Desdemona, procure me some
access.

lAGO;—I’ll send her to you presently
;
and I’ll devise a raean^ to

draw the Moor out of the way, that your converse and business

may be more free.

CAS.— I humbly thank you for ‘i. (Exitlago) I never knew a

Florentine^ more kind and honest.

Enter Emilia.

EMI.—Good morrow, good Lieutenant: I am sorry for your
displeasure but all will soon be well. The General and his

wife are talking of it, and she speaks for you stoutly : the Moor
icplies that he, you hurt, is of great tame in Cyprus and great

affinity,'’' and that in wholesome wisdom he might not but refuse

you, 5 but he protests'^ he loves you, and needs no other suitoi’^

but his likings to take the safest occasion by the fronts to bung
you in again.

CAS:—Yet, I beseech you, if you think fit, or that it may be done,
give me advantage of some brief discourse with Desdemona
alone.

EMI:—Pray you, come in : I will bestow you’^ where you shall

have time to speak your bosom freely.

CAS.— I am much bound^“ to you.

SCENE II. A ROOM IN THE CASTLEi

Enter Otheiiu, lago, and Gentlemen.

OTH.—These letters give, lago, to the pilot, and, by him, do my
duties to the Senate. That done, I will be walking on the

works Repair^^ there to me.

IAG0;,—Well, my good lord, I’ll do ‘t. [Exit lago.

OTH:—This fortification, gentlemen, shall we see

GENT.—We’ll wait upon youi lordship. [Exit.

1. Mean; means, plan. 2. Florentine one belonging to Florence (referring

to lago}. 3. Displeasure : mishap. 4. Great affinity highly related or connect-

ed (j. e.) coining of a noble family. 5. In . you policy aiising out of the

situation required him to dismiss you. 6. Protests : declares emphatically.

7. Suitor pleader or recommendation 8. To . front . to seek the earliest

chance which vnll be consistent with safety. 9. Bestow you : place you in a

proper position 10. Bound . obliged 11. And by Senate: and through him
send my lespccts to the Senate. 12. Woiks : buildings under construction.

13. Repair : come.
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Dsedemona assures Oasaio ihat she wall do hex^best for’him.

(1) A good soul is over loady nud willing lo help others.

(•2) But Inuoceiico, £or want of Intolligenco, is easily entrapped.

(Pic. 25).
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SCENE III.- IN THE GARDEN OF THE CASTLE.

Enter Desdetnona, Cassio and Emilia.

DeS:—

B

e thou assur’d, good Cassio, I will do all my abilities^ in

thy behalf.

EMI.

—

Good madam, do : I warrant, it grieves my husband, as if

the case were his.

DES:—O! that’s an honest fellow. Do not doubt, Cassio, but I

will have my lord and you again as friendly as you weie
CAS-—Bounteous madam, whatever shall become of Michael Cassio,

he’s never any thing but your true servant.

DES.— I know ’t
;

I thank you. You do love my lord
;
you have

known him long
;
and be you well assur’d he shall in strange-

ness stand no further off than in a politic distance.^

CAS—Ay, but, lady, that policy may either last so long, or feed
upon such nice and waterish diet,^ or breed itself so out of cir-

cumstance,'^ that, I being absent and my place supplied,^ my
General will forget my love and service.

DES — Do not doubt'^ that; before Emilia, here, I give thee warrant^
of thy place. Assure thee,^ if I do vow a friendship,'-^ I’ll per-
form it to the last article. My lord shall never rest 1 will
watch him tame, 13 and talk him out of patience his bed shall
seem a school;!*! his board a shrift I'll intermingle every thing
he does with Cassio’s suit; therefore, be merry, Cassio

,
for, thy

solicitori‘5 shall rather die than give thy cause away.

ENTER OTHELLO AND lAGO {at a distance).

EMI;—Madam, here comes my lord.

CAS:—Madam, I will take my leave.

DES;—Why, stay, and hear me speak.

CAS;—Madam, not now
,
lam very ill at ease,!’ unfit for mine

own purposes.!®

DES.—Well, do your discretion.!^ [Exit CASSIO

1. 1 will ...abilities: I will use all my poweis or influence. 2. He
shall distance • he shall keep you aloof or estranged only to such an extent
that may be necessary for the sake of policy. 3 Feed diet • be kept upon such
slender grounds. 4. Breed circumstance • grow stronger owing to unexpected
events 5. Place supplied ' office being filled up. 6. Doubt : fear. 7. Warrant,
assurance or guarantee. 8. Assure thee : assure thyself or be certain. 9. Vow
a friendship

. promise a help. 10. To the last article • to the last degree or to its

utmost 11. My rest. I shall never let my husband rest. 12 I will

tame • I will keep him awake and tame him (or, bring him round). This refers to
the custom of taming hawks and other birds by keeping them from sleep. 1 3.

Talk. patience talk to him till he feels tired. 14. His school . his bed
shall be a place to hear my lectures in. 15. His shrift: hie eating-place
shall be a confessional, (i.e ) a place where confessions are made to the priests.

(In bed, I shall be his teacher ; at food, 1 shall be his priest). 1 6 - Solicitor ;

pleader. 17. Very ill at ease : very much troubled in mind 18. Unfit

purposes' I cannot look after even my own affairs. 19. Do your discretion : do
as you think fit.



Pow easily are our evil emotions stirjo^ I

(Bic> 26).
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lAGO POISONS OTHELLO’S MIND BY MISINTERPRETING THE INNOCENT MEETING.

lAGO; Ha! I like not that^

OTH : [Turning suddenly to him) What dost thou say ?

lAGO: Nothing, my lord . or if,— I know not what.

OTH: iLooTes at papers] Was not that Cassio parted from ray wife ?

lAGO. Cassio, my lord ! No, sure, I cannot think it, that he would
steal away so guilty-like, seeing you coming.

OTH. I do believe ‘twas he. [Seated in deep thought) Enter Desdemona.

DES. How now, my lord ! I have been talking with a suitor^ here,

a man that languishes in your displeasure.^

OTH: Who is ‘t you mean ?

DES: Why, your Lieutenant, Cassio. Good my lord, if I have any
grace or power to move‘s you, his present reconciliation take

;

for, if he be not that truly loves you, that errs in ignorance and
not in cunning,^ I have no judgment in an honest face.'^ I

prithee, call him back.

OTH ; Went he hence now ?

DES. Ay, sooth
,

so humbled, that he hath left part of his giief

with me, to suffer with him.^ Good love, call him back.

OTH : Not now, sweet Desdemona
,
some other time.

DES: But, shall ‘t be shortly ^ To-morrow night; or

Tuesday morn
;
on Tuesday noon, or night

;
on Wednesday

morn. I prithee, name the time; but, let it not exceed three

days : in faith, he’s penitent
;
and yet his trespass,® in our

common reason,® —save that, they say, the wars must make ex-

amples out of their best^®,— is not almost a fault to incur a private

check^i. When shall he come ^ tell me, Othello . I wonder
in my soul, what you could ask me, that I should deny, or stand

so maramering on.^^ What ! Michael Cassio, that came a-woo-
ing with you, and so many a time, when I have spoke of you
dispraisingly, hath ta’en your part. To have so much to do to

bring him m Trust me, I could do much

—

OTH : Prithee, no more ; let him come when he will; I will deny
thee nothing. (Exit Desdemona) Excellent wretch!^'' Perdiction
catch my soul, but I do love thee and when I love thee

not, chaos is come again.

1 . That : referring to Cassio’s silent departure. 2. Suitor : applicant.

3. Languishes ... displeasure : feels dejected as a result of your disfavour.

4. Move :
persuade or influence. 5. Cunning, artful practice, deceit. 6. 1

have face; 1 lack the power to judge aright honesty from dishonesty. 7. That

..... him:that his cause has grieved me also, as it has done him. 8. Trespass.

offence. 9. In reason : when considered reasonably. 10. Save best :

except that, according to popular idea, this being a war time, it requires

exemplary punishment for any offence of even the beat of us. 11. Is not:... ..

check is hardly Such an offence as to merit your personal ill-will. 12. 1 wonder

mammering on : 1 doubt if I could ever deny you or mammer, (that is, hesitate

to grant) anything asked of me. 13. To have in? must I take so much trouble

to reconcile such a man to you? 14. Wretch a term of endearment,
15. Perdition...., .thee : hell or confusion overtakes me, if I do not love you.
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Othello, inllamocl and diaturhod, clulchos Xago hard and ahaku,, him.

Tho natural roaoniment of a good, man
of designing roguoa.

agamst tho slandorous nuputations

(Pic. ‘J7).
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lAGO CONTINUES THE PROCESS OF POISONING OTHELLO’S MIND.

lAGO. My noble loi cl,

—

OTH: What dost thou say, lago?

lAGO Did Michael Cassio, when you woo’d my lady, know of

your love ?

OTH : He did from first to last . why dost thou ask ?

lAGO : But for a satisfaction of my thought
;
no further harm.^

OTH . Why of thy thought ,

2

lago

lAGO . I did not think he had been af-quainted with her.

OTH . O, yes, and went between us very oft.

IAGO : Indeed'

OTH • Indeed ' ay, indeed
;
discern’st thou aught m that?^ Is he

not honest ?

IGAO : Honest, my loicH honest, for aught I know.

OTH . What dost thou think ?

IAGO . Think, my lord ?

OTH Think, my lord ' By Heaven, he echoes me,'* as if there

were some monster in his thought too hideous to be shown.^

l^ToIago} Thou dost mean something- I heard thee say but® now,
thou lik’dst not that, when Cassio left my wife. What didst not

like? And, when I told thee he was of my counsel in my whole

course of wooing, thou criedst, ‘ Indeedl ’ and didst contract

and purse''' thy brow together, as if thou then hadst shut up in

thy brain some honible conceit.^ If thou dost love me, show
me thy thought ®

IAGO . My lord, you know I love you.

OTH I think thou dost

;

and, for I know thou art full of love and
honesty, and weigh’st thy words before thou givest them
breathd® therefore these stops^" of thine fright me the more

,
for,

sucli things in a false disloyal knave are tricks of custom ;^2 ^ut,

in a man that’s just,i2 they are close delations^'* working from
tlie heart that passion cannot lule.'’-®

1. But for ....harm - only to satisfy my curiosity and for nothing else, fi.e.)

•with no bad intention. 2. Why thought • -why is your thought or mind (i. e,

you) so curious about it ? 3. Discsrn’st. .. .that ? do you see anything suspicious
Qi parti culai m that 9 4 Echoes me repeats my thoughts. 5 As if... shown:
as if he has something monstrous or horrible m his mind which he consideis too
wicked or shameful to be openly expressed 6. But • even 7- Contract and
purse • nanow and raise. 8. Hornhle conceit wicked idea 9. Show thought

open your mind to me , do not hide anything from me. 10. Weigh’st... .breath

you think deeply befoie you express your ideas. 1 1. Stops • short, broken sen-
tences and pauses in-between. 12 Such, ..custom, such words and excla-
mations on the pait of a treacherous villain may be taken to be his usual
devices. 13. Just . honest, straight-forward. 14. Close delations • secret
accusations or informations. 15. Working rule, being deep-seated
m the heart over which other feelings have no control; i.e. they rise upper-
most to be expressed.
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lago further vufQes Othello with his master-touches, quories and hints

;

also with his vile thoughts,—half-expressed and half-suppressed.
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lAGO CON riN'JES THE PR03ESS OF POISONING WITH GREATER SKILL.

lAGO: (.^.s) For’ Michael Oassio, I dare be swoin, I think, that he

is honest.

OTH . I think so too-

lAGO ; [Then) Men should be what they seem ;2 or those that be
not, would, they might seem none F

OTH . Certain, men should be what they seem ^

lAGO Why then, I think, Cassio’s an honest man, [because he
appears to he honest).

OTH Nay, yet there’s more in this ^ I pray thee, speak to me as

to tliy thinkings, as thou dost ruminate and give thy worst of

thoughts the worst of words.^

IAGO Good ray lord, pardon me
;

thougli I am bound to

every act of duty, I am not bound to that all slaves arc free to.’’

Utter my thoughts Why, say,^ they are vile and false, as

where’s that palace whereinto foul things sometimes intrude

not ?’° Who has a breast so pure but” some uncleanly appre-

hensions’2 keep leets and law-days,” and m session sit with
meditations lawful

OTH Thou dost conspire against thy friend,’^ lago, if thou but
thmk’st him wrong’d” and mak’st his ear a sti anger to thy
thoughts.

i

7

lAGO ; I do beseech you,—though I perchance am vicious in my
guess,” as, I confess, it is my nature’s plague to spy into

abuses,” and oft my jealousy shapes faults that are not,^'’'

1 For as for 2 Men,. ..seen the character of men ought to coincide

with their appearances or outward conduct 3 Those.. ..none' those who are
not really honest, should not appear to be so 4. Men... seem if men appear to be
honest, they should leally be honest. 5. Yet, this, yet there is something behind
the conclusion drawn about Cassio. 6. Ruminate reflect ; or, deeply and
repeatedly think. 7. Give words even if your thoughts be wicked, express them
bluntly, coarsely, even in bad and unsuitable words if need be. 8 I am not

to I am not obliged to (do) that (which) all slaves are free to (do) that is,

while even slaves are free to expiess or not to express their thoughts, why
should 1 feel under conpulsion to express mine. 9. Say suppose. 10 As

...not because even high and noble ciicles (i e. people of high rank and
wealth) are not exempt from scandalous imputations. 11, But that (has) not
12. Uncleanly apprehensions impuie conceptions or thoughts. 13 Keep
leets and law-days • work, hold court (as Judges do on fixed days). 14. In

session lawful ; sit (in Judgment) with pure and proper thoughts, (i.e. there
is none, however pure-minded, who is not at times open to evil thoughts).
15. Thou friend- you are working or going against the interests of your
friend; i.e. myself. 16. Wronged: deceived or harmed (by others)
17. Mak’st thoughts . keep him ignorant by not informing him of your
thoughts, (i.e.) of what you know. 18. Vicious in my guess wrong or wicked in
my surmises. 19. It is...... abuses : It is my pestilential nature or bad habit
to probe into the sins and faults of others. 20. Oft .not , very often my sus-

picious (or critical) habit sees defects that do not exist,
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that your wisdom yet, from one that so imperfectly conceits,

would take no notice, nor build yourself a trouble out of his

scattering and unsure observance - It were not^ for your

quieH nor your good,^ nor for my manhood*® honesty, or

wisdom, to let you know my thoughts.

OTH • What dost thou mean ’

IA60 : Good name in man and woman, dear my Lord, is the

immediate jewel of their souls.^ Who steals my purse, steals

trash f ’tis something, nothing
;
’Twas mine, ’tis his, and has

been slave to thousands.'^ But, he that filches^® from me my
good name, robs me of that which not enriches him, and makes
me poor indeed^

OTH : By Heaven, I'll know thy thoughts.

lAGO . You cannot, if my heart were m your hand
;
nor shall not,

whilst ’tis in my custody.

OTH : Ha !

lAGO • O ' beware, my Lord, of Jealousy. It is the green-ey’d

monsteH^ which doth mock the meat it feeds on;^'^ that cuckold
lives in bliss who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger.

1. That notice that, as a wise and experienced person, you will not

take any notice of the defective conceits or surmises of one (like me

)

2. Nor observance do not create a trouble for yourself by following his

stray and uncertain observation. 3 It were not it would not be proper.

4 Quiet peace of mind. 5- Good • benefit or welfare. 6. Manhood

;

character as a man. 7. Good, souls • reputation, or good character, for men as

well as women, is (or, should be) ihelr most precious possession. 8. Who ..trash

he who robs me of my money, robs me of fwhat should be considered as) a rubbish

or useless thing. 9 Has •• thousands has been slavishly or meanly used by
many. 10 Filches" steals II. Which indeed . which does not make him
any the richer or better, but certainly makes me the poorer for it

(It IS worthy of note how the villain lago plays a double game before different

persons, (aj He praises the potency of money before Rodengo and fleeces him
of it , but here, he condemns it as mere ‘ trash/ (b) Similarly, he decries
Reputation * before Cassio as ‘ an idle and most false imposition ’

; but, now,
he extolls it in the presence of Othello as ‘ the immediate Jewel * for men
and women alike 1

12. You custody you cannot know the workings of my heart ne. my
thoughts, even if ray heait were in your possession or control.: much less now
that my heart is entirely in my keeping. (Note the force between 'cannot'
and ‘shall not ’ in the two lines. The first refers to the impossibility of Othello
to know ; the second refers to the determination of lago not to let Othello know).
13 Green-eyed monster a horrible creature supposed to possess light greenish
eyes. Jealousy is here compared to a horrible monster which tortures its victims,

like a cat which plays with the mouse before it eats it up. Jealousy is a painful

fear, a to'^turing, uneasy feeling,- that another has engaged the affections of

one we love, 14 Which.... .on which (monster of Jealousy) makes fun of (i e.

tortures! the peison who yields to it, or who becomes a victim to it. 15. That,

......wronger : that person whose wife has proved false to him is still happy,
i.e. lives in a state of blissful indifference, when, fully aware of the fact, he does
not hale or has no ilkwill against the man who has wronged her.
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But, O ! what damned minutes tells he o’er who dotes, yet

doubts; suspects, yet strongly loves !*

OTH. O misery !

lAGO Poor and content is rich, and rich enough^
;
but, riches

fineless is as poor as winter to him that ever fears he shall be

poor.^ Good Heaven, the souls of all my tribe defend from

jealousy

OXH .—Why, why is this ? Think’st thou I’d make a
^

life of

jealousy,^ to follow still the changes of the moon with fi esh

suspicions?^

No
;

to be once in doubt is once to be resolved.^ Ex-

change me for a goat^ when I shall turn the business of my
soul to such exsufflicate^ and blown^^ surmises, matching^^

thy inference.

‘Tis not to make me jealous, to say^^ my wife is fair, feeds

well, loves company, is free of speech, sings, plays, and dances

well
;
where virtue is, these are more virtuous:^"^ Nor from mine

own weak merits^^ will I draw the smallest fear, or doubt, of

her revolt;^<" For, she had eyes, and chose me.

No, lago; I’ll see before I doubt; when I doubt, prove; and,

on the proof, there is no more but this,— [makes a gesture]~away at

once with love or jealousy

1 . What loves : that man, who excessively loves his wife* yet is doubtful

of her faithfulness ; or who has his suspicions, yet loves her deeply ; spends

his lime most miserably. (Tells over : counts or spends. Damned minutes . mo-*

ments full of torture.) 2. Poor enough : to be poor and yet contented is to be

sufficiently rich 3. But. .....poor but, to be fmelessly or endlessly rich and 3^et

to be ever afraid of becoming poor (by chance or misfortune) is to be as pooi as

winter (i.e , is to be as poor or miserable m mind, as trees are, when shorn of

leaves, or as animals which feel pinched, during Winter ) 4. Good .... jealousy

O, good God, save (the souls of all my tribe) all men from jealousy, 5 Make
jealousy . hve a life of jealousy, (i.ew) become jealous 6. To follow

suspicions : to increase or grow in my jealousy from day to day as the moon
does in her course from the new moon-day to that of the full-moon. 7. No ; to be

resolved on the other hand, when once I am confirmed in my doubt,

lam at once settled in my resolution (that is, I do not waste my time
in further thought or contemplation, but act at once). Note here the con-

trast between Othello and Hamlet. 8. Goat: simpleton or fool* 9. Exsuffli-

cate : ex-sufficient or over-sufficient ; that is over-full or superfluous. 10. Blown

exploded or rejected, that is, useless. 1 1 . Matching : corresponding to ; or like.

12. Exchange .inference : take me for a fool if, at any time, I shall divert the

purpose on which I have become determined to such superfluous and useless

conjectures as are suggested by you
;
(that is, when once 1 have settled my

course of action, I stick to it and waste no time on further theories oi

conjectures) 13. ’ Tis not., ....say . I shall not become jealous, if I am told

that, etc., 14. Where virtuous* in a good and pure-minded person, these

are only additional graces. 15‘ Weak merits* defective mind 16. Revolt

sudden change (by transferring her love to another.) 17. 1 ll see..... jealousy :

1 will satisfy myself before suspecting anything ; when I suspect a thing, I shall

have it proved, and, when once it is proved, 1 Will but act at once, without
wasting any further thought on love or jealousy.

13
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lago's pernioioiis bnt plausible reasons suooeed in maLing Othello deeply

‘moved’ and perplexed.

A mastei’-hypocribe, with an oily tongue and a genius for jugglery aw
sophistry, will fool any one, but not for all time.
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lAGO ;—I am glad of it
;

for, now, I shall have reason

To show the love and duty that I bear you
With franker spirit therefore, as I am bound,
Receive it from me

;
I speak not yet of proof.

Look to your wife
;
observe her well with Cassio;

Wear your eye thus, not jealous nor secure .2

I would not have your free and noble nature

Out of self-bounty be abus’d,^ look to ’t;

I know our country disposition'^ well
;

In Venice, they do let Heaven see the pranks
They dare not show their husbands;^ their best conscience
Is not to leave ’t undone, but keep ’t unknown.^

OTH: —Dost thou say so ?

lAGO ;—She did deceive her father, marrying you
;

And, when she seem’d to shake and fear your looks,

^

She lov’d them most.

OTH : —And so she did.

lAGO :—Why, go to, then
;

She that so young could give out such a seeming®
To seel her father’s eyes up close as oak f
He thought ’twas witchcraft ;—but I am much to blame

;

I humbly do beseech you of your pardon
For too much loving you.

OTH .—I am bound to thee for ever.

1. With franker spirit more openly. 2. Wear ...secure watch her, without
feeling jealous of, or confident about, her. 3. 1 would abus’d • I would not
like to see your cpen and generous nature corrupted by itself or cheated of
itself, (that is, I shall not use, or take advantage of, your good nature to spoil it ;

that is, your virtue should not be a means for undoing you.) 4. Country dispo-
sition ; the character of the people of my countiy. (Venice was at that time
very corrupt.) 5. They husbands: They commit wicked acts quite unknown
to their husbands 6. Their ... unknown then best plan is, not so much to
avoid it, as to hide it. 7. Your looks . your eyes : that is, yourself, 8, Seem-
ing : pretence. 9. To seel ... .oak to blind her father completely. (Close as
oak as close as the grain of an oak-tree ; that is, very close-grained or hard
and tough ; hence, absolutely or completely )
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On seeing OUiollo deeply moved, lago pats m a few moi'c artful touches

to strengthen his hold on him.

The Spidor knows how to weave hisiweb thicker round bis victim,

(Pic. tlO.i
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SEEING OTHELLO MOVED, lAGO PUTS IN MORE FINISHING TOUCHES.

lAGO; I see this hath a little dash’d your spirits.

^

OTH; Not a ]ot, not a ]ot.

lAGO r faith, I fear it has. I hope you will consider what is spoke
comes from my love. But, I do see, you’re mov’d I am to

pray you not to strain^ mj' speech to giosser issues'^ nor to larger

reach^ than to suspicion Should you do so, my lord, my
speech should fall into such vile success® as my thoughts aim
not at. Cassio’s my worthy friend,—my lord, I see you’re mov’d.

OTH. No, not much mov’d; I do not think but^ Desdemona’s honest.
lAGO: Long live she so ! and long live you to think so !

OTH- And yet, how nature erring from itself,® —
lAGO: Ay, there’s the point.^ as,—to be bold with you,—not to

affect^® many proposed matches of her own clime, complexion,
and degree^’- whereto, we see, in all things nature tendsj^^ Foh!
one may smelB"* in such, a will most rank,*® foul disproportion,*®
thoughts unnatural. But, pardon me

;
I do not in position’*’

distinctly speak of her, though, I may fear, her will,'® recoiling''-*

to her better judgement, may fall to match-’" you with hei coun-
try forms, and happily^^ repent.

OTH; Farewell, farewell . If more thou dost perceive, let me know
more : set on thy wife to observe. Leave me, lago.

lAGO. My lord, I take my leave. [Going].

OTH: {To self). Why did I marry*’ This honest creature lago,
doubtless, sees and knows more, much more, than he unfolds.

lAGO. [Returning]. My lord, 1 would, I might entreat your Honour to
scan this thing no further

;
leave it to time. Although ’tis ht

that Cassio have his place,—for, sure he fills it up with great
ability,—yet, if you please to hold him off awhile, you shall by
that perceive him and his means note if your lady strain his
entertainment^'* with any strong or vehement importunity,-25

much will be seen in that. In the meantime, let me be thought
too busy in my fears,—as worthy cause, I have to fear I am—and
hold her free,^® I do beseech your honour

OTH: Fear not my government.'**' [Exit lago: Othello’s refi;ections]

1. Dash’d your spirits disturbed your mind, 2 Mov’d agitated o. disturbed.
3. Strain ; stretch oi unduly construe 4. Grosser issues moie -wicked inferences.
5. Larger reach : wider scope i.e. Do not draw any wicked conclusions from or act
on them; for, my words point to mere suspicion, not to proof. 6. Fall ...success .

lead to vile results. 7. 1 do not think but . 1 think that. 8. Nature .itself :

one going or acting against one’s natural inclinations. 9 There’s the point : that
is just the thing. 10. Affect : like. 11. Degree rank 12. Whereto. .. tends:

which, according to our experience, is but natural tor people to do. ] 3. Foh ; an
exclamation of contempt and disgust. 14. bmell detect 15. A .. ..rank ; a
most corrupt Wish or desire- 16 Foul disproportion: horrible disagreement.
17. In position • m this place or connection. 18, Will discretion, desire.
19. Recoiling; reverting, going back to. 20. Fall to match: begin to compare.
21. Country forms : beautiful men of her country. 22. Happily, haply ; i.e. peihaps.
23. Means . plans. 24. Strain his entertaiumeiit: press for his re-admission (to office).

25. Vehement importunity, excessive pressure or zeal. 26. Free innocent.
27. Fear. .....government . do not fear or doubt that 1 will lose my self-control,
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Othello,—-snspecling and reflecting,—becomes a prey to conflicting

emotions, and hence his bitter out-bursts against hia wife and Marriage.

Sense Struggles but Passion Conquers.

(Pio. 30.)
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OTHELLO’S MOURNFUL REFLECTIONS

His mistaken estimate of Jago’s character and false snspicions of

Desdemona^s Unchastity,

OTH : This fellow’s of exceeding honesty, and knows all qualities,

with a learned spirit, of human dealings.^

If I do prove her haggard, ^ though that her jesses^ were
my dear heart-strings, Td whistle her off'^ and let her down the

wind, to prey at fortune.-^ Haply,^ for^ 1 am black, and have
not those soft parts of conversation^ that chamberers^ have

;

or, for I am declin'd into the vale of years^®— yet, that’s

not much—she’s gone
;

I am abus’d, and my rehef^i must be to

loathe her.

O curse of marriage, that we can call these delicate crea-

tures ours, and not their appetites I had rather be a toadd^
and live upon the vapour of a dungeon, than keep a corner in

the thing I love for others^ usesd^^- Yet, ’tis the plague of great

ones prerogativ’d^^ are they less than the base
,

’lis destiny

unshunnable, like death Even then this forked plaguc^^ is fated

to us when we do quicken.^^ [Desdemona, seen coming.]

1 And knows ....dealings* possessing a well-informed mind, (he) knows
all qualities (i e. the nature) of human dealings. 2. Haggard wasted, lean,
wild, licentious. 3. Jesses * short straps of leather, tied about the foot of a
hawk, by which the bird was leashed or held fast on the fist or forefinger of a
falconer ; when the hawk was flown to prey on some other bird, the jesses (with
the bells, if any) were still fastened on the hawk’s legs. “The falconers always let

fly the hawk against the wind ; if she flies with the wind behind her, she seldom
returns If therefore a hawk was, for any reason, to be dismissed, she was let

down the wind, and from that time she never returned, but shifted for herself and
preyed at fortune.** 4. Whistle her off * let her go off, by unhooding her and
making a whistling sound (which a tame hawk was taught to understand) 5. If

Ido fortune: the meaning is, if my wife proves faithless to me, I will
discard her or throw her off to shift for herself, tho* she were, at one time, as
deal to me as my heart-strings or heart, and tho* it may give me a heart-wrench
to do so.) 6 Haply

. perhaps. 7. For because. 8 Soft parts of conversation .

qualities of polite or elegant talk and deportment. 9. Chamberers courtiers,

men o£ intrigue, or wanton persons. 10. Declined .. ..of years: advanced in
years 11. Relief: satisfaction 12. 0 curse appetites how accursed
or detestable is marriage (i.e. the institution or the custom of marriage) by which
men control, orbecome the masters of, their wives, but not of their desires or lusts*

13. Toad a big frog, regarded as very loathsome and poisonous. 14. I

had others ’uses I would rather like to live like a toad hid underground and
breathe the foul air of some hole than live like a man, loving and nourishing his

wife but for others’ use. 15. Yet, *tis great ones still, the so called big people
are cursed with this kind of life. 16 Prerogativ’d : privileged, enjoying certain

rights not given to others. 17. ’Tis .. .like death It (this kind of life) is like

our Fate as unavoidable as death. 18. This forked plague this cursed life of

two persons joined m wedlock. 19. When .quicken, from the time or age
when we quicken, i, e ripen or develop into the stage of adolescence Qt

youth
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Othello feels lain
t,

perplexed, and tortured, on seeing Desdomona,--!

object of hih suspicions.

If she be false, 0! then, Heaven mocks itself 1 111 not, believe it*’..,...

A-ud yet Don! it tortures him

(Tic* 31.)
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OTHELLO SEES DESDEMONA AND BECOMES PERPLEXED.

OTH : Look ! where’ she comes.
If she be false, O ! then, Heaven mocks itself.^

I’ll not believe it. CEnter Desdenioiia and Emilia.

DES How now, my dear Othello !

Your dinner, and the generous islanders'*

By you invited, do attend'* your presence.

OTH : l_8peaking faintly'] 1 am to blame.

DES : Why do you speak so faintly ?

Are you not well ?

OTH : I have a pain upon my lorehead here. {Poartiny to his head]

DES ; Faith, that’s with watching^
;
’twill away again .

Lot me but bind it hard
;
within this hour

It will be well.

OTH : Your napkiu'^ is too little [He puts the handkerchief from him.

Let it alone Come, I’ll go in with you.

(Desdemona takes up the handkerchief but drops it: and Emilia secretly picks it up.j

DES; 1 am vei> sorry that you ai e not well-

[Exit Othello and Desdemona.

1 Where . there 2. If she itself she cannot be false; and, if she
IS, God who made her becomes a mockery. 3 Generous islanders : noble~

men of this island. 4 Attend wait for. 5, That’s with watching that is

because you have kept yourself awake through watching, 6 Napkin ; hand-
kerchief.
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Emilia finds Desdemona’s handkeichief and lago snatches it fiom her.

0, the Irony of Late, that the good sometimes become the unconscious

allies of the wicked I

(Pic. 32).
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EMILIA FINDS THE HANDKERCHIEF: AND lAGO SNATCHES IT FROM HER>

EMI; I am glad I have found this napkin;

This was her first remembrance’'^ from the Moor
;

My wayward^ husband hath a hundred times

Woo’d^ me to steal it
;
but she so loves the token,

—

For, he conjur’d'' her she should ever keep it,

—

That she reserves it evermore^ about her

To kiss and talk to. I’ll have the work ta’en out ,
<5

And give ’t lago.

What he will do with it. Heaven knows, not I
;

I nothing’’ but to please his fantasy.® [Enter lago.

lAGO. How now ! what do you here alone ?

EMI. Do not you chide f I have a thing for you.

lAGO • A thing for me ? It is a common thing

—

EMI Ha !

lAGO : To have a foolish wife.

EMI . O ! is that all ? What will you give me now
For that same handkerchief ?

lAGO : What handkerchief ?

EMI What handkerchief

!

Why, that the Moor first gave to Desdemona :

That which so often you did bid me steal

lAGO Hast stol'n it from her ?

EMI : No, faith
;
she let it drop by negligence,

And, to the advantage, ’fo I, being theirs, took ’t up.

Look, here it is.

lAGO : A good wench give it me.

EMI : What will you do with ’t, that you have been so earnest

To have me filch’'^ it ?

lAGO . Why, what’s that to you [Snatches it.

EMI : If it be not for some purpose of import give ’t me again
;

poor lady I she’ll run mad when she shall lack^'^ it.

IA60 : Be not acknown on ’t I have use for it. Go leave me.

(Exit Emilia.) I will in Cassio’s lodging lose’f® this napkin, and let

him find it.

’Tis a trifle.’'’

i. Remembrance, token of love. 2. Wayward; erratic or obstinate

3. Wooed: coaxed. 4 Conjured implored or requested. 5. Reserves it ever-

more • keeps it all the more carefully. 6. Taken out : imitated or copied

7. 1 nothing : 1 do nothing. 8. Fantasy ' fancy. 9. Chide : rebuke or scold.

10 To the advantage just in time: or as opportunity or luck would have it.

11. Wench, girl, 12, Filch . steal. 13. What is .. ..you: it is no business of

yours (to question me) 14 Lack, miss or feel the absence of. 15 Be not

acknown on 't . do not acknowledge it, do not say anything about it (to others);

(i.e.) pretend ignorance about it. 16. Lose. drop. 17, Trifle: a small and
insignificant thing.
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Continually haunted and tortured by Jealouby, Othello raVes and bids a

pathetic iarewell to the world
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HOW JEALOUSY FEEDS ON TRIFLES AND TORTURES ITS VICTIM.

lAGO i {To Self) But trifles, light as air, are, to the jealous, con-

firmations’^ strong, as proofs of holy writ .

2

This may do
something. The Moor already changes with my poison •

dangerous conceits^ are in their natures poisons, which at

the first are scarce found to distaste'^ but, with a little act

upon the blood, ^ burn like the mines of sulphur.®

Look, where he comes ! Not poppy, nor mandragora,^ nor all

the drowsy syrups of the world, shall ever medicine thee to that

sweets* sleep which thou ow’dst® yesterday^ (Enter Othello, distressed).

OTH : Ha ! ha ! false to me ^

lAGO ; Why, how now, General ! no more of that.

OTH : Avaunt 1’° be gone ! thou hast set me on the rack I

swear ’tis better to be much abus’d than but to know ’t a

little ’2 * * * What sense’3 had I of her stol’n hours of

lusf'f ? I saw ’t not, thought it not, it harm’d not me
;

I slept

the next night well, was free and merry
;

I found not Cassio’s

kisses on her lips . he that is robb’d, not wanting what is stol’n,

let him not know ’t, and he’s not robb’d at all.

lAGO 1 I am sorry to hear this.

OTH; I had been happy, if the general camp, pioners and all, had
tasted her sweet body, so’® I had nothing known. [His Pathetic

Farewell.] 0, now, for ever farewell”' the tranquil mind! farewell
content ! farewell the plumed troop’® and the big wars that

make ambition virtue O, farewell ! farewell the neighing
steed, and the shrill trump,20 the spirit-stirring drum, the
ear-piercing fife, 2’ the loyal banner, and all quahty22j—
pride, pomp, and circumstance23,—of glorious war ! And, O you
mortal engines, 2‘> whose rude throats the immortal Jove’s dread
clamours counterfeit,2® farewell ! Othello's occupation’s gone

!

1 . Confirmations ; things that confirm the truth ; proofs. 2. Holy writ,

holy writings, the Bible. 3. Dangerous conceits ; horrible ideas, suspicions.
4. Scarce distaste . hardly distasteful, i e agreeable, pleasant. 5. With....
blood when they affect the blood a little. 6 Barn ...sulphur produce a
burning sensation as intensely as mines of sulphur on lire. 7. Mandragora a
herb like poppy, growing in Southern Europe, used as a drug for inducing
sleep. 8. Sweet, peaceful. 9. Ow’dst ; owned, had. 10. Avaunt; get away.
11. Set rack placed me ori the rack,—an instrument of tortuie, tortured
me with your suspicions 12. ’Tis .. ..little : it is better to be much abused or
wronged (with a full knowledge of that wrong) than to know it partly and
be insuspicion and suspense. 13. Sense . knowledge 14. Stol’n hours of lust

;

secret misconduct 15. Had been would have been. 16 So; and. 17. Farewell .

good-bye to. 18. The plumed troop soldieis with helmets having feathers on.
19 Make ambition virtue: convert even inordinate ambition,—a vice,—into a
virtue. 20- Trump ; trumpet. 21 Fife

:
pipe 22 All quality . all

other characteristics or things 23. Circumstance the reality (as opposed to
mere emblems like those mentioned above.j 24. Mortal engines deadly can-
nons. 25. Whose rude counterfeit whose terrible mouths imitate the
fearful thunders (supposed to be) hurled by tbe God Jupiter. (N. B.—Othello,
disgusted and disappointed with Desdemona, is now determined to give up
his military life that he loved so well).



“ Viliam ! ho sure, thou prove luy Love a whore Tf thou dost sjande

her and torture me, never pray more.”

(pic. 34).
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OTHELLO’S WRATHFUL EXPLOSION

lAGO : Is it possible, my Lord?

OTH : Villain ! be sure thou prove my love^ a whore,^

[Seiajing him by the throat

Be sure of it
;
give me the ocular proof

Or, by the worth of mine eternal soul,"^

Thou hadst been better have been born a dog^

Than answer my wak’d wrath.^

IA60 : Is ’t come to this V

OTH * Make me to see ’t

;

or, at the least, so prove it,

That the probation^ bear no hinge nor loop

To hang a doubt on f or woe upon thy life

lAGO : My noble lord,

—

OTH If thou dost slander her, and torture me.
Never pray more abandon all remorse
On horror’s head horrors accumulate

deeds to make Heaven weep, all earth amaz’d
For, nothing canst thou to damnatioii^^ add
Greater than that.^^ [lago looks injured and appeals to Heaven.

1 . Love * object of my love ; my wife. 2. Whore : a loose woman
3. Ocular • of an eye-witness, visible. 4. By .... soul if my immortal soul
is worth anything ; or by all the sanctity of my immortal soul

;
(this is a form of

swearing, equal to ‘by my soul’O 5. Thou ...dog: prose order is, Tt would
have been better, if thou hadst been born a dog’ 6. Thou hadst... ...wrath you
would have been safer as a dog than as a man answerable to my anger that has
been roused (by you). This means, either satisfy me, or I will kill you in my
anger. 7. Is . this has it come to this result ? Is it all going to end in

this result, in my being killed 7 8 Probation . pi oof. 9. Bear on have no
support or cause for being doubted any further , prove it beyond any reasonable
doubt, i.e the proof should be convincing and leave no room for doubt in my
mind. (Hinge that which supports the door .

‘ Loop ’
is a hole through which

something can be hung). 10. Woe upon thy life death and destruction will

befall thee. 1 1 Never pray more . never pi ay any more for your life ; i e. no
amount of your praying will save your life ; for, I shall surely kill you.
12 Abandon all remorse * give up all feeling ; have no more love of life ; that is,

be prepared to die (‘ Remorse * usually means ’the prickings of conscience
also, pity : here, it means, pity or feeling for oneself). 13. On accumulate*
your one terrible deed leads to another you will be gathering ‘Horrors upon
horrors.’ 14. Do you are doing or have done. 15. Do amaz’d; you are
committing such wicked deeds as would move even the gods to tears and make
human beings awe-struck. 16. To damnation to (her) condemnation or slander
17, The meaning of the line is because, you have already so much stained or
spoiled her character that there is nothing further to be added to it ; that la, yoq
have ajready said the wickedest thing about her.
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lAGO’S CONSUMMATE DEVILRY IN HIS PRETENCE OF INNOCENCE AND

HONESTY , ALSO, tN HIS OFFER OF PROOFS, Etc.

lAGO: {To Self) O Grace ! O Heaven, forgive me !

Are you a man ? have you a soul or sense ?

God be wi’ you take mine office. 0 wretched fool

!

That liv’st to make thine honesty a vice

0 monstrous world ' Take note, take note, O world !

To be direct^ and honest is not safe

{To 0th.) I thank you for this profit, and, from hence
I’ll love no friend, since love breeds such offence ^ '

uTH : Nay, stay
;
thou shouldst be honest.^'

lAGO • I should be wise
;

for, honesty’s a fool and loses that it

works for.^

OTH; {Perplexed) By the world,®
1 think ray wife be honest, and think she is not

;

I think that thou art just, and think thou art not.
I’ll have some proof. Her name, that was as fresh ®

As Dian’s visage, is now begnm’d^i and black
As mine own face. If there be^^ cords, or knives,
Poison, or fire, or suffocating streams.
I’ll not endure it.^^ Would, 1 were satisfied 1^'^

lAQO: I see, sir, you are eaten up’^ with passion.
1 do repent me that 1 put it to you
You would be satisfied

OTH : Would ! nay, I will.^®

1. God... . ..you let God defend you. 2. To make ...vice- to be so
straight-lorward or bluntly honest as to be unpleasant to others, (lago is here
introverting the general moral sentiment that ‘Honesty is the best policy’),
p. Direct : straight-fmward. 4. Profit

;
profitable lesson or good return fiom

• affection leads to such unpleasantness, (similar to
tamiharity breeds contempt’) 6. Thou honest

.
you must be thoroughly

honest, and hide nothing from me. (This is said in the belief that lago
13 keepii^ back somethi^). 7. Honesty’s ... for : to be honest is to be foolish,
for (1 find; that honesty (by its openness) does not succeed in its object. 8 By the

oiju t
® contains

. this is a form of swearing.
9. Fresh : free from blemish, 10. Dian’s visage . the face of Diana, a goddess
of the ancient Romans famed for her beauty and chastity and guarding the honor
of females. 11. Begrim’d : soiled. 12. If there be : ,f these lead to f (that is if
these suspicions are to h^e the same effect as. etc.) 13. I’ll ... .it . I will liot
continue to it (i.e.) the suffering caused by the state of suspense • thismeans, I will at once dec de to act. 14. Would satisfied . I wish I would besatisfied (once for all), 15. Eaten up • consumed 16 I do . .. you Um sorrv
I put the idra into you. 17. You satisfied? Would you be Ltisf ed^ IT R

'Would- 18 W.uU“ ** ""y tvuh, but my deterwhnation (to be satisfied).
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lAGO • And may,^ but, how? how satisfied ,

2

my lord?

Would yoUj, the supervisor,^ grossly gape on ?''

Behold her tupp’d?^

OTH : Death and damnation ! O

IA60 ; It were- a tedious^ difficulty, I think, to bring them to that

prospect f damn them then, if ever mortal eyes do see them
bolster more than their own What then’? How then? What
shall I say? Where’s satisfaction? It is impossible you should see this,

were they as prime ^as goats, as hot^^ as monkeys, as salt^2 as

woh^es in pride, and fools as gross as ignorance made drunk.
Bui yet, I say, if imputation's and's strong circumstances,i?—which lead
directly to the door of truth,—will give you satisfaction, you
may have ’t.

OTH : Give me a living reason^’'’ she’s disloyal.

lAGO I do not like the office;!^ but, sith^o I am enter’d in this

cause so far,-’- prick’d^- to ’t by foolish honesty and love, 1

will go on. I lay with Cassio lately and, being troubled with
a raging tnoth,-^ I could not sleep.

There aie a kind of men so loose of souB'* that ip their

sleeps will mutter their affairs; one of this kind is Cassio. In

sleep I heard him say, ‘Sweet Desdemona, let us be wary,^^ let

us hide our loves! ’ And then, sir, would he gripe and wring,my
hand, cry,—‘O, sweet creature I

’ and then kiss me hard, as it

he pluck’d up kisses by the roots, that grew upon my lips

then laid his leg over my thigh, and sigh’d, and kiss’d; and then
cried, ‘Cursed fate, that gave thee to the Moor' ’

1 . May
. quite possible. 2. How satisfied ; m what manner or to what

extent do you seek to be satisfied ? 3 The Supervisor the on-Iooker or the

sight-seer. 4. Grossly gape on without shame look on. 5. Would you

tupp’d? is it your wish that you should shamelessly see with youi own eyes
your wife lying with another man? 6 Death and damnation, 0 ! . then, 1 am dam-
ned or ruined. (Othello wanted an ocular proof, but when lago convinces him of

the impossibility of actually seeing the proof, Othello curses himself). 7. Tedious

very great; insurmountable. 8. Prospect: lesult; condition. 9. Damn
own they will ruin themselves if ever they allow others to see them lying to»

gether. The piose ordei is, ‘Damn them then, if ever mortal eyes, more (i. e

other) than theii own, do see them bolstei.’ ‘Bolster.’. 1 . e. with heads on the

same pillow 10. Prime- forward ; impetuous. 11. Hot ; Passionate. 12. Salt:

lustful. 13. In pride : in full vigour. 14 Fools drunk as fools made moie
passionate under the influence of di ink. 15. Imputation - inference. 16. And.
together with. 17. Circumstances other events having the foice of evidence
producing satisfaction (ciicumstantial evidence ) 18. Living reason ; strong

and direct proof ; (i e. proof based on fact and experience of life, and not on
mere conjecture or suspicion.) 19. The office ; this (kind of) work. 20. Sith :

since. 21. lam far. I have gone so far in this affair. 22. Prick’d: urged
or induced strongly. 23. Raging

:
paining. 24. Loose of soul; Licentious in

(their) nature. 25- Wary : careful. 26. As if lips . that is, he imprinted
his hisses so warmly, as if he were sucking them up (which looked like plucking
up plants by their roots).
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OTH : O monstrous ! monstrous !

lAGO : Nay, this was but his dream.

OTH . But this denoted a foregone conclusion

‘Tis a shrewd doubt ,

2

though it be but a dream'

lAGO : And this may help to thicken other proofs

That do demonstrate thinly

OTH . I’ll tear her all to pieces.

lAGO . Nay, but be wise
;

yet we see nothing done;

She may be honest yet. Tell me but this

Have you not sometimes seen a handkerchief

Spotted with strawberries in your wife’s hand?

OTH : I gave her such a one
;

‘twas my first gift,

lAGO • I know not that
;

but such a handkerchief

—

I am sure it was your wife’s—did I to-day

See Cassio wipe his beard with,

OTH : If it be that,

—

lAGO : If it be that, or any that was hers,

Ii speaks against her with the other proofs.

OTH : 0 ! that the slave had forty thousand lives

One IS too poor, too weak for my revenge.

Now do I see ‘tis true. Look here, lago;

All my fond love thus {throwing out his hands) do I blow to Heaven:^

‘Ts gone.

Ariise, black Vengeance, from the hollow hell

Yield up ,

2

0_ love ! thy crown and hearted throne''*

To tyrannous® hate. Swell, bosom, with thy fraught,*®

For ‘tis of aspics’^*^ tongues!

IA60 . Yet, be content.

OTH : O I blood, blood, blood I

1 , A foregone conclusion : the result of an already established fact ; a fore-

seen or expected result. 2. Shrewd doubt sensible or well-gi ounded suspicion

,

3. To thicken thinly . To strengthen other proofs each of which by itself would
be considered slender, 4- 0 ! that lives ‘.Oil wish the slave (Cassio) had,

not one. but forty thousand (i.e. many) lives (for me to kill him as many times).

5. Blow to heaven scatter to the winds. 6. Hollow hell deep hell 7. Yield

up : give up. 8. Crown ....throne all your most precious and dearest possessions,

such as the crown and throne so deeply fixed in the heal t. 9. Tyrannous: cruel.

10. Fraught . freight or burden. 11, Aspics’ i.e, of the asp, I a poisonous serpent.
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Ofehello and s.veai'-' levarigej and lagn also kuaels and BV^farshelp

to ‘wjonge/V Olhriio.
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OtHELLO SWEARS REVENGE, AND lAGO DRIVES HOME HIS ADVANTAGE,

lAGO : Patience, I say
;
your mind, perhaps, may change.

OTH : Never, lago. Like to the Pontic sea,^ —whose icy current^

and compulsive course^ ne’er feels retiring ebb,^ but keeps due

on^ to the Propontic and the Hellespont,® even so my bloody^

thoughts, with violent pace,® shall ne’er look back,® ne’er ebb’^®

to humble love, till that a capable and wide^^ revenge swallow

them up.^2 (Kneels.) Now, by yond marble heaven,’^® in the due

reverence of a sacred vow,^'^ I here engage ray words.^^

lAGO : Do not rise yet. (Kneels.) Witness,i® you ever-burning^^ lights

above! You elements that clip^® us round about i witness, that

here lago doth give up the execution of his wit, hands, heart, to

wrong’d Othello’s service P Let him command, and to obey

shall be in me remorse, what bloody business ever.'® [Both rise

OTH : I greet thy love,2i not with vam22 thanks, but with acceptance

bounteous,23 and will upon the instant put thee to ’t 24 within

these three days, let me hear thee say that Cassio’s not

alive.

lAGO ; My friend is dead ;23 ’tis done at your request* But let her

live.

OTH : Damn her, lewd minx P® O, damn her 1 Come, go with me
apart ; I will withdraw ,

22 to furnish me wilh23 some swift means
of death for the fair devil. Now art thou my lieuteuant.29

IAGO ; I am your own for ever. [Exit

1 . The Pontic Sea : the Black Sea. 2. Icy current • flow^ of cold water.

3 . Compulsive course : current forcibly moving onward, 4. Ne’er ... .ebb never
falls low or goes back (as tidal rivers do). 5 Due ou • right or sliaight on 6. The
Propontic and the Hellespont- the Sea of Marmora and the Strait of Dardanelles.

7. Bloody ; revengeful. 8 With violent pace rapidly moving or rushing

onwards. 9. Lookback pause to think over. 10. Ebb go down or stoop.

11, Capable and wide- irresistible and comprehensive. 12. Like .. ..them up:

as the cold currents of the Black Sea always keep flowing only onwards till

they mingle with (or get merged into) the Sea of Marmora and the Strait of

Dardanelles, so my revengeful thoughts shall rush on without pause till they
end in wreaking a terrible vengeance 13. By heaven in the name of

yonder (or that) clear shy. 14 In the vow . with due regard to the sanctity

of my vow. 15. Engage my words • make a solemn promise. 16. Witness be
witness to (i. e ye Stars etc , be witness to) my words or vow. 17. Ever-burning

lights ; ever-shining stars. 18 Clip - surround. 19. lago doth service . lago (hereby

promises) to employ his, etc. 20. Let him .....ever it is for him to command,
and for me to obey in all conscience, however bloody or cruel the work may be
•that 18 commanded by him). 21. Greet thy love : welcome or gratefully accept

your loving service. 22. Vain : idle or formal. 23. With acceptance bounteous

.

i.e. accept freely and warmly. 24. And will to ’t and will at once employ
your lor it. 25. My dead my friend may be taken as dead. 26 Lewd
minx . loose woman. 27. 1 will withdraw • I shall retire (to be alone). 28. To
furnish me with : to think and decide upon. 29. My lieiteiaut: truly, now, etc.



Fear aud Supeisticion blow out tho lamp of Beason aud leave as

the dark.
(Pic 37),
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SCENE IV—BEFORE THE CASTLE.

OTHELLO AND DESDEMONA, ON THE LOSS OF THE HANDKERCHIEF.

DES . Where should I lose that handkerchief, Emiha ?

EMI : I know not, madam.

DES . Believe me, I had^ rather have lost my purse full of cruza-

does .2 and, but^ my noble Moor is true ol mind and made of no

such baseness as jealous creatures are, it were enough to put

him to ill thinking.'^

EMI . Is he not jealous ?

DES . Who, he ? I think the sun, where he was burn, drew all

such humours from him ^

EMI : Look ! where he comes.

DES I will not leave him now till Cassio be call’d^ to him. [Enter 0th.]

How is ’t with you, my lord ''

OTH . Well, my good lady. [Aside] 0! hardness to dissemble.^

How do you, Desdemona ?

DES Well, my good lord.

OTH Give me your hand [Taking her hand ] This hand is moist,s

my lady,

DES . It yet has felt no age, nor known no sorrow.

OTH - This aigues fruitfulness and liberal heart hot, hot and
moist this hand of yours requncs a sequester from liberty,

fasting and prayer, much castigation, ‘2 exercise devout ,

{

qj-

here’s a young and sweating^'^ devil here, that commonly
rebels. ‘Tis a good hand, a frank one. 1*1

DES . You may, indeed, say so
;

for, ‘twas that hand that gave
away my heart.

OTH : A liberal hand
;
the hearts of old gave hands, but our new

heraldry is hands not hearts.^®

DES : I cannot speak of this.i® Come now, your promise.

1 Had would. 2 Cruzadoes ; -valuable coins. 3. But : if it had not

been for the fact that. 4. To put thinking, to make him suspicious. 5 The
sun him ; in the hot country wheie he was born, the sun must have sucked
or dried up all the bad humours of his blood. (Desdemona means tbat Southei-

ners are more free and open than the Northerners living in colder and more
cloudy lands). 6. Call’d . reconciled 7. Hardness to dissemble difficult to bide

and pretend. 8. Moist . damp, (or, bad smelling through perspiration) indicating

Some foulness. 9. This argues .. ..heart this indicates a mind that is (wantonly)

free and open (with others). 10. Hot, hot and moist very passionate and lusty.

11. Sequester a check or restraint. 12. Castigation beating and correcting.

13. Exercise devout: devotional work or duty 14 Sweating; perspiring (refer-

ring to ‘moist’, noted above). 15. Commonly rebels generally turns against

(the lawful authority of her husband). 16. ‘Tis .. ..ono said ironically. 17. My
heart; my love (to you). 18 The hearts hearts, m old days people gave hands,

(or meirried) out of hearts (or love) . but now, people simply marry but not
through love. (Heraldry, the practice among aristocrats of exhibiting their

family dignities by means of symbols, such as hands, hearts, arms etc.,). 19. I

cannot speak of this: I cannot much understand this kind of talk.
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OTH What promise, chuck

DES : I have Sent to bid Cassio come speak with you.

OTH I have a salt and sorry rheum- offends me. Lend me ihy

handkerchief.

DES . Here, ray lord, [offers one]

Old : That which I gave you.

DES : I have it not about me.

OTH : Not ?

DES No, indeed, my lord.

OTH: That is a fault. That handkerchief did an Egyptian to my
mother give

;
she was a charmer ^ and could almost read the

thoughts of people
;
she told her, while she kept it, ’twould

make her amiable and subdue my father entirely to her love ;

but, if she lost it or made a gift of it, my father’s eye should
hold her loathed,'^ and his spirits^ should hunt after new fan-

cies.® She, dying gave it me
,
and bade me, when my fate would

have me wive,^ to give it her. I did so and take heed on ’t

;

make it a darling, like your precious eye ; to lose ’t or give ’I

away, were such perdition® as nothing else could match.

^

DES; Is ’t possible ?

OTH : ’Tis true
;

there’s magic in the web*® ot it a sibyl, thal.

had number’d in the world the sun to course two hundred coin-

passes,^2 in i^^er prophetic fury^^ sew’d the work
;
the worms

were hallow’d*"^ that did breed the silk, and it was dy’d in

mummyi® which the skilful conserv’d of maidens’ hearts.^®

DES: Indeed! is ’t true ?

OTH : Most veritable
;

therefore, look to ’t well.

DES: Then, would to God that I had never seen it I

OTH: Ha ! wherefore ?

DES: Why do you speak so startingly and rash ?

OTH : Is ’t lost ? is ’t gone ? speak, is it out o’ the way?

DES : Heaven bless us !

1 . Chuck, chick or chicken ; a term of endearment There used ironically .)

2. Salt .. .rheum salt- not of a good taste, therefore unpalatable or unple®-.

sant j sorry, distressing, unpleasant and distressing pain. 3. Charmer ; magician.
4 . Should ....loathed • would look on her with disgust. 5. Spirits : affec-

tions. 6. Should fancies would look for new women. 7. My fate

wive : my fate •would lead me to have a wife ; (i* e. when 1 would ma^ ry).

8* Perdition • curse or misfortune. 9* Match : equal. 10. Web : texture.

II. Sibyl: a female fortune-teller, 12. That.....compasses * that lived two
hundred years. 13. Prophetic fury : rage with a knowledge of the coming
result. 14. The worms were hallowed ’ the very silkworms were holy.

15. Muoroy : a mixture used in Egypt and other places for preserving dead
bodies. 16. Which... ..hearts: which cunning people used as a kind of

t^edicine for keeping young girls steady and aobet^
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OTH : Say you

DES ; It is not lost
;

but what, an’ if it wcie ’

OTH : How f

DES: I say, it is not lost.

OTH : Fetch ’I, let me sec ’l.

DES : Why, so I can, sir, but I will not now. This is a trick to

put me^ from my suit : pray you, let Cassio be received again.

OTH : Fetch me the handkerchief
;
my mind misgives.'’

DES . Come, come ;

YouTl never meet a more sutticient^ man.

OTH : The handkerchief

!

DES : I pray, talk me of Cassio.

OTH : The handkerchief I

DES : A man that all his time

Hath founded his good fortunes on your love,'^

Shar’d dangers with you,

—

OTH : The handkerchief

!

DES : In sooth, you are to blame ^

OTH : Away ! [Exit

EMI • Is not this man jealous ?

DES . I ne’er saw this before.

Sure, there’s some wonder in this handkerchief;
I am most unhappy in the loss of it.

EMI : ‘Tis not a year or two shows us a man
They are all but stomachs, and we all but food f
They eat us hungerly and, when they are full,’^°

They belch’^^ us. Look you ! Cassio and my husband
[Enter lago and Cassio.]

lAGO . There is no other way
;

‘tis she^2 must do ’t
;

And, lo ! the happiness ! go and importune^^ her.

[Cassio goes to Desdemona.]

I. Say you what do you say ? 2. An • and, (here it has no meaning
used only for meter). 3. To put me : to put me off

;

or, prevent me.
4. Misgives begins to doubt. 5. Sufficient • Sufficing fpr all purposes;
full or complete, I'l.e.J of integrity. 6. Hath love- has prospered in lie)

through your affectionate favour. 7. You are to blame, you are in the wrong (nof

Cassio' 8. It is man- one need not wait for a long time to know the character

of a person 9 They ...food- men use (women) as their food, (when they
are hungry) This means, “that men are full of appetites to satisfy which they
make use of us.” 10- Full- satisfied 11 Belch discard or reject 12. She;

Desdemona. 13. The happiness the good luck, (how lucky that she is here).

14. Importune- beg and press.
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Deademona takes a charitable view of Othello's behaviour and advises

patience to Oassio ; while Emilia is looking on.

1. A charitable view, without a clear vision of the true cause, is

folly and madness.
'

2. Is it wise to live in a Fool’s Paradise ?

(Pic, aa.)
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DESDEMONA ADVISES PATIENCE TO CASSIO,

As, alas ! ,
her advocation is not now in Tune.

DBS : How, now, good Cassio ! what’s the news with you ?

CAS : Madam, my former suit
;
I do beseech you that, by your

virtuous means, 1 I may again exist,

2

and be a member^ of his

love whom'^ I, with all the office of my heart, ^ entirely honour.f5

I would not be delay’d. If ray offence be of such mtortaF kind,

that nor^ my service past, nor present sorrows, nor purpos’d

merit in tuturity,^ can ransond*^ me into his love again, but,’-^

to know so must be my beneht so,^^ shall I clothe me in^'^ a

forc’d content!^ and shut myself up some other course to

fortune’s alms.’^^

DES : Alas ! thrice-gentle^® Cassio ! my advocation’^^ is not now in

tune my lord is not ray lord
;

nor should I know him, were
he in favour as in humour alter’d.-^ So help me, every spirit sanc-

tified,22 as I have spoken for you all my best^^ and stood within

the blank of his displeasure^'^ for my free speech ! You must
awhile be patient. What J can do, I will

;
and more I will,

than for myself 1 dare let that suffice you.

lAQO : Is my lord angry ?

EMI : He went hence but now, and certainly in strange unquiet-

ness.2<5

lAGO : Can he be angry ? I have seen the cannon, when it hath
blown his ranks into the air and, like the devil, from his very

1. Virtuous means • gentle but effectual methods. 2. Exist • live (in peace
and honor). 3. Member . object. 4. Love whom • affection which. 5. With
heart : with its full function or force, i.e., whole-heartedly ; (with all the office
working with full force.) 6. Entirely honor regard very highly. 7. Mortal .

serious. 8. Nor : neither. 9. Nor futurity : nor the good behaviour which I

am determined to show in future. 10. Ransom to get back a thing on pay-
ment of money ; (here, it means, take back or restore.) 11. But then. 12. To
know benefit • It will be to my advantage to know it as settled, (rather than
be in suspense.) 13. So. then; in that case. 14. Clothe me in fit myself
for, or, put myself in. 15. A forc’d content: a settled state of mind under
necessity. 16- S>hut in fall into or take to. 17. To fortune’s alms . To
get whatever fortune or fate wills or gives. 18. Thrice-gentle very gentle.
19. Advocation, advocacy or pleading. 20 In tune . opportune or agreeable.
21. Nor should... alter’d Prose order, Nor—him, if he were altered in favour
as in humour. (Favour ; countenance or face ; As . or ; Humour temper.)
The line means, I do not know if the change in him is only in his face (i.e.

superficial or temporary,) or in his temper itself ( 1 . e
.
permanent, due to

some deep-seated or serious cause). 22- So sanctified this is equal to,

let God defend me. 23. As best : because 1 have spoken or pleaded on
your behalf to the best of my ability. 24. Stood displeasure . stood within
the range, field or inmost point of his anger (blank aim or point, i.e. almost
incurred his anger.) 25 ' And more dare : And 1 will do (for you) more than
I will venture to do for myself. 26, In strange unquietness . in an unusually
disturbed state ol mind.
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arm, puff’d his own brother — and, can he be angry ? Some-

thing ob moment,2 then; I will go meet him; there s matter

in ’t indeed, if he be angry.

DES : I prithee, do so [Exit lago.] Something, suie ot State,—cither

from Venice, or some unhatch’d practice^ made demonstrable''^

here in Cyprus to him,—hath puddled his clear spirit and in

such cases, men’s natures wrangle with inferior things, though

great ones are their object.® ‘Tis even so
;
for, let our finger

ache, and it indues our other healthful members even to that

sense of pain.^

Nay, we must think men are not gods, nor of them look

for such observancy as fits the bridal Beshrew^ me much,

Emilia, I was,—unhandsome warrior as I am,—arraigning his

unkindness with my soul;^® but now, I find I had suborn’d the-

witness, and he’s indicted falsely

EMI: Pray Heaven it be stat e-matters, as you think, and no concep

tion, nor no jealous toy^^ concerning you.

DF.S: Alas the day ! I never gave him cause.

EMI : But, jealous souls will not be answer’d so
;

they are not ever

jealous for the cause, but jealous for they are jealous
;

’tis a

monster begot upon itself, born on itself.

DES: Heaven keep that monster from Othello’s mind !

EM! : Lady, amen [Exit all ]

[Enter Bianca and Cassio.]

BIA : Save yuu,^'^ friend C.-issio ’

CAS : What make you from homei-' ; flow is it vvith you, my most
fair Bianca ? I' faith, sweet love, 1 was coming to your house.

BU : And I was going to your lodging, Cassio. What ! keep a week
away ? seven days and nights ? eight score^^ eight hours ? and
lovers’ absent hours, more tedious than the dial eight score

times'^ O weary reckoning I

1, I have,. .. brother • I have seen him to be heroic and calm on the battle-

field amidst cannon-shots doing havoc to his army and, like the devil, snatching his

brother from his very arms and shattering him to pieces. 2 Moment : importance.
3. Unhatch'd practice : undisclosed or secret plotting. 4. Made demonstrable *

made known or brought to light. 5. Puddled spirit . muddled or mudded
his (otherwise) clear mind. 6 Men’s Obiect : men’s noble qualities aiming
at higher things become mixed with base and unworthy objects. 7. Let our......

pain : If one finger has a pain, it induces other healthy fingers by sympathy) to

feel that pain : (i.e.) it spreads the pain. 8. Nor bridal Prose order, ‘ Nor
look of (from) them for Such This means,'-

7we cannot expect men to be
always as merry as on their wedding day. 9 Beshrew . curse. 10. I was
soul : I was all along blaming him with ray soul, i.e. heartily) for (what 1

thought) his unkindness ; and in that, I was an unfair warrior (i.e, I attacked
him wrongly*. ‘As’ here has the force ot ‘that’. 11. 1 find......falsely : I now
discover that I had been led by wrong impressions, and blamed him falsely,

12. Toy. fancy 13 Save you God save you ’This is a form of greeting,'.

14. Wbat .....home? . What do you here from home? or why are you away
from home? 15. Score: twenty. (To lovers, the time or absence is felt

acore times as great as the actual periodi)*
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CAS: Paidon me, Bianca; I have tins while with leadeid thoughts

been press’d
;
but I shall, in a more contjnuate2 tune, strike

oft this score of absence Sweet Bianca, \_Gwnig her Desde-

mona's handkerchief\ take me this work out.'^

BIA : O Cassio, wdience came this ? This is some token from a

newer friend
;
to the felt absence, now 1 feeP a cause Is ’t

come to this ? Well, well.

CAS Go to, woman ! Thiow your vile guesses in the devil’s

teeth^
,
from whence you have them You are jealous now that

this IS from some mistress,—some remembrance : no, by my
laith, Bianca.

BIA : Why, whose is it ?

CAS . I know not, sweet
;

I found it in my chamber. I like the

work well. Ere it be demanded,—as like enough it will,^ — I’ld

have it copied
;
take it, and do ’t

;
and leave me for this time.

BIA : Leave you ! wherefore ?

CAS : I do attend liere on^ the general
;
and think it no addi-

tion,® nor my wish, to have him see me woman’d.^®

BIA . Why, I pi ay you i*

CAS : Not that I love you not.

BIA : But that you do not love me. I pray you, bring’^i me on the
way a little; and say if I shalllseeyou soon at night.

CAS; ’Tis but a little way that I can bring you; for, I attend

here
;
but I’ll see you soon.

BIA : ’Tis very good I must be circumstanc’d.’^^ [Exit

1. Leaden • heavy or sorrowful 2. Continuale • continuous, or not interrup-

teJ ; 1 e peaceful. 3. Strike . . absence cancel or make up for this incident or

time of absence. 4. Take out take out (or copy) this work for me 5. Feel
‘

find or discover. 6 Throw., teelh castaway your wicked fancies to the

devil, or, scatter them to the winds. 7. As will, and it is very likely it will

(be demanded). ‘As' means ‘and.’ 8. Attend .. . on', wait for. 9 Addition:

additional virtue or honor. 10. Woman’ d with a woman. 11. Bring accompany,
12. 1. • ..circumstanc’d I must adjust myself to the circumstances.
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A CRITICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF

ACT HI.

No new persons are introduced in this act, nor are its scenes

and incidents many.
PART I

THE CHIEF EVENTS DESCRIBED IN THIS ACT.

t. Cassio, as previously advised by lago, (Act II.) seeks for

and obtains through the assistance of Emilia, a private interview

with Desdemona. She promises to get him back his lost place by
pleading with Othello on his behalf, and assures him of her full

sympathy and help thus,

—

Be thou assured, good Cassio, I will do

All my abilities in thy behalf.if i.

If I do avow a fiiendship, I’ll perform it

To the last article : my lord shall never rest

;

I’ll watch him tame and talk him out of patience ;

His bed shall seem a school, his board a shrift

;

I’ll intermingle everything he does

With Cassio’s suit ; therefore be merr}'.

In the meantime, Othello, who has gone to inspect the works
on the fortification, returns with lago. Cassio, evidently feeling

nervous and ashamed to face Othello, takes his leave of Des-
demona and wants to withdraw from the scene. And when
Desdemona asks him to stay and hear her speak on his behalf, he
replies, ‘ I’m very ill at ease, unfit for mine own puipose, ’ and
departs.

2. beeing Cassio going away quietly, lago makes this wicked
remark ,

—
^ Ha! I like not that.' And Othello, also observing

Cassio from a distance, questions lago, ‘ Was not that Cassio
parted from my wife lago gives a purposely false, negative
reply, saying

No, sine, lean nofe think it,

That he would steal away so guilty-like.

Seeing you coming.

3- While Othello and lago are talking, Desdemona comes
in. She strongly pleads to Othello on behalf of Cassio and asks
with a rather childish persistency whether his restoration will
be ‘ shortly '

;
‘to night at supper ’

;
if not,— ,

Why, then, to-morrow night ; or Tuesday morn

;

On Tuesday noon, or night ; on Wednesday morn
;

I prithee, name the time ; but let it not

Exceed three days ; in faith, he’s penitent.
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For all her importunity, Othello who, as the Governor of the

place, has to be politic, merely replies, ‘ not now, some other

time.’

She still persists and reminds him of the tender incident when-

—

Michael Cassio came a-wooing with yon,

And so many a time hath tak’n your part,

When I have spoke of you dispraisingly.

Oihcllo seems to melt
;
or, to quiet her m her importunities,

says,
—

‘Piithee, no more
;

let him come when he will, 1 will deny
thee nothing’. But in order to reflect on the situation, he asks her
to ‘grant me this,—to leave me but a little to myself.’ Desdemoru
cheerfully obeys and retires with hlmilia, saying

—

Be as your fancies teach you

;

Whate’er you be, I am obedient.

4. lago, who w’as all this time standing passive and watching
the scene, now that both Desdemona and Emilia are gone, comes
closer to Othello and begins hic devilish work. By means of

clever hints, halting expressions, and artful protestations of love

and loyalty, and, as if prompted by his good name or reputation,—
‘the immediate jewel of our souls,’—he vaguely suggests to Othello
that Desdemona’s familiarity with Cassio is rather suspicious. He
instils the poison of Jealousy into Othello’s mind and leaves him
rather restless, in a mood of doubt. And yet, so dexterous and
artful have been lago’s speech, implications and conduct that,

when he departs, Othello entertains a very high opinion of him,-

—

of his exceeding honesty and knowledge of all types of human
dealings. To use Ohello’s own words,

—

This fellow’s of exceeding honesty,

And knows all qualities, with a learned spirit,

Of human dealings.

5- Subsequently, Desdemona comes to Othello and. reminds
him of his dinner for which ‘the generous islanders, by you invited,

do attend your presence.’ Othello expresses his sorrow for having
made them wait. She obseives a faintness in his voice and, learn-

ing that it is due to a bad headache, tries to bind his forehead with
a napkin, which she takes out of her pocket. But, Othello says,
‘ Your napkin is too little

;
let it alone ;’ and puts it oft from him.

She takes it up but, in the confusion of the moment, drops it,

forgets all about it, and follows Othello when he says,

—

Come, I’ll go in with you.

6. But Emilia, who is there, knows the worth of that hand-
kerchief and picks it up, saying

—

I am glad T have found this napkin

:

This was her Erst remembrance from the Mrior;
My wayward husband hath a hundred times

Woo’d me to steal it
; but she bo loves the token,—
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For he conjured her she should ever keep it,

—

That she reserves it eveirnoie about hci

To kiss .ind talk to.

Emilia takes it with the intent of copying the work and giving

the latter to him,

—

I’ll have the work ta’on out

And give ’t lago : what ho will do with it

Heaven knows, not I

;

1 nothing but to please his fantasy,

7. Just then, lago appears on the scene and his wile tells

him of the handkerchief,
—

‘ that which so often you bid me steal

In showing it to him, she asks him,

—

What will you do with’t, that you have Inen so eainnst

Q\) have me filch it.

But lago snatches it from her and Hunks it impertmcMit for

his wife to question him about its use,

—

Why, what's that to yon ?

Emilia replies

—

If’t be not for some purpose of import,

Give’t me again
:
poor lady, she’ll run mad

When she shall lack it.

To this, lago’s answer is
—

‘ Do not acknowledge the fact of
finding it, nor say anything about it to others. I have use lor it.

Go, leave me.
’

Soon after, Emilia goes away and lago is left alone. He thinks
of the wicked use he is going to make of this napkin,

—

I will in Cassio’s lodging lose this napkin,

And let him find it. Trifles light as au
Are to the jealous confirinations strong

As proofs of holy vrit fthis maj do something.

For, he knows, like a true Psychologist, that—

The Moor already changes with my poison

:

‘Dangerous conceits are m their natures poisons,

Which at the first arc scaa’ce found to distaste,

But, with a little act upon the blood.

Burn like the mines of sulphur.

8* Othello and lago meet again. Othello, who is much
agitated and troubled with his suspicions, but not quite convinced
of the guilt of Desderaona, demands of lago a ‘ living, ocular
proof,* and threatens him with death,

—

If thou dost slander her, and torture me,
Never pray more ^ ^ ^

And, again, catching him by the throat, he bursts out in anger,

—

Villain, be sure thou prove my love a whore

;

Be sure of it
;
give me the ocular proof

;
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Oi
, by the woiLh of my etei nal FOiih

Thou hadst been bettci have been bom a dog
Than answer niy waked wrath >

Y ^ i i-

For, nothing oanst thou to damnation add

Grreater than that (slandei)

lago, the consummate actor, pretends to be taken aback,

mortified and pained, and thus cries out before Othello,

—

0 grace ! 0 Heaven defend me

!

Are you a man ? have you a soul or sense ?

God be wi’ you ; take mine of&ce. 0 wretched fool,

That livest to make thme honesty a vice !

0 monstrous world ! take note, take note, 0 World,
To be direct and honest is not safe.

1 thank you for this piofit, and from hence

111 love no friend, since love breeds such offence.

And again, in answer to Othello who asks him to stay, saying
‘Thou shouldst be honest,’ (i c. open and not hide anything from
me), lago replies

—

I should be wise ; for honesty’s a fool.

And loses that it works for.

Then, wavering between the conflicting emotions of assurance
and doubt, of hope and despondency, Othello says,

—

Would, I were satisfied

'

To which lago replies,
—

‘ But how ? how satisfied, my lord ?’

Then, with protestations of his honesty and innocence, he points

out that it IS impossible to produce any direct proof,—impossible
to see a man and a woman lying together,

—

lu wore a tedious difficulty, I think.

To bring thorn to that prospect

It IS impossible yon should see this,

Even if they were as prune as goats and as hot as monkeys.

On the other hand, however, he promises to convince him by
‘ imputation and strong circumstances which lead directly to the

door of truth’.

9 . Othello consents to be satisfied with such circumstantial

evidence- lago tells him how Cassio, in his dream, blabbered

out his love to Desdeinona, wrung his (lago’s) hands while

lying near by, ardently imprinted warm kisses on his (lago’s) lips,

and ended by saying, ‘ Sweet Desdemona, let us be wary, let us

hide our loves.’ Othello is now influenced and cries out that,

though it was all but a dream, it ‘denoted a foregone conclusion.*

lago follows his opportunity and adds that he saw Cassio wiping

his beard \vith a handkerchief, which he thought was Desde-
mona’s, ‘spotted with strawberries.......’
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JO* With this ciicumstantial evidence, Othello is now
thoroughly convinced of her guilt He is now all up with rage

and jealousy, and cries out for black vengeance, for blood, and
bloody thoughts, which ‘ shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb to

humble love.’ He kneels down and, ‘ by yond marble heaven, in

the due reverence ot a sacred vow ’ he makes his resolution for

‘a capable and wide revenge.’ lago, who is standing by, also

kneels and swears, in the name of ‘ the ever-buining lights above,

to give the execution of his wit, hands, heait to wronged
Othello’s service.’ He is only to be commanded and he will

readily do ‘ what bloody business ever.’ They exchange promises

of mutual suppoit, and agree that lago must kill Cassio and
Othello do away with Desderaona.

PART IL

THE KEY-NOTE OF THIS ACT.

Such are the incidents of th.s Act. Its importance, however,

lies in the introduction of the second master-passion of the

play and the way in which it is set in action. Hitherto, in previous

Acts, secondary things—persons as well as events have been

detailed. The ground has so fai been prepared, as it were, for the
‘ Dynamic Force * to burst and consume all.

The key-note of this xAct is the unchecked sway of the Passion
of Jealousy and the fiightful results that flow from it. Othello,

who was most unsuspecting, most loving to his wife, who was of a

free and open nature, —generous, noble and patient,— is now under
its blighting influence, changed into quite a difleient and deformed
being. All his good qualities are mveited into their opposites.

His love IS turrtd to iiate, attection to anger, nobility of heart to

meanness or pettiness of feeling His generous mind is changed
to a revengeful spirit, while his patience yields to headlong
hurry in thought and action. He becomes so much altered that

even Lodovico, who meets him latei, is struck with amazement
and cries out,

—

Is this the noble Moor whom onr full Senate.

Call all-in-all sufficient ? Is this the nature

Whom passion could not shake ?

Othello is in the process of becoming a murderer, as he him-
self says, an ‘honourable murderer.’ It is to such a low level

that he has sunk. And why ? because he is caught in the meshes
of Jealausy,

—
‘ the green-eyed Monster which doth mock the meat it

feeds on.’

PART IIL

The third Act may therefore be called ‘ The Passion Act’

;

as here are brought out, for the first time and far more clearly
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than before, (a) the charade r of the person who instigates and
works up the passion

;
(b) the obstacles to be smmounted

;
and

(c) the favourable factors, utilised to their fullest extent by the

master mind of the villain to work up that Passion to its highest

pitcli.

(A) THE CH4RACTER OF lAGO WHO CREATES THE PASSION.

lago is the man who creates the passion where it does not

exisl, woiks it up, so that it gathers volume and strength in its

onward course, and never allows it to die or dwindle, fade or fall.

He IS the prime mover of the whole situation, and is fully

ecpiipped with the qualities necessary for it. He is young and
supremely intelligent and resourceful. He is sciviceable to all

He IS full of wisdom, and speaks words that are obviously reason-

able, full of common-sense, and appropriate to the several and
different persons and events. He appears trustworthy and be-

comes the trusted friend and guide to all. And there is none who
does not look to him for help or advice, no event that does 'not

need his guiding hand for its direction. The unanimous verdict

of all who come in contact with him is, that he is ever ‘ the good
and honest, the most honest, lago.

’

In truth, however, his intelligence is the most perverted
;
the

advice that he offers, and the help that he renders, are the out-

come of an envious, malignant and utterly selfish nature. His
keen intellect enables him, by a mere look or a slight acquaint-
ance, to discover the weak points of others. He can turn and
twist everything to serve, apparently, others’ purposes but, in

reality, his own. He knows how to take advantage of existing

things, or to create fresh occasions to suit his ends, either by
suggestion, insinuation or by open expression of certain thoughts,
words and deeds He cares not for the welfare of others

,
and,

W'hen he professes better or nobler sentiments of friendship, hon-
esty, love 01 respect, it is only in furtherance of his dark and
wicked plans. He makes fiiendship with others and keeps it up
only so long as they would serve his purpose. Impelled by the
burning, blighting passion of Envy, his one supreme object is

re\"enge,—revenge for the wrongs (as he thinks) he has suffered
at the hands of others. He believes he was purposely over-looked
when the post of Lieutenancy was filled up. He feels disappoint-
ed, and turns his spite and anger both against Othello who
filled up the place and Cassio by whom it was so filled. To
fuither fortify himself in his cause, he suspects, imagines,
or invents the story, that both of them had misbehaved with
his wife, Emilia. Hence, he must work up to ‘ wife for wife ’, by
himself spoiling the chastity of Desdemona

;
and, if this be

impossible, he must at least bring about her death. And, to bring
this about, he must make Othello, not only jealous of his wife
but, at the same time, suffer all the torments of that evil passion.
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He must tell him that she misbehaved with Cassio who is the

most likely person to be suspected and implicated, as he has lather

a free and open character for gaiety and courtesy and is therefore

popular with women. This plan would at once spoil and shatter

Othello’s happiness, bring about the death of Desdemona, and

possibly also that of Cassio. He therefore takes wicked advantage

not only ot Cassio’s personal interview with Desdemona (which

he himself has suggested and arranged for), but also^of her rather

importunate but innocent pleading with her husband for his

(Cassio’s) restoration He construes these simple facts as the

suspicious circumstances of their secret and illicit love. By
clever suggestions, careful speeches, well-planned actions and

indirect proofs, he manages to create and confirm in the mind of

Othello a thorough conviction of his wife's unchastity, and causes

him (Ohello) to cry for the blood both of Desdemona, the seduced

and of Cassio, the seducer lago so cleverly manages the affair

that nobody has the faintest glimmer or the least idea of his real

motive, of his villainous mind. He always appears to act tor

others m their own interests. He is ever ‘ the honest lago But,

underneath his honesty, he hides the worst devilry,—the most

pitiless self-seeking He is a supremely clear-headed, clever and
intelligent rascal of the worst type,—being all intellect, brilliant,

keen, full of analysis and insight, but prostituted to the service of

a petty personal egotism,- -to the satisfaction of only the meaner
and baser instincts ot a narrow, shiivelled, and selfish soul.

(B) THE FORMIDABLE OBSTACLES IN THE WAY.

Evidently, two formidable circumstances stand against the success

of his wicked plan. (1) One is the excessive love of Othello for

his wife. ‘His soul is so enfetter’d to her love, ’ that, for her sake,

he would even renounce his ' baptism, all seals and symbols

of redeemed sin ’ In the very words of Othello,
—

‘I do love thee
;

and when I love thee not, chaos is come again, ’ His attachment

to her IS so great that there is nothing winch he will not give her

or do for her. ‘I will deny thee nothing he says
;
and, for that

reason, appears so much to yield to her that, as lago would put

it, ‘ she may make, unmake, and do what she list with him ’ (2)

The Second obstacle is that Othello is not an impetuous youth.

He IS a fully grown-up man who has reached mature manhood, and

as he himself admits, ‘ declined in the vale of years- ’ Conse-

quently, he is now past the follies, frivolities, and lash impulses

of youth,— a sober, steady, firm and mature character. He has

all along been a soldier, having, ‘ seen the cannon when it hath

blown his ranks into the air and, like thfe devil, from his very arm
puff’d his own brother. ’ Such an unshakable character cannot

be made to entertain any jealousy, anger or bate, particularly

against a person with whom he is bound by the strongest ties of

real love. It is, for all practical purposes, an impossible task.
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For. we see that Othello who has, by experience and training
developed a capacity for self-ieslraint, and who proudly asserts
‘

fear not my Government (self-control) ’ is not the person to
yield or be played upon so easily. He might even tuin against
and deal severely with all those that might question his character
or light-heartedly speak of. or scandalise his wife He demands
of lago ‘ ocular proof ’ in support of his allegations against Des-
demona, failing which, he threatens him with dire consequences,

—

* thou hadst been better have been born a dog than answer my
waked wrath.

’

(C) FAVOURABLE FACTORS FOR lAGO’S SUCCESS.

Against such obvious difficulties, however, must be set forth
certain other factors that are favourable, (a) lago is supremely
clever, cautious, and resourceful Fie is capable of giving advice
that IS probable and sound to * thinking ’ As testified to by
Othello himself, he ‘ knows all qualities with a learned spirit of
human dealings’

.
He is a deep and cunning villain who knows

how to cover his villainy He gloats over his capacity to do any
villainy, under the garb of friendship, honesty, or service to others
in these words,

—

Divinitj ol Hell

!

When devils will, the blackest sms, put on.
They do suggest at first with heavenly shows,
As I do now.,..

(b) Added to this, he is much trusted by Othello. ‘ This
fellow IS of exceeding honesty ’— is his settled opinion or convic-
tion about lago throughout

;
and, even when the latter imputes

bad conduct to his much-loved wife (Desderaona), he has no more
to say than to repeat his good opinion of him. ‘ I know’, he says
‘ thou art full of love, and weighest thy words before thou givest
them breath. ’ (c) The most important of all such helpful fac-
tors, however, is Othello’s open and confiding nature itself,
i hough soldierly and straight-forward, he is very simple. He has
i^t ‘ those soft parts of conversation which chamberers have.

'

He IS Ignorant of the doublings and duplicities, the trickeries and
treacheries of the world and, being of a ‘free and open nature,’
he may, by a clever rogue like lago, ‘ be as tenderly led by the nose
as asses are. ' (d) Besides, Othello’s notions of human qualities
are rather high

;
and, wdiile he conducts himself, in stnctaccord-

ance with ideals, he expects others also to behave likewise, (e)
Then again, in spite of his steadiness, sobriety and self-control,
Othello IS, as fago has found out, a man of extremes. He not only
concludes quickly but aarts quickly. FIis feelings and emotions
are always strong, intense and excessive. He loves too much or
hates too much. In his anger, he is irresistible , in his affection,
he IS unbounded

; m his resolution he is inflexible. He is either
extremely rash or excessively patient. For him, there is no
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middle path, no golden mean
,
nor does he allow any moderating

influence—any modifying thought or consideration,— to check

the transition from one extreme to another. In his own words,
‘ to be once in doubt is once to be resolved

’

Such a nature has at once its own merits and defects While
on the one hand, it elevates him to heights of nobility and dignity;

on the other, it converts him to an inflammable material that is

liable to explode suddenly and violently at the mere touch of a stray

spark. On such a nature, lago begins to throw, timely, cautiously

and cleverly, his sparks of vague hints, doubts and suspicions

which, falling on congenial material, soon blaze up into an all

consuming fire of Jealousy.

lago knows that Othello is tough and hardy and may not,

at least in early stages, easily and quickly bend. As Othello says

about himself ‘ No, lago. I’ll see before 1 doubt
,
when I doubt,

prove
;
and on the proof, away at once with love or jealousy.

’

If the proof is false, tainted or unsatisfactory, his wrath will turn
on the accusei

,
if convincing, then, on the guilty person. Either

way, he will soon be resolved and ready for action at once and in

right earnest Tago’s work is therefore two-fold
;

(li first, to cre-

ate a doubt m Othello’s mind; (2) second, to confirm it to his

satisfaction by proper proof or evidence. Othello must be set on the

rack, made restless by sowing ugly doubts and suspicions which,
like ‘ dangerous conceits, are in their nature poisons which, —
but with a little act upon the blood, burn like the mines of

sulphur.
’

PART IV.

ORIGIN, GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF JEALOUSY.

(a) The Passion is first created, (b) Then, it is fed and
fanned. These mark the first stage in the Movement of Passion,
rendering Othello restless with doubts

II. (a) Next, it is insured against obstructive forces, like
hesitation, doubt or denial, (b) Finally, it grows in stiength till

it becomes an irresistible impulse, an all-engrossing motive
These mark the second stage and prepare Othello for the final
tragedy.

I (a) CREATION OF THE PASSION.

'Ha! Hike not that: This XQmd.xY IS uttered half aloud, and
half in under-tone, and dropped immediately. And, when it begins to
be discussed, it is half denied and half admitted, and then abruptly
evaded. It marks the origin or creation, almost out of nothin o-

of the passion of Jealousy These few words sow the first seeds
of suspicion Cassio and Desdemona are observed together tlic
one pleading for her intercession on his behalf with Othello, and
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the other piomising help towards his rc-instatcmcnt. lago tries

to depict this incident as the secret meeting of illicit lovers.

As a moralise!', he casts, as if it were a mere passing remark to

the hearing of Othello, ^Ha I like not that !’ And, when asked
what he said, he drops the matter saying

—

Nothing iny loid ; oi if—I know not what.

By this evasive answer, he implies that he is a man who has a

secret to reveal, but would not reveal it tor fear of wounding
Othello’s mind. By themselves, the words are nothing

;
but, the

occasion on which they are uttered and the manner in which they
are delivered and withdrawn, make them big with meaning. They
become the stai ting-point of the tragedy. Though at the time they
produce no eftect, yet, in spite of his efforts to forget them, they
haunt his mind and become a nucleus round which gather other

suspicious incidents and circumstances that go to organize and
increase Otliello’s jealousy.

^

I (b) HOW THE PASSION IS FED AND INCREASED.

lago asks Otliello this daik and dubious Question,

—

Mvnolilo loul.

Did Alichael Gftssio. vhon yon woo’d my lady,

Know of \oai Icvo ?

1 .
With these words, and words of similar import hereafter

used, lago prepares the deadly ingredients of poison for Othello.

Desdemona, a little while ago, pleading for Cassio, reminded
Othello of the tender incident in the hearing of lago

—

What ! Michael Cassio, that came a-woomg with you,

And so many a time, when I have spoken dlspraisingly,

Hath ta’en your part.

Her object was merely to remind Othello of his former
intimacy with Cassio whom he had lately dismissed, so that, at

least for the sake of the happy memories of the past, he would
speedily recall and restore him- She merely stated a fact as it

had occurred, and had no evil intention or insinuation.

lago who, while standing apart, listened to Desdemona’s
words about Michael Cassio 'who came a-wooing with Othello’,

now makes a roguish use of this knowledge. He puts it as a

question to Othello and makes the question look very suspicious.
And when Othello answers him in the affirmative, he pretends to

be surprised and, with an ominous shake of his head, cries out
^Indeed !’ To which Othello replies, angry and surprised,

—

Indeed ! ay, indeed '• diacerneafi thou aught in that ?

lago, later on, takes up this thread, and with the liclp of

other stray and equally slender threads, weaves the story of

adulieious connection between Cassio and Desdemona.
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Betorc, however, lago proceeds further, he tries, like

a true strategist, to make himself safe and sure in his position

and test Othello’s strength or weakness of mind. Otherwise,

the soldierly Moor might turn against him and dash him and his

plans to pieces. And hence cautiously, cleverly, and with the

consummate art of a born diplomat, he proceeds step by step —
When Othello naturally asks lago ‘Why dost thou ask

(such a question) i', the latter replies that it was simply to satisfy

his curiosity, and that no further harm was meant by it.

When pressed to explain as to why he should be curious

about a fact which was above suspicion and well-known, he merely
answers by ejaculations and echoes, and contracts and purses his

brows These and his mysterious make-believe that he knows
more than he is inclined to reveal, naturally whet Othello’s

curiosity and make him infer that lago has,

—

Some monster m his thought too hideous to he shown, and that ho

dost mean somothing.

Z- Then, in tlie name of their mutual Love and Honesty,
Othello cajoles lago to inform him of his thoughts,

—

If thou dost love me, show me thy thought.

lago catches these woids and uses them to vvork himself still

more strongly into the confidence of Othello, so that he might
not be doubted when, later on, he would speak of Desdcmona's
(concocted) guilt. ‘ My lord, you know I love you,’ says lago

,

and, in answer, gets an endorsement and confirmation from
Othello not only about his affection but also about his honesty
and wisdom. Othello’s words,

—

And, for I know thon’it full of lovo and honesty,

And weigh’st thy words before thou givest them breath,

satisfy lago about the strength of his position and enable him to

gradually reveal his thoughts.

3- He begins by making subtle insinuations against Cassio
in a most round-about manner. Note the subtle, imperceptible,

but the sure and steady way m which suspicion is sown in

Othello’s mind, in the following dialogue :

—

lAGO :
(Asj for Michael Cassio, I dare be sworn, I think that he

is honest.

OTH : I think so too.

lAGO (Then,) Men should be what they seem ; or those that ho
not, would tliey might seem none I

OTH *• Certam, men should he what they seem,

lAGO I Why, then, I think Cassio’s an honest man. (because he
appeals to be honest ,)
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With this insinuation Tago stops, but it makes Othello all the

more anxious to know his thoughts, and hence follow further

questions and answers

—

OTH ’ Nay, yet there’s moie m this;

I prithee, speak to me as to thy thinkings,

As thou dost ruminate ; and give thy worst of thoughts

The worst of woids.

lAGO Good my lord, pardon me ;

Though I am bound to every act of duty,

I am not bound to that all slaves are free to.

Utter my thoughts ^ Why, say, they are vile and false,

—

OTH Thou dost conspire against thy friond, lago.

If thou but think’sl him wrong’d, and makeat his oar

A sti anger to thy thoughts.

Then, lago comes out with what appears to be a piece of

information or friendly warning to Othello, telling him that he
(lago) IS by nature a severe critic

;
that he is given ‘ to spy into

abuses ;* and that, oft by his jealousy (suspecting nature), he
‘shapes faults that are not. ’ He would therefore prefer silence;

for, ‘ out of lijs scattering and unsure observance, ’ he might be
building ‘ a trouble, which will not be good for Othello’s quiet

’

And theiefore,;

—

It weie not for your quiet noi jour good,

Nor for my manhood, honesty, or wisdom,
To let you know my thoughts.

Whereupon, Othello is perplexed and does not understand
why lago should speak of his own ‘ quiet ’ being disturbed. So
he asks,

—

What dost thou mean ?

And lago, instead of giving a direct reply, makes a general
remark, which looks almost like a philosophic disquisition, on the
assumed Reputation, Chastity or Morality of men and women,

—

Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,

Is the immediate jewel of their souls
;

Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing ;

’,Twas mine, ’tis, his, and has been slave to thousands;
But he that filches from me my good name,
Bobs me of that which not enriches him,
And makes me poor indeed.

4. Othello is still more perplexed. He is unable to grasp
what lago is aiming at

;
and yet his mind is now full of vague

thoughts, misgivings, and surmises. This fellow first throws
doubts on Cassio’s honesty

;
he then moralises on womankind.

Could it be that his own wife is of a doubtful character ? Could
there be any possible connection between her and Cassio ?
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Otherwise, why should lago speak of Cassio and then of women
in general. There must be some such thing at the back of his

mind
,
for, lago is a man who knows the world well but, only to

him, he would not speak plainly, possibly through fear or respect.

Anyhow, he must know the truth, and he would even compel lago

to give out his secrets. He therefore cries out,

—

By Heaven, I’ll know thy thoughts.

But Tago’s answer is ready and quick,

—

You cannot, if my heart were in your hands

;

Nor shall not, whilst ’tis in my custody.

5 . From a mere curiosity to anxiety, from anxiety to

perplexity, from perplexity to doubt, is Othello gradually led He
is naturally very scrupulous and sensitive about the honor of

his wife. He tries to know the truth but cannot get at it. Hence,
he feels miserable and, in his misery, simply utters

‘ Ha !
’

lago, who can easily understand and read men’s minds,

knows that Othello has begun in his heart to entertain a doubt
about the chastity of Desdemona Apparently to warn Othello

against enteitaining any such doubt, but in leality to intensify it,

he utters this friendly advice,—

0 beware, my lord, of jealousy;

It IS the g] oen-eyed monster, which doth mock
The meat it feeds on.

By such clever devices, lago turns Othello’s feeble doubt into

actual jealousy and immediately follows up his advice with the
remark that

—

That cuckold (or husband) lives in bliss

Wlio, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger ;

But, 0, what damned minutes tells he o’er

Who dotes, yet doubts
; suspects, yet strongly loves I

Othello finds himself in the same position as described in the
last two lines. He too suspects, yet strongly loves, his wife. He
too has a miserable time of it, living in such a vacillating, suspen-
sive, undecided state of mind. And so he cries out ‘ O Misery !

’

6* lago is up, once again, with his philosophy,

—

Poor and content is rich and rich enough

;

But riches fineless is as poor as winter

To him that ever fears he shall be poor.

Good Heaven, the souls of all my tribe defend

Prom Jealousy 1

This is a metaphor and a general remark. But it has a mean-
mg behind. What Tago really drives at is that a poor man, who
has an unchaste wnfe, and who knows about her infidelity but yet

is indifferent about it,—is rich enough or lives a peaceful or happy
life. But he, who has boundless riches, 1 . e. a chaste and
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beautiful wife, and who fears he shall be poor, i.e. lives m doubt of

her character, is as poor as winter, that is, he lives a poor,

pinched life, in worry and doubt. So, he winds up his philoso-

phical reflections by a prayer to Good Heaven, to defend mankind
from Jealousy

,
but in reality, he intends, by his suggestion, to

wake up that feeling in Othello.

7 . lago’s plan succeeds. Othello fails to grasp the metaphor,
but only catches the word ‘ Jealousy. ’ He finds I ago re-

peating it. Why does he do it^ Does he mean that he (Othello)

would become a prey to it? Is it not against his soldierly and ho-

norable nature? Hence, to defend his self-respect, and to show
the firmness of his character, he questions the other as to what
he means by repeating that word ‘ Jealousy,’

—

Why, why is this ’

Think ’st thou, I’ld make a life of jealousy ’

No, no,” he continues, “ I will not feel jealous it I am told that,

—

M-j wife IS fair, feeds well, loves company.
Is free of speech, sings, plays and dances well

Where virtue is, these are more vntuous. ”

I will not easily give way to doubt For, before f doubt I will

see or have the facts
;
when I have the facts, I will have them

proved
;
and, if convinced, then,

—

Aw'ay at once with Love or Jealousy.

8 . Othello has now his doubts and misgivings- But he
wants facts and proofs before he can decide on action. lago’s
path is thus rendered clear, and so he exclaims,

—

I am glad of it
;
for, now, I shall have reason

To show the love and duty that I boar you
With franker spirit.

Hitherto, he only succeeded in making Othello anxious, con-
founded and doubting. He was not sure whether after all Othello
^ould yield to his villainous suggestions. Till now he has spent
bis time only in moralising, m throwing out hints and inferences.
Now that Othello is inclined to fall in a doubting mood, and is wil-

ling to receive or listen to further proofs and confirmations of his
doubt, lago determines on his further plan, with these thoughts
surging in his mind,—“Without facts, the mere doubts, that I have
hitherto created, will not breed Jealousy

;
without furUrer proofs,

that jealousy will not take hold of Othello. Yes, the time has
now come for me to supply the facts

;
else, the d‘)ubt in Othello’s

mind will fade away.” Hence, without any more flinching or
hesitation, he proceeds straight to his task, by boldly telling

Othello,

—

Look to your wife • Observe her well with Oassio.

The brevity and abruptness of this ostensibly kind and oonsi”
derate but in reality cruel and tragical advice, unsettles Othello
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and preys on his mind, night and day. But lago is ever the master

of every situation as it arises. He knows that this much by itself

will have no eftect. Has not Othello already said, ‘ Where virtue

IS, these are more virtuous ^ ’ Hence, he must strengthen the sus-

picion in Othello’s mind. And so he advises thus,

—

lAGO '• Wear your eye thus, not jealous nor secure ;

I would not have your free and noble nature,

Out of self-bounty, be abused ; look to ’t

:

I know our country disposition well

;

In Venice, they do let Heaven see the pranks

They dare not show their husbands ;
their best conscience

Is not to leave it undone, but keep ’t unknown.

Oth : Lost thou say so ?

!AG0 She did dece.ve her father, raairymg you

;

And, when she seem’d to shake and fear your looks.

She lov’d them most.

OTH : And so she did.

lAGO : Why, go to, then .

She that, so young, could give out such a seeming,

To seel her father’ s eyes up close as oak ;

He thought ’t was witchcraft ;—but I am much to blame

—

I humbly do beseech you of your pardon

For too much loving you.

Oth • 1 bound to thee for ever.

In the above advice, .so many friendly suggestions, honest
warnings, and sensible reasons are given that Othello is quite

impressed by them —(1) Look to your wife, in her conduct
towards Cassio. (2) Do it carefully but without a feeling of

jealousy
,
or it will do injury to your free and noble nature. (3)

1 know the habits and dispositions of Venetians, my own country
people, and especially the secret doings of the woraen-folk behind
their husbands’ backs. (4; And when, struck by this remark,
Othello asks, ‘dost thou say so ? ’, cemes lago’s convincing, almost
crushing answer,—‘Did she (your wife) not deceive her father and
marry you ? ;

and when she seemed to shake and fear your looks,

did she not love them most ?’ (5) Again, is it not ‘ a seeming ' in
* one so young, to deceive her father so completely, while she

carried on her love-intrigue with you, that the poor old man
thought it was ‘ witchcraft.’

Othello is almost stunned by the force of this reason-
ing,
—“ Desdemona is a Venetian and it is quite possible that

she has acted after the manner of her country-women as
alleged by lago. It is very kind of him to have brought this

fact to my notice*. ” Besides, “ Has not lago done so, most
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unwillingly and reluctantly, almost foiced to it thro* his deep

love for me ? ” With this thought, Othello’s heart overflows witii

gratitude,

—

I am bound to thee for ever.

9- But while Othello expresses his thanks, lago for the first

time observes that this piece of information 'hath a little dashed

his spirits,’ tho,’ when told so, Othello at once denies it, to

keep up his dignity, and says,—
Not a ]ot, not a ]ot.

lago then follows up the advantage so gained, by declaring

that whatever he has said so far, or is going to say further, is

entirely in Othello’s interest,

—

I hope you will consider what is spoke

Comes fiom my love (Coi you.)

As if to warn his master against yielding to any wicked
feeling or doing any hasty, untoward act, but really to strengthen

such possibilities, he throws out this admonition,

—

I am to pray you not to strain my speech

To grosser issues, nor to larger reach

Than to suspicion.

lago wants to satisfy himself how far his words have worked
upon Othello’s mind. *10 test if the Moor is really moved or

influenced to the extent desired, and if not, to think out better

and other means to produce the desired effect, he queries at

every stage if he is moved. Ostensibly, he shows his anxiety

about Othello but, in reality, the more he plies his moving ques-

tions, the more does he see Othello moved He therefore repea-

tedly says, ‘ But I do see you’re moved ;’ and, to move him
further, refers to Cassio and wants to say something about him,
beginning—

Carsio’s my worthy fiiend—

•

but at the very mention of his name, he sees Othello moved
and his face colouring up. Thus lago (now and then) holds out
the red rag before the infuriated bull, to excite him to greater fury
and thereby to test the nature of the animal he is dealing with,
so that he might know how far he should go.

At the mention of Cassio's name Othello is really much
moved, though he will not fully admit it—* No, not much moved.’
Othello’s anger against Cassio is manifest, but not against Des-
demona yet. And so, after saying ‘ not much mov’d,’ Othello
continues,

—

I do not think but Desdemona’s honest.

1 0- By this, the generous and trustful Othello means to im-
ply that he has no real cause to be moved or agitated so long as
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he thinks hi3 wife honest,—pure and innocent; in other words,
that he will have reason to get moved only if Desdemona proves
dishonest. Upon this, lago at once seizes the weak point in

Othello and mocks him by saying,

—

Long live she so ! and long live yon to think so

!

At this mocking remark, Othello wants to say something
about her erring or erratic nature which prompted her to choose
him in preference to her own countrymen,

—

And yet, how nature erring from itself

—

But before he could finish his sentence, lago suddenly but
timely interrupts him with this friendly exclamation,

—

Ay, there’s the point!

Taking up his cue from Othello, lago now turns all his artil-

lery against Desdemona and points out how she had erred in

marrying Othello, suppressing her natural inclinations in favour

of her own countrymen,

—

To be bold with you,

—

Not to affect many proposed matches

Of her own clime, complexion and degree,

Whereto we see in all things Nature tends

—

Does not this suggest, he asks, a most perverse will on her
part ?

Foh 1 one may smell in such, a will most rank,

Foul disproportion, thoughts unnatural.

Then, with his mastery in the Art of Insinuation, he heightens
the effect of his words, by an ingenious pretence,

—

But pardon me ; I do not in position

Distinctly speak of her ;

And yei, he follows up the vile insinuation, just dropped, with
this anxious fear that

—

Her will, recoiling to her better judgment.

May fall to match you with her country forms,

And happily repent.

Yes, yes! Sound reasoning I Solid conclusion I Des-
demona may not be so honest,—so innocent and chaste as
she looks. She must be watched. Influenced by such thoughts,
Othello requests lago when the latter is about to go away,

—

Farewell, farewell

;

If more thou dost perceive, let me know more ;

Set on thy wife to observe ;

1 1 . lago’s work is now progressing marvellously well. He
must allow time for Jealousy to take root and grow. Hence, he
says, ‘I take my leave,’ and pretends to retire and takes a few steps.

But, recollecting a certain fact, he suddenly returns and warns
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Othello against hastily restoring Gassio to his old place, as a wiser
policy would dictate another course

—

'J’ho’ jfc be fifi that Oassio have his place,

h’or sui'6 he fills it up with great ability,

Yet, if you please to hold him off awhile,

You shall by that perceive him and his means ;

Note if your lady strain his entertainment

With any strong or vehement importunity,

Much will be seen in that

This is indeed a wise plan from lago’s point of view. For, it

may enable Othello to observe and infer for himself the real

relation between his wife and Cassio. Lest, however, lago should
be thought too busy, too pressing and apprehensive m his

fears and suspicions, he gives this parting advice,

—

In the moantimo.
Let me be thought too busy in my fears,

And hold her free, I do beseech Your Honor.

12. With this, lago retires. This first stage m the movement of
Passion is over, iago goes away fully satisfied with the success so
far attained and to ruminate over the other details of his fiendish

work. Othello is left alone, reflecting on the suspicions created
by lago, and marvelling at the insight, intelligence and
experience m human affairs displayed by lago,

—

This fellow’s of exceeding honesty.

And knows all qualities, with a learned spirit,

Of human dealings.

lago in the meantime goes to his wife and secures Desde-
mona’s handkerchief from Emilia- He thinks of the best way of

using it as stiong circumstantial evidence against both Cassio and
Desdemona. The best way, according to him, would be to drop it

in Cassio's room where he is sure to find it and in Ins curiosity

will make some use of it. While he is thinking of this plan, he
sees Othello coming and, like a veritable devil, chuckles to him-
self on his success in having destroyed his peace of mind or
‘ dashed his spirits and as he puts it,

—

Not poppy, or mandragora.
Nor all the drowsy syrups of the world,

Shall ev6r medicine thee to that sweet sleep

Which thou ow’dst yesterday.

13. And when, on his arrival, lago accosts him, ‘ Why, how
now. General?’, Othello replies in great pain and anger,—

Avaunt ! Begone ! Thou hast set mo on the rack

:

I swear ’ tis better to be much abused
Than but to know’t a little.

* * *

He that is robbed, not wanting what is stolen,

Let him not know’t and he’s not robbed at all.
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But, now that he is made aware of it by lago, he feels hurl
and wounded in his Honor—the most vital or essential part of his
being. Life now becomes a barren desert, a hideous mockery, a
long-drawn torture, full of woe, weariness and disappointment.
Everything about him seems dead, desolate and disgusting. And
hence the painful out-burst of his heart,—sighing and sorrowing,
and bidding a pathetic farewell to the dearest and most valued
objects of his life in this world,

—

0, now, for ever.

Farewell the tranquil mind ! farewell Content

'

Farewell the plumed troop and the big wars
That make ambition virtue ; 0, farewell

!

Farewell the neighing steed and the shrill trump,
The spirit-stirring drum, the ear-piercing fife,

The royal banner and all quality,

—

Pride, pomp and circumstance—of glorious war !

And, 0 you mortal engines ’ whoso rude throats

The immortal Jove’s dread clamours counterfeit,

Farewell ' Othello's occupahons gone !

And, when lago, in pretended surprise, asks him, ‘ Is it pos-
sible, my lord,’ Othello loses self-control and, clutching him by the
throat, shakes him hard and threatens him with death,

—

Villain ! be sure thou prove my love a whore ;

Be sure, of it
;
give me the ocular proof

;

Or, by the worth of man’s eternal soul,

Thou hadst been better have been born a dog
Than answer my waked wrath !

The Passion has thus evolved by degrees from a vague,
airy, indefinite nothing to a definite, clear and tangible shape.
And to guard it in its growth at every stage, Jago who is well
grafted into the love and confidence of Othello, from time to time,
protests his innocence and honesty of motive, throughout his
villainous course.

II. (A) THE PASSION IS INSURED AGAINST OBSTRUCTIVE FORCES.

Othello, when left alone, begins to ruminate. Several thoughts
pass across his mind. He weighs the situation and concludes

—

She’s gone ; I am abused, and my relief

Must be to loathe her. + ic #

I had rather be a toad

And live upon the vapour of a dungeon,
Than keep a corner in the thing 1 love
For otheis’ uses.

Still, tho’ jealous, he wavers. He is not sure if, after all,

Desdemona can be really guilty. Seeing her coming at a distance,
he says

—

If she be false, 0, then, Heaven mocks itself!

I’ll not believe ’t,
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Thus the Passion which lago has created is now faced with

certain obstacles. Doubt has once again set m, followed by
denial. It needs revival. Hence, when lago meets Othello, the

latter takes him to task for suggesting to him that his wife is a

whore. lago must prove his vile charge if he cared for his life, as

otherwise he (Othello) will vent his ‘ waked wrath’ upon him and
kill him outright. The proof, desired, must be direct, straight,

living, ocular. Nothing short of this will do. lago laughs within

himself but outwardly pretends fear. He points out to the simple

Othello that it is by no means possible to see illicit lovers in the

act of adultery, even if they were as passionate as animals.

Othello sees the point and consents to have at least indirect

but convincing proof. lago then concocts the story of Cassio’s confession of

his guilt in his dreams while sleeping near him. Further, he makes
a villainous use of Desdemona’s handkerchief which he snatched from
Emilia and dropped into Cassio’s room. He speaks about these
incidents and adduces them as circumstantial evidence in proof
of his accusation. All these incidents influence Othello’s mind, and
he thus begins to argue within himself :

—
“ lago has all along

been an honest man. He has so far been a very loyal and loving
friend to me. The facts that he now adduces before me must
theiefore be true, and Desdemona must be unchaste.”

With such thoughts, Othello’s jealousy is fanned into a flame.
It has now become a raging, burning passion in his mind. He
is up against Cassio and cries,

—

0, that the slave had forty thousand lives I

One is too poor, too weak for my revenge.

Revenge i Revenge ! Revenge ! This is the one idea, the
only thought, that now fills his mind. The Passion, fed and
fortified thus, has now become all-carrying,

—

Like to the Pontic Sea,

Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne’er feels retirmg ebb, but keeps due on
To the Propontic and the Hellespont

;

Even so my bloody thoughts, with violent pace,

Shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb to humble love,

Till that a capable and wide revenge
Swallow them up.

II. (b) the passion Hts NOW BECOME STRONG ENOUGH TO BE A

MOTIVE OF ACTION.

Othello, filled with revenge, now cries out to lago,

—

Within these three days, let me hear thee say
That Cassio is not alive.

And his request is met by lago’s ready answer,

—

My friend is dead ; 'tis done at your request,
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But the revenge lago wants is ‘ wife to wife He still fears

that Othello may let Desdemona off. Hence, while he is

angry, he cleverly brings in her topic and, as if out of pity,

suggests,

—

But let her live.

Upon this Othello replies angrily

—

Damn her, lewd minx! 0, damn her!

Come, go with me apart ; I will withdraw,

To furnish me with some swift means of death

Bor the fair devil.

The course is now decided. The Passion has become the

motive-power of all his actions. Both Cassio and Desdemona
must be killed,—the one by lago, the other by Othello. And
no time should be lost in doing it.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF
ACT III.

Act III. opens with Cassio waiting about the doors of

Desdemona’s lodgings to seek an interview with her. On the

advice of lago, he has decided in the last Act to prefer an appeal to

Desdemona. Accordingly, he now tries to see her through the

good offices of Emilia, her maid. Just then lago meets him. He
promises to send his wife to Cassio presently and also to take the

Moor away somewhere so that Cassio may have a free talk with
Desdemona. To use his own words

—

I will send her to you presently :

And I will devise a mean to draw the Moor
Out of the way, that your converse and business

May be more fiee.

We thus see the Devil lago making the necessary preparations
for the execution of his third plan, viz., to accuse Cassio of mis-

conduct with Desdemona. The three preliminary steps that lago
has decided to take, in furtherance of the third plan, are— (1) to

set his wife to procure Cassio an interview with Desdemona
;

(2) to draw the Moor apart for a time
;
and (3) to bring him back

just when Cassio is pleading to her

Advised by lago, Emilia procures the desired interview in

which Desdemona promises Cassio her whole-hearted support. At
this time, Othello is out, inspecting the fortification in company
with some gentlemen. After finishing his work, he is now return-

ing to the castle wnth lago. When Cassio sees both of them
coming at a distance, he does not wish to face the General,
being ‘ill at ease’ as he says, and leaves the place, lago makes
out this departure of Cassio as guilty-like and exclaims

—

‘ Ha ! I like not that’ This is the first direct step lago takes to

poison Othello’s mind in furtherance of his third plan.

On the arrival of Othello in company with Tago, Desde-
mona, with a childish persistency, plies him with prayers and
entreaties for the restoration of Cassio. Othello feels that he has
had enough of these prayers and importunities on behalf of Cassio
and, not wishing to be bothered any more with them, replies

—

Prithee, no more ; let him come when he will

;

I will deny thee nothing.

After receiving this favourable reply from Othello, both
Desdemona and Emilia leave him as he wishes to be left alone.

lago, now alone with the Moor, artfully questions him
whether Cassio W’’as acquainted with Desdemona before her mar-
riage. On receiving an affirmative answer, he purses his brow
and cries out ominously,

—

indeed ! (a) With such dark hints and
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ejaculations, lago sows the seeds of suspicion in Othello*s mind.
He further counsels him, as his friend and well-wisher, to be spe-

cially mindful of Cassio’s conduct whenever in the company of

Desderaona. Othello’s suspicion takes root, (b) He requests Xago
to set 'on his wife to observe Desdemona and Cassio and bring
further proofs, (c) lago further concocts the story of Cassio’s con-

fession of his guilt muttered out m his sleep. He tells Othello how
he found Cassio talking in his dream about his love and kisses to

Desdemona and smacking his lips as if imprinting kisses on
her. This deepens Othello’s suspicions and he cries out,

—

‘0 monstrous \ monstrous \ fd) lago then tells him of a hand-
kerchief, spotted with straw'bernes, seen in Desdemona’s hands

;

and that, lately, he saw it with Cassio who wiped his beaid with it.

Othello IS now convinced of her guilt and swears revenge
against both. lago also kneels and swears help to wronged
Othello. Thus, the cloud, at first, no bigger than a man’s hand,
appears on the far horizon. It gathers volume, grows bigger and
bigger, till at last the whole mental sky of Othello is overcast with
ominous clouds. We see terrible flashes of lightning and hear loud
and dismal thunders reverberating overhead, threatening a terrific

storm and the fall of deadly thunderbolts.

/ Both passions. Envy and Jealousy, have reached a very high
pitch in this Act. We saw the birth of the passion of Envy in the

First Act audits growth and development in the Second. We see

it reaching its climax m this and the next Act lago has
been, from the very first, the Devil’s dynamo well-charged with
the driving power of Envy. This evil passion has so far worked
underground, in dark and devious ways, indirectly, upon other
objects and persons. But now, in this Act, it fastens upon the
real object of its malice and hatred. lago has hitherto settled

and accomplished the preliminary steps and paved the way for the

final stroke,
—

‘ coup de grace ’—with the skill and calculation of

a first-class diplomat.

We have also observed how one evil Emotion has led to

another
;
and this one, to still another

;
and so on, in an endless

chain. The evil progeny of passions, born of Envy, are now
seen breeding, evolving, and multiplying in diverse, tortuous,
complex lines. lago, the Demon of Envy, has succeeded in crea-
ting the Passion of Jealousy in Othello. Both Envy and Jealousy,

—with their attendant brood, sophistry, diplomacy, double-
dealing, duplicity, lying, trickery, treachery, callousness, cruelty,

meanness, malice, hatred, and revenge,—are fearful passions born
of narrow selfishness and, if not trained, curbed, checked or
diverted into healthier channels, prove equally harmful and
destructive not only to their victims but to all others affected by
them. Allied with other evil factors, they have always led,

directly or indirectly, to frightful wars, commotions and other
social evils and disharmonies.
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lago has now succeeded in poisoning the noind of Othelloi a

typical and loving husband, and making him jealous. He has
created this passion of jealousy where it did not exist and ought
not to exist, because there was no real cause or foundation for it.

But, endowed by nature with an exceedingly sharp and clear

intellect, he can concoct incidents and create false foundations and
make them look like real ones. We note the insidious birth and
growth of this passion of jealousy, which is fundamentally an out-

come of sexual ownership and exclusiveness,—the essentials of

Monogamy. These have, in course of time, developed into sexual
honor and chastity.

Slowly, imperceptibly, stage by stage, from ordinary Curiosity
to Anxiety, thence to Perplexity, thence to Doubt, and from thence
to Jealousy, has lago skilfully succeeded in leading Othello on,

(a) First, he throws a vague hint,
—

‘ Ha! I like not that ’, which
naturally excites one's curiosity to know what is meant by it.

(b) Then, by echoes, ejaculations and facial movements, by
contracting his brows and pursing up his lips, he indicates that he
has something to reveal, but would not reveal it. (c) This makes
Othello anxious. He desires to know lago’s thoughts. He uses
cajolery, persuasion, entreaty. But lago appears strong-willed
and will not come out. Fie prefers to merely philosophise and
pass general remarks, with a purpose hidden behind. These only
make Othello perplexed and ever more perplexed, (d) Then'jfago
touches upon the so-called honesty of Cassio and the trickeries of
women, (e) Othello, in his perplexed mood, takes it to apply to

his wife and begins to doubt her honour, (f) Seeing Othello in

this doubting mood, lago supplies the facts with apparently sound
reasons and arguments, built upon Desdemona’s past conduct, now
made to look so suspicious, (g) Othello, who is already confound-
ed and doubting, is now practically inclined towards the
probability of her guilt. He begins to feel jealous of her and is,

even to a certain extent, ‘ dashed in his spirits

How painful has been the conflict in Othello between Reason
and Passion, in which we see Reason ever receding and weaken-
ing, and Passion fast advancing and gaining absolute sway over
him ! We witness the violent commotion and terrible havoc
caused by this Passion in its onward course. Can anything be
more sorrowful and shocking to our fine sensibilities than the spec-

tacle of a great and noble nature, like Othello’s, suffering all the
torments of the fabled damned? Truly, the sight is exceedingly
pitiful, painful, oppressive and agonizing. In the total darkness,

' caused by this high-strung passion, we see occasional rays of good,
sense, light and truth returning but only to fadeaway soon. Othello
suspects and yet in the same breath acquits and trusts. He angrily
clutches the slanderer of his wife by the throat and demands ocular
proofs. But lago, undeterred by this disgraceful treatment,
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billy changes his tactics and looks wronged and mortified. With
an air of injured love, loyalty and innocence, he thus appeals

to Heaven,

—

0 Heaven defend me !

Are you a man ? have you a soul or sense ^

God be wi ' you; take mine ofhee, 0 wi etched fool,

That iiveat to make thme honosLy a vice !

0 monstrous world ! Take noLe, take note, 0 worldj

To be direct and honest is not safe.

(To 0th ) T thank you for this profit, and from hence

I’ll love no friend sith love breeds such offonce.

This invocation to Heaven stings Othello to pain and remorse.
He thinks he has possibly made a grievous mistake by mistrusting

an honest man. He pulls himself up and asks lago to hold on

—

Nay, stay
; thou shoukVst be honest : (i e. not hicle anything

from me).
-i

1

At once comes the sharp reply from TagoaSi,,jif hurt and
remorse-stricken,

—

1 should be wise
; for, honesty’s a fool

And loses that it woiks foi.

Then, Othello falls m a confused, wavering mood and says —
......By the world,

I think my wife be honest, and think she is not ;

I think that thou art ]ust, and think thou art not ;

I’ll have some proof.

And again,

—

Her name, that was as fresh

As Dian’s visage, is now begrimed and black

As mine own face. If there be cords, or knives,
’

Poison, or fire, or suffocating streams,
’

I’ll not endure it. Would, I were satisfied I,

But lago, ever ready and resourceful, knows how 'to satisfy
Othello in his wish. With his inborn alacrity; insight and foresight,
he goes on apace m his infernal operations without, delay, with-
out pity or ruth. He tells Othello that he shall have proofs
to satisfy him,—such proofs as are possible under the circum-
stances of the case,—proofs that will satisfy any prudent,
reasonable and intelligent man. lago adduces these proofs which
appear convincing and make the Moor jealous.

Othello’s Sense or Reason struggles, at first strongly, then
feebly, till at last it is absolutely overcome by his passion of
Jealousy. From this moment onwards, Othello, the victim, in the
grip of Jealousy, looks different to us from the free and open
Othello, the noble and chivalrous Moor who woo’d Desdemona, the
valiant General who was sent to Cyprus in command. The evil

passion liberates the beast in him. He now swears bitter revenge
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and thirsts for the blood of his Love who, he thinks, has proved
false to him.

Thus, we are now in supreme tension and hold our breath in

anxious suspense about further developments. We see in this

Act all the forces of the two terrible passions tending to the final

catastrophe. What remains is but the bursting of the shell, the

final explosion, which is reserved for the next two Acts.

In this Play, we see the master-mind of Shakespeare at its

best. His knowledge of the human passions and feelings and his

vivid imagination or sympathy which puts him in the place of

each Character or Actor, are wonderful, matchless and unsurpassed.
We observe, not only his amazing capacity of feeling and suffering

himself along with each character created by his genius, but also

the marvellous power of mental detachment which enables him to

picture, at the same time, characters of quite opposite types. As
regards this aspect of Shakespeare’s genius, astonishing us with his

wide and vivid imagination and with his mastery over human
feelings and emotions, no truer or fitter words have perhaps been
uttered than those that fell from the lips of the great Rationalist of

America, Irigersoll,

—

He knew the thrills and ecstasies of Love,
The savage joys of Hatied and Revenge ;

He heard the hiss of Envy’s snakes,

And watched the eagles of Ambition soar.

There was no Hope that did not put its star above his head,

—

No Rear he had not felt

—

No Joy that had not shed its sunshine on his face.

Surely, no other mind could have pictured Desderaona and
Othello swayed by the thrills and ecstasies of Love

;
or lago.

Envy’s Snake, hissing and darting his venom on his victims
;

or

the free and open Moor, the loving husband, now overcome by
Jealousy,— the green-eyed monster,—yielding to the savage impul-
ses of Hatred and Revenge.

The whole of the Third Scene of this Act, especially the
dialogue between Othello and lago in it, is a master-piece,—one of
the finest, subtlest, most potent and painful in the literature of the
world. It should be closely studied, carefully analysed, and
deeply pondered over and over again for the profitable lessons it

contains for our guidance.
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF

Sc. 4 of Act III, and the whole of Act IV.

Desdemona now racks her head about the missing handker-

chief but cannot tell how and where she could have lost it And
when Othello presently meets her, he, in order to test the

truth of lago’s statement, asks her for ‘ that ’ handkerchief And
when she cannot produce it, he magnifies its importance, saying

that an Egyptian Charmer gave it to his mother and that there was
magic in the web of it. Poor girl, she is unable to see through

Othello’s mind. She considers the loss of handkerchief as too

trifling a matter to be made much of
;
so, like a child, tenacious

of its desires, she repeatedly brings in the topic of Cassio’s

restoration. But Othello would not give up his demand for the
‘ napkin ’ and, not getting it, gets angry, speaks harshly to her

and leaves her abruptly. At this, she becomes very distressed

but, on second thoughts, she takes a charitable view of his con-

duct and ascribes it to some trouble in State-affairs- And when
Cassio later comes up to remind her of his prayer, she advises

him to wait awhile patiently.

Othello is now in the grip of two terrible passions,—Jealousy
and Revenge. And these are fed and inflamed by lago with his

masterly touches to such an extent that Othello is unable to bear
the strain and consequently falls into a trance.

After his recovery, he becomes a pliant tool in the hands of

lago who tells him to ‘ encave ' himself, to remain in hiding at

some distance so as to over-hear the conversation between lago
and Cassio about Cassio’s love-affairs. Othello, only seeing Cassio’s

gestures but not hearing his words distinctly, takes him to be
giving out his secret adulterous dealings with Desdemona, while in

truth Cassio was speaking about his mistress, Bianca. He even
sees that fateful handkerchief now produced by Bianca to whom
Cassio gave it to be copied. He is now thoroughly convinced of

their guilt. Burning with Rage and Revenge, he once more settles

with lago that both of them (Cassio and Desdemona) should be
immediately despatched.

Lodovico arrives from Venice with a Senatorial order, recall-

ing Othello and appointing Cassio as the Governor of Cyprus in

his place. While Othello is reading the letter of the Senate,
Lodovico enquires after Cassio, and Desdemona tells him of the
‘ unkind breach ’ between him and Othello and hopes that he shall
make all well. She further innocently expresses her wish,—‘‘I

would do much to atone them, for the love I bear to Cassio.”
Othello mistakes this declaration as the flaunting of her guilt and
cries out ‘ Fire and brimstone ’ and strikes her, to the amazement
of all. He orders her to retire to the castle and presently goes
there himself. He questions first Emilia, then Desdemona herself,
in order to verify the truth of his wife’s misconduct. He, however,
fails in this, and retires in anger.
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Othello, overpowered by, and unable to bear the pangs of jealousy, falls into

a fit of apoplexy, while lago, heartlessly gloats over his success and looks on.

How Evil gloats over its own success in the ruin of Good 1

laeo • -[

" “y medicine, work

!

® ' \ Thus arc all credulous fools caught

(Pio. 39.)
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SCENE I.-CYPRUS. BEFORE THE CASTLE.

Othello’s conviction of Desdemona’s (supposed) guilt affects him seriously and brings

on a trance. But lago exuits over it.

[N.B. In this scene, Othello’s conviction of Desdemona’s
supposed guilt begins to work on his mind. In the first

stages, he experiences a strange sensation of ‘ a shadowing
passion ’ the cause of which he himself is not aware of. ‘ It

is not words that tremble me *, says he, ‘ It comes over my
memory, as doth a raven o’er the infected house, boding to

all ’. He cannot explain it, but only feels and feels strongly

that that sensation is the result of some very powerful feel-

ing that, hidden m his heart, drives him on. ‘ Nature,’ he

persuades himself, ‘ would not invest herself in such

shadowing passion without some instruction.’ Under the

sway of that strange feeling, he loses control over himself

and gives vent to it in broken thoughts and unconnected
speeches. These but indicate the agony of his mind and,

after a while, he is overpowered and falls into a trance.

lago, who has all along professed himself as Othello’s

friend, but in reality acted as his worst foe by working
him up to that state of mind, now reveals himself in his

true coldurs as a cunning and heartless devil. We see his

devilry in all its hideous nakedness when he chuckles most
shamelessly over his prostrate victim and gloats over the

success of his plans. Later, fearing any untoward conse-

quence to Othello's life, he cries out for help and brings

on Cassio to the scene.]

lAQO : Will you think so ?

OTH ; Think so, lago !

IA60 : What, to kiss in private ?

OTH : An unauthorized^ kiss.

lAGO ; Or, to be naked with her friend in bed an hour or more,
not meaning any harm ?

OTH : Naked in bed, lago, and not mean harm !

It is hypocrisy against^ the devil

;

They that mean virtuously and yet do so.

The devil their virtue tempts, and they tempt Heaven.

^

lAGO : If they do nothing, ’ tis a venial slip

But, if I give my wife a handkerchief

—

1 . Unauthorized : unlawful. 2. Against ; greater than that practised by ;

the meaning is,—it is a grievous sin which cannot be pardoned. 3. They.. .Heaven
those people, who are well-meaning and yet behave hypocritically, soon yield to
the temptation of the Devil, and so commit sins against God. 4. If slip:
if they mean virtuously and behave hypocritically, it is only a paidgnablc sm
(not serious).
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OTH : What then ?

UGO Why, then, ’ tis hers, my lord
,

and being hers,
She may, I think, bestow't on any man.

OTH She is protectress of her honour too
May she give that ?

lAGO . Her honour is an essence- that’s not seen
;

They have it very oft that have it not
But, for the handkerchief

—

OTH : By heaven I I would most gladly have forgot it .

Thou said’st — O, it comes o’er my memory.
As doth the raven o’er the infected house.
Boding to alH —he had my handkerchicl.

lAGO . Ay, what of that ?

OTH : That’s not so good now,

—

lAGO ; What, if® I had said I had seen him do you wrong ?
—

Or heard him say ?—as knaves be such abroad,
Who, having by their own importunate suit

Or voluntary dotage of some mistress,

Convinced or supplied them, cannot choose
But they must blab^ —

OTH ; Hath he said anything ^

lAGO : He hath, my lord
;

but, be you well assured,
No more than he’ll unswear.®

OTH : What hath he said ?

lAGO : ’Faith, that he did— I know not what he did,

—

OTH : What, what ?

lAGO : Lie—

OTH ; With her ?

AGO : With her, on her,—what you will.®

1. She ....that ? She is the guardian of her honor or chastity as much as of
the love-token from her wedded lord,—a token to be ever held sacre d by her.

If she were to part with such a token, might she part with her honor too ? 2.

Essence : a mere quality 3. They not
:

people who are really dishonorable
very often appear to be honorable. 4. Said’st . reminded. 5. It comes to

all
. just as a crow hovers over a plague-stricken house and indicates death, so

does the thought of the handkerchief hover in my mind, indicating some serious

consequence. 6. If*, suppose. 7. As knaves .. -hlah ; as there are pedple
in this world who satisfy their passions, either by their pressing (great) love to a
Woman or by yielding to the pressing love of a woman voluntarily offered to
them, and are still foolish enough not to keep their secrets to themselves,
but to mutter them out 8. No more unswear he will never swear to it, or
he will not admit it, but even deny It on oath. 9- Wbal you will; You may
take it in any way you like,
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OTH . Lie with her ! lie on her !—We say lie on her, when they

belie her,—Lie with her !
^ that’s fulsome !2 Handkerchief-

confessions—handkerchief !—To confess, and be hanged for his

labour
;
first, to be hanged, and then to confess. I tremble at it.

Nature would not invest herself in such shadowing passion

without some instiuction.3 it is not words'’- that shake me thus.

Pish ! Noses, ears and lips. Is’t possible? Confess.

Handkerchief ?-0 devil !— [Falls in a trance.

lAGO : (To self) Work on,

My medicine, work ! Thus credulous fools^ are caught

:

And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,

All guiltless, meet reproach.° (Shouting) What, ho ’ ray lord !

My lord, I say ! Othello! [Enter Cassio.

1 . Lie with and lie on the first refers to a woman’s adulterous behaviour :

the second refers to the slander about her by others,
^

th^t is, to belie^

2. Fulsome • significant or full of meaning. C Lie with her. . .O devil ! This

para indicates that Othello feels that all his faculties are failing him without his

knowing why* Hence broken reflections and unconnected words and thoughts.

These show the first stage of his mind before he falls into a fit.) 3. Nature

instruction a person would not naturally yield to or be overcome by such a

shadowing (or, over^powering) passion (or, feeling of jealousy) unless there

were some instruction (or, instructing, directing or driving cause ; that is, a strong

and hidden cause for it.) 4. Not words : not words, but some deep feeling.

5. Credulous fools: simpletons that readily believe anything. 6. Meet reproach,

face scandal ; or, are held guilty.
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Oassio appears on the Scene but is craftily sent away by lago, for fear

that Othello may recover from his fit and speak to Oassio.

How the devil can use both precept and example for his purpose

!

(Pis 40).
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Cassio Appears on tlie Scene, but is sent away by lago, to Avert bis Meeting

with Othello (On Recovery).

CAS . What's the matter ?

lAGO : My lord is fallen into an epilepsy that is his second fit f-

he had one yesterday.

CAS ; Rub him about the temples.

lAGO . No, forbear
;

the lethargy^ must have his'^ quiet course; if

not, he foams at mouth, and by and by breaks out to savage
madness.^ Look ' he stirs

;
do you withdraw® yourself a little

while, he will recover straight w'hen he is gone, I would on
great occasion® speak with you (Exit Cassio.) How is it, General ?

have you not hurt your head ?

OTH Dost thou mock me ?

IAGO . I mock you ! no, by heaven. Would, you w'ould bear your
fortune like a man

OTH • A horned man’s a monster and a beast.^®
I4G0 ; There’s many a beast then in a populous city, and many a

civil monster.

OTH : Did he confess it ?

lAGO; Good sir, be a man
;

think every bearded fellow that’s but
yok’d may draw with you there’s millions now alive that
nightly lie in those unproper beds which they dare swear
peculiar your case is better-i-^ O !

’ tis the spite of hell, the
fiend’s arch-mock, to hp a wanton in a secure couch, and to
suppose her chaste No, let me know

;
and, knowing what I

am, I know what she shall be.^®

OTH 0 1 thou art wise
,

’tis certain.

1 . Epilepsy a fit due to the affection of the brain, ending in loss of
consciousness. 2. Second fit • Othello had no such fit before ; this is only one
of logo’s lies to delude Cassio 3. Lethargy unconscious state. 4. His-
its. 5. By and by madness : tlien, he beepmes violent 6. Do you withdraw
IS the same as ‘you do withdraw *; the use of ‘do’ is for emphasis. 7. Straight
at once. 8. Great occasion important matter 9. Your fortune..*...man

.

your troubles like a man (i. e. courageously). 10. A horned beast, thi^
refers to the Devil in a human form with horns and tail 1 1 . There’s .monster :

in big and crowded cities, there are many such beasts and monsters. (This refers
to such people as are outwardly innocent and polite, but inwardly very licentious
and wicked ; i.e. they are animals in their passions

; and monsters or hypocritesm hiding their rascalities. 12. Think you : know that all grown-up men who
are married may draw with you, i e. sail in the same boat with you,—have similar
experience (like yours). 13. There’s peculiar: there are countless people evennow who spend their nights with other women ; and yet this conduct of theirs,
they will readily admit to be a bit peculiar, but not wrong or criminal,
lago implies that the whole world is really corrupt, though it appears to
be virtuous. Hen^ the moral for Othello.—-that he should not lAind his wife’s
misconduct. 14. Your case is better * as Desdemona has gone wrong only with
one person* (i. e, with Cassio) but not like others, with many. 15. ’ Tis
chaste : it is nothmg but sheer wickedness or a huge mockery in this world where
people believe m Chastity where it does not exist (Secure couch . bed believed
to be safe, i.e. chaste or pure.) 16. Let me shall he . let me not be ignorant
(or such persons; ; for, when once I know, I know how to treat her*
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Othello, is made to overhear the convex sation between lago and Cassic

regaidiug Bianca, But* Othello mistakes it for a reference to Desdemona.

How easily are those in the grip of Passion deluded and led into unfore-

seen dangers

!

(Pic. 41.)
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OTHELLO IS FURTHER DELUDED INTO EAVES-DROPPING.

lAGO . Stand you awhile apart
;
confine yourself but in a patient

list.^ Whilst you were here o’erwhelmed with your grief ,

2

—

a

passion most unsuiting such a man,^ — Cassio came hither
;

I

shifted him aw'ay, and laid good’ scuse upon your ecstasy,'^

bade him anon^ return and here speak with me; the which he
promis’d. Do but encave® yourself, and mark the fleers, the

gibes and notable scorns, that dwell in every region of his face;^

for, I will make him tell the tale anew, where, how, how oft,

how long ago, and when, he hath, and is again to cope® your
wife . I say, but mark his gesture. Marry

!
patience

;
or, I

shall say you are all in-all in spleen, and nothing of a man.®

OTH . Dost thou hear, lago ?—I will be found most cunning in my
patience

,
but—dost thou hear?—most bloody.^®

lAGO , That’s not amiss, but yet keep time in all.^^ Will you
withdraw ^ (Othello goes apart.)

(To Self) Now will I question Cassio of Bianca, a housewife
that, by selling her desires, buys herself bread and clothes

it is a creature that dotes on Cassio, as ’ tis the strumpet’s

plague to beguile many and be beguil’d by one.^^ He, when he
hears of her, cannot refrain from the excess of laughter. Here
he comes

:
(Gas. coming.) As he shall smile, Othello shall go

mad
;

and, his unbookish^'^ jealousy must construe poor
Cassio ’s smiles, gestures, and light behaviour, quite in the

wrong. (To Gas.) How do you now, Lieutenant ?

CAS • The worser that you give me the addition whose want even
kills me^^.

1. Gonfine •. ..list: keep yourself but (only or wholly) within the list (or

limit) of patience : i e. be patieni. 2. O’erwhelmed with your grief : overpowered
by your fit. 3. A passion man a passion (that is, fit or madness) most
unsuitable to or unworthy of a man of your rank, (i e a general). 4 ’Sense

ecstasy . excuse or cause for your fit. 5, Anon presently. 6 Encave : hide
in a cave or a corner. 7. Mark face note the sneers and similar

contemptuous expressions in his face 8. Cope associate, or be in company
with 9 Or, 1 shall man otherwise, 1 will simply say that you are complete-
ly under the influence of spleen (: e, choler or wrath) and not a man
who can control himself. 10. I will... bloody I will stoop to cunning
practice, (patient listenii^ or eaves-dropping) as suggested by you, though it

is against my nature, but at any rate, I will prove bloody and kill him outright.

1 1 . That’s not, . .all • you are not far wrong (or you are right to some extent in
what you say) ; but yet, keep time (that is, keep to measure or time and go step
by step ; do not act in haste) in all you do, 12 By selling . . clothes ; earns
her livelihood by selling her honor (i e.) by prostitution 13, The strumpet’s

one . the prostitute’s pestilential or troublesome business to fool many and be
herself fooled by one (whom she dotes). 14 Unbookish . unlettered or
unchecked by learning or experience (that is, raw or crude). 15. The worser
kills me . (I feel), all the more miserable over the dignity which you give me, as

the lack of it has already made me miserable enough.
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1AG3
;

(Aloud). Ply Desdemona welP and you are sure on’t.

(Speaking lower ) Now, if this suit lay in Bianca’s power, how
quickly should you speed

CAS : (Laughing). Alas
! poor caitiff P

OTH : Look ! how he laughs already !

lAGO : I never knew woman love man so.

CAS ; Alas ! poor rogue, I think, i’ faith, she loves me.

OTH : (Aside). Now he denies it faintly and laughs it out.

lAGO . Do you hear, Cassio ?

OTH : (Aside). Now he importunes him to tell it o’er ; go to ; well

said, well said.

lAGO : She gives it out that you shall marry her
;

do you intend it ^

CAS : Ha, ha, ha !
(Ironical laughler)

OTH : Do you triumph, Roman ^ do you triumph

CAS : I marry her ! what, a customer I prithee, bear some
charity to my wit do not think it so unwholesome.^ Ha, ha, ha !

(Laughing

)

OTH : So, so, so, so ! They laugh that win.

lAGO : ’Faith, the cry^ goes that you shall marry her.

CAS : Prithee, say true.

lAGO : I am a very villain else.®

OTH : Have you scored^o me ? Well.

CAS : This is the monkey’s^i own giving out : she is persuaded I

will marry her, out of her own love and flattery, not out of ray

promise-

OTH : lago beckons me
;

now he begins the story.

CAS : She was here even now
;

she haunts me^^ in every place. I

was the other day talking on the sea-bank with certain Venetians;

and thither comes this bauble,*^ and, by this hand, she falls, me
thus about my neck

OTH : Crying, ‘ O dear Cassio !
’ as it were : his gesture imports it.

CAS : So hangs and lolls and weeps upon me : so hales and pulls

me
;

ha, ha, ha I

1 . Ply Desdemona well imploi e Desdemona wai mly. 2 Speed : prosper.

3. Caitiff • fool or wretch ; (said half-playfully with reference to Bianca).

4 Do you triumph, Roman? : do you thus celebrate or make a show of your success

(like a Roman general)? 5. Customer • loose woman. 6 Bear wit • have some
(better) legard for my wisdom. 7. Unwholesome : unhealthy or weak. 8. Cry:

general talk or rumour. 9. 1-.... else' otherwise (i.e. if it is not true,) take me to

be a villain or a dishonest man 10. Scored : won over. 1 1. Monkey • a term of

endearment referring to Bianca. 12, Haunts me : shadows or closely follows and
ever comes me. 13. Bauble: trifle or insignificant thing; (referring to the

Buis ance of Bianca).
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OTH : Now he tells how she plucked^ him to my chamber. 0 ! I

see that nose of yours, but not that dog I shall throw it to.^

CAS : Well, 1 must leave her company.

lAGO : Before me look, where she comes. [Bianca coming.

CAS : ’Tis such another fitchew t marry, a perfumed one.^ (To
Bianca) What do you mean by this haunting of me ?

BIA : Let the devil and his dam^ haunt you !

(Holding a handkerchief) What did you mean by that same
handkerchief you gave me even now ? I v^as a fine fool to take
it. I must take out*^ the work ! A likely’ piece of work, that

you should find it in your chamber, and not know who left it

there! This is some minx’s® token, and, I must take out the
work! There, give it your hobby-horse wheresoever you had
it, I’ll take out no work on’t.

CAS : How now, my sweet Bianca ! how now ! how now !

OTH ; By heaven, that should be my handkerchief

!

BIA . An^° you’ll come to supper to-night, you may
;
an you will

not, come when you are next prepared for. [Exit.

lAGO : After her, after her.

CAS : ’Faith, I musi
;

she’ll raib^ in the street else.

lAGO. Will you sup there ?

CAS; Faith, I intend so.

lAGO: Well, I may chance to see you
;
for I would very fain speak

with you.

CAS: Prithee, come
;
wnll you ?

lAGO: Go to
;
say no more. [Exit Cassio

1 Plucked took suddenly. 2. 1 see ... to I shall fi st of £.11 revenge
myself on you (by culling your nose or by doing some injuiy to you) and think
of other things later on. 3. Before me are you earnest about it or do you say
it only for my sake (to deceive me). 4 ’Tis sack one • O, she is a pole-cat
(a bad-smelling wild cat,) though she smells sweet. 5. The dam the devil
and his mother (or the whole group of devils). 6 Take out ; copy. 7. Likely;
funny. 8. Miixs loose woman’s. 9 Hokby-horse pet and loose woman.
10. An; if. 11. Rail" bawl out, (against me.)
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Othello comes out of the retiring place, meets lago, and resolyes to kill

Desdemona.

.Tealonsy (like Eapacity or Bigotij) destroys m a moment what Love
has tiiken years to build up.

(Pic. 42.)
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OTHELLO NOW DECIDES TO KILL DESDEMONA.

OTH . (Advancing.) How shall I murder him, lago i*

lAGO : Did you perceive how he laughed at his vice ? (misconducfe)

OTH : O, lago !

lAGO : And, did you see the handkerchief ?

OTH : Was that mine ?

lAGO: Yours, by this hand ! do you see how he prizes the foolish wo-
man, your wife? She gave it him, and he hath given it his whore.

OTH : I would have him nine years a-killing.^ A fine woman ! a

fair woman ! a sweet woman I (said sarcastically)

lAGO : Nay, you must forget that. (i.e. her charms)

OTH . Ay, let her rot, and perish, and be damned (killed) to-night
;

for, she shall not live. No, my heart is turned to stone; ^ I

strike it, and it hurts my hand. O ! the world hath not a

sweeter creature
;

she might lie by an emperor's side, and
command him tasks.^

lAGO ; Nay, that’s not your way.'^

OTH : Hang her ! J do but say what she is So delicate with her
needle ! an admirable musician! 0, she will sing the savageness
out of a bear of so high and plenteous wit and invention —

lAGO : She’s the worse for all this.

OTH: Ol a thousand, thousand times
;

and then, of so gentle
a condition 1 (i.e. calm and refined)

lAGO .' Ay, too gentle, (i.e. to be trusted, being so cunning)
OTH Nay, that’s certain

;
but, yet, the pity of it, lago ! 0 1 lago,

the pity of it, lago !

lAGO : If you are so fond over her iniquity, give her patent^ to
offend

;
for, if it touch not you, it comes near nobody.

OTH : I will chop her into messes.® Cuckold me !^

lAGO : 0 1 ’tis foul in her.
OTH , With mine officer !

lAGO : That’s fouler.

OTH : Get me some poison, lago
;
this night : I’ll not expostulate’^

with her, lest her body and beauty unprovide”; my mind again.
This night, lago.

lAGO : Do it not with poison, strangle her (i. e directly by your own
hands and not indirectly by poison) in her bed,-even the bed she hath
contaminated.

OTH ; Good, good
;

the justice of it pleases
;

very good.
lAGO : And for Oassio, let me be his undertaker you shall hear
more by midnight. * *

'

* ^
1. Nine years a-killing*. 5,e. prolong his torture. 2. My stone: my

heart has become hard as stone, merciless. 3. 0 ! the world tasks ‘ Alas,
she has beauty and charms, fit to be an empress and even control her husband

;

(And yet, the pity is, that such a woman has afoul heart.) 4. Nay .. ..way :

no, that ought not to be your thought now. 5* She will. .....bear her singing
is so sweet that even a (ferocious animal like a) bear will be charmed to tame-
ness. 6. Invention: imagination: 7. Patent permission. 8. Messes pieces.
9. Cuckold me! : To mak^ a ouckold or fool of me I 10. Expostulate, argue
or waste time. 11. Unprovide, unsettle. 12. Undertaker: one who under-
takes to kill ; killer

,
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Othello strikes De^dcmona before Lc dov'co, lago and others.
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IN THE PRESENCE OF LODOVICO, AND OTHERS, OTHELLO STRIKES DESDEMONA.

LOD : The Duke and Senators of Venice greet you. (Gi^es him a packet)

OTH : I kiss the instrument of their pleasures.’- (Opens and reads

)

DES . And what’s the news, good cousin Lodovico ?

lAGO. I am very glad to see you, Signior
;
welcome to Cyprus.

LOD ; I thank you. How does Lieutenant Cassio ?

lAGO: Lives, 2 sir.

DES • Cousin, there’s fall’n between him and my lord, an unkind

breach but, you shall make all well.

OTH ; Are you sure of that ? [Still looking at tho paper ]

DES . My lord ?

OTH
:
(Reading) ‘ This fail you not to do, as you will.—

LOD . He did not call he’s busy in the paper.

Is there division 'twixt my lord and Cassio ^

DES . A most unhappy one
;

I would do much to atone^ them,

for the love I bear to Cassio.

OTH- Fire and brimstone iJjoo'k&mgx's.)
* *

DES : What, is he angry

LOD ; May be, the letter mov’d him
;

for, as I think, they do com-

mand him home, deputing Cassio in his Government.

DES : Trust me, I am glad on’t.

OTH : Indeed

!

DES : My lord I

OTH : I am glad to see you mad.
DES . Why, sweet Othello ?

OTH . Devil !
(Strikes her.)

DES . I have not deserved this* (Weeps.)

LOD : My lord, this would not be believ’d in Venice, though I should

swear I saw’t : ’tis very much
;
make her amends;’’ she weeps.

OTH . 0, devil, devil 1® if that the eartli could teem with woman’s
tears, each drop she falls would prove a crocodile.^ Out of my
sight ! (To Lodo.) Concerning this, sir,—0 well-painted

passion —I am commanded home. (To Des.) Get you away
;

I'll send for you anon. (To Lod.) Sir, I obey the mandate, and

will return to Venice. (To Des.) Hence! avaunt! (Exit Des)

Cassio shall have my place. And,—sir, to-night, I do entreat that

we may sup together
;

you are welcome, sir, to Cyprus.—Goats

and monkeys !” [Exit.

1, I kiss pleasures; I kiss (or respeet) the paper containing their

instructions. 2. Lives : he is ‘ alive and kicking i.e. quite well. 3. Unkind

breach : unfortunate rupture or difference. 4. Call . call you, but etc., 5.

Atone: reconcile. 6. Fire and brimstone; go to hell (for it.) 7- Make her

amends : apologise to her (and pacify her.) 8. 0, devil, devil what great

devilry ; (i.e. her weeping isamere pretence.) 9. If that crocodile evenif the

earth were to be filled with the tears of a woman, every drop of it will be false,

C That has no meaning here, but used for meter only. ' Prove a crocodile 1

p’-ove as false as a ‘crocodile’s tear’, i. e hypocritical) 10. Well-painted

passion : a passion (or weeping) which is well-painted, well got-up or pretended.

1 1 . Goats and monkeys t words indicative of a spirit of lust, (these refer to Cassio

and Desdemona. Originally these were used by lago, and, having made a deep

ippression in Othello’s pindt they are now repeated by him.)
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lago, Lodovico, and others, comment on Othello’s harsh andistiange behaviour.

What is there a man or woman vt ill not do, or stoop to do, under the

influence of a great Passion ?

(Lie. 44).
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LO0OVICO IS SURPRISED AT OTHELLO’S HARSH CONDUCT.

LOD ; Is this the noble Moor whom our full Senate

Call all-in-all sufficient Is this the nature

Whom passion could not shake ?2 whose solid virtue

The shot of accident, nor dart of chance,

Could neither graze nor pierce

lAGO : He is much chang’d.

LOD . Are his wits safe ?'• Is he not light of brain

lAGO . He’s that he is I may not breathe my censure

What he might be^
;

if what he might, he is not,

I would to Heaven he were

LOD : What ! strike his wife !

lAGO ; ’Faith, that was not so well
;

yet, would I knew
That stroke would prove the worst

LOD . Is it his use
Or, did the letters work upon his blood,
And new crcate^2 tj^js fault ?

lAGO : Alas, alas !

It is not honesty in me to speak
What I have seen and known. You shall observe hira,i3

And his own courses^"* will denote^^ him, so

That I may save my speech.^® Do but go after,

And mark how he continues.

lOD , I am sorry that I am deceiv’d^^ in him. [Exit.

1. All-in-all sufficient : thoroughly competent m all respects. 2. Is

this shake ? • is this the person (noted for his strength of mind) who could not
be easily swayed by any kind of emotion or passion ? 3. Whose pierce? :

his qualities were of such a sterling and enduring character that he would not be
easily affected by any change (or, sudden and violent happening); (i. e. he
would face all emergent or unlooked-for occurrences without getting nervous,)
4. Wits safe ? . senses steady ? 5. Light of brain ? . weak-minded ?

6. He’s.... ..is : he is what he is ; (I cannot explain it any further than what
we find him now to be.) 7. I may be 1 may not even whisper my
opinion as to what he might potentially be or become. He means, that he
being Othello's subordinate, it is not safe for him to express his opinion about
him even in secret. 8. If what,, .,,were . if he is now not what he might (be)
or ought to be, then I pray to God that he were as he should be. 9. Would I

worst
;

prose order is, ‘(I) would (that) I knew that
—

*. This means, ‘
I wish that

I knew that this stroke was the utmost or the last'. 10. Use habit.

11. Work .blood excite or irritate him. 12. New create ; newly created,
or produced for the first time. 13. You shall observe him * (i.e., for your-
self.) 14, Courses acts. 15. Denote : reveal, 16. May save my speech,
will not have to speak (about it.) 1 7. Continues : continues to behave in
future. 18* Deceiv'd . disappointed.
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Othello questions Emilia closely, but would not be convinced, as in his

present state of mind, he is not open to conviction.

(1) To the jaundiced eye, everything Icoks yellow.

(2) Passion, Prejudice, or Superstition, turns Virtues into Vices,—proofs

q{ Innocence into proofs of Guilt.

(pic. 45.)
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SCENE n. A ROOM IN THE CASTLE.

Enter Othello and Emilia.

OTHELLO QUESTIONS EMILI t ABOUT OESDEMONA’S CONDUCT

OTH : You have seen nothing, then i*

EMI : Nor ever heard, nor ever did suspect.

OTH . Yes,^ you have seen Cassio and her together ?

EMI ; But then I saw no harm, and then I heard each syllable that

breath made up between them.^

OTH : What ! did they never whisper

EMI . Never, My lord.

OTH Nor send you out o’ the way ?

EMI Never.

OTH . To fetch her fan, her gloves, her mask, nor nothing^ ?

EMI : Never, my lord.

OTH : That’s strange.

EMI : I durst,'*' my lord, to wager^ she is honest, lay down my soul
at stake if you think other, remove your thought

;
it doth

abuse your bosom.® If any wretch*’ have put this in your head,
let Heaven requite it with the serpent’s curse For, if she be
not honest, chaste, and true, there’s no man happy the purest
of their wives is foul as slander.*-^

OTH: Bid her come hither; go. (Exit Emilia) She says enough:
yet, she’s a simple bawd*® that cannot say as much.*'* This is a

subtle*® whore, a closet lock-and-key of villainous secrets and
yet she’ll kneel and pray 1 have seen her do't.

1, Yes: it may be so, but (‘But’ is understood before ‘you’.)

2. That them : that was breathed or spoken by them. 3. Nor
nothing ; or anything else. 4. Durst : make myself bold. 5. Wager : bet

(that). 6. Lay stake ; I will readily stake or risk my soul or life (on her
honesty). 7. Other: otherwise; or, in any other way than this. 8. It......

bosom : it is wrong for you to harbour such a thought in your bosom. 9. Wretch :

villain. 10. Let ...curse: let God punish him with all sufferings and sorrows.
(‘Serpent’s curse’ : this is an allusion to the Biblical story, in which God cursed
Adam and Eve for disobeying His command not to eat of the Tree of Knowledge
by expelling them from the Garden of Eden and punishing Eve to bear chilien
in great suffering ; also. He cursed the seipent for tempting Eve, by ordering
that it should crawl on its belly and eat the dust of the earth) 11. There’s
happy z there is no husband happy (i. e. secure in the belief of his wife’s chastity

;

this means’, ‘ in that case, every woman is impure.’) (2. Foul as slander : (as)

wicked as slander or calumny can picture. 13 A simple bawd . a foolish

procuress or go-between 14. That ... .mich that is not able to say as much.
15. Subtle cunning. 16. A closet seorals : one who will keep wicked
secrets very closely, (as a close-litting key to a lock-) 17. S!ia„. ..pray . she
will keep up the pretence of piety by kneeling and praying.
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Othello’s strange behaviour towards Desdemona.

Chastity or Virtue is not ahoays its own shield.

tPic. 4(i.)
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EMILIA BRINGS IN DESDEMONA AS ORDERED

OTHELLO’S STRANGE BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS DESDEMONA.

DES : My lord, what is your will ?

OTH : Pray, chuck, come hither.

DES : What is your pleasure ^

OTH . Let me see your eyes ; look in my face.

DES : WHiat horrible fancy’s this

OTH
: (To Emilia.) Some of your function ,

2

mistress
;

leave procre-

ants^ alone, and shut the door
;

cough, or cry ‘ hem’, if any-
body come

;
your mystery ,4' your mystery ; nay, dispatch.^

(Exit Emilia.)

DES : (Kneels) Upon my knees, what doth your speech import P® I

understand a fury in your words, but not the words.^

OTH . Why, what art thou ^

DES. Your wife, my lord
;
your true and loyal wife. (Rises)

OTH : Come, swear it, damn thyself f lest, being like one of

Heaven, the devils themselves should fear to seize thee there-

fore be double-damn’d swear thou art honest

!

DES . Heaven doth truly know it.

OTH : Heaven truly knows that thou art false as Hell.

DES ; To whom, my lord P with whom ? how am I false ?

OTH . O ! Desdemona! away ! away ! away ! (weeps.)

DES ; Alas, the heavy day Why do you weep P Am I the

raotive^2 of these tears, my lord p If haply you my father do
suspect an instrument'^ of this your calling back, lay not your
blame on me

;
if you have lost him, why, I have lost him too.^'^

1. What. . . this ? what fearful or strange idea is this ? (That is, your
behaviour is unusual.) 2 Some of your function • (attend to) some of your
duties. 3. Procreants • breeders or generators ; i. e married couple 4 . Mystery

onginally, this word meant a trade, calling or profession the inner working of

which was kept a secret Here it means only ‘duty’. Before ‘Mystery’ ‘attend

to’ should be understood. 5 Dispatch
.
go out quickly. 6 Import signify or

mean. 7. I ... -words by the way you speak, I can see you are angry ; but,

I cannot grasp what you mean. 8 Swear.. thyself : if you swear or affirm it

(i.e. your loyalty), then you are damning or condemning yourself 9. Lest

thee ; otherwise, [i.e.—if you do not damn (by revealing) yourself] having a look

of angelic purity and innocence, you defy even the devils from approaching

you. (The meaning is, your purity is a pretence exceeding that of the devils

themselves.) 10. Therefore he double-damned • because you are a devil itself so

full of pretence, you require to be doubly (i e irredeemably) condemned. 1 1. The
heavy day the day full of sorrow. 12. Motive mover i e. cause 13. Instrument

means. (The suspicion, she thinks, might fall on her father as he was a member
of the Senate). 14. If you too if you have lost all regard for him, I too

have lost it. (Do not think that, being his daughter, I wjll be in sympathy
with what he is suspected to have done.)



27 J [Act IV, Se. 2.] OTHELLO

OAello’s pathafcic lament, followed by his angry oitburst against
Desdemona: Emilia IS looking on.

°

OTfls*
pleased Heaven to tiy mo wi^h affliction,

" \l should have found a drop of patience; b.it, alas!
’’

(Pio. 47.)
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Othello’s pathetic lament, followed by his outbursts against Desdemona.

OTH : Had it pleased Heaven
To try me with affliction’^

;
had He rain’d^

All kinds of sores and shames^ on my bare head
;

Steep’d**^ me in poverty to the very lips
;

Given to captivity me and my utmost hopes f
1 should have found, in some place of my soul,

A drop of patience But, alas, to make me
A fixed figure for the time of scorn
To point his slow and moving finger at !“

Yet could 1 bear that too, well, very wellj:

But there,^ —where I have garner’d up® my heart,

Where either I must live or bear no life,

—

The fountain from the which my current runs.
Or else dries up,'— to be discarded® thence !

Or, keep’® it as a cistern” for foul toads
To knot and gender in ”2 Turn thy complexion there,
Patience, thou young and rose-lipp’d cherubin,
Ay, there, look grim as hell

DES ; I hope my noble lord esteems’"* me honest.

OTH : O, ay, as summer flies are in the shambles,
That quicken even with blowing.’^ O, thou weed !’®

Who art so lovely fair and smell’st so sweet
That the sense aches at thee :’2 would, thou hadst ne’er been born!

1 . Affliction • suffering. 2 Rain’d ; showered or dropped. 3. Sores and
shames' diseases and disgraces 4. Steep'd, submerged (made me extremely
poor ) 5. Given., hopes • made me a,captive or prisoner without any hope
(of escape) 6 To make me — at (if God had chosen) to make me a
permanent object of ridicule and disgrace by all people during all time. (Time
is here personified or treated as a Person of Scorn as, in other places, it is
represented as a Person of Death, holding a mowing sickle in his hand Slow

moving finger : a finger always pointing to me and moving as I move )
7. There . refers to the particular object of his affections i. e. Desdemona.
8. Garnared up treasured. (Two different and successive metaphors are used
here, the garner and the fountain ) 9. Discarded thrown out or rejected

’o keep. 11. Cistern . cess-pcol, or, dirty low ground.
12. To knot and gender in • live in groups and breed therein. (Here the idea is
that the object of his affections, where he had centred all his life, has now become
loathsome because of the lustful use of it by others.) 13. Turn thy as hell

.

Patience is here personified as a lovely angel, rose-lipped oi pink-faced, ie.
blooming with health. Othello asks her to change her color and character, and
becotne a violent, impatient, and hellish-looking being, (Othello means that as

1 !f
become impure, so, then, away with all peace and patience.)

14. EjJeems . regards. 15. 0, aye, as summer.... .with blowing . O, yes, I deem
you as honest as summer flies are in the shambles (or, the place where the
butchers i^cat is sold,^ ie , in the flesh market ;) even there they quicken (live

° with blowing (or, fouling and swelling with eggs.) The idea is ‘ that
there is not much honesty or conjugal fidelity in you ; it is as rare in you as in
sumnwr flies who promiscuously pair off and breed even in dirty places’.
16. Weed: here it means a flower or a poisonous herb, as good-looking and
sweet sinelling as a genuine flower. 17. The sense aches at thee . the constant sight
and smell of you (social intercourse or company with you) produces much pain-
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DES Alas, what ignorant^ sin have I committed ^

OTH : Was this fair paper, this most goodly book,

Made to write ^ whore ’ upon What committed !

Committed ! O thou public commoner
I should make very forges of my cheeks,

That would to cinders burn up modesty,^

Did® I but speak thy deeds. What committed !

Heaven stops the nose at it, and the moon winks
;

The bawdy wind that kisses all it meets,

Is hush’d within the hollow mine of earth,

And will not hear it*^ What committed !

Impudent strumpet

DES By Heaven, you do me wrong.

OTH Are not you a strumpet ?

DES : No, as I am a Christian :

If to preserve this vesseP for my lord

From any other foul unlawful touch
Be not to be a strumpet, 1 am none.

OTH What, not a whore ?

OES . No, as I shall be saved

OTH IsH possible ?

DES : O Heaven, forgive us !

h Ignorant unconscious, unknov/ing« 2. Was tlife......whore upon
Desdemona is here compared to a pure and white paper or a holy book of such
paper which, instead of being used for a good or pure purpose, is used for a foul

and obscene one. 3 Commoner . a common or loose woman 4. Forges of my
cheeks The meaning is. my mouth will then be like a furnace, the fire of

which is fanned by the blast of the cheeks which will serve as the bellows.
5. That would . . modesty my mouth (acting as a furnace,) would then destroy
or burn up thy modesty to cinders or ashes

;
(i.e., If I were to speak of thy foul

and adulterous deeds, thy modesty or innocence will be shattered to shreds.)
6. Did if t'l) did. 7. Heaven stops . . hear it . several metaphors are here
used to emphasize the feeling of disgust

;
your act is so shameless, striking and

abominable that God will stop or turn away His nose at its foul stench ; the
moon will not look openly, but will blush and wink at it ; and even the wanton
indifferent wind, which blows freely on the good as well as on the bad, will hide
itself in some hole under-ground, rather than hear the name of such an act as you
are guilty of, i.e. the very elements will be shocked by such an act. 8* What
committed. .....strumpet * Othello s raving and evasive reply to Desdemona^s
simple question, Alas* what ignorant sin have I committed shows how
completely he has been over-powered by his suspicion He mocks at her question,
repeating several times the phrase* ‘ what committed and indulging in the
vilest abuse against her by callir^ ber ‘ impudent strumpet —impudent, because
of her audacity in pretending ignorance of the guilty act* 9* Vessel* body,
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OTH : I cry you mercy then:^

I took you for that cunning^ whore of Venice

That married with Othello, (shouting for Emilia.)

You, mistress, that have the office, opposite to Saint Peter,

And keep the gate of hell P (Re-enter Emilia).

OTH . (To Emil.) You, you, ay, you P

We have done our course there’s money for your pains:®

I pray you, turn the key, and keep our counsel. (Exit)

EMIL . Alas, what does this gentleman conceive V
How do you, madam ? how do you, my good lady ?

DES • ’ Eaith, half asleep.

EMIL : Good madam, what’s the matter with my lord ?

DES . With who ?

EMIL . Why, with my lord, madam.

DES . Who IS thy lord ?

EMIL He that is yours, sweet lady.

DES : I have none
;
do not talk to me, Emilia;

I cannot weep, nor answer have I none,

But what should go by water.® Prithee, to-night

Lay on my bed my wedding sheets remember
;

And call thy husband hither.

EMIL: Here’s a change indeed ! [Exit

DES .
’ Tis meet I should be used so.g very meet.

How have I been behaved, that he might stick

Tlie small’s! opinion on my least misuse

1 . I cry you mercy then in that case, 1 also beg for mercy or pardon for you
from God- 2. Cunning • artful, intriguing. 3. The office. . . of Hell : the office or

charge of the gate-keeper of Hell, as opposed to that of Saint Peter (with his

bunch of keys) guarding the gate of Heaven. 4. You you ! • Othello
holds Emilia guilty of being a procuress and is now emphasising the fact in a
round-about but contemptuous manner,

—
‘
you, you, ay, you !

’ 5. We have done

our course : We (i. e Othello and Desdemona) have finished our life's journey.

6. There’s pains etc., etc. : he offers and gives her money, for her past services

as his wife's maid servant, with the request to her to shut the door
behind him and keep the matter a secret : so advising, he goes out, leaving
Desdemona dazed and Emilia surprised. 7, Conceive • think, imagine. 8. I can-

not weep water . my heart is too sorely charged with sorrow for tears or

weeping, and hence I cannot weep ; nor have I any answer to you or your
question but an answer that must be expressed by tears ; I cannot shed tears
which might give me relief ; and yet the only fit answer to your question will

be ‘ tears ' for my unhappy condition or melancholy fate. (* (lo by water ’ is an
expression now out of use). 9. ’ Tis meet so : It is proper that I should be so
treated or dealt with. 10. How have 1 misuse ? : on first thought, after

Emilia's departure, she rebukes herself for her shortcomings ; but on second
thought, or on self analysis, she asks herself this question, ' but how have I

behaved or conducted myself that he should entertain (or fasten) the slightest

ill-opinion of me for the least (slightest) error, if any that I may have ignorantly

committed.



0 cruel Pate ! to be discarded or betrayed by one for whom you have

sacrificed your all.

(Pic. 48.)
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Emilia calls in lago; Desdemona weeps ; and Emilia denounces Slanderers.

IA60 • What IS your pleasure, madam ? How is it with you ?

DES .'l cannot tell Those that do tea;h young babes do it with

gentle means and easy tasks
;
he might have chid me so

;
for, m

good faith, I am a child to chiding, (i. 0 . fco be chidden or scolded)

lAGO : What’s the matter, lady ?

EMI : Alas ! lago, my lord hath so bewhor’d her,^ thrown such

despite and heavy terras^ upon her, as true hearts cannot bear.

DES •• Am I that name, lago ?

IA60 . What name, fair lady ?

DES . Such as she says my lord did say I lyas.

EMI He call’d her whore
;
a beggar in his drink could not have

laid such terms upon his callet. (mistress, lewd woman)

lAGO • Why did he so ?

DES • I do not know ;
I am sure I am none such, (weeping)

lAGO • Do not weep, do not weep Alas the day !

EMI : Hath she forsook so many noble matches,^ her father, and her

country, and her friends, to be call’d whore ? Would it not

make one weep ?

DES : It is my wretched fortune, (fate)

EMI : I will be hang’d, if some eternal'* villain, some busy and
insinuating rogue,^ some cogging® cozening^ slave, to get some
office, have not devis’d this slander

;
I’ll be hang’d else.

lAGO :Fie ! there is no such man
;

it is impossible.

DES • If any such there be. Heaven pardon him !

EMI : A halter pardon him, and hell gnaw his bones I® Why should

he call her whore i’ who keeps her company what place ? what
time ? what form what likelihood "rhe Moor’s abus'd (misled)

by some most villanous knave, some base notorious knave, some
scurvy fellow. (Eaising her voice m anger) O, Heaven ! that

such companions thou’dst unfold,^* and put m every honest

hand a whip to lash the rascals naked through the world, even

from the East to the West !

lAGO : Speak within door. (i.e. softly, that others may not hear)

EMI : O ! fie upon them ! Some such squire^^ he was that turn'd

your wit the seamy side without,^® and made you to suspect me
with the Moor.

lAGO : You are a fool
;
go to.

1 . Bewhor’d her : abused her by calling her a whore. 2. Despite

terms : spiteful and grievous or foul expressions. 3. Noble matches : proposals

of marriage with aristocrats or noblemen. 4. Eternal ; infernal. 5. Some
rogue : some meddlesome and smooth-tongued rogue. 6. Cogging ; wheedling
or deceiving. 7. Cozening . coaxing to defraud ; (derived from cousin, claiming

kinship to cheat people.) 8. A halter bones : a halter is a strap or rope for

leading horses, here a rope for hanging malefactors,—meaning, ‘He should rather

be banged than pardoned and his body and bones burned m Hell-fire’ . 9. What
form ? likelihood 7 what appearance or sign is there of it, and how probable
or worthy of belief is it ? 10. Base fellow • low and infamous knave,
loathsome, and contemptible fellow. 11. 0 1 Heaven unfold : O God, 1 pray
that Thou wouldst unfold or reveal such scoundrels. 12, Squire : gallant (used
ironically.) 13. That without : that turned your head the wrong way about
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Pesdemona, m her innooencej appeals to lago, the author of her downfall.

How oft, in Life’s history, has not Innocence, m her need, confided in the

very Devil that has planned and •worked her ruin ?

(pic, 49.)
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DESDEMONA APPEALS TO lAGO WHO ADVISES PATIENCE

DES : O good lago,

What shall I do to wm my lord again '

Good friend, go to him
;

for, by this light of Heaven,

I know not how 1 lost him. Heie I kneel

If e’er ray will did trespass ’gainst his love.

Either in discourse of thought or actual deed,^

Or thaH mine eyes, mine ears, oi any sense,

Delighted them in any other form,'*

Or that I do not yet, and ever did,

And ever will,—though he do shake me off

To beggarly divorcement —love him dearly,

Comfort forswear me F Unkindness may do much
;

And his unkindness may defeat my life,^

But nevei taint my love.e I cannot say^ whore
;

It doth abhor me now I speak the word
To do the act that might the addition earn

Not the world’s mass of vanity could make me.**

lAGO I pray you, be content
;

’tis but his humour
The business of the State does him oftence,**

And he does chide with'- you.

DES. If’twereno othei,

—

lAQO .
’ Tis but so, I wairant.'^ [Trumpets within.

Hark ! how these mstiuments summon to supper !

The messengers of Venice stay the meat

Go in, and weep not
;

all things shall be well

[Exit Desdemotia and Emilia.

1. By... Heaven • in the name of the sun that shines in the sky ; (this is

a form of swearing) 2 If e’er. . .deed : if at any time I misconducted myself

against him either by thought or deed 3. That if. 4. Delighted .. .form •

took pleasure in any other person. (Them themselves). 5 Or, that .. ..

forswear me • although he might discard me by divorce which might make me a

beggar (in the world), yet I shall continue to love him dearly, as I do now and

did in the past ; (if I do not do so.) let comfort depart from me. (forswear :

renounce upon oath). 6. Unkindness love ill-will may always lead to

misery ; and his ill-will towards me may deprive me of all that I hold precious

in my life : but it cannot stain and lessen my love for him. 7. ‘ Say ' and
‘ speak ’ in the next line mean * utter ’. 8. It.... .word : now (that) I utter the

word, it is abhorrent or repulsive to me. 9. To do . ..make me ' Prose order

is ‘ Not the world’s me, to do the act that might earn the addition’; Meaning;

not even the flattering compliment of the whole world could induce me to (stoop)

to do the (shameful) act, which might get for me the title or narrie (of a ‘whore.’)

10. Humour; ill-humour; or fretful mood 11. Does him offence, has

offended or upset him. 12. With- used for the sake of meter only 13 War*

rant: guarantee or assure. 14, Stay the meat ; wait (or supper

.
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A scene between the simpleton Boderigo, and the villain lago.

How the cnniaiog Devil pleaches tij hia clients the viitnes of Batience and

Content, while he is really robbing them all the time I

(Pic. SO)
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A SCENE BETWEEN RODERIGO THE SIMPLETON, AND lAGO THE VILLAIN.

(1) The Fool is ever fleeced

;

(2) The Villain for ever wins the game

;

(3) Cassio’s murder, urged and agreed to.

lAGO : How now, Roderigo !

ROD : I do not find that thou deal'st justly with me.^

lAGO : What in the contrary ?2

ROD ; Every day, thou daff’st me with some device,^ lago
;
and

rather, as it seems to me now, keep’st from me all con-
veniency,'^ than suppliest me with the least advantage^ of

hope. I will, indeed, no longer endure it
;
nor am I yet

persuaded to put up in peace what already I have foolishly

suffered.®

lAGO ; Will you hear me, Roderigo ?

ROD :
’ Faith, I have heard too much

,
for, youi words and

peiformanccs are no kin together.^

lAGO : You charge^ me most unjustly.

ROD. With nought but ;truth.^ I have wasted myself out ol my
means. The jewels, you have had from me to deliver to

Desdemona, would half have corrupted a votanst you have
told me she has received them, and returned^^ expectations
and comforts of sudden respect and acquaintance but I find
none

lAQO : Well
;
go to very well.

ROD : Very well
!
go to ! I cannot go to, man

;
nor ’tis not very

well. Nay, I think, it is very scurvy,^^ and begin to find myself
fopped^® in it.

IAGO : Very well.

1. That me . that you are acting fairly to me. 2. What in the contrary ? ’

What is therein the contrary ? What have I done against you? 3. Daff’st

device (you) doff or put me off with some excuse or plea. 4. Conveniency .

convenience ; (i. e.) convenient or suitable chances (of meeting Desdemona.)
5. Advantage • occasion. (What Roderigo means is that lago has given him
much hope but little chance for its fulfilment.) 6. Nor am suffered : and I

am not going to patiently submit to you as I have hitherto foolishly done.
7. Your words together

: your words and deeds do not coincide ; i. e. they
differ widely. (You do not act as you say.) 8. Charge: accuse. 9. With
nought but truth (I do not charge you) with anything that is not true.

10. I have means. I have wasted all my means or money. 11. Corrupted

a votarist • tempted a pious person or a saint. 1 2. Returned : has returned.
13. Expectations acquaintance : hopes and pleasures of an unexpected (i. e.,

early) regard and friendship. 14. Go to . a phrase of exclamation, used
sometimes seriously and at other times ironically j it is the same as “ Come,
come". 15. Sourvy : dirty and tnean, 16, Topped . fooled or dccetv^,
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ROD; I tell you, ’tis not very well. I will make myself known to

Desdemona if she will return me my jewels, I will give over^

my suit,3 and repent my unlawful solicitation if not, assure

yourself I will seek satisfaction of you ^

IA60 : You have said now
ROD ; Ay, and said nothing but what I protest intendment

of doing.7

lago now changes his tactics and resorts to Flattery which succeeds.

lAGO : Why, now I see, there’s mettle^ in thee
,
and even from

this instant, do build on thee a belter opinion^ than ever before.

Give me thy hand, Rodengo
;
thou hast taken against me a

most just exception but yet, I protest, 1 have dealt most
directlyii in thy affair.

ROD . It hath not appeared.

lAGO : I grant, indeed, it hath not appeared
,
and your suspicion

is not without wit and judgment. But, Rodengo, if thou hast

that in ihee indeed, which I have greater reason to believe now
than ever,—I mean, purpose, courage, and valour,—this mglit,

show it : if tliou, the next nigiit following, enjoy not Desdemona,
take me from this world with tieachery, and devise engines for

my lifc.^''

ROD: Well, what is it ? Is it within reason and compass

lAGO: Sir, there is especial commission come from Venice, to

depute Cassio in Othello’s place.

ROD. Is that true ? Why, then, Othello and Desdemona return
again to Venice.

Cassio’s murder urged and agreed to.

lAGO ; 0, no, he goes into Mauritania,^'' and takes away with him the
fair Desdemona, unless his abode be lingered here’^ by some
accident : wherein, none can be so determinate as the removing
of Cassio.’s

1. I will Desdemona ; I shall disclose all these facts to Desdemona.
2. Give over; give up or abandon 3. Sait: courting. 4. Repent solich

tation : express my sorrow for my improper courting. 5. If not you:
if she does not do so (i. e. return my jewels,) be sure you will have to satisfy

me (by returning them to me or paying for them.) 6. Now : enow or enough

;

you have said enough ; U e., have you anything more to say ?) 7. Protest

doing : affirm
^
or assert to be my intention to do. 8. Mettle : spirit.

9. Do. .....opinion ; I form a better opinion of you. 10. Thoa hast exception ;

(under the circumstances) you were right in charging me thus. 1 1 . Directly :

straight-forwardly. 12. Appeared: been clearly shown. 13. Wit and judgment

:

wisdom and reason ; i, e. sensible. I4. Take me life : isolate or cut me off

from the world by cunning means, and then plan methods for ending my life.

15. What is it .compiss ? : what do you mean ? Is all that you say (about
Desdemona) reasonable and achievable? 16. Mauritania : Othello’s native
country, 17. Unless here: unless he Is compelled to stay here. 18. Wherein
......Casmo : in which '^accident or case) nothing will be so important as the
removal of Cassio. (lago means Cassio’s murder.)
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ftOD : How do you mean, removing of him ?

lAGO : Why, by making him uncapable of Othello’s place,—

knocking out his brains.

ROD : And that you would have me to do

lAGO; Ay, if you dare do yourself a profit and a right.- He sups

to-night with a harlotry,^ and thither will I go to him. He
knows not yet of his honorable fortune + If you will watch his

going thence,—which I will fashion to fall out^ between twelve

and one,—you may take him at your pleasure I will be near

to second^ your attempt, and he shall fall between us. Come,

stand not amazed at® it, but go along with me
;

I will show
you such a necessity in his death, that you shall think yourself

bound to put it on him ^ It is now high^o supper-time, and the

night grows to waste about it.^^

ROD ; I will hear further reasoiV^ fpr this.

lAGO And you shall be satisfied. [Exit,

1 . And that . .do ? and do you -wish me to undertake that task

2 . Ay. .right : certainly, if you have got the courage to reap an advan-

tage and assert your right (then, you must undertake it.) 3. Harlotry . harlot,

or a loose woman or a strumpet. 4. Honorable fortune fi.e.) his appointment

as the Governor of Cyprus in the place of Othello. 5. Fashion to fall out

.

arrange to occur. 6 Take pleasure attack him conveniently 7 Second :

help. 8. Amazed at • terrified at. 9. 1 will on him . I shall explain to you

how urgently necessary his death is .
so much so that you yourself will consider

It your duty to do It. 10, High • quite or fully. 11. Grows to waste . is fast

advancing. 12. About it • let us go about it; fi.e.) let us be prepared for it.

13. Reason : explanation.
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Desdemona and Emilia, talk about the unchastity of men and women.

“
If wives do fall, it is often the fault of their husbands. ”

But a really Chaste Woman would not sacrifico her Chastity for the

whole world.

{i’ic. ol.)
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SCENE III. A Bed-chamber in the Castle.

DESDEMONA AND EMILIA.-ON THE UNCHASTITY ON MEN AND WOMEN.

DES . O, these men, these men h
Dost thou m conscience^ think,— tell me Emilia,—that there be
women do abuse their husbands in such gross kind

EMI . There be some such, no question.'^

DES : Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world

EMI : Why, would not you '

DES No, by this Heavenly light !®

EMI . Nor I neither by this Heavenly light
;

I might do ’t as well

i ’ the dark.

DES : Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world ?

EMI ; The world’s a huge thing P it is a great price for a small

vice.®

DES . In troth, ^ 1 think thou wouldst not.

EMI • In troth, I think I should
;

and undo’t when I had done.i®

Marry ! I would not do such a thing for a joint-ring,^^ nor for

measures of lawn,^^ nor for gowns, petticoats, nor caps, nor any
petty exhibition but, for the whole world, —why, who would
not make her husband a cuckold to make him a monarch 1

should venture purgatory for ’ t.^®

1. 0, these.. ....men : so imperfect,—said by way of pity 2, In conscience;

honestly. 3. That kind . whether there are such women as abuse (or prove
false to) their husbands in such a foul manner (The very question indicates how
innocent Desdemona is about the ways of the world). 4 No question . no doubt;

or certainly. 5. For all the world (even) if you were to gam all the wordly
possessions. 6. Heavenly light a holy form of swearing. Emilia plays upon
the word ’ light,’ by which she means ‘ openly. ’ 7 The world . ..thing the

whole eeirth or globe is too big a thing to be considered in connection with this

question. 8. It is vice Emilia means that ‘ if a slight wicked deed can
lead to a huge reward or profit, who would not do it ?’ (The same idea is express-

ed in the saying that ‘ the end justifies the means ’ and it is adopted as a wise
maxim in the practical politics of the world). 9- In troth, in truth, or really.

10. And done ; and having done it, 1 would make it appear as if I had not

done it, or morally justify it on some grounds, 1 1 . Joint-ring an (ordinary)

wedding ring. 12. Measures of lawn : little plots of ground. 13. Petty exhibition ;

small monetary allowance or reward. 14. For world : if the prize or reward
is to be the whole world, (as contrasted with the petty things mentioned above).

15. Who would .monarch • who would not play false to her husband, if by doing

so, she can make him a monarch (of tbe whole world). 16. I should fort:

1 am prepared to go even to Hell for it, after having obtained and enjoyed the

world during this life.
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i)ES : Beshrew^ me, if I would do such a wrong for the whole
world.

EMI : Why, the wrong is but a wrong in the world
;
and having the

world for your labour, ’ tis a wrong in your own world, and you
might quickly make it right .

2

If Women prove unchaste, whose fault is it?

DBS : I do not think there is any such woman,

EMI Yes, a dozen ,2 and as many to the vantage'*

As would store the woild they played for.^

But, I do think, it is their husbands’ faults

If wives do fall S' say ,2 that they slack® their duties

And pour our treasures into foreign laps

Or else break out in peevish jealousies,

Throwing restraint upon us or say, they strike**- us,

Or scant*- our former having in despite ;

Why,*2 we have galls ;*'* and, though we have some giace,

Yet have we some revenge.*^

Let husbands know,
Their wives have sense*** like them

;
they see and smell

And have their palates**' both for sweet and sour.

As husbands have.

1. Beshrew’ • hate, shun or curse. 2 Why the wrong is right • Emilia
justifies the -wrong deed by arguments which are forced but practical for worldly
purposes. She means that “ the wicked deed is such only in the world ; and,
if the world is to be yours, it is done in your own world : and therefore it is

easy for you to make it appear right by justifying it.” 3. Dozen many. 4. To
the vantage ' in addition; besides. 5. And as ....for: and there are many more
in addition, who would fill the world they play for, or play their part in, by
committing wicked deeds in it or for it. 6. Fall : fall from chastity; i. e. go
wrong. 7. Say : suppose. 8. Slack : disregard or neglect. 9. And pour

laps ; and lavish on other women affections, favours or other privileges which are
ours or should be ours by the sacred bond of wedlock- 10. Or else upon
us : or otherwise, they quarrel with us out of mean and fretful jealousy, and
restrict our movements. 11. Strike: beat. 12, Scant despite: curtail our
old having (or possession or allowances) out of spite. 13. Why : the result is ;

or, what follows then? 14. We have galls : we too have got tempers, (‘gall’ is’

the bile which, if excessive, upsets one’s temper i.e. makes one peevish etc.)

15. Though revenge: though by nature we may have grace (i.e. we may be
soft and forgiving.) yet we too are not free from the revengeful spirit to some
extent. (That is, if they play us false and treat us unjustly, then we too retort

and do the same to them.) 16. Sense: feeling or sensation. 17. Palates; tastes.

(The idea here is somewhat similar to that expressed by Shylock in ‘ The
Merchant of Venice’, a representative of the persecuted race of that time.)
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What is it that they do
When they change us for others Is it sport

I think it IS : and doth atfection breed it

I think it doth. Is't frailty that thus errs

It is so too.^ And^ have not we affections,

Desires for sport, and frailty, as men have ?

Then let them use us well else let them know,
The ills we do, their ills instruct us so.^

DBS Good night, good night » Heaven me such uses send,

Not to pick bad from bad, but by bad mendP ^ [Exit Emilia.

Note . This topic of talk between Desdemona and Emilia is detached and
placed here separately as being more appropriate than at the end of their con-

versation at page 288

1. Change us for others , exchange ns for others ; i, e. neglect ns and run
after others. 2 Sport: fun or playful spirit 3. And .. it? Or, does^ love

produce it? (i e the changing of us for others.) (‘and* here means ‘or’).

4, Is’l .. .errs? * is it the result of human weakness which leads to’ such
errors ? (Emilia means that the sporting spirit and the affection referred to are

the results of weakness, common to both sexes.) 5. Too : i.e. with us too.

6. And : For 7. Use us well * deal with us justly 8. Else so other-

wise, let them know that the wrongs we commit, we learn from their wrongs,
(That is, they set the example and we follow.) 9. Heaven......mend : Prose
order *

‘ (May) Heaven send me such uses (as) not to pick bad fiom bad, but

mend (myself) by bad.’ The meaning is * may God give me such uses 0. e

opportunities, usage or temperament) which will enable me rather to mend (i.e,

correct and improve) myself from the wicked things of this world, than to pick

fi* e. learn or draw) bad lessons from the wicked deeds of others.

^What a sublime character is Desdemona I What a high ideal she holds

for mankind ^ It is through such ideals that the average humanity with all its

meaner instincts and baser passions is at times softly and slowly raised to

higher levels.

We note the contrast between the two women, Emilia and Desdemona,
The one is a plain, vulgar, experienced, shrewd woman of the world, an
opportunist or time-server, and yet possessed of some noble impulses and emotions
which come into play at the sight of villainy, glaring injustice or outrage ; while
the other is a pure, noble-minded, unsophisticated girl, totally inexperienced in

the ways of the world, with child-Iike innocence and simplicity,—almost a
simpleton at times, with more charity than wisdom, prudence or intelligence.

The one would not shrink from committing wrong or wicked deeds if piofitable

to herself, or from retaliating m case of ill-lreatment by her husband ; while the
other would not think of doing any wrong or injustice to any one and is ever
chaste in conduct, pure in speech, and charitable in thought. Her thoughts and
ideals are immeasurably higher, purer, nobler than Emilia’s.



Howjthrilled are we by the sublime devotion of a faithfnl wife to her

husband, thojaco of death 1

(Pic. 52.)
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Enter Othello, Lodovico, Desdemona, Emilia and Attendants.

Desdemona and Emilia are alone in the Bed-Chamber : Desdemona's presentiment of

her death and her song.

LOD : I do beseech you, sir, trouble yourself no further.^

OTH : O, pardon me :
’ twill do me good to walk.

LOD Madam, good night
;

I humbly thank your ladyship.

DES : Your Honour is most welcome.

OTH Will you walk, sir ?— O,—Desdemona,

—

DES My lord ?

OTH Get you to bed on the instant ,2 I will be return’d^ forth-

with dismiss your attendant there
;

look it be done.'*-

DES I will, my lord. [Exit Othello, Lodovico, and Attendants.

Desdemona and Emilia retire into the Bed-chamber.

EMIL : How goes it now he looks gentler than he did.

DES ; He says he will return incontinent

He hath commanded me to go to bed,

And bade me to dismiss you.

EMIL : Dismiss me !

DES : It was his bidding
;

therefore, good Emilia,

Give me my nightly wearing,**” and adieu
;

VYe must not now displease him.

EMIL : I would you had never seen him 1

DES : So would not I ;® my love doth so approve® him,

That even his stubbornness, his checks, his frowns,

—

Prithee, unpin me,—have grace and favour in them.**®

EMIL : I’ve laid those sheets you bade me on the bed.

DES . All’s one.***

1 . Trouble further ; (alter supper, Lodovico takes leave to go, and asks
Othello not to trouble hinisell by following him or seeing him off, through courtesy )

2. On the instant ; instantly ; or, at once. 3. I -will be returned : I will return.

4 Look’t be done ; see that you do as I bid you. 5. How goes it now ?: how
does it happen so ? or. what has brought about this (change in Othello) ?

6. Incontinent • immediately. 7. Nightly wearing : night-wearing ; or, sleeping

dress, 8 So would not I : I would not wish so (i. e. in the same way as you
wish). 9. Approve : regard or esteem. 10 That even in them . that (even
his defects, such as) his obstinacy, his restraints or fotbiddings (to me) and his

angry looks, are graceful to me. 11. All’s one : it is the same to me ; (I am
indifferent about it.)
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Desdentotia’s presentiment of her death.

DES : Good faith, how foolish are our minds !

If I do die before thee, prithee, shroud^ me
In one of those same sheets.

EMIL : Come, come, you talk-^

DES ; My mother had a maid call’d Barbara :

She was in love
;
and he she loved proved^ mad,

And did forsake her . she had a song of ‘willow

An old thing'^ ’ twas, but it express’d her fortune,^

And she died singing it. That song to-night

Will not go from my mind
;

I’ve much to-do

But® to go hang my head all at one side.

And sing it like poor Barbara. * *

(Sings).

The poor sonl sat sighing by a sycamore tree,

Sing ail a gieen willow

liei-s hand on her bosom, her head on her knee,
Sing5 willow, willow', willow

:

The fresh streams ran by her, and murmur’d her moans;
Smg willow, willow, willow

;

Her salt tears foil from her, and softened the stones-—
M ^

But hark ! who is ’t that knocks^^

EMIL: It’s the wind.

DES; (Sings).

1 call’d my love false love ; but whan said he than ?

Sing willow, willow, willow :

—

If I coui't more women, you’ll couch with more menM
So, get thee gone : good night Mine eyes do itch

;

Doth that bode^^ weeping ?

EMIL :
’ Tis neither here nor there.^^ # # ^

ISote Here follows, in the original text, the conversation between Desde-
mona and Emilia about the unchastity of men and women ; but it is detached
and treated of separately in pages 283“84“85.]

], Shroud wrap ; (this refers to the covering of a dead body generally
with a white cloth). 2 Yo:i talk: you talk nonsense. 3. Prov’d : became.
4. Thing ’ song. 5 Fortuae : misfortune, or, unhappy fate 6. I have much to

do hat ; I have not much to do except etc, 7. Siog,... .willow* singing all

about a green willow. ^ A willow is a tree whose branches hang downwards ;

and in consequence it is called a ‘weeping willow 8 Her : with her. 9. Sing :

(in the beginning of every other line means; singing. 10, Hark! who is’t that

knocks? fDesdemona^s mind is disturbed and she takes the noise of the wind
for Othello's knock) 11. If I .....mao : If I fall m love with other women than
you, then you too will carry on with other men than myself. 12« Bod^

;

forbode; or indicate^ 13. 'Tis....%4hera . it is nothing of that sort.
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A CRITICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF

SCENE 4 OF ACT III & ACT IV.

[NOTE : The incidents described in the 4th Scene of Act III,

properly belong to Act IV, and are therefore treated here.]

PART I.

On the loss of the handkerchief

Subsequent to Othello’s taking a vow of revenge and lago’s

promise of help and support to him, Desderaona, who is totally

Ignorant of their plot and who is supremely innocent in her con-

duct, sends for Cassio through the Clown. She desires to tell him
that she has moved her lord in his behalf and that all will be well

soon.

After the Clown’s depaiture, Desdemona, who has missed the

handkerchief given to her by her husband, questions Emilia about
it. ‘ Where should I lose that handkerchief ?

’ she asks
;
and

Emilia utters a bare-faced lie, saying ‘ I know not, Madam.’
Desdemona is much troubled over its loss and says,

—

Believe me, I had rather have lost my purse

Bull of crusadoes ; and, but my noble Moor
Is true of mind and made of no such ba.seness

As jealous creatures are, it were enough
To put him to ill thinking.

She and Emilia then talk about Othello’s nature,—Emilia asks
if he IS not given to Jealousy, and Desdemona replies that, in the
sunny land of his birth, people are above such petty feelings,

—

I think the sun where he was born,

Drew all such humours from him.

In the meantime, Othello comes upon the scene, Desdemona
greets him and he, in return, wishes her off-hand, but at heart he
says to himself, ‘ O hardness to dissemble !

* Not knowing the
real state of his mind (which was burning with jealousy), Desde-
mona makes this foolish but innocent resolve,— ‘I will not leave
him till Cassio be call’d to him’.

Then, the husband and the wife talk, bandying words with each
other,—the one indirectly remarks upon her supposed unchastity,
and the other directly insists upon Cassio’s recall. He asks for
and takes hold of her hand, and sneeringly speaks of it as ‘ a
good hand,’ ‘ a frank one,’ ‘ a liberal hand ’of ‘a young and
sweating devil,— a hand that is hot, hot and moist, ’

i. e. warm-
blooded and lusty. Desdemona who- is unable to grasp what he
means by these sneers, merely answers that her hand * yet has
felt no age, nor knows no sorrow ’

;
and that, indeed, ‘ it was

that hand that gave away my heart;’ and finally, when Othello
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speaks of ‘ our new heraldry is hands, not hearts,* she is unable to

follow him any further and simply says, ‘ I cannot speak of this,’

She then brings in the topic of Cassio’s restoration. Othello

evades it by pretending to be troubled with ‘ a salt and sorry

rheum,’ and asks her for handkerchief. She offers one, but he demands
‘ that which I gave you !

’
‘I have it not,’ she replies. If so,

‘ that is a fault
;

’ he says. He then dilates upon its significance

and points out how it was sewed by a Sibyl who was two hundred
years old, from silk pioduced by worms that were hallowed, and
dyed in mummy used tor conserving maidens ’ hearts. In fact,

—

lie continues,—there was magic in the web of it
;
that it was given

to his mother by an Egyptian charmer and thought-reader, for

keeping his father subdued entirely to her love
;
and that if

she ever lost it, his father should hold her loathed, and his spirits

should hunt after new fancies. It was given to him (Othello) by
his mother at the time of her death, to be given to his wife when
he should marry. And, accordingly, he did so on his marriage.

Therefore, he warns her,

—

Take heed on't

;

Make it a darling like your precious eye

;

To lose 't or give ’t away were such perdition

As nothing else could match.

Desderaona is amazed and asks, ‘ Is't possible ? sl’t true ?’

Othello replies, ‘ Most veritable
;

therefore, look to ’ t well '.

Whereupon Desdemona, in her innocent fear, wishes ‘ Would to

God, that J had never seen it !
’ Othello, who construes her

conduct, as a deliberate pretence to cover her gift of it to Cassio,
* gets irritated and speaks, as Desdemona puts it, ‘ so startingly

and rash.’ ‘Ha! wherefore,’ he asks, ‘ do you desire you had
never seen it ? Is’t lost, Is’t gone ? Speak, is it out of the

way ?
’

DES : It is not lost; but what, and if it were ?......! say, it is not

lost,

OTH ; (Getting rather angry) Fetch ’t, let me see it ; for, my mind
, misgives.

Desdemona thinks that all this is an evasion on the part of

Othello to put her off

;

and so she speaks out, ‘ this is a trick

to put me from my suit Again and again, she brings in

the name of Cassio and insists upon his restoration with a rather
foolish persistence. Every time she speaks of Cassio, Othello but
answers it by harping upon ‘the handkerchief’ and insisting

upon its production. She is unable to fetch it at once but persists

in talking of Cassio’s affair. Her conduct reminds Othello of

lago’s words,

—

Note if your lady strain hU entertainment
With any strong or vehement importunity

;

Much will be seen in that.
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Othello now thinks that he sees much in the present attitude
of his wife, and being angry with her, departs abruptly, saying—
' Away !

’ This, in away, fulfils the correctness of lago’s prophecy
(in Sc. 3 of Act II)

—

And by how much she strives to do him (Cassio) good,

She shall undo hei credit with the Moor.

PART II.

Desdemona and Emilia are puzzled at Othello’s Strange Behaviour, but

Oesdemona takes a more Charitable View.

Desdemona is rather perplexed at this strange behaviour of
her husband. ‘ I ne’er saw this before in him, ’ she says, and
attributes it to ‘ some wonder in this handkerchief, ’ and therefore
feels most unhappy in the loss of it. But Emilia, who knows
the darker and truer side of the world better, traces Othello’s
conduct to Jealousy. ‘ Is not this man jealous she asks. ‘ Men
are always so, ’ she says, and falls to philosophizing in this

strain,

—

’ Tis not a year or two shows us a man

;

They are all but stomachs, and wo all but food

;

They eat us hungerly, and when they aro full

They belch us.

But Desdemona takes a more charitable view of Othello’s

harsh conduct. After his departure, she tries to console herself

by thinking that, if her husband’s clear spirit ‘ hath puddled, ’ it

must be due to some state-trouble,

—

Something sui e of State,

Either from Venice, or some unhatch’d practice

Made demonstrable here m Cyprus to him,

Hath puddled his clear spirit.

Like a true saint, innocent of the dark and devious ways of

this sinful, crooked world, she excuses his conduct on this

charitable ground,

—

And in such cases,

Men’s natures wrangle with inferior things,

Though groat ones are their object.

Then, to enforce her view, she cites this happy metaphor,

—

For, let our finger ache,

And it indues our other healthful members
Even to that sense of pain.

And again,

—

Nay, we must think men are not gods,

(But imperfect human beings) and women should not always

Look for such observancy (in them)

As fits the bridal.

i •> Filled with such charitable, tho’ wrong sentiments, she even
reproaches herself with unkindpess in thinking ill of her husband,—
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Beshi'ew me much, Emilia,

I was,—unhandsome warrior as I am,—
Arraigning his unkindness with my soul

;

But now I find, I had suborn’d the witness,

And he's indicted falsely.

But Emilia, the shrewd woman of the world, though wishing
it ‘be state-matters,’ yet adheres to her foimer view that it looks

more as due to his Jealousy. To which Desdemona replies

—

Alas the day, I never gave him cause >

Emilia, however, defends her view thus

—

But jealous souls will not be answer’d so 5

They are not ever jealous for the cause,

But jealous for they are jealous ;
’ tis a monster

Begot upon itself, born on itself.

Struck with this aspect of Jealousy, Desdemona prays—
ITcaven keep that nionstor from Othello's mind !

PART III.

Desdemona is now interviewed by Cassio and lago.

Cassio and lago now come upon the scene. lago, the universal

friend and adviser that he seems to be, suggests to Cassio,

—

There is no other way ;
’ tis she must do ’t

:

And, lo, the happiness
!
go and importune her.

Accordingly, Cassio approaches Desdemona and reminds her

—

Jifadara, mv former anit ; I do beseech you
That by your virtuous means I may again

I'ixist, and bo a member of his love

Whom I, with all tjie cilice of my heart,

fCutiicly honour : 1 would not bo delay’d.

If, however, he continues,

—

Nothing cau ransom me into his love again,

Tlien, to Jenou' .so must be luy benefit

;

Ho sh.ill 1 clothe me in a forced content.

At this moving appeal of Cassio, Desdemona is almost touched
to tears ; and hence her pitiful and dispirited reply, advising
patience

—

Alas, thrice-gentle Cassio

!

IMy advocation is not now in tune

;

But I have spoken for you all my best

And stood within the blank of his displeasure

She further tells him.—My lord is not my lord at present,

being so angry and offended with me. And I do not know if he
is only ‘in humour altered or in his favour also towards me. But I

will do what I can for you. Let that suffice you’.
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lago, the prime plotter and the mam mischief-maker, who
was really responsible for Othello’s changed conduct, hears all

this and appears rather to be surprised at it. ‘ Can he be angry ?’

he questions repeatedly
;
and both by way of explanation and

consolation to Desdemona, readily invents a believable plea that

it must be due to ‘ something of moment There’s matter in’t

indeed, if he be angry and so, as a sincere friend, he offers to ‘go

meet him ’ and find out the cause ‘ 1 prithee, do so ’ says Desde-
mona, in her full trust and confidence in the villain’s honesty.

PART IV.

Cassk) meets Bianca and gives her the Handkerchief to be copied.

Desdemona departs followed by Emilia. Cassio keeps waiting,

when, lo ! there comes the talkative Bianca, his mistress, blaming
him aloud for absenting himself for a week. Cassio tries to satisfy

her by saying that it was due to his ‘ leaden thoughts ’ and gives

Desdemona’s handkerchief to her for copying out the work. But
she scolds him, suspecting that ‘ this is some token from a newer
friend ’ and discovers in it the cause of his prolonged absence
from her. To these charges and suspicions, Cassio replies,

—

Go to, woman

!

Throw your vile guesses m the devil’s teeth.

From whence you have them. You are jealous now
That this is from some mistress, some remembrance

:

No, by my faith, Bianca I’ld have it copied ;

‘ Take it and do’t he continues, and, after a few more words,
gets rid of her, as he does not like to be seen ‘ woman’d,’ parti-

cularly because he does ‘ attend here on the General.’

(Here ends the -ibh scene of Act HI. With next para, begins the

4th Act).

ACT IV.

PART I.

lago incriminates Desdemona in filthy and provoking terms, and brings on a

Fainting Fit in Othello.

lago, true to his word to Desdemona that he will ‘go seek him,’
meets (Dthello, not for finding out the cause of his anger which
he himself has excited, but for increasing and inflaming it further.

No more does he now show to his master even that pretended
outward respect which he formerly used to do. In a most filthy

and foul language, and that, too, bluntly and shamelessly, docs he
now speak. ‘What,’ he asks, referring to Desdemona and Cassio,

—

To kiBs in private ?
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He deliberately lies in this allegation, but his object is to

rouse Othello’s fury. The latter, however, is calm, and coolly

answers his questions,

—

(If they kiss in private, -well, then,) the kiss is unauthorized.

But lago is not satisfied with the tame reply of Othellq, and
so he tries to enrage him with another shameful, atrocious and
offensive question,

—

Or, to be naked with her friend m bed

An hour or more,—not meaning any harm ?

On this, Othello, still cool and calm, observes

—

To be naked m bed, and not mean any harm ?

It is hypocrisy against the devil •-

They that mean virtuously and yet do so,

The devil their virtue tempts, and they tempt Heaven.

Thereupon, lago comes out with this rejoinder

—

So, (m your opinion) they do nothing ; their lying together, naked
in bed, is only a venial (or pardonable,) blip (and nothing more).

lago finds that he has not succeeded in rousing Othello’s

anger. Hence, he changes the topic to the ‘ handkerchief.’
‘ Suppose,’ he skilfully asks, ‘ I have a handkerchief and give it to

my wife,

—

Why, then, ’ois hers, my loid
;
and being hers

She may, I think, bostow’t on any man (she likes),

‘ Yes, ‘ says Othello, ‘ she may give it, but not her honor of

which she is (the) protectress’—her honor with which the handker-
chief or any other love-token is identified or mixed up. Leave
aside the question of honoi\ says this pseudo-philosopher, for,

—

Her honor is an essence that’s not seen :

They have it very oft that have it not

:

But, for the handkerchief,

—

Repeating the word ‘ handkerchief ’ rather ominously, he
abruptly stops, to see what effect it will produce on his ‘ friend,

’

This intentional and significant repetition of the word ‘ hand-
kerchief ’ by the clever rogue, has its desired effect immediately.
It brings to Othello’s recollection a train of painful reflections

and bitter thoughts. It reminds him of Desdemona’s gift of

his handkerchief to Cassio and her supposed guilty conduct with
him, and so he exclaims,

—

By Heaven, I would most gladly have forgot it

;

Thou said’st—0, it coinos o’er my memory,
As doth the raven o’er the infected house.

Boding to all—he had my handkerchief.

* Ay, what of that?’ says lago; ‘ there is no harm in it.*

‘ No, no, * replies Othello, ' that is not so good ;
' i. e. ut bespeaks

evil behaviour.
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lago now sees his opportunity and follows it up by adding
other falsehoods, clothed in foul and inflaming language

—

‘ What, if I had said I had seen him do you wrong ?

Or heard him say that he did—I know not what he did,

—

Lie,—lie with her,—on her,—or what you wilt.

These words revive Othello’s passion. It bursts forth into a

blazing fire which begins to envelop, burn and consume him.
Like a patient in high fever, he becomes delirious and raving He
feels unable to bear the terrible strain any longer. His feeling of

Jealousy is now fully roused : his Love has turned to Hate, and
his righteous Anger into Frantic Fury. His mind and nerves,

already distressed,and tensed now get disordered, and his hardy,
soldierly frame shakes and reels under its weight He becomes a

raving maniac and utters a series of disjointed thoughts and incohe-

rent words. He loses all control over himself and, after a few
moments, swoons and falls helpless and unconscious on the floor.

PART II.

How the devil lago gloats over his fallen victim

!

The swooning and falling of Othello only excite the devilish

glee and satisfaction of lago who thus gloats over his success,

—

Work on, my medicine, work

!

Thus credulous fools are caught

;

And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,

—

All guiltless,—meet reproach.

Here is presented to our eyes the quint-essence of villainy,—
the pure and concentrated substance of untamed savagery,
unfeeling brutality, which finds expression in the joy and satis-

faction not only over the spectacle of a fallen victim, but also
over the prospect of ruining a worthy and chaste dame,— Desde-
mona.

Double-dealer that he is, lago immediately changes his

attitude and, as if deeply interested in Othello’s well-being, calls

aloud,

—

What, hoi my lord! I say I My lord, I say ! Othella !

He does this with the apparent object of reviving him but in

reality to call someone else to witness Othello’s condition, so that,

if anything untoward happens to him, he (lago) might not be sus-

pected and blamed as the cause of it.

PART III.

Casslo appiars bat is soon craftily sent away bydago.

The noise brings Cassio on the scene. But, of all the persons,

he is the one that is least wanted here. His presence might place

lago in a difficult position. When Othello revives from his fit

of epilepsy, he might question Cassio about the handkerchief, and
the truth may be out to lago’s ruin. He (lago) must now so plan
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as to escape from the trouble; and, if possible, turn the situation to
his favour. He therefore readily invents a lie about Othello’s
epileptic fit, saying

—

This is his second fit ; he had one yesterday.

Then Cassio, anxious to hasten Othello’s recovery, advises

—

Eub him about the temples.

But Iago,not desiring his immediate restoration and posing

as a physician, tells Gassio not to disturb him but let him alone,—*

No, forbear

;

The lethargy must have his quiet course

;

If not, he foams at mouth, and by and by,

Breaks out to savage madness. Look, he stirs

!

Therefore, he suggests to Cassio,

—

Do you withdraw yourself a little while,

He will recover straight, (and go away,)

And when he is gone, ‘‘ come to me so that I might speak
with you on some important subject. ” This advice to Cassio is

given, as lago wants to make use of him in his future plan of

action. Cassio accordingly goes away at once, promising to meet
him soon as advised.

PAET IV.

After recovering from his Fit, Othello yields to become an Eavesdropper.

Othello now recovers and his pseudo -friend very anxiously
enquires of him, ‘ have you not hurt your head ? ’ (by falling on
the floor.) ‘ What, Dost thou mock me ? ’ asks Othello angrily,

and lago replies ‘No, I only wish that you would bear your
fortune like a man.’ Othello being in the grip of Passion, his

only thought is about Cassio and Desdemona. ‘Did he confess
it?’ is his first question

;
and his Ao?^es^ friend, as if to console

him, tells him not to mind his misfortune,

—

Good sir, be a man ;

Think every bearded fellow that’s but yoked
May draw with you : there’s millions now alive

That nightly lie in those unproper beds

Which they dare swear peculiar: your case is better.

Lest, however, these words should cool Othello’s temper, he
immediately follows them up with these fiery ones—

0, * tis the spite of hell, the fiend’s arch 'mock,
To lip a wanton in a secure couch,

And to suppose her chaste !

lago means to say that Desdemona is really unchaste and
that Othello still lives and lies with lier, thinking her to be pure
and innocent. To deepen that wicked impression still further, he
advises Othello thus,

—
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Stand you awhile apart

;

Confine youraelt bun in a patient list.

Whilst you were here o’erwhelmed with your grief

—

A passion most unsuiting such a man

—

Cassio came hither ; I shifted him away,
And laid good ’ souse upon your ecstasy

;

Bade him anon return and hero speak with mo,
The which he promised.

And, when Cassio will come up at the appointed time, lago
continues

—

Then, 1 will make him tell the tale anew,
Where, how, how oft, how long ago, and when,
He hath and is again to cope your wife

:

And while Cassio is narrating the story,
‘ You will be able

to mark his tell-tale gestures,

—

The fieers, the gibes and notable scorns.

That dwell in every region of his faco ’.

These will confirm the truth of what lagu has been telling

him, and will even turmsh the almost direct proof desired by
Othello- Therefore, says lago, do as 1 tell you, i.e

,

‘ Do but
encave yourself to mark his tell-tale gestures.’ Othello’s nature
rebels against such a mean practice. He will not willingly stoop
to hide hiniselt and be the mean and contemptible spy or an eaves-
dropper

;
he will rather go direct to the ‘most bloody’ thing

on hand. ‘That’s not amiss,’ says lago, ‘ but yet,’ he suggests
that it is better to ‘keep time in all !

' But as, under the influence of

his evil passion, Othello had been longing to know the truth about
his wife’s (guilty) relations with Cassio, and as here was offered
an opportunity to him to hear Cassio’s confession himself and
to know the truth directly from Cassio’s own mouth, he accepts
lago’s advice, retires and encaves himself.

Presently, Cassio comes up as already bidden by lago. The
latter starts speaking about Bianca, ‘ a creature that dotes on
Cassio.’ lago knows fully well that when Cassio ‘hears of her,

he cannot refrain from the excess of laughter.’ The clever rogue
also knows that when Cassio comes out with his gibes and fleers,

laughter and other gestures, the Moor is sure to mistake' them as

referring to Desdemona’s adulterous flirtations and to become
thoroughly convinced of her guilt. As lago says to himself

—

As he shall smile, Ofehello shall go mad

;

And his unbookish jealousy must construe

Poor Cassio’a smiles, gestures, and light behaviour,

Quite in the wrong.

Now that Cassio appears, lago says to him in a low voice,

•Ply Desdeinona well, and you are sure oa’t.

Now, if this suit lay in Bianca's power.

How (quickly should you spood I
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For, he says, he ‘ never knew woman love man so nay, she
even ‘ gives it out that you shall marry her.’ Cassio’s vanity is

easily tickled and, being naturally gay and light-tempered, he
laughs, jumps, moves this way and that, and behaves in quite an
excited and hilarious manner. And Othello, who is at some
distance, merely sees the gestures but does not hear the words
accompanying them and so construes them ‘quite in the wrong.’
When Cassio moves his hands or lips, he takes it to mean, ‘now,
he begins the story.’ And when Cassio imitates, Bianca’s
flirtations,—saying ‘ she^

—

So hangs and lolls and weeps upon me

;

So hales and pulls me : ha, ha, ha !
—

’

Othello interprets,—how she (Desdemona) ‘plucked him to my
chamber. ’ Whenever he points out how ‘ she (Bianca) falls me
thus about my neck, ’ Othello means it as Desdemona’s crying
‘ O dear Cassio !

’ When he smiles, the Moor grows angry
;
and,

when he bursts out with laughter, Othello ejaculates,

—

So, so, so, so f they laugh that win ;

(Or) Have you scored me ? * *

(Or)—Do you triumph, Koman ? do you triumph ?

These surmises and ejaculations on the part of Othello appear

to the cool spectator as ludicrous. But we must remember that

Othello is no longer sane but is extremely perplexed, tossed and
swayed by suspicions* produced by an overpowering ‘ shadowing *

passion. Thrown into such a state of mind, little wonder that he
is carried away by his first impressions however trivial, jumps to

wrong conclusions, decides hastily, and never pauses, even for a

moment, to reflect on their relevency, sanity or cogency.

*As Ingersoll says about Suspicion whether produced and
promoted by Jealousy, Greed, Selfishness, or Bias of any kind:

—

* Suspicion is the soil in which prejudice grows, and prejudice is

the Upas tree in whose shade Eeason fails and Justice dies. * * *

One of the greatest men of this country said, ‘ prejudice is the spider

of the mind’. It weaves its web over every window and over every

crevice where light can enter, and then disputes the existence of the

light that it has excluded. That is prejudice. Prejudice will give

the lie to all the other senses. It will swear the northern star out

of the sky of truth. You muse avoid it. It is the womb of injustice,

and a man who cannot rise above prejudice is not a civilized man

;

he is simply a barbarian.

When a man has a little suspicion in his mind, he tortures

everything ; he tortures the most innocent actions into the evidence

of crime. Suspicion is a kind of intellectual dye that colors every

thought that comes in contact with it.

I remember X once had a conversation with Surgeon-General
Hammond, in which he went on to state that he thought many
people were confined in asylums, charged with insanity, who werf
^rfeotly sane.
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PART V.

Othello, fnrther convinced on seeing Bianca prodnce his handkerchief, decides with

lago as to how he should kill Desdemona and Cassio.

Just at that moment, Bianca, who has all along been
‘ haunting ’ Cassio, comes up to the place and, somewhat m a

brusque tone, enquires.

What did you mean by that same h andkerchief you gave me
even now ! I was a fine fool to take it. I must take out the work ?

A likely piece of work, that you should find it m your chamber,
and not know who left it there ! This is some minx’s token, and I

must take out the work ?

She scolds Cassio and ends her talk by throwing the handker-
chief on his face, saying

—
‘ There

;
give it your hobby-horse

;

Wheresoever you had it. I’ll take out no work on’t.’

On this, Othello at once suspects and exclaims

—

By Heaven, that should be my handkerchief

!

After Bianca and Cassio depart, he comes out of his hiding

place and meets lago. He is now'’ fully convinced that Cassio and
Desdemona are guilty. Filled with vengeful thoughts, Othello

cries out,

How shall I mindei him, lago ?

I would have him nine years a-killing.

Referring to his wife, he jceringly remarks that she is

—

A flue woman ! a fair woman ! a sweet woman

!

And yet the memory of her sweetness, her beauty, her charm and

I asked him how he accounted for it. Said he, “ Physicians are sent

for to examine the man, and they are told before they get to him that

he is crazy. Therefore, the moment they look upon him, they are

hunting for insane acts and not sane acts j^they are looking not to

see how naturally he acts, bat how unnaturally he acts.”

They are poisoned with the suspicion that he is insane, and if

he coughs twice, or if he gets up and walks about uneasily—’his mind
is a little unsettled : something wrong ! If he suddenly gets angry-

sure thing / "When a man believes himself to be or knows
himself to be sane, and is charged with insanity, the very warmth,
the very heat of his denial will convince thousands of people thalt he

is insane. He suddenly finds himself insecure, and the very

insecurity that he feels makes him act strangely. He finds in a

moment that explanation only complicates. He finds that his denial

is worthless; that his friends are suspicious, and that, under

pretence of his own good, he is to be seized and incarcerated, Many
a man, as sane as you or I, has under such ciroamstanoes gone to

madness. It is a hai'd thing to explain. The more you talk about
it, the more o'utsiders, having a suspicion, are convinced that you
are insane.
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other graces comes back as a momentary flash to him and, he
exclaims

—

0, tha world hath not a sweeter creature ’

She might lie by an emperor's side and command him tasks.

The depraved lago does not relish this thought on the part

of Othello and so he interrupts the speech with the remark,

—

Nay, that’s not your way.

Whereupon Othello says,

—

Hang herl T do but say what she is, so delicate with her needle:

an admirable musician : 0, she will sing the savageness out of a

bear; of so high and plenteous wit and invention......But yet the

pity of it, lago ! 0 lago, the pity of it I

The sadness, pain and agony of Othello’s pathetic outburst,

are tragic, heart-rending, unendurable. Othello,—^writhing and
groaning in the clutches of Jealousy,—affords a good subject for

psychological study. Having once loved his wife deeply and
passionately—having intensely admired her charms and graces,

—

having been swayed by the thrills and ecstasies of pure Love,

—

he has now grown jealous, become convinced of her guilt, and
made the grim determination to do away with her. And, tho' so

determined, yet his thoughts at times naturally revert to the happy
memories of the past. And hence this moving reference to Desde-
mona’s charms and attainments.

Seeing Othello relapse into pity and praises for Desdemona,
and taking them for the symptoms of his reviving fondness for

her, lago skilfully touches the Moor in his vital part, honor,

—

If you are so foud over her iiiiijuiby, give her patent to offoud ; for,

if it touch not you, it couios near nobody.

Reminded of her iniquity, Othello at once bursts out with
this angry retort

—

I will chop her into mssbc.-s ; cuckold me

!

He IS now decided and, setting his teeth m grim determi-
nation, exclaims

—

Let her rot, and perish, and be damned to-night.

i’ll not expoatulaw with her

Get mo some poison, lago, this night.

lago is pleased that Othello is still linn. But his cruel,

malicious and malignant mind would not be satisfied, if Desde-
mona were killed by poison. !t is only an indirect means of death
and too mild a method. Malignity and Revenge (to be fully

satisfied) must seek for a more direct method of killing,—killing
that must be by one’s own hand, and death that must come before
one’s own eyes. There must be a thrill of devilish pleasure at

the sight of it and a savage joy in its execution Besides,
there is the element of torture and remorse for Othello if

Desdemona is done to death by his hands, and not if she dies by
poison. This additional torture for Othello would satisfy lago’s
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revengeful spirit. Therefore, suggests this villain in the garb of

an honest friend,

—

Do it not with poison, but strangle her in her bed

—

The very bed she hath contaminated.

‘ Good, good, very good,’ rejoins the gullible Othello, falling

in with the suggestion. He thinks there is ‘ Justice ’ in it, and
so it ‘ pleases ’ him. ‘ As for Cassio,’ lago says with a resolute

air, ‘ let me be his undertaker
;
you shall hear more by midnight.’

‘ Excellent good !' chimes in the once noble Moor to this mur-
derous scheme.

PART VI.

Othello strikes Desdemona before Lodovico and others to the amazement of All.

In the meantime, trumpets announce the arrival of Lodovico
from Venice. Othello goes out to meet him. Desdemona, lago

and others also join and welcome him. Lodovico hands a letter

to Othello fiom the Senate, and the latter, receiving it with all

due respect, reads it. Just then, Lodovico enquires about Cassio
who IS absent; and Desdemona, replying to him, says,

—

Cousin, there's fall'n between him and my lord

An unkind breach ; but you shall make all well.

‘ Are you sure of that ? ,’ questions Othello rather startingly,

smelling something questionable in Desdemona’s reply, and reads
the letter again. Desdemona is taken aback and calls out,

—

‘

My
lord !

’ There is calmness again, and again does Desdemona
reply to Lodovico to his enquiry about the breach thus,

—

A most unhappy breach, I would do much
To atone him, tor the love I bear to Cassio

!

This is too much for Othello who is teeming with Jealousy
against Cassio. The mention of the words “love foi Cassio,”
quite upsets him, and he bursts forth with this furious comment
against her ,

—
' Fire and brimstone!' Whereupon she, in fear

and innocence, merely addresses him, ‘My lord.’ and asks Lodovico
if he is angry. And Lodovico replies

—

‘ May-be, the letter moved him
For, as 1 think, they do command him home ;

Deputing Cassio in his government.

Upon this, Desdemona feels relieved
;

her husband’s anger
is not against her as she thought, but it is due to the letter. And
so she ejaculates in a child-like fashion,

—

By my troth, I am glad on 't.

Othello, however, thinks that her ‘ gladness ’ is over Cassio’s
appointment, her supposed illicit lover, and, losing all self-control,

strikes her in the presence of all. Disgraced as she is, she is yet loving

and modest
;

she only says ‘ I have not deserved this
;

for, I
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have done no wrong to offend you’. Lodovico is rather surprised

and, addressing the Moor, says in a pacifying spirit,

—

My lord, this would not be believed m Venice,

Tho’ I should swear I saw’t :
’ tis very much ;

Make her amends ; she weeps.

But Othello IS now in the grip oi the green-eyed monster

—

Jealousy—and cannot be so easily conciliated
;

and so he replies

in high-wrought anger

—

0 devil, devil !

II that tho earth could teem with woman's tears,

I’lach drop she falls u ould prove a crocodile.

‘ Out of my sight ’ he commands Desdemona. And she obeys,

saying ‘
1 will not stay to offend you,

'
‘ An obedient lady,’ remarks

Lodovico.

The words of Desdemona about Cassio were uttered in all

innocence. But the Jealous Moor construes them as an impudent
flaunting of her guilt. He is totally upset. Miserably torn between
extreme rage against his wife and thoughts of obedience to the

Senate, he turns to Lodovico and breaks out into words now
referring to State-matters, now peitaining to his wife’s miscon-
duct

;
into words of welcome for Lodovico, and then into

words about Cassio’s wicked behaviour with his wife. In

this way he jumbles up, in his confounded state of mind,
several things in his speech, and only finally makes Lodovico
understand that he shall obey the Senatorial order. Then, inviting

him to supper that night, he leaves the scene and goes into his

castle.

PART VI I

.

Lodovico and the Viliain lago comment on the strange behaviour of Othello.

Lodovico rather wonderingly asks lago who lags behind,

—

Is this the noble Moor whom our full Senate

Call all-in all sufficient ? Is this the nature

Whom passion could not shake ? Whose solid virtue

The shot of accident nor dart of chance
Could neither graze nor pierce ?

When told that ‘he is much changed,’ Lodovico further
questions

—

Are his wits safe ? Is he not light of brain ?

But lago pretends to be loyal to his master, and therefore
answers,

—

He’s that he is ; I may not breathe my censure
What he might be : if what he might, he is not,

I would to Heaven ho wore !

LOB ; What, strike his wife

!

lAOO ; Faith, that was not so well ,* yet would I know
That stroke would prove the worst t
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And, again, in his artful, cunning and significant vein

—

Alas, alas ! it is not honesty m me to speak

What I have seen and known. You shall observe him,

And his own courses will denote him, so

That I may save my speech ; do but go after,

And mark how he continues.

LOD: I am sorry that I am deceived in him.

PART VIIL

Othello questions first Emilia and then Desdemona.

Othello, entering his room in the castle, meets Emilia and
questions her rather searchingly, concerning Desdemona’s sup-

posed unchastity with Cassio. He opens the conversation,—

•

You have seen nothing, then (in their meeting)?

Y’es (you admit), you have seen Cassio and her together.

Did they never whisper ?

Nor send you out of the way (on some pretext) ?

To all such questions, Emilia has but negative answers to

give, saying, ‘ I never saw anything wrong

—

Nor over heard, nor ever did suspect (anything about it).

But then I saw no harm (in their meeting), and then I heard

Each syllable that breath made up between them’.

‘ That’s strange,’ utters Othello, half in anger and half in

surprise. Thai’s strange !, he thinks within himself, that Desde-
mona should misconduct herself and this woman, being her maid
and confidant, should know nothing of it. Emilia, who sees

through his mind, tries to convince him that his wife is honest
by saying,—

I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest,

Lay down-my soul at stake ;
*

For, if she be not honest, chaste and true.

There’s no man happy ; the purest of their wives

Is foul as slander.

She means to say that if Desdemona is not chaste, then there
is no woman in the whole world that is chaste or honorable. She
therefore advises him

—

If you think other-wise, remove your thought,

If any wretch have put this in your head,

•(As I am afraid that some one has done).

Let Heaven requite it with the serpent’s curse !

Othello is not convinced of the truth of what Emilia has said
in her own matter-of-fact fashion. He thinks he has failed to get
the true information from her. He even misconstrues her character,
thinking that,

—

She is a simple bawd that cannot say as much ;

This is a subtle whore,

A close look-and-key of villaiuoui secrets
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Anyhow, he \vill question Desdemona herself and, if possible,

elicit the truth from her. He therefore directs Emilia to ‘ bid

her come hither’.

Obedient to her husband’s command, Desdemona comes in

and, fondly but in fear, enquires of him his purpose,

—

My lord, what) is your will ?

What is your pleasure ?

Othello orders Emilia to go out and ‘shut the door’, leaving

them alone. When they are together, Othello makes several

attempts to detect some” guilty proof, some suspicious circum-

stain-e from her directly. So, he at first asks her to,

Let me see ;^our eyes,

Look in faco.

lie stare.s at her face
;

and, thinks if she be guilty, she

will evade his look. But, Desdemona, who is spotlessly pure and
IS ignorant of his purpose, takes it to be a ‘ horrible fancy.’ She,

in her fear, even kneels and begs of him,

—

Upon luy knees, what doth your speech import ?

J understand a fury in your words.

But not the words.

Much against Othello’s expectation, she does not bend before

his looks. She has the daring, as he construes, to question him
for the meaning of his words. Hence, Othello takes her to be a

model pretender and trained adulteress instead of the acme of

purity and innocence that she really is. Hence the following
dialogue,

—

OTH : ^Yhy, what art thou ? (not to understand my words)

DES; Your wife, my lord, 3’our true and loyal wifo

OTH ; Gome, Swear it Swear thou art honest.

DES : Heaven doth truly know it !

OTH : Heaven truly knows that thou art false as Hell.

DES ; (in agitation and righteous anger) To whom ’ my lord, with
whom ? How am I false ?

Thus Othello’s second attempt also fails. His expected infor-

mation does not come forth. Ready answers, assertions and
contradictions and counter-questions alone he is able to elicit,

—

these he does not need. He feels helpless. Expostulation with
her will not do

;
the time for killing her has not yeb come.

Her supposed devilish character infuriates him
; her angelic

beauty softens him. In the clash of conflicting emotion w^hich,

on the one hand, goad him on to a ruthless decision and a deter-
mined action, and which, on the other, land him in hesitations and
check his progress, he becomes indecisive and impotent. Situated
thus, like a beaten child or a chidden woman, he merely bursts
out into weeping and crying,—

0 Desdemona 1 Away, away, away I
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PART IX.

Desdetnona’s answer but aggravates the Mischief on a Suspicions Mind.

What a spectacle is here presented to our eyes of an affection-

ate couple, led astray in their judgments of each other through

Ignorance of the true causation of events. On the one hand, we
have a great General of an imposing frame, of indomitable courage,

of quick and inflexible resolve, reduced to the plight of a physical

and moral cripple,— entirely deluded by mere suspicions. On the

other hand, we have the gentle and angelic Desdemona, ever

affectionate to her husband, and loving him even now, despite

his cruel behaviour towards her, but sadly ignorant of the cause

which has moved her husband. And, hence her question—

Alas the heavy day I Why do you weep ?

In her innocence or ignorance, she attributes all this to his

recall from Cyprus, thro ’ the influence of hei father, to ^nice,

—

Am I the motive of these tears, my lord ?

If haply you my father do suspect

An instrument of this your calling back,

Lay not your blame on me ; if you have lost him,

Why, I have lost him too.

And this girl,—who long ago had lost her mother, and was
lately disowned by her father when she married

;
who gave up her

country and clime—all for the sake of the love she bore to the
noble and valiant Moor whom she wedded and followed to distant

Cyprus,—is now suspected, reproached, ill-treated and submerged
in sorrow.

Turning again to Othello, we see him sinking deeper and
deeper in despair, depression and misery. The thought of the
heinous crime, believed to have been committed by his beloved
wife, cuts him to the quick,—to the very marrow of his being.

Feeling deeply wounded and tortured, hopeless and forlorn, he
breaks out into these heart-breaking sighs and sorrowful reflec-

tions,

—

Had ifc pleased heaven
To try me with affliction ; had they rain’d

All kinds of sores and shames on my bare head

;

Steep’d me in poverty to the very lips

;

Given to captivity me and my utmost hopes;

I should have found in some place of my soul

A drop of patience ; but, alas, to make me
A fixed figure for the time of scorn

To point his slow and moving finger at I

Yet could I bear that too I well, very well

!

But Othello says, ‘ I cannot allow myself to be discarded from
the one place, Sanctum Sanctorum, of my life,’—
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Bnt there,—where I have garner’d up my heart,

Where either 1 must live or bear no life,

—

The fountain from the which my current runs,

Or else dries up ; to be discarded thence I

Or keep it as a cistern for foul toads

To knot and gender m !

' This I cannot possibly bear. It is here that 1 lose all my
patience.’ And, therefore, he breaks out into fury again, and

loudly apostrophizes “ Patience” thus,

—

Patience, thou joung and lose-lipp'd cherubin,

Turn thy complexion theio ; and, ay, look grim as Hejl.

Here we have a glimpse of the psychological workings of_ a

mind sorely afflicted with the suspicions of the treachery and dis-

loyalty of the most dearly and deeply beloved object of his life.

Besides showing us how ‘ Suspicion is the spider of the mind,’ this

outburst of Othello is a striking illustration of the truth,
—‘Love

brooks no partnership’. But poor Desdemona, not fully realizing

the nature of Othello’s affliction, only urges—
I hope my noble loid esteems me honest

At which, Othello thugs in her face this vulgar denial, couched in

metaphor

—

0 ,
ay, as summer flies are in the shambles,

That quicken 0\en with blowing.

This stinging remark is too much for her, and so she piteously
asks

—

Alas, what ignorant sin have I committed ?

Othello, now in a state of the wildest frenzy, goes on repeat-

ing the words ‘ Committed I' ‘ what committed ?’ And, in the
midst of his repetitions, he loses his sense ot decency, breaks forth

into a series of vulgar and abusive expressions, and calls his
beautiful and loving wife, ‘ thou public commoner,’ ‘ whore,’
‘ impudent strumpet,’ a ‘ weed. .....so lovely fair and so sweet,
which but aches the senses.’

Then he questions her scornfully

—

Are not jou a afcrnrapet ? not a whoro ?—

Poor Desdemona, totally dazed, has no other answer to give
than to deny, emphatically and in the name of Heaven and her
holy religion, the odious charge, protesting—

By heaven, you do me wrong * * »

If to preserve this vessel for my lord

Prom any other foul unlawful touch
Be not to 1)0 a strumpet, I am none.

Othello is again balked. In his third attempt also, he fails to
get the truth (as he ihinksj from hei'. So, he merely exclaims in

a disgusted, doubting mood, * is it possible ?
’ And, casting at her
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his last vile remark,—that he took her for ‘ that cunning whore of
Venice that married with Othello’,—he abruptly goes out of the
room.

PART X.

Desdemona Appeals to lago . Emilia Curses the Villain who has misled Othello.

Desdemona is now much dejected, dazed, almost pros-
trated. And, so, when Emilia enters the room after Othello’s
departure and enquires after her health, Desdemona merely
answers,

—

Paitih, half asleep; * * *

do not talk to me Emilia ;

I cannot weep, nor answer have I none
But what should go by water. Prithee, to-night
Lay on my bed my wedding sheets ; remember

;

And call thj husband hithei.

Emilia goes and fetches lago. He notices a pitiable dejec-
tion and despondency in Desdemona. As if entirely ignorant of
the affairs, he asks her ‘How is’t with you?’ She does not
know how or what to say She merely utters, ‘ I cannot tell

;my husband chid me as if I were a child !

'
‘ Why, why, what is

the matter, lady? ,’ enquires lago, with all pretended eagerness.
Seeing her silent and oppressed with grief, Emilia comes to her
rescue and replies,

—

Alas, lago, my lord hath so bewhoied her,

Thrown such despite and heavy terms upon her.
As true hearts cannot hear.

‘ Am I that name, lago ?’ interposes Desdemona pent up with
grief. As if he has not understood Emilia, but really to make
Desdemona herself utter the foul and slanderous word, m order to
tickle his vile and wicked heart, he questions her ‘What name,
my lady?’ Desdemona would not utter that foul word. Her pure
soul recoils at the very mention of it. So she simply answers,

—

Such as, she says, my lord did say I was.

This villain of the darkest dye who has been at the bottom of
all mischief and knows full well every secret in detail, pretends
complete ignorance and surprisingly asks,

—

Why did he so ?

‘ I do not know, ’ replies poor Desdemona. ‘ I am sure I am
none,’ so saying, she bursts out weeping. The devil who, only a little

while ago, chuckled with glee over his success in damning her
character to her husband, now pretends to console her by repeat-
ing, ‘ Do not weep, do not weep.* Emilia then breaks out into a
volley of angry protests and comments, on behalf of her
mistress,—
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Hath she forsook so many noble matches,

Her father, and hei country, and her friends.

To be call’d Whore ? Would it not make one weep ?

She cries out again,

—

Whj should he call her nhoie ’ who keeps her company ?

What place >' \rhat time ? what form ? what likelihood ^

She then ventures her shrewd opinion,

—

The Blinov’s abused by some most villainous knave

It 'is the work of some eternal villain who, ‘to get some office,

has devised this slander.’ And when Desdemona, m the boundless

charity of her heart, says,

—

If such thci e be, Heaven pardon him !,

at once comes the cutting and curseful retort of Emilia,

—

A haltei pardon him ! and Hell gnaw his bones !

She then goes on bawling out in her righteous indignation,

—

0 Heaven, that such companions thou ’ Idst'^unfold

And put in evoi y honest hand a whip

To lash the rascals naked through the world

Even from the East to the West I

lago is the villainous knave to whom this applies. He there-

fore docs not like the topic to be discussed any further. Hence
he checks his wife,

—

Fie J There is no such man, it is impossible.

And when still she persists, and loudly declaims against such
villains, he commands,— ‘ Speak within door. ’ But Emilia would
not stop and cries, ‘ O, fie upon them !

’ She even turns against
her hiusband, and blames him for having listened to some scandal-
mongci ing villain,—

That turn’d your wdt the seamy side wdthout.

And made you to suspect mo with the Moor.

And the only reply lago gives, is—

•

You are a fool
;

go to.

Here, Desdemona intervenes and, in sorrow and helplessness,
turns to lago for help,

—

0, good lago,

What shall I do to win my lord again ?

1 know not how I lost him.

And kneeling down, and swearing ‘ by this light of Heaven,’
she assures him

—

If e’er my will did trespass against his love,

Eitihor in discourse of thought or actual deed

;

Or that mine eyes, mine ears, or my sense,

Delighted them in any other form

;
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Or that I do not yet, and ever did,

And ever will,—though he do shake me off

To beggarly divorcement,—love him dearly ;

Comforii forswear me

!

She implores him most piteously,
‘ Good friend, go to him’

and satisfy him. Sincere and helping friend that this rascal has
all along appeared to be, he now invents a ready excuse to lull

her into a treacherous calm, saying

—

I pray you, be content, ’ tis bat Ins humour

;

The business of the State does him offence.

And he does chide with you.

Like a child, Desdemona feels partly relieved ; and ‘ if ’t

were no other,’—she begins. But before she could conclude her
sentence, I ago, fearing that she may not credit the excuse given
by him, quickly interrupts and assures her,—

’ Tis but so, I warrant
Go in, and weep not, all things shall be well.

PART XI.

Roderigo again complains bnt is, as before, soon pacified and farther instigated

by lago.

Just then, the trumpets blow and announce the hour of the
State supper. Desdemona, as the General’s wife, departs to join
the assembly.

Roderigo now meets lago. He has been led to believe
that lago would win Desdemona for him. With this bait dangling
before him, he has been, from time to time, paying heavy sums
of money to lago, Lately, the fool was induced to give up even
his jewels for being presented to that lady. He now comes to
suspect that all this is but a scurvy trick and finds himself to be
‘ fopped in it. ’ Thereforej there ensues this interesting conversa-
tion between the angry dupe and his calm but clever duper :

—

ROD ; Every day thou daffest me with some devico, lago
; and

rather, as it seems to me now, keepest from mo all conveni-
ency than snppliest me with the least advantage of hope. I
will indeed no longer endure it ; nor am I yet persuaded to

put up in peace what already I have foolishly suffered.

lAGO : Will you hear me, Boderigo ?

ROD: Eaith, I have heard too much; for, your words and per*
formances are no kin together; ,

IA60; You charge me most unjustly.

ROD: With nought but truth. I have wasted myself out of my
means. The jewels you have had from ms to deliver to

Desdemona would half have corrupted a votarist
; you have

told me she hath received them and returned ma expaotatioaa
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and Goniforiis of sudden respecii and acquaintance ; but I

find none. * * *

IA60 : Very well.

ROD: I tell you ’tis not very well. I will make myself known to

Desdemona ; if she will return me my jewels, I will give

over my suit and repent my unlawful solicitation ; if not,

assure yourself I will seek satisfaction of you.

Threatened thus by Roderigo, lago is placed rather in an

awkward and risky position. If Roderigo complains to Desdemona,
he-(Iago) will stand exposed in all the frauds that he has practised

upon his dupes. He will call me ’to a restitution large of

gold and jewels that I bobb’d from him as gifts to Desdemona,’
and ‘it must not be.’ So, he tries to bring him round, (1) First,

by trying to explain himself, saying ‘ Will you hear me ? ’ But

Roderigo chokes him off by replying, ‘I have already heard too

much (2) Second, by protesting his honesty,
—

‘ You charge
me most unjustly, ’ and (3) Third, by showing to be indifferent

about it,
—

‘ Well
;
go to ; very well

;

’ to which Roderigo replies
‘1 tell you ’ tis not very well...... Assure yourself I will seek

satisfaction of you.
’

lago finds that all his replies and reasons prove unavailing
;

he sees that the man is angry and determined Hence, he veers

round at once and is ready with a new plan. ‘ Why, now I see

there’s mettle in thee,' he Hatters him by tickling his vanity.- ‘ Give
me thy hand, Roderigo ! ’, he exclaims as if in admiration for his

spirit. ‘ Your suspicion is not without wit and judgment,’ he
praises him, because, though, ‘ I have dealt most directly in thy
affair I grant. ..it hath not so appeared*’ From now, he says,

he will be more open, and,

—

If thou hast that in thee indeed, which I have greater reason to

believe now than ever,—I mean purpose, courage and valour,— this

night show it ; if thou the next night following enjoy not Desdemona,
taka me from this world with treachery and devise engines for

my life.

Roderigo is caught in the net cast by lago ;
the temptation is

too much for him. ‘ Well, what is it ?’ he eagerly asks. lago
tells him how an ' especial commission has come from Venice to

depute Cassio in Othello's place,’ and how Othello with Desde-
mona * goes into Mauritania ’ But there is a way to prevent it and
his abode or stay can.—*

Be lingered here by some accident ; wherein none can be so

determinate as the removing of Cassio

!

‘ How do you mean, removing of him (Cassio) ?’ asks
Roderigo rather perplexed. Why, ‘ knocking out his brains,’
bluntly answers the heartless lago. Roderigo is horrified

;
’ and

that you would have me to do ’ he asks nervously. ‘ Ay,' replies
lago, the master schemer,

—
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If you dare do yourself a profit and a right. He gups to-night

with a harlotry, and thither will I go to him. I will fashion his

return from thence, to fall out between twelve and one. If you will

watch his going thence, you may take him at your plea sure.

Seeing Rodengo stupefied, lago assures and fortifies him,

—

Gome, stand not amazed at it ; I will be near to second your

attempt and he shall fall between us. I will show you such a
necessity in his death that you shall think yourself bound to put

it on him.

PART xir.

After snpper Desdetnona goes to her bed-chamber and has a foreboding of tier

death ; her last talk with Emilia about Women going wrong.

They then part company. The supper in the castle is over.
Othello goes out to see his guest off

;

but, before doing so, he
directs Desdemona,

—

(det you to bed on the instant ; I will be roturiied forthwith :

dismiss >our attendant there.

‘ I Will, my lord’, she replies
;
and, followed by Emilia, letires to

her bed-chamber.

Emilia asks,—
How goes it now ? He looks gentler than he did.

Desdemona replies

—

He hath commanded me to go to bed.

And bade me to dismiss you.

‘ What, dismiss me !’ ejaculates Emilia. But Desdemona
softly assures —

It was his bidding ; therefore, good Emilia
We must not now displease him.

Owing to the constant strain on her mind caused by fear,
worry and anxiety, Desdemona now lapses into a mood ot utter
dejection. She appears to have lost all interest in things worldly.
She even seems to be under a vague fear of something which - she
cannot explain. And to Emilia who tells her, ‘

1 have laid those
sheets you bade me on the bed’ she but indifferently answers
‘ All is one. * Probably, out of a presentiment, or out of a deliberate
wish, brought on by disgust, she also next asks her maid,

—

If I do die before thee, prithee, shroud me
In one of those same sheets.

‘ Come, come, you talk (nonsense,) ’ admonishes Emilia.
* No, ’ says Desdemona, ‘ my mother had a maid call’d Barbara

;

and, being deserted by her lover who proved mad, the maid in her
misfortune, used to sing a—Song of the Willow, and even died
singing it’. ‘ To-night ’ she continues ‘ I too will sing it like
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poor Barbara.’ She sings the song; and, being under an

unaccountable fear, she suddenly stops in the midst of her song,

and then recommences it. Even the whistling of the wind seems

to convey a sort of terror for her.

Emilia tries to brace her up. And they gradually divert to a

conversation about women. ‘ Dost thou in conscience think,

Emilia,’ questions the innocent Desdemona, ‘ that there be women
who do abuse their husbands in such gross kind ? Wouldst
thou do such a deed for all the world ?’ ‘ In troth !’ replies the

maid, full of worldly wisdom,—(wisdom such as is followed by
all the world of practical men, priests, politicians, diplomats,

statesmen, etc.) ‘ I think I should
;
and undo’t when I had done.

But I would not do such a thing for a joint-nng or some similar

petty object. But, if the reward oi consequence of such a deed
were to be the whole world, why, then,

—

Tis a great price

For a small vice.’

‘ Who would not make her husband a cuckold to make him
a monarch ? Nay, I should venture (even) purgatory for’t.’

And again, she proceeds to justify it thus,
—

‘ Why, the wrong is

but a wrong in the world
;
and having the world for your labour,

’ tis a wrong in your own world, and you must quickly make it

right*
’

Then, for the benefit of the wondering and simple-minded
Desdemona, Emilia breaks out into this homily on Husbands
faults,— '

Yes, I do think it is their husbands’ faults

If wives do fall ; say, that they (husbands) slack their duties

And pour our treasures into foreign laps, « « «
Or, say, they strike us, « »

Why, we have galls ; and tbo' we have some grace,

Yet have we some revenge.

And, therefore, she proceeds to expound her philosophy,—
Let husbands know, their wives have sense like them ;

They see and smell and have their palates both
For sweet and sour, as husbands have.

What is it they do when they change us for others? Is it sport ?

I think it is ! and doth affection breed it ?

I think it doth : is't frailty that thus errs ?

It is so too { and have not wa affections,

Desires for sport, and frailty, as men have ?

And the sum and substance of her philosophy and advice is,—
Then, let them use us well. Elsa, let them know,
The ills we do, their ills instruct us so.

What can Desdemona do but to bow in mute assent to such
practical politics full of sound sense and wisdom,— to such equal
justice between the sexes ?
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TrUe» Some of the ills or wicked acts of women are copied from
those of their masters or husbands

;
but as for Desdemona, in her

angelic sweetness and purity, she prays to Heaven to send her

such uses or opportunities that she may be enabled, ‘ not to pick

bad from bad
;

but, by bad mend

The conversation now ends. Desdemona bids ' Good-night
’

to her maid, the latter departs, and she falls asleep.

THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF

SCENE 4 , ACT III. AND ACT IV.

Such are the events that have followed Othello’s vow for ‘a

wide and capable revenge. ’ They vividly show the state of things
leading to the horrible catastrophe. Under the impelling lorce
of the passion ot Jealousy, persons and events are shaping
themselves towards the one inevitable sombre result

Othello, for example, is no longer his old self He now
appears before us as a man torn with conflicting emotions. His
mind has become a battle-ground between high and base motives,
noble passions and wicked ones. On the one hand, his ‘ free and
open nature ’ struggles to gain the mastery over him

;
and, on

the other, the poison of Jealousy injected by lago tingles in his

very blood and burns like ‘ a mine of sulphur. ’ As a result, he
is thoroughly ‘ m favour, as in humour, altered. ’ Now, he behaves
like a maniac, foaming and falling into a trance

;
and now, like a

beaten child or a chidden woman, he bursts forth into a torrent of

tears. At one time, he is gentle and attends to his state-functions

in a manner worthy of his nature
,

at another time, he is peevish,

strikes his wife and commands her to dismiss her attendant soon
from her .bed-chamber. Once, he is goaded by mere humour or fancy,

and asks his wife for her hand, or to show him her eyes; at another
time, under the grip of frenzy, he loses decency and breaks out into

a volley of vulgar abuses. He sinks to low levels and consents to

mean deeds. He acts the part of an eaves-dropper
;
he also holds a

secret court with Emilia. Now, he is the honored host of a State-

supper
;
then, he is the wretched conspirer of murderous schemes.

He IS thus torn asunder by conflicting passions
;

and though
finally he assumes a gentleness, it is but a sombre calm before a

terrible storm.

Desdemona is the same simple and innocent, loving and
lovable person, but suffering for her very innocence and simplicity.

^Iven in his anger, Othello praises her beauty as
—

‘ like one m
Heaven,’ and speaks highly to lago of her charms and accomplish-
ments, her delicateness with the needle and her capacity in music.
Yet, she is struck by him openly and abused in vulgar and wicked
language* She is of so gentle a nature and of so modest a
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character, that even when ‘ bewhored ’ by her husband in secret,

or struck by him in public, she would soon compose herself. She

is so sweet, charitable, saintly, super-human, angelic, in her

temper that she has no ill-will, no curses against her wrong-doers.

She is almost a child in her innocence. She loves him so much
that even when ill-treated, she but takes a vow that ‘ though he do
but shake me off to beggarly divorcement,’ she shall love him still.

She is so pure that not a single vulgar word escapes her lips, nor

a single wicked thought passes across her mind. When lago

questions her as to how she was addressed and abused by Othello,

she would not utter the word whore. ‘ It doth abhor ’ her
;

and she would rather indirectly reply,
—‘Such as she says my

lord did say I was'. She would not commit, like Emilia, any evil

deed even for the award of ‘ all the world ’. She would not

retaliate against her husband as wordly women do
;
and rather

than copy his evil ways, she would, by bad, mend herself. She
would not attribute evil motive to her husband for his harsh
conduct but would ascribe it to change of humour due to

State-matters. She is so child-like that she easily feels relieved

whenever she is told that ‘all will he well ’ in character,

as also in conduct, she is so simple and guileless that, at times,

she becomes childish, foolish and tactless,—which in this crooked
and self-seeking world, amounts to a great fault in her. Again and
again, would she persist before her angry lord for Cassio’s restor-

ation, not knowing that his anger is due to the very fact of her doing
so. She would always, tho’ ignorantly and foolishly, interpret his

attitude as an attempt to divert her from her topic. She does not
know that by her persistency she incriminates herself more and
more, in the eyes of Othello. And she, therefore, finally pays for

her folly with her life.

In this Act, she is presented as a patient sufferer, cruelly

wronged, and labouring under a vague presentiment of her death.
In a mood of despair, she says to Emilia, ‘ If I do die before thee,

prithee, shroud me in one of those same sheets.’ She even sings

the gloomy ‘ Song of the Willow’ which, in her disappointed
love, Barbara sang and died singing. These, though ignorantly
uttered at the time, point to the truth of the adage,

—“ Coming
events cast their shadows before.

’’

Such are the hero and the heroine of the play the one is

presented as a suspecting and sinning aggressor, and the other as
a suspected innocent,— cruelly sinned against

;
the one is violent,

striking, abusing and cursing
;
and the other, non-violent, patient,

calm, and not retaliating. The contrast is dark and even ominous,
indicative of domestic misery, of calculated persecution, and of an
impending catastrophe.
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(Ontline of the story, Act by Act

)

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF

ACT V.

The State-supper in honour of Lodovico (as mentioned in

Scene III of the last Act) is over in the Castle. And Othello
orders Desdemona to go to bed straight, while he goes out walk-
ing with his guestio see him off to his lodging-place and promises
to return soon. Desdemona accordingly retires to her bed-chamber,
dismisses Emilia, and is fast asleep when Othello returns.

Troubled and agitated, Othello enters the bed-chamber and
reflects over the ‘ Cause ’ that is prompting him, and the ‘ Life

’

he is going to pluck. Being kissed, Desdemona wakes and Othello
asks her to repent of her sms as, he says, he is going to kill her.

She protests her innocence but in vain, and he soon strangles her
to death.

In the meantime, in the dead of night, Cassio returns from
Bianca’s place. As previously instigated by lago, Roderigo way-
lays and attacks him. Cassio, being well protected by a special

armour, is not hurt. But he, m turn, seriously wounds his

assailant. lago, who is standing close by m the darkness of the
night, wounds Cassio in the leg and disappears.

The shouts and groans of the wounded bring Gratiano,
Lodovico and others on to the scene. lago also comes up with
a lantern in his hand, and dressed in his night shirt, as if he is

hastening direct from his bed. On the way he finds Roderigo
lying wounded and, pretending to take him for a murderous robber,
stabs him to death. He then meets others and in their presence
dresses Cassio’s wound with his shirt, and causes him to be
carried in a chair to the Castle to which place others also repair.

Emilia, sent over to Othello by her husband to report these
incidents, arrives at the bed-chamber in the castle. And when
she is admitted, she discovers to her horror that her mistress too
lies murdered by the Moor. She raises a cry and all within
earshot, hasten to the spot. Then, mutual enquiries and explana-
tions follow in which Emilia and Cassio explain how the

handkerchief came into Cassio 's possession. lago is thus
exposed and, though wounded by the now-repentant Moor, he
manages to stab his wife and run away. He is however immedia-
tely pursued by Montano who arrests him and brings him back.

Othello, out of remorse for his rash deed, now stabs himself in the
presence of all, and dies falling upon the body of his wife and
kissing it.

Gratiano, being the brother of Brabantio, succeeds to the

property of Othello. Cassio, who is now appointed Governor of

the place, is entrusted with the task of punishing lago adequately

for all his crimes now thoroughly revealed. Others return to

Venice to report these occurrences to the Senate.
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In a night) scuffle, Kodengo is stabbed by Cassio who is also wounded in

his leg, stealthily from behind, by lago.

1. One cxinie begets a host of others to shield itself from discovery.

^

2. How one wrong involves the commission of other wrong's in ex'der
to justify itself 1

®

(Pic. 53),
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ACT V. SCENE I.—CYPRUS 4 STREET. THE NIGHT SCUlill-.

lAQO; Here, sfand behind this bu'k- ,
stiaiglit’ will he come wear

thy good rapier bare,^ and put it home ' Quick, quick,^ lear

nothing
,

I’ll be at thy ebiow ii uMites us, oi it niars us J

think on that, and fix most hrm Lliy resolution.*’

ROD • Be near at hand
;

I may rai'=caiiy ui ’t
^

IA60 . Here, at thy hand be bold, and take thy btand. [Retires afar

ROD . [To self.] I have no great devotion to the deed
;
and yet

he hath given me satisfying icasons ,
tis but a man gone

Forth, my sword : he dies

IA60
.
[To Self.] I have rubb’d this young qua! almost to the

sense,^2 and he grows angry. Now, whether he kill Cassio, or

Cassio him, or each do kill the olhet,—every way makes my
gain. Live Rodengo,’'* he calls me to a restitution largc^' of

gold and jewels that 1 bobb’d’^ fiom him, as gifts to Desdeniona;

it must not be If Cassio do remain, he hath a daily beauty
in his life that makes me ugly and besides, the Aloor may
unfold^® me to him

;
there stand I in much pciil no, he must

die. Be ’t so. I hear him coming. [Retires and hides.

Enter Cassio.

ROD : I know his gait ’tis he. [To Cas.] Villain ! thou diest.

[Cuts him,

CAS : That thrust had been mine enemy indeed, but that my coat

is better than thou know’st -o I will make proof of thine
[Draws and wounds Rcdcrigo.

ROD • O, I am slain i [Falls. lago, from bthind, iiounds Cassio in the leg, and

exit.

CAS 1 am maim’d®^ for ever. Help, ho ' murder ' muidci ! [Falls.

1. Bulk the trunk oi a tree in the street, or the projection of a house.

2 Straight directly this way 3 Wear . .hare keep your good (or trusty)

sword out of its cover (i e. ready for action). 4. Put it homo diive it stiaighl

or well. 5. Qaidi, quick be sharp in doing it , do not hesitate or fear. 6. At
thy elbow . very near you. 7. It makes . .us Itimay lead us to success (if well
done), otherwise, it will defeat our plans and ruin us. 8 Fix . resolution

Prose order is ‘ fix thy resolution most fiimly meaning be firmly determined
about it (i.e do not waver or get nervous ovei it) 9 I may miscarry in’t I

may fail m it, either by not doing it or doing it wrongly. 10. Great devotion to

deep interest in it. 1 1 Forth .. ..dies let my sword go forth, and he dies.

12. I have the sense: (Quat pimple. Almost to the sense to produce
an almost painful sensation Rodengo is here spoken of contemptuously as a
‘ young quat ; i e. a low, irritable fellow) 13. Live Rodengo if Rodengo lives

l4 Restitution large large restitution, heavy compensation 15 Bobb’d robbed
or cheated. 16, It must not be • such a thing should not occui : b e ) he should
not live. 17. He hath ugly he has ments (of body and mmd which I lack
and) which make me look insignificant oi small, 18. Unfold, exposa (me to

him, by telling him all my accusations against him). 19. Gait ; mode of walking
20. Enemy knows’t . killed me , pioved fatal to me, if my coat-of-mail had not
protected me better than you thought. 21 I will . .thine I will prove that

your coat is weaker, (i e. I will make my thiust at you with a moie deadly result

than you did) 22. Maim’d mutilated , made lame.
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OTHELLO. (ON HEARING THE CRY OF CASSIO).

OTH : The voice of Cassio : lago keeps his word.

ROD : O, villain that I am !
^

OTH : It is even so.

CAS : 0, help, ho ! light ! a surgeon !

OTH ;
’ Tis he. O brave lago, honest and just, that hast such

noble sense of thy friend’s wrong ! Thou teachest me.2 Minion,

^

your dear lies dead, and your unblest fate hies strumpet, I

come ! Forth of my heart, those charms, thine eyes, are blotted

thy bed, lust-stain’d, shall with lust’s blood be spotted.'^ [Exit.

Enter Lodovico and Gratiano.

CAS : What, ho ! no watch ? no passage murder ! murder !

GRA ’ Tis some mischance f the cry is very diieful.^

CAS : 0, help !

LOD; Hark!

ROD : O wretched villain I

LOD : Two or three groan : it is a heavy^° night : these may be
counterfeits let’s think ’t unsafe to come into the cry with-
out more help.

ROD : Nobody come ? then shall I bleed to death.

LOD : Hark !

Re-enter lago, with a light.

GRA : Here’s one comes in his shirt,^- with light and weapons.

lAGO : Who’s there ? whose noise is this that cries on^3 murder ?

LOD : We do not know.

lAGO : Did not you hear a cry ?

CAS ; Here, here ! for heaven’s sake, help me I

lAGO : [Apart and at a distance]. What’s the matter ?

GRA : This is Othello’s Ancient, as I take it.

LOD : The same indeed
;

a very valiant fellow.

lAGO : What are you, here, that cry so grievously ?

1. Villain that I am
: (to be set on by lago to kill Cassio.) 2. Thou teachest

me you set the example (by revenging yourself on Cassio, and thereby) teach
me (to do the same with Desdemona.) 3- Minion darling

;
(said ironically with

reference to Desdemona.) 4. And your hies . and your miserable end draws
near. 5. Forth blotted . Prose order, ‘those charms—thine eyes—are blotted

fcMTth of my heart. ’ The meaning is, I banish all the charms and attractions of

yours that have hitherto dwelt in my mind. 6. Thy spatted : I shall take
revenge on you by killing you on your very adulterous bed, (i e. I will stai n
with your lustful blood the bed wluch you have contaminated with your lust.)

7, Passage passers-by. 8. Mischance ; mishap or danger. 9. Direful :

dreadful and distressing. 10. Heavy: dangerous and sorrowful. 11. Counter-
feits: cheats or thieves (who pretend to be in distress ) 12. In his shirt : in his
night-dress (making it appear as if he is coming direct from his bed.) 13- Oh :

again and again.
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CAS: lago ' O, I am spoil’d,^ undone by villaint, ! Give me some
help.

lAGO : 0 me, Lieutenant ! what villains have done this ?

CAS : I think that one of them is hereabout, and cannot make
away.2

lAGO : O treacherous villains !

[To Lodo. and Grat.] What arc you there ? come in and give some
help.

ROD : 0, help me heie !

CAS . That’s one of them.

lAGO : O murderous slave ' 0 villain
'

[Runs and stabs Roderigo.

ROD ; O damn’d iago ! 0 inhuman clog !

lAGO : Kill men i’ the dark !—Where be these bloody thieves ’ ^

How silent is this town ! Ho ! murder ! murder !

What may you be ? arc you of good or evil ?*

LOD : As you shall prove us, praise us.s

IAGO : Signior Lodovico

LOD : He, sir.

IAGO . I cry you mercy .f' Here's Cassio hurt by villains.

GRA : Cassio •

IAGO : How is ’t, brother ’

CAS : My leg is cut in two.

IAGO : Marry, heaven forbid ' Light gentlemen I’ll bind it with
my shirt.

1 Spoil 'd, undone maimed and disabled. 2. Make away : run away.
3. Where . .thieves where are the olhei murderous thieves ? 4. Are

evil f do you come here with good or bad intention ? 5. As you .. us

regard us as you may presently find us 6. 1 cry you mercy . 1 beg your
pardon.
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ENTER BIANCA,

Ia|o meets Bianca and tries to incriminate her too

.

BIAN : What is the matter ? ho ! who is*t that cried ?

lACO : Who is’t that cried !

BIAN : O my dear Cassio ! my sweet Cassio ! 0 Cassio, Cassio,

Cassio

!

lAGO ; 0 notable! strumpet ! Cassio, may you suspect

Who they should be that have thus mangled^ you

CAS : No.

GRA : I am sorry to find you thus I have been to seek you.s

IA60 : Lend me a garter.® So.^ O, for a chair,

To bear him easily® hence!

BIAN : Alas, he faints ! 0 Cassio, Cassio, Cassio !

lAGO : Gentlemen all, I do suspect this trash® to be a party in this

injury. Patience awhile, good Cassio. Come, come : lend

me a light. Know we this face^® or no ? Alas, my friend

and my dear countryman Rodengo ! no ;—yes, sure.—

0

heaven ! Rodengo.

GRA : What, of Venice ?

lAGO : Even he, sir : did you know him ?

GRA : Know him! ay.

lAGO : Signior Gratiano ? I cry you gentle pardon t^Khese bloody
accidents must excuse my manners, that so neglected you.!2

GRA : 1 am glad to see you.

lAGO : How do you, Cassio ? 0, a chair, a chair !

GRA ; Rodengo ^

lAGO • He, he, ’tis he. [A chair bronght in.] 0, that’s well said,!®

the chair. Some good man bear him carefully from hence : I’ll

fetch the geneial’s surgeon. [To Bianca] For you mistress,
save you your labour.!** He that lies slain here, Cassio, was
my dear friend. W’hat malice!® was between you ?

CAS : None in the world : nor do I know the man.

IAG9 . (To Bian) What, look you pale ? O, bear him out o’ the air

[Cassio and Roderigo are borne off.

1. Notable : notorious ; very infamous. 2. Mangled : cut ; or seriously
•wounded. 3. May joo you ? • whom do you suspect as the persons who
thus cut your leg? 4. Thus; in this condition. 5. I have..... you : 1 have
been all this time searching for you. 6 Garter: a ribbon for binding. 7. So; that

;

(it is said in approval of the garter that must have been lent him). 8. Easily :

with ease; (i.e. ) without causing pain. 9 Trash: mean and useless thing ; said
dispraisingly of Bianca. (Note how lago is here cleverly trying to implicate
Bianca in the murderous deeds.) 10. This face • referring to Roderigo. 11. I

cry pardon : I humbly beg your pardon. 12. Must excuse you • have upset
me much and made me forget you. which is against’my usual etiquette. 13' Well
said ; well thought of ; or well done. 14. Save you your labour: do not trouble
yourself (about helping Cassio). 15- Malice ; ill-feeling.
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Stay you, good gentlemen.^ —Look you palci mistress ?

—

Do you perceive the gastness of her eye^^

Nay, if you stare, we shall hear more anon.2 —
Behold her well

;
1 pray you, look upon her

;

Do you see, gentlemen ? nay, guiltiness will speak,
Though tongues were out of use.^

EMIL :
’ Las, what’s the matter ^ what’s the matter, husband ?

lAGO • Cassio hath here been set on'^ in the dark
By Roderigo, and fellows that are ’scaped .

He’s almost slain, and Roderigo dead.

EMIL : Alas, good gentleman ! alas, good Cassio !

lAGO : This is the fruit of whoring^ Prithee, Emilia,
Go, know of*^ Cassio where he supp’d to -night.

[To Bian] What, do you shake^ at that ?

BIAN . He supp’d at my house
;
but, I therefore shake not.

lAGO . O, did he so ? I charge you, go with me.

EMIL : Fie, fie upon thee, strumpet

!

BIAN . I am no strumpet
;
but of life as honest

As you that thus abuse me.®

EMIL : As P foh F fie upon thee !

lAGO Kind gentlemen, let's go see poor Cassio dress’d.

Come, mistress, you must fell’s another tale.^°

Emilia, run you to the citadel.

And tell my lord and lady what hath happ’d >

Will you go on afore.^^ [Aside.] This is the night

That either makes me or fordoes me quite [Exit.

a Good gentlemen ; Lodo and Grati. who are going away with Cassio.

1 . The gastness of her eye the ghastliness of her look ; her frightened

look. 2 Anon later; in course of time. 3. Guiltiness use. crimes will (somehow)
reveal themselves, though they that commit them may not speak out. (This ex-

pression IS similar to ‘Murder will out.’) 4. Set on • waylaid and attacked. 5. This

... .whoring : this is the (evil) result of visiting whores. 6. Go, know of
:
go and en-

quire or learn. 7. Shake: tremble. 8. But of.. ..me: (Prose order) But I

am of as honest a life as you etc ; This means ; I am as honest in my life as you
who thus abuse me ; (i e.) I am no worse than you in my dealings and conduct.

9. Foh • an expression of contempt. 10 Another tale . quite a different account!

the truth as contrasted with the deliberate lie with which you are attempting

to hide or evade it. 11. Happ'd happened or occurred. 12. Go on afore : go in

advance. 13 This is quite ; This is the night that either brings me success or

ruins me completely, (lago means that all the wicked plans and devilish schemes
he has been concocting and pushing on lor days together have reached their

climax that particular night “They will decide my fate one way or the other.

Hence I have to be very careful this night ; lor, the slightest oversight on my
pari will expose me and my villainous plans.’ )
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Othello’s mental agitation before killing Desdemona,

1. Look Itefore you leap, and judge if jour cause is really righteous.

2. A loving and noble nature will recoil from a bloodj’ deed for its

brutalizing effect,

(Pic, 54.)
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Scene il. Othello in a Bedchamber of the castle* Desdemona in bed, asleep.

A light barning

OTHELLO'S SOLILOQUY-AND HIS MENTAL AGITATION.

OTH . It IS the Cause, it is the Cause, ^ my soul,—let me not name it

to you, you chaste stars ^— It is the Cause. Yet, I’ll not shed her
blood, 2 nor scar that whiter skin of hers than snow, and smooth
as monumental alabaster ^ Yet, she must die,"^ else she’ll betray^

more men.

Put out this light, and then, put out that light.^ If I

quench thee, thou flaming minister I can again thy former
light restore, should I repent me. But, once put out thy light,^ —
thou cunning’st pattern of excelling nature,^ — I know not
where is that Promethean heat^^ that can thy light relume.
When I have pluck’d the rose,^^ i cannot give it vital growth
again, it must needs wither

;
Til smelP^ it on the tree,

—

[Kisses

her.] Ah! balmy^"^ breath, that dost almost persuade Justice to

break her sword One more, one more ;

—

Be thus^^ when
thou art dead, and I will kill thee, and love thee after^^ ;--'One

more, and this the last. So sweet was ne’er so fatal.^® I must
weep, but they are cruel tears : this sorrow’s heavenly,^® it

strikes where it doth love.^^ She wakes.

1 . Cause . here means the sole motive or reason for his resolution to kill

Desdemona The ‘ Cause * refers to her alleged misconduct. Othello
is so shocked by her crime that he would not mention it even by
name for fear of offending the chaste stars or heavenly lights. Hence he calls the
motive or reason ‘ the Cause \ Othello is here perturbed in his mind, not
because he is afraid of the act of killing Desdemona, but because of the difficulty

to associate such a crime with her, of whose chastity he had a very high opinion.

2 ril not .... blood . for fear of spoiling her lovely, snow-white and smooth
complexion. 3. Monumental alabaster . a kind of smooth marble used in building

monuments for the dead. 4. Yet die by some other means than by shed-
ding her blood. 5. Betray deceive ; or prove treacherous to. 6. Put out

light First, let me put out the light (of the candle); and then, put out that, (or

her) light (i.e., the light of her life). This means. ‘
I will kill her in the dark, so

that 1 may not feel any more pity by the contemplation of her lovely form and
complexion/ 7. Thou flaming minister referring to the burning candle. 8. Thy
light . Desdemona s life. 9. Thou nature . you (who are) the exquisite piece
or sample of Nature’s choice workmanship. 10. Promethean heat heavenly fire ;

(Prometheus was an ancient Greek god who stole fire from heaven and gave it

to man. For this he was punished by Zeus). 11. Relume . relight or rekindle.

12 The Rose : this is a metaphor referring to Desdemona s life. 13. Smell : use
or enjoy. 14 Balmy sweet-smelling. 15. That sword* that almost induces

one to refrain from dealing justice. (Justice is here personified as a goddess hold-

ing a pair of scales in one hand and a sword in the other). 16 Thus : as lovely as

now. 17. I will after I kill you, not because 1 do not love you* but because
of the Cause. 18. So , ..fafal . so sv^eet, yet so poisonous (because of your
misconduct). 19. Heavenly heaven-sent: (the result of pure and noble thoughts).

20. It.. ....love : it loves and it also corrects the object of its love.
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Dssdemona I’emonstrates, but Othello is proof against conviction.

The raging demon of Jealousy (or G-reed), ever deaf ito the Voice of

Iteason, is ready to devour its victim.

(Pic. S5.)
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OTHELLO ASKS DESDEMONA TO PRAY BEFORE HE KILLS HER.

She remonstrates but he is proof against Conviction.

DES : Who’s there ? Othello ?

OTH : Ay, Desdemona.

DES . Will you come to bed, my lord

OTH : Have you pray’d to-night, Desdemona ?

DES : Ay, my lord,

OTH : If you bethink yourself of any crime unreconcil’d as yet to

Heaven and grace, ^ solicit^ for it straight.

DES : Alas, my lord ! what may you mean by that ?

OTH : Well, do it, and be brief
;

I will walk by : I would not kill

thy unprepared^ spirit
;

no, Heaven forfend ! I would not kill

thy soul.'*

DES : Talk you of killing ^

OTH : Ay, I do.

DES . Then Heaven have mercy on me !

OTH : Amen, with all my heart

DES : If you say soi I hope you will not kill me.

OTH : Hum !

DES ; And yet I fear you
;
for you are fatal then when your e>es

roll so : why I should fear I know not, since guiltiness I know
not

;
but yet I feel I fear.

OTH . Think on thy sins.

DES : They are loves I bear to you.

OTH: Ay, and for that thou diest.

DES ; That death’s unnatural that kills for loving. Alas, why
gnaw you so your nether lip,?® Some bloody passion shakes
your very frame ‘P these are portents but yet I hope, I hope,
they do not point on® me.

OTH ; Peace, and be still I

DES : I will so^°. What’s the matter ?

1. Unreconcil’d. .....grace : (for wliich) you have not repented and made
peace with God and his mercy. 2. Solicit: ask or pray. 3. Unprepared unre>
pentant. 4. Heaven... .. .soul : let God forbid me from taking away your soul

while it is still unprepared. 5. Amen heart : I too say the same very
heartily. 6. Gnaw. .....lip : take the lower lip between your teeth as if to bite it;

(this is a sign of anger.) 7. Some frame : your whole body is trembling with
some awful and blood-thirsty spirit of revenge-. 8. Portents, signs indicating

coming evil. 9. On : to. 10. I will so : I will do so,
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THOU GAV’ST MY HANDKERCHIEF TO CASSIO !

OTH ; That handkerchief which I so lov’d and gave thee, thou

gav’st to Cassio

DES : No, by my life and soul ' Send for the man and ask him.

OTH : Sweet soul, take heed, take heed of perjury,^ thou’rt on thy

death-bed.

DES : Ay, but not yet to die.

OTH : Yes, presently
;
therefore confess thee freely of thy sin

;
for,

to deny each article with oath cannot remove, nor choke the

• strong conception that I do groan withal .

2

Thou art to die.

DES : Then, Lord have mercy on me !

OTH : I say, amen.

DES • And have you mercy too ’ T never did offend you in my
life

;
never lov’d Cassio but with such general warranty of

Heaven as I might love I never gave him token

OTH : By Heaven, 1 saw my handkerchief in’s hand. O perjur’d

woman thou dost stone® ray heart, and mak’st me call what
I intend to do a murder which I thought a sacrifice.’ I saw the

handkerchief.

DES : He found it then
;

I never gave it him. Send for him hither
;

let him confess a truth

OTH : He hath confess’d that he hath used thee.

DES : How? unlau fully ?

OTH : Ay.

DES : He will not say so.

OTH . No, his mouth IS stopp’d,^ honest lago hath tak’n order®

for it.

DES : 0 ! my fear interprets.’® What, is he dead ?

OTH : Had all his hairs been lives, my great revenge had stomach
for them alld^

1, Take perjury: take care that you do not commit perjury (or, false

swearing by uttering a lie). 2. For... .withal : because, however much you
may deny every one of these facts even on oath, it will not remove or suppress

the strong (or firmly established) conviction that is oppressing me heavily.

3. But with love ; except in such a general way as is sanctioned by the

moral usage of Society by which I can love (or like) anybody. 4 . Token sign

(of love.) 5. Perjur’d woman
: (or a liar.) 6. Stone : harden. 7. And mak’st

sacrifice ; you are lying ; you are therefore hardening my heart , and hence
invest the action (of taking your life) which 1 intend doing, with the name of
‘ murder ’ (out of blood-thirsty revenge for your life) rather than a ‘ sacrifice or

holy offering ’ (in the cause of virtue.) 8. His stopped : because Othello

believes him to have been killed by lago. 9. Tak’n order ; arranged for it (with
my sanction.) 10. My fear iuterprets ; my fear forebodes some calamity (to him.)
11. Had,.....aU: my revenge against him was so great or unsatiable, unquench-
able that I would have killed him again and again (wkhout the feeling of disgust

qr fatigue), even if he had as many lives as he had hairs on hia body.
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POOR DESDEMONA PLEADS FOR HER LIFE BUT IN VAIN

DES . Alas, he is betray’d, and I undone ^ [Weeps.

OTH : Out, stiumpet ! weep’st thou for him to my face '

DES . O, banish me, my lord, but kill me not '

OTH . Down, strumpet I

DES Kill me to-morrow
;

let me live to-night.

1. He . undone he has fallen a victim to treacheiy, and i line been
rendered helpless (undone • ruined) Cassio, she thinks, can no lons^or appear to

confirm the truth of her statement.
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Obhollo now stifles Desdemona m her bed.

Evil passions tend to liberate the Boast in Man and cry for bloodt

(Pio. S6.)
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OTHELLO STRANGLES DESDEMONA TO DEATH.

OTH . Nay, if you strive,— [Starts stifling her.

DES : (Let me live) But half an hour !

OTH : Being done, there is no pause.

^

DES : But while I say one prayer !

OTH : It is too late [He smothers her.

Emilia arrives at the Door and Shoats.

EMIL : [Within.] My lord, my lord ! what, ho ! my lord, my lord !

OTH ; What noise is this ? Not dead ? not yet quite dead

I that am cruel am yet merciful

I would not have thee linger in thy pain :

So, so. [He is again smothering her.

1. Being pause having once made up my mind, 1 would carry out my
resolve without any pause or waste of time. 2. Merciful (read, * and there-

fore —after this word.)
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OTHELLO’S PERPLEXITY AFTER THE MURDER

EMIL • [Within] What, ho t my lord, my lord !

OTH Who’s there ^

EMIL • [Within] O, good my lord, I would speak a word with you I

OTH Yes, 'tis Emilia. By and byd She’s dead.^

’Tis like^ she comes to speak of Cassio’s death

The noise was high. Ha ' no more moving !

StilB as the grave I Shall she^ come in ? were ’t good ?

I think she<^ stiis again ;—No
,
What’s best to do ?

If she come m, she’ll sure speak to my wife
;

My wufe ! my wife ! what wife ? I have no wife.

O, insupportable O heavy hour !®

Methinks it should be now a huge eclipse

Of sun and moon, and that the affrighted globe

Should yawn at alteration ^

EMIL [Within] I do beseech you that I may speak with you, 0,

good my lord !

OTH I had forgot thee 0, come in, Emilia. Soh,—by and by,—
let me the curtains di aw. Where art thou ^ [He unlocks the doot and

Emilia eaters.

1 . By and by . presently or in a moment, (this is said in answer to

Emilia’s call.) 2. She’s dead ; (from here to the end of the para, Othello speaks

in short and disjointed sentences. This indicates the confused and agitated

state of his mind after the murder.) 3. Like likely. 4. Still silent and

motionless. 5. She refers to Emilia. 6. She Desdemona 7. Insupportable

unbearable (situation) 8 Heavy hour time hanging heavily on me J son owful

and oppressive (to me) 9 Methinks alteration 1 think that there should

now be a total eclipse of the Sun and the Moon followed in turn by serious

earthquakes. (After Desdemona’ s death, ‘chaos’ seems to have come over

Othello’s mind, and he is m a most gloomy and disturbed state. He fancies

that the whole world has become immersed in total darkness ’oy the eclipse of

the Sun and the Moon, and that terrifying earthquakes are taking place. This

has reference to a general superstition that eclipses are followed by calamities to

the Earth and the people therein). Should yawn . should crack oi burst open
At alteration • alternately ,

in turn ; in quick succession ; or as an immediate

consequence. This sentence is rather obscure.
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jEiuiha, admitted into the room, is horrified at the sight, and reveals the

truth of lago’s villainy.

Truth, tho’ long suppressed, when revealed, has a horrifying effect.

(Pic. 58.)
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Emilia is horrified at the sight; and on learning the Facts, gets angry with Othello

and reveals lago’s Villainy.

OTH ; What's the matter with thee now ?

EMIL : O, my good lord, yonder’s foul murder done

!

OTH ; What, now ?

EMIL ; But now, my lord.

OTH : It is the very error of the moon
;
she comes more near the

earth than she was wont, and makes men mad.^

EMIL : Cassio, my lord, hath kill’d a young Venclian call’d

Rodengo.

OTH: Rodengo kill’d i and Cassio kill’d !

EMIL : No, Cassio is not kill’d.

OTH : Not Cassio kill’d ! then murder’s out of tune, and sweet
revenge grows harsh.

^

DES : O, falsely, falsely murder’d !

EMIL : Alas, what cry is that ?

OTH : That ! what ?

EMIL
:

[Rushing towards the bed] Out,^ and alas ! that was my lady’s

voice :—Help ! help, ho ! help ! O lady, speak again Sweet
Desdemona ! O sweet mistress, speak !

DBS : A guiltless death I die.'f

EMIL : O, who hath done this deed ?

DES . Nobody
;

I myself
;

farewell : commend me^ to my kind
lord. O, farewell ! [Dies

OTH ; Why, how should she be murder’d

EMIL : Alas, who knows ?

OTH : You heard her say herself, it was not 1.

EMIL : She said so
;

(but) I must needs report the truth.

1 . It is mad : it is all due to the Moon’s wandering away from her path

and coming nearer the earth than usual; and this makes men mad. (Here

is a combination of fact and fiction. The fact is that the Moon has some
influence on certain weak-minded persons, like the insane who become more
violent than usual on the newmoon and the full-moon days. The fiction or

popular superstition is that the Moon at times deviates from her path, when she

makes all men mad. N. B. Hence the relation between the words ‘ Luna ’ the

Moon, and * Lunacy ’ meaning ‘insanity.’) 2. Then. harsh in that case, the

murder has been misplaced—(that is, a wrong person has been murdered.)—and

the spirit of vengeance, not yet having been satisfied, is still present in me in all

its harshness or virulence. (Out of tune out of its set or plotted path.) 3 Out

get out of the way. 4. A... ...die : 1 am dying a guiltless death, i. e an innocent

death. (I am dying without^ having committed any fault.) 5 Commend me •

convey my good wishes to ;
(Desdemona’s unbounded love to Othello makes her

screen him even when she is in the last gasp of death.) 6. How murder d?,

in what manner or by whom etc. ? (who could have possibly killed her ?)
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EM\LIA IS AMAZED AND STUNNED AT THE DISCOVERY ’

OTIi She’s like a liar gone to burning belli
;

’ twas I that kill’d

her.

EMIL. 0, the more angel she, and you the blacker devil

OTH She turn’d to folly and she was a whore

EMIL Thou dost belie her,'i and thou art a devil.

OTH She was false as water ^

EMIL Thou art rash as lire,*! to say that she was false : O, she
' was heavenly true 1

'

OTH Cassio did top"* her
,
ask thy husband else Or, I were

damn’d beneath all depth in hell, but that I did proceed upon
just grounds to this extremity .*! Thy husband knew it all.

EMIL My husband '

OTH Thy husband.

EMIL . That she was ialse to wedlock

OTH Ay, with Cassio. Nay, had she been true, if Heaven would
make me such another woild of one entiie and perfect

chrysolite, I’ld not have sold her for it

EMIL My husband !

OTH : Ay, ’ twas he that told me first . an honest man he is, and
hates the slime that sticks on filthy deeds.

EMIL . My husband '

OTH ; What needs this iteration,’- woman ? I say thy husband.

EMIL: O mistress, villainy hath made mocks with love 1’^—My
husband say that she was false !

1 She — hell • she told a he and has therefore gone to the burning hell.

(Othello’s open mind may be noted here . he does not hide the truth,

though it incriminates him wuh the murder.! 2. 0, the more devil Alas, in

that case, she is all the more angelic (in that she loved you still and tried to save
you), and you are all the more devilish (for having killed her, and consigned
her to hell.) 3. Turn’d to folly : turned to adultery, (i.e. became adulterous.)

4. Belie her • slander her by uttering a falsehood against her. 5 She... .water :

she was as treacherous^as water (Water is believed to be unreliable, both for

drink' and crossing Y7henit looks clear, it may contain poisonous matter,
and when it looks shallow and easily fordable, it may really be deep and full of

eddies.) 6. Rash as fire : reckless as fire (that burns good and bad alike,

without distinction and pity.) 7 Heavenly true ; as true as heaven, i.e. perfectly

pure. 8. Top top or cover; i.e. lie on. 9- I were. . ..extremity I would
deserve to be damned or tortured in the deepest hell, if I had not acted accord-
ing to lawful (and adequate) reasons in adopting this extreme step (i. e. killing

her.) 10. Nay for it but, if she had been true (or chaste and loyal) to me
and if the world had been made by God entirely of one precious stone (such as
chrysolite or diamond), even then I would not have exchanged her for such a
world. 11. Hates.,—deeds cannot bear even the sight of the dirty or ugly
garb or appearance of wicked deeds. 12. Iteration • repetition. 13. Villainy....
love : Villainy has made a mockery of (or betrayed) your love, (i.e. some
villmnous person has taken advantage of, and played upon, your loving nature
and brought you to this end.)
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EMILIA SCOLDS AND CONDEMNS OTHELLO FOR HIS FOLLY.

OTH : He, woman : I say, thy husband : dost understand the word
My friend, thy husband, honest, honest lago.

EMIL : If he say so, may his pernicious soul rot half a gram a day
he lies to the heart ^ she was too fond of her mosi fiUiiy

bargain ^

OTH . Ha ' [Threatens to kill her.

EMIL • Do thy worst this deed of thine is no more woithy Hea\cn
than thou wast ivorthy her

OTH; Peace, you were best ^

EMIL : Thou hast not half the power to do me harm as I have to be
hurt.® 0 gulp 0 dolt P as ignorant as dirt thou hast clone a

deed,— I care not for thy sword
,

I’ll make thee known, iliongli

1 lost twenty lives. Help ’ help, ho ' help ’ The Mooi hath

. kill’d my mistress ! Murder ! murder !

1. May day may Hs wicked and cursed soul suffer a slow and lingering

torture every day of his life, (i e. let him rot by slow degrees) 2. He. . . heart

he lies to the depth of his heart, i e. whole heartedly, (what he has told you is

a downright and unmitigated lie) 3. She . bargain She was excessively

fond of the very dirty person (i.e. you) whom she married. 4. This . -her

this deed (murder) of yours is as much unworthy of Heaven as 3'ou w ere
unworthy of her, (you were not a fit person to love and live with her ; i e.

appreciate her fully). 5 Peace, you were best it were best for you to hold your
peace ; (i e you had better keep quiet, and do not talk like that). 6. Thou . ..

hurt • you have not got as much power to hurt me as I have power to endure
the hurt (this means, your threat of harm has no effect on me or does not leriify

me; le I will speak out). 7 Gull - fool 8 Dolt idiot. 9. As.... dirt as
dull as the dense earth.
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Emilia exposes lago's villainy and denounces him to his face before

Othello : lago tries to stab her but is balked, in his first attempt, by Gratiano.

Villainy ever tries not only to deny its guilt but also to destroy or

misinterpret the proofs of its guilt.

(Pio. 59.)
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Enter Montano, Gratiano, lago and others.

EMILIA’S INDIGNATION AT. AND EXPOSURE OF. lAGO

MON : What is the matter ? How now, General !

EMIL : O, are you come, lago ^ You have done well, that men
must lay their murders on your neck.^

GRA What IS the matter ^

EMIL: Disprove this Viliam if thou be’st a man ;2 he says thou
told’st him that his wife was false. I know thou dicLt not,,

thou’rt not such a villain. Speak, for my heart is full ^

lAGO ; I told him what I thought, and told no more than what he
found himself was apt and true.

EMIL : But did you ever tell him she was false ?

lAGO : I did.

EMIL : You told a lie, an odious damned lie;'^ upon my soul a lie, a

wicked lie
;
she, false with Cassio !— Did you say with Cassio ^

lAGO: With Cassio, mistress. Go to, charm your tongue-"’

EMIL : I will not charm my tongue : I am bound to speak,—my
mistress here lies murder’d in her bed,

—

ALL : O Heavens forfend !

EMIL ; And your reports have set the murder on.®

OTH : Nay, stare not, masters
;

it is true, indeed.

GRA ’ Tis a strange truth.

MON • O monstrous act V

EMIL - Villany, villany, villany ! I think upon —I think,—

I

smeirt.s —o villany !—I thought so then —I’ll kill myself for

grief —O villany, villany !

1. That men -•-.•neck that men must fasten the responsibility for these

murders on your shoulders (i.e. on you). 2. Disprove -man if you are manly
(and courageous), prove the falsehood of this villain (i.e. Othello) (She calls

the latter so for his murder of Desdemona). 3. Full filled with sorrow

;

(sorrow for the lady that has been murdered, and for you who have been implica-

ted). 4. An odious damned lie : a disgusting and infernal lie. 5. Charm your

tongue hold your tongue ;
or, be silent. 6. Your on

: your allegations

(against her) have led to her murder. 7. Both Gratiano and Montano are

horrified at the fact, and express their feelings of amazement and disgust in

different ways ; the first speaks of it as a * strange ’ or incredible truth, and the

second calls it a ‘ monstrous ’ or devilish act. 8. I think upon it : 1 recollect it

now ; (i.e. the incident of the handkerchief). 9. I smell’t : I trace or infer

villainy in this. (This figure of speech has reference to the hounds tracking an
animal’s course or presence by means of smell). 10. Then ; at the time (when
lago snatched the handkerchief from my hand and asked me not to reveal the

fact to others.
—

“ Be not acknown on t.”) 1 1 . I’ll grief • the grief (for the

careless or thoughtless act of mine) -will prey upon my mind and kill me.
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lAGO . What, are you mad ? I charge you, get you home.

EMIL : Good gentlemen, let me have leave to speak
;

’tis proper I

obey him, but not now. Perchance lago, I will ne’er go home.^

OTH : 0 ' 0 ! 01 [Falls on the bed.

EMIL : Nay, lay thee down and roar, for thou hast kill’d the sweet-

est innocent, that e’er did lift up eye.2

OTH [Rising] 0 I she was foul. [To Grat] I scarce did know you,

uncle.3 There lies your niece, whose breath, indeed, these

hands have newly stopp’d I know this act shows^ horrible

and grim ^

GRA; Poor Dcsdemona > I am glad thy father’s dead. Thy match
was mortal to him and pure grief shore Ins old thread in

twain f did he live now, this sight would make him do a

desperate turn, yea, cuise his better angel from his side, and
fall to reprobation.^

Othello mentions lago’s accusation and the Handkerchief.

OTH; ’ Tis pitiful
;
but yet lago knows that she with Cassio hath

the act of shame a thousand times'® committed
;
Cassio

confess’d it
;
and she did gratify his amorous works with that

recognizance and pledge of love which 1 first gave her." I saw
it in his hand. It was a handkerchief, an antique'^ token my
father gave my mother.

EMIL : O heaven ! O heavenly powers I

lAGO : Come, hold your peace.

EMIL :
’ Twill out ! ’twill out ! J hold my peace, sir ? no

;
no, I

will speak as liberal as the north;" let heaven and men and
devils, let them all, all, all, cry shame against me, yet I'll speak

1. Perclnnce... .home Etuilia thinks it possible that, for her exposure of

lago, she might be killed by him. She seems to have the same
presentiment now of her coming death, as Desdemona had of hers
before. 2. The sweetest eye; the most lovely and innocent creature (i.e.

Desdemona) that ever gazed upon this world (i.e. that ever lived). 3. 1 scarce...

uncle : I did not know you were here, uncle. 4 Whose stopped ; whom I

have only just now killed. 5. Shows : shows itself to be ; i. e. appears as.

6. Gnm • hideous J fierce and forbidding. 7. Thy... ...him : your marriage proved
deadly to him ; (i. e. brought about bis death). 8. And twain ; for, excessive
sorrow preyed upon bis mind so much that it ended in his death (Shore. ..twain :

this is a metaphor in which life is compared to a thread. Shore : sheared or cut
with scissors.) 9. Did he... ...reprobation if he had lived now, this (ghastly)
sight (of his daughter's murder) would have made him desperate and caused him
to commit an act (i. e. suicide), which being a great sin, would taint bis soul with
impunty and send it to hell. Reprobation perdition or hell. 10. Thousand
• times : several limes or frequently. 1 1. She... ...her ; she satisfied his lustful

desires with that remembrance and token of my love which I had originally given
her. 12. Antique : old (and therefore sacred). 13. ’Twill out : the secret will
be out or will come out ; (repeated for the sake of

_
emphasis.) 14. I will.

north ; I will speak as freely, as cuttingly or stingingly as the icy and freely
blowing northern wind.
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EMILIA EXPLAINS THE MYSTERY BUT lAGO RESENTS IT AND STABS HER,

lAGO . Be wise, and get you home.

EMIL 1 1 will not. [lago offers to stab Emilia.

GRA : Fie ! Your sword upon a woman !

EMIL . O thou dulF Moor ! that handkerchief thou speak’st of

1 found by fortune^ and did give my husband

,

For, often with a solemn earnestness,

More than indeed belong’d to such a trifle,^

He begg’d of me to steal it.

lAGO: Villanous whore !

EMIL ; She give it Cassio ! No alas ' I found it,

And I did give’t my husband.

lAGO : Filth, ‘‘ thou liest !

EMIL : By heaven, I do not, I do not, gentlemen.

O murderous coxcomb P what should such a fool

Do with so good a wife

OTH : Are there no stones in Heaven
But what serve for the thunder Precious^ villain !

[He rnns at lago ; lago, from behind, stabs Emilia, and runs out.

1. Dull : dense-headed : or, stupid 2. Fortune- chance. 3. With trifle-

more seriously than was necessary for such a small and common thing. 4 Filth:

dirty woman. 5 Murderous coxcomb - a conceited fool, committing a murder
6. What wife ? how could such a fool know the value of such a good wife ?

7. Are ....thunder : are there no more thunder-bolts in Heaven to spare (for

destroyingthis villain i.e. lago). 8. Precious peerless, i.e. perfect.
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Othello, on

wounds Iago, but

stabs Emilia and

learning of lago’s treachery and villainy, rushes at and

IS disarmed by Gratiano : lago, from behind, fatally

runs out, but is pursued by Montano.
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GRA ; The woman falls
;
sure, he hath kill’d his wife.

EMIL : Ay, ay
;
O, lay me by my mistress’ side.

GRA : He’s gone
;
but his wife’s kill’d.

MON • ’Tis a notorious’^ villain. Take you this weapon,
Which I have here recover’d from the Moor.
Come, guard the door without

;
let him not pass.

But kill him rather.2 ITl after that same villain,^

For, ’tis a damned slave.'* [Exit Mon. and Gia,

OTH : I am not valiant neither,^

But every puny whipster gets my sword.**

But why should honour outlive honesty V
Let it go all.

EMIL ; What did thy song bode, lady
Hark, canst thou hear me ? I will play the swan,
And die in music —

® [Singing —Willow, willow, willow ]

Moor, she was chaste
;
she lov’d thee, cruel Moor

,

So come my soul to bliss, as I speak true

So speaking as I think, I die, I die. [Dies.

OTH I have another weapon in this chamber
It IS a sword of Spain, the ice-brook’s temper. 12—
O ! here it is. Uncle, I must come forth.*^

GRA .
[From outside the room.] If thou attempt it, it will cost tlicc dear.*-'*

Thou hast no weapon and perforce must suffer.'^

OTH : Look in upon me then, and speak with me,
Or, naked*® as 1 am, I will assault thee.

1. Notorious infamous. 2- Come . rather. (Montano lieie gives strict

orders to others to keep proper guard at the door of Othello’s loom for feai that,

in his desperate mood, he might hill others or himself). If ever he attempted to

pass the guard, he should rather be killed than be allowed to escape. 3. Same
villain i. e. lago. 4. Damned slave . hellish scoundrel. 5 1 . neither

I am not strong or courageous. (This is the result of the nervous shock
he has recently experienced.) Neither this has no meaning heic 6 But

sword , for, every little contemptible fellow is able to snatch away my swoid
from me 7. But honesty but (i e, in such a case) how can I live in

honour when my honesty is doubted ? (Honesty refers to his honest motive
in killing Desdemona.) Honesty may also be taken to refer to Desdemona The
meamng will then be—When Desdemona, the embodiment of honesty, as she

is now proved to be, IS no more, why should I tho', representing the cause of

honour, survive her.? Let both honour and honesty go. 8. ‘ Lady ’ addressed

to Desdemona, lying dead. 9. I will music like the traditional swan that is

believed to die singing, I shall also sing and die. 10. So .true because 1

speak the truth, therefore let my soul come to bliss i (i. e 1 deserve to go to

Heaven.) 1 1 . In this chamber : in this scabbard (referring to another weapon he

has underneath his garment.) 12. The ice-brook's temper : tempered m icy cold

water of the brook. 13. Come forth’ come out of the room. 14. It., .dear .

it Will cost you your life.' 15. Perforce must sutfer ’. necessarily obey orders.

IGc Haked : unarmed.
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Ofehello’s mental lemorse and anguish on learning the truth of De&demona*

innocence and his own foolish rashness.
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ttSMOaSE-STRlCKEN OTHELLO SUFFERS ALL THE LXCRUCiATSiNG AG0^5f.

(iratiano rc-tiilers the room.

GRA Whcil IS the mdllcr ’

OTH Behold, I have anothci weapon ,

A bcUer never did ilseit subuind
Upon a soldier’s thigh. I liavc seen tiie day,
That, With lias little arm and this good twoid,
I have made my way through more mipedimenls
Than twenty times your stop -

But, O \ain boast

'

Who can control his rale ' ’ tis uot sc now.-^ —
Be not afraid though you eh' see me wcapon’d

,

Here is ray journey’s end,' liei e is my buii,^

And vei}' sea-raaik ol my utmo'^t sail

Do you go baok dismay’d ' Us a los! ’ tear ,

—
M.in but a lusli^ igainst Otliello’s bieast.

And he letires ‘Where sJiould Othello go [wench

[Turning to Dcs.] Now, how dost tliou look now ' O lil-starr’d

Pale as thy smock !'^ wlicn we shall meet at eoinpt,^^

This look ot thine will hurl my soul iroin Heaven,
And fiends will snatch at it.-*^ Cold, cold, my giil !

Even like thy chastity.— O euisecl shu'c '

—

Whip me, ye devils
'

From the possession of this hcavenlv sight

Blow me about in winds roast me in sulphur
Wash me in sleep-down gulfs ol liquid lire'

—

O Desdeinou ! dead Desdemon ' dead! O! O' O!

1. Did itself sustain suppoitcd itsell , I e. hung. 2. I have., .stop I have
passed through much greater obstacles than what you now interpose before me.
Than .. ..stop than twenty times as much as the one created by your stop.

3 ’Tis not so now in my present circumstances, foi me to attempL to control

or mend my fate 18 altogether out of question. (Things must run then couisel

4. Journey s end the end of my life. (Lite is heie compared to a jouiney;.

5. Butt the end, (generally the end of tlic musket or rifle,’. 6 Very . • sail

the utmost limit to which my sail or ship can go. (1 have come to the end ot my
voyage). 7. Do... .aibmay’d? Why do you retire iii teai ? 8 Lost useless

or unnecessary. 9. Man . rush man is but a leed or stiaw 10 Go escape.

11, 0 lil-starr'd wench O girl, bom under evil or unlucky stars * i.e. O unfortu-

nate girl. 12. Pale as th> smock thou art as pale or coloiless as thy smock
(white frock) 13. At compt : at counting ; i c, the Day of Judgment. 14. This

look at it this very look (innocence) of yours will be enough to throw me
down from Heaven to Hell to be snatched and torn by the devils. 15. Whip , .

sight . O yc devils, whip or chase me away from this (room whcie I look upon
this) angelic person. 16 Blow . winds scatter or knock me about -y^as it) by

the force ot winds 17. Roast me in sulphur burn me slowly in the sulphurous

fires (of Hell). 18. Wash fire drown me m the great depths ot flaming fire*
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Lodovico, with letters m his hand, looks at Montano J Cassio is carried

in a chaii Oliicois bim^ lago as prisonoi ; Othello stares at lago and

questions Gassio.

Uodorstandiag comes, alas I whoa it is too iato to undo tho miEchief,

CPic. 62.)
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Enter Lodovico, MoiitdiiOj Cassio carried in a chair, and Officers with lago

as a prisoner,

LOD ; Where is this ra&h and most unfortunate man
OTH : That's he that was Othello^

,
here I am.

LOD ; Where is tiiat vipci'^ bring tiic villain forth.

OTH : I look down towards hus feet but that’s table. ^ If that thou
be’st a devil, I cannot kill thee. D>oui]d.s lago.

LOD : Wrench his sword from him

lAGO • I bleed, sir, but not kill’d.

OTH : I am not sorry neither
,
Dd have thee live

,
for, in ray sense,

’tis happiness to die,'^

LOD O thou Othello, that wort once so good lall’n in the practice
of a damned sLivc,^’ what sliall be said to thee ^

OTH: Why, anything an lionoiiiable muiderer, if you will, for

nought did 1 in lu'lc, but all in I'.cnc :i

LOD , This wretch'’ nail' part cerfe^ >‘d hio \d'aiy du. 501 . a.:d

he consent m Cassio’s dcatii ’

OTH : Ay.

Othello now begs Cassio’s paidon.

CAS : Dear general, 1 never gave you cause.

OTH : I do believe it, and I ask your pardon. Will you, 1 pray,

demand that derai-deviP why he hath thus ensnared^'^ my soul

and body

lAGO : Demand me nothing
,
what you know, you know from

this time fortli I never will speak word.

LOD : What, not to pi ay ?

GRA : Torments^^ will ope your lips.

OTH : Well, thou dost bcst .^2

1. Thai's . . Othello that fra&li and most unfoi lunate man) is the pe'son

who was known as Othello, llie brave and honorable Moor 2 Viper

referring to lago as a low, despicable and poisonous creature. 3. His feet

in order to find out whether they aie cloven, as they are in a devil. 4 fable

fiction, not a tact. 5. 1 am lo die 1 am not sorry that you arc not killed ,

I would rather like you to continue Lo live . foi accoiding to my view, if you die,

you will be free fiom misery , (1 e death will give you a happy leleasc which I

do not like you to have,!. 6 Fall’n . .slave fallen a victim lo the c/il practi-

ces or plans of a devilish villain. 7 For, nought ....honour for, I did not do

anything out of hate or spite, but through a sense of honour, i e actuated by

principles of honour or upright conduct 8 This wretch refeis to lego.

9 Demi-devil *demi or semi means half , half devil, i e devil in chaiacter but

human in form. It means a great or damned villain 1 0 Euiiiared entrapped

or ruined. II. Torments tortures. 12. Thou dost best (after all) it is best lor

you (i. e. lago) to be silent, (because your villainy is already well cslablishcd

without the least doubt).
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LOD : Sir, you shall understand what hath befall’n,

Which, as I think, you know not. Here is a letter

Found in the pocket of the slain Roderigo,
And here another

;
the one of them imports

The death of Cassio to be undertook^
By Roderigo,

OTH: O Viliam!

CAS : Most heathenish^ and most gross P

LOD : Now, here’s another discontented paper,'^

Found in his pocket too
,
and this, it seems,

Roderigo meant to have sent this damned villain
;

But that, belike,5 lago in the interim®
Came in and satisfied him.^

OTH : O the pernicious caitiff !®

How came you Cassio, by that handkerchief
That was my wife’s ?

CAS I found it in my chamber
;

And he himself confess’d but even now
That there he dropp'd it for a special purpose
Which wrought to his desire.®

OTH : O fool 1 fool ! fool 1

CAS : There is besides in Rodengo’s letter,

How he upbraids lago, that he made him
Brave me upon the watch

; whereon it came
That I was cast

;
and even but now he spake

After long seeming dead, lago hurt him,
lago set him on.

1. Imports undertook • implies or refers to the death of Cassio to be
undertaken or accomplished by Roderigo 2. Heathenish : unchristian (deserving
a3.mnation beyond reaeniption.} 3. Gross i glaring. 4. Discoutentod paper :

paper full of discontents (i.e. complaints.) 5 Belike . very likely. 6. Interim :

interval or meantime. 7. Satisfied him ; pacified him (by giving him “ satisfy-
ing reasons.) 8. Pernicious caitiff - Captive; or. a low and mean fellow that
is dangerous. 9. Wrought to his desire : worked towards or promoted (i. e.
accompusheclj his desire.
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LOD: You must forsake this room, and go with us

Your power and your command is taken off,

And Cassio rules in Cyprus For this slave,

If there be any cunning'- cruelty

That can torment him much and hold him long,^

It shall be his You shall close prisoner rest,

Till thaF the nature of your fault be known
To the Venetian state. Come, bring him away.

b Cunning : known, conceivable or imaginable. 2 Hold him long : yet keep

him alive for a long tinne, 3. Till that . such time that
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Othello’s last words before he kills himself.

“ Nothing extenuate, nor sot down aught in malice

;

But speak of me as I am,—^of one that loved

Not wisely but too well
”

(Bio; 68.)
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OTHELLO’S LAST WORDS, BEFORE HE KILLS HIMSELF.

OTH: Soft you a word oi two befoie you go.

I have done the State some service, and they know d.

No more of that.^

I pray you, in your letters.

When you shall these unlucky deeds t elate,

Speak of me as I am
,
nothing extenuate,

Nor set down aught in malice:^ then/*^ must you speak

0) Of one that lov*d, not wisely, but too well

(2) Of one not easily jealous, bul, being wrought,

Perplex’d in the extreme (3) of one whose hand,

Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away,
Richei than all his tribe (4) of one, whose subdu’d eyes

Albeit unused to the melting mood,
Drop tears as fast as the Arabian liees

Their medicinal gum.^

Set you down this,'^

And say, besides, that in xVleppo^^" once,

Where a malignanP^ and a tui bail’d Tiuk
Beat a Venetian, and traduc’d^- the State,

I took by the throat the circumcised dog,^^

And smote him—thus. [Stabs himself.

1 Soft you . be patient ; or wait awhile 2 No more of that no more of that

fwill you have from me), i.e. 1 shall not speak of it any more 3 Nothing ....

malice : do not fattempt to) cover or belittle '^my faults), nor magnify them out

of hate and anger 4 Then when you write thus 5. Of one. . . vvell

describe me^ as one who loved lather excessively than wisely. 6. Of one

treme as one not easily susceptible to jealousy, ivjt, when worked up oi excited to

it, became extremely confounded '"and anhinired) in his mind 7 Of one . .tribe

there are two possible explanations ioi this "a ‘ Indian * seems to be a misprint

for ‘Judean,’ in which case the allusion is to Herod the King of Judea, who was
a tyrannous ruler, and was by nature suspicious. He committed several cruelties

and killed even his wife, Marian, which was like throwing a pearl away. Or, (b)
‘ Indian ’ may refei to the West Indian or the Aborigines of America who did

not know the value of pearls and other precious things ; and in consequence
are said to have given them away in return for mere trinkets and trifles like

glass-beads offered to them by early Emopean traders. 8. Of one . gum
(subdued eyes eyes subdued or sobered by the experiences of the world.

Albeit although. To the melting mood to a weeping temper. The Arabian . ..

gum refers to some trees in Arabia, like the rubber trees, which, when cut,

profusely pour down or let out their milky juice which gradually hardens and
becomes useful for medicine and other purposes Eyes this is a Synecdoche,
where ‘ the part stands foi the whole ’

I lere the word refers to the person i. e
Othello himself) 9, Set . this write in this manner 10 Aleppo a trading

town in Syria 11. Malignant: mischievous 12. Traduc’d brought to

contempt or disrepute 13. Circumcised dog despicable Turk, (Circumcision

a religious ceremony among the Jews and the Mohamadans by which the fore-

skins of male children weri? cut off.)
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Lodovico denounces lego who, as the loot cause ol the whole tiagedy, is

leseiwed fox lingering toituie.

Beware of the power of the wicked passions of Man which, if not trained
aright, do infinite havoc f

(Pic. 64.)
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LOD : 0 bloody period

6RA • All that’s spoke is marr'd.^

OTH : 1 kiss’d thee ere I killed thee
;
no way but this,^ [Falling npon

Desdemona.]

Killing myself, to die upon a kiss.'^

CAS : This did I fear, but thought he had no weapon
;

For, he was great of heart.

Lodovico’s denunciation of lago Pnnisbment of the latter.

LOD
;

[To lago,] O Spartan dog
More fell^ than anguish,^ hunger,® or the sea

Look on the tragic loading of this bed
This IS thy work:—the object poisons'^^ sight

;

Let it be hidd^

[To 6ra.] Gratiano, keep the house,
And seize upon the fortunes of the Moor,
For, they succeed on you.^® [To Cas.] To you, lord governor,
Remains the censure^''- of this hellish villain

—

The time, the place, the torture,— O, enforcers n j

Myself will straight aboard and to the State
This heavy act with heavy heart relate [Exit,

1. Period; end. 2. All raarr‘d Othello with all his fame has come to
this end. That’s • that has (been) 3. No way hut this : no other way is open to

me now than this one : (i.e. killing etc.) 4 Killing ....kiss- kill myself and
die kissing you 5 Spartan dog : ferocious and obstinate dog of Sparta.
6. Fell, cruel. 7. Anguish agony or suffering. 8. Hunger pangs of hunger.
9. The sea the sea that is unfathomable and insatiable. 10. Tragic bed :

calamitous burden on this bed; 11. Poisons sickens. 12. Let... .hid' cover
It. 13. Succeed on you • fall to you or belong to you (as the nearest relation,

by the Law of Succession.) 14 Censure; punishment. 15. Enforce* carry out-

lb. Aboard sad off.
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A CRITICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF

ACT V*

PART I.

Cassio is waylaid and wounded, and Roderigo killed.

It is past midnight. Cassio has finished his supper in Bianca’s
house and, as lago has previously planned, is now returning to

his lodging between twelve and one. The night is dark
;
there is

‘.no watch’; there is no passer-by. He is alone on the road. lago
and Roderigo are to waylay him to make ‘him uncapable of

Othello’s place ’ by ‘ knocking out his brains Roderigo is to
‘ stand behind ’ and to have his ‘ good rapier bare,’ ‘ so that, as

Cassio passes that way, he may at once ‘ put it home h In the

words of lago,

—

Quick, quick ; fear nothing ; I’ll be at thy elbow;

It makes us, or it mars us ;
think on that

;

And fix most firm thy resolution.

Roderigo, however, has ‘ no great devotion to the deed ’
;
and

yet, because lago ‘ has given him satisfying reasons,’ he will do it.

After all, this fool lightly thinks
‘

’tis but a man gone and it is

nothing in view of the immense advantage and profit that he will

thereby reap-wj^; -the long-exoected enjoyment of Desdemona.
He has only to thrust forth his sword, as he easily takes it, and
Cassio immediately ‘dies’. Still he is nervous; and therefore
‘may miscarry in it ’. Hence, he begs of lago to ‘be near at

hand,’ and the latter promises to do so.

Though lago is the main plotter, yet he does not do the deed
himself. In case there be any failure, he may be discovered and
exposed,—an event he always skilfully guards against. Hence, he
engages Roderigo for the deed. He also thinks that it is not
unlikely that, in that night affray, Roderigo too may get killed.

In that case it will be a two-fold gain to him
;
for, ‘ if Roderigo

live, he calls' me to-—

A restitution large

Of gold and jewels that I bobbed from him,

As gifts to Pesd'^mona
; it must not be’.

As for Cassio, it is very necessary that he too must die
;

for

as lago fears,

—

If Oassio do remain,
He hath a daily beauty in his life

That makes me ugly ; and besides, the Moor
May unfold me to him

;
there stand I in much peril

;

No, he must die, Be'b. so. I hear him coming.

Though Cassio was dismissed from the post of Lieutenancy
which was the main cause of lago’s Envy against him, yet such
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is the corrupting influence of that passion that he pursues the
object of his hate to the very last degree. If one cause of hatred
is satisfied and removed, another, tho’ a fancied one, quickly takes
its place. So, his suspicion of Cassio’s supposed misconduct
"With his Wife, Emilia, becomes another motive for his malice
against him

;
and now there comes this additional reason that

‘ he fCassio) has a daily beauty in his life, chat makes me ugly,’

Cassio must die and Roderigo too. But the afl'ray must be only
between them, as he says,—

Now, whether he kills Cassio.

Or Cassio him, or each do kill the other,

Every way makes my gain.

Cassio passes that way unsuspectingly. Recognising him by
‘ his gait, ’ Rodengn thiusts his sword at him. However, as
Cassio puts it<—

That thrust had been my enemy indeed,

But that my coat (of mail) is better than thon kuow’st.

Cassio retaliates with his weapon, and the unprotected Roderigo
falls down seriously wounded. But lago’s object is not fully

achieved. Cassio is still safe
;

and, knowing that he is

protected by a coat of mail, lago stealthily wounds him from
Isehind in his leg and runs away. Thus, in time of need, he deserts
Roderigo whose money he has very often taken

;
thus, also, he

maims Cassio for ever, though the latter has all along considered
and treated him as ‘ my friend, honest, honest lago.’

Othello, who happens to be at a distance and alone, hears
and recognises ‘ the voice of Cassio crying for help.’ He concludes
that he has been fatally wounded and that he will not survive
He takes him to be practically dead and so is fully satisfied in his
vengeance against him. He is pleased to see that ‘ lago keeps his
word.’ He thinks of him with gratitude,

—

0 brave lago, honesl anii just,

That, hast, such noble smisr of thy friend’s wrong'

Othell does not yet know that his ‘ honest and just friend’ is

the blackest villain who, in peipetratiug such deeds, is actuated,
not by ‘such noble sense of his friend’s wrong,’ but by his own
plans and purposes of a wicked, low, mean and self-seeking nature.
The once ‘noble, free and open Moor ’ has thus allowed himself to
be ‘ led on by the nose as asses are,’ and in the hands of a clever
rogue, has now become a fool and maniac crying, as he thinks
pn just grounds, for nothing short of blood. He thirsts after the
savage pleasure of nothing less than the certain death of the
supposed seducer of his wife. And then, by association of ideas,
he immediately turns his thoughts from the seducer to the
seduced,—to Desdemona, and furiously mutters to himself,

—
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Minion, your dear lies dead,
And your unblcstfate hies ; strumpet, I coma I

He then makes this dark and fearful resolution that,

Thy bad, lust-stain’d, shall with lust’s blood be spotted.

The groans and cries of the wounded (Cassio and Roderigo)
attract the attention of Lodovico and Gratiano. Seeing that
‘the cry is direful,' they infer that ‘

'tis some mischance.’ They
howevet, fear to venture out

;
for, after all,

—

' These may be counterfeits: let's think it unsafe
To come into the cry without more help.

But lago appears on the spot with light and weapons and, as if

coming in haste just straight from his bed, he is dressed ‘ in his
shirt.’ Lodovico and Gratiano recognise him and speak praisingly
of him between themselves. Gratiano says,—

This is Othello’s ancient, as I take it.

And Lodovico also joins saying,-—

The same indeed: a very valiant fellow.

The villain lago, as if not recognising Lodovico and Gratiano
and feigning mental agitation at the cry of ‘ murder ’ hastens to
the spot and enquires of Cassio

—

What are yon, here, that cry so grievously ?

When poor Cassio begs for help, out comes the exclamation
of the hypocrite,

—

0 me. Lieutenant, what villains have done this ?

On Cassio expressing a suspicion that the murderer is some-
where ‘hereabout,’ lago makes a show of shouting to Lodovico for
help and, going out, hears Roderigo crying for help and sees him
lying wounded. He pretends to take him for the murderer referred
to byjCassio and stabs him. Roderigo dies, cursing his treacherous
murderer,

—

. 0 damn’d lago 1 0 inhuman dog

!

But lago feels no remorse, 'no prickings of conscience for
having killed poor Roderigo. Such is the sad fate of this honest,
trustful, well-meaning but infatuated and gullible simpleton. He
pays dearly with his life for his unholy alliance with the devi,
(lago) in attempting to seduce a chaste woman.

Having done this murder and feigning ignorance of the
presence, near at hand, of Lodovico and Gratiano, lago cries out'—

How silent is this town I Ho 1 murder ! murder !

Are you pf good or evil ?

^

And, when Lodovico answers ‘ as you shall prove us, praise
U3,’ he keeps up the pretenpe of not knowing them till then, when,
in all sincerity, he' apologises to them and Legs,—‘ I cry you
inercy.*
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PART II.

lago’s villainy has been so far snccesslul.

As for lago, the clever rogue, his cunning rascality has so
far triuriiphed. But will it be thus for ever

Is Bight to be for ever on the scaffold ?

And Wrong to bo for ever on the throne ?

So far, the Question has only an affirmative answer. Thus has
'Tago fulfilled the promises he has time and again made to his
friend Roderigo

;
thus has he satisfied the eager hopes he has all

along raised in him In this way, he now repays the money he
has so frequently fleeced from him with the bait of helping him

;

and in this way, he now returns the
3
ewels he has taken from him

as the intended gifts to Desdemona. He is the very embodiment
of the worst Ingratitude, the basest Treachery and Duplicity,
without a particle of shame, remorse or conscience. To him,
friends are so, only so long as they can serve his purposes ; to
him, ‘Love, Honesty, Friendship and Faith,’ are empty words
which raise no surging sentiments of sacred obligations Thus
has he so far successfully saved himself from the risk of exposure
to Desdemona, and from the necessity of ‘restitution large of gold
and jewels,’ either of which Roderigo threatened to put into
execution, and would in all probability have done so, if left alive

lago’s base and self-seeking instincts and propensities are
satisfied, but not wholly. Cassio is still alive, and there is still the
possibility in lago’s mind that

—

The Moor may unfold mo to him.

_

_He cannot kill him out-nght as he has done Roderigo
;

for,
besides being protected by a special armour, he (Cassio) is better
known than Roderigo to Lodovico and Gratiano who are on the
scene. What therefore, he cannot do by murder, he now desires
to accomplish by pretences of honest friendship and loving service.
He wishes to evade the possibility of his being suspected a.pd, there-
fore, cries aloud for assistance. He asks Lodovico and Gratiano
to help him in attending on Cassio, He appears to feel deeply
concerned and interested in his welfare he therefore requests

' them to hold the light, to lend him a garter or to fetch him a
chair. He even offers to bind Cassio’s wound with his own
shirt

;
he eagerly begs of them to convey him thence at once,

while he himself will run up to fetch ‘ the General’s surgeon.’

PART III. •

lago fries to incriminate poor Bianca too,

Attracted by the commotion, Bianca comes up to the place ,*

and, finding that Cassio, her lover, is seriously wounded, she is
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deeply touched with pity, sorrow and fear. She looks vacant,
turns pale, trembles all over her body, and weeps. Her presence
suggests a probable plea to the inventive genius of lago

,
and,

shamelessly, without compunction or fear of periury, he straight-

away palms the blame' on her for the affray and its consequences
by saying,— -

Geiitlomen all, I do suspact this trash

To be a party in this inpu-y.

Her frightened looks and paleness of color, he ascribes to

deliberate pretence on her part, and threatens hei,

—

Nay, if you stare, we shall hear more anon.

Turning to others, he remarks,—
Behold her well ; I pray yon, look upon her ;

Do you see, gentlemen ? nay, guiltiness will speak,

Though tongues were out of use.

With the help of his light, he appears to discover, as if in

surprise, that the man he took for a robber and stabbed to death,

IS unfortunately ‘ my friend and my dear countryman, Roderigo
’

Though Cassio denies all knowledge of him and assures lago that

between him and Roderigo there was no malice whatever, yet

lago cleverly urges that—
This is the fruit of whoimg.

Bianca is a ‘ mistress,’ a ‘ strumpet ’ and they must have
quarrelled with each other for her. He elicits from her the infor-

mation that Cassio supped that night at her house, and he takes

it as evidence enough to confirm his suspicion. He therefore

accuses her of abetment of murder, and commands her to go
with him. '

‘ Come, mistress,’ he orders, ‘ you must tell’s another
tale.’

PART IV.

tago sends Emilia to the citadel to inform Othello.

In the meantime, Emilia comes upon the scene, and eagerly

enquires,

—

Alas, what’s the matter ? What’s the matter, husband ?

The villain answers,

Cassio hath here been set on in the dark

By Eoderigo and. fellows that are ’soaped *.

lie’s alrnosc slain, and Eoderigo dead.

Othello, as the Governor of the place, must be immediately
informed of the happenings. lago, as if m duty bound, straight-

away despatches his wife to the citadel,

—

Emilia, run you to the Citadel,

And tell my lord and lady what hath happ’d I

Thus, by seeming friendship and voluntary service, and by
ahiftang the blame on to other shoulders, does this villain dago try
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to escape from the bloody deed of which he himself is the "plotter

and perpetrator. He seems to be rather anxious about himself

;

for, in his own words,

—

This is the night that either makes me or foidoss me quite.

Hence, he must do everything that his inventive intellect and art

can suggest to save his skin.

We thus see this villain, lago putting us in possession of the

mystery by his confessions in soliloquies at sufficient intervals.

PART V.

Othello, in the Bed-Chamber before the murder. Desdemona fast asleep

!

From the scene of murder, Othello returns to the Castle, and
enters the bed-chamber. A deadly silence prevails there and
things are immersed in a .serai-sombie darkness Desdemona is

all alone and is fast asleep on her bed. A single taper is burning
low, and it adds to the ominousncss of the scene by the shadows
it casts- Othello is now full ot revenge and has come fully

resolved to take out Dcsdqmona’s life.

He IS now inside Desdemona’s bed-chamber, at the
threshold of abiutal crime. In the dead of uight, beneath a starry

sky, in a lonely bed-room, with a light burning dim, beside a
figure of ravishing beauty, Othello stands, thinks, argues to him-
self,—thus giving us a lull and free revelation of his mind and
character. His thoughts, emotions, reasons, scruples -and
answers, reflect, as in a mirror, the whole of his nature.

He tries to justify his cruel resolve. More than for himself,

he thinks he is bound in duty and honour, as an integral part of

Society, to remove the dangerous menace from its path. He takes
upon himself the role of the champion of Chastity or the vindi-

cator of woman’s virtue. He appears to hear the peremptory call

of the stern Justice within. To him, where Justice is concerned
personal leanings should have no place.

Though he is yet in the clutches of the consuming passion
which has almost made him a monomaniac full of revenge, he is

bitterly conscious of the magnitude of the deed he is about to
commit. His vengeance, however, is of no meaii character, and
is for no vulgar ends. Despite his imperfections, there is,

according to certain critics, a nobility in his revenge. But the
Word ‘ nobility * is decidedly a misnomer in this connection.
There is nothing noble in the idea or act of revenge from a high
standard of morality,-—absolutely nothing when that revenge is

cruel, brutal, self-justified, and self-inflicted. The utmost, there*
fore, that can be said is that, judged by the ethical standard
prevailing at that time, he is just in his revenge. His appreciation

Pe^dewona’s angelic beauty is in no way less now than on his
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wedding day
;
and his love for her is still as ardent, pure and

sublime as it was when, in Brabantio’s house, despite disparity

in age, rank, color and custom, they agreed upon their secret

marriage- According to him, her bieath is still ‘balmy’ and
‘ sweet.’ Her skin even now is whiter than snow and is as ‘ smooth
as monumental alabaster ’ In his view, she is the 'cunning’st

pattern of excelling nature/ and as later he expresses himself to

Emilia,

—

Ef Heaven would make me such another world

Of one entire and perfect chrysolite,

I’ld not have sold her foi it.

His love tor her is so unbounded and real that all the riches

of the world cannot tempt him to part with her
;
and though, as

he once put it to lago, ‘ she might lie by an eraperors’s side and
command him tasks,' yet, even for the exchange of that imperial

authority and dignity, he would not give her up. Even now,

though resolved to take her life, it is abhoirent ic him to shed her

blood. In his own words,

—

I'll net shed her blood,

Nor scar that whiter skin of burs than snow.

He knows full well that the light of her life is unlike the light

of the burning taper, and he explains himself by apostrophising

the two lights

—

Addressing himself first to the taper light, he saysi—
If I quench thee, thou flaming minister,

I can again thy former light restore,

Should I repent me.

But about the other light,—Desdemona's life,—he says that

he cannot give it back, if once he puts it out. As he says

—

But once put out thy light,

—

Thou cunnmg’st pattern of excelling nature I—
I know not where is that Promethean heat

That can thy light rolume.

And again, he compares her to a rose flower and says,—

When I have pluck’d the rose,

I cannot give it vital growth again I

It must needs wither t

In sight of her, he is almost enraptured by her lovely form,
as she is lying in her bed asleep. Her beauty in repose is so

striking that he cannot restrain himself from contemplating it to his

heart's content. To him, her breath is so balmy that it doth ‘ almost
persuade Justice to break her sword.’ He is therefore tempted, be-

fore he plucks the rose and nrakesit inevitably wither, to ‘smell it

on the tree.’ Hence, he kisses and kisses her again until he has
deliberately to check himself with ‘ one more, and this the last.’

He is even touched to tears at the thought gj her gearing end*
he puts it, ‘ I must wce|),’
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Still, despite his unending love and affection, his sorrow must
strike ‘ where it doth love ’ and she must die. His sorrow is

‘ heavenly ' and his tears, though aftectionate, are yet ‘ cruel He
is certain that if she is allowed to live, ‘ she’ll betray more men

;

’

and hence, in his judgment, hei death is a moral necessity and is

unavoidable. Her guilt, according to him, is so abominable that

he would not even mention it by its name. In the imminence of

Death, which he is prepared to deal out to her with his own
hands, he feels a certain solemnity and sacredness in his self-

imposed task. He is struck with an aw'e that, he thinks, is holy

and righteous; and he even believes that the deed which he is ready

to perpetrate IS more of the nature of a holy ‘sacrifice’ on the

altar of Virtue and Justice than a cruel ' murder ’ done in fiendish

satisfaction of a bloody vengeance. He abhors to give open
utterance to her guilt which is so foul that, like a poisonous
‘ weed,’ it ' aches the senses ’ He fears that by such an utterance,

he will offend himself and offend the surrounding Nature too.

The reason or the motive for his intended act is, as he exclaims

—

II, is liho (Jaiiso, it IS the Cause, my soul;

Let me not name it to you, you chaste stais 1

It 13 the Cause.

And that Cause—the Cause of Chastity and Honor— is of so
ennobled a character that everything else sinks into insignificance

before it. Its demands aie so exacting, and its ends so com-
pelling, that personal love and affection dwarf into nothing before
its lofty and towering stature. If that cause is to be vindicated, it

must engulf all smaller motives and meaner ends. So imperative
is its call thaL Othello cannot avoid answering it

;
and, in doing

so, he must overlook his own love for his wnfe
j
nay, sacrifice her

to meet its demands.

PART VI.

hegdemona wakes up and protests but in vain.

At this fflOttlent) Desdemona wakes up and asks ‘who*s there?
Othello ?

’
‘ Ay, Desdemona I

’ he replies. Entirely ignorant of
the motive that actuates him and the purpose that has brought him
there, she invites him to bed. But, ‘ have you pray’d to night ?*

he questions her. Not knowing the significance of that question,
she answers ‘ Yes.’ * If you bethink yourself of any crime,’ he
proceeds,

—

Unreconciled as yet to Heaven and grace,
Solicit for it straight,

She is still unable to grasp his meaning and asks like a child,
'What may you mean by that?’ Othello cannot brook such,
questionings, as the execution of his purpose cannot be delayed.

CoiunifUids, her; therefore,— • •
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Wei], do it, and be btief,

I would not kill thy unprepared spirit...

I would not kill thy soul.

These words of his horrify her
;
and, in extreme fear, she asks

him, ‘ Talk you of killing i*
’

‘ Ay, I do !
’ answers Othello curtly.

She realises that he is determined, and hence she feels helpless.
‘ Then, Heaven have mercy on me !

’ she resignedly utters. ‘Amen,
with all my heart

! ’—he wishes and confirms her desire. Othello

IS under the impression that Desdemona craves for Heaven’s
mercy to save her from her sins

;
while, in reality, she begs God

^

to save her from being killed by her husband. When therefore
'

the latter says ‘ Amen, with all my heart !
’ she takes him to

mean that he consents to her request and will not kill her. Hence,
with a childlike feeling of joyful relief, she hastily speaks, ‘

if you
say so, I hope you will not kill me ’

Othello gets irritated by what he thinks her obstructive

evasion. He therefore expresses his unshakable determination,

—

denying her request,—by a single, angry and terrific mutter
‘Hum!’ His eyes ‘ roll ’

' he gnaws ‘his nether lip’; and his
‘ very frame shakes under some bloody passion * These symp-
toms, in the words of Desdemona are ‘ fatal,’ and are ‘portents,’

of a terrible calamity. She therefore becomes mortally afraid

of him
;
and yet, in her childishness, she sincerely hopes that

‘ they do not point on me
;

’ for, ‘ guiltiness, I know not.’

Othello, who is convinced that she has been untrue to him,
takes the assertion of her innocence as a pretence, and says,
‘ Think on thy sins.' But Desdemona, who has not known or

committed any sin against him, and who has loved him and
still loves him deeply, readily answers,

—
‘ They are loves I bear

to you.’ But Othello who believes her love to be false, now
retorts, ‘ nay, and for that thou diest.' She, however, who has
been all along sincere to him, cannot understand the logic of his

conclusion. ‘ That death’s unnatural that kills for loving,’ stie

replies. ‘ Keep silent,* he checks her, ‘ Peace and be still.’ ‘ I

will so,’ she obeys
;
but, ‘ what is the matter ?’ she begs of him, .

to know the real cause of his anger.

He replies in all the intensity of his consuming Jealousy,

That handkerchief which I loved and gave thee

Thou gavest to Cassio.

She emphatically denies the charge,-^

No, by my life and soul 1

She protests that it should be pfoVed, dtld betide die dsfej
* sehd for the man, and ask him.’ He, however, takes her to be
obstinate ill hiding the truth still, and hence warns herj-“

perjury
J thoU art orl thy deaifcji^beilj
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She thinks this to be a mere threat on his part to extort 4

false confession from her
;
and therefore she still protests that she

IS ‘ not yet to die
;

’ and that, if Cassio is sent for, she will yet

establish her innocence. She says,

—

I never did

Offend you m nj> life ; never loved Cassio
But with such guuoral warranty of Heaven,
As I unght love ; 1 never gave him token.

Othello would not move
,
on the other hand, he becomes

•harsher and harder than ever and says,

—

Thorefoie, confcsa thee freely of thy sm

;

Bor, to deny each article with oath
Cannot remove nor choke the strong conception
That I do groan withal

By Heaven, I saw my handkerchief in’s hand.

0 perjured woman ! thou dost stone my heart,

And makest me call what I intend to do
‘A murdor,’ which 1 thought a sacrifice.

1 saw the handkoichiol.

She protests emphatically,

—

He found it then

;

I never gave it him. Send for him hither.

And in her offended dignity and virtue she humbly but
firmly demands, ‘ send for him hither ‘ let him confess a truth.’
‘ He hath confess’d,' replies Othello, rather triumphantly and
jeeringly. ‘ What, my lord ? ’, asks that unjustly suspected
lady ‘ That he hath used thee,’ retorts her husband. ‘ How,
unlawfully ?

’ she hastily and eagerly questions. ‘ Ay,’ confirms
Othello. ‘ He will not say so,’ she again protests, ‘ if he is asked
about it.’ ‘ Certainly,’ says Othello in a savage tone, ‘ he will not
say so because his mouth is stopped. ‘ What, is he dead ?’,

questions Desdemona, in fear and anxiety. The now savage and
vengeful man replies

—

Had all his hairs beou hvo&, my great Bevongo
Had stomach for them all.

Desdemona now feels helpless. Her personal explanations
and assertions of innocence and purity convey no conviction to
him

;
and the only other witness that can prove her purity is now

no more. So, when Othello tells her that Cassio is killed,— dead
and gone, she sighs for the poor man and exclaims

—

Alas, he is betrayed I and I am undone I

Filled with the thought of her present plight, she is overcome
with grief and begins to weep, Othello misunderstands her feel-
ings, and takes her to weep for Cassio, her illicit lover. ‘ Out,
strumpet,’ he pitilessly roars, and threateningly asks, ‘ Weep’st
thou for him to my face ?

’ ^
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Desdemona now knows that her protestations and decla-

rations of innocence will be of no avail. Hence, she appeals to

his human sympathy, and pathetically bep,s.
—

‘ O. banish me, mv
lord, but kill me not!

’

‘^Down, strumpet,’ stamps Othello with
his foot, and indicates his strong determination At leasts ‘ let

me live to-night,’ she piteously requests. ‘ Nay, if you stiivc/ he
menaces her with his iron fist. ‘But hall an hour,’ she agiin
remonstrates. ‘ Being done, there is no pause,' be resolutely

replies. ‘ But while I say one prayer,’ she finally requests. ‘No ’,

determinately he refuses, saying—
It is too late.

With this, he executes the tragic deed, goaded by his passion of

jealousy. With his own hands, he smothers her to death. A
few moments later, seeing her ‘ not yet quite dead,’ he smothers
her again and again until he believes her to be completely dead
‘ So, so he repeats his smothering action

,
for, ‘ T that am cruel,

am yet merciful ,’ for, ‘ I would not have thee linger in thy pain.’

The whole of this scene between the husband and wife is so

pitiful, painful, and excruciating that we feel a^ if oui hearts

would break. As Warburton says,

—

I am glad that I have ended my revisal of rill's dreadful scono

—

It is not to be endured.

PART VII.

Othello's confusion after the Murder.

Emilia, who was dispatched by her husband to report to

Othello the occurrences of the night in another place, hastily inns
up to the Citadel, and, reaching the bed-chamber, hurriedly
knocks at the door, calling Othello aloud.

Othello has just done with his threats and scoldings to Desde-
mona, and IS now smothering her to death. She is still lingering,

and his work is not yet finished Just then Emilia knocks.
Othello is taken aback and gets alarmed. ‘ Who is there ? ’ he
tremblingly asks and fears to open the door. He is afraid that

Desdemona might recover and report to her (Emilia) his attemp.t

on her life. Emilia, however, continues knocking. He therefore

hurries up the strangling of his wife
;

and, when satisfied that

there is no more sign of life, he proceeds to the door to open it.

He, however, thinks it possible that, if Emilia is admitted into

the room, ‘she’ll sure speak to my wife’. Convinced as he
is that the deed he has just perpetrated is, according to him,
justifiable on moral grounds, he has yet a vague feeling that it

may be construed as a crime. In his heart, he feels himself

guilty and, like an ordinary felon fearing exposure, tries to

conceal the victim of his bloody deed. So, before he lets Emilia
in, he draws the curtain of Desdemona's bed, so a? to hide the

of his wife.
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But, ‘Wife!’ ‘Wife'* 1 What wife?’ mutters Othello to

himself, Why should he think of His wife now ? By his own
deed, she is no more. ‘ What wife ? I have no wife ?’ he feels,

and thus, in addition to a sense of guiltiness, he is also overcome
by remorse and sorrow. *

Between such swiftly alternating emotions and thoughts, he
IS suddenly seized by a vague feeling of total emptiness. -The
one impelling motive of his miserable life is now gone and the
one important deed, which his tortured mind has been longing
after is now finished For days together, he was in the grip
of a terrible passion that, in its virulence, swallowed up all other
thoughts and dominated his mind. It became, as it were, the
ruling passion of his later life

;
and now, with the death of

Desdemona, it has reached its desired end. The poison has emptied
itself of all its strength and virulence. In its place, no other motive
comes to succeed, no other objective appears in sight. His life

seems to have reached its end as it were, and therefore, though still

alive, he feels himself to be immeised into a desolate vacancy and
a death-like gloom. He feels plunged into the depths of a deep
chasm following a terrific earthquake. He describes his position
as ‘ insupportable ! and continues,

—

0 heavy hour

!

Methinks it should be now a huge eohpse
Of sun and moon, and the affrighted globe

Should yawn at alteration.

In this mood, he forgets himself and forgets his surroundings.
He stands stupefied, and only the loud knockings of Emilia bring
him back to his senses.

PART VIII.

Emilia is admitted into the room and startling revelations are made to her.

He now slowly recollects her presence outside and says,—
‘ I had forgot thee, O come in, Emilia.’ He opens the door and
lets her in, ‘ O my good lord,’—she reports hastily, in between
her heavy breaths,—* yonder’s foul murders done I’

‘ What, now ?
’

he hurriedly questions her, as if ignorant of the fact. ‘ Yes,
but now, my lord ’ she answers. Then, half-listlessly and
half-philosophically, like a cold, unconcerned judge and moraliser
of human conduct, who is ignorant of the actual happenings of
the world, he speaks,

It is the very error of the Moon
She comes more near the earth than she was won’t,
And makes men mad.

The worldly Emilia, however, to whom philosophical pro^
ttouticements do not appeal, proceeds straight to the details of that

incidents!—* Caasioj my lord, haa kill’d a y.DJtift§ Venetian
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call’d Roderigo.’ Othello, who is convinced that it was Cassio
whose dying groans he had heard and who must have died by this
time, is now taken aback and ejaculates, * Roderigo killed !’

, and
hastily enquires if Cassio is also kill’d. ‘No, Cassio is not
kill’d’ replies Emilia. ‘Not Cassio kill’d!’ he almost madly
echoes her words and, in all the reviving fury of a defeated yet
unspent vengeance, cries out bitterly—

Then, murder's out of tune

And sweet revenge grows harsh.

Desdemona, who now partially and momentarily recovers
from suffocation, dimly grasps the conversation between her hus-
band and Emilia and, in a low dying voice, mutters, ‘ O, falsely,

falsely murder’d !
’ in reference to Cassio who, she still thinks, is

dead. Emilia hears the voice of Desdemona. It seems to be
strangely unlike her usual voice

;
in fact, it appears to be like that

of one in the throes of some mortal distress. She is seized with
fear and, in her wo'rdly shrewdness, quickly remembers the rather

strained relations that have lately existed between Othello and his

lady. She recollects his horrid suspicions about his wife’s

Chastity, and the vague but vile words and abuses he hurled at

her. Hence she infers that, in the nightly loneliness of the

bed-chamber, he, in an angry fit of Jealousy, must have violently

dealt with her. Hence, to make herself sure of the truth of her
conclusion, she eagerly and hurriedly questions, ‘ Alas, what cry

is that = ’ Othello, w'hat with his attempt to evade answering her,

what with his effort to pretend ignorance ot the fact, and partly

tlirough his inability to formulate a ready reply, but mostly owing
to the troubled and confounded state of his mind which is now
somewhat overcome by a sense of guiltiness and fear of exposure,

merely echoes her last word, ‘ That !
’ followed by a vague

interrogation, ‘ What ? ’. Emilia, whose suspicion is now fully

roused,"boldly declares ‘ that w'as my lady’s voice,’ and, thrusting

him aside, approaches Desdemona. Fearing that some fatal

calamity has befallen her lady, she even cries aloud for help, and,

tinning to the motionless form, almost weepingly addresses it,

0 lady, &peak again ! Sweet Desdemona

'

0 sweet mistress, speak

'

‘ A guiltless death I die,’ replies Desdemona slowly, while
gasping for breath. Emilia is horrified, and questions, ‘ O, who
hath done this deed ’ Even in her last moment, Desdemona’s
fondness and love for her husband are, so great that she cannot
think ill of him. She does not like him to suffer the consequences
of a murderous deed, and so she takes the blame on herself and
says, ‘ Nobody

;
I myself.’ As her life is flickering out, she even

desires Emilia to convey her reverence and affection to her lord.
‘ Commend me to my lord, ’ she slowly articulates her words and,

bidding ‘farewell ’ to Emilia, breathes her last.
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PART IX.

Emilia’s spirited denasciatiOQ.

Then ensues a ci Isp and cutting conversation between Emilia
and Othello. It gradually gathers volume and violence, and
assumes the form of a series of sharp questions and virulent
abuses on the part of the woman, and faint attempts at replies,
blurting out of suspicions, and finally a threat on her life, on the
part of the man. At first Othello, contrary to his natural truth*
fulness, tries to hide his fault, by making it appear that Desdemona
committed suicide. In corroboration of his statement, he
refers to the last words of Desdemona herself ‘ Nobody, I myself,*
in answer to Emilia’s question ‘— O, who hath done this deed!'
Then turning to Emilia, he says,

Yon heard her say herself it wa« not I
That ootomitted the deed.

But Emilia, who has fully known his previous conduct
tovyards his wife and his treatment of her latterly has a different
opinion of him. In her wordly experience, knowing to what
extent Jealousy can go, she does not and will not conclusively rely
on Desdemona’s dying declaration, and will not therefore believe
in Othello’s freedom from guilt. ‘ She said so,' rejoins Emilia, ‘ but
I cannot rely on it,

—

I must needs report the truth (to others.)’

Reverting to his natural repulsion to utter a falsehood or to
keep it up by other falsehoods, he now readily confesses, ‘ twas
I that kill’d her but immediately follows with a curse against
her (Desdemona) for, what he thinks, her calculated perjury even
in her last moment,

—

She’s like a liar gone to burning hell

!

Emilia certainly has her own petty follies and faults, her
pardonable prejudices and prattling habits, nay even her
occasional reprehensible slips or lapses from truth, to satisfy the
yvhim or serve the interest of her husband. Such foibles, prejudices
and lapses are, however, common to humanity. But she is

certainly far from being a cold, calculating villain or a deliberate
sinner. Beneath her wordly wisdom and shrewd common-sense,
there runs a vein of courage, and independence, and an ennobling
sympathy. In the presence of Death, that composes all differences
and submerges all vulgarities, she feels her innate candour and
nobility surging up in her breast, and so, in a fearless tone of
righteous anger, she makes a well-merited retort to Othello’s
curse, ^

—

The more angel she, and you the blacker devil.

And, to all his false charges, she but readily answers, refuting
them angrily

—
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OTH ; She turn’d to folly, and she was a whore.
EMIL; Thou dost belie her, and thou art a deyil.

OTH ‘ She was false as water,

EMIL: Thou art rash as tire, to say

That she was false . 0, she was heavenly true <

Othello then proceeds to give details and justify his action,

—

Cassio did top her ; ask thy husband else.

Or, I vreiG damn'd beneath all depth in hell,

But that I did proceed upon just grounds
To this extremity. Thy husband knew it all.

Thus, he begins and ends his justification by citing ‘lago the
honest,’ as his witness.

PART X.

Emilia staggered to learn of lago’s part in the murder.

Emilia is rather amazed and staggered to learn that her
husband whom, excepting for his occasional waywardness, she
sincerely believed to be honest and sympathetic, should have been
privy to such a murder. And so, she wondenngly questions ‘ My
husband ?’—

‘ Thy husband’ affirms Othello. ‘ That she was false

to wedlock ?
' enquires Emilia

,

‘ Ay, with Cassio,* adds Othello-
‘ My husband ? ’ she again asks. He replies,

—

Ay, ’ fcwas he that told me first

:

And I have full trust m what he said, for,

An honest man he is, and hates the slime

That sticks on filthy deeds.

Still Emilia cannot believe that her husband could have made
such a villainous, false charge against Desdemona, leading to her
murder

;
and so she once more asks, ‘ My husband ?’ Othello,

who now loses patience with her for her inability to understand
the simple word ‘ husband,’ rather angrily replies,

—

What needs this iteration, woman ?

I say, thy husband ; dost understand the word ’

My friend, thy husband, honest, honest lago.

Othello’s persistent and emphatic repetition of her husband’s
knowledge of the affair, and his implicit belief in the truth of it

lead the hitherto doubting Emilia to believe in lago’s complicity
in this hellish deed as most probable. In that case, her husband
has deliberately played false and exploited the Moor’s open,
confiding and trustful nature, and committed the blackest perjury,

fraud and villainy when, in secret, be (lago) must have' portrayed
Desdemona to him as uncljaste. Even long before this catastrophe,

when she saw Othello, behaving rather harshly and strangely

towards his wife, she very shrewdly inferred, and even often

repeated her inference, that,—* The Moor’s abused by some most
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villainous knave, some base notorious knave, some scurvy fellow.

And now, to her great amazement and utter disgust, the revelation

gradually dawns that such a villainous knave is none other

her own husband. Addressing her dead lady, she gives this

bitter expression to her horror-struck sentiments,

0 mistress ! (you have been falsely betrayed)

‘ Villainy hath made mocks with love ;

’

And the horror of it is, it was my husband

Who said that you were false.

Emilia is now almost filled with the utmost loathing against

her husband, in the light of the truth now revealed by Othello in

all its naked horror. She can hardly restrain he: feelings. She

therefore openly comes out with this curse on lago,

If he (lago) say so, may his pernicious soul

Bot half a grain a daj ! he lies to the heart.

Othello is rather surprised and enraged. This woman, not

only disbelieves what he says but even openly condemns hm
friend in whose integrity he has every confidence. In fact, his

trust in lago is so great, -and his opinion of his honesty is so

deeply established, that he has come to identify lago with Truth

and Honesty, And, as for this woman, he has already expressed

his opinion that she is ‘ a subtle whore, a closet lock-and-key of

villainous ’ secrets,’ being an accomplice to his wife in her adul-

terous crimes. And, therefore, when after having cursed lago,

she turns to Othello and calls him a ‘ filthy bargain ’ in reference

to his wife, and says

—

0, she was too fond of her most filthy bargain,

Othello, like an infuriated animal, roars out ‘ Ha !,’ and rushes at

Emilia to punish her. But she is too quick for him and balks

him. She however persists m emphasizing her point,

—

Do thy wor.st :

This deed of thine is no more worthy Heaven
Than thou wast worthy her.

‘ Peace, you were best,’—he threatens her
;
but, unmoved by

his frightful words or furious deeds, she burst forth into a volley

of indignant and abusive terms,

0 gull ! O dolt ! As ignorant as dirt

!

0 , thou hast done a deed

;

1 care not for thy sword.

No longer respecting him as a General, she threatens to

expose him to the public as a murderous criminal
—

‘ I’ll make thee
known, tfiough I lost twenty lives,' And, to show that she is

earnest in what she says, she at once cries aloud for help,

—

Help 1 Help, ho ! help I

The Mooi'has kill’d my mistress ! Murder ! Murder !
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PART XL
EiniHa’s cries bring lago and others to the scene.

Montano, Gratiano, lago and others, who ai'e already on their

way to the Citadel, now hasten to it on hearing Emilia’s cries for

help. Every one, already agitated over the fatal happenings in

another place, is anxious to know what has happened here. ‘ How
now. General ? ’ questions Montano eagerly

;
and ‘ What is the

matter ^ ’ quickly follows Gratiano Before Othello can answer,
Emilia, seeing her husband in the company, tackles him straight-

away. She IS anxious that he should clear himself from all

responsibility for the crime which, she thinks, Othello tries to

throw on him. Accordingly, she says,

—

0, are you come, lago ? You have done well,

That men must lay their murders on your neck i

Then, pointing to Othello, she continues,

—

Disprove this villain, if thou be’st a man

;

Ho says thou told’st him that his wife was false;

I know thou didst not
, (for) thou art not such a villain.

Saying this, she hopefully anticipates an emphatic denial of

the charge against him, and so she earnestly begs him to

—

Speak, for my heart is full

But lago, the deliberate villain and practised plotter, remains
unmoved. Without expressing any sense of guilt or fear of

exposure and punishment, that felon, in a calm, callous manner
which a cold and evil genius alone is capable of, gives out his

leply hedged round with double meaning,

—

I told him what I thought
;
and told no more

Than what he found himself was apt and true.

To make matters more explicit, however, Emilia questions him
again,

—

But did you ever tell him she was false ?

False with Cassio?

lago shamelessly answers ‘ I did.’ Upon this, she bursts out
in wrath,—

Y"ou told a he, an odious, damned he

;

Upon my soul, a he, a wicked he !

Emilia is now totally disillusioned, deeply humiliated, and
distressed. Her husband, whom she had thought to be innocent,
and whom she had expected to clear himself honourably from
guilt, is now discovered to be privy to the murder.

In answer to lago’s sharp rebuke to her, ‘ Go to, charm your
tongue,’ comes her bold and fearless reply,—

I will not charm iny tongue ; I am bound to speak

;

My mistress here lies murder’d in her bed.

And your reports have set the murder on.
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At this reference to Desdemona’s murder, every one is

horrified and stricken with sorrow :
‘ Tis a strange truth,’ utters

Gratiano
;

‘ O Monstrous act

!

’—cries Montano
;
and ‘ O Heavens

forfend !
’—all heave sorrowfully.

PART XIT.

Emilia is smitten with Remorse over the Handkerchief incident.

lago is becoming anxious and agitated. His wife may give

X)ut the truth about the incident of the handkerchief, and that

may go against him. Hence, as she raves like a mad woman,
crying,—

YiUainy > villainy i

] think upon ’t : I think : I sroell’t ; 0 villainy !

lago tries to check and command her,

—

I ohai go yon, get you home.

That woman, however, will not charm her tongue. Given as

she is, at times, to levity of talk and lightness of behaviour
;
and

used, without qualms of conscience, to practising petty faults

and small trickeries
;

she is not a wicked woman at heart.

Compared to her liusband in his devilry and wickedness, she is an
angel. And now that events have reached this horrible climax,

and now that the essential truth has been discovered, she can
no longer quiet her conscience and evade its secret prickings. It

IS true that she thievishly picked up the handkerchief of her
mistress and gave it to her husband. She \vas all along aware that

Othello's jealousy against Desdemona was based upon its loss,

but she never dreamt that that jealousy would lead to such a

catastrophe She never informed her lady about it. She even
openly denied all knowledge of it when questioned. If only she
had given out the truth at an earlier stage, Desdemona would
have produced the handkerchief before her suspecting husband,
and this calamity wmuld probably have been averted. In this

way it is, that even the Good at times becomes the unconscious
ally of the Evil Emilia now realises these facts and blames
herself for her part in the events that have now ended in her
mistiess’ murder. Struck with repentance, she exclaims in

grief,—

1 thought so then : I’ll kill myself fox grief

As Dr Johnson pithily puts it,
—

“ The virtue of Emilia is

such as we often find (in this world), worn loosely but not cast

off, easy to commit small crimes, but quickened and alarmed at

atrocious villainies." She now understands the purpose for which
her husband had often induced her to steaHM^ handkerchief.
She therefore decides to atone for her fault and appease her
conscience by an open confession of her thoughtless part in the
tragedy. Hence, when her husband commands her to go home.
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and though she knows that he might even use force against her,

she begs those that are present to hear her,

—

Good gentlemen, let me have loa\ o lo speak
;

’Tis proper I obey him, bub not now.

She even fears that, if she gave out the tiuth, her hus-
band, whom she has now discovered to be a deep villain, may not

hesitate to kill her. Hence, she gives utterance to her presenti-

ment,

—

Peichance, lago, I will ne’or go homo.

Those that are present are not able to grasp the significance

of this passage. They have only so far understood that lago

supplied Othello with some inlormalion, on the ‘supposed,

correctness of which the latter has killed his wife.

PART XIH

Otbello explains how the Handkerchief has inflamed him.

The incident of the handkerchief is not yet revealed and

explained, and hence no one suspects lago as yet. So, every

one turns to Othello for elucidation. He begins to explain,

—

Nay, stare not, masters. It is tine indeed !

^ if- ^ '

These hands have newly stopp'd hoi bi eath

I know this act shows hori iblc and giim.

But he continues, by way ot iiistilication, ‘ O, she was foul

'

and, to support his accusation, he cites lago as witness, whose
honesty no one, except Emilia, as yet doubts He thus explains

the affair,

—

’ Tis pitiful ; but yet lago knows
That she with Cassio hath the ncb of shame

A thousand times committed . Cassio (‘onfnss'd iL

;

And she did giatify his amoi ons woi ks

With that recognizance and pledge of lose

Which I first gave her ; 1 sa\\ n m hi^, liaiul

;

It was a handkerchief, an anl'qne token,

My father gave my mother.

The incident of the handkerchief is only now for the first

time openly mentioned after the mutdei
,

and Emilia, already

agitated over it in her conscience, is now smitten with the pangs

of shame and sorrow. Hence, she ejaculates,

—

0 Heaven ' 0 heavenly powei s !

And, to prevent her from contradicting and correcting

Othello’s statement, lago checks her,
—

' Come, hold your peace !

’

But she, burning with penitence, remorse and indignation, cannot

hold her peace.
‘

’Twill out, ’ twill out,’ she cries, and con-
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iiinieSf with all the vehemence and earnestness the occasion
demands,

—

No, I Will speak as liberal as the north •

Let heaven and men and devils, let them all,

All, all, ciy shame against me, yet I’ll speak.

Be wise, get you home,’ commands Iier husband again. But
Emilia, who lias always been true and loyal to her mistiess,

n with a kincl of moral fervour in the presence ot
Death. So, she boldly refuses obedience to her husband by
ansvyenng ‘ I will not obey you now’. She is hrmly bent upon
thsclosing the truth to vindicate her mistress ‘ honor. Seeing
that she is determined and obstinate, and failing m his verbal
threats to silence her, lago becomes reckless and attempts to
stab her. But Gratiano interposes, crying down lago for his
mean and shameless conduct,—

Eie! joui swoid upon a woman!

PART XIV.

The Mystery of the Handkerchief is now cleared up.

Saved in time by Gratiano, and convinced that, with any
lurther delay on her part, she might never be able to reveal the
truth, she at once comes out with her bold address and clear
explanation to the Moor,—

0 thou dull Mooi ! that handkeichief thou speak’at of
1 found by fortune and did give my husband ;

For, often with a solemn earnestness.
More than indeed belong’d to such a trifle,

He begg’d of me to steal it.

Villainous whore !’ bursts out lago in rage and interrupts
ner. But she, unmindful of his abuse, continues,—-

She gave it Cassio * No, alas, I found it,

And I did give ’t my husband.

thou Iiest I
’ cries out lago with intent to hush up the

truth. But fearlessly and solemnly replies Emilia,—
By Heaven, I do not speak falsely, gentlemen.

Then, turning to Othello, she rebukes him.—
O murderous coxcomb I What should such a fool
Do with so good a wife ?

PART XV.
Othello, disillusioned, becomes furious, and is imprisoned.

Emilia is stabbed to death..

The mist that had so far dimmed Othello’s mind has now
cleared away, the passion that had held him tight in its grip has
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now cooled. He sees the truth and realises its horror. In terri*

ble fury, he now turns against lago. With all the force and

ferocity of a mortally-wounded tiger, he springs on the villain to

catch and kill him. For the first time, he sees that his honest

friend has been the worst of scoundrels-

But lago IS too quick and too clever for him He evades him

by a rapid movement and, as he runs for his life, wreaks his ire

on his wife by stabbing her unawares- She falls down. And, as

her life is ebbing out, she once more vindicates the chastity and

honour of her mistress, gasping out,—

-

Moor, she was chaste
;

She loved thee, cruel Moor '

And, to emphasize the truth of what she says, she swears,—

So come my soul to bliss, as I apeak true.

And uttering her last wish and request,—* 0, lay me by my
mistress’ side,’ she breathes her last.

The horiified Gratiano remarks, in leference to lago,— ‘ he’s

gone, but his wife’s kill’d.’ Montano also joins in remarking,
‘

’Tis a notorious villain ’ And, delivering to Gratiano a weapon

‘ just recovered from the Moor,’ and leaving strict instructions to

‘ guard the door without and let him not pass ,
Montano goes

out to arrest lago, saying

—

I ’m after that same villain,

For, 'tis a damned slave,

Othello is now a close prisoner. He feels so weak, dazed,

confounded, and undone, that his sword is easily taken away from

him. As he puts it,

—

I am not valiant neither,

But every puny whipster gets my sword.

But why should honor outlive honosty ’

Ibet it go all.

PART XVI.

Othello's remorse, agony and self-reproach.

He is now cjuite resigned to his approaching end. He
does not wish to survive Desdemona whom he has killed from a

mistaken sense of honor and duty. Fie is now deeply penitent,

shocked and smitten with grief and remorse over his murder-

ous deed. With his wife gone, unjustly and brutally murdered,

he IS resolved to end his life by suicide. Not allowed to come

forth, in spite of his request to uncle Gratiano, he feels the

misery of his confinement. Troubled with a sore heart,

shattered nerves, and oppressing thoughts, he now begs of his

uncle to come close and speak with him. And when Gratiano

comes near and enquires ‘ what is the matter ? Othello un-

burdens himself of his thoughts thus,

—
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Behold, I have a weapon,

—

A better never did itself sustain

Upon a soldier’s thigh : I have seen the day.

That with this little arm and this good sword,

I have made my way through more impediments

Than twenty times your stop :—but, 0 vain boast!

Who can control his fate —’ Tis not so now.

‘ Therefore,’—he continues

—

Be not afraid, though you do see me weapon’d ;

Here is my journey’s end, here is my butt

And very sea-mark of my utmost sail.

» sit -S‘

Where should Othello go ?

Othello's thoughts now suddenly turn to his dead wife and
he gives full and free vent to his pent-up feelings of sorrow and
penitence. Half-choked with tears, he cries,

—

0 ill-starr’d w'ench ! How dost thou look now ?

Pale as thy smock ! Cold, cold, my giil !

—

Even like thy chastity

Then, though he tries somewhat to control his grief, yet his

remorseful and agonized heart is oppressed with tins shuddering
thought and contingency,

—

When we shall meet at compt.
This look of thine will huil my soul from Heaven,
And fiends will snatch at it.

No punishment however great or severe, no torture however
cruel or constant, he thinks, can ever atone for his rash be-

haviour and atrocious crime against his wife ; and so he cries out

in sore contrition, agony and self-reproach, hurling these curses on
himself,'

—

0 cursed slave ! Whip me, ye devils,

From the possession of this heavenly sight

!

Blow me about in winds ! roast me in sulphur >

Wash me in steep-dowm gulfs of liquid fiie !

0 Desdemon ! dead Desdemon ! dead 1 0 ! O' 0 !

PART XVIL
lago (as a prisoner), and Cassio (in a chair), are brought in.

In the meantime, Lodovico and Montano return, with Cassio
carried in a chair, and lago as a prisoner. ‘ Bring the villain

forth,’ speaks Lodovico, referring to lago. Filled with extreme
disgust, loathing, and nausea at the sight of lago, Othello takes
him to be a veritable devil and looks for his cloven feet, but
soon corrects himself, saying—‘ but that’s a fable.' He however
knows that he is only a man with a devilish character. So,
he says,

—

If that thou be'st a devil, I cannot kill thee.
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Saying this, he instinctively thrusts out his sword to kill him.
But he succeeds only in wounding him, as lago evidently moves
aside and escapes with a shglit, bleeding wound, chuckling
triumphantly

—

I bleed, air, biiL not killed

Whereupon Othello, on second thought, expresses himsolt

thus,

—

I am not sorrj' noithei : I’ld have thoa Inc;
Kor, in my sense, ’ tie happiness to die

Lodovico and others immediately wrench the sword from
Othello’s hand Then, Lodovico rathei pityingly addresses

Othello,

—

0 thou Othello, that wei’t once so good,

Fall’n m the pi.iorico of a damned sl.'uo,

What shall bo ^ind to thee ’

A man of honor that he is, Othello docs not flinch from admit-
ting his guilt in an open and straight-forward manner. He, theie-

fore, frankly says,

—

Why, anything; nit honorable murdoicr, if you tvjll.

And, to show that he is the same good, open and honorable
man now as ever, he thus describes the motive of his act,

—

Nought did I lu hate, but all in honour.

Then come mutual enquiries, proofs and explanations legarding
that night’s occurrences both in the citadel and elsewhere. Lodo-
vico says with reference to lago’s confession,

—
‘This wretch

hath in part confess’d his villainy.’ But to Othello, he puts this

question
—

‘ Did you and he consent in Cassio’s death i*
’

‘Ay,’
admits Othello. On this, Cassin interposes and asks the Moor lor

the cause of it, saying, -

Dear Geneial, 1 nevei gavo you cause.

Othello, in hts natural integrity and candour, openly acknow-
ledges his grievous error and begs his paidon,— ‘ I do believe it

;

for, I now know that you ne\ci gave me cause and, therefore, in

all sincerity, I ask your paidon.' ‘ But I regret,’ he continues,
‘ that I foolishly allowed myself to be led away by lago’s machina-
tions ’ Othello therefoic begs of Cassio to question that villain,

that demi-devih, about it,

—

Will you, I piay, demand i.hat demi-de%il

Why he hath thus onsnared ray soul and body ’

PART XVIII

lago, questioned, remains mum, obstinate and unbendiug.

That demi'devil, however, was never won’t to let others know
his wicked purposes. In fact, he never had any saving gra^e,
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nor any single purpose or ideal in life that would profitably

engage his fertile brains except it be that of satisfying the

baser instincts of his villainous nature Endowed with the intel-

lect of a Genius, his mind could think of, arrange, and execute, as

on a chess-board, multifarious plans, policies and schemes,

mostly of a selfish and wicked kind, with marvellous
accuracy and precision. But his intellect, gigantic and marvel-
lous as it was, was untempered by any of the ennobling Emotions.
Utterly lacking sympathetic imagination, his mind was not in the

least open to any such feeling as Pity or Charity In the absence
of such redeeming traits or moderating influences, his intellect,

—

with all its subtlety, far-sightedness and calculation,—could but

follow evil paths and do but evil to others. His intellect being
mighty, its evil manifestations and consequences were also

mighty

Such a malignant intellect, once allowed free play, without any
social check, always turns out a potent source of menace to

Society. For his own ends, he knew' how and when to profess

reverence for and applaud social virtues
;
but at heart he held them

in utter contempt. His wicked propensities ever drove him on,

and his clear, brilliant mind enabled him to conceal and
enact his plans and policies for entrapping guileless persons

Hiding a most depraved and villainous nature, he passed oft as

a man of approved or reputed honesty, friendship, and loyalty.

He has had no very great or grievous wrong to com-
plain of. Hence he has noiv no explanation to offer in support
of his deeds. When Othello requests Cassio to demand of

him as to ‘why he hath thus ensnared my soul and body,’

he merely replies,

—

Demand me nothing ;
what yon know, you know:

1-i’roin this time forth, I never will speak word.

Ry this, he means,—‘you are now in possession of all the
facts worth knowing and, from them, you will now know my
real nature. I am what I am. That is explanation enough for

piy conduct. Therefore, demand me nothing
,

for, from this

time forth, I never will speak word m explanation of my acts.

In short, it is part of my wicked nature to keep my dark
and secret plots and thoughts to myself, and not to let others
know anything about them.’

Thus does lago close his defence, and thus does he pride him-
self over his natural wickedness. In other words, he means to say,
‘ if I did evil, it was because I wanted to do it

;
it was my nature

to do it, just as it is yours to act otherwise.’ Struck with this

shamefaced audacity of lago, Gratiano, believing in the creed
of the savage, exclaims,

—

Tonnonts will op<3n you lips.
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Lodovico next produces tAvo letters found on the person of

Rodeiigo, both of which incrununite lago m certain criminal
plans ‘One of them imports the death of Casaio, to be undertook
by Roderigo. And the other is a papei full of discontent and
complaints; and this, it seems, Roderigo meant to hate sent

this damned Villain
;
but that, belike, lago m the interim came

in and satisfied him.’

Thus, several facts and incidents, from various indepcMdcnl
sources, now come to light and conclusively establi-.h lago’s

devilish rascality towards all he had to deal with But one point.

IS still mysterious to Othello
;
and he asks ot Cassio,

—

How came you, Casaio, by that handkei chief

That waa my wife’a ?

And Cassio in reply explains,

—

I found it m my chamber :

And ho himself confess'd but even now
That there he dropp’d it foi a '-pocial pin peso

Which wrought to his desire.

Whereupon Othello exclaims m self-inortihcation,

—

0 fool 1 fool I fool

!

PART XIX.

Othello’s last words before he commits suicide.

Lodovico next addresses Othello and sax'.

—

Yon must forsake this room and go wiuh ii'-
;

Your power and your command .s taken off.

And Cassio rules in Cyprus.

You shall close prisoner rest,

Till that the nature of your fault bo know n
To the Venetian State,

Othello, however, is averse to public trial and condemnation.

So, he says,

—

Soft you, a word or two before yon go.

First, he thinks of recounting his services to the State, but

saying ‘ they know it,’ refrains from doing so. Besides, he is averse

to blow his own trumpet as it is ungiacdul and unbecoming of a

truly noble nature. Then, as to the unlucky deeds and 1 he motives

which caused them, he begs Lodovico, Cassio and others to

represent him as he is in reality,

I pray you, in your letters,

When you shall these unlucky deeds rolato,

Speak of me as I .am ;
nothing oxtonnato,

^

Nor set down aught in malice ; ihon must you speaii

Of one that loved not wisely but too well
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Of one not easily jealous, but, being wrought,

Perplex’d m the extreme ; of one whose hand.

Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away
Kicher than all his tribe ; ot one whose subdued eyes,

Albeit unused to the melting mood,
Drop teaia as fast as the Arabian trees

Their medicinal gum.

He also begs them to ‘ set you down this
;
and say besides,’

—

that in Aleppo once,

Where a malignant and a turban’d Turk
Beat a Venetian and traduced the State,

I took by the throat the circumcised dog

And smote him, thus,

—

With this, he takes the last fatal step and stabs himself to

death. He falls upon Desdemona's body, kisses her, and dies
‘ upon a kiss ’ Thus ends a grand and generous life,—coming to

an untimely end, through the machinations of a clever scoundrel

PART XX.

L’assio, on Othello : Lodovico, to lago.

CONCLUSION.

‘ O bloody period,’ remarks Lodovico in horror. ‘ All that

is spoke is marr’d adds Gratiano. ‘ This did I fear, but thought

he had no weapon,’ says Cassio ;
‘ after all, it is proper he killed

himself,’ he continues, ‘for, he was great of heart (and would not
brook the disgrace of trial and punishment’).

Lodovico then turns to lago and, pointing to the bed, con-

taining the dead bodies ot Desdemona and Othello, denounces him
in these loud and scathing terms,

—

0 Spartan dog,

More fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea !

Look on the tragic loading of this bed ;

This is thy work ;
the object poisons sight

;

Let It be hid.

Next, he turns to Gratiano who, being a brother of

Brabantio, is the sole surviving uncle to Desdemona, and ad-

dresses him thus,

—

Keep the house,

And seize upon the fortunes of the Moor;
For, they succeed on you.

Finally, he speaks to Cassio thus,

—

To you, lord governor,

Bemains the censure of this hellish villain,

The time, the place, the torture : 0, enf orce it !

He then departs for Venice to relate ‘this heavy act with a

heavy heart ’ to the State.
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Conclusion: We now slowly begin to emerge, with pity, despair

and resignation, from the tension which made us hold our bieath

in awe and anxiety when we first saw Othello yielding to the

passion of Jealousy. We feel as if we are coming out of the

horrible inferno of bloody crimes, blunders and follies,—of the

blind and reckless play of evil passions,—of the battle-field where

the Innocents have been slaughtered to appease the hunger of a

wild beast. A sweet and sinless soul,—a model of womanly purity

on the one side; and a great heart, free from guile, dishonesty or

base motives on the other side; have been ruthlessly victimised

and finally devoured by the evil passion of Jealousy, which was,

in this case, excited, without any valid grounds, by a monstrous

villain to satisfy his own malignity.
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